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Writing a grammar of Old Turkic has for two main reasons proven a quite formidable task. The first reason is the sheer size of the corpus, which has, during the last decade, kept growing at a breathtaking pace. At present, none of the three most voluminous sources, the Suvarṇaprabhāśa, the Maitrisimit and the Daśakarmapathāvadānamālā has as yet been edited in a way integrating all available manuscripts. Especially the DKPAM, with its lively narrative containing so many specimens of direct speech, will no doubt further contribute to our knowledge of the language. As it is, I was not even able to work myself through all the extant published material so that, in principle, surprises in any section of the grammar are still possible. The only thing I can say is that such surprises have come less and less often during the last months.

Another reason why this task has proven to be a formidable one is the number of articles which appeared over the years on various phonological and morphological matters relevant for the questions which I have tried to answer. Although I have unfortunately been able to take this literature into account only to a limited extent, many will feel that I have indulged too much in argumentation with colleagues, thus giving various passages the air of papers in a journal. The fact is that I have, in many sections, felt the need not only to state my views but also to justify them as against competing opinions. This motive may sometimes also have led to an overaccumulation of examples, making reading difficult. However, those wishing to continue research into various topics will, I think, be thankful for a wealth of material which will, hopefully, help them reach their own judgements.

I would encourage colleagues to come forth with their criticisms. One domain which should be further developed is tense and aspect. Another matter which I have left for others is a detailed appraisal of the sources from a dialectological and diachronic point of view. The work will be attacked for having handled such diverse sources as the Orkhon inscriptions, Uygur Tantric literature and the Qutadgu Bilig in a single grammar. This approach is, I think, at present justified by the fact that not all isoglosses seem to fit into neat bundles. Where mss. in Sogdian script share several linguistic features with the Qutadgu Bilig, where Orkhon Turkic forms and constructions find their specific explanation in Uygur patterns, it would be highly counter-productive to split up the
The present work is in any case quite unlikely to be the last word on the grammar of Old Turkic. Or so I hope, expecting this book to attract new scholars to this domain of research.

The passages quoted should not be mistaken for editions; for exact and full rendering of the texts the reader is referred to the work of the editors, or better to the facsimiles of the ms. as far as Uygur is concerned: Most of these are now readily available in excellent quality on the internet and all the ones extant in Germany will be available in the foreseeable future. Within the VATEC project participants from Berlin, Frankfurt and Göttingen are undertaking an electronic reedition of Uygur manuscripts, offering a full transliteration, a transcription, interlinear morphological analysis, a German or English translation and a full thesaurus. In the present grammar I have – to enhance readability – sometimes felt free to tacitly disregard small lacunae, to spell out words which scribes traditionally write in abbreviated form (e.g. with missing vowels) and the like, especially in sections dealing with syntax. The runiform inscriptions deserve better documentation than is publicly available to date.

I should apologize for not having offered interlinear morpheme and lexeme analysis of words and interlinear translations, which would have much enhanced usability for readers not all too familiar with Turkic. Doing that would, however, have lengthened the volume by hundreds of pages, making its publication impossible.

Irina Nevskaya and Mark Kirchner read earlier versions of the book and offered valuable remarks (generally heeded – but not always). Peter Zieme helped with information on ms. readings when these could not be obtained on the internet, Mehmet Ölmez did some work towards preparing the word index, Jens Peter Laut pointed out grave inconsistencies in my text references. I would like to express my gratitude to these dear friends as well as to Patricia Radder from the Brill publishing house, who put enough pressure on me to bring the work to an end, but not too much for me to despair of it completely. And last, but not least at all, to Yona – for support during the last twenty years.

May 2004

Marcel Erdal
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Since prehistoric times, pastoral nomads roamed the Eurasian steppe belt while hunters and gatherers populated Siberia, the vast stretch of land to the north of this belt. South Siberia, with its fertile regions as the Minusa valley, served as meeting ground for these two types of cultures as well as attracting invaders from afar. Accounts about the inhabitants of these regions can be found in written documentation left to us by the Chinese, the Greeks and others who used writing before they themselves did so. Archeology also has unearthed much about them and will no doubt bring more to light in the future. Some of these ethnical groups were Indo-European or, more exactly, Indo-Iranian and presumably also Proto-Tokharian. Others no doubt were Turkic or akin to the Turks: Chinese sources report towards the middle of the 6th century A.D. that people with this name had a sort of monopoly on iron mining in the Altai mountains. The modern or recent groups now lumped together as Palæo-Asiatic must have been indigenous to North Asia. In addition, some Uralic groups, coming from Western Siberia and North Eastern Europe, probably moved into this part of the world in fairly early times, as also Mongolic and Tunguz groups, which, however, came from the east. Although the languages of these peoples by all available evidence differed in genetic affiliation, their shared environments and their contacts over time must have generated various sorts of affinity among them as to material and spiritual culture and, indeed, anthropological characteristics. Through confederations among Central Eurasian ethnical units as well as the subjugation of one group by another, political entities were created, as a result of which culturally or linguistically differing groups found themselves within larger states. Language contact and convergence are among the normal results of such processes.

1.1. Early and Proto-Turkic and Altaic

In this book, which deals with language, we are interested in linguistic identity, in this case in ethnicities speaking varieties of Turkic; not in anthropological or cultural identity as documented in descriptions by neighbouring societies or unearthed by archaeologists, nor in ethnical or political identity as emerging from the accounts accumulated among
nations in Western or Eastern Asia. Whether such early North East Asian peoples as the Xiung-nu, Centrals Asian peoples as the Wusun or Eastern European peoples as the Huns spoke Turkic languages is not known; their identity is therefore irrelevant for the intents and purposes of the present work. When differing tribes shared one political fate either of their own will or after having been incorporated into some framework by force, they would, in the course of time, converge in various ways, not only administratively but also culturally and linguistically. Thus, tribes not being Turkic by origin might have adopted some form of Turkic language or dialect, modifying it even while adopting it, whereas some Turkic tribes may have given up their Turkic idiom. What interests us here is linguistic identity to the exclusion of all other ways in which ethnic groups can be labelled. Turkic-speaking state elites would have made their variant of Turkic into the national language, sometimes causing other (Turkic or non-Turkic) groups to use it, perhaps as a written language, beside the idiom they themselves spoke; this may have been the case in the Khazar state, for instance. On the other hand, Turks could well have had to use some language beside their own if they found themselves in a political, ethnical or cultural constellation in which some other language occupied the central position; or, alternately, they may have used another language for writing purposes instead of beginning to write their own: For instance, the Turkic military elites of the Ghaznavid and Sālčūk states (starting with the 10th century A.D.) wrote Persian or Arabic but no Turkic. Thus, the identity of the elite of the first Türk empire (6th-7th centuries A.D.) is of no interest to us here as long as their only text which (at present) is known to us\(^1\) is a Sogdian inscription, no possible Turkic etymologies being available for any of the titles mentioned in it. Similarly, it would not make much sense to try to delimit an ethnic identity which spoke Proto-Turkic, although Proto-Turkic is a useful linguistic tool worth constructing (or ‘reconstructing’).

Turkic does start to become tangible as a linguistic entity at least around the beginning of the Christian era, when neighbouring nations learn and document words which we can identify as being clearly Turkic (by morphological shape, for instance): A case in point is the term \textit{suv}+\textit{lag} ‘watering place’, found in early Chinese sources,\(^2\) where

---

\(^1\) The Bugut inscription, written around 580 A.D.: See Kljaštornj & Livšic 1972; latest readings in Yoshida & Moriyasu 1999.

\(^2\) Cf. Schmitt 1971. There were several places of this name, one of them being Kāšgār.
at least the suffix is definitely Turkic. The matter is often not as simple as in this case, in that foreign documentation often consists of titles, which tend to get passed from one language to another: If, in Hungary, the Avar ruler was called kaganus, this by itself does not mean that the Avars were Turks: As it happens, the source of this title appears not to have been Turkic in the first place, and it was also borrowed by other Central Eurasian nations. Some further evidence may indicate that the Avars spoke some form of Turkic.

The Turkic languages are genetically fairly close-knit although they have, of course, diverged in time (and, in certain cases, converged). Reconstructing the hypothetical Proto-Turkic language through the genetic comparison of the Turkic languages seems to be a feasible goal, but work in this direction has been slow, sometimes marred by dilettantism: Much of it took place in the Soviet Union, where too much weight was put on modern evidence at the expense of earlier stages of the language. Scholars have put much less energy and thought into a model of inner-Turkic genetic affinities than into the Altaic problem: the question whether the great number of lexical and grammatical units and typological traits which Turkic shares with the Mongolic group of languages and, to a considerably lesser extent, with the Tunguz languages, Korean and Japanese points at a genetic relationship or whether it is attributable to borrowing, copying activity or coincidence. This question, which deserves collective treatment by specialists for the different languages and language groups, will not be dealt with here. What is certain is that a lot of the contact involving the copying of specific items in all domains of language between Turkic and Mongolic on the one hand, Mongolic and Tunguz on the other hand took place before the peoples speaking these languages began putting them into writing. It is therefore in any case useful to speak of ‗Altaic languages‘ as a term covering at least these three language groups; as an areal term if not as a genetic one. Turkic and Mongolic may well be related genetically (my knowledge of the other languages is quite insufficient for me to make any statements in this respect) but adequate serious research on the nature of their relationship is still lacking.

---

3 Not to be confused with +lİg, which is found also in Mongolic. The symbol + here used marks nominal juncture, whereas - is used to indicate juncture between verbs and their suffixes.

4 Structural affinities with a non-Altaic language group (pointed out in a review, Erdal 1997) will be dealt with in the near future; cf. further Erdal 1998 for the domain of verb formation in Turkic and Mongolic.
The earliest discovered documents written in Central Eurasia are Indo-European and Chinese. When, in the 6th century A.D., the first Türk kaghanate was formed in present-day Mongolia, its rulers appear to have used Sogdian, an Iranian language, for writing. At about the same time, the Turkic-speaking Khazars formed a state in the Turkic Far West, in an area roughly bound by the Caucasus, the Ural river (called Yayik in Turkic, Δάμης in Greek sources) and present-day Ukraine. Runiform inscriptions discovered in this region and further west were presumably inscribed some time during the second half of the first millenium A.D. They can be attributed to the Khazars, to the Avars, to the equally Turkic Pechenegs or Bolgars or to other Turkic ethnic entitles, but interpretations proposed for them are unsatisfactory and doubtful.

The earliest readable, understandable and datable Turkic texts are the official inscriptions of the second Turk kaghanate, the Orkhon inscriptions, the first of which appears to have been from slightly before 720 A.D.; the runiform alphabet in which these inscriptions are written was deciphered by Vilhelm Thomsen in 1893. The age of the inscriptions found in South Siberia near the upper Yenisey river, most of which are in the same script, is not known for certain; some of them may well be older than the Orkhon inscriptions. The Bactrian mss. from Afghanistan edited by Sims-Williams (2000a) contain a number of Old Turkic words and word groups; they are no doubt linked to the domination of the Western Türk after they vanquished the Hephthalites together with the Sassanians. The earliest of these documents have been dated to the first half of the 7th century; they are thus the earliest sources containing Old Turkic phrases (and not just single terms): These words and phrases (e.g. tapaglig ‘revered, reverent’ in a document from 640 A.D.) are clearly in the same language as other Old Turkic sources. Through their appearance in the West Asian part of Turkic expansion, the term ‘East Old Turkic’ used by Johanson (2001 and elsewhere) to refer to this language is made obsolete, if it is to apply to any directly documented language: Old Turkic as here described was presumably, with minor variation, used in West Turkestan as well (which is, after all, where Qarakhanid was spoken), and all the way south to Bactria.

---

5 See above, and footn. 1.
6 kınžuy ‘queen, consort’ may actually be more archaic than Old Turkic kunčuy in view of the shape of the source of this term in Early Middle Chinese; the Bactrian ms. in which kınžuy appears seven times in reference to a Khaladj princess is dated to the year 711, which makes it contemporaneous with the Orkhon inscriptions.
The earliest accessible Turkic sources in Eastern Europe are the few sentences left to us by the Danube Bolgars, which (like Bactrian) are in Greek writing and belong to the 9th or 10th centuries. While all early Asian documentation represents a single fairly close-knit language, the sparse and difficult Danube Bolgarian material is aberrant, represents a different idiom and is not taken into consideration here. Nor are the Volga Bolgarian inscriptions, which date from the Middle Turkic period (13th-14th century); that corpus as well represents a different language than the one described here. To this material one might add words borrowed from varieties of early and middle European Turkic into Hungarian. This rich evidence is important for the reconstruction of Proto-Turkic and but unlikely to yield specific evidence for the language dealt with in the present work. Kāšgarī in the 11th century gives linguistic information on a number of Turkic dialects or languages of his time; see Broekelmann 1921 and Dankoff & Kelly 1985 on this.

The corpus of extant Turkic is conveniently divided into three periods, old, middle and modern. The end of the Old Turkic period was brought about by the impact of the Mongol invasion in the 13th century, which covered everything from South China to Poland and Hungary, from Eastern Siberia to Syria and Central Anatolia. Involving the whole of the Turkic world, it at first put most of the Turks to flight, breaking up social structures and rearranging ethnic geography. Subsequently, most Turkic groups were engulfed in the boundless Mongol empire and its successor states, in which they were usually the culturally and ethnically dominating though not the leading element; this had the effect of enhancing inter-Turkic linguistic contact and leveling. During the Middle Turkic period, which was ushered in by this upheaval, most of the Turkic world became Islamic; except, that is, those parts of it which were dominated by China and later by the (Mongolian) Kalmyks. Islam brought about greater literacy among much of the Turkic world. The Eastern part of Chinese Turkestan, Gansu, Mongolia and Southern Siberia including and east of the Altay range remained outside the influence of Islam. In this eastern and north eastern part of Asia, Turks went on adhering to Buddhism or to varieties of Shamanism, partly influenced by Buddhism. In Eastern Europe there were also Christian and Jewish Turkic-speaking groups, but very little written material has survived from them from the early Middle Turkic period; the 14th century Codex Comanicus is one important Christian Middle Turkic

7 See Erdal 1988 for one important such source and its relationship with the Danube-Bolgarian inscriptions.
8 See Erdal 1993 for the Volga Bolgarian corpus.
source (in Latin characters). Middle Turkic is, on the whole, characterized by two or three written languages in the Islamic literary tradition, often quite distinct from the dialects and languages spoken by the authors, evolving over time and actually varying from author to author and indeed from manuscript to manuscript. However, the sources of this period practically from the beginning show a clear division between four ethnically and geographically distinct dialect groups crystallizing into written languages: Eastern Turkic, Kipchak, Bolgarian and Öguz.

Northern and central parts of all this were then gradually incorporated into Russia. The Modern Turkic period starts around the middle of the 19th century, when scholars such as Castrén, Vámbéry, Raquette, Böhtlingk or Radloff described as yet unwritten Turkic languages and dialects of High Asia. At about the same time, Christian missionaries initiated the alphabetisation of some of these languages with the purpose of spreading their faith; this is how the first sources of Chuvash or Shor were printed. Travellers such as Stralenberg or Pallas had, since the 18th century, supplied the scholarly world with some preliminary information about such languages. By the end of the 19th century Kazakh, Azeri or Ottoman authors were increasingly making their written languages look like their speech. For languages like Tatar or Turkmen, parting from the Arabic alphabet in the 20th century was the decisive step into a relatively faithful representation of national tongues.

Old Turkic as described in this book comprises all extant texts written in early Asian Turkic as well as phrases appearing in sources in other Asian languages such as the Bactrian mss. (Sims-Williams 2000a) or Mahnr. Since early European Turkic is practically nonexistent as an unstarred entity, no confusion can, we think, come from using the term ‘Old Turkic’ to refer not to an abstract stage in the history of the Turkic languages in general, but to a specific language once spoken in central regions of Asia, and delimited by the corpus which represents it. My use of the term ‘Common Turkic’ is explained in the following section.

1.2. The Old Turkic corpus and its parts

This book deals with the remains of what was written down in the Asian domains of the early Turks, which consists of three corpuses:

1) Two hundred odd inscriptions in the Old Turkic runiform script, presumably 7th to 10th century. These were discovered mostly in present day Mongolia (the area covering the territory of the second Türk empire and the Uygur steppe empire following upon it) and in the upper
Yenisey basin (the domains of the Qïrqïz and Čïk tribes) in central South Siberia. A few readable runiform inscriptions were discovered further west, in the Altay mountains all the way to the Irtish river, sporadically all over present-day Kazakhstan and Kirgizstan (here especially in Talas, the capital of the Western Second Türk kaghanate) and the north eastern part of Chinese Turkestan; see e.g. Vasil’ev 1976/78 for a short survey. Most of these are epitaphs, but some are mere graffiti on prominent rocks by the side of main roads. There also are some objects (e.g. coins, mirrors, bricks, a spindle whorl, bowls) inscribed with the same script. Many of the runiform inscriptions from Mongolia are official, but most of the other ones stem from common (though sometimes obviously highly regarded) individuals.

2) Old Uyghur\(^9\) manuscripts from the eastern part of present-day Xinjiang and Gansu (China), from the 9th century on, in the Uyghur, Manichaean, runiform,\(^10\) Brāhmī, Sogdian, Syriac, and Tibetan scripts. Most of them are kept in Berlin but there are collections also in London, St. Petersburg, Paris, Kyōto, Stockholm, Helsinki, Ankara, Istanbul and China itself; a few pieces have landed elsewhere. The Uyghur ms. corpus is by far the most extensive among the three. Much of it consists of Buddhist, Manichaean or Christian religious material; there are also legal documents such as contracts, personal or administrative letters, medical or astrological treatises, glossaries, folkloric sources and prose and verse narrative texts. Approximately three quarters of the whole corpus consist of Buddhist sources (mostly belonging to its mahāyāna branch). Manichaean sources make up less than 10%, but most of these are relatively old. The Christian texts are the least numerous and do not seem to be particularly early. The present description tries to base itself in principle primarily on mss. thought to antedate the (mid-13th century) establishment of Mongol rule. Sources from the rule of the Yuan (i.e. Mongolian) dynasty were by their authors meant to be in the same language as earlier sources, however, and can be difficult to tell from earlier ones.

Uyghur scholars nowadays broadly distinguish three stages: The pre-classical stage including most of the Manichaean material but also

\(^9\) We will, henceforth, use the term Uyghur to refer to Old Uyghur as being described here, rather than to Modern Uyghur now spoken in Xinjiang, Kazakhstan etc., or to Middle Uyghur as documented from Ming and other pre-modern sources.

\(^10\) There is sometimes some confusion regarding the linguistic assignment of the runiform mss., e.g. in Johanson 1998: 85: These are written in the same language as the rest of Xinjiang Uyghur (within which there are dialect differences); the language of the runiform inscriptions of the Uyghur Empire found on steles in Mongolia is, on the other hand, practically the same as that of Orkhon Turkic.
Buddhist texts like the extensive Sängim ms. of the Maitrisimit; the so-called koinē\(^{11}\) stage, including e.g. the translations made from Chinese by the team of Šiṅko Šali Tutuŋ or the DKPAM, and, thirdly, the late Uygur stage which we find in Tantric texts like UigTot. Criteria for the linguistic dating of Old Turkic sources were first offered in Erdal 1979 (a reformulation of a section in Erdal 1976). The topic was subsequently taken up by several scholars, fullest by Doerfer 1993. We will come back to the question of relative dating within Uygur further on in this section.

3) 11\(^{th}\) century Turkic texts from the Qarakhanid state: In Arabic writing, the \textit{Qutadgu Bilig}, a poem consisting of six thousand odd couplets by Yūsuf the Chamberlain,\(^ {12}\) and the \textit{Dīvānī luğāti ṭ-Turk}, an Arabic-Turkic lexicon and encyclopedia featuring morphological, derivational and dialectological notes, by Mahmūd of Kašgar.\(^ {13}\) Land sale documents in Uygur writing found in Yarkand\(^ {14}\) are the only direct Turkic Muslim ms. evidence from the period, since the three QB mss. and the only ms. of the DLT are not autographs but somewhat later copies. Mahmūd also quotes forms from dialects other than his own, the DLT thus serving as earliest evidence\(^ {15}\) for other early varieties of Turkic. Material from other varieties is, in general, excluded from the present work: Qarakhanid grammar is close enough to Uygur grammar to make a single description for both corpuses meaningful, which is not necessarily the case with other material quoted in the DLT. Features of

---

11 This term (used by Röhrborn and Laut in a number of their publications at least since 1984) is, I think, unfortunate, as it is misleading to outsiders: Greek \textit{koinē} means ‘common’; \textit{koinē diálektos} was the name originally given to the relatively late, post-classical variety of Greek which was mostly based on the Ionic dialect and replaced practically all the (other) Greek dialects to serve as common language not only to Greeks but also to others who came under their sway or adopted their culture. The variety of Uygur which is, I think, better just called ‘Classical’ or ‘Standard’ is a stage in the development of the language and of its spelling when it had established relatively strong and clear norms. The language apparently was, at this stage, spoken more or less as it was written, which was probably no longer the case for Late Uygur sources.

12 Edited by Arat (1947), translated into English (with important notes) in Dankoff 1983. Tezcan 1981 will also be important for a better edition in the future.

13 Dankoff & Kelly 1982-85 is an edition of the Turkic (transcribed and transliterated), couched in an English translation of the Arabic parts of the text.

14 Erdal 1984.

15 The reliability of the DLT cannot be wholly taken for granted in this specific matter, as Mahmūd was not, of course, a field researcher in the modern sense; but his evidence does seem convincing. Most of the information supplied by Kāšgarī on the dialects has not yet been matched with modern and comparative data and there is as yet no conclusive investigation of this question.
other dialects are not, however, disregarded; e.g.: The Oguz cognates of äšgäk ‘donkey’, buš-gak ‘asthma’ and the dative suffix +kA, which lack the velars of the quoted forms altogether, are certainly relevant for our view on the shape of these Old Turkic elements; they show that äšgäk and bušgak must have had g and not k although k would have been a possible reading of what is documented, and that there must, beside +kA, also have been an early variant dative suffix +gÅ. koymanjïz and kiymajïz, which are in DLT fol.289 quoted as Oguz and Kïpçak forms for the negated 2nd person plural imperative, are relevant for Turkic in general, because they show that /d/ > /y/ had taken place in at least some Early Turkic dialects already in the second half of the 11th century, and that -(X)η-lÅr had not been generalised to all early dialects.

The legend of Oguz Kagan, which is considered to be in Old Turkic e.g. by Šćerbak 1961 and in the DTS, is written in a form of Chagatay, a stage of Turkic which is quite different from Old Turkic and much later. Buyan Ävirmäk, a text stretch found at the end of the 18th century Petersburg ms. of Suv, was added at a very late stage and cannot be called ‘Old Turkic’ either. Nor can the 12th century Atabatu ’l-Haqâ’iq, which should be considered to belong to Middle Turkic though its composition took place in the Qarakhanid realm. A weakness of descriptions of Old Turkic by Soviet scholars was that they described Uyghur together with such Middle Turkic sources, taking all of them to be expressions of a single language. Among the three mss. of the QB, ms. A is from the Timurid period; its content is not evidence for the text except when considered together with mss. B and C. R.R. Arat had, in 1947, published an edition of the QB based on all three mss.; not knowing this edition or disregarding it, Soviet scholars quoted each of the three mss. as if each were a Qarakhanid source by itself.16

The three source groups mentioned constitute all the early written remains of Common Turkic17 in so far as they can be read at present: Many short inscriptions discovered west of Chinese Turkestan and South Siberia, e.g. in the Altay region, are hard to decipher: Where

---

16 Thus also in the DTS. Such errors can have long-lasting influence. E.g., Anderson 2002 gives kir- as an inchoative auxiliary verb, quoting a phrase ‘sevä kirsä’ for “KB II 42” from Šćerbak 1961: 153. It turns out that this is a reference to what ms. A alone has in QB 403, while the other ms. extant for this passage has something quite different. There is no other ‘evidence’ for kir- as auxiliary in Old Turkic.

17 I here use ‘common’ in the sense of ‘ordinary’, to refer to what Schönig 1997: 119-120 calls ‘Norm Turkic’. Schönig there uses ‘Common Turkic’ to refer to the diasystem + ‘diadictionary’ which is the lowest common denominator of all Turkic languages; this is a concept for which I have no use and which is not what I have in mind. The term ‘Norm Turkic’ sounds, I feel, too normative.
aberrant forms have been read, there is the possibility of misreadings. Turkic words and phrases found in sources in Bactrian, Sogdian or other Indo-European languages of Asia sometimes constitute useful material on what is clearly the same language. Non-Bolgarian forms of Middle Turkic appear to be relatively close to Old Turkic, allowing for dialect differences mostly already attested in the DLT. Their predecessors may thus not have been very different from Old Turkic, though the language of most Middle and Modern Turkic sources does not go back directly to Old Turkic as we have it documented in the corpuses mentioned above. If some modern Turkic languages seem much too aberrant to go back to dialects closely akin to Old Turkic, this is often due to substrates or adstrates.

Old Turkic is not identical with Proto-Turkic, nor is it the ancestor of Common Turkic in the sense that (Vulgar) Latin is the ancestor of the Romance languages. bän ‘I’, e.g., is still retained in Modern Turkish, but the Bilgā Kagan and Köl Tegin inscriptions from the banks of the Orkhon river have only män, the assimilated secondary form. buyur- ‘to command’ has in Old Turkic (including Orkhon Turkic) been replaced by yarlı(g)ka- but lives on in practically all Turkic languages outside Siberia and is the source of the Old Turkic title buyruk. ud- ‘to follow’ survives only in the Oguz languages, but the adverb udu ‘following, after’, which is common in Old Turkic, must come from it. Various Common Turkic features have dropped out from Old Turkic: The -gAn participle, which is alive in practically all Turkic languages, had disappeared from most of Old Turkic except in a few petrified forms (and in some sources written in Sogdian writing); the -gAy form, which is used as future or with content related to epistemic mood in a great number of Turkic languages including Uygur, had disappeared from Orkhon Turkic, though there are some examples in the Yenisey inscriptions. Proto-Common Turkic would also have had an element related to Turkish değil for negating nominal predicates. Nor can -(A)Ilm for the 1st person plural hortative have been primary, since a number of Common Turkic languages also have -(A)Il and -(A)Ilḹ̊̆̂̄̃̄̂̂̄ as 1st person exclusive or inclusive or some such meaning; the additional m clearly comes from general 1st person marking and -(A)I may have been the original form. Extending our scope of ‘Old Turkic’ beyond

---

18 In view of its limited documentation, ud- could, in principle, also have come from udu by back-formation.
19 This is a matter mentioned also by Doerfer 1975-76: 9, who writes: “Atu. is, so to say, not the grand-father of all modern Ctu languages but their grand-uncle. It shows some specific (dialect) features.”
the Orkhon inscriptions, we find additional secondary features: e.g. vowel roundings after onset \( b \) in words such as \( b\ddot{u}t \) ‘to come to an end, be perfected’, \( buzagu \) ‘calf’ or \( bu\ddot{u}t \) ‘cloud’ in runiform mss., whereas a number of modern Turkic languages have the original unrounded vowels; also, e.g., words starting with \( m < b \) when the next syllable has a nasal. Verbal forms like \( kod-m\-\ddot{a} \-lar \) ‘don’t put (pl.)’ are also secondary, as is the alternative form in \(-mA-\ddot{a}-Xz\) which, as already Kāšğarī says, was used by the Oğuz. The ancestor of Common Turkic (as a theoretical construction) was, in any case, probably quite similar to Old Turkic in many respects. Old Turkic must therefore be taken note of as a very central ingredient of any reconstruction of Proto-Turkic (the ancestor, that is, of Common Turkic, Khaladj, Chuvash etc.). Another important source for this reconstruction is evidence from Mongolic.

Due to some of its characteristics (e.g. the hortative in \(-A\dddot{l}lm\), the future in \(-dA\dddot{I}\) instead of \(-gAy\)), Doerfer 1975-76a: 83 thought that Orkhon Turkic was especially close to Oğuz Turkic;\(^{20}\) other scholars e.g. Tezcan) have also subscribed to this view, which deserves further consideration.

The three corpuses mentioned above represent a coherent group of fuzzy dialects differing most in the lexicon (as they belong to different cultural domains), certainly also in morphology and in some ways also in phonology. Syntactic differences may in part be due to the fact that the corpuses contain different textual types, but also reflect the gradual Turkification of much of the population using Uygur, and historical development. Translations, which constitute most of our corpus 2 (though by no means all of it), were, in particular, carried out by bilingual committees. Corpuses 1 and 2 are not dialectally homogeneous; phonetic and grammatical differences between the corpuses are probably not greater than those found within them. Geographical dialects can hardly be worked out within group 2, as mss. for public use would travel and be copied by scribes differing in dialect;\(^{21}\) personal documents are relatively short and rather repetitive. Phonetic and morphological differences are not as great as to necessitate distinct descriptions for different texts or text groups. Nevertheless, our

\(^{20}\) Johanson 1998: 85 writes about the language of the Orkhon inscriptions: ‘Though it exhibits some features that are later typical of Oğuz, it may well be taken to represent a Common Turkic that has not yet split into Oghuz, Kipchak and Uyghur.’ This is clearly mistaken.

\(^{21}\) Some features possibly characterising the dialect of Khotan are mentioned further on in this section. See Doerfer 1993: 3 and the reference given there to work of Bazin for the exact coordinates of places where mss. and inscriptions were discovered.
description cannot pretend to be based on a homogenous corpus but will, where deemed appropriate, include observations on dialect variation and diachrony as well. We will straightway mention phonetic, phonological, morphological and syntactic features with which scholars have tried to characterise the variation between the different texts; detailed discussion of these features will then take place in the different sections of the grammar dealing with the elements affected. The differences within Old Turkic are by no means greater than e.g. within Old Greek.

There are, however, some clear differences even between the runiform inscriptions from Mongolia: Tuñ has bün as independent pronoun but uses mân within the verb phrase, while KT and BQ have män everywhere; ŠU from the Uygur kaghanate again has bün as independent pronoun, however, and Taryat (also Uygur kaghanate) even has bân following a verb form. These differences can be qualified as ‘progressive’ vs. ‘regressive’ as they do not fit into the ‘earlier’ / ‘later’ scheme which Doerfer 1994: 111 tries to apply to them. He there (p.109) also shows that it is the KT and BQ inscriptions (and ŠU from the Uygur kaghanate) which most often do not leave /e/ implicit but write it as i, whereas the earliest inscriptions Tuñ, Ongin and KČ on the one hand, the Uygur inscriptions Tariat and Tes on the other, practically always leave it unexpressed. It is again (same work, p.110) KT, BQ and ŠU that always write /e/ out as Y in open syllables, and again KT and BQ which show the sound change [yä] > [ye] in the beginning of the words yäg ‘better’, yägirmi ‘20’, yär ‘place’ and yäti ‘seven’.

Several linguistic criteria can serve to distinguish between language forms within Uygur, either as dialects or as historical stages. The fate of early Old Turkic /n/ has been much discussed in the literature and is here dealt with in section 2.33; all agree that its retention as a distinct phoneme (as in Lena Turkic) is archaic. It converged with /n/ in the Argu dialect as documented by Käsägarî, but there are hardly any traces of such a feature in any variety of Uygur: It will be found in section 2.33 that ‘anîg’ < aňîg ‘bad’ and ‘könür-’ < köňür- ‘to burn (tr.)’, given as only examples in the literature for NY turning to N, can in fact be read as aň(i)g and köňür- in all instances referred to. I have found a single possible exception, mentioned below. In most Uygur texts, all words containing /n/ in runiform sources appear with /y/. Where Uygur texts have both NY23 and Y in these words, such as kanyu ~ kayu

22 This distinction later led to the generalization of the person category in verb forms.
23 Small capitals are used for transliterating Semitic alphabets.
'which' both found in the (early) London scroll of the Säkiz Yükmäk Yarok (TT VI), we take either the language to have been in transition to the progressive variant with /y/, or scribes whose language had already lost /ñ/ to have made copies from mss. which still had /ñ/, introducing the change sporadically. In Oguz Turkic /ñ/ becomes /yn/ (with a vowel intruding between /y/ and /n/ when demanded by syllable structure) but this does not (except in the word koñ > koyn 'sheep') happen in Uygur. All of Uygur can therefore be characterised as a bundle of y dialects, like many of the Turkic languages today; the runiform mss. are a possible exception, and there is the exception of some mss. in Sogdian script, where we seem to find a clear instance of anīg; see further on in this section for that. If, as pointed out by Röhrborn 1983, the Sängim ms. of Maitr exclusively has /ñ/ > /y/ but on the other hand all the characteristics of early Uygur texts, this should come as no surprise: The copyist of this ms. was more efficient than e.g. the one of the London scroll of TT VI in doing away with instances of /ny/; had the latter’s personal language not already undergone the process, he would not have made the replacement at all.

Additional characteristics which are used for the distinction between dialects or between pre-classical and classical sources (depending on the viewpoint) are the presence of the converb suffixes -(X)pAn\textsuperscript{24} or even -(X)pAnXn instead of or beside -(X)p (all dealt with in section 3.286); the use of the case ending +dA and not +dIn to express ablative meaning (discussed in section 4.1106);\textsuperscript{25} the insessional use of the projection participle in -sXk where all mss. except the Xw use -gU and -gUlXk instead (see all three in section 3.284);\textsuperscript{26} the appearance of low unrounded vowels in the genitive, instrumental and accusative\textsuperscript{27} case suffixes and in the accusative allomorph for the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person possessive.

\textsuperscript{24} A dash before a suffix signifies that the base is a verb stem; the plus sign signifies that it is not. Vowels placed in brackets are dropped when the base ends in a vowel; consonants in brackets, as in +(s)I(n), are dropped when following upon consonants or under other conditions specified in the grammar. Capital letters in transcriptions of suffixes refer to archphonemes, realizations being specified in the phonology; see section 2.51 for the realizations of /X/, /U/ etc. The letter X refers to a vowel archphoneme in transcriptions but (in slightly smaller font) to a Semitic consonant letter (reth, representing /k/ and /g/ in back vowel contexts) in transliterations. [x] is a velar fricative.

\textsuperscript{25} The presence of the variant +dAn is clearly also relevant to chronological and dialectological questions.

\textsuperscript{26} In the runiform inscriptions -gU appears only in one or two lexemes while -gUlXk is used twice in a proverb; these forms would have survived from an even earlier stage of the language.

\textsuperscript{27} This suffix and other suffixes containing /g/ get lowered also in texts which are by no means early, by adjacency with this consonant; see section 2.402.
suffix, in the 1st and 2nd person singular and plural possessive and perfect suffixes, the 1st person singular and plural and 2nd person plural volitional suffixes, the converb suffix -(X)p, the formatives +lxg and +sxz and the passive suffix -(X)l-, which all generally have high vowels (section 2.24);28 the appearance of /š/ as s in one ms. (discussed in section 2.35); rounding in verbal inflexional affixes in some mss. in Sogdian script and two others, discussed further on in this section; the appearance of the instrumental suffix as +(X)n and not as +(I)n (q.v. in section 3.124); the non-nasal shape of -dxη as e.g. käl-tig ‘you came’ in PañcFrag 192 which accords with similar realisations of /η/ as /g/ in runiform inscriptions (as discussed in section 2.34); the distribution of the participles in -(X)glI and -(X)gmA (in productive use only in early texts; see section 3.282) and the (mostly agentive) forms ending in -gülI and -dačI (discussed in sections 3.113 and 3.282): The Orkhon inscriptions have -dačI (‘-mačI in the negative) as future suffix while the rest of Old Turkic has -gAy. Opinions have varied on whether differences concerning such criteria may be indications of dialects29 or of different stages of the language or both. Doerfer 1993, who devoted a monograph to the topic of the dating of Old Turkic, uses 30 characteristics for this purpose, some of them graphic (see section 2.1), or in the phonological, the morphological and the lexical domains.

Many Manichæan texts appear to be pre-classical, but the Pothi book (TT III etc.) and one or two other mss. have clear signs of lateness. Among Buddhist texts, the Sängim ms. of the Maitr, the London scroll of TT VI, BuddhBio and another section of a Buddha biography edited in U II 4-7, possibly the KP text30 and (not noted hitherto) the

28 The lowering appears also in bar-am ‘livestock’ formed with the formative -(X)m, attested in M III nr. 6 III r7, in a ms. belonging together with M I 7-17 and ManErz I. The feature of lowering is assigned to the Oguz dialect by Kāšgarī but in Uygur it is a variable characteristic of early sources where /a ä/ are not conditioned by specific adjacent consonants. If Kāšgarī is right this may mean that there was an Oguz influence on early texts, or that the Oguz were relatively numerous among the Manichaëans. It would also go well with the idea that there is a special Oguz – Orkhon Turkic connection, as Orkhon Turkic influence on the language of the inscriptions of the Uygur Kaghanate is obvious.

29 One should here remember that the distribution of dialects need not be geographic but can also be linked to communities. The Arabic dialects spoken in Baghdad in the first half of the 20th century by Muslims, Christians and Jews, e.g. were quite distinct; in one town in Western Persia Jews and Christians spoke two dialects of Neo-Aramaic which were not even mutually intelligible.

30 This ms. appears to be, more than some other sources, a late copy of a quite early text by a rather sloppy copyist, who not only made a number of mistakes but also introduced some very late forms towards the end.
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Vairocana fragment T I D 200 (Mainz 774) last edited by Zieme in a footnote in AoF VIII (1981): 242 show signs of being early. BuddhKat was by its editors Maue & Röhrborn declared to be pre-classical because it has low vowels where the standard ms. write high ones and has several examples of the +dA form serving in ablative meaning. On the other hand -sA as conditional suffix instead of -sAR and käräk ‘necessity, necessary’ instead of kärgäk as well as the haplology of syllables containing /r/ are late or at least progressive features. Vowel lowering in BuddhKat has no significance in this matter, however, as it takes place only beside /g/ and /ṛ/. Whether +dA never serves in standard Uygur texts in the constructions found in BuddhKat needs to be checked. Cf. the following: The Maitr (both major mss.) shows a number of ablative locatives, one instance of the converb in -(X)pAn and two in -(X)pAnXn (the Hami ms. has at least two additional ones of the latter), a few instances each of -(X)gmA and -(X)glI and, as a spelling feature, a number of instances of /ŋ/ spelled in both front and back contexts with K alone. The pre-classical features of the London scroll of the Säkiz Yükmäk Yarok, edited in TT VI, are the lowering of vowels, six instances of kanyu ‘which’ beside 12 instances of kayu, more than 20 examples of anïg (presumably to be read as any(ï)g; cf. the end of section 2.33) and of a derivate, instances of the superfluous alef, the +dA form used as ablative and productive use of -(X)glI.

Some fragments of mss. written in Sogdian script (edited by D. Fedakâr) clearly show a distinct dialect: They have some loss of pronominal +n+ (e.g. san+ñ-ča) as found in Eastern Middle Turkic and in the Southeastern group of modern Turkic languages and the phrase öl-gän+dā kurtul- ‘to be saved from dying’, with the participle in -gAn used as event noun. A conspicuous feature of these fragments is the vowel rounding in inflexional suffixes when adjacent to a labial consonant (kurtgar-dum, tap-un-śïlar, ämgän-üp; tak+umuz, sī-dumuz, bačama-dumuz); cf. section 2.402 for more details on this process. The possessive suffix +XmXz is replaced by +UmUz and the preterit suffix -dXmXz by -dUmUz also in one ms. of the Xw, and the ms. Pelliot Ouïgour 2, HamTouHou 18,7 has the forms tilädümüz istädümüz. This latter is a letter written in Khotan (as the text says); that particular Xw ms. and the mss. in Sogdian script could therefore also reflect the Khotan dialect. 31 On the other hand, anïg ‘bad’, damaged but visible in

31 övigä ‘to his home’ in HamTouHou 18,4 is not necessarily an instance of the loss of pronominal n, as ‘WXLYK’ for oglïga ‘to his son’ in 1.10 shows that the ms. spells /ŋ/ as K: /g/ would have been spelled as X in a back-harmony word. The genitive form minig for māniŋ ‘mine’ in 1.6 probably has the same explanation. The 2nd person imperative
a fragment in Sogdian script, shows that what we have here is a rare instance of the so-called n dialect (see section 2.33). Both -dUm and ı̈ > ı are, according to Kāšgarī,32 characteristics of the speech of the Argu; these Sogdian script mss. may therefore also represent this dialect. Another noteworthy feature of the Sogdian script mss. are several examples of an extended form of the 3rd person imperative (e.g. artama-zunı̈), found also in the QB.33 We know that Argu was spoken in Balasagun, and Yūsuf, the author of the QB, was born in this town. This as well should therefore be an Argu feature. A further feature shared by the Sogdian script mss. with the QB are the fused impossibility forms (alumadi < alı̈ umadi, alkumaz < alka umaz). Balasagun was in West Turkistan; this proximity to the original homeland of the Sogds may explain their Sogdian palæography and spelling characteristics.

On the other hand, the Sogdian script fragments have also retained the pre-classical feature of sporadic and unconditioned vowel lowering. Laut 1986 considers a Buddhist text to be pre-classical also when it has Indian loans in Sogdian shape and adds a further criterion for early dating: the introduction of superfluous alefs, not in the onset and unjustified through any likely pronunciation before vowels within words; e.g. yig'ı̈t ‘young man’ or av'ı̈ (the name of a hell called avı̈ci in Sanskrit). For these two reasons he also adds the SP to his list of pre-classical texts, although it lacks all other criteria. Superfluous alefs in a Manichæan text and in the Sāngim ms. of the Maitr are given in Laut 1986: 69-70; instances in mss. in Sogdian script are listed by Fedakâr in UAJb N.F. 10(1991): 93-94 (to be used together with the glossary in UAJb N.F. 14(1996): 196-201 and the transliterations). The lowering of unrounded high vowels is apparently equally common in the Sāngim and Hami mss., though not necessarily in the same words.

Gabain in several places expressed the view that the texts written in Brāhmī script constitute a dialect of their own. According to her they are characterized by (among other things) p in the onset of words and

plurals form read istäglär in the same line is not necessarily an instance of /ŋ/ > /ɡ/ either, as it can also be read as ı̈st(a)ŋlär.

32 The DLT (fol.504) ascribes the pronunciation bardum, käldüm (vs. bardam among the Oguz and bardım among the other Turks) to the dialect of the Argu.

33 Gabain 1976 expresses the view that this ı̈ is the possessive suffix but there seems to be no sense in that. I could imagine that it is a truncated ı̈d! ‘Let go!’, comparable to English ‘Let him do this’. ı̈d- also serves as actionality auxiliary for energetic action which became morphologised in some modern languages, and should also be behind the ı̈ which we find at the end of imperative forms of certain Khaladj verbs. As Doerfer has shown in various places, Argu as described in the DLT shares several linguistic features with Khaladj.
by o in non-first syllables. These sources do indeed seem to use p and b indiscriminately in onset position; however, this may have been caused by influence from the Uygur writing system, which spells all [b]s with the letter P. As for o and ö in second or subsequent syllables, that appears also in texts in Tibetan writing like the catechism from Dunhuang (BuddhKat) and in the hippological glossary in southern Brāhmī (Wordlist) and reflects, we think, general Uygur pronunciation: The Uygur, Manichæan and runiform writing systems do not distinguish o from ö and u from ī in any case. Are there any explicit differences which distinguish Brāhmī texts from others? Such is, for instance, the syncopated spelling of the suffix +(l)dUrXk, which appears as +(l)druk in sakaldruk ‘throat strap on a headstall’ and kōmūldrīx ‘breast strap’ in Wordlist, and boyontrok in TT VIII A (Northern Brāhmī): Sources in both the Uygur and Arabic scripts consistently spell the suffix with explicit W after the alveolar. There is an instance or two where a stem-final i appears as ĕ in a converb form in -(X)p. BuddhKat, a quite early text in Tibetan script, has other relevant characteristics: the conditional in -sA instead of -sAr, otherwise documented e.g. in Uygur medical texts (which were presumably written more carelessly than, e.g., religious texts), the haplological dropping of syllables featuring an /r/. BuddhKat and three medical texts in Brāhmī have kārāk instead of kārgāk, while even very late texts in Uygur script practically always write kārgāk. kārāk is also what we find in Qarakhanid sources and also as a loan word in Mongolian, already in the (13th century) Secret History. Rather than pointing at a different dialect, such traits show that texts in Indic scripts stayed outside the written norm and reflected characteristics of the spoken language; the g of kārgāk probably dropped away from the dialect(s) underlying Uygur already in the 10th century.

As for the syntactic characteristics of Brāhmī sources, these appear to emanate from the fact that some of them follow the syntactic structure or just the word order of their source text, and sometimes even its morphological structures34 rather slavishly. Unusual syntax need not, on the other hand, always be the result of direct copying even in translated texts. In Christian texts, for instance (e.g. the first text in U I or the Christian one in ChristManManus), the finite verb is less often at the end of the sentence than in other sources and relativisation is more right-branching with conjunctional particles than left-branching with participles. These features may, however, also have been characteristic

34 Late Sanskrit, the source of some of these texts, is prone to extensive compounding; moreover, it expresses even predicates in a preponderantly nominal manner.
of spoken language, Central Asian Christians possibly being less bound by the written norms of mainstream society.

In general, the degree of the slavishness with which Uygur texts follow their sources is a parameter worth watching in all texts. However, quite a number of Uygur texts are not translations but ad hoc communications (e.g. letters); others are original creations or paraphrases (expansions or summaries), and even translations often contain interpolations and alterations of the translator.

Criteria for lateness are anja and munja as datives of ol ‘that’ and bo ‘this’ instead of anjar and munjar (discussed in section 3.132); the introduction of helping vowels beside /r/ and metatheses mostly involving /r/ such as ädräm < ärdäm ‘virtue’ (section 2.406); the appearance of idi ‘master’ as iä or igä; the change yarlıgka- ‘to command etc.’ > yarlıka-; the change of the causative formative from -X- to -I- (section 3.212) and the change of the vowel in the converb and aorist suffixes used with this formative from /I/ to /U/ (see section 3.233 and especially Erdal 1979b and 1986 for this and for the next item); change in other aorist forms such as älit-ır ‘he/she leads’ > el(i)tür, bil-ır > bilür, al-ır > alur, ögir-är > ögirür etc.; the change from accusative to nominative when postpositions govern nouns with possessive suffixes or pronouns (section 4.21); the replacement of the accusative suffix +(X)g by its pronominal counterpart +nI (section 3.124); the regularisation in the negative conjugation found in -mAcI (future) > -mAdAcI and -mAdOk (perfect and evidential) > -mAmIš (section 3.232); kärgäk ‘need’, äsgäk ‘donkey’ > käräk, äşyäk; -sAr > -sA as the conditional suffix (section 3.287); the change of the imperative particle from gll to gUl;35 birlä ‘with’ > bılä(n) (section 3.32); burun ‘nose’ > ‘before’ (attested e.g. in burun+ki ‘earlier’ in Suv); counting by the higher decade replaced by counting by the lower decade (section 3.14), and ayïg ‘bad’ > ayï when used with the meaning ‘very’. One other conspicuous matter is the free alternation in late texts between t and d, s and z and, in the scripts where it can be observed, k and g replacing earlier (e.g. runiform) adherence to either the voiced or the unvoiced consonant.36 Doerfer 1993: 115-119 mentions that this

---

35 We take -gUl to have fused from -gU ol, a marker of impersonal mood, but in some of its instances it appears in parallelism with gll; the matter is not completely clear.
36 As Zieme 1969: 23 notes in connection with the Pothi book where such confusions are especially prominent, they are referred to as ‘Mongolisms’ because they generally appear during Mongol domination (which is rather late as far as Old Turkic corpus is concerned); he does not, however, draw the conclusion that the Pothi book must be late. Occasional confusions such as sägiz for säkiz ‘eight’ in the Xw are called ‘irrtümliche
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phenomenon does not occur in Qarakhanid and explains why it must be due to contact with Mongolian and the way that language was written. These processes did not all occur simultaneously, nor did they all automatically apply to texts we know to have been late: Knowledge of the standard language clearly lingered on into Yuan times, to varying degrees with different individuals. We have already noted the rather early appearance of the truncated variant of the conditional suffix -sAr and of käräk as ‘necessity, necessary’ in the catechism in Tibetan writing. The fact that medical and astrological texts have such phenomena more than late religious texts shows that they mark progressiveness, supressed when writing or copying something venerable.

What should be kept in mind in this connection is that the spelling of written texts, especially when adhering to a norm, rarely exactly reproduces one to one the pronunciation of the people who write them; fluctuations often reflect a conflict between the means put at the writer’s disposal by the writing system and how he thinks the words should be pronounced, as well as between his pronunciation and traditional spelling. If the London scroll in TT VI 89-90 shows thrice the spelling ärkligin yorïglï and once the spelling ärkligän yorïglï, the chances are that the scribe thought that 1) consistence was not important, 2) neither spelling the word with alef nor spelling it with yöd was fully appropriate for his purpose (which may or may not have been directly linked to what he would be pronouncing). We know from phonetic recordings that pronunciation can also fluctuate freely, but this is not the only determinant of spelling. Some of the traits thought to be phonic may be due to graphic fluctuations preceding standard spelling, or to texts outside the spelling traditions. Laut’s (1986) explanation for the inconsistent and uneven nature of the evidence is that the texts as we have them represent the result of alterations by copyists under the influence of their own dialect.37 I agree with this and have said as much in connection with the ŋ > y process.

Uygur texts which have Arabic, New Persian or Mongolian loans or change /d/ to /y/ e.g. in kaygu < kadgu ‘sorrow’, kayït- < kadït- ,to

Schreibungen”. Zieme explains their generally rare occurrence in Manichäean texts by the traditional care which the Manichäans showed in the production of mss..

37 Pp.61-62. He thinks the changes were deliberate, arguing against R.R.Arât who considered them to be accidental. The correction from bašlag to bašïg visible in the ms. in Maitr 73v20 is no proof, however, as the copyist may, in this particular case, have been trying to prevent a misunderstanding: baš+ïg could have been misunderstood as bašla-g, which also exists.
return (intr.)’ should not be considered to be part of the Old Turkic corpus: Proto-Turkic /d/ has been preserved as an alveolar in some Turkic languages to this day, so that the presence of the feature /y/ < /d/ (when preceded by a vowel in the same stem or suffix) is a dialect characteristic no less than a sign of lateness: It is, in fact, documented as such already by Kāšgāri (fol.289), who states that the Oguz and Kipčak say koy- instead of kod-. InscrOuig, an Uygur inscription from the year 1334, is an example for a text which has Persian and Mongolian loans as well as this sound change.

Sources range from imperial inscriptions to personal letters sent to family members and graffiti scribbled by travellers on rocks. After the Mongol invasion, the differences between the language of texts intended for public and especially for religious use and that of the private documents grew, the former being conservative and showing more of a dependence on foreign sources. For the period described, it appears that the progressive texts are quite close to the spoken language, the vital vehicle of an expanding society, quickly replacing the last vestiges of local Iranian and Tokharian vernaculars in all spheres of life. Stylistic differences and registers are discernible: Personal letters, medical texts and scribblings represent a colloquial language with consonants and morphology progressive in a few points, a few consonant elisions and word order even freer than otherwise. More formal language was, however, just as ‘real’ in its use. The distinction between registers does not, of course, apply only to an overall classification of sources, but also to the presentation of utterances within narrative texts, to the polite reference to the addressee in the plural, to lexical devices, to address verbs marked on the politeness scale and the like.

The texts show some code switching: When a stretch in a non-Turkic language is included in an Old Turkic text, we do not consider it to part of our corpus if it contains a predication, i.e. if it is a clause, a sentence or more. One example is the Parthian sentence Man astar hirza ‘Forgive my sins!’ repeatedly found in the Xwāstvānīft. This text is the Manichæan confession prayer; pronouncing the sentence is part of a ritual and not meant to serve communication with humans. A similar case are dhāraṇīs (incantations) included in Buddhist texts, which make no sense in Uygur (and sometimes not in any other language either). Another situation arises when communicating individuals are bilingual.

38 I see no reason to agree with Tenišëv 1979 and scholars following his views on the matter, who think that the language spoken by the Old Turkic population is substantially different from their written language.
in the same two languages; this makes switching possible from one into
the other. Examples are the Turkic–Sogdian texts edited by Hamilton &
Sims-Williams or Turkic–Chinese land sale contracts published
recently. Code switching will be relevant for Old Turkic syntax in case
it happens within one sentence, if, e.g., a foreign clause is included in
an Uygur sentence. Foreign stretches are not, in any case, relevant for
Old Turkic phonology: The /h/ which we find in the \ästväniff
formula, for instance, cannot be considered to be one of the Old Turkic
phonemes. The situation is different for loan words: lenxwa 'lotus’, e.g.,
was clearly used freely in Uygur; the onset /l/ and the cluster xw at the
syllable onset must therefore have been within the competence of users
of this language, at least for the register concerned, and assuming the
word was pronounced as it was written.

In naming the Old Turkic corpus or parts of it, scholars’ practices
sometimes differ from our formulation. For some, Old Turkic is only
the language of the Orkhon inscriptions and does not include any Uygur
or even the runiform inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire. Others
group the texts of the A dialect together with the inscriptions, calling
this ‘Türkü’ or ‘Türküt’. Some exclude Qarakhanid from Old Turkic,
assigning it instead to Middle Turkic. The view that the variants of Old
Turkic as listed above should be taken to be alike unless explicitly
shown to be different has become the standard among scholars
specialising in Old Turkic. This view is not shared by all scholars,
however: In his (1980) review of Tekin 1968, e.g., Benzing proposed
that the verb okï- ‘to call etc.’ should in Orkhon Turkic be read as
‘okkï-’ because the velar retains its voicelessness in the northwestern
Turkic languages (where single voiceless consonants become voiced
between vowels). No Uygur source writes ‘okkï-’, however, although
Uygur does not follow the Orkhon Turkic practice of spelling geminates
as single consonants: Benzing did not consider the possibility that
Proto-Turkic may have had *okkï- and that the geminate could have
been simplified in Old Turkic including Orkhon Turkic. This was not
necessarily the case and the Orkhon Turkic verb may indeed have been
pronounced with a geminate, left implicit in the writing. This would
mean transporting Proto-Turkic into Old Turkic, however, and I think
scholarship should better assume coherence among the (rather close)
dialects of Old Turkic in every matter for which the data do not prove it
to be otherwise. The present work tries, among other things, to provide

---

39 Thus e.g. Johanson 1979 : 8. The fact is that none of the sub-corporuses is really homogeneous.
such distinguishing data; that, e.g. -yOk is not used in runiform inscriptions, used in the Manichaean texts just as participle and put to general use only in Buddhist texts. This type of remark, or the reference to phenomena as ‘late’ or ‘early’, are scattered throughout the work. The discovery of relevant features for Old Turkic text classification is still going on, and we have not attempted any synthesis on this topic here.

1.3. History of research

1.3.1. Sources

We can look back to more than one century of research into Old Turkic, initiated by W. Radlov’s edition in 1891 of the QB ms. in Uygur writing\(^40\) and especially by W. Thomsen’s decipherment of the runiform script in 1893. Runiform inscriptions had been discovered by travelers to Siberia centuries earlier, and then by Fins exiled to that country and by Russian archeologists; they were made accessible to the scholarly world in 1892, through drawings and facsimiles in Finnish and Russian publications. In the first 50 years of research, runiform inscriptions were edited by Thomsen himself, by W. Radlov, S.E. Malov, G.J. Ramstedt and others. Orkun 1936-41 is a collected reedition of all this material. A great many short runiform inscriptions were then discovered or rediscovered, edited or reedited in the Soviet Union, mostly by D.D. Vasil’ev, I.L. Kyzlasov, S.E. Kljaštorný and I.V. Kormušin. Lists of runiform inscriptions can be found in Vasil’ev 1976/78 and Sertkaya 1984.

The Uygur corpus of Old Turkic was made available by Russian, Japanese, German, British, French and Swedish expeditions to East Turkestan and Gansu, the greatest number of mss. reaching Germany. The writing itself was known in the West at least since Klaproth 1820. The task of editing the sources discovered since the turn of the century is still going on, the first editors being F.W.K. Müller, A. v. Le Coq, W. Bang, V. Thomsen, W.W. Radlov, P. Pelliot and G.J. Ramstedt.\(^41\) Between 1920 and 1970, Uygur texts were edited foremost by A.v. Gabain, and also by S.E. Malov, G.R. Rachmati (subsequent name R.R. Arat), T. Haneda, M. Mori, N. Yamada and Ş. Tekin. In recent decades

---

\(^40\) The ms. edited by Radloff is actually the latest of the three existing mss. of this source and shows certain characteristics of Middle Turkic. Even this ms. is, however, certainly closer to Old Turkic than Chagatay sources, which Thomsen and other scholars otherwise had as guidance for their texts.

\(^41\) Scholars are listed more or less in the order of their importance in this domain.
the activity of editing Uygur mss. (mostly in Germany, but also in Japan, France, Turkey, the Soviet Union, the United States, China and Finland\textsuperscript{42}) expanded greatly; published dictionaries (see below) simplified the work, knowledge of the language was deepened, texts were routinely published together with their facsimiles and a growing number of source texts was identified.\textsuperscript{43} The publication of facsimiles is becoming less necessary as the great majority of Uygur sources is now becoming accessible on the internet.

C. Brockelmann and B. Atalay contributed much to the constitution and interpretation of the DLT, the former writing several papers on various aspects of this source and presenting its lexical material in dictionary form, the latter editing the text and publishing it with index and facsimile. R.R. Arat edited (1947) the three extant mss. of the QB in what attempts to be a critical edition of this extensive source. Dankoff & Kelly (1982-85) presented the definitive re-edition of the Turkic elements in the DLT, translating the Arabic matrix text into English; Dankoff”s (1983) translation of the QB is, in many points, a highly successful reinterpretation of the text.

1.32. The Lexicon

Most Uygur texts published until the 1970s were accompanied by glossaries. Brockelmann 1928 is an index to the DLT, an invaluable source for our knowledge of the Old Turkic lexicon in general. This work was useful for scholars working on Uygur and inscriptional sources, though based mostly on the faulty edition of Kilisli Rifat (1917-1919). This makes it inferior to Atalay’s glossary to his re-edition, which itself is now superseded by vol. 3 of Dankoff & Kelly 1982-85. The year 1931 saw the appearance of the Analytischer Index by Bang & Gabain, which unites the (corrected) lexical material of TT I-V and of two other texts edited by the authors. Caferoğlu 1934 is the first dictionary to unite the material of all the Uygur sources (including runiform mss.); its second edition (1968) includes Uygur material published till 1964. The fourth volume of H.N. Orkun’s Eski Türk

\textsuperscript{42} Order of listing again by approximate volume of activity. I don’t see much point in giving a full list of editors; see the index of the UW for their names and publications. The most prolific editor is probably P. Zieme, who is in charge of this task at the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences.

\textsuperscript{43} Religious Uygur texts, which are the majority, are normally translations, reformulations, expansions etc. of texts in other languages; Chinese, Indic, Iranian or Tokharian if the text is Buddhistic, Iranian if it is Manichaean, Iranian or Syriac if it is Christian.
Yaztlari and the first edition of Gabain’s *Alttürkische Grammatik* both appeared in 1941. The former covers all runiform lexical material (including proper names and uninterpreted strings of signs), while the latter’s glossary is meant to be a listing of all understood lexemes both in Uygur and inscriptive Old Turkic.

The first dictionary attempting to bring together the lexicon of the whole of Old Turkic as defined in the present work (i.e. also including Qarakhanid Turkic) was Nadeljaev et al. 1969 (the DTS). Clauson 1972 (the EDPT) has the same scope; both books only cover publications which appeared till the early 1960s, in spite of their publication dates. The EDPT is more sophisticated (e.g. in dealing with the QB) and more internally consistent than the DTS and is also useful in quoting Middle and Modern Turkic evidence for the entries as well as related Mongolian forms, including reference to the TMEN etc.; it is, on the other hand, weaker on phraseology, disregards (unlike the DTS) most borrowings into Old Turkic and is, furthermore, sometimes prone to unwarranted ‘emendations’ to the text. These two works supersede Caferoğlu’s and Orkun’s lexicons. Arat’s *İndeks* to the QB (1979), in fact mostly the work of students after his death, contains lexical material from this text which is only partly included in the EDPT and the DTS, but it must be used together with Tezcan 1981. Six fascicles have until now appeared of Röhrborn 1977-1998 (the UW), the most recent Old Turkic dictionary. It has, to date, only covered one letter and a half, but is highly dependable, exhaustive as far as Uygur is concerned and valuable also because the numerous passages quoted for context are reinterpretations reflecting present understanding. The OTWF, finally, can also serve for lexical documentation, mostly of derived lexemes. The Old Turkic lexicon is, then, still incompletely accessible in dictionary form, although the situation is vastly better in this domain than (hitherto) with the grammar.

1.33. Grammar

When Radlov and Thomsen worked on the runiform inscriptions which they published in 1895 and 1896 respectively, understanding their grammar appears not to have been a very difficult task for them: The difference between Old Turkic and modern Turkic languages is not

---

44 It covers only Uygur mss. excluding the runiform ones among them, but includes the few inscriptions in Uygur script. Since our knowledge of Old Turkic advances continuously, it is natural for details in the UW to need revision already while getting published; this is often done in subsequent fascicles.
greater than that which we find between the Turkic languages for which there already existed good descriptions at the time: the work of Kazem-Bek, Castrén, Radlov or Böhtlingk, not to speak of the many grammars of Ottoman which were readily available. Radlov published his *Grammatische Skizze der alttürkischen Inschriften* already in 1897. The first western scholars dealing with particular aspects of Old Turkic were concerned with the sound system; cf. Foy 1900 and V. Grønbech 1902 on the vowels. The earliest linguistic arguments on Old Turkic were those between Thomsen and Radlov and concerned the consonants: Radlov thought these should be read as in today’s South Siberian languages. This was denied by Thomsen (1901; text of a lecture held in 1897), whose opinion found wide acceptance; Thomsen’s argument was based on the QB, a Qarakhanid source. When Uygur mss. were discovered around the turn of the 20th century, they were immediately seen to have been written in the ‘same language’ as the runiform inscriptions, though in a different dialect (or different dialects). Thomsen, Müller, Le Coq, Bang and others occasionally dealt with points of Old Turkic phonology and morphology in notes to text editions, when some suffix needed an explanation: It was only natural for scholars to put their linguistic abilities under the service of text interpretation and philology and to concentrate their endeavours on making a corpus available to the public before proceeding to grammatical syntheses. The first publications devoted to the language of the Old Turkic sources in general are Foy 1904 (on the fragments in Manichaean writing) and Radlov 1909-1912. In the numerous papers which Bang published between 1896 and 1934 on various text passages or on comparative Turkic grammar, he sometimes expresses ideas concerning Old Turkic morphology (e.g. on the collective nominals in +AgU and on the onomatopoeic verbs in Bang 1919); however, these get lost among his endeavours to prove dubious hypotheses concerning proto-language. The only other monograph studies which Old Turkic scholars of the first generation devoted to language were Thomsen 1913-18 and 1916 on inscriptionsal matters, Le Coq’s ‘Kurze Einführung in die uigurische Schriftkunde’ (1919; to this day the only Uygur paleography) and two papers by Brockelmann (1919 and 1921) on linguistic aspects of the DLT.

Beside A.v. Gabain, whose *Alttürkische Grammatik* dates from 1941, Bang had several Tatar students who presented general Turkic dissertations, later emigrated to Turkey and founded philological
Turcology in that country: G.R. Rachmati (also Rachmatullin; in Turkey R.R. Arat), S. Schakir, (later S. Ishaki, in Turkey S. Çağatay) and the younger A. Temir. Rachmati’s dissertation (on auxiliary verbs and converbs in Altay Turkic, published in 1928) was fully linguistic, but his significant contribution to Old Turkic studies remains within the domain of philology; an important late (1963) paper documents and describes orientational terminology. Schakir’s dissertation (1933) on word formation also covers Old Turkic, and three papers of hers (1940-41 and 1943 respectively) deal with Uygur. Gabain continued to publish on Old Turkic grammar (1940, 1940a, 1950, 1950a, 1957, 1964, 1970 on selected topics and the general description in PhTF I in 1959), but her interest gradually shifted away from the texts and their language; her editing activity also ended in 1958. Temir published papers on Uygur particles (1949, 1956). K. Grønbech (the son of V. Grønbech and a student of V. Thomsen) and A. Salonen were the first to deal with grammatical categories and some aspects of the syntax of Old Turkic in a general linguistic context (1936 and 1937 respectively). Németh 1939, Mansuroğlu 1957 and K. Thomsen 1957 (K. Grønbech’s student) all deal with the origin and nature of Turkic /e/ as distinct both from /ä/ and /i/ (but not necessarily from /ä:/>; cf. also Doerfer 1994. This topic is highly relevant even now, as none of the alphabets used for writing Old Turkic has a special character for this phoneme; its existence is therefore sometimes still contested.

Gabain 1957 deals with another matter which brought about some discussion: the so-called ‘connective vowels’, thought by many to have been reduced vowels introduced to ‘help pronunciation’; cf. Erdal 1979a, Doerfer 1981-82 and 1993a and Erdal 1996. The traditional view (presented e.g. in Gabain 1941/1950/1974) is that they followed fourfold high harmony (i / ī / ü / u), but Doerfer (and, following him, Johanson – still in Johanson 2001) have, in a number of publications, argued that these are reduced low vowels (a/ä). Doerfer 1993a would like to see these introduced into the transcription of runiform sources.

Kowalski 1949 explores an interesting aspect of Old Turkic grammar (as of that of some modern Siberian languages), touching both upon verb formation and syntax: the causative of transitive verbs, whose meaning can get close to that of a passive. Röhrborn 1972, Nigmatov 1973, Johanson 1974, Kormušin 1976 and the OTWF have contributed to the clarification of this topic.

45 Before these, Turkish Turcology had been mainly limited to Ottoman studies. The founder of the study of the history of the Turkic peoples in Turkey is Z.V. Togan, also a Tatar.
In 1953 there appeared E.R. Tenišev’s ‘Avtoreferat’ of his thesis on Uygur grammar based on the (Radlov–Malov edition of the translation of the) Suvarnaprabhāsa. As far as I have been able to discover, this is the first paper since the work of Radlov dealing with the Old Turkic language to appear in the Russian empire and the Soviet Union. Nor were any Uygur mss. edited there after a publication by S.E. Malov (the student of W. Radlov) in 1932 (as distinct from editions of inscriptions, which did go on). The reason for this gap may have been the fact that Soviet scholars were already busy enough describing the modern Turkic languages spoken in their realm, that such activity seemed more useful and that western scholarship was practically inaccessible to Soviet scholars. Moreover Tenišev, one of the most fruitful Turcologists working on modern languages, wrote only one more paper on Old Turkic (in 1971, proposing an explanation for the replacement of š by S in the runiform inscriptions). Research in this domain was taken up by other Soviet scholars in the late fifties; we find papers by V.M. Nasilov (1958, on nominals), A.S. Amanžolov (1959 and 1963 on the government of derived and analytical verb forms), D.M. Nasilov (1960 on periphrastic modal constructions and 1966 on the form in -yOk), M.Š. Širalijev (1960 on the etymology of the gerund suffix -XhAn), V.G. Kondrat’ev (1961 on the function of the form in -dOk in runiform sources) and Šukurov (1965 on the form in -gAlIr). Axmetov 1969, finally, deals with the whole verbal system of the runiform inscriptions. All this work, we find, is related to morphology and grammatical categories. Then we have Ajdarov 1969 on auxiliary words in the Orkhon inscriptions. Borovkova 1966 broached a phonological topic with her paper on the labial consonants in Qarakhanid Turkic.

Scientific discussions taking place in the West were, in those years, mainly concerned with vowels. The discussions around /e/ and around the ‘connective vowels’ hypothesis which started rather early have already been mentioned. One further vowel problem causing some stir was the question of whether Old Turkic had long vowels; several modern languages have such vowels in inherited Turkic stems and we know that Proto-Turkic already had them, but evidence for Old Turkic is uncertain. Cf. on this question Tuna 1960, Tekin 1967 and Tekin 1975 (reedition 1995a); the problem is discussed also in some general treatises, e.g. in Zieme 1969. Another question concerns the nature of vowels in non-first syllables: Are there the same number of phonemes as in first syllables or are there a smaller number of ‘archphonemes’? Does o/ö appear in non-first syllables outside Brāhmi texts? Are o and ō in non-first syllables allophones of other (high or low) vowels
appearing only after o or ø or are they phonemes? Cf. for this topic Clauson 1962, K. Thomsen 1963, Clauson 1966 and Erdal 1996. Clauson 1962 was of course also concerned with a number of other aspects of the language, such as word structure, word formation etc.; in a sense this is preparatory work for the EDPT. Clauson 1966, on the other hand, again limits itself to phonological matters. Pritsak 1961 can be be considered to be obsolete though still quoted in Johanson 1979. Meyer 1965 discovered the rules which apply for the explicit spelling of vowels in the Orkhon inscriptions, and partly also in other runiform texts; more attention to this paper would have prevented many a misled interpretation of those sources.

PhTF I, a handbook bringing together descriptions of most Turkic languages, appeared in 1959. Gabain’s account of Old Turkic presented there is basically a summary of the grammar in Gabain 1941; Mansuroğlu wrote the chapter on Qarakhaniid. Pritsak 1963, another short account of the whole corpus, is quite undependable. To this day, Gabain 1941 has remained the standard grammar of the language;46 it reappeared, with a few additions and corrections, in 1950 and again in 1974. In Russia, meanwhile, short general descriptions of the corpuses were presented by A.M. Ščerbak (1961, dealing with Old and Middle Turkic as if these were a single language) and V.M. Nasilov (1961 on the runiform inscriptions and 1963 on Uyghur). Then came Ajdarov 1966 on the language of the Köl Tegin inscription and Kondrat’ev 1970 on the whole Old Turkic corpus. Tekin 1968 and Ajdarov 1971 both describe the language of the Orkhon inscriptions, while Kononov 1980 describes the runiform sources as a whole. Tekin’s work covers all grammatical domains of this small corpus in structuralist exhaustiveness and also presents a full concordance of the lexicon including proper names as well as new editions and translations of the texts. Zieme 1969, which is highly authoritative but remains unpublished, deals with the graphemics, the phonology and morphology (but not the syntax) of the whole corpus of Manichæan sources (part of which he published later). Concerning Qarakhaniid there is a description of syntax by Abduraxmanov (1967), of the verbal system by Ercilasun (1984); Hacıeminoğlu 1996 is a full (but rather superficial) account of Qarakhaniid grammar. Erdal 1998a is the most recent and concise description of the language of the whole Old Turkic corpus while T.Tekin 2003 deals with the whole corpus of insessional and

46 In spite of its name, this work deals not only with grammar and related matters but also contains an anthology, a dictionary and a large bibliography also covering many non-linguistic aspects of the early Turks’ world.
manuscript runiform sources (and not only with the Orkhon inscriptions, as its title would imply).

One question which has intrigued scientists and become the object of numerous publications is the origin of the runiform script. Hypotheses have stated either that it is of Semitic origin, that it comes from tribal marks (used on gravestones, for branding animals, to mark domain borders etc.) or that it comes from ideograms (e.g. the sign for "wq looking like an arrow, ok in Turkic). This question and the literature on it (from before decipherment till this day, e.g. by Emre, Clauson, Tryjarski, Pritsak, Róna-Tas, Ščerbak and many others) will not be followed up in the present work. What we are interested in is the system of writing and its relationship to the sound system; two publications on this are Kormušin 1975 and Hovdhaugen 1979. Vasil’ev 1983 is a book on runiform palæography. Much about the runiform, Brähmī and Tibetan writing systems can be found in Róna-Tas 1991; the chapters on the use made of the Tibetan and Khotanese Brähmī scripts is especially important. Handbooks such as Gabain 1941 and Caferoğlu 1969 also have palæographical sections. The early palæography of Le Coq for the Uygur script has already been mentioned; cf. also Laut 1992. Moriyasu has done serious work on the diachronical palæography of the Uygur script, stating that what he calls the square style is found only in the pre-classical stage; the other three styles he posits are semi-square, semi-cursive and cursive, which is always late.

For the phonological domain cf. Doerfer 1971. We already mentioned some of the work on the vowels of Old Turkic. Röhrborn 1996 is about synharmonism in foreign words. The introductions to BuddhKat (a text in Tibetan writing) and Maue 1996 contain valuable observations to the vowel system as emerging from these sources.

Sims-Williams 1981 should be basic reading for anyone dealing with the Old Turkic consonants. Among the consonants the labials were discussed by Borovkova 1966 and Hitch 1989, the alveolars by Maue 1983, the gutturals by Maue 1984 and Röhrborn 1988. Maue’s papers and Johanson 1979 reflect scholarly activity around the phonetic value of the Old Turkic consonants based mainly on the Brähmī sources. The latter monograph propounds bold hypotheses also concerning a number of aspects of Orkhon Turkic (as stated in several reviews, among them Gabain 1982). In the runiform inscriptions, suffixes which have [š] in most modern languages are spelled with S, for which Tenišev (1971) tried to find an explanation. There is also a Manichæan ms. showing the same phenomenon, but Zieme (1969) thought that that was a mere orthographical matter. It has been noticed for some time that the
opposition between /ŋ/ and /ɡ/ is weak, the latter often replacing the former in modern languages, in Orkhon Turkic (cf. e.g. Tekin 1968) and in the DLT (cf. the introduction to Dankoff & Kelly 1982-85). Hamilton 1977 pointed out that the replacement exists also in some Uygur texts connected with the city of Khotan. Doerfer 1995 deals with the alternation ʔi- ~ ʔɣi- in Old Turkic: The author had shown in his work on Khaladj that the phoneme /h/, which appears at the beginning of words in that language, must have its source in Proto-Turkic, and that it correlates with an unstable onset /y/ in Old Turkic. Here he proposes that /h/ be read in these words also in Old Turkic. The fact that the opposition between Proto-Turkic /r/ and /z/ is neutralized both in the Chuvash-Bolgar branch of Turkic and in the Mongol words corresponding to Turkic lexical or grammatical units with /z/ has occupied Altaistic research for some time. An apparently irregular alternation r ~ z exists also within Old Turkic, as described, among others, by T.Tekin (various publications), Xelimskij 1986 and the OTWF.

A number of scholars, a.o. Röhrborn, Laut, Maue, Shōgaitō and Moriyasu, have in the last two decades dealt with the phonetic shape of Indic terms borrowed into Old Turkic; this reflects whether they came over Chinese, Tokharian or Sogdian, showing the immediate source of translations of Buddhist texts, the flow of cultural contacts and the degree of Sanskrit erudition of the translators and scribes.

W. Bang’s often adventurous contributions to word formation did not quite distinguish between etymology and this domain of grammar; indices to Bang’s voluminous work would be very welcome. Gabain 1941 and Räsänen 1957 generally do make this distinction but do not distinguish at all between deverbal nouns on the one hand, and participles on the other. Kobešavidze 1972 and the introductions to Schulz 1978 and OTWF (as already Erdal 1976) try to clarify this question. A systematic listing of formative can be found in Clauson 1962. Schakir 1933 and Nigmatov 1971 both deal with nominal formation. OTWF might be said to supersede much of what preceded it in connection with word formation simply because it was based on a much wider material basis. One particular point of that work is corrected in Röhrborn 1995, which deals with the nominal use of ‘adjectives’. Doerfer 1982 gives examples for lexical units used as both nominals and verbs; that this is possible in Old Turkic grammar is denied in Erdal 1976/1991.
INTRODUCTION

There are several relatively recent papers on Old Turkic case forms. Gabain 1970 constructs a distinction between primary case forms as the accusative, the instrumental and the genitive, and secondary case suffixes, whose juncture seems to be looser in Old Turkic. The genitive and the accusative forms are dealt with by Doerfer (1983 and 1990), who thinks that the form of nominals demanded by postpositions is not the accusative but an ‘oblique’ stem. T.Tekin 1991 and 1996a are papers on Old Turkic case forms motivated by the Altaic hypothesis: The first (correctly) states that the Orkhon Turkic comitative is to be linked to a Mongolic case form and not to the suffix +lXg; the second tries (unacceptably, I think) to posit an Old Turkic dative-locative suffix +A parallel to the Mongolic suffix of the same shape (an idea adopted also by L. Bazin). Sertkaya 1992 describes the recursivity of case suffixes with pronouns, Erdal & Schönig 1990 the vowel alternation in the case forms of demonstrative pronouns. T.Tekin 1985 and Zieme 1992 deal with postpositions; the former paper is about üzä, in which the author finds the dative-locative suffix +A to which he returns (again) in 1996a. Baruçu 1992 deals with the elements kaltï and nälök, both of pronominal origin and signifying ‘how’, which have very different functions. Moerlose 1986 is about the manifold functions of the element ulptï, which is hard to assign to a part of speech; it is a conjunction only in some of its uses. Erdal 1991a deals with the Orkhon Turkic pragmatic particle gU, found also in some modern Turkic languages and in Mongolic.

Ehlers 1983 discovered how the last decade of every hundred numerals is expressed in the counting system of early Old Turkic; Clark 1996 has a quite plausible theory on the source of that system.

The morphology of the verbal system is covered well by Zieme 1969 for Manichæn sources, T.Tekin 1968 for Orkhon Turkic, Ercilasun 1984 for the QB, by Brockelmann 1919 and Dankoff & Kelly 1982-85 for the DLT and Gabain 1974 for the rest. Erdal 1979b describes the distribution of the vowels of the converb and aorist suffixes in simple and derived verbs of inscriptional Turkic and Uygur, Erdal 1986 of Qarakhanid Turkic; T.Tekin 1995 shows how some of these are explained through Mongolian. Eraslan 1980 describes the verbal nominals of Old Turkic, while T.Tekin 1997 focuses on -dOK. Röhrborn 1993 tries to delimit the border between the nominal and the verbal domain; Röhrborn 1998a proposes är-gäy as etymology for the particle ärki. Šervašidze 1978 deals with analytical verb forms in the runiform inscriptions, Tekin 1996 with two such constructions; cf. also the

Syntax is a relative newcomer to Old Turkic studies; what we find in Gabain 1941 is morphocentric and rather erratic. Schinkewitsch 1926, although dealing primarily with the language of (early Middle Turkic) Rabghuzir, refers to syntactic aspects of Qarakhanid, Uygur and Orkhon Turkic sources as well and is also important for the way he views Turkic syntactic problems. Abduraxmanov 1967 and Nigmatov 1975a are general descriptions of Qarakhanid syntax; there is nothing similar for Old Turkic proper.

The first papers I could discover on specific syntactic topics are Ş. Tekin 1965 on oblique clauses and Poppe 1966 on nominal phrases and nominal compounds; this latter is the topic also of Adams 1981 and Röhrborn 1987. Both Adams and Kayra 1994, who deals with adjectives and adjective phrases, limit their paper to the Orkhon inscriptions; by far the greatest volume of linguistic and philological research has been carried out on this group of texts, although it constitutes only a minute fraction of Old Turkic sources. Uygur uses the suffix +lXg to form nominal phrases with metaphorical content. These structures were first described by Erdal 1976; in 1981 this description was presented at a symposium organised by C. Röhrborn, who published only a greatly abbreviated version of the paper in 1982. Röhrborn himself dealt with the same topic in the 1980 volume of MT, which came out in 1983 (Röhrborn 1983b). The 1976/1981 text finally appeared in print as part of OTWF. Röhrborn 1983a is about the syntactic behaviour of Indic loans. Nigmatov 1975 describes the semantic and syntactic functions of Qarakhanid case forms.

Old Turkic verbal government is the topic of Amanjolov 1969, while Kuznecov 1971 describes clauses formed with -dOk in the inscriptions. Johanson on Turkic “hypotaxis” (1975) and on Turkic verb clauses (1995) is concerned also with Old Turkic. Schulz 1978 is a doctoral thesis on Old Turkic adjunct clauses. Tuguše 1986 is an overview of nominal sentences with the pronoun ol as topic or comment. Subaşı Uzun 1995 wrote a text grammar of the Orkhon inscriptions. Erdal 1998b, finally, is about diachronic syntax: It shows how the early Old Turkic so-called ‘construction of two subjects’ brought about the adnominal nominative construction.

The use of much of the work mentioned is relatively limited, as it does not take the very substantial text editions of the last thirty years into consideration; this is especially true of the Soviet Union, where
western publications got known with delays of up to a decade. In many domains of Old Turkic grammar, Gabain 1974 is still the last word. It can be considered to approximate adequacy only in morphology. Much has to be added even in that domain, as some phenomena happen to have first come up in texts which appeared more recently. Many questions about the sound system are still open and partly have to be given tentative answers; for a number of areas (especially in syntax) the description offered below is a first attempt.

1.34. Dialectology and language change

Since the beginnings of research into Old Turkic it was clear that there are a lot of similarities and also some dissimilarities between the language of the different corpuses mentioned in section 1.2. Gradually it also became clear that there were some differences within these corpuses, both among classes of Uygur texts and among runiform inscriptions, whether due to dialect, historical development, different sources or style. Bang & Gabain wrote in 1929 in a note to TT I 151-152 that there are dialects within Uygur: Referring to what they read as the diminutives ašnukïna and amtïkïna in that passage, they state that earlier Old Turkic ě became n in Manichæan texts which, as they thought, were mostly written by Oguz Turks, but y in most other, mainly Buddhist texts. In the n. to l. 1826 of her ‘Briefe der uigurischen Hüentsang-Biographie’, which appeared in 1938 (pp. 367-369 in SEddTF), Gabain set out her views on this topic in greater detail and with a number of characteristics: She now distinguished three dialects, the n dialect, the y dialect (for the distinction of which she adduced further criteria) and the dialect of the Brähmï mss., adding a short list of sources said to belong to the n dialect. She rightfully stressed that the dialects mix these characteristics (a point also made by Hazai & Zieme 1970: 132, Gabain 1974: 3-8, Schulz 1978: XIII-XVII and Laut 1986: 61), but thought that they predominate one way or the other in all texts, making classification into the two groups possible.

Recent discussion on the question of Uygur dialects was initiated by Zieme 1969: 173-182 (published with slight alterations as the second

---

47 The question of the development of early Old Turkic /ň/ is taken up in section 2.33. There is a contradiction in Bang & Gabain’s statement on TT I as this text is not, in fact, Manichæan. In the UW, these instances are reinterpreted as instrumental case forms of +klyA, i.e. ašnuk(i)yan and amti(ki)yan respectively, while Röhrborn 1981-82: 298 reads ašnukiça and amtikiçä. That some Manichaean texts show similarities with the language of the runiform inscriptions had already been noticed by W. Radloff in 1908.
part of Hazai & Zieme 1970), who gives detailed information on all (published and at that time as yet unpublished) Manichaean sources available to him concerning a number of points and lists some linguistic criteria likely to distinguish between dialects as found in mss. clusters. Batmanov 1971 tries to find correlations between Old Turkic dialects and modern Turkic languages; in this connection it may be mentioned that Doerfer 1975-76 and 1975-76a state the language of the Orkhon inscriptions to be the earliest stage of Oguz Turkic. In the EDPT Clauson (1972; xiii ff.) distinguished between “Türkü”, which he conceived of as including Orkhon Turkic as well as runiform mss. and Manichaean texts retaining /ň/ such as the Xw, and two distinct “but closely related” Uygur dialects, “Uygur” and “Uygur-A”. The EDPT’s ‘Uygur’ covers not only what is generally called by this name but also the runiform inscriptions inscribed in Mongolia during the Uygur Steppe Empire; Uygur-A was defined by the lowering of high vowels referred to in section 1.2. Kondrat’ev 1973, Tuguševa 1974, Tenišev 1976 and Blagova 1977 discuss the differences between Orkhon Turkic and Uygur and try to answer the question whether these are dialects or different languages.

Erdal 1976: 10-48 (published with minor changes as Erdal 1979) dealt with a set of linguistic characteristics of Old Turkic diachrony as distinct from external characteristics such as palæography, content, explicit dating or the appearance of the document (e.g. whether it is a ms. or a block-print, the latter appearing only under Mongol domination in the 13th century). The paper lists a number of linguistic criteria which can serve for placing texts into older or younger strata of the language, while Zieme 1981 and Bazin 1991 are concerned with extra-linguistic dating. Erdal 1979 thought that the appearance of the runiform letter ň or the spelling NY in other writing systems is older than the change of /ň/ to /n/ or /y/ though Zieme 1969: 173-182 had already stated that Manichaean texts could have a fluctuation between NY and N. Röhrborn 1983 thought that fluctuations should be taken to be merely graphic. He suggested they should not be seen as a critical criterion for classifying texts, the Maitrisimit consistently having ň > y but, on the other hand, most of the other criteria for including it into one group with the texts which either write NY or N for /ň/. In a text showing both NY spellings and N or Y variants instead of that, the N or Y instances should, he proposes, like NY also be read as [ň]. The same premiss could also lead one to the opposite conclusions: That the scribe knew the words were supposed to be pronounced with [ň] but let his own pronunciation, which was [y], interfere with spelling which reflected conservative
practice. Other scholars have also thought about this free alternation: Hamilton (in a note to KP) wondered whether there was dialect mixing; below we quote the opinions of Arat and Laut on the question.

Tenišev 1979 developed the theory, subsequently found reiterated by a number of Soviet scholars like also Kondrat’ev 1981, that Old Turkic was a written language which was wholly distinct from the languages and dialects actually spoken by the scribes: These latter could, he thought, have been closer to the earlier stages of modern languages. Erdal 1985 shows that alternants existing side by side in the QB and chosen for the sake of poetical form are, in fact, real regressive and progressive variants which can be taken to have both existed one beside the other in spoken language.

Important contributions on the history of the Buddhist Uygur corpus came from Shôgaito 1982, who showed that a small early group of Buddhist texts which were linguistically close to Manichaean sources had Buddhist terminology in Sogdian rather than in Tokharian garb, i.e. that there was a correlation between the path of borrowing and the linguistic shape of the Old Turkic texts themselves, and from Röhrborn 1983. Shôgaito thought the spelling of high vowels as low ones in pre-classical texts together with the frequent omission of these vowels meant that they were pronounced short. This hypothesis (which seems plausible) is quite distinct from the ‘helping vowels’ hypothesis, as it does not refer only to suffix vowels, and not only to fourfold harmony vowels (which are not, after all, the only ones affected). Maue & Röhrborn 1984-85: Teil II 77-79 stated that differences conceived of as being dialectal in fact represent different stages of development. On a distinction between pre-classical and classical Buddhist Uygur texts based on orthography, types of loan words and some less linguistic criteria see especially Laut 1985 and 1986: 59-88. These interpret some distinctive characteristics of Zieme 1969 and Erdal 1979 as well as one or two others as indications of language change and not of dialects. Laut embedded his ideas in history: According to him, the Sogdians first introduced the Turks to Buddhism in the 6th century. However, an important element in the argument of Laut 1986: 6 has subsequently proved to be groundless: The word understood as sangha ‘Buddhist community’ in the Sogdian Bugut inscription, dated to around 580 A.D., has now been shown to be the Iranian word for ‘stone’ (i.e. stele), sang in Persian.48 Those who, in the second half of the 8th century, not only brought Manichæism to the Uygur Turks when they still had their

48 The content of the inscription points towards a quite different religious orientation, an ancestor cult.
steppe empire in Mongolia, but also got them into adopting this as their state religion and had the first texts translated were also Sogdians. More recently, Moriyasu has come up with a tripartite chronological classification of mss. based on Uygar paleography. As proven by Moriyasu 1990, the Uygurs were actually first converted to Buddhism through the efforts of Chinese and Tokharians when, vanquished by the Kïrgïz in 840, great masses of them moved into the Tarim basin and got into intensive contact with the Tokharians while others got even closer to core China; all major early Uygur Buddhist texts are translations from Tokharian. Another argument which has been raised in favor of the precedence of Buddhism over Manichæism among the Uygurs is the Manichæan use of burxan ‘Buddha’ to refer to prophets in general. Moriyasu shows that Chinese fo did not necessarily refer to Buddha either; Chinese practice in this matter would have been copied by the Uygurs. According to Moriyasu the Uygurs were Shamanists before adopting Manichæism. In view of the scantness of information on the actual religion of the early Turkic tribes the term ‘Shamanism’ may not necessarily be justified; Moriyasu no doubt simply means that the Uygurs were practising their original religion before they (or at any rate their elite, one should perhaps say) turned to Manichæism.

Doerfer 1993 combined 30 different criteria for the linguistic dating of Old Turkic sources but simplifies and distorts matters a little; cf. the reviews of Tekin 1994 and Zieme 1994. New research taking numerous texts published during the last decade into consideration as well as the theories of the 1980s (which Doerfer did only to a limited extent) and 1990s would be highly welcome.
CHAPTER TWO

GRAPHEMICS, SPELLING, PHONOLOGY AND MORPHOPHONOLOGY

The graphic and phonic component of Old Turkic is here presented in the tradition of European structuralism, which uses abstract phonemes as phonological units. A phoneme consist of a set of equally abstract allophones, whose alternation is conditioned by the phonic context. Such context can also let phonemes alternate among themselves, neutralising oppositions between them. A family of phonemes alternating under such neutralisation is called an archphoneme. We assume that the graphic data of Old Turkic intend the representation of pronunciation; there is certainly no necessary one-to-one correspondence between graphemes (i.e. ‘letters’) or grapheme sequences and phonemes or allophones, but spelling choices made by the writer are not a priori taken to be arbitrary: Solid internal evidence has preference over historical, comparative or indirect information.

2.1. Graphemics

Old Turkic was written in a great number of writing systems. Most sources use alphabets of ultimate Semitic origin, borrowed through Sogdian: The Manichæan and Syriac scripts were used by Manichæans and Christians respectively; by far the most common was the Uygur script, used by adherents of all religions among the Turks of Eastern Turkestan. It is a variant of the Sogdian script, which, itself, was also put to limited use for Old Turkic. The Yarkand documents, which are Qarakhanid, are also in Uygur writing (though with Arabic characters as diacritics); Kāšgarī lists the Uygur alphabet, calling it the alphabet of the Turks, but both the DLT and QB are written in the Arabic script, the vehicle of Islam. Indic scripts were used much less than the scripts coming from the West, the Khotanese variety of Brāhmī and the Tibetan script even less than Brāhmī script as used by the Tokharians.

---

49 Tables showing the actual letters can be found in all the other handbooks dealing with Old Turkic.

50 One of the three QB mss. is in Uygur writing; this is the latest among the mss., however, and there now seems to be no doubt that it is a secondary transcription.

51 There also are a few Uygur seal imprints and one economical text in 'Phags-pa, a
The sources which use Indic scripts are of great linguistic value, however, as these scripts are highly explicit in their rendering of vowels.

The original Turkic script is the one here named ‘runiform”; it was at first named ‘runic’ because it was thought to be akin to the Germanic runes before it was deciphered. Some of its characters look similar to ones found in early Semitic alphabets; this makes it likely that some such script (one used, for instance, in the Caucasus, where Turkic presence appears to have been quite early as well) was known to its creator(s). The inconsistencies and complications of the runiform script in the voiceless sibilant domain also strongly remind us of the Semitic languages. On the other hand, the fact that the vowels [a] or [ä] can be implicitly understood to be present throughout the word (though not at its end) when nothing is written explicitly are a feature known from Indic systems. However, the appearance of all other vowels in non-first syllables is also left implicit, if they are preceded by a vowel of the same class of backness / frontness and roundedness (though not necessarily equal in height). The runiform system is certainly not one of aksamara. It is not a syllabic system either, as some have maintained, although some complex characters have been transliterated as “k or as ‘k: These signs (to limit oneself here to these examples) cannot be interpreted only as signaling ‘uvular k preceded by o or u’ or ‘uvular k preceded by i’ respectively, since the vowel whose presence they imply can also follow them. Moreover, they can also be separated from this vowel by /l/ or /r/; thus e.g. yilik+a is spelled as yılk+A in Tariat E9, S1, 2, 3 and 5 and W2. Similarly, the well-known körk+lüg should in IrqB 18 and 64 not be read as ‘körüklüg’ just because it is spelled with the “k ligature; nor should Türk, attested since

writing system akin to the Tibetan one, invented for writing Mongolian; cf. Zieme 1998.

Doerfer in several places (also e.g. 1993: 119) states that whatever is implicit in runiform sources is either a /ä or o /ê. This is in accordance with his view that /X/ was originally realised not as /i /u /o /ö/ but as /ä /ê/. In fact, however, it is not only /A/ or /X/ that remain implicit, but any vowel preceded by another vowel of its own class: yükündür- in KT E2 and BQ E3 or sökür- in KT E18 and BQ E16 are both spelled with only the first of their vowels made explicit, e.g., although the causative suffixes have the shape -dUr- and -Ur- respectively. See more on this below.

An aksamara is a unit of writing of the numerous Indic alphabets. It consists of any consonant cluster (even one whose consonants belong to different syllables, e.g. tp, cch or ntr) + any subsequent vowel (including nasalised vowels and syllabic sonants).

E.g. Johanson 2001: 1724b. The table in T.Tekin 2003: 23 gives three characters the readings baš, däm and kïş respectively; the first of these has, e.g., been read in Taryat N3 (twice) and 4. All these are rather arbitrary proposals and seem unlikely. See Erdal 2002: 64 footn. 38 for ‘däm’, which is probably merely a variant of dä. 
early times in very disparate places, be read as ‘türük’ only because of such spelling. Moreover, we find the signs indicating both a consonant and a vowel to be used beside explicit vowel letters, e.g. s\textsuperscript{1}w\textsuperscript{w}kw\textsuperscript{w}s\textsuperscript{m}l\textsuperscript{2} = sokušmïš, t\textsuperscript{1}w\textsuperscript{w}p\textsuperscript{n}l\textsuperscript{1} = tutupan, t\textsuperscript{2}w\textsuperscript{w}kl\textsuperscript{2} = tïkïl in IrqB 2, 16 and 27 respectively. Tekin 2003: 33-36 lists Orkhon Turkic examples where w\textsuperscript{k}, w\textsuperscript{k} and \textsuperscript{ï}k are used beside explicit w, \textsuperscript{w} and \textsuperscript{y} respectively. Such spellings do not indicate vowel length, as some have thought, as they do not correspond to lengths known from Yakut, Turkmen etc.. All this means that the vowel + consonant signs serve only to show the quality of consonants when pronounced in the vicinity of particular vowel features; they are mere consonant letters and not syllabic in character. To sum up, this is an alphabetical system perhaps remotely betraying Semitic motivation. It appears that the runiform script was devised for writing Turkic or some other language showing a number of the typological traits characteristic of the Turkic group:

a) synharmonism\textsuperscript{56} and the presence of the front rounded vowels \(\ddot{o}\) and \(\ddot{u}\), both equally untypical of Semitic, Caucasian, East Asian and early Indo-European: The script distinguishes front and back harmony in rounded vowels and also in most consonants; there are, e.g., sets of very different-looking characters for front \(b\) and back \(b\), front \(y\) and back \(y\), and so forth\textsuperscript{57}; we transliterate these as \(b\textsuperscript{1}\) and \(b\textsuperscript{2}\) respectively. Semitic writing systems distinguish only between velar and uvular /k/ (‘k’ and ‘q’) and /g/ (often noted g and ĝ respectively), a distinction which has been used for expressing synharmonism in Turkic languages.

b) no expression of tones, as, e.g., in Chinese.

c) a preponderance of closed syllables as against open ones, unlike Chinese or Japanese: Alphabetical writing systems can be divided into 1) such that have an explicit expression of vowels in the same chain as

\textsuperscript{55} Dispute 3\textsuperscript{rd} folio r2-3 has another instance of körk spelled with \(\dddot{y}k\) after the \(\ddot{x}\), wrongly written as \(k\textsuperscript{2}\) in P. Zieme’s reedition of the fragment. The word in r1 of the same fragment cannot, however, be read as ‘körülüsüz’ and translated as “ugly”: What the ms. has does not look to me like \(k\textsuperscript{2}wr\textsuperscript{2}wk\textsuperscript{2}s\textsuperscript{2}wz\), as Zieme, Sertkaya and Wilkens nr. 580 write, but \(b\textsuperscript{4}wr\textsuperscript{2}wk\textsuperscript{2}s\textsuperscript{2}wz\); the first character is a bit damaged but clearly seems to be \(b\textsuperscript{7}\).

\textsuperscript{56} A more correct term widely used in Russian Turcology for what is usually (and often in this work as well) called vowel harmony. Harmony does not affect only vowels but consonants as well (though writing systems used for the Turkic languages reflect this fact less than they might).

\textsuperscript{57} \(y\) is a palatal consonant, which sometimes fronts vowels beside it. The fact that the system provides for a back \(y\) shows that it is necessarily not meant to serve phonetics only, but also the characterisation of syllables as functioning in supra-segmental (morpho-)phonological context.
the consonants, e.g. the Greek alphabet and the ones descended from it or the Germanic runes; 2) akṣara systems, in which signs for consonants (or even consonant clusters) are kernels around which vowel (or other) signs are obligatorily clustered, in Indian or Ethiopian alphabets; finally, 3), systems in which the writing of a consonant also implies the presence of a vowel beside it, though vowels can also, optionally, be expressed explicitly. Such implicit vowels follow the consonant in systems used for writing Semitic or Indic languages, the character for $t$ also being used to note sound sequences such as $ta$ or $ti$; the runiform system is alone in this third group in implying preceding vowels, such as $at$ or $ut$, when merely writing $t$ and not vowels following the consonant. This trait of the runiform system is incompatible also with the root principle in the lexicon, characteristic both of Semitic and early Indo-European. All coda vowels, on the other hand, are written out as separate characters (again unlike the Semitic and Indic systems).

d) A binary distinction of non-nasal consonants at each point of articulation, whether it be called voiced vs. voiceless, strident vs. mellow or stop vs. continuant etc.; most of early Indo-European has a threefold system, Sanskrit a fourfold one and Semitic as well as Caucasian languages have even more complex distinctions. Such characteristics might also be connected with other Altaic languages or with Uralic, but not a single inscription or ms. has as yet been found to bear a runiform text in any of those languages.\(^58\)

e) Such signs as $y$, which looks like the half full moon ($ay$), $w$, which looks like an arrow ($ok$) or $b$, which has the shape of a tent ($āb/āv$ ‘house, home’) seem to have an ideogrammatic background in Turkic (and not, e.g., in Mongolic).

f) The fact that the runiform alphabet was put to popular use in a vast area (including quite remote Siberian regions) coinciding with the roaming grounds of the early Turks, and not outside them, would equally speak for an original Turkic creation; the Tangut and Qitañ, e.g., also invented and used their own writing systems.

Although the runiform script is thus likely to have been devised by Turkic groups, the Türk empires which formed in Mongolia probably first used the Sogdian–Uygur alphabet, because they were introduced to sedentary civilisation by the Sogdians.\(^59\) The use of the runiform script

\(^{58}\) A few runiform ms. texts are in Middle Iranian languages; they were apparently written by Manichæan Uygurs.

\(^{59}\) See e.g. Laut 1986: 5-7. The first draft of the Orkhon inscriptions may also have been written in Sogdian–Uygur script: In KT N7 (though not in the parallel passage BQ
in the second Türk empire is no doubt to be seen as motivated by the return to the Turkic way of life as preached by Tuñokok in his inscription, which tried to neutralise the influence of foreign religions and cultures as much as possible. The original home (as distinct form the ultimate source) of this script may not have been in Mongolia but in Central South Siberia; there it was widely diffused and used by the population at large, as proven by grave inscriptions as well as some scribblings spread over a vast area.

The paleography of all of the scripts used for Old Turkic will not be dealt with in this work, although what has been published on this topic till now is quite inadequate. For the time being, Gabain 1974: 9-41 (which also contains remarks on phonetics) can be consulted for a general survey, Le Coq 1919 for Uygur writing, Róna-Tas 1991: 63-117 for the Brāhmī and Tibetan systems as applied to Old Turkic and Maue 1996: XV-XVIII specifically for Brāhmī. We will be referring to all of the scripts in transliteration, to all texts in transcription. On p.1 of HamTouHou convincing proof is given that, at least in early Uygur times, both runiform and Uygur mss. used to be written and read horizontally as in the West, not vertically as in Chinese.

Old Turkic punctuation cannot be taken at face value; runiform punctuation has been studied but is still poorly understood; hardly any attention has been given to punctuating principles in Uygur texts (though the shape of punctuation marks is often referred to as a clue for the scribe’s affiliation). A future paleography will also have to document whether suffixes are linked to or separated from their stem in spelling (as done by a few text editors\(^\text{60}\)); separation happens more in the nominal than in the verbal domain.

It is useful that the language we are investigating appears in so many different writing systems, as each one of them is inadequate in some ways or other; all of them leave some phonic qualities unexpressed or irregularly expressed even on the phonemic level. One therefore should not endeavour to base information about the sounds and the sound distinctions represented through a text by referring to that text alone. Rather, we have to turn to that writing system which is most adequate

---

\(^{60}\) E.g. the editor of TT X on p.9 of her edition.
for each particular domain of phonology. We read the vowels of the runiform inscriptions as in Uygur, e.g., because Uygur has a much more elaborate rendering of vowels than the vast majority of runiform sources, and is the dialect aggregate closest to insciplinal Turkic; moreover, some runiform texts may not be earlier than the 'Uygur' corpus. In a few cases, using one script for transcribing a text written in some other script could be problematical; here is an example: Whether a certain vowel is to be read as [o] or as [u] can be determined only through instances in the Indic scripts, Brāhmī and Tibetan, beside, of course, modern and comparative evidence. It was originally thought by Gabain and a few others that the Brāhmī sources represent a dialect by themselves. If a stem were written with o in a Brāhmī source, were not attested in Tibetan writing and if modern evidence were absent or conflicting, could we be sure how to read it in other sources, e.g. ones written in Uygur writing?

The Uygur, Manichæan, Sogdian and Syriac scripts do not distinguish /i/ and /e/ from /i/, /o/ from /u/ or /õ/ from /ü/. The shortcomings of the Semitic system were only partly compensated for by (generally) using, in the first syllable, two alefs for /a/ to distinguish it from a single one for /ä/,61 and by creating the digraph WY for front rounded vowels. In some sources, /o/ appears to have been spelt with two Ws in certain single-syllable stems, apparently to distinguish it from /u/. The non-distinctions of the Semitic system, which distinguishes between high and low vowels in the un-rounded domain but not for rounded vowels,62 are found also in the runiform script as used in Mongolia. The asymmetry in distinguishing frontness only in the rounded domain, height only in the unrounded one appears in both of these otherwise quite different systems. Some inscriptions of the Yenisey area are more explicit than the Semitic Old Turkic alphabets in having special characters for /e/ or /ä/; most runiform texts write /ä/ with the character

---

61 In mss. in cursive writing double and single alef are not always distinguishable. Onset /a/ is in a part of the lexemes spelled with a single alef if two consonants follow, e.g. in alp (with alplan- but not alpagut, alpal- or alpîrkan-), amra- (with amran-, amrak, amraksîz, amrançîg, amraș-, amrat-), amrîk-, amrîl-, amru, amtî, arslan (but not arslänîç), artok (beside the variant with two alefs), artuç and artut. This does not happen if the second consonant belongs to a suffix, as in ač-mak, and hardly ever if the consonants become adjacent through syncopation, as with adv-il- or adv-ok. alćak, aldîrtî, alk-, alka- (with a single alef in a few early instances of the verb and of alkatmîs, alkinçû and alkiş), alkiğ, alku and almîr are, however, spelled with two alefs.

62 In Arabic writing, e.g., a is distinguished from i but o is not distinguished from u; in general, alîf serves as mater lectionis for low unrounded, yâ’ for high unrounded vowels, but there is only one mater lectionis (wâw) for all rounded vowels.
used for /a/. I read the runiform vowels as in Uygur. The Brāhmī and Tibetan writing systems show the greatest distinction in vowels, though the sources in Tibetan script which we have should be used very cautiously: Their spelling is often strongly influenced by the fact that Tibetan itself was not spelled phonetically. Determining the pronunciation of what we find in those ms. has to take into account the expectations of a Tibetan reader alongside the phonetic values of the letters. We have no reason to believe that there was a special Brāhmī-dialect (as Gabain did at least at some stage and T.Tekin 2003 apparently still does), although the fluctuation in the pronunciation was clearly such that there were a number of possibilities (as in any language and as shown by variation within Brāhmī and Tibetan evidence itself). Authorities on Uygur now agree that Uygur Brāhmī was used for the same dialect as Uygur script (a dialect which must of course have varied over time and space): Two Brāhmī texts, TT VIII K and O are found in Uygur script as well, and scribes often introduced Brāhmī glosses or aksaras into mss. in the latter. Wherever a word is attested in Tibetan or Brāhmī script, that evidence is fully followed here as far as its pronunciation is concerned: Since, e.g., the word coming from Skt. abhiṣeka over Tokharian A and B abbiṣek is in TT VIII D17 spelled as abišik, this is what we adopt (as against ‘abišek’ in the UW). The scribe did, after all, have the possibility of writing  e in the last syllable.

[ɨ] is spelled with ṣōd in all scripts of Semitic origin which were used for writing Old Turkic, except that we sometimes find it spelled with alef in a number of pre-classical texts (see section 1.2 above), e.g. in yalanlar (MaitH XX 1r19) which stands for yalinlar ‘flames’ or, in a Manichean text, kap-ap ‘snatching’ (DreiPrinz 49). This apparently happens in Sogdian and Uygur writing more often than in Manichean writing; there is no collocational limitation for this spelling. Since alef in non-first syllables represents [a], a vowel unrounded and posterior like [ɨ], whereas [i] is unlike [ɨ] in being fronted, this could be a mainly graphic fluctuation, reflecting the intermediate nature of [ɨ]. In no text is /ɨ/ generally spelled with alef, the most common spelling of [ɨ] being ṣōd in all sources. Since, however, there are also some instances of alef for [ɨ], e.g. kāl+āp and āšid+āp (quoted in the next paragraph), īg+sāz ‘healthy’ in ChristManManus, Manichean fragment r9, ārdām+imāz ‘our virtue’ in Mait or the instrumental form siziks(i)zān ‘doubtlessly’

---

63 As yet unpublished; information from P. Zieme.
64 See the remarks of A.v. Gabain on p.8 of her 1959 edition of TT X.
in TT VI 305, the phenomenon cannot be merely graphic but must be a real case of lowering.\textsuperscript{65} Another matter with less phonic relevance is the non-writing of vowels in first syllables in such words as \textit{tängri, kärgäk, yarlîka-}, \textit{tärk}, \textit{käntî}, \textit{män}, \textit{sän}, \textit{kältî} \textit{‘(s)he came’}, \textit{bälgüır-} \textit{‘to appear’}, \textit{kara} \textit{‘black’} and others. In original Semitic alphabets, only long vowels were explicit in any way, a feature inherited by some other languages (such as Sogdian) when using such alphabets. With time, complementary systems enabling the explicit expression of all vowels were devised for many languages using such alphabets, but in some of these the use of such complementary means remained optional. With a number of Semitic and Indic alphabets it became the rule to leave only low unrounded vowels (such as \textit{[a]}) unexpressed. The spelling of the Turkic words mentioned was clearly kept from a time when there were such practices also with Turkic. In some groups of cases, however, the spelling of words without an explicit vowel may nevertheless be phonically relevant; e.g. beside /g/ (e.g. in the suffix +lXg more often spelled without than with vowels) or when vowels are absorbed by onset /y/ (e.g. in \textit{ymä} and \textit{ygirmi}).

In later Uygur mss., voiced and voiceless consonant letters (T and D, S and Z etc.) alternate quite freely, clearly without any phonetic or phonological background and without any regular causation.\textsuperscript{66} Uygur script does not distinguish between front /k/ and /g/ at all; the two dots, which are supposed to distinguish back /k/ from back /g/, are not used systematically in late Uygur mss. in any case.\textsuperscript{67} /ŋ/ is in all Semitic alphabets spelled as N + K – or, in Manichæan script, G – (and not X or, in Manichæan script, Γ) also in back-vowel words; otherwise we find some fluctuations in its spelling in early texts, e.g. \textit{sizinj} as SYZYNNNG in M III nr. 10 r9 (Manichæan writing) or \textit{bizinj} as BYZYNKK in M III nr. 9 V v6 (Uygur writing). The last mentioned form is actually related to a different phenomenon: the double spelling of consonants in coda position which occurs in Manichæan texts (and also commonly in mss. in Sogdian script). Thus we also have \textit{yäk} (M III nr. 3 r2), \textit{tünärig} (M III nr. 4 r1), \textit{s(ä)väg} (M III nr. 4 r5), \textit{män(i)zlig} (M III nr. 4 r16),

\textsuperscript{65} \textit{eligin} in TT VI 89 and twice 90 is, however, spelled with \textit{yöd}, even though the vowel is here beside /g/, which often lowers vowels. \textit{‘s(ä)vänmiš’} in Yosıpas 75 should, I think, be read as \textit{sīnamīś}.

\textsuperscript{66} Gabain 1941: 54 thought that voiceless consonants may have become voiced between vowels, as happens in the Northern Turkic languages today. This is unlikely, since devoicing, the opposite process, is attested in this position just as commonly; a few examples for that are supplied by Prof. Gabain herself on the same page.

\textsuperscript{67} Late Uygur mss. were mostly written down under Mongol rule. In Classical Mongolian, which also uses the Uygur script, the two dots mark back /g/ and not back /k/.
t(ä)lgäk (M III nr. 4 v15), [örk]üçlänmäk (M III nr. 4 v16), b(ä)lgülüg (M III nr. 4 r9), tep (M III nr. 4 r16) as well as äšidäp and käläp in ms. T II D (U 268) r10 and r16 respectively all spelled with double final K and P. The double spelling of letters to fill the end of a line can also be found in Buddhist mss. e.g. with additional W after bo ‘this’ and yügärü ‘facing’ or additional R after agör ‘heavy’ in TT X 232, 285 and 299 respectively. Note that it here comprises letters representing vowels and not only consonants.

When y is in the word onset followed by a front rounded vowel, mss. in Uygur script normally spell this vowel as if it belonged to the back series; e.g. in yörüg ‘interpretation’, yükün- ‘to bow to someone’, yüräk ‘heart’, yüz ‘face’ and ‘hundred’ or yügär ‘to run’. There are a few other words with front rounded vowels in the first syllable which also spell this vowel as W and not as WY, such as könlü ‘heart’ or (e.g. in TT X 440) kög ‘music’. The habit of spelling front rounded vowels as WY may have come up gradually, as yöd-less spellings for front vowels are much more wide-spread in pre-classical texts than in classical and late mss.. The front variant of the particle Ok, which is not a fully independent word, is also spelled without a Y, although it normally has a space before it.

Further spelling characteristics are discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2. The vowels

The Proto-Turkic four-dimensional vowel symmetry, still existing e.g. in Yakut, consists of 2⁴ = 16 phonemes generated by four oppositions: back (ä, ä, o, u) vs. front (ä, i, ö, ü), low (a, o, ä, ö) vs. high (i, i, u, ü), unrounded (a, i, ä, i) vs. rounded (o, u, ö, ü) and long vs. short. In the original Turkic words of Old Turkic, 16 vowel phonemes may have been distinct only in the first syllable; very little is known of the other syllables in this respect. When, perhaps during the course of Old Turkic, the length opposition is given up altogether, there remain 9 vowels: 9 and not 8 because /ä:/ became /e/ and was retained as such. This /e/ appears, at some stage, to have been joined by [e] which was an allophone of /ä/ when followed by /i/. In non-first syllables, vowel

---

68 The edition’s tipü, and blgülügü in the previous word, are misreadings. Similar mistakes are found in Fedakâr.

69 This matter has to do with the genetic comparison of the Turkic languages and is outside the scope of the present work.
harmony in principle\textsuperscript{70} left morphology with only four possibilities: with only four pertinent oppositions, between the archphonemes /A/ (realised as /a, ä/), /U/ (= /u, ü/) and /I/ (= /i/ and /ï/; tending to generalize /i/ in the last syllable, particularly when adjacent to palatal consonants) and /X/ (realised as /i, i, u, ü/, depending both on fronting and rounding). Further allophones of /X/ as well as ‘vowel attraction’ and vowel changes caused by adjacent consonants will be discussed in section 2.4. /U/ is realised as /o ö/ before /k/, except when the previous syllable has /u ü/; see section 2.51 for that.

2.21. Vowel length

The distinction between original 8 long and 8 short vowels can be very well reconstructed for first stem vowels; it is today retained to a very large extent in Yakut, Turkmen and Khaladj and has left traces and reflexes in a number of other Turkic languages. The most recent and extensive treatment of primary vowel length in first syllables (to where it may originally have been limited) in the modern and historical Turkic languages is T.Tekin 1995a, which also recounts the history of research of this aspect of Turkic vocalism.\textsuperscript{71} Unfortunately the author did not include in it a recapitulation of his 1967 paper, which shows that original Turkic long vowels function as long also for the purposes of the ‘arūd metre of the QB, the 11\textsuperscript{th} century Qarakhanid poem of more than 6000 verses, consistently with the theory that the Proto-Turkic long vowels were preserved in its language. The DLT also appears to make the right distinctions between vowels written only with diacritical vowel signs and those spelled with matres lectionis (alif, wāw and yā‘, which are the signs of vowel length in the Arabic writing system), especially where a word serves as an entry for itself and is not quoted in a sentence intended to illustrate the use of some other lexeme; this evidence was last brought together in Tekin 1995: 97-113. All in all, vowel length as documented in Qarakhanid sources accords well with the evidence in the modern languages. In Kāšgārī’s dialect, long vowels

\textsuperscript{70} ‘In principle’ because of a tendency to prefer /i/ to /ü/ as realisation of /I/, because suffixes show back synharmonism with borrowed bases also when their last syllable clearly is in the front class and perhaps some other factors.

\textsuperscript{71} This work is a good base for research in which most of the documentation is brought together. Its weakness concerning written documentation is that any sign that a word contains a long vowel is taken at face value and considered conclusive even if the word is, on other occasions, written short; moreover, Tekin trusts a source’s evidence also when it writes a vowel as long although no modern language testifies to this, sometimes when even he himself considers it to have been short in Proto-Turkic.
appear to have gotten shortened when stress went on to a suffix. Referring to stems in which the second letter is *alif*, *wāw* or *yā* he writes in fols. 515-516: “Rule. ... the medial ... letter may drop from the word rendering it bilateral in pronunciation, though not in writing; in its written form the letters remain sound.\textsuperscript{72} Example: The ‘forearm’ is called *qöl*. Then you say *anīn qolin aldī* [here spelled without *wāw*] meaning ‘He grasped his arm’. It has become [short] like the word for ‘slave’, *qul* [in spelling and length], since the *wāw* has dropped out. Similarly *yēl* ‘wind’; in the course of speech you say *anīn yeli küčläg* ‘His wind is strong’ ... . It has become like the word for ‘year’, *yīl* [in spelling and length]. This is the rule for all nouns and verbs ...

In the runiform writing system, first syllable vowel length differences can be expressed only for /a/ and /ā/, since the presence of these sounds in first syllables is understood implicitly without recourse to the A character; other vowels have, in general, to be written out (although there are exceptions in some of the inscriptions). The explicit presence of this character can then in principle be used to mark /a:/ and /ā:/ . This is done rather consistently for /a:/ in some mss. in runiform script, namely IrqB, Dispute and BlattRun: They have *a:gu* ‘poison’, *a:la* ‘motley’, *a:k* ‘white’, *a:rt* ‘mountain pass’, *a:ra* ‘between’, *a:š* ‘food’, *a:t* ‘name’, *a:z* ‘few’, *a:z* ‘to stray’, *a:zu* ‘or’, *ba:z* ‘to bind’, *sa:š* ‘to think’, *ta:š* ‘stone’, *ta:t* ‘to taste’, *ya:š* ‘fresh grass’ and some derivates from these stems.\textsuperscript{73} These mss. only have very few questionable cases like *ada+r-t-* ‘to harm’ and *anīg* ‘evil’ where we do not know whether the explicit *A* in the first syllable is a reflexion of real vowel length for lack of modern documentation, and there are a few additional cases (like *yaš* and *ara* in the IrqB) where a word spelled with long vowel also shows an instance without explicit *A*.\textsuperscript{74} Where explicit *A* is, in these mss., used for marking the vowel /ā/, its presence does not appear to indicate length, as the words in which it is used have long vowels in no other source. The practice described here must have been known already to

\textsuperscript{72} As Kelly 1973: 156f., who quotes and comments the passage, remarks, this refers to Uygur writing, where vowel letters do not drop when the vowel is no longer long. This paper is an important contribution to the question of vowel length in Qarakhanid.

\textsuperscript{73} I r5 of the edition of TM 342 (followed by Tekin 1995a: 91) writes the verb *yarat* as if it had an explicit *A* in the first syllable, but the perfectly clear facs. shows this not to be the case. No Turkic language has *yarat-* with a long first-syllable vowel.

\textsuperscript{74} Other mss. are more problematic: TM 326, e.g., shows *savr* ‘speech’, whose vowel is known to be long from elsewhere, with *A*, but also spells *sat-* ‘to sell’, which probably had a short vowel, with *A* as well. The proverb collection reedited by Hamilton and Bazin in *Turcica* 4-5: 25ff. writes the *as* in *tamuk* and *tamga* with *A* although they are short in the Turkic languages which retain length.
the scribes of the Orkhon inscriptions: \(a:\check{c}\) ‘hungry’, \(a:\check{c}^{-}\) ‘to be hungry’, \(a:t\) ‘name, title’ and \(ta:m\) ‘wall’ (KT SE), the only words which are spelled with explicit \(A\) in the first syllable in the KT, BQ and KČ inscriptions, do indeed have Proto- and Common-Turkic lengths. Here, however, this practice was applied in an inconsistent and limited way: The word for ‘name’ was more often spelled without \(A\) than with it, and \(a:k\) ‘white’, \(a:ra\) ‘between’, \(a:z\) ‘few’, \(ba:-\) ‘to bind’ and \(sa:kin-\) ‘to think’, which appear with \(A\) in the quoted mss., do not have it in the Orkhon inscriptions. Nor are \(bar\) ‘there is’ and \(bay\) ‘rich’, which have long vowels in the modern languages, spelled with \(A\) in Orkhon Turkic. That the expression of vowel length is not part of the Orkhon Turkic writing system was already observed by Hovdaugen, 1974: 61. Some additional evidence from the Yenisey inscriptions has been listed in Tekin 1995a: 90-91; it should, however, be checked on the base of newer or more responsible readings of these inscriptions. Doerfer 1981-82a: 111-2 has tried to explain the absence of \(A\) in some stems with long vowels by the hypothesis that the stem started with /h/, after which the long vowels are not supposed to appear; he thinks that /ā/ is spelled with \(A\) only when the word starts with this vowel. This is not the case, as shown by the spelling of \(ta:m\).

In Uygur mss. in both the Manichæan and (much more numerously, naturally) the Uygur script we find that vowels are sometimes written doubly. Scholars have tried to interpret this in two ways. It was stated in the notes to U II 23,14 and 39,89 and then by Zieme 1969: 32 (and cf. Meyer 1965: 190 n.19) that these spellings may be an attempt to distinguish /o/ and /ö/ from /u/ and /ü/. The fact is that most instances represent rounded vowels: There are no \(aas\),\(^{75}\) as initial ‘is \(a\), initial ‘a’, medial ‘a’ and initial ‘a’ do not seem to occur. There is one single word spelled ‘YY\(^{76}\) and there are few words spelled with medial YY (to which we return below). Zieme quotes a number of instances of /o/ and /ö/ written doubly, giving place references.\(^{77}\) Others, on the other hand,

---

\(^{75}\) Tekin 1995a: 92 misunderstood the n. to M III 17, which says that \(ä\) ‘flesh, meat’ is sometimes spelled like \(at\), and does not refer to \(at\) ‘name’.

\(^{76}\) Rather common, signifying ‘plant’ and possibly with a long vowel like all monosyllabic lexeme stems of the shape CV; the first vowel of its derivate \(i+gač\) is short, however. Here and subsequently, \(C\) refers to any consonant, \(V\) to any vowel (not to be confused with the labial consonant \(v\)).

\(^{77}\) He gives \(booš\) ‘empty’, \(boo\) ‘this’, \(noom\) ‘teaching’, \(ool\) ‘that’, \(oon\) ‘ten’, \(oot\) ‘fire’ and ‘grass’, \(ootači\) ‘healer’, \(soorgun\) ‘a plant’, \(ooz-\) ‘to prevail’, \(toog\) ‘dust’ from Manichean, \(booš\) ‘empty’, \(noomla-\) ‘to preach’, \(ool\) ‘that’, \(koog\) ‘atom’, \(oot\) ‘fire’, \(kool\) ‘arm’, \(kooš\) ‘a pair’, \(toor\) ‘net’, \(tooz\) ‘dust’, \(öö\) ‘to remember’ \(ööč\) ‘revenge’, \(ööčä\) ‘to take revenge’, \(söö\) ‘a long time’ from other sources; /ö/ is here spelled as WYW.
have said that such repetitions are meant to be read as long vowels: This was the opinion of Gabain 1941 §16 (who also quotes some of the instances), Tuna 1960: 247-252, Pritsak 1963 §10, Ščerbak 1961: 34-36 and 1966: 153-154 and Tekin (1975) 1995a: 91-94. Thus e.g. uu ‘sleep’ in Abhi (a rather late text) 511, 514 and 516 and uućsuz ‘endless’ seven times in Abhi, both words with vowel length. The double spelling of vowels is especially regular in some Chinese borrowings such as ‘dragon’ (spelled LWW), ‘army’ and ‘preface’ (both spelled SWW), ‘women’s quarters’ (spelled KWWN) etc.; this phenomenon should be separated from the double spellings of Turkic words: In these cases the spelling may also indicate diphthongs ([uo, üö]), and in any case touches upon the pronunciation of the Chinese dialect which served the Uygurs as contact language. The word signifying ‘preface’ (in this book transcribed as swö) appears with +sI in HTs VII 18 but with the accusative suffix +üg in HTs VII 306, perhaps indicating that a pronunciation as sìw was an option. Leaving these instances aside, we find that there are numerous counter-examples for both hypotheses: uu ‘sleep’ (spelled as uv in U III 11,8, but gets the possessive suffix with s), uuć ‘tip, border, edge’, uutun ‘vile, insolent’ and yuul ‘spring, fountain’ (e.g. in HTs, BT III and Suv) are, together with their derivates, some of the more common words spelled with WW which have high back rounded vowels.78 tooz ‘beech bark’, koor ‘embers’, tuuš ‘counterpart’, uuz ‘expert’, yüüz ‘face’ are among the lexemes with long vowels attested with double W and not mentioned by Zieme. On the other hand, some of the stems attested with double vowels, e.g. ok ‘arrow’, ol ‘that’, ot ‘grass’, kol ‘arm’, tor ‘net’, oz- ‘to prevail’ or ul ‘sole’, have short vowels in Turkmen, Yakut etc. and presumably had them in Proto-Turkic as well. The word for ‘wind’ is often spelled as YYYL although its vowel is short in the modern languages; it might, perhaps, have been pronounced with a diphthong, yiel.79 The general impression, after looking at quite some texts, is that double spelling tends to occur more with /o/ than with other vowels, and more with long vowels than with short ones, but that it is not all too common in general, single spelling

78 Examples quoted in Tekin 1995a: 93. uut+suz ‘shameless’ (U II 86,40), also quoted there, is a different case: It is clearly a contraction of the well-attested uvut, which has the same meaning. Oguz utan- ‘to feel shy’ is mentioned already in the DLT; the fact that this verb still has a /t/ in Turkish shows that it is not in the same class as the other long vowels (which get followed by /d/).

79 yäm, which is used for äm in U I 7 (Magier), may also stand for some such diphthong as iäm.
being more common for all words mentioned; some lexemes (with long or short vowels) tend to be more prone to this phenomenon than others.

The ability of some scripts of Indian origin to distinguish between long and short $a$, $i$ and $u$ is not put to any discernably systematic use; least of all the BuddhKat with its Tibetan script. Tekin 1995a: 94-96 limited his research on this matter to TT VIII and lists only those cases where a vowel spelled as long correlates with a vowel he expects to be long; the opposite case is mentioned only with a few examples: He does admit, though, that it happens that long vowels are spelled as short and vice versa. See also Maue 1996: XXI for the Brāhmī practice in general. For $i$, the distinction is rare even in Sanskrit portions of the mss.; for $a$ and $u$ there appears to be free alternation between the signs for short and for long vowels. In the Uygur-Khotanese word list the character $\tilde{â}$ expresses [o] and [$\check{o}$] and there is no correlation with comparative length at all. Either the language no longer kept up the Proto-Turkic length distinction when the Indian scripts came into use for Uygur (in the 10th century?), or the Central Asian linguistic filters, through which the scripts went before reaching Turkic, had made the distinction into a purely orthographical (i.e. not phonetic) one or into one distinguishing certain qualities of the vowels but not their length. Transcribing inscrptional or Uygur texts as if their language consistently distinguished between long and short vowels (as done e.g. in the glossary of BT III) therefore seems misleading.

2.22. The vowel /e/

The nine vowel phonemes left after distinctive vowel length was given up were /a/, /â/, /ï/, /i/, /o/, /ö/, /u/ and /ü/ plus the phoneme /e/. As shown by Thomsen Hansen 1957, the last-mentioned came from Proto-Turkic long */ä:/ (especially in the first syllable). The opposition between /a/ and /a:/ seems to be still documented in early Old Turkic but that between the six other long vowels and their ‘normal’ counterparts appear to have disappeared already by our earliest texts.

The opposition */ä:/ > /e/ vs. /â/ was, however, retained, apparently because it involved an opposition in vowel quality as well, disrupting the three-dimensional close-knit structure of the original vowel system. Saving this cube structure appears to have been Bazin’s only motive for not recognising /e/ as an Old Turkic phoneme, a view approvingly quoted by Zieme 1969: 33. Zieme 1969 expressed disbelief in the
phoneme /e/ as distinct from /ã/, though he did admit the reality of the sound [e] and mentions phonemic oppositions such as älig 'hand; fifty' vs. elig 'king'; cf. also et- 'to arrange' vs. ät- 'to emit a sound'. /e/ did, in fact, stay distinct from both /i/ and /ã/; its early existence in first syllables can be reconstructed from modern Turkic languages (e.g. Azeri or Anatolian dialects). The Middle Turkic Nahju 'l-Farādis distinguishes between [ä], [e] and [i] by spelling the first with fatḥa (sometimes together with alif), the second with fatḥa and ẓ̣a (cf. Clauson 1962: 163) and the third with kasra (sometimes together with yā'). The spelling of coda /e/ as fatḥa plus yā' appears already in the DLT, e.g. in the word süvre 'pointed'. Concerning Old Turkic proper, the evidence is as follows: It is always spelled with Y in Uygur ms. sources written in Uygur, Manichaean and also runiform script, with Ā or I in mss. in Tibetan script, with Ĺ in Wordlist (Khotanese Brāhmī), but it is spelled with explicit E in the bulk of Brāhmī manuscripts. All instances of /e/ in non-first syllables are linked to a preceding /e/ and therefore clearly conditioned by it. /ã/ and /i/ are never spelled with Brāhmī E. Exceptions (e.g. once kičā where one would expect kečā for 'evening', once ti- 'to say' etc.) are quite rare and can be considered mere errors; they may be reflexes of the spelling of Uygur script. Thrice elig for ålig 'hand' may rather have come about through regressive assimilation; the same may be true for thrice el(i)t- 'to carry off, lead away etc.' vs. once ält-,
practice of scholars in Turkey and of the early Berlin school (the tradi-
tion going from Müller and Le Coq through Bang, Gabain and Zieme,
corrected in recent years) of spelling /e/ as i is unjustified: The
distinction between o and u, e.g., is based on just such evidence as
between e and i (and stands, in a few cases, on just as shaky legs). We
may not always be completely sure, but the informed guess founded on
as much information as possible must be made. Some South Siberian
runiform inscriptions even have a special character for e (whereas other
inscriptions from that area have instead a letter for ä which
distinguishes that phoneme from both a and i). The fluctuation referred
to turns up also with a few instances of Proto-Turkic *ä appearing
adjacent to /y/: The (apparently rather early) change yä > ye created
additional /e/’s which were not (originally) long, perhaps e.g. in yet- ‘to
suffice’.\footnote{After original long vowels, voiceless consonants become voiced in Turkish when
they appear between vowels; this does not, however, happen in the aorist form yet-er (unlike yedek < yet- ‘to lead on’, which was originally applied to a horse one led with
oneself to mount when the horse one was riding got tired). The sequence #yä no longer
exists in Brāhmī sources.} This is a simple case of assimilation (still taking place in
Azeri, which still has the nine vowel system). Orkhon Turkic
fluctuation should not be confused with one or two cases where there
appears to be a dialect variation between /ä/ and /i/: There is, in Old
Turkic, both äki and iki ’two’, but this word probably had no /e/:
Orkhon Turkic consistently has /ä/ but sources in Brāhmī and Tibetan
writing have numerous examples with i (not e). Manichæan texts
fluctuate (there is, e.g., äkigün ‘as a pair’ and äkinti ‘second’ in M III
14,6 and 15,17 respectively) while non-Manichæan sources in Uygur
script consistently have ‘Y. Much evidence concerning the spelling of
Old Turkic (and not only inscriptional, in spite of its title) /e/ was
brought together by Doerfer 1994.

2.23. The vowel /i/

Some scholars, e.g. Pritsak 1961: 32 and 1963: 52, denied that there is
an opposition /i/ : /ï/ in Old Turkic; cf. also Johanson 1993: 87 and
In original Turkic words the opposition can only be found in first syllables, as synharmonism regulates their alternation in non-first syllables, cancelling their opposition in them; this is so for all other vowels as well. The language does appear to have this phonemic opposition in first syllables, in view of such pairs as verbal *tïk-‘to stuff’ vs. *tik-‘to erect’ and *sïk-‘to squeeze’ vs. *sik-‘to copulate (male subject)’, or nominal *kïr ‘mountain’ (and *kï:r ‘grey’) vs. *kïr ‘filth’, *ïrk ‘omen’ vs. *irk ‘ram’ and *kï:n ‘sheath, scabbard’ vs. *ki:n ‘navel; musk’; these are shown to differ by the fact that their velars are spelled differently in most of the writing systems. The pairs *kïš ‘winter’ vs. *ki:š ‘sable’, *sï:k ‘shallow’ vs. *sik ‘penis’ *kïz ‘box etc.’ vs. *ki:z ‘girl’ and ‘costly’ and *kïr- ‘to scrape off’ vs. *ki:r- ‘to enter’ are at least near-minimal, as their vowels are of different length, in so far as the length opposition was kept up in dialects of Old Turkic: Evidence for this is, however, rather weak; my spelling of ‘to enter’ as *ki:r- in the previous sentence may therefore be anachronistic. The opposition *ïrkla- ‘to consult the omens’ vs. *ïrklâ- ‘to tread on something’ may have been perfect only for some varieties of Old Turkic, as the latter verb appears to have had an onset */h/.

Strangely enough, finding such pairs in words involving /g/ seems to be more difficult: There is *tïgra- ‘to be tough’ (rare, but cf. *tïgrak ‘tough’) vs. *tigrä- ‘to emit certain sounds’, and cf. *yïgtür-, a hapax in the DLT which might signify ‘to squeeze’, vs. *yïgtur- ‘to cause to heap’. As against *ïgla- ‘to be or become ill’ we have *ïgla- ‘to weep’, but the more common variant of the latter is *yïgla-, pointing towards *hïgla-. Oppositions not involving velars, which receive suffixes in their back-vowel and front-vowel alternants respectively, are even harder to come by. One example is *tin ‘breath, spirit’ vs. *tın ‘halter’; both words are spelled with and without ý in the

---

84 Röhrborn bases his opinion on evidence from the rules of rote rhyme (which serves as base for Old Turkic verse and makes stanzas accord in their beginning and not in their end), stating that */r/ and */l/ are made to rhyme. However, */r/ not only rhymes with */l/ but also with */e/; */o/ rhymes with */u/ and */ö/ with */ü/ and even */n/ (in nayrag ‘Buddha’s characteristic mark’) with */a/; Old Turkic clearly followed eye rhyme (as opposed to ear rhyme), which was in use in Ottoman verse as well: The rhyme was visual and not auditive; since */o/ and */u/ look alike in Uygur and Manicheean writing, the two (and similarly the members of the other sets) were made to ‘rhyme’. If, therefore, */p/ of foreign words is considered to alliterate with */b/, this should not be considered evidence for absence of any phonic difference. Rote rhyme therefore cannot help us solve this problem.

85 DLT and base of the common verb *kïzlâ-.

86 The *y in *yïlkâ- in UigPañc 66 and 88 (with normal metathesis and loss of */k/ before */k/) must be a reflex of that. Nor would *ïrklâ-, which is an ad-hoc derivate from *ïrk ‘omen’, be prone to such phonetic processes.
DLT. If one does not insist on staying within one part of speech one could mention siz, the imperative of the verb signifying ‘to ooze’ vs. siz ‘you (pl.)’. Otherwise one seems to find only imperfect pairs such as ti:t- ‘to tear to shreds’ (and ti:t ‘larch tree’) vs. tit ‘to renounce’, and il- ‘to descend’ vs. i:l- ‘to catch, cling, attach’; the last mentioned verb in fact originally started with an /h/, as the numerous examples with #y° show. Johanson 1991: 85 gives the DLT opposition il- : il- as an example for the reality of the front / back distinction in Qarakhanid. Kǎş̣g̣ạṛī (fol.94) does, indeed write that the infinitive of the former is spelled with kāf, that of the latter with qāf, and that the former’s aorist is ilär, the latter’s ilur. The aorist distinction between the two verbs is borne out also by the QB; not, however, the backness distinction; there, both verbs are front: From the verb signifying ‘to descend’ we find ilgū in QB 1086 (ms. AB; C replaces it with the better-known en-) and ilmāk in 1762 (only C; A yīlmaq, B enmāk); the meanings are clear in both cases. Although, therefore, the grammarian Kǎş̣g̣ạṛī living in Bağdād was aware of the backness of the verb signifying ‘to descend’, that no longer corresponded to Qarakhanid usage of his time, at least as far as Yǔsūf is concerned. The opposition /i : i/ thus seems to be rather linked to the presence of /k/ and /g/; we know that the front and back realisations of /k/, transliterated as q and k respectively, are audibly different in all Turkic languages, and should have been so in Old Turkic as well. Note the runiform character ’q ~ q’, which is used for representing voiceless velars specifically when they appear beside /i/. We might therefore consider following Dankoff & Kelly 1982: 61-62, who dispense with /i/ as a phoneme altogether, assuming a phonemic distinction /k/ : /q/ (as e.g. in Arabic) instead, and complement it with an opposition /g/ : /ğ/. How do we know, in fact, that the opposition is not merely an underlying one, as e.g. in Classical Mongolian, where there was no [i] but only [i]? Because the Mongolian writing system (coming from the Uygur script) always uses K and not X with /i/, the opposition manifesting itself only in the synharmony of subsequent

87 There is no reason for this verb to have had a long vowel as it does not have one in modern languages; the EDPT ascription of vowel length is apparently based on the spelling in some of the DLT instances, which are influenced by Arabic word patterns.
88 The DLT spelling of this with yā’ as second letter could be due to Arabic triradical word patterning.
89 I use the degree sign as a sign of abbreviation, as done in transcriptions of Sanskrit; this means that there are further sounds to follow, that – in this case – this is /y/ at the beginning of a word.
syllables, whereas Old Turkic does distinguish between front and back consonants also in the same syllable as these vowels. In the runiform script this is the case not only with /k ɡ/, as in the Semitic writing systems, but also with /b ɗ y l n r s/, in some Yenisey inscriptions also with /ŋ/: Thus ídok ‘sacred’ is spelled with d₁ in the Orkhon inscriptions, ídši ‘he sent’ as II₁I (due to assimilation of the alveolars) and so forth. Dankoff & Kelly’s view therefore cannot apply to Old Turkic as a whole; nor would one gain anything by adopting it for Qarakhanid, because [k] and [q] would still have to function as allophones in all syllables having vowels other than the high unrounded ones. Still, as there was little functional load on the opposition /i/ : /i/ except in the contiguity of /k/ and /ɡ/, this opposition was bound to weaken, were it not for synharmonism and for the symmetries of the harmony system.

A breakdown in the syllable of the vowel itself, not making the whole word follow suit, can be observed best when the scribe used runiform writing, in which the front and back alternants are distinguished for most of the consonants. In Orkhon Turkic the commonest consonants with this phenomenon (listed in Tekin 1968: 71-72) are /s/ and /y/, e.g. in s²ɭy₁U = s₁-yu ‘breaking’ or y²ɭmšak₁ = yimšak ‘soft’. Cf. even sigɪt ‘sob’ spelled with s² but g³. Such instances do not have to be of phonetic significance, however, as s² and y² are sometimes used in the Orkhon inscriptions also in conjunction with the back vowels /a/ , /u/ and /o/ (though s² and y² are admittedly a bit more common with /i/); see Tekin 1968: 39-40. Examples with /t/ are t²ɭɪ̯1A = tɪ̯l-a ‘holding back’ (KT N11) and t²ɭɪ₂ = tɪ̯l-ɪɡ ‘the news (acc.)’ (Tuñ 32). Nor is it easy to classify the fronting in Id₂mlš² = id- miš < id- ‘to send’ in O F2, as the -mlš suffix is always spelled with front s.

It is rare for a front consonant to appear not before but after *ɨ; I would therefore take the verb to really have been pronounced as id- in this case (before -mlš!). Note, in this connection, the n² appearing in the codas on the 3rd person possessive, the volitive and the negative converb suffixes +(s)I(n+), -(A)yIn and -mAII(n), also when added to bases with back synharmonism. The high vowels of these three suffixes and of -mlš may, in the Orkhon inscriptions, always have been pronounced as [i] and not as [ɨ]: The consonant of the instrumental

90 I mean the fact that the genitive of the 3rd person demonstrative, e.g., is inu and not *iniü. Even assuming genetic relationship between Turkic and Mongolic, however, the situation in Mongolian cannot be used as an argument for believing in a neutral /i/ in Proto-Turkic, as some other details make it likely that the opposition /i : ɨ/ was a real one in Pre-classical Mongolian.
suffix +$(X)n$ is never spelled as $n^2$ even when its expected vowel was /ï/. Such fronting found in Orkhon Turkic becomes marginal in the inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire and completely disappears in the runiform mss., which are in the Uygur dialect. We have no way of knowing how these suffixes were pronounced by the authors of Uygur mss. in other scripts, but cases like the consistent Uygur spelling of the suffix sequence $-mIš+kA$ with the letter $X$ come to show that the fronting of /ï/ in suffixes was subphonemic if it existed at all. The language of the Second Türk Empire thus shows synharmonism irregularities related to the presence of /ï/ while no such phenomenon is discernible in Imperial or Xinjiang Uygur, also where written in runiform script.

The contiguity of the palatal consonants č, y, ň and š was no doubt one of the early factors causing the first-syllable passage /ï/ to affect the whole word: e.g. in IrqB 53, where biš- ‘to ripen’ is used in the form biš-di, spelled with b$^2$ and d$^2$; similarly the converb form bič-ä ‘cutting’ appears to have been used in IrqB 37, whereas Uygur normally has the verb in the form bič-. Similarly čy- ‘to suppress’, whose fronted forms and derivates are partly documented in the OTWF (see index). Another word with a palatal consonant which got fronted at an early stage is č:š ‘work’: Its numerous examples in the DLT have back vowels with a single exception; we find šlarig in Pothi 80 (Manichaean) and the instance spelled ‘YS’NK’ZN in M I 10,13 is likely to have had back vowels. However, two examples in the (equally Manichæan) Xw have suffixes with front k; that is the rule also in Uygur texts and šlā- and its derivates have front vowels in the DLT. The existence of incest beside inca should also be ascribed to fronting with the concomitant influence of /č/ (though other explanations are also possible for the existence of this variant; see section 3.132). 

yiltizlig in BT XIII 12,53 shows that yiltiz ‘root’ had a fronted variant. birgarudun šinar ‘in the direction towards the south’ in M III nr.4, 10,14₁ (ms. U 47 in Uygur writing; double-dotted X) shows that the numerous forms of birdin, birgärü and biryä in Orkhon Turkic and other Manichæan sources must all be secondary. Clauson (EDPT 361) assumes that the instance is an error; this would have been likely if the ms. had been in Manichæan writing, where G and I’ have rather similar shapes. As it is, we cannot simply ‘emend’ it away.

91 /ï/ is more often spelled with alef in preclassical texts than /ä/. Scholars have confused č:š ‘work’ with eš ‘debt’, the two lexemes surviving in Yakut as i:s and iäs respectively. What the runiform inscriptions have in a binome with küč is es ‘debt’ and not č:š ‘work’, which explains the front vocalism; cf. OTWF 456 (with n.55) for additional details.

92 Clauson (EDPT 361) assumes that the instance is an error; this would have been likely if the ms. had been in Manichæan writing, where G and I’ have rather similar shapes. As it is, we cannot simply ‘emend’ it away.
normally has back vowel suffixes but appears with a fronted dative suffix in Ht V 4 a24. til ‘tongue’, finally, has no palatal consonants and is well attested with back harmony (also still in the DLT’s derivates til+ak and til+ik-) but appears as til with suffixes showing front k e.g. in U II 7,10, U III 72,28, KP 12,2 and the DLT.

When we find the word for ‘thousand’ spelled with b² in BQ S1 and Tuñ 14 (as against b¹ in Tuñ 16 and 18), we cannot know whether any suffix added to it would have had front or back vowels. I would assume that the pronunciations biŋ and biŋ existed side by side, or that the actual pronunciation was in between, i.e. that the opposition was neutralised. The older pronunciation is supported by biŋa, a term denoting a military unit among the Uygurs of the Steppe Empire (attested at least thrice in ŠU) and by the second vowel of minggan, the Mongolian word for ‘a thousand’; the latter by mıŋlig in TT II,2 57 (an early Manichæan text). The situation of a conservative and a progressive variant existing side by side is made use of in the QB for poetic purposes, when we find both til and til used to suit the rhyme.

When there are fluctuations, I take all /i/ to have been primary and the /i/ variants to have been secondary: I take this direction to be the more natural one in the absence of any additional factors (as e.g. glottalization would have been). I therefore take Turkmen i:z ‘trace, track’ to show the original shape of what sometimes appears as iz in Old Turkic.94 Note that none of the stems mentioned as having passed from back to front harmony contained any velar consonants: It would seem that velars prevented the passage i > i in the stem.

Most Turkic languages today do have an i, both phonologically, i.e. for the intents and purposes of synharmonism, and phonetically. A few have, through centuries of intensive language contact, fronted the /ĩ/ phonetically but have left its phonemic value unchanged, e.g. Urban Uzbek or Standard New Uygur under Persian / Tajik influence. Looking at the Turkic world as a whole one finds that i has, all in all, shown itself to be very resilient. What contact influence could the speakers of Old Turkic have undergone? The early Turks were, till the 9th century, bilingual mainly in Chinese and Sogdian. From Chinese they borrowed words with /ĩ/, e.g. mĩr ‘honey’, čiin ‘true’, šík ‘a measure of capacity’,

93 I take the original shape to have been *hĩ, in view of the fluctuations in the shape of (y)ĩgaç ‘tree’, which probably was a derivate from this. There is no reason to assume vowel length, as done by Clauson and Tekin, in spite of the spelling with two yød in Uygur.

94 I disagree with T.Tekin 1995: 183 on this lexeme; the QB has it with both front and back forms of the accusative.
sîr ‘lacquer’ or čîg ‘a foot (as a measure of length)’. Sogdian short /a/ has been taken to have had central vowels as allophones. When we find that the Sogdian word for ‘sandalwood’, transcribed as \textit{cntn} and ultimately coming from Sanskrit \textit{candana}, is borrowed into Old Turkic as čîntan, we take it that the Uygurs got their /i/ from Sogdian. The language which the Turks mostly got into contact with when, most numerous from the 9th century on, they streamed into the North Eastern part of the Tarim basin, was Tokharian. The Tokharian \textit{schwa}, transliterated as \textit{ä}, can, in certain circumstances, perhaps be stated to have been less front than /i/ and higher than /a/; the Uygurs might perhaps have assimilated it to their [ï]. It does not, in short, seem likely that the languages which Uygurs can be presumed to have been bilingual in would induce them to abandon their /ï/.

The contact situation could have been different in West Turkestan, where Qarakhanid developed, especially when New Persian started to be the \textit{lingua franca} in the 10th century. In the DLT the opposition /ï : i/ in so far as it affects suffix harmony is retained approximately to the same degree as in Uygur: Dankoff & Kelly 1982: 61 give a longer list where original harmony exists and where stems consistently show back or front vowel suffixes respectively, and a shorter list of stems with fluctuations. Some of the fluctuations have already been mentioned, as they reflect a situation found already in Uygur; others are due to errors on the part of the editors\textsuperscript{96} or to the second hand which changed around a lot in the ms.\textsuperscript{97}

Most of the writing systems used for writing Old Turkic do not have a special character for [ï] and generally use for it the same character as for [i]. There is, however, one alphabet, not much used for writing this language, with which a distinction does appear to be made: As stated already by Gabain 1974: 391 (note 14), texts written in Tibetan script

\textsuperscript{95} Uygur does not itself raise vowels. We know that the Uygur vowel was /i/ and not /ï/ because it is attested in the runiform frq Bitig spelled with n\textsuperscript{1}, the back N. I don’t think Sogdian had i in the first syllable of this word, as that would have been spelled with \textit{mæt lectionis}, i.e. Ñ.

\textsuperscript{96} bičäk ‘knife’, e.g., attested in Uygur and the DLT, does not come from bič- but is a diminutive from bi: ‘knife’; the base of tïšä- and its derivates is not identical with tï:š ‘tooth’.

\textsuperscript{97} The Middle Turkic ‘corrector’s’ work is well discernible by its different ink. It changed tizlä-mäk to tïzlamoaq, e.g., whereas tiz ‘knee’ never had a back vowel, yïd+i-mäk ‘to be putrid, to stink’ is also by the second hand, while the first hand still wrote yïdïmaq, reflecting original pronunciation. For yïlï-š- it was apparently the first hand which wrote down both possibilities, both kâf and qâf, but then this stem has two palatal consonants.
do seem to make the difference, though the means are highly irregular. This statement is largely corroborated by Maue & Röhrborn 1984: 292-4 for the Catechism, the relatively early and most important such text.

Another important feature speaking for the reality of /i/ is the alternation alef ~ yōd in non-first syllables, much more common in back than in front synharmony, whether it be the mere graphemic alternation described in section 2.1 or the phonetic lowering caused by /g r l/, documented in section 2.402. These two phenomena, which gave the same result but have a different distribution both in terms of sources and of phonetics, can be explained only if [i] was a phonetic reality in non-first syllables beside /i/ being a phonological one. /i/ may often have been fronted in first syllables except where a velar was around, both as a synchronic alternant and as a diachronic process; this did not, however, generally have any effect on subsequent syllables, which stayed back-vocalic. The presence of /i/ outside first syllables appears to have been quite solid, except in a few suffixes such as -mIš.

2.24. The archphoneme /X/

The widespread view that the vowels serving as realizations of /X/ were ‘reduced’ (the graphemes ũ and u representing ‘/ă/’, the graphemes i and ü ‘/ë/’) is unfounded; in section 1.33 above I quote some authors’ thoughts on this matter. Most recently, Johanson 2001: 1725b has expressed the view that the element “°” (as he calls it iconically) “in phonetischer Hinsicht vermutlich ein schwa oder reduzierte Vokale (ă, ë usw.) darstellte”. Vowels of the archphoneme /X/ are usually not written explicitly in runiform texts; nor, however, are vowels of suffixes containing other archphonemes if their realisations show the same phonemes: e.g. /u/ in the suffix -gUr- (not ‘-gXr-’) of tur-gur-u (Irk Bitig), where the previous syllable contains an /u/. Vowels of all archphonemes can get syncopated in non-first non-last syllables (by no means only /X/, as still maintained in Johanson 2001: 1723a), syllable structure and consonant tactics permitting, e.g. /l/ in the stems of the common ögr-ünč, ögr-ünčü and ögr-incü < ögir- or kürgär < *küri-gär, /U/ in ärgür- < *ärü-gUr-, çomurlar (DKPAMPb 70) < çom-Ur- or şişrun- < *şiş-Ur-Xn-; /A/ in ötl-üm < ötá-l- as discussed in OTWF 293, tırgör < tırä- or targak from tara.-⁹⁸ ört-, a variant of ör-it-, and yort-, a variant of yör-t-, also result from the syncopation of /l/. Syncopation is well documented within stems (as described in section 2.403), before

⁹⁸ Low vowels are, however, less readily syncopated than high vowels, as shown by lexemes such as yaraši, täňäši and yöläši.
and in derivational affixes and even perhaps within inflexional suffixes. Onset vowels of postclitics (of any archphoneme) are elided after vowels (e.g. \textit{inčāk} < \textit{inčā ōk} ‘just this way’ in the runiform ms. TM 342, 2 v2); so are suffix vowels in the coda if the next word starts with a vowel (at least in verse, as poetic licence).

There appear to be no suffixes ending in /X/. This is, again, no proof that /X/ was shorter than the other vowels. Nor is the fact that Mongolic cognates of Turkic words often have a different additional vowel a sufficient reason for assuming that that vowel can be attributed to Turkic. \textit{ār} ‘man’, e.g., does not necessarily come from *\textit{ārā} only because that form existed in Mongolic (to use the example given by Johanson 2001: 1723a): Mongolic \textit{ārā} may, e.g., have been copied from the plural form \textit{ārān}, the /n/ getting metanalysed through analogy with Mongolic *\textit{n} stems.\footnote{Anatolian Turkic \textit{ārānlär} may show that \textit{ārān} was, when left as the only plural form ending in *+(\textit{A})n, taken to be a singular; see p.158 for this suffix. A related process is connected with Turkic \textit{süt} ‘milk’, which, by back-formation, became \textit{sün} in Mongolic – because \textit{süt} was felt to contain the Mongolic plural suffix.} Mongolian \textit{saya}- ‘to milk’ does not go back to Proto-Turkic *\textit{sagā}– either, as assumed by Róna-Tas 1998: 72: Mongolian ‘X’ is a spelling convention for [a:\]; that it has no phonetic or diachronic significance whatsoever is seen, among many other indications, in foreign words such as \textit{Ša'yam} ‘Šām, i.e. Syria’. As a circular corollary to their assumption of general coda syncopation, Johnson\footnote{View expressed already in Johanson 1976: 145 quoting Ramstedt, Poppe and Clauson.} and Róna-Tas think that ‘retained’ coda vowels (such as in \textit{kara} ‘black’) must have been long; there is no evidence for this claim either.

Vowels (again not only /X/) appear to have gotten reduced by adjacency to certain consonants. Spellings like \textit{t(ā)lgāk} (M III nr. 4 v15), \textit{b(ā)lgūlūg} (M III nr. 4 r9) or \textit{k(ā)l-} (DreiPrinz 25, 26, 28 and 29) in early texts should probably be understood to show that /l/ could ‘swallow up’ the vowel, getting syllabic itself. The /l/ no doubt helped in the reductions of \textit{näglük} from \textit{nā+(\textit{A})gU+lXk} in TT X 265,\footnote{I take the rather common \textit{nālīk} to be a further contraction from this form.} \textit{aglīk} ‘treasure house, storehouse’ from \textit{agī+līk} in KP 7,5 and 8 and \textit{orla-} < \textit{orī+la-}. Some other such phenomena are discussed in section 2.403.

The question of the quality of the vowels participating in the archphoneme /X/ is a vexed one. In the vast majority of instances in non-Indic alphabets they are spelled with Y, W or WY (or the runiform character signalling a front rounded vowel) and not with ’. In section
2.402 we show that /i/ is lowered when adjacent to /r l/ and especially /g/, so that it does come to be spelled with characters indicating a low back unrounded vowel, and this in all stages of Old Turkic and in texts of all spelling and cultural traditions. This is a clear conditioned lowering of one vowel, which may be participating in /X/, in /I/ or may not be assignable to any of the two. In section 2.1 I pointed out that it was natural for /i/ to sometimes be spelled like /a/ even when not lowered: Y traditionally denotes /i/, and /i/ is unrounded and backed-vowelled like /a/ though it also is unrounded and high like /i/. This only happens in early texts, mostly but not necessarily Manichæan. These two points are not sufficient for explaining all the facts, however, as there also are Manichean instances where /i/ is also spelled with alef. Adjacency to /g r l/ does not predominate here, so that combinatorial lowering cannot be the explanation: Doerfer 1993: 121-125 lists 

102 elig+(i)mäz (M I 8,11, TeilBuch), ämgäk+(ä)mäzin (M I 11,19, TeilBuch), käl-tämäz and (M I 10,12, TeilBuch) išlä-dämäz (M I 11,14, TeilBuch) with +(X)mXz, bägädmäk+änj(i)́n (DreiPrinz 66), ärmäk+änjäzl[är (M III nr.27 r14) and iš+änjäz(i)́n (M I 11,19, TeilBuch) with +(X)ηXz, elig+äg (DreiPrinz 94) and tämir+äg (M I 8,12, TeilBuch) with +(X)g, yüz+üņüzän (M I 10,9, TeilBuch) with the accusative ending after possessive suffixes, kiši+nä̈ (M I 8,14 and 15, TeilBuch), bäg+nä̈n and yäklär+nä̈n (U IVA 152 and 168) with +(n)Xη, tämir+än (M I 8,11, TeilBuch), ärklig+än (TT VI 90 ms. L, beside three instances of +in in the sentence) and t(ā)v+än (M III nr.4 r11) with +(X)n, ｉg+säz (ChristManManus Manichean fragment r9) with +sXz, s(ā)v-äg (M III nr.4 r5)103 with -(X)g, il-än-mägäy (M I 15,5, TeilBuch) with -(X)n-, är-äńlär (M III nr.4 r7) and ämgän-än (TT II A 51) with -(X)η, kir-äp (ChristManManus Manichean fragment v6) and tirl-äp (M I 15,9, TeilBuch) with -(X)p. Interestingly, the lowering of /i/, common in one or two Manichean texts but rare otherwise, seems to take place only when the /i/ is part of the archiphoneme /X/. It would appear, then, that at least the unrounded members of /X/ may, in some archaic variants of Old Turkic (with a few remnants in texts of the standard stage) not have been phonetically identical to the members of /I/ and /U/ but lower. The graphematic hypothesis for the spelling of /i/ may also be unnecessary. This by no means signifies, however, that any /X/ vowels were shorter than vowels of other archiphonemes.

102 The genitive forms he writes as +än̈ have not be taken over here as they can, if written in Uygur script, also be read as +n(i)́n.
103 What precedes this should have been read as kîz agar ‘precious and honoured’ and not as read by the editor.
2.3. **The consonants**

The consonant system for early Old Turkic, not including sounds found only in loan words, is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>unvoiced</th>
<th>voiced</th>
<th>nasals</th>
<th>sibilants</th>
<th>liquids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labials</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alveolars</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palatals</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>š</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velars</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference between the first and the second column of consonants must have been one both of voice and of tension, i.e. strong (more energetic, *fortis*) vs. weak (less energetic, *lenis*) pronunciation; the two distinctions must have been joined to varying degrees. The term ‘stop’ applies to /p t k/ but not to /č/, which is an affricate. It does not apply to the voiced orals, whose main variants are fricative: We could have written /d/ as /į/ but found it more convenient here — following the practice of most work on Old Turkic — not to use Greek letters either in transcription or in transliteration. /d/ was realised as a stop [d] only when it was preceded by one of the voiced continuants /r l n/ or (in some cases) /z/. There is a [b] at the word onset; within words, [b] appears only in late texts: Onset [b] could be equally assigned to /v/ as to /p/. We use the letters b (in onset position) and v (elsewhere), d and g to transcribe the voiced oral consonants in all positions. Among the velars, fricativity was not characteristic of the voiced member of the opposition but rather of the voiced and partly also the unvoiced allophones obtaining in back-harmonic syllables.

The nasality opposition is fullest for the alveolar domain. It is weakest among the palatals, since the opposition /y : ŋ/ is cancelled for the great majority of sources not written in runiform script. The opposition between oral labials and /m/ is cancelled for most of Old Turkic when an onset [b] is (after a vowel) followed by a nasal, as [b] is then replaced by /m/. In marginal sources we also sometimes witness a /v ~ m/ alternation between vowels, as in the DLT’s *kiivürkän / kümürkän* ‘wild onion’. A /g ~ ŋ/ alternation is found in verbs such as äg- ~ āŋ- ‘to bend’; suffixes containing /ŋ/, e.g. the 2nd person possessive suffixes, are often (especially in inscriptional Turkic) found with /g/ instead of the nasal.
/s/ and /z/, the unvoiced and the voiced alveolar sibilants, are put into one column for convenience. The placing of /r/ among the velars is arbitrary; we do not know how this phoneme was pronounced.

2.31. The labials

In referring to runiform texts, scholars have often assumed that the voiced labial consonant in inscriptional Turkic is [b] wherever it appears, also between vowels. They give ‘äb’ ‘house, home’, for instance, where I write öv also when transcribing runiform texts, or ‘yabïz’ and not yavïz for ‘bad’. It was V. Thomsen who chose this rendering, presumably in view of the principle that the runiform characters b¹ and b² should be transcribed the same way wherever they appear; he was followed e.g. by Tekin 1968: 7. I find myself in agreement with Clauson 1962: 77 and Zieme 1969: 36 in this matter. Since there is no runiform character for [v] (or for [f]), there is no solid basis for Thomsen’s assumption, as the users of the alphabet had no choice but to use the b letters; nor was any additional letter needed for any relevant phonemic distinction. Unless proven otherwise, I therefore take the realisation of this phoneme in runiform sources (some of which were, after all, not older than some mss. written in Uygur script) not to differ from that of other Turkic languages retaining the labial in such words (especially not from Old Uygur). A number of scholars have taken the realisation as b (even between vowels) to be one of the characteristics of the oldest (Orkhon Turkic) stage of Old Turkic, and then assumed a passage b > v in the transition to the second oldest stage; this characterisation of the earliest Old Turkic is, I think, fictitious. The fact that the runiform script is unable to distinguish between a stop and a fricative cannot be a reason for assuming that there was only one realisation each of b¹ and b².

The non-plosive main allophone of the weak voiced consonant could in principle have been a labio-dental ([v], voiced counterpart of [f]), a bilabial fricative continuant ([β], the voiced counterpart of [φ], the blowing sound) or a bilabial flap ([w]). [w] appears not to have been

---

104 This might speak for a Semitic origin for the script, as no early Semitic languages or writing systems possessed a v as distinct from b, though they did possess a w (which could also serve as mater lectionis for rounded vowels). Semitic scripts in use for writing Old Turkic do use W when rendering the consonant [w] in borrowings and the like (see below). The Indic Devanāgarī script also only has two and not three characters to represent the labial oral consonants.
meant when the Uygurs used the letter *beth* for writing it both in the Uygur and in the Manichaean script:105

*wāw* is in fact also used as consonant – rarely and only in foreign words; e.g. *waxšig* ‘daemon’ e.g. in ManUigFrag r1 (Manichaean) or TT V B 124 (Buddhist), *widvag* ‘chapter’ (SP 30 and two other places106 mentioned in the note thereto), *tawčan* ‘sedan chair’ e.g. in HTs VII 1111, *lenxwa* ‘lotus’, *narwan* ‘elm’ (ManUigFrag r4) or the divinity name *āzrwa*. Such spelling is quite consistent, indicating that words were probably actually pronounced with a bilabial voiced consonant at least by some individuals. Runiform O / U is also used in this way: Cf. *kew(a)n* ‘Saturn’ in BlattRun 10 and cf. the remark on this on p. 298 of the edition (p.607 of the reedition). Note that this /w/ could appear both at the onset and coda of syllables. The interjection *awu* also has the sound [w], but interjections often contain sounds not otherwise used.

The DLT distinguishes (fol.26) between consonantal *wāw* and thrice-dotted *fā*, which is said to have been pronounced “between the points of articulation” of *fā* and *bā*; the Oguz are said to pronounce *wāw* where the other Turks have the three-dot *fā*. Dankoff & Kelly p.55, who discuss the instances where this is defined and used, take the three-dot *fā* to refer to a bilabial which they transcribe as *w*, while they take the letter *wāw* to refer to a labiodental voiced consonant, [v]. They base their argument on the fact that the Oguz and the Persians nowadays pronounce the sound as [v]; therefore, they think, this must also have been what Kāšgarī meant with *wāw*. Borovkova 1966 (supported by Doerfer 1993: 52) had held the opposite opinion, taking *wāw* to have have been used with the sound value which it has in normal Arabic. My use of the letter *v* to refer to this phoneme also when quoting the DLT should not be understood as implying a choice for one of the three possible pronunciations mentioned above. *u*: ‘sleep’ is spelled as *uv* once in U III; *uvšat-, uvšan-* and *uvšal-* ‘to crumble (tr. and intr.)’ and *uvšak* ‘petty’ are, on the other hand, often spelled without *v* (with *ugak* ‘mortar’ from the same root), and *kuvrat-* ‘to assemble (tr.)’ is sometimes spelled as *kurat-. Cf. su < *suv* ‘water’ in Dhaššü 36. This would speak for a bilabial pronunciation of /v/ at least after /u/. The

---

105 Gabain used the letter *w* for [v], following German orthography, and the letter *v* for [w] in her publications, including her text editions and grammar (1941, 1974). Hamilton uses *β* in his transliterations of the oral weak labial.

106 One of these has now been shown by Zieme to be a Vimalakīrtinirdeśa fragment and not Manichaean, as Maue & Röhrborn thought. Zieme 2003a: 147 proposes *yārjūg* *widvag* but *böljök* *widvag* would be better: *widvag* here (as elsewhere in Uygur) does not signify ‘interpretation, explanation’, the primary meaning in the source language Sogdian, but ‘chapter’, the second meaning it has in Sogdian.
Manichæan and Uygur script use of $w\tilde{a}w$ exclusively for transcribing [w] in foreign words clearly speaks for a labiodental pronunciation of normal Old Turkic /v/.

In the word onset [b] could, as an alternative to being an allophone of /v/, be assigned to the phoneme /p/; this would correct the system asymmetry following from the absence of [p] in this position in original Turkic words\(^{107}\) though all the other unvoiced phonemes except /s/ do appear in onset position. Several modern (e.g. Siberian) Turkic languages have just this postulated /p/ in onset position (with sporadic appearance of #p- in some other Turkic languages, e.g. Turkish). Brâhmî mss. also use the letter $p$ more often than $b$ and $bh$ for [b],\(^ {108}\) proving at least that the phonemic load on the distinction between these was not very important to the scribes. The fact that the Uygur script has Semitic and Sogdian $pe$ for [b] supports this idea but is no automatic proof for it: Sogdian used Semitic $beth$ (as well as $gimel$) to represent fricatives and not stops, and [b] is no fricative. The Manichæan writing system does use Semitic $beth$ to render [b], using $beth$ with two superscribed dots to write [v].\(^ {109}\) The [v : b] opposition seemed more worthy of explicit representation than the [p : b] opposition to those adapting the Sogdian alphabet to Old Turkic, but the [p : b] opposition was treated as the more essential one by the adapters of the Manichæan script to this language. The fact that the runiform script, which was in use both in Mongolia and in East Turkestan, used the two $b$ runes after vowels for what appears as [v] in all Turkic languages and also for representing the labial stop in the onset of words strongly speaks against the possibility that the Old Turkic labial in this position was a [p].

Uygur /v/ appears to remain a fricative even after /r l/, as shown by instances of the suffix -vI (q.v. in OTWF section 3.115) and by such stems as $al\tilde{v}r$- ,to rave’ (near-minimal pair with $alp\tilde{r}k$a- ,to find

---

\(^{107}\) Uygur texts do have it there in numerous borrowings from Sanskrit, Chinese etc.; see section 2.404 for what cannot appear in the onset and for possible reasons.

\(^{108}\) Cf. Róna-Tas 1991: 83: “Onset $b$ is as a rule transcribed with $p$-. In the manuscripts F, H and I we find as a rule $bh$-. The manuscript K has in most cases $ph$-. The writing with $b$- is relatively rare, but occurs in the most frequent words such as $bilg$, $bilge$, $bas$, $be$š. The word $burxan$ is always written with $b$-, and in the two manuscripts where we find also $p$- (A, E) it occurs together with forms written with $b$-.”

\(^{109}\) These two dots are occasionally dropped, making [v] appear as $b$, e.g. in $suv$ ‘water’ spelled as $sub$, or in the noun $k\tilde{v}$ in BT V 134. Three lines further, in BT V 137, the dots are there, however, making it likely that in this passage, as in texts in Manichæan script in general, the omission is merely graphic and is not to be understood as reflecting pronunciation.
something difficult’), arvī ‘doubt’, yelvi ‘magic’, etc. Instances of the realisation of /v/ as [b] beside /l/ are discussed in section 2.409.

The realisation of /p/ between vowels is not very clear. On the one hand we have two words in Indic scripts which show b between vowels: koburga ‘owl’ in TT VIII O4 and abag ‘sheltered’ from the stem api-, in TT VIII I 4 and BuddhKat 20 (in both cases with lowering of the /i/ due to the adjacent /g/). This labial must be an allophone of /p/, as the voiced oral labial would in this position be realised as [v].

On the other hand we have tupulgak / topolgak ‘cyperus’ attested with p in Brāhmī script (TT VIII M29 and ms. Mz 202 r1). Concerning Old Turkic töpö ‘hill’, tapa ‘towards’, tapin- ‘to worship’, tap-iğ ‘service’, topol- ‘to pierce’, kapar- ‘to swell up, form a blister’, kapag / kaşğ ‘gate’, kopuz ‘stringed instrument’, köpik / köpük ‘foam’, sipir- ‘to sweep’, yipar ‘musk’ or the DLT’s tüpi ‘a high wind’, sapan ‘a plough’, tapan ‘the sole of the foot or a boot’ or çipik ‘a stick’ no evidence is known to me of a pronunciation with [b].

[f] is an allophone of both /p/ and /v/ appearing before /š/: yafšur- < yap-iš-ur- ‘to stick or fasten something onto something else’, e.g., is spelled with F in Pothi 127; this text is in Manichæan writing, which has a special character for [f]. The form spelled as yavšuru (< yap-iš-) in ShōAgon 1,365 has the same meaning; using Semitic B (which signals a voiced labial fricative in Uygur as in Sogdian), the scribe might actually have meant [f]. He may, however, also really have been thinking of [v]: Kāšgārī (fol.485) states that the verb has the shape yapšur- but that there is a variant which he spells with WJ instead of BJ adding that this is pronounced with fā’. Dankoff & Kelly think that what he means is [w] because they believe Kāšgārī pronounced wāw the Persian way, as [v]. They may be wrong, as [f] and [v] share the feature of labiodental articulation as against kapšur- (not ‘kašsur-‘, as transcribed), appearing in BT III 935 beside kavšur- elsewhere in that text. tapšur- ‘to hand over’ is also likely to have been pronounced as tafšur-, but tapčur- in DLT fol. 354 shows that the Qarakhanid dialect did not participate in such a development; in that source we also find

---

110 koburga could be read with p in DLT fol. 245, where Dankoff & Kelly write b; Kāšgārī uses bā also to represent the sound [p]. See OTWF for Uygur instances of api- and apit- not mentioned in the EDPT or the UW. The latter writes abig and abtilmaksz with b, which is justified by the Brāhmī spelling, while api- etc. is phonemic.

111 If Turkish has kabar-, saban and çubuk this is because these words had long vowels in their first syllables in Proto-Turkic and Proto-Oguz.

112 Note, though, that the verb övir- is also spelled with F in TT IX 117, also in Manichaean writing.
the variant \textit{kikčūr-} \textless{} \textit{kikšūr-}. \(p > f\) and \(k > x\), which both take place before /š/, are attested only in back-harmony syllables. The runiform, Uyghur, Brāhmī and Tibetan scripts have no character for [f].

[f] is otherwise found in borrowings; a very well attested one is \textit{frištī}, ‘angel’ spelled with \(v\) (Semitic B) e.g. in ManUigFrag r3. The note to BT V 241, where \textit{frištī} is also attested, lists the four ways in which the first sound of this word is spelled in Uyghur writing: either with B (one example beside the one just mentioned) or with P with a pair of dots over or under the letter or (most commonly) with a line under the letter P. The word spelled as \textit{Porom} in KT E 4 and BQ E 5 in fact represents \textit{Forom}, coming from \textit{From}, the Parthian form of the name of (East) Rome or Byzantium. In runiform mss. it is the characters \(b^1\) and \(b^2\) (also used for writing /v/) rather than p (as in the inscriptions) that are used for rendering [f].

We had, in the table, given /p/ and /v/ as unvoiced and voiced oral labial consonants respectively. With the addition of foreign words we get /p/ and /v/ as unvoiced and voiced oral bilabial consonants (/m/ presumably also being bilabial and voiced) and /f/ and /v/ as unvoiced and voiced oral labiodentals respectively.

\section*{2.32. The alveolars}

It is clear that Old Turkic had a /t/; the question is whether the voiced counterpart of this was /\(\delta\)/ and not /d/ in the whole of Old Turkic. The Proto-Turkic voiced alveolar \textit{might} have been /d/, seeing that this is what appears in Sayan Turkic, and that the Proto-Turkic phoneme fused with /t/ in Yakut. A change *\(\delta > d\) is, however, possible even between vowels under substrate or adstrate influence, and the Yakut development is secondary in any case. Evidence will be presented below for the thesis that the main allophone of the voiced alveolar consonant was [\(\delta\)] and not [d] in all Old Turkic including Orkhon Turkic (against the view of T. Tekin and some others). The runiform and the Uyghur and Sogdian scripts have two characters to represent the non-nasal alveolars, the phonemes referred to above as /t/ and /\(\delta\)/; the Semitic scripts use the Semitic \textit{tau} or \textit{teth} character for the former and \textit{lamed} for the latter. Semitic \textit{daleth} is not used at all in Sogdian and Uyghur writing and is in Manichæan script used only after \(n\). The runiform script has, in addition, two ligatures, one to express an /l/ followed by an alveolar, the other an /n/ followed by an alveolar. The Qarakhanid authors writing in Arabic script had at their disposal three letters (here disregarding the glottalised consonant characters) to
represent non-nasal alveolars, $t\ddot{a}$, $d\ddot{a}l$ and $\ddot{d}\ddot{a}l$. These three letters can be said to reflect a differentiation along two trait distinctions: $t\ddot{a}$ is voiceless or strong while $d\ddot{a}l$ and $\ddot{d}\ddot{a}l$ are voiced or weak; alternately, $t\ddot{a}$ and $d\ddot{a}l$ are stops while $\ddot{d}\ddot{a}l$ is a continuant. Dealing with the distinction which the DLT makes between $d\ddot{a}l$ and $\ddot{d}\ddot{a}l$, Dankoff & Kelly 1982: 55-56 find that there is a lot of fluctuation between the two; cf. examples such as 10 times $\text{boðun}$ vs. 17 times $\text{boðun}$ in their footn. 80. The reason for this can very well be graphic, as the graphic difference consists of a superscribed dot; such diacritics of the Arabic writing system notoriously get lost in the mss. whatever the language.\textsuperscript{113} Note, on the other hand, that there are e.g. nearly 50 instances of $a\ddot{d}a\ddot{k}$ and not a single $a\ddot{d}a\ddot{k}$ in the DLT. The QB mss. sometimes differ among themselves in this respect, B e.g. often writing $k\text{a}d\ddot{a}\ddot{s}$ where C has $k\text{a}d\ddot{a}\ddot{s}$. As Dankoff & Kelly 1982: 55 note, Kâšgarî explicitly mentions a $d \sim \delta$ alternation in connection with two words and in at least three places in the Dîvân has separate subheadings for the two letters; he also states that those dialects which change $d$ to $y$ also change $d$ to $y$. All these bits of information do not prove that there were two distinct voiced oral alveolar phonemes. Most authorities describing Old Turkic spoke of $d$ and not of $\delta$. I think the main allophone of the single voiced non-nasal alveolar was $/\delta/$. I agree in this with Johanson 1979 and Sims-Williams 1981, scholars of quite different background and outlook who reached this opinion independently.\textsuperscript{114} Sims-Williams’ arguments are based mainly on the fact that $l\text{amed}$ never denoted a stop in Sogdian, the language from which the Uygurs got their main alphabet. The main point in Johanson’s thought is that suffixes like $+dA$ (locative), $-dA\ddot{c}l$ (future participle) or $-d\ddot{X}m$ etc. (past tense), which normally have the $d$ runes, write these suffixes with the $t$ runes when they are preceded by $r/l/n$ and rarely $/z/$ (unless, in the case of $l$ or $n$, there is a ligature). Variants of suffixes starting with the voiced alveolar are dealt with singly in the morphology chapter of this book; it turns out that different suffixes behave differently, some of them showing the stop allophone only after $l/n/$ and some after $/r/\text{ and even} (\text{rarely}) /z/$ as well. Johanson states that the $t$ runes in these cases do not represent a different phoneme but the stop (i.e. $[d]$) allophone of $/\delta/$. Other

\textsuperscript{113} The authors consider two other possibilities: “2) the phoneme was between $[d]$ and $[d]$, and Kâšgarî uses $D$ and $D$ interchangeably to indicate it ...; 3) the wavering reflects dialect mixture.”

\textsuperscript{114} Sims-Williams (1981: 354), unaware of Johanson 1979, writes: „Further arguments could be adduced, but I hope that those already mentioned will be sufficient to indicate the desirability of a reconsideration of the whole question by a competent Turcologist.“
languages where the main allophone of the voiced oral alveolar is a fricative, like Greek and Spanish, do the same when this phoneme appears after /n/. The ligatures are, accordingly, to be read neither as ‘[nt, lt]’ nor as ‘[nð, lð]’ but as [nd, ld]. See section 2.409 below for further discussion of the phonotactic aspects of this matter. The evidence for these sounds to be gleaned from Brähmī mss. has been discussed most authoritatively (and based on the widest evidence) by Maue 1983. Brähmī sources also appear to distinguish between these three alveolar sounds, using the letters or letter sequences tt or td, t, dh, d and a special additional character serving in some manuscripts in the same way as dh serves in the others. tt and td clearly represent [t], t is [t] or [d], and dh or the special character represent [d] or [ð]. The letter d, which is only used in the ligature nd, is not relevant if, as Maue 1983: 55 n.11 thinks, it was preferred over nt because nt looked so similar to tt. Relevance does become evident, however, if one remembers that the Manichæan script uses daleth only after mun, and that one of the three sonant + consonant characters of the runiform script links the alveolar with /n/. The alternative view (which we find e.g. in Tekin 1968) takes runiform writing at face value, stating that the opposition between /d/ and /t/ is neutralised after /r l n/ in favor of /t/: This is, it is there said, what happens in Chuvash, where Proto-Turkic /d/ coalesced with /t/ everywhere except after /r l n/, in which position it becomes /t/. The fact is, however, that Chuvash /t/ is, in this position as between vowels, pronounced as a weak stop. This is also what might have happened at some stage in Old Uygur: If /t/ acquired a voiced allophone in certain positions, the [d] allophone of /ð/ might, e.g. at the stage when the mss. begin to use the t and d characters interchangably, have joined the phoneme /t/. T.Tekin 1968: 7 takes the stop pronunciation of adak ‘foot’ or tod- ‘to be satiated’ to be characteristic of Orkhon Turkic, assuming these to have become aðak and too- respectively in subsequent stages of the language. This assumption need not be made for Orkhon Turkic, as the script did not have the possibility of distinguishing between the two alveolars (as it was also unable to distinguish between [b] and [v] and between [g] and [ɣ]). The suffixes +dA, -dOk etc. have to be distinguished from suffixes like -tUr-, which originally started with /t/ and show T in all positions in Orkhon Turkic; when they appear with D in late Uygur, this is the result of voicing assimilation coming up at that stage.\footnote{\textsuperscript{115} The remaining problem is why +dA, +dAn, -dAel, -dOk, -dt etc. surface with /d/ and not /y/ in all those Middle and Modern Turkic languages which turned all [ð] to /y/ within and at the end of stems although [ð] is supposed to be their main allophone. The}
2.33. The palatals

Old Turkic /y/ is a consonant and not a semivowel alternant of /i/: When a stem ends in /y/, a 3rd person possessive suffix following it starts without onset /s/, and if a suffix (e.g. -(X)t- or -(A)Ilm) starting with a vowel follows it, the vowel is not dropped. Vowels + /y/ give diphthongs neither in originally Turkic nor in borrowed elements.116

/y/ is not the direct voiced counterpart of /č/, which is an affricate starting with [t] whereas the former is a fricative. Proto-Turkic onset /y/ does, however, appear as the voiced affricate [j] in a number of Turkic languages including Volga Bolgarian, and also in cognates in Mongolic (which itself does have onset /y/ beside onset /ʃ/ in original Mongolic words with no Turkic counterparts).117 Whether Old Turkic speakers also pronounced the affricate [j] (the voiced counterpart of /č/) in any context is unknown; this may have been the case e.g. with važïr ‘vajra’, which is often also spelled with C: [j] may for some have been less unpronounceable than [z]. We do not know exactly how /č/ was pronounced. The sequence /ts/ appears to have become /č/ in sütçï ‘to be sweet and pleasant’ (Qarakhanid) and süçïg ‘sweet’ (found already in Orkhon Turkic; late meaning ‘sweet wine’), since they probably come from *süt+si- ‘to be like milk’.118 In TT IX 24 /č/ is, Manichæan writing, spelled with the letter Z.

čalïnlïg appears as variant of yalïn+lïg ‘brilliant’ in completely fragmented context, followed by a lacuna, in BT XIII 5,188 and also, in the binome čalïnlïg çöglïg, in ShôAv XIIa9. This spelling may be the result of reborrowing from Mongolian, where yalïn appears as jali(n), and/or çöglïg (which may possibly have stood in the lacuna also in BT XIII) may have had some alliterative influence. Zieme invokes the appearance of ơï for Old Turkic (and Oguz etc.) y° in some modern

answer given by Johanson 1979: 52, that a locative suffix ‘+ya’ would get confused with the dative is not convincing because 1) the dative has this shape in quite a small part of the Turkic world, 2) no similar explanation holds for any of the other suffixes mentioned, and 3) case suffixes have been known to disappear because of diachronic sound laws. Rather, at some stage, presumably already in varieties of Old Turkic, [d] was generalised at the onset of syllables or at least suffixes.

Editors nowadays adapt the spelling of borrowed words to what is known about Old Turkic phonotactics. Only maytri, the Uygur name of the future Buddha Maitreya, is still transcribed ‘traditionally’, as “maitri”.

It is not clear on what base Johanson 2001: 1723b assumes the existence of /ʃ/ in “Ost-Alttürkisch” (as he calls the language).

This is made likely in OTWF 204 and 534; cf. Persian sïrïn ,sweet’ < sîr ,milk’ and the fact that Turkmen süyt and süyïjï both have long vowels.
languages, but this word by itself is not enough for assuming that there was such a dialect also among the users of Old Turkic texts.

\[\text{\(\text{/ñ/ could have been either a palatalised nasal as in Dolgan or a nasalised [y] as in Yakut (both Lena Turkic languages); it is retained also in Tofa. Our evidence for this phoneme is rather scanty: Among the original stock we can discern, perhaps, one suffix, one pronoun, eight nouns and adjectives, three verb stems, the proper name } \text{Tuiñukok} \text{ and the ethnic name } \text{Kïtañ}. A character for this sound exists only in the runiform script; the palatal nasal of the Indic writing systems is not used for representing it. Runiform sources (listed in Clauson 1962: 91) have /ñ/ (beside proper names) in the diminutive suffix +\text{klñA} and in the stems añïg ‘bad’, čïgañ ‘destitute’, turñïa ‘crane’,\textsuperscript{119} kañu ‘which’, koñ ‘sheep’ (also in koñõi) and yañ- ‘to disperse’. A Turfan fragment (MIK III 34b = T II T 20 in KöktüTurf, p. 535 in SEddTF) listing runiform characters together with their pronunciation in Manichæan script gives ‘YY (to be read iy or ïy) for the runiform character ñ. This could signal a transitional stage, in which this character was still known and could still be used when writing in runiform script, though its pronunciation had changed. Therefore, if we find a word spelled with runiform ñ, this in itself does not guarantee nasal pronunciation, and the convergence of /ñ/ with /y/ may partly have taken place earlier than assumed hitherto. Alternatively, the author of this fragment may have felt y to be the representation closest to the nasalised voiced palatal consonant he knew; this is what I would do if it sounded as it does in modern Yakut.

In Old Turkic written with other alphabets, */ñ/ in most texts becomes y. turñïa ‘crane’, e.g., appears as turya in TT VIII P 29; Zieme’s correct interpretation of this is quoted in Maue 2002: 83 (footn. 43). There are, however, conspicuous exceptions: A few Manichæan mss. have the digraph NY also in Semitic writing systems. We find it in bir+kimyä ‘single’ (M I 23,32) and in kanyu in Wettkampf 43, six times in the London scroll of TT VI (according to Laut 1986: 81), PañcFrag 192 and ManTürkFrag 7, with an additional 10 examples for kanyu mentioned in the note to this latter instance. Two of these examples appear in a Buddhist fragment quoted in the n. to TT V A 23, showing that the retention of /ñ/ was not limited to Manichæan sources (as

\textsuperscript{119} I do not think the spelling with ÑY in the IrkB indicates a pronunciation placing Ñ and Y into separate syllables: There are in that text many instances of a double sign being redundantly accompanied by a simple one, e.g. Türk getting spelled with the character for rounded front vowels followed by “k. turñïa is probably just to be read as turñïa (or possibly as turuñïa in view of some modern forms).
generally thought). The spelling ’NY’ for ‘evil’ in Manichaean script in the X\textsuperscript{w}ästvānīft, 21 times in Uygur script in the TT VI London scroll (again according to Laut) and no doubt elsewhere as well can be read either as anīg or as a(n)i(g), depending on whether one believes that /n/ lived on unchanged in this text or that it became /n/. In mss. in Uygur writing, this may also be a misreading of a(y)i(g), when the editor assumes defective spelling of a with a single alef, since N and alef mostly look the same in that script (see also the UW entry ayīg). We encounter similar problems with kōn- ‘to burn (intr.)’, the other verb ending in /n/, whose -Ur- derivate seems to be attested with NY, YN, Y or N in Manichaean sources (see OTWF). The only example which may have to be read as anīg because there is a superfluous alef after the N appears in Fedakâr 549 (Sogdian script) in very fragmentary context; the Y is also damaged. kīnāš ‘a sunny place’ in IrqB 57 is an exception, explained through contamination with kīn ‘sun’. This runiform ms. otherwise consistently retains /n/, in koŋ, aŋīg, turña and čīgaŋ.

koyn ‘sheep’ is another exception, consistently spelled thus in most Uygur sources. Some examples are listed by Doerfer 1993: 129,\textsuperscript{122} who considers this to be mostly an archaism for what was already pronounced as /y/. In view of the five cases\textsuperscript{123} where this word is spelled in Brāhmī writing as it is spelled in Uygur scripts, I do not think its pronunciation as a single syllable containing a nasal stretch or feature can be doubted. koyn is normal in Qarakhanid but is rare even in late Uygur.

\(\text{n} > \text{yn}\) is otherwise characteristic of Oguz, e.g. in boynuz ‘horn’,\textsuperscript{124} and doynak ‘horse’s hoof’ < *toñok. We can add the DLT’s evidence on Oguz baynak ‘dung’, which corresponds to mayak in Uygur and Qarakhanid. At the end of stems, yn is in Oguz realised as yXn, e.g.

---

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{120}kanyuda has also been read in U II 6,13, also Buddhist, but the ms. is now lost.
\item \textsuperscript{121}Uygur otherwise has ku
\v{y}aš < *kuñaš, which lives on as kuña:s ‘warm weather’ in Yakut and Dolgan. The IrqB form conforms with Khaladj kūnāš / kināš ‘sunny’ and Oguz gūnāš (Turkmen ‘sunny, sunlight, sunny place’).
\item \textsuperscript{122}koyn in BuddhKat 20 is not the nominative, as he thinks, but the accusative form of stem + possessive suffix; the passage reads atīn, adgīrīn, koynī yīlkīsīn ... īdalayur. This rather early source has progressive -sA instead of the conditional suffix -sAr, and koyn ‘sheep’ could be another progressive feature; but then, [ň] could also have been a too difficult a task to tackle in the Tibetan transcription.
\item \textsuperscript{123}In TT VIII P, reedited together with an additional fragment in Maue 2002. The 1\textsuperscript{st} person singular modal suffix is also practically always spelled with final YN.
\item \textsuperscript{124}It follows from the Brāhmī spelling in Maue 1996 nr. 44 b B 8 that Uygur múyuz had back vowels (and not front ones as written in the EDPT); spellings in Uygur writing are ambiguous.
\end{itemize}
*koyun* ‘sheep’, Ottoman *göyün* < *köñ* ‘to burn’, *beýin* ‘brain’ < *bäñi* (coda vowel presumably metanalysed as possessive suffix).

Kāšgarī mentions it as a characteristic of the dialect of the Argu that they changed /y/ to /n/ in the words *kanak* ‘the skin on milk, cream on the top of milk’, *kanu* ‘which’, *kon* ‘sheep’ and *kön* ‘to burn’. The last three are attested in Old Turkic with /ñ/, while the first one is found in this shape in Yakut. The Argu dialect, then, is one which Kāšgarī knew to have changed /*ñ*/ to /n/. This is also what happened among the ancestors of the Khaladj, whose dialect has /n/ where Proto-Turkic had *ñ*.¹²⁵ The shape of *yuñ* ‘peacock’ follows form Uygur *yuy* (twice Suv and twice Pañcarakṣa) and the DLT’s (twice) *yun*.¹²⁶ Above, we had seen that *turña* ‘crane’ became *turya* in Uygur, as still today in Tuvan; in Qarakhanid this bird name as well became *turna* (DLT fol.550 and QB 74 and 5377), as in Oguż, Kipchak and South-Eastern Turkic.

The diminutive suffix +*kIñA* became +*kIyA* (spelled as +*kyA*) in most of Old Uygur. It has been assumed since Gabain’s first treatment of the dialect question that the passage ñ > n had taken place in some Uygur sources as well, but this hardly seems to be the case. She bases her idea among other things on two TT I words which she read as containing the diminutive suffix +*kInA*, but these subsequently turned out to be misreadings of +*kI+čA*. *azkïna* ‘quite little’ appears with /n/ in two Uygur (U 139 v5 in the note to BT V 175 in Manichæan script, and KP 7,6) instances, but the UW quotes dozens of others which have /y/. There also are two QB instances of *azkïna* (3964 and 5440 in all three mss.) and cf. *azrakkïna* in QB 6633 in both mss.. The scribe in DLT fol.601 seems to have done the appropriate thing when, in a quatrain rhyming *söziyä*, *tuzkïya* and *közkiyä* he adds dots for *nïn* on the first and third word without crossing out the dots for *yä*; all dots seem to be by the first hand. The */ñ/ in this suffix appears to have an exceptional history in any case, as it turns up as +*kIñA* in Middle and Modern Kipchak and in South Eastern Turkic, whereas other original /ñ/s appear as /y/ in those branches of Turkic.¹²⁷ If +*kIñA* had become +*kIyA* among the ancestors of the speakers of Middle or Modern Kipchak languages

---

¹²⁵ Doerfer considers this language to be new Argu, as it were, but material in Sims Williams 2000 shows that Turkic Khaladj lived as a nation in Northern Afghanistan already before the appearance of the Argu in the sources.

¹²⁶ Cf. Zieme 1969: 226 for a probable Mongolian cognate. Dankoff & Kelly read the DLT word as *yün* and are followed by Hauenschild 2003: 249-250. The EDPT (entry *yo:n*) is wrong in stating that “there is no native Turkish word for ‘peacock’”.

¹²⁷ Another exception is *tur(u)ña* ‘crane’, mentioned above; contiguity with /r/ may there be the reason.
or Uzbek or Uyghur, they could not have reversed the process; there must have been one or more influential but now obsolete dialect where this suffix was retained with some sort of nasal.

Secondary /ny/, the sequence of two phonemes, also got simplified to /y/ in Qarakhanid, as shown by the shape of -yOkt derivates of bases ending in /n/: ögräyök ‘custom’ from ögrän-, bulgayok ‘confused’ from bulgan-, osayok from osan- and sarkïyok from sarkïn-; verbs of the shape ‘ögrä-’, ‘osa-’ and ‘sarkï-’ are not attested and bulganyok is lexicalised already in Uyghur. If the DLT’s kayak and Argu kanak (Middle and Modern Turkic kaymak except kanak in Khaladj) go back to kayna- ‘to boil’ and the base of kayintur- as suggested in Doerfer 1993: 130, then the source of the n ~ y alternation should, in this word, also not come from /ń/ but from the phoneme sequence /yn/ or even /ym/.

One piece of evidence for original *ń as second consonant are those cases where there is, in an originally Turkic word, /m/ at the beginning of a word without there being a nasal following it. Such cases are Uyghur moyum ‘confused’, muyuz ‘horn’, mayak ‘dung’, the DLT’s mayil ‘overripe’ and its cognates, muyga ‘headstrong’ and muygak ‘female maral deer’. Uyghur mejï ‘brain’ corresponds to mejï in the DLT, mäŋä in the QB, both attested solidly; I do not think that this should make us posit ‘*ı̆’ as an additional phoneme for Proto-Turkic, as is believed by some: Note that *buńuz also became müźüz or muţiuz in the latest Uyghur and in the DLT, but cf. Chuvash mäyıraka (with diminutive suffix). The b > m change thus gives us an indication for the original state of affairs in stems starting with labials. The number of */ń/s which we do not know about because the stem started with /t/, /č/, /k/ or vowel, not being attested in the earliest texts or in Khaladj must, taken together, have been much greater. In a Yenisey inscription we find tań+larím ‘my colts’. This noun is otherwise attested in the DLT and the QB, in Middle and Modern Turkic but not in Uyghur; generally it has the shape tay and Yakut has tîy. Had it not been for this one inscription, we would not have known of the possibility that the word may have had a palatal nasal; this is a matter of coincidence. In view of the state the Yenisey inscriptions are in, the Ñ may also be error.

To sum all this up from the dialectological point of view, post-inscriptional Turkic had varieties in which /ń/ was in some form or other retained as an independent phoneme; elsewhere it became /yn/ or fused with the phonemes /n/ or /y/. Ñ > n is attested in Argu and Khaladj, for two nouns in Qarakhanid; +kIñA had a special development. In Uyghur /ń/ was gradually reduced to /y/ with
fluctuations, but there was no \( n \) dialect within Uygur. Wherever scholars have found an \( N \) for \( *\check{\text{n}} \) in Uygur, there practically always is a \( Y \) beside it, again giving /\( \check{n} \)/; assuming defective spelling (which is common in all texts and especially in the ones in question) the (in any case rather rare) instances for \( N \) can all, with one exception in Sogdian writing, be read as NY or YN. Clauson 1962: 118 had proposed that these NY, YN and \( N \) are all spellings for \( \hat{n} \). Röhrborn 1981-82 accepted this view and further proposed that the \( Y < \check{n} \) appearing in these texts should be read as [\( \check{n} \)] as well: I think the opposite is true: NY was, at any rate in mss. in Manichæan and Uygur script, an archaic and obsolete spelling for what was presumably already being pronounced as [\( y \)] by most of the population. This could partly have been true even for the runiform mss., even if they consistently wrote \( \check{N} \).

2.34. The velars and \( */h*/

The pronunciation of /\( k \)/ is likely to have been rather different in back-vowel and front-vowel surroundings, at that time as in most modern Turkic languages: All the writing systems of Semitic origin, all varieties of the runiform script as well as Old Turkic texts in the Northern Brāhmī used different letters to render these two. In the latter there are two traditions for rendering the guttural consonants, as shown by Maue 1985, both involving three signs: In one tradition, voiced and unvoiced are distinguished in the back-vowel domain, while front /\( k \)/ and /front /\( g \)/ go undistinguished. This is clearly influenced by the system of the Uygur script, where gimel and heth represent back-vowel /\( g \)/ and /\( k \)/ respectively in pre-classical Uygur texts, double-dotted gimel-heth assuming the task of [\( q \)] in Classical Uygur, whereas no voice distinction is made explicit among the front velars.\(^{128}\) We have the same situation in the Qarakhanid system, where ghain and qāf are voiced and voiceless respectively, whereas kāf also serves for /\( g \)/ in the front domain. In the other Brāhmī tradition, which is closer to phonological reality, back and front /\( k \)/ are distinguished, but not back and front /\( g \)/. In Tibetan writing, [\( q \)] is generally (but not in BuddhKat) spelled as GR at the beginning of words and syllables though not at the end of syllables. The hippological bilingual in southern Brāhmī

\(^{128}\) I know of only one text in Uygur writing which uses K and X indiscriminately: HamTouHou 16, a letter written by an ambassador from Khotan to China, who appears not to have been all too familiar with Uygur spelling; it shows other irregularities as well, e.g. bešine ‘fifth’ written as PYŠYC.
(Wordlist) uses K both for front and back /k/, while BuddhKat often uses G for both at the onset of words.

Runiform Q rendered a fricative [x] especially in foreign words; e.g., in the Orkhon inscriptions, the proper name Maxarač and the city name Buxaraq. The title kan was probably also pronounced as xan; the opposition kan ‘blood’ vs. xan ‘ruler’ must be considered a minimal pair, insofar as vowel length was no longer distinctive.¹²⁹ xan may have been an early borrowing into Turkic from a language which died out without direct documentation, and is also the source of the second syllable of burxan ‘Buddha’.¹³⁰ Since xan must have been within the Old Turkic lexicon for centuries, we are entitled to consider it to be part of the legitimate base for determining the phoneme inventory. [x] would have been considered a phoneme if there had been more distinctive load on the opposition, if it had not been an allophone of /k/ and perhaps a free alternant as well. The voiceless velar may sometimes have been pronounced as a fricative also in front harmony words: We find a word for ‘breast-strap’ spelled as kömüldrüx with H in Wordlist 21.

The realization of Sanskrit h in loans in Uygur texts in Uygur script is explored by Röhrborn 1988. As he shows, it was spelled as X before the vowels /a u o/; before the vowels /i e/, however, K was used to represent what had been Sanskrit h. The reason, probably, is that the sources of the Uygur q character are in fact the Semitic letters gamel and heth, which were in Sogdian used to express the voiced and the unvoiced velar fricatives respectively.¹³¹ When originally Sanskrit words containing the consonants k, g, gh or gh appear in Uygur, they are spelled as K even when they share syllables with back vowels. Borrowed terms appear often to have been taken over through Sogdian, the script is in any case adapted from Sogdian and this is Sogdian spelling practice. The explanation proposed by Johanson 1993a: 96 that the Uygurs had used K and not X to represent the foreign unvoiced gutturals because they had felt them to be less velar than the back-vowel dorsal of their language (represented

---

¹²⁹ The word for ‘blood’ had a long vowel in Proto-Turkic.

¹³⁰ The first syllable is said to come from an early Chinese pronunciation of this name (the modern Mandarin pronunciation being fo).

¹³¹ See Röhrborn 1996: 179-180 on this question. Röhrborn approvingly quotes Clauson 1962: 103 and 105, taking his side against Sims-Williams 1981: 355, n.26 on the matter of Clauson’s consistent reference to gamel-heth where Sims-Williams distinguishes between the instances of gamel and of heth, but Clauson was referring to Sogdian (and was wrong about that) whereas Röhrborn refers to the Uygur letter.
by X) may be just as valid. Röhrborn 1996 has a third explanation, that they were chosen because *caph* was unequivocally plosive while *gimel/ḥeth* had primarily been fricative in Sogdian, was still so in Uygur in the voiced domain and partly also in its unvoiced counterpart (\([q \sim x]\)). The Sogdians could in any case not have used *gimel* or *ḥeth* for expressing stops as these letters exclusively represented fricatives in their language. Röhrborn states that the spelling rules of Old Turkic need not be expected to hold also for borrowings, since the coexistence in one word of velar characters respectively serving front and back harmony is possible only in them. While this is correct, I still see a problem with Röhrborn’s argument in the fact that the phenomenon is not limited to the Sogdian-Uygur alphabet but also appears in the Manichæan one, where both *caph* and *qoph* are used for both the front and the back velar (the latter dotted); but we find, in Manichæan writing, in M II 12,8, *trazuk* ‘scales for weighing’ with front K. Suffixes added to borrowings were spelled the Turkish way, which lead to words like *š(u)lok-ka* ‘to the poem’ (< Skt. *śloka*) being spelled with K in the stem but X in the suffix. Cf. also Erdal 2002: 5-7.

In Turkic words [x] is, among other things, the allophone of /k/ in contiguity with /š/ in back-vowel words, e.g. in *oxša- ‘to caress*. The DLT fol.144 also spells *ogša*- ‘to resemble’ (as well as a number of derivates from this verb) with xā, but that is the result of assimilatory devoicing which appears to have been rare in Uygur. There, this verb had a voiced velar fricative, [oyša-] presumably still differing in pronunciation from *oxša-*. *ogša*- ‘to resemble’ is also spelled with h in at least six Brāhmī instances mentioned in OTWF 780, while we know from Windgott 50 (Manichæan writing) that it there (still) was a voiced and not an unvoiced velar; Brāhmī h was also used for representing [γ]. *takšur*- ‘to compose verses’ was probably also pronounced as *taxšur-*. the velar hardly ever seems to be spelled with the q dots in Uygur writing. The same applies to the onomatopoetic verbs *kaxšašu čaxšašu yorī* in Ht IV 1541, the base of the latter appearing as *čaxša*- in DLT fol.569, and *sixšal- ‘to get dense’ in Ht VIII 1838. Finally *yaxši* ‘fine, appropriate’, not attested before DLT and QB, clearly comes from *yak-*

---

132 Such a situation has actually developed spontaneously in Modern Hebrew, where *qoph* is the only letter used for rendering foreign [k] although *caph* also most often is pronounced as [k], because *caph* can also render the sound [x]; when quoting foreign terms or when outright borrowing them, this orthographic distinction serves unambiguous reading as [k] or [x].

133 The EDPT is therefore probably wrong in spelling all Uygur instances of *ogša-*(discussed below) as *oxša-* as well.
ïš- ‘to be suitable’. Sogdian čyšʾpḏ, perhaps pronounced as čxšʾpḏ, comes from Sanskrit śiksāpada with k; this may mean that the fricativization of velars before /š/ may have been an areal phenomenon.

Zieme 1969: 36 gives a list of instances where x is written instead of q between vowels; these may either reflect a free alternation between stop and fricative, or they may be simple errors: Both in the Uygur and the Manichaean scripts, x differs from q only in that the former has one dot above the letter, the latter two.

Kāšgārī says that the Oğuz and Kipchak pronounce onset back-harmony k as [x] in such words as xayu ‘which’, xanda ‘where’ and xīzīm ‘my daughter’. Ottoman hangi and hani, Azeri hara ‘where’ and haysī ‘which’ show that there was such a process in the interrogatives; the velar of ‘daughter’ is a fricative in Volga Bulgarian (late 13th century).

The realisation as stop (i.e. as [g] or even perhaps as [k]) after sonants is partly observable also for /g/ (and not only for /š/), as indicated by the word spelled ārkli in the Orkhon inscriptions: Phonologically or at least morphophonologically speaking this is ār-gli with the participle suffix -(X)glI. What may have led to the pronunciation [ārkli] with [k] is the syllabification ārkli, Old Turkic having no coda cluster [rg]. If the first velar character in yapārgak ‘leaf’ is double-dotted in HTs VIII 15, this can, however, very well mean that it was /g/ pronounced as a stop and not as a fricative, rather than pointing towards a pronunciation ‘yapārkak’. Further instances to be considered in this connection are burki ‘frowning; wrinkled (face)’ attested in Uygur, Brāhmī and Arabic script and formed with the formative -gī described in OTWF § 3.110, the particle ārki which has been proposed to come from ār- ‘to be’ by different suffixes starting with /g/, or the rather opaque kulkak < *kulgak ‘ear’. In other positions, the pronunciation of the weak velar appears to have been fricative. The /g/ of the words arīh-galī ‘for cleaning’ and yumurtga ‘egg’ is spelled with h in BuddhKat: This can just mean that /g/ was here pronounced as a fricative [ɣ], but it could also have been pronounced as [x]: To judge by the diacritics of the verbs aktur- ‘to raise’, aktīn- ‘to rise, climb, get to’ and aktar- ‘to throw, turn or roll something over, to translate’ in Uygur script and the Manichaean and Brāhmī spelling of aktīn-, their velar had already gotten devoiced in Uygur; evidence is discussed in the UW entries and in OTWF 586, 734. The DLT a number of times spells aktar- as axtar-. Wordlist (Southern Brāhmī) also often spells /g/ as H after back vowels, e.g. in agz+ī “mouth”, kīrīg ‘selvage of the saddle’, azīg ‘elephant tusk’ or kāsīg ‘inside of the cheeks’ and even after front vowels, in yīg ‘bridle
bit’, ilig ‘attachment’, bügsäk ‘upper chest’ and bögür ‘kidney’. Editors often transcribe /g/ as g in words with front harmony but as ɣ in words with back harmony, implying that the back-harmonic variant of this phoneme was a fricative whereas the front variant was a stop. This practice reflects the spelling on the Semitic scripts adopted for Old Turkic: Semitic gimel was a velar fricative in Sogdian, the language from which the Uygurs took the script they used most often, whereas caph, which served for both front /k/ and /g/, represented a stop in Sogdian. Taking ɣ to symbolise a voiced velar fricative and an accent sign to symbolize palatal pronunciation, Doerfer’s ğ and ɣ (as e.g. in Shor, or in Anatolian dialects retaining the velar pronunciation of /g/ after vowels) are in fact probably more exact renderings of /g/ when not preceded by /r l n/.

As already noticed in OTWF 747, a number of verbs formed with the suffix +gAr- (with G documented as such in sources in runiform, Manichean, Brāhmī or Arabic script) are causative counterparts of +(χ)k- verbs: äd+ik- > äd+gär- as dealt with in OTWF 743 and in the UW, ič+ik- ‘to submit, enter, capitulate’ > ič+gär- ‘to introduce, subdue, conquer’ and taš+ik- ‘to go or step out’ > taš+gar- ‘to bring, give or get out’ are formed with the addition of the causative suffix -Ar-. In and+gar- ‘to make somebody swear an oath’ < ant+ik- ‘to swear an oath’ and čin+gar- ‘to investigate something’ < čin+ik- ‘to be confirmed, found genuine’ the /g/ is solidly documented only by the DLT and further research is needed to determine whether especially čingar- and the petrified converb čingaru were pronounced as here spelled in Uygur as well. The alternation between the two velars is not necessarily one of voice; it may also be that G was chosen for the causative because the velar was, in this position, pronounced as a fricative and not as a stop. This, however, is only a hypothesis. The alternation is no doubt related to a distributional difference which we find in Orkhon Turkic134 concerning the appearance of the letters k and g after consonants within stems: /k/ is found practically exclusively after /r l/, in alkïn-, ilki, kukak, yïlkï, arka, arkiš, tarkan, tarkïš, tokurkak, irkin, ärkli, ärklig. The only exception is yuyka ‘thin’, attested twice in Tuñ 13.135 No such limitations exist, on the other hand, for /g/:

---

134 This is based on the documentation of Tekin 1968: 88-91; proper names and what I consider to be errors have been excluded.
135 This shape of the word is isolated, as Old Uygur has yuka and Qarakhanid yuvka or yupka. The word is well attested in Middle and Modern Turkic languages but none show a y or any reflex of one. I don’t think one can take it to be a mason’s error if a
Beside lexemes with /lg/ such as bilgä, bulga- or tolgat- and /rg/ such as kärgäk or turgir- we also find ones such as iċgīn-, adgīr, ädgü, tamğaçī, amga, ämgäk, ingäk, kīsga, bašgu, taviğsan, boşgur- or kazgan-. There thus appears to have been a complementary distribution within stems, which does not hold before inflexional suffixes, but +gAr-clearly did not count as inflexional: The dative suffix is always spelled with K, e.g., while the directive suffix always has G.\textsuperscript{136}

The phonemic opposition /k/ : /g/ is solid after vowels, e.g. in aği- ‘generous, virtuous’ vs. agi- ‘treasure’, äk- ‘to sow’ vs. äg- ‘to bend’ and oxša- ‘to carress’ vs. ogša- ‘to resemble’. However, it seems difficult to find such minimal pairs for other positions.

The alternation /ŋ/ ~ /g/ (i.e. the neutralisation of the opposition of nasality in the velar domain) occurring in Orkhon Turkic is not a purely phonic matter, as it there takes place only with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person possessive suffix (used also in the preterit suffix); it is documented in section 3.122. This is a dialect characteristic which, according to DLT fol.350, also occurs in some Argu dialects. It does not happen in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person plural imperative suffix (where /ŋ/ is in the coda as with the possessive singular), nor with the genitive (whose Orkhon Turkic variant after consonants is +Xŋ) nor, in Orkhon Turkic or in Uyƣur, in stems. As a quite different phenomenon, the Mait (as listed in Laut 1986: 71-74), the HamTouHou text 18, a few Manichaean texts and the DLT sporadically spell /ŋ/ as K in Uyƣur and Arabic script (where this letter is used also for /g/). This is a purely graphic matter, as (front) K appears in back-vowel words as well. A few Uyƣur mss. (dealt with by Zieme 2002) spell [ŋ] as K with a superposed dot. Rarely, /ŋ/ and /g/ do alternate in the DLT: ‘elephant’ there is yaŋan (not among the Öğüz) or yay an (cf. Uyƣur yaŋa); sa: ‘to you’ < saŋa in DLT fol.536 and the address tärim < təŋrim in DLT fol.199 presumably passed through a stage with /g/.

/ŋ/ does not consist of the sequence /ng/, although the Semitic writing systems spell it that way under front synharmonism. /n/ + /g/ gives /ŋ/ neither in stems like ingäk ‘cow’, nor when a stem ending in /n/ is followed by suffix (e.g. the directive) starting with /g/. This may have been different prehistorically in view of the fusion of +gArU with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} person possessive suffixes to give +(X)ŋArU and +(s)ŋArU and taking ärŋäk ‘finger’ and yaŋak ‘cheek-bone’ to come from är+än

\textsuperscript{136} See section 3.124 for a discussion of the nature of the velar of the dative suffix.
‘men’ and yan ‘side’ respectively. Cf. also kālin่̄นüm ‘my daughters-in-law’ in Orkhon Turkic KT N9, assuming kālin ‘daughter-in-law’ + collective suffix +(A)gU + pronominal +n+ + 1st person possessive suffix (which is not completely regular, as the collective suffix otherwise loses its first vowel only after vowels). The 2nd or 3rd person possessive suffixes in the dative case, +(X)ηA and +(s)ηA, show an otherwise unattested prehistorical contraction /nk/ > /ŋ/.

There is no doubt that Proto-Turkic had an */h/ phoneme in the word onset; this */h/ is retained systematically in Khaladj and sporadically in other modern languages, and has left reflexes in Old Turkic. The matter is dealt with in Doerfer 1980 (text of a lecture presented in 1976; German translation Doerfer 1995), who showed that /h/ appeared in some words which became parts of ethnonyms appearing in a Tibetan document from the 8th century (see below) and that an Old Turkic onset alternation yī ~ ьер is a reflex of */h/. Doerfer 1980/1995 only deals with cases where the vowel preceding sporadic /y/ is /ι/, e.g. (y)īgač ‘tree’, (y)īgla- ‘to weep’ or (y)īrak ‘far’. Sporadic /y/ does, however, appear also before other high vowels: We have yūn- ‘to come up’ in BlattRun 16 and 22 where most sources have ün-; ürt- ‘to cover’ has a variant yurt- in yūrtgūn (Mait 167 v 31) and yurt-ūl- (Maue 1996, Mz 652 = T II S 19 b v4 in Brähmi). Uygur īšīg ‘cord, cable’ corresponds to Qarakhanid yīšīg; on the other hand, Uygur yirīg ‘rotten’ corresponds to the DLT’s irig (twice). Cf. also Gabain 1941: 52 and see the (approximately ten) verbs discussed in the OTWF as mentioned in the glossary (858b-859a): Most of these have high vowels in the first syllable; two instances with /ö/ are less certain. /h/ did occur at some stage before low vowels as well, as shown by the tribe names Ud hadakļiğ ‘bovine-footed’ and Hala yuntluggage ‘possessing parti-coloured horses’ appearing in the 8th century Tibetan itinerary on the peoples of the north (see Ligeti 1971, Tezcan 1975 and Moriyasu 1980); the words hadak and ha:la are the ones normally known as adak ‘foot’ and ala ‘parti-coloured’. Another term twice appearing with h° in that source is the title known well as irkin from Orkhon Turkic and Qarakhanid sources. The itinerary is not written in Turkic but in Tibetan, which

---

137 See OTWF 75 for these etymologies and cf. OTWF 165-166 for oŋaj ‘easy’.
138 yirig / irig comes from Qarakhanid iri- / Uygur yirī- ‘to decay, rot’ and may be related to yirīŋ ~ irīŋ ‘pus’.
139 With other words in the itinerary, among them Ho-yo-hor referring to the Uygurs (= Hui hu in Modern Mandarin Chinese, Hayhurlar in the late Kaš Xatun text presented by Peter Zieme at the 5. Deutsche Turkologenkonferenz in Mainz in October 2002, matters are a bit more complicated.
could have borrowed them at an earlier stage or from a dialect (like Khaladj) which did (unlike Old Turkic as attested in the sources) regularly retain /h/. Doerfer 1981-82a has argued that Orkhon Turkic also had /h/ as an actual sound, from the fact that the runiform character A sometimes (but not always) appears in the onset when comparative evidence makes us expect a word to start with a:, but never when it makes us expect that a word starts with ha:. This argument does not really seem to be convincing, as the data he adduces are scant and inconclusive. Is there any proof that this h did not exist as such in Old Turkic, then? The runiform and Uygur script just had no such character, and the y ~ Ø alternation, which is a rather common reflex of */h/ in Uygur (including the runiform manuscripts), does not appear to take place in the inscriptions of the Türk and Uygur kaghanates. The Manichæan script did have a letter for this sound: We find it several times in the Xw in the Parthian sentence man astar hirza , ‘Forgive my sins!’ and also, without phonetic value, to fill in the ends of lines (e.g. közünür+tä+kīh ‘the present’ in TT IX 46) or before holes in pothi leaves (e.g. burxan+lar+kah in TT IX 52). The Xw sentence is an instance of code switching (or it may have been an unintelligible formula for some of the lay people) and the words cannot be treated as borrowing. One might think that [h] should have appeared explicitly in texts written in Manichæan script if original Old Turkic words had retained it in these sources. However, the Uygur, Manichæan and Syriac scripts were all taken over from the Sogdians, whose language had lost this sound: Doerfer mentions Sogdian 'bšt corresponding to Persian haft etc. So we get no help in this question from Manichæans and Christians. Then the scripts of Indic origin should have been explicit about this sound if the individuals using them had had /h/, but we find that the relevant characters are not used. Words in texts in Brähmi script spell the relevant words without H, with the exception of the word hūkūn ‘heap’. Doerfer already noted that the small texts in Tibetan script dealt with by Clauson do not show onset /h/ and says that these and the Brähmi texts are late. Nor, crucially, does the presumably 10th century Buddhist catechism in Tibetan script have the letter h in Turkic words: adak ‘foot’, adǐr- ‘to separate’, ag- ‘to change’, āv ‘house’, ogrī ‘thief’, ől ‘wet’, ől- ‘to die’, īz- ‘to rend’ are here spelled without initial H although their Khalaj cognates do start with /h/; üntür- ‘to bring out’ is spelled with y but so is üč ‘three’. In view of all this, no unvoiced pharyngial fricative can be posited for Old Turkic proper.
2.35. The sibilants

We take Old Turkic in general to have distinguished between two voiceless sibilants, alveolar /s/ and palatal /š/, though not all runiform texts and sources in Uygur writing consistently distinguish between them. Manichaean writing has two quite different characters, but a few Manichaean texts (quoted by Zieme 1969: 37-38) show Š where other Turkic sources have Š. This appears to be a phonological or phonetical rather than a graphemic matter, as shown by the fact that /š/ is spelled in regular fashion in the same mss. in Middle Iranian stretches. Zieme thinks that this might be a dialectal characteristic of these texts. The various runiform characters for front and back /s/ and /š/ also alternate in the different runiform inscriptions, both in that different inscriptions show different distributions and as alternation within the same inscription; e.g. the BQ inscription has much more Š characters than the largely parallel KT inscription, which is two years earlier. This complex matter was dealt with by Thomsen 1896: 38, T.Tekin 1966 and 1968: 61-2 and 93-98, Amanžolov 1970 and Tenišev 1971. S.E. Malov proposed in this connection that /š/ probably existed in the literary language but that the Orkhon Turks actually pronounced both common Turkic phonemes as /s/, and Tekin 1968: 94 agrees with him.140 The inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire and most runiform mss. (notably the IrqB) have no Š letter at all; some runiform mss. use s² with a diacritic line above it to represent š². The suffix -mlš is regularly spelled as -mlIs² in the Orkhon inscriptions, which do have the letter Š (also after stems with back synharmonism); the Uygur runiform ŠU inscription, which does not have Š, does use -mlIs¹ with back-harmony stems. The problem posed by such alternation has not been satisfactorily explained as yet.

/z/, the voiced counterpart of /s/, is solidly attested and well discernible in the writing system; see the next section for /z/ ~ /r/ alternations.

/ž/, the voiced counterpart of the palatal fricative /š/, is found in borrowings, e.g., in ažun ‘existence, life’, užik ‘letter of an alphabet’, küzäl ‘nice’, trižul ‘trident’, aržï ‘ṛṣi (a class of beings in Indian religions)’, možag (a Manichaean title), činžu ‘truth’, amžu ‘offering averting demons’ or küži ‘incense’. In case it did exist in genuine Turkic words, then only as an alternant of the unvoiced palatal affricate

---

140 Texts reflecting a more spoken language, such that wrote e.g. -sA for the conditional suffix -sAr or käräk for kärgäk ‘necessary’, show no evidence for /š/ becoming /s/.
/č/ (see below). In Suv, we often find ažun spelled as ašun: This may be an instance of voice confusion in spelling; it may also be, however, that we here have evidence that this foreign sound was replaced by the indigenous /š/. The same can be said e.g. in the case of arži, which is also spelled with Š a few times in late mss. such as BT III, Shō, Suv and some from the ETŠ (see UW 221).141

The 3rd person imperative suffix -zün possibly had a voiced palatal fricative [ž] or affricate [ʒ] in its onset: It is, in one instance in a runiform ms., spelled with the relevant diacritic on the Z sign and, in one inscripational case, with the runiform letter for /č/; see section 3.23.

2.36. The liquids

The liquids /r l/ and the alveolar nasal /n/ are sometimes grouped together as ‘sonants’ because they share certain traits of behaviour; in some cases /z/ also behaves like them. The sonants have certain characteristics in common, which also distinguish them from other consonants: Among other things they can be used as first element in consonant clusters at the ends of syllables; other consonants (e.g. the voiced alveolar) appear with stop allophones when preceded by them. Sitting astride on the synchrony / diachrony distinction on the one hand and the word formation / morphology distinction on the other is an irregular and badly understood alternation between /r/ and /z/. In morphology we find /z/ in the suffix of the negated aorist, where the positive aorist has /r/: -r (a variant of the suffix appearing after vowels) vs. -mā-z. Other instances of the alternation fall more into the domain of etymology. The cases of +sXz, the privative suffix vs. the formative +slrA- derived from it, sâmiz ‘corpulent’ vs. sâmri- ‘to be or become corpulent’, sekiz ‘sharp-witted’ vs. sekri- ‘to jump, hop’, saːz ‘pale’ vs. saːrīg ‘yellow’ (< *saːrī-g) replacing it, yultz ‘star’ vs. yultrī- ‘to gleam or shimmer’, Ottoman yaldız vs. Old Turkic yaltrī- ‘to glimmer’, tőz ‘root, origin, element’ vs. törö- ‘to come into existence’ and yaviz ‘bad’ vs. yavrī- ‘to be or become weak’ may all be explained by the fact that the /z/ appears at the end of its stem while /r/ is followed by a vowel; all these instances are discussed in the OTWF. One might want to decide that the /r/ is primary and the /z/ secondary by making the coda position responsible or one could see it the other way around, considering the /r/ to be caused by the presence of a vowel after it. Looking at āsiz ‘woe; alas’ vs. āsirkā- ‘to regret the loss of someone or something’, kāz

141 These instances are less likely to be reminiscences of the Sanskrit form.
‘notch’ vs. kärt- ‘to notch’, kız ‘girl’ vs. kırkın ‘maidservant’ or közsüz ‘eyeless’ vs. kösürkün ‘mole’\textsuperscript{142} one would prefer the first explanation: In all these cases the /z/ is at the end of the stem while the /r/ is not, though there is a great variety in what follows the /r/. The final position of /z/ in küntüz ‘during daytime’ vs. /r/ in the composite suffixes +dXrIn, +dXrAn and +dXrT points in the same direction. There is a related alternation z ~ rs in tirsgäk ‘elbow’, presumably from tiz ‘knee’, and borsmok ‘badger’ and borslan (a jingle with arslan), both in the DLT, presumably from boz ‘grey, grey-brown’. Here, again, the /z/s are at the end of the stem while the /rs/s are inside theirs. The same explanation could be appropriate for köz ‘eye’ vs. kör- ‘to see’ and kutuz ‘raving dog etc.’ vs. kuttur- ‘to rave’, taking into account the fact that verb stems appear much oftener with suffixes than nominal stems.\textsuperscript{143} All this does not help us on in a case like tägzin- ‘revolve, rotate, travel about’ (with derivates and /z/ cognates such as tägzinč, tägzim, tägzig etc.) vs. tägrä ‘surrounding’, täigrigla- ‘to assemble people around something’, tägirmi ‘around’, tägirmän ‘mill’, unless we are ready to make some bold etymological assumptions. The explanation could, however, very well apply to -mAž vs. -r, if we take the suffix to have originally had an additional vowel.\textsuperscript{144} This vowel would have dropped in the negative form earlier than in the positive, as stress was on the syllable preceding -mA- in the first case but on the suffix in the second. When it dropped from the positive form as well, the °r# > °z# rule would no longer have been operative. Some of the mentioned connections may admittedly be spurious, but our account of the evidence has not aimed at exhaustiveness; there will in any case remain enough evidence for the alternation r ~ z, which got so intertwined with the Altaic question.\textsuperscript{145} The OTWF discusses a similar alternation between /l/ and /š/.\textsuperscript{146}
2.4. Phonotactics and phonetic processes

Phonotactic rules may have been different for genuine Turkic words and for loans. bodisat (with variant bodisav; class of Buddhist deities) was, e.g., probably pronounced with a coda cluster which was not found in Turkic words, and probably mixed front and back vowels. When writing down borrowed words scribes could always to some degree be guided not only by the way Turks pronounced these, but also by how they were spelled in their original languages and especially in transmitting languages; this is true especially for religious texts, and in particular in source languages like Sogdian, for which the same writing systems were used as for Uygur. Still, Turkic phonotactics did interfere, e.g. by putting vowels before /r/’s which appear at the beginnings of foreign words, or by occasionally breaking up consonant clusters. Concerning borrowings, therefore, we cannot content ourselves with looking at single spelling instances of words, but look at the whole set of variants, to see how pronunciation and spelling might have evolved in the context of the conflicting tendencies of Turkisation on the one hand and learned rendering on the other. To give just one example, the word signifying ‘planet’ spelled as KRX cannot automatically be expected to have been pronounced as ‘grax’ and get transcribed as gr(a)x just because it had an onset cluster in Sanskrit; the Turks might just as well have broken up this onset cluster. Nor should one automatically assign changes in borrowed lexemes to the influence of Turkic: If Sanskrit bodhisattva appears in Uygur also as bodisav, the loss of the coda vowel should have taken place already in the Aryan dialect which served as source of the borrowing; the metathesis tv > vt might be an internal Turkic matter but could also have existed in an intermediate language through which the word reached Uygur; the shape of a lexeme in the ultimate source language is not really relevant. What interests us primarily in this descriptive work are the synchronic rules which can be extracted from our material: e.g. the fact that all parts of Old Turkic show quite a number of borrowed words with onset /l/ as compared to the scarcity of onset /r/, even though both are equally barred from original Turkic phonotactics.

2.401. Vowel assimilation by vowels
The central phonotactic phenomenon of Turkic languages is syn-
harmonism, a grammaticalised progressive assimilation functioning on
the level of syllables, determining the choice between classes of vowel
phonemes and between allophones of consonants; it has been called
vowel harmony because it typically works on the subphonemic level for consonants but on the phonemic level for vowels. The structure of Old Turkic synharmonism has already been referred to in section 2.2 and its functioning at morpheme junctures will be described in section 2.51. It could also have been described among phonotactic phenomena in that it consists of a set of relationships between elements in the sound syntagm constituting the word. It has been often stated that vowel harmony determines the borders of the word; this is true of the phonological word only: The morphological word is often shorter than the phonological, in that clitics are included in synharmonism; the lexical or semantic word is often longer than the phonological, in that lexical units can consist of several morphological words. The identity of Old Turkic sounds is not, however, determined by synharmonism alone.

Backward vowel assimilation can concern lip rounding, raising or fronting. Backward rounding of vowels can be observed occasionally, e.g. in ärtuŋi < ärtiŋi (KP 3,8), tāgilōk < *tāgil-ōk ‘blind’ (KPZieme 1), sugun < sigun (TT VII 29), tanusok < tanjīsok (< tan+sok, BT XIII 46,35), tāgūnūr mān in a text in Tibetan script excerpted in Clauson 1962: 99, yertuŋcū < yertcū (KP 14,8, 47,6 and 78,3, BuddhKat 24 and 42), kūgūr- < kīgūr- ‘to introduce’ (see OTWF 750 and 817) or nugoš/ak in ms. Mz 169 (= T I x 21, published in Sertkaya 1985). In kōrtgūnč < kertgünc (UigSukh 38) and örgūr- < er-gūr- (documented in OTWF 575, 749 and 755-6) low vowels are rounded. yaratunu uma- in KT E 10 shows that the phenomenon is old.148 Backward unrounding is rarer; it happens with the instrumental ending, e.g. in ögrünčūlīgin < ögrünčūl+ūg (MaitH XX 1r7) or umugszīzin (Suv 19,17 together with inagsızin) < umug+szuz.149 Accusative forms such as țźimin < țz+ūm+in or țūgim < țg+ūm+in are attested a number of times in DKPAM mss., and cf. yumīš+čē < yumuš in BT VII A387. These could, however, be mere spelling peculiarities, as we also find

---

147 The generally attested derivate from tāgil- ‘to be blinded’ is tāgl-ōk. The additional second vowel is more likely to be secondary (as with the next word mentioned) than to have been retained from the original verb base. Cf. yanjīlōk < yanjīl- in U II 87,54 and basurok < bas-ur- in ShāAv 317 and BT XIII 39,22, where the old and widely attested variants of ‘error’ and ‘oppressor’ are yanlīk and basrok.

148 There appears to be another inscriptive instance in 1.4 of part B of the Qara Balgasun inscription (Uygur Steppe Empire): In a footn. to BlattRun p.301 Thomsen proposes reading nugoš/ak, basing his proposal among other things on Radloff 1894: 293. Orkun 1938: 38 followed the Finnish Atlas, which has the impossible n’wg’wr7.

149 Cf. +s2zn7 in Tuñ 35 in a back-vowel word. On the other hand, +sXz may have been originally unrounded, as shown by the formative +sIrA- derived from it.
yumîš in BT VII B35 and also the accusative form ögiz+üg < ögüz ‘river’ in BT VII B31 and 33.

Backward raising influence is found in forms such as ešidtür- (e.g. U I 6,3 in a Christian text), eštîl- and eštür- from äšid- ‘to hear’; Brähmî sources in fact have 13 instances of ešet- / ešit- / ešid- ‘to hear’ (with derivate) vs. only two of äšid-. Thrice el(i)t-, which exists beside älît-, and thrice elिग for älिग ‘hand’ in Brähmî sources (thus making it homophonous with the word for ‘king’) in Brähmî sources must also have come about through regressive assimilation. The emergence of iki (not eki; see the end of section 2.22) from äki ‘two’ may have the same explanation.¹⁵⁰

Backward fronting can only take place when two words become one, as Turkic words by themselves are front or back as wholes. We have this phenomenon in bökün ‘today’ in bökün bar yaran yok ‘here today and gone tomorrow’ (Maitr Taf.118r12 = MaitH Y 12b27, Gedanken p. 133) < bo kün ‘this day’.

Beside synharmonism and the mechanism described in section 2.51 which makes /o ö/ appear in suffixes in which alternating back and front vowels are followed by /k/ unless the vowel preceding the suffix is /u/ or /ü/, Old Turkic in addition had what can be called vowel attraction. By this phenomenon (found in Kirgiz, Kazakh¹⁵¹ or Turkmen), not only [o] and [ö] but also [e] turn up in non-first syllables of Turkic words: Texts in Indian scripts show that /u/ was often realised as [o] and /ü/ often [ö] and /i/ was sometimes realised as [e] when they were preceded by these same low vowels (see section 2.22), with full assimilation. Even more rarely than the last mentioned assimilation, there sometimes also took place a lowering of vowels even when they were not similar in roundedness: [e] could (rarely) cause [ü] to become [ö] and [ö] could (rarely) cause [i] to become [e]. This is neither palatal nor labial harmony but an attraction in the domain of vowel height. In all of these processes it does not matter to which archphoneme a sound belongs; members of /X/ are by no means more prone to assimilation than members of other archphonemes, as maintained by various scholars from Gabain to Johanson. /o/ and /ö/ did exist in non-first syllables of nominal and verbal stems with /o ö/ in the first syllable, as shown by spellings in alphabets which make the distinction between o and u and between ö and ü visible, namely the Tibetan script and the Tokharian and Khotanese varieties of Brähmî (the latter in Wordlist).

¹⁵⁰ The same process is responsible for Yakut ilii ‘hand’ and tirit- ‘to sweat’ which is related to tür ‘sweat’.

These writing systems represent different traditions, and the texts our statement is based on were written down over several centuries in widely differing places and cultures. This assimilation is found in numerous lexemes and suffixes, often in free alternation with \textit{u} and \textit{"u}. We find \textit{kolo} ‘moment’ (twice in Maue 1996), \textit{k"on"ol} ‘spirit’ (twice BuddhKat; in TT VIII and Maue 1996 14 times \textit{k"on"ol} vs. 9 times \textit{k"on"ul}), k"ovd"ö̈n ‘body’, \textit{ordo} ‘army camp’, \textit{oron} ‘place’ (TT VIII L & D and twice in Maue 1996 vs. \textit{oron} in Maue 1996 nrs. 26 and 27), \textit{orto} ‘middle’ (TT VIII L, Wordlist, Maue 1996 nr. 24 but possibly \textit{(o)rtu} in TT VIII I23),\textsuperscript{152} \textit{osog} ‘manner’ (Maue 1996 nr. 52), \textit{"oj"e} ‘larynx’ (Wordlist), s"og"ö̈t ‘tree’ (TT VIII K10),\textsuperscript{153} \textit{toko} ‘belt buckle’ (Wordlist), \textit{tokoz} ‘nine’ (BuddhKat, Maue 1996 nr. 51 against \textit{tokuz} in TT VIII L), t"op"ö ‘hill, top’ (twice in TT VIII K3),\textsuperscript{154} t"orö ‘teaching’, \textit{yogon} ‘thick’, \textit{yogto} ‘mane’, \textit{yoron"ga} ‘clover’, \textit{odog} ‘awake’ (TT VIII E25 and 41), \textit{ogol} ‘son’ (thrice in TT VIII D and O) \textit{bodo}- ‘to paint, copy’ (Maue 1996 nr. 21), \textit{olor}- ‘to sit’ (TT VIII B16 and C 12 and AšSü 4 v c), \textit{odon}- ‘to wake up, be awake’ (4 times in TT VIII E).

If we were to propose taking these vowels to be members of archphonemes, we would have to state to which ones they belong: They may be instances of the lowering of /U/ or the rounding of /A/. Comparative evidence speaks for the latter in the case of Turkish \textit{orta}, \textit{toka}, tepe, g"ovede, bo"sa-, boya-, Chuvash \textit{lar}- ‘to sit’ which correspond to Old Turkic \textit{orto}, \textit{toko}, t"opö, k"ovd"ö̈n and \textit{olor}-, but for the former in the case of Turkish \textit{ordu}, g"on"ül, s"og"üt, dokuz, yo"gon, o"gul, which correspond to \textit{ordo}, k"on"öl, s"og"ö̈t, \textit{tokoz}, yogan and o"gol; but then one would have to investigate the matter in a way taking other Turkic languages as well into consideration. Classical Mongolian \textit{orda} and \textit{t"ore} are no proof, as second syllable Old Turkic /U/ also has /A/ as Mongolic counterpart: cf. Old Turkic \textit{altun} ‘gold’ and \textit{k"ud"ag"u} ‘son-in-law’ vs. Mongolic \textit{altan} and \textit{k"uren}. Nor is Yakut evidence significant, in view of, e.g., the Yakut causative suffix \textit{\textsuperscript{-tAr}-} corresponding to Old Turkic \textit{-tUr-}.

\textsuperscript{152} The source of the unrounding in \textit{otra} (e.g. DKPAMPb 13 or Ht III 334 and 339) may be the case form in \textit{+rA}, among the instances of which ‘middle’ fits in very well semantically; \textit{a"itra} with helping vowel (e.g. Abhi A 109a9) is a further development. The primary form could, however, also be \textit{orta}: Pure unrounding, as found in Turkish s"aks"an ‘80’ and \textit{toksan} ‘90’ < Qarakhanid s"aks""en, \textit{tokson} (< earlier s"akiz \textit{on}, \textit{tokuz on}) does not seem to occur in Old Turkic, though typical for Mongolic (e.g. \textit{altan} ‘gold’).

\textsuperscript{153} The editor has a wrong interpretation, as guessed in the EDPT; correct reading in Maue 1983: 64, n.51.

\textsuperscript{154} By the editor misread as ‘t"oh"ö’ and translated as “Hirse”; read correctly by Maue 1983: 59 n.40. The /i/ of \textit{t"ogi} ‘crushed millet’ would hardly have been rounded.
The assimilation of [u] to [o] takes place also in suffixes; we have it in the following forms: the vowel converb -U appearing with -ö / -ö in tol-ö, ör-ö, kötör-ö and ötr-ö (thus 5 times in Maue 1996, TT VIII and BuddhKat vs. once ötrü); with -gU, the suffix of projection participles, in öl-gö+[in]tä (Maue 1996 nr. 4); with the formative -(U)t in yogr-ot ‘yogurt’; finally, in the aorist suffix -Ur as -or / -ör in olor-or, kod-or, odön-or, ökön-ör (vs. -ür in the same environment in közione) and the very common b(o)lor (41 times in Maue 1996 and TT VIII vs. 6 times bolur in the same sources and 4 times bolur in BuddhKat). With bošo-in ]gülüri bošomïšïg [ in Maue nr. 27,16, translated by the editor as “den, dessen […] (pl.) befreit sind”, the matter is more complicated. 155

We find the assimilation to /o ö/ also within the archphoneme /X/ in yör-ög (Maue 1996 nr. 14 and 26) with the formative -(X)g, in kötröl-thrice in Maue 1996 with the passive formative -(X)l-, in kötör-öp in Maue 1996 nr. 30 with the converb suffix -(X)p, in nom+og and yörgö+ög in the accusative suffix in Maue 1996 nr. 28, in osog+log ‘like, in the manner of’, tör+lö[g], nom+log and öz+lög with the suffix +lxG, in ögrönclög (TT VIII A6) with the suffix -(X)nçi in kögöl+önjözlärkin (TT VIII E47) with a possessive suffix, etc. The last-mentioned instance shows that /A/ is not rounded. Sometimes assimilation does not take place even with /U/ and /X/, e.g. in kól-űk ‘vehicle’ and törlüg (both Maue 1996 nr. 51), töz+üg and bol-zun (both Maue 1996 nr. 33; the latter also 7 times in Maue nr. 79 and in TT VIII G vs. twice pol-sun in TT VIII E) or in taloy+nuŋ, öŋ+dün, bogunlug156 and adrok+szu (all four Maue 1996 nr. 21). The mss. Maue 1996 nr. 3 (öl-ür-sär and ätöz+üg vs. thrice bol-or), 29 (örkün ‘throne’, yör-üg, twice oltur- ‘to sit’, twice nom+ug) and 44 (törüniŋ, tözlüg, twice törü, twice nom+ug) appear to have /u/ after /o/ rather consistently; 23/12 has

---

155 Old Turkic has a transitive denominal formative +A- and an intransitive +U-. As discussed in OTWF 477-8, Qarakhanid bošu- or bošo- is both tr. and intr., while only tr. bošu- or bošo- was hitherto documented in Uygur, until Maue proposed his translation. This would accord with our expectations, as it would be normal for +U- to be realised as [o], were it not that the context of this instance is so fragmentary and that no other intr. bošu- / bošo- seems to have turned up in Uygur. For /a/ to become /o/ seems unusual for Old Turkic as a whole, however, and for the +A- formation in particular, as we find unrounded ota-, kora-, ton-, tölä-, öčä-, könlâ- and orna-. So word formation will have to stay with its irregular tr. +U- as far as this verb is concerned, and can assume an intr. +U- beside it, which lowered its vowel in this Brähmi passage.

156 Wrongly spelled togunlug, which gives no sense. bog-un ‘articulation in a person’s limbs or in the trunk or stalk of a plant’ – discussed in OTWF 305 – is no doubt an -Xn derivate from bog- ‘to strangle’.
önlüg, [ö]ndün, bölük and tözlüg in one sentence vs. numerous instances of o – o elsewhere in the text.

In a few cases, the lowering of /U/ and /X/ takes place also when the preceding syllable has /e/.\(^{157}\) It is noteworthy (and difficult to explain if not coincidental) that /a å/ do not cause such lowering. As these environments are thus limited to the presence of low vowels in the preceding syllable, the presence of the phonemes /o ö/ in non-first syllables would not follow from these instances. Old Turkic non-first syllables thus had /o ö/ as phonemes (e.g. in ğdok ‘sacred’), and in addition [o] and [ö] as allophones when preceded by these same phonemes.\(^{158}\)

2.402. Vowel assimilation by consonants

In contiguity with /g r l/, what we would expect to be /i/ is quite often spelled with alef (e.g. amal ‘spiritual peace’, tat-ag ‘taste’, bar-amlg ‘well to do’, yaran ‘tomorrow’ or +lag for +lxg), reflecting a real lowering of the vowel in these surroundings. This is not to be confused with the general spelling of [i] with alef which we find quite often though irregularly in pre-classical texts. We know about this lowering primarily from evidence in Indic scripts, the texts which use these generally not being particularly early. In BuddhKat, e.g., we find /i/ realised as [a] (or at least psychologically assigned to the /a/ and not the /i/ phoneme) when adjacent to /g/ in aba-g (< apî-g), ara-g ‘clean’ (beside arî-g), arag ‘wood (small forest)’ < arîg, at+lag (beside at+ûg) ‘rider’, didim+lag ‘wearing a diadem’,\(^{159}\) ayag ‘bad’ < ayîg, kaç-ag ‘point of contact with the physical world’ and sarsag ‘repulsive’.\(^{160}\) Brâhmî writing has such variants especially in the ms. TT VIII I.\(^{161}\)

\(^{157}\) E.g. etgö özi (Maue 1996 nr. 50) < et-gü özi, encêgöögkä (TT VIII A36), kertgöönlög (TT VIII A 33) < kertgünönlög or yertönö ‘world’ (TT VIII N4) < yertünçü < yertincü.

\(^{158}\) This was still doubted in Gabain 1974 § 23 and Zieme 1969: 43. As evidence against the presence of /o ö/ in non-first syllables, Zieme mentioned the adverb kün+amäk ‘daily’, analysing it as kün+tâm äk’ with the particle Ok. I would rather analyse this word as *kün+tâ (y)mä (ö)k with two particles, and the vowel of (O)k elided; see section 3.342 for mA as variant of ymä. The derivational suffix +dAm forms nominals denoting similarity to the base noun, a meaning which does not suit this word. Cf. inçäk ‘thus’ (< in+çä (ö)k).

\(^{159}\) See the section 2.52 for the possibility that this be read with an [i] in the second syllable and for the harmony rules for suffixation in borrowings in general.

\(^{160}\) I am only giving those instances where the reading as a is unequivocal; some further spellings might be considered as well.

\(^{161}\) It has the accusatives as+ag ‘food’ (2 and 8) and turmak+ag ‘remanence’ (22), the deverbal formatives ak-ag ‘flow’ (7) and aba-g ‘protected’ (21), the +lxg derivates
Evidence for this phonetic phenomenon in Semitic scripts is by no means limited to Manichaean or pre-classical texts, as sometimes thought; in TT X, e.g., we have tap-ag ‘service’ and the accusatives sav+ag ‘word’, burxan+ag and arxant+ag, in KP kar-am ‘moat’, as-ag ‘benefit’ and tat-aglig ‘tasty’ (beside u-ma-dam ‘I was unable’, which has none of the lowering consonants). In the runiform ms. BlattRun 14 we read taš+ag alsar ‘if one takes the stone (acc.)’. The phenomenon is documented even earlier than Orkhon Turkic: Among the Turkic terms appearing in Bactrian as edited in Sims-Williams 2000 we have tap-ag+lïg ‘revered’ in texts dated to the years 640, 679 and 682; the Greek writing used for Bactrian clearly distinguishes between Į and Ț.

Occasionally we find what looks like the opposite process, low vowels getting raised beside /r/ or /l/: arïla- < ara+la- `to intercede’, arïčï < ara+čï `intercessor’, övkïlï- < övkâ+lï- `to be furious’, bulïtïlayû / bulïtïlayu `like a cloud’, ançïlayu and munçïlayu, bizïnçïlayû, sïnicïlïlayû and sïnicïlïlayû all < +čA+IAYU. This must be related to the fact that /r l/ have the potential for syllabicity. However, raising of middle vowels takes place also when +dA is repeatedly added to personal pronouns in sin+di+dâ and min+di+dâ. So this might be part of a more general process, which led to the general middle vowel raising of Modern Uygur. In SUK RH08 and 11 nâ+čâ appears as ničä.

The labial consonants round vowels in some cases in Orkhon Turkic, more so in Uygur and even more often in Qarakhanid. amïl ‘gentle(ness), (marked by) spiritual peace’, e.g., always appears as amul in the DLT and the QB and occasionally in Manichaean and Buddhist sources. The second syllable of yagmur ‘rain’, must be such an instance, as almïr and other nouns show that they are derived with a

tuprak+lag ‘having earth’ (18) and yag+lag ‘oily’ (19) and the adjective agar ‘heavy’ (12) < agïr. Also, however, the converb form asn-ap (17) ‘hanging (a necklace) on oneself’ which has no consonant causing such a shift and suggests the ms. must have been written by someone within the pre-classical spelling tradition.

162 And not tašïg, because the second vowel of the first word is implicit; it has to be [a] and not [i] because all other [i]s of this text are spelled out explicitly.

163 Ht VII 2051 should, however, better be read as azkya tapïglïk tavar ïddïmïz ‘We have sent a little present for reverence’; not ‘tapïglïg’ as read by the editor.

164 Analogy from the common munçïlayu could be the reason for the rounding of the vowel also with unrounded bases.

165 amal, another Uygur variant, is caused by the process described above, whereby /i/ is lowered to /a/ through the contiguity of /l/.

166 amal, another Uygur variant, is caused by the process described above, whereby /i/ is lowered to /a/ through the contiguity of /l/.

167 Not tašïg, because the second vowel of the first word is implicit; it has to be [a] and not [i] because all other [i]s of this text are spelled out explicitly.
suffix of the shape -mXr (OTWF § 3.326). The process happens to second-syllable [ī, ī] also in mss. written in the Sogdian script, e.g. in avuč < avič, the name of a hell, amul or tap-ug ‘service’; tapug as well as tapugči and tapugsak appear in the DLT as well, and hundreds of times in the QB. Elsewhere we find this process sporadically, e.g. in kamus ‘reed’ in the IrqB, in säv-ug as documented in OTWF 201-2166 or in tamdul- ‘to get ignited’ < tamūt-il- in Suv, BT XIII 39 and ETŞ. In köpük (IrqB XX and Heilk II 1,103) < köpik ‘froth’ and köpir- < köpir- ‘to froth’ (documented in OTWF 239-40) the rounding of the second syllable is caused more by the /p/ than by the first vowel. The rounding in the DLT’s yaprul- could either come from the /p/ or be a reflex of the syncopated /U/. The DLT’s tap-uz-, tapuzgu and tapuzguk ‘riddle’, arvuš, čalpuš and kap-uš in QB 6482 all get their /u/ from the labial consonant. The rounding in the last syllable of borrowed karmaput << Skt. karmapatha and čaxšaput < Manichaean Sogdian cxš pō took place within Old Turkic. Uygur tämir ‘iron’ appears as tämür in MaitH XXV 2v11 or BT XIII 4,31; Tämür is a common proper name in late documents and was the base of Chinggis Khan’s name Temüjin. The DLT also writes tämür and has äm-üz- ‘to breastfeed’ and tamuz- ‘to drip’ where Uygur has ämiz- and tamız-. tumlug and tumlig ‘cold’ are equally well attested from the earliest Uygur on but tumlí-g must clearly be the source. The name of the mythical mountain Sumeru is generally spelled as SWMYR in Uygur, which we transcribe as sumer. The rounded variant SWMWR in BT VIII can be read either as sumur or sumor.

While rounding by labial consonants is thus a wide-spread phenomenon in Turkic and borrowed stems as well as in derivational affixes, rounding in inflexional verbal suffixes including diathesis morphemes appears to be a dialect characteristic. We find tilädümüz istädümüz ‘we wanted and searched’ in HamTouHou 18,7, in a ms. written in Khotan; +UmUz and -dUmUz instead of normal +(X)mXz and -dXmXz is attested also in one ms. of the (Manichaean) Xw. ünd[ädu]müz is presumably to be read in r10 of the Manichaean ms. documented in WilkManKat nr. 170. In fragments written in Sogdian script, whose dialect is aberrant also in respects, we have tak+-umuz (251) instead of takmüz and, with the preterit form which has the same suffixes, sī-dumuz (256) and bačama-dumuz (258); kurtgardum (600) ‘I saved’ instead of what is usually -dXm, tapuntīlar

166 Sims-Williams 2000 reads the name of a Khaladj queen said to be a Turkic lady in a document from the year 711 as Bilgä Sävüg; the ms. has bilgah savoh; concerning the last syllable, note that the script does not distinguish between different rounded vowels.
(2) with the reflexive suffix which otherwise has the shape -(X)n- and the converb form ämğänüp (240) which otherwise ends in -(X)p. Such rounding is characteristic also for early Anatolian Turkish (as is the +nU genitive mentioned in section 3.124).

We get first syllable rounding in bin- (Orkhon Turkic) ‘to mount, to ride’ > min- (IrqB) > mün- (Qarakhanid and other Uygur sources) and, as a prehistorical process, in büit- ‘to be completed’ < *bit- (still attested in Turkish) and mU, the question particle, < *mi.167 mîntada, a variant of mun+ta+da as well as mîn+ća and mün+tîn (section 3.132) show that the oblique demonstrative stem bun+ might originally have had the shape *bîn+ (unless these are two different stems). The first vowel of bödî- ‘to dance’ may have been rounded secondarily, to judge by Middle Turkic evidence mentioned in OTWF 184 and by some modern forms. The DLT has möîlä- < mâğak ‘segment’ (a.o. in buluyuşuz buğgaksız, TT VI 427) presumably comes from bič- ‘to cut’. bulît ‘cloud’ comes from *biîlît, as made likely by Yakut and Chuvash cognates; bürgä ‘flea’ is related to Ottoman pire. mûřc ‘pepper’ ultimately comes from Skt. marica ‘pepper’; it lost its coda vowel in Middle Indic, its first vowel was then raised to i by an Iranian intermediary and finally rounded in Uygur.

In the following examples vowel rounding takes place before the labial consonant: sipîr- ‘to sweep’ (Manichæan) > süpür- (DLT etc.) can be compared to Mongolian ši’ür-, which shows rounding only in the second syllable. In süvrel ‘pointed’ (Uygur and Qarakhanid), the rounding took place before our earliest texts; süvrel is, however, attested in Western Oguz.168 Cf. further the well-attested tûmä- with derivates < timä- ‘to prepare’, çimgän (BT III and DLT) < çim-gân ‘meadow’, tomur- ‘to bleed’ < *tam-ur- and Uygur (also Manichæan) yumšak ‘soft’ < Orkhon Turkic yîmšak. Evidence for the hypothesis that suv ‘water’ comes from *sîv is given in OTWF 177. Low vowels are affected in this way in kövšäk ‘pliant, limp’ (OTWF 236-7) < kävšä, kövrü ‘weak’ in BT XIII 1,7 (convincingly shown to come from *käv-ür-), ovğä < ev- ‘to hurry’ in ZiemeSklav I 4 and tövšä- < tâvšä- in the DLT. The vowel of čom- ‘to submerge’ may also be secondary in view of çamgak ‘a big cooking pot’ (BT XIII 5,77 and elsewhere). töpö ‘hill’

---

167 This is the only shape of the particle attested in Early Ottoman, whereas Old Turkic /U/ otherwise corresponds to /U/ in Early Ottoman as well. Vowel rounding due to labial consonants is much weaker in Western Oguz than elsewhere.

168 Sims-Williams 2000 proposed an Iranian etymology for this word, linking it to Avestan sufrā- and its cognates. This proposal seems to be compatible with the Turkic facts only if the rounding is secondary in the Iranian data as well.
presumably comes from *tāpā, attested in the whole of Oguz Turkic since early Ottoman. The possibility cannot be wholly dismissed that tāpā, bit-, ml, sivri, Azeri birā or Middle Turkic (Codex Comanicus and Muqaddimatu 'l-Adab) beyi- ‘to dance’, none of which are attested in Old Turkic, could also be the result of an unrounding process; this could come from the fact that /ü ö/ do not exist in the Iranian languages with which the users of these variants were in contact. Such an explanation would not, however, cover instances such as bulît, suv and kamuš, and if /p v m/ caused rounding in back vowels there is no reason why they should not have rounded front vowels as well. There are enough front words, moreover, where the rounding takes place in the course of the development of Old Turkic (e.g. čūmgān); the list above is by no means complete.  

The verb ‘to be born’ has the shape tog- ten times in the (older) BuddhKat but the shape tug- more than a dozen times in the (later) texts in Brāhmī writing. I would take the former to be the older form and the latter to be due to the labial raising influence of /g/.

Palatal consonants can front the vowel following them: We have fronting after the consonant cluster [ņč] in koņčilārkā in a runiform ms. (ThS I c 5) and in ĭnančičāri in Brāhmī script, in Maue 1996 nr. 29 B6 (spelled with ķe); cf. section 2.51. In Semitic writing systems such phenomena could be detected only if a velar consonant follows further on in the word or if the word is followed by the particle Ok. The /y/ was probably the reason for the fronting of the vowels in an Uygur variant of the adverb and conjunction yana to yănä, yenä, ynä ‘again; moreover’, which comes from Orkhon Turkic yana. Among the Brāhmī instances, eight are spelled as yenä, yinä or ynä; the TT VIII instance spelled as yńä was by Clauson read with a back vowel, but the ķ may have been meant to indicate that the vowel was front. The question of whether the synharmonism of this word was back or front can be determined where it is followed by Ok: In Uygur we find yănä ök e.g. in TT X 17 and 358 and DKPAMPb 275 but yana ok e.g. in BT XIII 4,29 or in Şāri 36. In QB 643, 734, 3896, 3960, 4956, 5011,

---

169 It may happen, inversely, that rounded vowels change /y/ to /m/: kōmīldüřük ‘breast strap of a saddle’ presumably comes from köńül; Turkish has further examples for this phenomenon.

170 Originally the vowel converb of yan- ‘to return’. Clauson (EDPT) ascribed the change to the influence of the particle ymä, which does indeed show some similarity to yana in both shape and meaning.

171 Cf. sōn-ök spelled as sōńok in TT VIII M 21.

172 Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1132.
6180 and 6343 the mss. fluctuate between *yana ok* and *yänä ök* with some preponderance of the former in the older mss. B and C; in 3889 Arat writes *yana ok* against all three of them. The occurrences in DLT fols. 455 and 519 can be read either as *yana* or *yänä* in spite of the coda *alif*. The Middle Turkic and modern Turkic languages as listed in EDPT show both variants.

The change of *ayïn*- ‘to fear’ to *äyin-* documented in OTWF 591 may be due either to the presence of the sound sequence */yï/* or to the existence of *äyımän-*, a verb with a meaning similar to *ayïn-* but hardly related to it etymologically; or it may have been caused both by the phonetic context and by the analogy. Where no *i* > *i* change is involved, back/front fluctuation is not unheard of in Old Turkic, but is certainly rare. One example is *tişi sadrak* ‘gappy toothed’ in SP 21, whereas ‘gappy’ normally is *sädräk*. This is not a scribe’s error, as we also have *irôksüz sadraksız tîš* in MaitGeng 5 b 13 and the same phrase with *sädräksiz* in 11 b 18 of that same text section.\(^{173}\)

In borrowings, the presence of */k/ tends to front surrounding vowels. This phenomenon (dealt with in Erdal 2002: 8-13) is relevant not only for comparing shapes which the lexemes have in the different languages but also for their shape within Uygur, as such words tend to fluctuate between front and back variants and sometimes to show a harmony discrepancy between the different syllables of the stem and between stems and suffixes. Such a case is the term probably pronounced as *šlok* or *šlök* (or *šulok*, *šülök* etc.), which signifies ‘stanza, verse’. Other such cases are *užik* / *užîk* / *užîk* ‘letter, character’ and *çađîk* / *çâđîk* ‘story about a previous life of Buddha’ with coda */k/, *kûmut* / *kumut* ‘lotus’ with onset */k/, *šâki* / *šâki* ‘name of an Indian family’ with medial */k/. That front spelling of */k/ does not necessarily determine the harmony class is proven by *n^1^g^1^w^1^s^1^k^2^l^r^1^ nagoşaklar* ‘lay believers’ in the runiform ms. TM 332 (KöktüTurf p.1047), which has front *k* but back-harmony letters for the plural suffix. When the last stem syllable was front, harmony fluctuation in suffixes was still possible, as some scribes might treat the stem as foreign by consistently giving it back-harmony suffixation while some might adapt harmony to the stem.

2.403. Syncopation and stress

Medial vowels of stems outside the first syllable are often syncopated; here are a few among the innumerable examples: \(agz+anîz+da < agîz+\)

\(^{173}\) *op*- ‘to gulp down’ and *öp*- ‘to kiss, to sip a liquid’ also look like variants and may even have been confused by speakers, but their similarity must be due to sound symbolism.
(Wettkampf 8 and 21), ogul+um > ogl+um, bogz+i, agz+i and kögl+i (TT VIII I 1, 2 and 4 respectively), orn+iinta (TT X 335), adîr- > adr-il- and adr-îp (M III nr.33, 45,24), tamît-il- > tamdul-, âsidil- and âsid-ür- > êstil-, êstîr-, kat-il-iš- > katlîš-, *igîd-iš > igdiš, *âvir-iš > âviš or âlg+în (accusative, 3rd pers. possessive) < âlig ‘hand’ (e.g. Wettkampf 87; the subsequent simplification of the /lg/ cluster and metanalysis of the possessive suffix no doubt led to the variant âl found in some modern languages). kîkîra alkîra < alakîr-a (MaitH XXV 2v12) ‘shouting’ is an instance of /a/, a low vowel, getting syncopated. Outside the second syllable we have e.g. yöläšr-üg < yöläšür-. As shown by the petrified converb yagru (not yaguru, which would, in Orkhon Turkic spelling, have to be spelled with explicit vowel in the second syllable) < *yagu-r-u of Orkhon Turkic, the coda vowel of stems could also get dropped if it got into medial position; the Orkhon inscriptions also have yetrî < *yet-ür-û. This should mean that the first and the last syllable of a word had some prominence over the others, or that medial vowels were not stressed. The unsyncopated forms often exist beside the syncopated ones, but this does not necessarily mean that usage fluctuated: It could also be that full forms persist for the consistent spelling of lexical and morphological units without consideration of the actual phonetic realization. The deletion of suffix-onset vowels not only after vowels but also after /r l/ is discussed in the next section. We just mentioned yöläsr-üg < yöläşür-; derivational suffixes are syncopated also in tuytr-um < tuy-tur-, basrok < bas-ur-ok, ästrügli (BT V 11,204) and eštîrīš- (TT II,1 56) < âsid-Ur- and iš küdg+în (TT I 119) < iš küdig ‘business’. tark- (Buddhist MaitH XV 10v22, Manichaean BT V 494) < tar-îk-, kork- < korî+k- and balk- < balîk- are all formed with the formative -(X)k-. Compound voice suffixes such as -tXz-, -lXn-, -tXl- or +gAr- came about through syncopation of the vowel of their first elements, -(X)t-, -(X)l- and +(X)k-.

-tUr-U° becomes -trU° in bertrüllär < ber-tür-ür-lär (TT VI, main ms. against the edition) and kayîntrup < kayîn-tur- (TT VIII M 30, Brâhmî) and in fact already in Orkhon Turkic in the petrified converb yantru < yan-tur-u (KT N11). These are evidence for the tendency of the phoneme sequence /turu/ to get pronounced as [tru]. ästrügli, eštîrīš- and tuytrum, which we just quoted, also show /tr/ starting a syllable. In an identical process, the suffix +(l)dUrXk gets pronounced as +drUk or +trUk in sakaldruk ‘throat strap on a headstall’ and kömüldrüx ‘breast strap’ in Wordlist 21 and boyontrok in TT VIII A. I do not recall having seen any clusters of three consonants beside instances of °Ctr° just
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quoted; in all other cases syncopation takes place only when clusters of two consonants result from them.

The fact that syncopation is outright rare in inflexional suffixes does not necessarily mean that all inflexional suffixes must have been stressed; This could merely reflect the greater need for active morphemes to stay visibly recognizable in writing and audibly so in pronunciation than for what was or had become a syllable in a lexeme. Syncopation does take place under lexicalisation, as happened with tolpu ‘completely’, which comes from the converb form tol-up (in M III nr.4 r11 still attested in this shape although already lexicalised). One would, on the other hand, assume that Old Turkic stress was not much different from that of modern languages: default stress on the word’s last syllable, first syllable stress with the expressive adjective reduplication and with the pronominal stem ka+, pre-stressed verbal negation suffix -mA- and so forth. Adverbs could also have had first syllable stress; under this heading, the instrumental and equative suffixes, which were mainly in adverbial use, could have been unstressed. In BuddhKat 5 we find that the instrumental form of (kü) kälig ‘magical appearance by metamorphosis’ syncopates the second vowel to give kälgin; this could mean that instrumental forms stressed the first syllable (cf. Turkish án+sizin ‘suddenly’).

The +lA- derivate from ogrï is generally spelled as ogurla- in Uygur; in BuddhKat 11, which is written in Tibetan script, it is spelled as ogrla-, however, and Kāšgarī (fols. 152 and 159) states that the “common people” use this pronunciation (which he doesn’t approve of). It appears that the coda vowel of the base was first syncopated, and that the cluster was then broken apart under the influence of rounding. As a rule, however, rounding assimilation appears as descriptively preceding syncopation: The rounded second vowel of akruš (documented in the UW entry), e.g., comes from the dropped second vowel of *akur-, the base of ak(u)ru etc.; šišrun- in BT XIII 12 comes from sër-ur-un-, with the syncopated syllable contributing the rounding. The DLT’s savr-uk- has its rounded vowel from the second, syncopated syllable of savur-. This practice changed in some cases: *ögir-inč > ögr-inč only in M II 10,7, taken to be an early text for independent reasons; all other texts have ögrünč. In ötlüm, shown to come from ötá-l- in OTWF 293, syncopation must also have preceded the rounding effect. ört-it- ‘to arouse’ sometimes appears as ört-; when it does, we find örtdüm in U II 85,26 and örtüp in ETŠ 10,33 but the plural imperative örtîn in BT III 1105 (all three texts are late).
Coda /X/ appears to have gotten dropped prehistorically (as stated several times by Gerhard Doerfer). This happened also with a number of verb stems: bar- ‘to go’ (because its preterite form is spelled with D and not T in the inscriptions and because of its aorist vowel), kör- ‘to see’ (aorist vowel /ü/ and because of the /r/ in spite of the relationship with köz ‘eye’), kil- ‘to do’ (because of kilï-k ‘character, behaviour’ instead of the expected ‘kil-ok’ and the aorist kilïr in the early M I 8,9, normally replaced by kilür), sin- ‘to get imbibed etc.’ (because of the causative sinïr- ‘to swallow, digest’ instead of the expected ‘sin-ür-’), yay- ‘to shake, upset, put into disarray’ (because of an attested variant yayï- and a derivate yayï-k) and ay- ‘to say’ (because of the aorist form ayur < *ayï-yur).174 There are, e.g., no suffixes ending with /X/ though there are many suffixes ending with /A/, /I/ or /U/. The noun bod ‘tribe’ may have dropped a coda /U/, if bodun ‘people’ is formed with the collective suffix +(A)n. The vowel could have been retained in the Mongolian cognate boda, Mongolian /A/ corresponding to Turkic /U/ (whereas Mongolian /U/ corresponds to Turkic /X/).

2.404. Consonant distribution

Old Turkic had no limitation at all on phonemes which could appear at the end of syllables and words (as against Mandarin Chinese, e.g., which allows only vowels, n, r and η). Nor is there any indication that consonants were devoiced in coda position, the only exception being -mAs, the Qarakhanid variant of -mAz. We also have yammas yer ‘the place of no return’ in M III nr.16 v 3,175 -mAs may therefore have been a dialect variant of the negative aorist suffix.

The only voiced consonants regularly appearing in the word onset in genuine Turkic words are [y] and [b], presumably belonging to the phoneme /v/. In addition, there are two or three words starting with nasals: /n/ in nä ‘what’ together with its numerous case forms which sometimes deserve their own dictionary entries, and in nän ‘thing; (not) at all’ (possibly also coming from nä; /m/ in mU (the clitic particle for yes/no questions). Furthermore, b consistently becomes m in post-inscriptional Old Turkic (including runiform mss., where we find mončuk ‘bead’) when the following consonant is a nasal, e.g. in bin > mïn ‘thousand’. The process leading to this sound change is just at its

174 kïyï- ‘to hew, fell’ and *sezi- ‘to have a suspicion or hunch’ also become kïy- and sez- starting with Qarakhanid, and note kïyï-k ‘something cut obliquely’ and sezï-k ‘doubt’ with the suffix -(O)k.

175 Not an instance of voice confusion, as this is an archaic text lacking the phenomenon; nor does Qarakhanid have voice confusion.
beginning in the language of the runiform inscriptions, where bän ‘I’ > män when placed after verb forms. In this position one could argue, however, that the pronoun was on its way to becoming a suffix or at least a clitic; that b / m was not, in other words, in truly onset position.\textsuperscript{176} Although #m° < #b° is attested only in Uygur, the process clearly took place when /n/ had not yet become /y/: Otherwise words with /n/ in the second syllable, such as meyi ‘brain’ < *bäni, would not have been involved (see the end of section 2.33).

Since there was no phonemic voice opposition in the onset, the actual pronunciation of onset stops may actually have varied freely; i.e. onset /t/ may, on occasion have been pronounced quite softly or onset /b/ may have lost its voice, making them sound more like /d/ and /p/ respectively.\textsuperscript{177} When we find that Castren in the middle of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century noted a number of Karagass (= Tofa) words with /d/ in the onset\textsuperscript{178} which all have onset /d/ in Turkmen as well, we can well conclude that Proto-Turkic too allowed these sound to appear in these words. They could possibly have had a voiced (or weak) onset also in some variants of Old Turkic, e.g. in Orkhon Turkic. Copies from foreign sources such as darni ‘incantation’, dyan ‘meditation’ or dentar ‘elect’ were spelled with onset D, presumably pronounced as [d]. The spelling tarni which we find in Fedakâr 251 probably reflects this same pronunciation, the T aiming to exclude the pronunciation [ð].

The only voiceless consonant phonemes which did not appear in onset position in Turkic words are /p/ and /š/. This is the situation in runiform sources and in the Uygur-Khotanese word list (where Khotanese terms do appear with onset p). Nothing can actually be said concerning onset /p/ in texts in Uygur and Sogdian writing, as b and p are there expressed by the same letter. In sources in Manichaean writing the onset /p/ of borrowed elements is retained: Zieme 1969: 59 has them listed.\textsuperscript{179} A fluctuation buši (4 times in M III Nrs. 11 and 12) vs. puši (5 times in

\textsuperscript{176} Another possibility is that onset *#m° prehistorically became #b° except where it was protected by a following nasal. It is, at present, difficult to chose between these logically equivalent possibilities.

\textsuperscript{177} de- ‘to say’ is widespread even among Turkic languages which otherwise do not have onset /d/, including Old Turkic texts not showing voice confusion (e.g. twice in the fragments in Sogdian script); the reason may have been clitic-like distribution, this verb being exclusively used after quoted strings.


\textsuperscript{179} baškok (no doubt to be interpreted as bašgok; the text has numerous confusions among velars) has nothing to do with pašik ‘hymn’, as stated there; see OTWF 158-9.
Xw) for Chinese pu shi, ‘alms’ may either be a sign of adaptation to the Uygur distribution of labials (seeing that this was a term in common use among all Uygur societies) or reflect uncertainty concerning the pronunciation of Chinese /p/ (now spelled as b in pinyin and distinct from p, the latter spelled as p’ in the Wade-Giles system). It is worth mentioning that sources in Manichaean writing show a small number of onset ps also in original Turkic words: The Pothi Book (which is relatively late as Manichaean texts go) has the greatest number, with *pat-ıll- ‘to get submerged’, *pısh-r-un- ‘to assimilate’, *pı́ık-ı́n- ‘to recognize’, *pı́ıtı́r- (thrice) ‘to finish’, *pag ‘bond’ and *pakı́r ‘copper’. We also have *par- ‘to go’ in Xw, *p(ă)k ‘strong(ly)’ in M III nr. 5 r 8, *pärkā ‘whip’ and the problematic *perkăsă- in M II 13s. No lexically significant opposition b : p becomes apparent here; these rather seem to be accidental fluctuations. Sources in Tibetan writing excerpted in Clauson, 1962: 98 spell the words *bars (which could be a borrowing), *baglığ and *bašlagını with p, but in (the early) BuddhKat there is no onset p in Turkic words (though there are numerous instances of *paramıd < *părımıtă ‘excellence’ and *burxan spelled with p). In Brähmī sources there is a clear preference for p in the word onset.\textsuperscript{180} Borrowings are generally spelled in the way which is the correct one from the point of view of the source language; there are hardly any exceptions, even with such a much used term as bodisatv / bodisavt / bodisavıt.\textsuperscript{181} The prevalence of p in the onset of Turkic words in later texts as against its great rarity in early texts might be due to the influence of the Uygur script on the spelling: The Uygur letter transcribed as b is in fact a Semitic p̣. That any phonetic significance should be ascribed to this spelling is not very likely; runiform writing

\textsuperscript{180} ba-, bag, balık, bark, basa, basutęći, bat-, büyük, bali̇nlă-, bă(r)k, băză-, bečin, bel, bi, bit-, biz, bodol-, boyun, bödıği, bört-, böz, bugday, buka, bulğa, buk, burčak, burkı, burnaç, busan-, buš-, buyruk, buz-, buzagu, bürı̇nčük and their derivates are consistently spelled with p, while bar, bar-, baş, baliği, börü, ber-, beş, bı̇ş, bi-, bir, bo, bol-, boğut, böl-, budık, bul-, bulGAN-, buluń, burxan (in one instance merely bur, which is the form of the term buddha as borrowed or reborrowed from Chinese; xan is a Turkic addition), bǘt- and their derivates fluctuate between b or bh and p. Only buz (‘passion’) is spelled exclusively with b, while bars, bayagut, baz, bاغnı, boğz+ı, bor, boşo-, boyn+ı, bukaç and bukagu are spelled with bh, there being only one example of each (two of bayagut).

\textsuperscript{181} I think editors should spell borrowed words with onset p and not b if they have p in the source language, as e.g. *patır ‘bowl’, which I have not found in any text in an Indic script; it comes from Skt. pātra and lacks the final vowel also in the Khotanese word spelled as pāttarā.
exclusively uses $b$ in this position.\textsuperscript{182} The absence of Proto-Turkic onset */p/ has been accounted for by the hypothesis that it changed to */h/- (which was then also dropped from most of the Turkic languages but not, e.g., Khaladj). This idea, propounded by Poppe, Doerfer and perhaps others, is based on evidence from other Altaic languages (in particular the correspondence with Tunguz $f$). At any rate it explains why */h/ is found only at the beginning of words.\textsuperscript{183} One voiced consonant phone which is used in the word onset is [b]; for the sake of rule simplicity, one could consider assigning this to the phoneme /p/ as far as Old Turkic is concerned: It is spelled with $p$ in the Uygur – though not in the Manichæan and runiform – scripts and sometimes also in Brähmi. /v/ does not generally appear as [b] even after /r l n/, so that there would be no overlapping of allophones. Each row in the table of consonants would, in onset position, be represented by the column most to the left, then, if occupied at all. Through the influx of foreign words, there also emerged a stop : fricative opposition in the onset, when words such as vačir ‘diamond’, vinay ‘the rules of discipline’ or višay ‘the scope or reach of the sense organs’ were introduced.

The original absence of /š/ in onset position can be explained through the hypothesis that it comes either from a Proto-Turkic palatal lateral (*/l/) or from the cluster */lč/;\textsuperscript{184} /l/ did not appear in the word onset either. Regressive assimilation is a secondary source for šō: Words such as säš- ‘to disentangle’, sīš ‘skewer’ and saš- ‘to be perplexed, confused’ sometimes alter their /s/ to /š/ under influence of the second sibilant; we have šaš-ok, šašurmadın and šašutsuz attested. The sibilants of šašmaksiz (BT XIII 12,38) and šašimsiz (ETŠ 11,146) on the one hand and sašimsiz (BT XIII 60,1 and ETŠ 9,31) on the other are all supported by rote-rhyme (which has quite strict rules), showing that the speaker could freely choose between the variant with /s/ and the one with /š/ under poetic license. The appearance of šišrun- < stišrun-discussed in OTWF 614 is also related to rote-rhyme. šičgan in Maue

\textsuperscript{182} The fact that Qarakhanid sources also always have bā does not, of course, mean anything, as the original Arabic writing system (used by Qarakhanid authors) did not have any $p$ (and did not need any, as Arabic does not have this sound).

\textsuperscript{183} This distribution does not really need an explanation, seeing that it is relatively common among the world’s languages. Practically all of the instances of Tunguz $f$ adduced for such comparisons appear before a labial vowel, so that /h/ may actually have been the original sound and its labialisation in Tunguz secondary.

\textsuperscript{184} Cf. Volga Bolgarian balč for Common Turkic bāš ‘head’ (Erdal 1993: 107-9 and 122 and T.Tekin 1997), Mongolian elijen for Common Turkic āšgāk ‘donkey’ (Khaladj āšgā) and so forth. Classical Mongolian [š] is an allophone of /s/; it had no phoneme /š/ and all Mongolic cognates of Turkic /š/ involve an /l/.
<sičgan ‘mouse’ is a similar case of assimilation. Regressive assimilation of /s/ to /š/ is not limited to onset position, as shown by küšš < kisiš ‘wish’ in TT IX 116 (in Manichæan script, where the two letters have a quite different shape).

There seems to have been no problem to introduce onset /š/ with borrowings, in view of the appearance of the title šad already in the runiform inscriptions and the widespread use of šimnu / šamnu to refer to the ‘devil’ (also among Buddhists; there = māra). Cf. also the term šik for a measure of capacity, borrowed from Chinese. Note, though, that šad appears as čad in Taryat N4 (twice) and Tes W6, two runiform inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire. šato ‘ladder’ is also a borrowing and was, in any case, adapted to Turkic in the form of č(a)to in an early text (M I nr. 1 III v 8); Wordlist has it with this meaning and o in the second syllable. If we do find šato itself well attested in classical and later texts (including Qarakhanid), the reason may be that the Turks subsequently got used to having š in onset position. The replacement of an onset foreign sibilant by /č/ appears to have been an areal phenomenon: čixšaput / čaxšapat (etc.) ‘commandment’ is not a direct loan from Skt. šiksapada but comes over Sogdian ċyš’pō. The history of ši: ‘moist(ure)’ (found e.g. in BuddhKat 4) may have been a bit more complicated.\(^{185}\)

Onset č and š can alternate also in onomatopoeics: čogurt (ETŞ 8,13) alternates with sogīrt (BT III 233-4, read as sogīrt by the editor), čagıla- appears as jagıla- and sagıla- in the DLT. The opposite process takes place after consonants: The DLT replaces š by č when they get into syllable onset position after consonants, in kik-š-ür- > kıkčür-, yap-š-ur- > yapčur- and tap-š-ur- > tapčur-; kıkšın ‘greenish, bluish’ becomes kıkčın in the QB (six examples). The DLT’s kırça- ‘to scrape’ (with kırčal- ‘to get wounded’) comes from *kır-iš+a- (cf. Uygur kıršal-). After /t/ this happens even in Uygur: tutšı ‘continuous’, syncopated from *tut-uš-ı, often becomes tutčı (examples in OTWF 343), in the QB even spelled as tučı when demanded by the metre. Cf. also katčıgsızıın ‘without any admixture’ (Bhadràcàryà ap. Stabreintexte 145), from kat-ıš- ‘to mix’, again with the vowel of the formative syncopated.

\(^{185}\) The modern Chinese word of this shape and meaning originally had a final consonant which should have been borrowed into Old Turkic; what we have appears to have resulted from contamination between that word and Turkic či: ‘dew’ etc., attested (together with verbal derivates) in the DLT and in many modern languages.
mir ’honey’, men ‘flour’, maqal ‘luck etc.’, mahabut ‘element’, madar ‘monster’ and murut ‘pear’ are examples for loan words starting with /m/; in Turkic words in Uygur texts, onset /m/ appears also when the following consonant is a nasal (e.g. márñiz ‘complexion’) or when it was a nasal prehistorically (e.g. meyì ‘brain’ < *bāñi). nom ,ethics; treatise, text’, nirvan ‘nirvāṇa’, nosh ‘elixir’, nipur ‘foot jewellery’ or nizvani = Skt. kleśa show onset /n/. nayrag ‘characteristic mark of Buddha’ may be an early loan from Mongolic, which also has a related verb naira-; this noun is attested already in the Mait. inaru ‘forward, onward’ lost its onset vowel in Qarakhand, appearing as naru both in the DLT and the QB; by that time, onset /n/ appears to have become acceptable for common pronunciation. At least some variants of Old Turkic may have had (free or conditioned) alternation between the pronunciations of /l/ and /n/ in onset position, seeing that they are considered equivalent for the rote rhyme in stanza 18 of the alphabetical verse starting in ET§ p. 106. The BuddhKat text in Tibetan script writes thrice lom for nom ‘teaching’; the editor’s note thereto mentions that the old name of Lop in Lop noor in Xinjiang was Nop. Old Turkic lacin ‘falcon’ appears in Mongolian as način; the latter may be the source of the word, since onset /n/ was normal for originally Mongolic stems. lom and lacin could both have resulted from nasal dissimilation, as found in (Mongolic) Dagur, which also has lom.186 Lop cannot be explained in this way, however, nor can Mongol nayacu > laggač ‘male relative on mother’s side’ (Tachi 96). The common Turkic plural suffix +lAr is no doubt related to its Mongol synonym +nAr; it also shows /l/ where the latter has /n/.

A word starting with /l/ and retaining it in onset position is attested already in Orkhon Turkic: In BQ S10 we find lagzín ‘pork’. lu ‘dragon’, lenxwa ‘lotus’, lim ‘pillar, beam’, labay ‘a shell; a pumpkin; a musical instrument’ lurzí ‘stick, club’ or lacin ‘falcon’ are terms found in Uygur not linked to any religious system; the terms starting with /l/ borrowed in religious contexts are, of course, much more numerous. la+la- ‘to slash, cut in stripes’ is derived from a Chinese term using the formative +lA-.

/r/ is hardly ever attested in onset position; one example is ražav(i)rt ‘lapis lazuli’, which comes from Sanskrit rājāvarta. rakšas ‘female demon’ would be another example.

The main strategy for getting rid of unusual onset consonants of loans was to put a vowel before them, usually the same as the one following

---

186 Cf. e.g. Spanish alma < Latin anima.
them. Thus commonly with borrowings with /r/ in the onset, e.g. in
aram ay, the name of the first month in the Indian year, << Skt. rāma,
orohit(a)k << Skt. rohita(ka), the name of a devout fish (U IV D 119
and a fragment in the note thereto), ārdini ‘jewel’ << Skt. ratna (still
attested as rtni / rdnī / rddnī 12 times in Manichæan texts), orohini, the
name of a constellation, << rohinī, arsayan (U 57 + 259, part II v title;
Wilkens 24) as variant of rasayan << rasāyana, or arzē ‘a holy man’ <<
Skt. rṣī. See the UW for the shape of this latter (spelled with onset R at
least in two instances in Uygur Brāhmī and not given an onset alef in
Sogdian). Cf. araxu ‘the planet Rāhu’ in BT III 162, urum ‘Byzantium,
i.e. Eastern Rome’ in BT III 1036 and elsewhere. In the dialect of the
Uygur steppe empire the same happened with onset /l/: lu ‘dragon’
appears as ulu in Tariat W 2. The common binome Ăl ū ‘moisture, wet-
ess’ appears as Ăl ī (or perhaps with secondary fronting as Ăl ī in)
Erleuch 10.187 Foreign words with an onset /z/ or /ž/ also receive a
vowel before that: z(ă)rwa is still attested in a ms. in Sogdian script but
appears as ăzrwa everywhere else; the astrological term ʒim is attested
in TT VIII as Ăţim.

Another way to get rid of unusual onset consonants was to drop them,
as with /r/ in ākšazlar ‘the rākṣasas’ (Dhāsū 15), awrap << Skt.
raurava (Maitr 83r22 and 23) and ačagarx ‘Rājagrha’ in ETŞ 19,4; the
pronunciation of the latter is secured by its alliterating with several
words all starting with /a/: /l/ could get dropped in the same way: Two
examples of a la- < la+la- ‘to slash’ (see above) are mentioned in
OTWF 441.

2.405. Consonant clusters and their resolution
Old Turkic originally had no consonant clusters at the beginnings of
words, affixes or even syllables. In Uygur we find onset consonant
clusters in borrowed words such as frišti ‘angel’, pra ‘canopy’, kšan ‘a
moment’, trižul ‘trident’, dyan ‘meditation’, tsun ‘inch’, psak ‘wreath,
garland’, stup ‘Buddhist sanctuary’ or tsuy ‘sin’. Clusters in the onset of
syllables, as in the second syllable of lenxwa ‘lotus’, are against the
rules of native Turkic but are never spelled in any other way.188 We
may not be sure exactly how these were actually pronounced, as their
spelling must have been traditional; it usually followed that of the giver

---

187 The binome (and not just ī / ī by itself, as translated by the editor) here appears
to be a euphemism for ‘urine’. To connect this ī to Turkish īše- ‘to urinate’ does not
imply disconnecting it from ĕ; I take the Turkish verb to be secondary.

188 The second part of the Mongol (Secret History) female proper name Alan Foa no
doubt represents the same source.
language, but this statement makes no sense when one thinks of Chinese, the source of lenxwa. Note, on the other hand, spellings such as piret ‘preta, a demon’ e.g. in MaitH XV 4r5 or 5r18, kišan in DKPAMPb 1053 or girant (Abhi A 3095), ultimately from Sanskrit grantha ‘a treatise, section’. Auxiliary vowels as in anantīrīṣ ‘one of a set of grave sins’, ardīr ‘a moon station’, sāstīr ‘doctrinal text’, patīr ‘leaf’, vačīr ‘thunderbolt; diamond’ or apiřamaṇī ‘quality which a bodhisattva has incommensurately’ should in principle be transcribed to accord with vowel harmony, since they get introduced in Turkic and not in the source language; some of them alternate with alef more than they would do if they had a front pronunciation.\(^{189}\) For šlok ‘verse’ we have variants like šulok and šülök (first vowel possibly to be pronounced as [ö]), which are assimilated to Turkic pronunciation. Clusters in the syllable onset of foreign words are often broken apart by high vowels, especially in late texts; e.g. may tri → may ti ri. We even find such phenomena in Turkic words, e.g. titirā- for titrā- ‘to tremble’ (Candrasūtra Ile5); dividing that into the syllables tit and rā would place /r/ into syllable onset, which is, in Old Turkic, also avoided where possible. Occasionally there is a low vowel, as in tarzul ‘trident’ < trižul (Scripture of the ten kings, the 2\(^{nd}\) court).

dyan ‘meditation’ is, however, spelled as a monosyllable 14 times in Brāhmī texts, presumably reflecting the real pronunciation of the scribes. We should also remember that dyan has survived unchanged to this day (in Altay Turkic).

Chinese onset [ts] (and perhaps [dz]) are often simplified to [s] (and [z]); e.g. in saŋ ‘barn’ which appears beside the more common tsay. Similarly tsuy ‘sin’ became suy in Xw 218, 219 and 221, an early text; see Shōgaitō 1986 (1987): 128 ff. and the note to Ht VIII 389 for further examples.

Another process was for the cluster to get preceded by a vowel, as in astup ‘stūpa’ (Suv 627,20) or āstiramati ~ āsdiramati (frequently in Abhi) < Skt. sthīramati.

In words of Turkic origin onset clusters came up secondarily: In section 2.403 we discussed the cluster /t̪r/, which comes either from a syncopation of the sequence /turu/ or from the introduction of an intrusive /t/ to break up clusters like /lr/. The diminutive suffix +kIyA, < +kIñA (still appearing as +kinya in an early Uygur text, M I 23,32) is practically always spelled as +kya in Uygur, with an onset cluster. This includes some but not all Brāhmī instances; azkiya is spelled in three

syllables in Maue 1996 4,75 and 95, oglankiya in four syllables in Maue 21 nr. 109. Moreover, as pointed out in UW 155b under antaki(y)a ok, a bisyllabic pronunciation of the suffix is called for also in the Prajnaparamitastotra published in the ETŞ because of the very regular verse.\textsuperscript{190}

Note, further, the particle spelled as ymä in all Uygur scripts, also in the dozens of examples in Brähmî (where spellings of Turkic words seem to be especially close to pronunciation). The absence of an explicit vowel in the instances of this particle appearing in runiform script cannot, however, mean that there was no vowel in the inscriptions in this position, and T.Tekin 1968: 170 (and elsewhere) might well be right in spelling the word as yämä; he considers it to have originally been a converb and provides it with an Altaic etymology. In Qarakhanid (examples quoted in the EDPT) the word is spelled as a bisyllable (though the occasional spelling with \( e \) is likely to be due to the secondary influence of the /y/). For Uygur, however, the possibility of pronunciation with an onset cluster appears to have been a fact; this cluster proved to be unstable in the long run, ymä turning into clitic \( mÄ \) with synharmonism.

The sound change witnessed in ymä is not limited to that particle but appears to have been responsible for a number of variants which we find in Brähmî sources: It can be formulated as \#yVCV° > \#yCV°, and apparently consists in the /y/ (often) becoming syllabic. One example for it is yge in ršïlarda yge ‘the best among the wise’ in TT VIII D 6. We have dozens of Brähmî examples of yeg ‘better, best’ spelled with a vowel, but when the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person possessive suffix (here with the assimilation [i > e] because of the /e/ in the first syllable) gets added, this stem vowel gets syncopated. We find that all vowels can sporadically get dropped, in words such as yanji ‘first decade of the month’, yara-gay, yaral-miš, yarašši, yaratig, yaratil-, yaratîn-, yegirmi, yeti (‘seven’ > yete) and yeti+nč, yiğ-ıp, yiğil-, yiğîn-, yiğac, yiîlan, yîl-ıp, yeviq, yenä ‘again’, yûrûn ‘light coloured, white’. yegirmi ‘twenty’ is spelled without its first vowel in all 8 of its Brähmî instances; we know that it was /e/ firstly because of the fluctuation i \( \sim \) Ø appearing in this word in the Orkhon sources, and secondly because assimilation makes its second vowel turn up as \( e \) in most of the Brähmî instances

\textsuperscript{190} Röhrborn thinks the fact that the final alef is written separately would also speak for a bisyllabic pronunciation; this spelling (found also in aya ‘palm of the hand’) probably intends to preclude a reading as +kln.
(and its third turn up as e in nearly half of them).\textsuperscript{191} Cf. also spellings
like YGRMYYH in Manichean script in M III nr. 22 r 1 or YGRMYNC in Uygur writing in M I 15,16, or YR’T- for yarat- in M I 14-15,5, 8, 10, 13,17 and the like.\textsuperscript{192} The fact that yîmšak ‘soft’ in KT S 5 and 6 and BQ twice N 4, yîncü ‘pearl’ in KT S 3 and BQ N 3, yîr ‘north’ in KT E 34 and BQ N 3 and yîpar ‘scent’ in BQ S 11 are all spelled without vowel in the first syllable (and with y\textsuperscript{2} instead of y\textsuperscript{1}) is, I am convinced, an indication that this vowel was dropped in Orkhon Turkic: These are the only instances in these two inscriptions where a non-expressed first-syllable vowel is not /a/ or /å/ (whereas the relevant rule appears to have been applied slightly more laxly in the other Orkhon inscriptions). If we find a spelling like YÎYLM’Q in TT IX 117, we are entitled to assume that the vowel of the first syllable of yîgîl- was reduced if not dropped; the ms. otherwise shows only the usual spellings without vowel, which are merely graphic.

Section 2.34 describes an alternation #yVº ~ #Vº, stated to be a reflex of *h, a phoneme appearing in Proto-Turkic at the beginning of words. In a few unclear cases\textsuperscript{193} an unstable #yVº may not be the reflex of such an */h/, the vowel following it being different in the alternants: BQ E31 writes yîlpagut where the parallel text in KT N7 can be read as alpagut ‘warrior’. Cf. also the variants îmrak (TT X 346), yamrak (KP 16,3)\textsuperscript{194} and y(i)mрок (HandschrReste II 75 and M III text 22, 39,2,3) of amrak ‘dear’. The relationship between yaltrî- ‘to gleam, glimmer’ and it variants (OTWF 482) and various forms like yîltîra-, yîltîr- and yîltrîk (‘gleam’, QB) may be either a phonetic or a synesthetic one. There also is a verb yîçan- ~ îçan- ~ yaçan- discussed in OTWF 600-601. Orkhon Turkic and Uygur ìgaç ‘tree’ appears as yîgaç in Qarakhanid.

Phonotactic rules allow no vowel sequences in Old Turkic words of Turkic origin.\textsuperscript{195} We do, however, find a sequence spelled W’ in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item The DLT has yegirmä as main entry and yegirmi as ‘variant’. Three among its four instances are not vocalised in the first syllable; in the fourth a fatha was crossed out by a second hand and replaced by a kasra.
\item To judge by some spelling statistics, high vowels may have more readily gotten syncopated than low vowels: yegirmi appears to get spelled more often without vowel than yarat-.
\item Unclear also because they are so few compared with the normal spelling.
\item Thus the UW entry with question mark, while Hamilton simply writes ‘’MR’X; to me it looks like a Y corrected to an alef.
\item In one ms. in Sogdian writing (Vimala 1070), we once find the postposition eyin spelled as ’Y’YN, which might have been meant to be read as (bisyllabic) e’in. This is not sufficient evidence to assume the existence of a medial glottal stop in Old Turkic; it might be a mere error or a matter of spelling.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
borrowings such as lenxwa ‘lotus’ and äzrwa, the name of a Manichæan and of a Buddhist deity; these are exceptions both to this rule and to synharmonism. These words contain an abnormal vowel sequence if they were pronounced as len–xu–a and äz–ru–a. If xwa in the name of the flower consisted of one syllable (as in Chinese, the source language), it would constitute a violation of the Turkic rule which bars consonant clusters in the syllable onset; but then there are quite a number of borrowings with onset cluster in our sources. One possibility is to read len–xu–wa, as a consonant w is found also in other loans. See Maue 1996: XXVI-XXVII for how the question was dealt with in texts in Brähmî writing.

Clusters of three consonants always involve one of the sonants /l n r/. Examples are the stems yaltrï- and yultrï- (both spelled with dâl – not dhâl – in the DLT), koltgula-, adïrtla-, körünçlâ-, tançgala-, târklâ- and târtrüi. In the clusters of amîrtgur- and körtgur- the /r/ is secondary.

Originally consonant clusters were permitted only at the end of syllables or across syllable borders. The possibilities for syllable-closing clusters are, in Turkic words, limited to nt (e.g. ant ‘oath’), rt (e.g. art ‘mountain pass’), lt (e.g. tölî ‘pillow’196), rp (e.g. sarp ‘steep’), lp (e.g. alp ‘heroic; difficult’), lk (e.g. alk- ‘to destroy’), nê (e.g. kânê ‘baby’), rê (e.g. yurê ‘brother-in-law’) and rs (e.g. târs ‘awry; misguided’). Note that the first element in all of these clusters is /r/, /l/ or /n/.197 These are the ‘sonants’, after which /d/ and /g/ (when followed by vowels) appear in their stop and not their fricative variant; at the coda after /l n r/ we only find voiceless consonants. Before the syllable border /n/ is followed only by /t/ or /c/, with which it shares its point of articulation.198 Additional clusters found in loans into Uygur may accord only with one of these two limitations, e.g. in lešp ‘phlegm’ or bodisavt, or with none, as in bodisatv ‘bodhisattva’; but the last mentioned might have been pronounced as bodisatf. The DLT quotes leš ‘phlegm’ from the Çigil dialect, which means that that dialect, at any rate, assimilated it to Turkic phonotactics; lešip in the Suv and elsewhere shows another way of coming to terms with the phonotactics of the language.
irregularity. Concerning the term for ‘bodhisattva’ (which had already lost its coda vowel before it reached Turkic), the variant bodisavt already represents movement toward Turkic rules, as it is the second and not the first consonant that is voiceless; eventually the word got fully assimilated either by dropping the alveolar or by introducing a vowel between the two final consonants. Such vowels sometimes appear even in ‘normal’ Old Turkic clusters, leading to fluctuations such as elt- ~ elit- ‘to lead’ or, in late texts, bürit- beside bürt- ‘to touch’. The limitation that the second consonant of Turkic coda clusters had to be voiceless meant that the formative -(O)k could drop its onset vowel after stems ending in /r/ in words such as kör-k ‘shape’, ör-k and tur-k ‘length, height’ whereas -(X)g couldn’t: Cf. sor-ug, sür-üg, tur-ug, ur-ug and yör-üg. The formative -(X)nč appears to come from the morpheme sequence -(X)n-(X)š after the second formative lost its vowel and would have given the impossible cluster *nš; cf. OTWF 275-277.

The word for ‘sheep’, originally koñ, is in Uygur generally spelled as koyn. In MaitH XX 13r29 the editors write ‘koy(u)n’, presumably thinking that the word had two syllables; that is unlikely because no second vowel appears in any of the rather numerous instances. For a similar reason it is also unlikely that (as Doerfer 1993: 129 thought) it was an archaic spelling for what had already become /y/. Nor is it very likely that there should have been a coda cluster consisting of the consonants /y/ and /n/ as there is a voiceless consonant as second element in all such clusters. The spelling YN could have been meant to indicate retained [ŋ] or nasalised y, but then the question is why this sound should have been retained throughout Uygur in this word and not in others which also had /ŋ/ in the coda.

Across syllable borders there are very much more possibilities for having consonant sequences, though not everything is possible; evidence is listed in Clauson 1962: 169. Even in this position, clusters occasionally get simplified; tisilär for titsi+lär ‘students’ in BT V 13 or taysi for taytsi in Ht VII 967 must be phonetic spellings; BT V 13 also shows tt > t and kk > k even across morpheme boundaries.

/ŋ/ was quite possible in the beginning of syllables, e.g. in orŋut ‘flag; general’ and orŋut ‘general’, köznü ‘mirror’ or yalŋuk ‘human being’ (< 199 Alternately, elt- could have been syncopated from elit-, and bürit- could have come about because the verb was re-interpreted as an –(X)t- causative (which had the shape -(I)t- in late texts).

200 The latter is called “falsch” by the editor, who apparently expected Uygur and Chinese phonetics to be identical.
yalıŋ-u- with syncopation). Scholars have generally not trusted the mss. in this matter, emending to or(u)ŋut (very often), yal(a)ŋuk (e.g. in MaitH XX 13r16) or köz(t)iŋü (e.g. in DreiPrinz 57). Later Uygur did introduce helping vowels here (see next paragraph), but there is no reason to assume that all speakers did so or that this was an early phenomenon. The shorter forms are actually attested more often and are highly likely to be the original ones.

In relatively late texts medial clusters, especially ones involving /r/, secondarily get broken up by ‘helping’ vowels; e.g. ödräk ‘duck’ > ödiräk, sädiräk (ET§ 12,8, UigTot 918) < sădräk ‘sparse’, otıɾakı (Abhi A 109a9) < otra+ki (e. orto ‘middle’), saçıɾayu iın- ‘to leap out’ (Suv 315,5, BT XIII 19,76) < saçaɾ-, yatıɾıyuv (BT III 997) < yatıɾ- ‘to glimmer’, amıɾan- (UigTot 116) < amran- ‘to love’, amuru, amıɾu < amru ‘continuously’, basıɾoŋ (ShöAv 317) and basıɾoŋluŋ (BT XIII 39,22) < basıɾok, orıŋu(t) < orıŋu(t) ‘general’ (examples in OTWF 79-80), kāŋɾäŋ (BT III 972) < kāŋɾäŋ, münüɾä- (BT III 270) < münüɾä-, maɾıɾan- ‘to call out’ (ShöAv 274, Shö XII b 12) < maɾa-n-, oɾıɾa < oɾ+ɾa (U III 889), tāŋɾä < tāŋɾa (TT VII 25), soɾıɾa < soɾ+rɑa (BT III 891). When, in late Uygur texts (ET§ 13,162, BT II 960) uturu ‘facing’ replaces normal ıɾuɾu, this is likelier to come from such a process than to be a case of retention of the original stem vowel. The additional vowel in the word spelled sädiräk (< sădräk) in ET§ 12,8 does not count as a syllable in verse; this could mean that a scribe introduced it and not the author.

Equally in late texts auxiliary vowels occasionally appear also when no /r/ is around: with /ŋ/ we have, e.g., taŋıɾosok ‘wondrous’ (Ernte 62, BT XIII 46,35), from taŋ+ıɾos, anımiʃ < anı-miʃ (BT III 381 as discussed in UW 381), öŋıɾıyuv < öŋ+lıyuv (BT III 1010) and öŋıɾı < öŋ+ɾa (U III 889), tāɡıɾa < tāɡıɾa (TT VII 29), soɾıɾa < soɾ+rɑa (BT III 891). Another stem involving the difficult cluster /ɾ/ may have occurred in *iɾıɾa- ‘to shake (tr.)’, which was either broken up by an auxiliary vowel as in iɾıɾag (BT XIII 25,8), or underwent metathesis as in iɾıɾag (BT VIII B 88; Kinkashó A,d) or gave up its nasality as in iɾag (many examples; see OTWF 188).

/ɾ/ is prone to get dropped. This sometimes happens even in permitted coda clusters: bāɾk ‘tough’ normally appears as bāk, tātɾıɾ ‘inverted, crosswise, in the wrong direction’ often as tātɾıɾ (documented in OTWF 729) and kurtgαr- ‘to save’ often as kutgαr- (OTWF 735-6). +lAr+kA becomes +lAɾA in ulug ıɾıɾak ‘to great affairs’, aɾıɾaka ‘for feasts’ and kıɾıɾaka ‘during the winters’ (DLT fol. 294) and bilgαɾıɾak ‘to the wise ones’ (fol. 112). The /ɾ/ of the formative +dUrXk is dropped in
burun+duruk > burunduk ‘nose ring’, where the base also has an /r/; see OTWF 104-5. The postposition birlä gets simplified to bilä in later Uygur. ketmän ‘hoe, mattock’ may come from kärt- ‘to notch’. The conditional suffix -sAr consistently appears as -sA not only in Qarakhanid and such late lay texts as the ones collected in Heilk but also in BuddhKat (though very rarely in the numerous examples for the conditional found in Brähmī texts); /r/ is occasionally dropped in the aorist suffix as well. The Brähmī ms. TT VIII L has a number of instances of the loss of /r/ as a type of haplology (section 2.412).

Double consonants often get simplified, double /v/ e.g. in könlül < könl+ül (U III 39,25, UigOn II A 1, TT X 276), bäçäl < bäçäl (BT V 21,456), kuluk < kul+luk (KP 23,3), talan- (Heilk II p. 4, colophon) < *talu+la-n-, elän- < el+lä-n-, yeläyü ‘ostensible, apparent’ < yel+lä-yü etc.; tüäl < tükäl-l is especially common. Thence, elig ‘king’ no doubt comes from el+l < ‘having a realm’, olar ‘they’ < *ol+lar and ulug ‘great’ possibly < ul+lug ‘having a sole or base’.

Simplification is most common with velars, e.g. korku < kork-gu (DKPAMPb 81). We also have simplified dative forms: kiçkä tägi < kiçkä+tägi (Xw ms. R r 16), suvsamaka ... katiglammaka (for -mAk+kA) in TT II,1 37-38, oruka < oruk ‘path’ +kA (M III 7 III r 3), adaka < adak+ka (M I 5,13) konaka < konak+ka in BT V 13 etc.; the dative spelled as irinjä in Manichæan writing in M I 5,14 can explain the shape of the pronominal dative. Velar simplification is usual in word formation, e.g. yarlïka- ‘to pity’ < yarlïgka- and agrïkan- ‘to feel pain’ < *agrïg+ka-n-; talgok ~ talkok ‘fastening peg’ < talk-gok, sukak ‘male gazelle’ (DLT etc.) presumably < *suk-gak, from suk- ‘to thrust (with the horns)’ and yulkak (or yulgak) iš ‘swindling’ < yulk- ‘to get some use or profit from something’ (Maitr 62 v 14) with the same simplification. We have the evidence of DLT fol. 202 that tikän ‘thorn’ comes from tik-gän, i.e. ‘the stinging one’. kömür ‘coal’ is derived with the formative -mXr (OTWF 390), either from kőn- ‘to burn’, or from KöröKörkös.

201 kärki / kärgei ‘adze’ may come from the same stem but in the latter two lexemes the /v/ and not the /r/ is dropped. The simplification ärkli < ärli is discussed in the UW entry for ärli.

202 Unless ol, whose /l/ has no parallel anywhere in the language, came about through metanalysis of olar.

203 Note that all the sources quoted here are Manichæan; this need not be a phonetic characteristic of a Manichæan dialect, however, but could also be due to laxer (or perhaps more phonetic) spelling conventions.

204 Same passage as the previous instance. iɾiŋ+x < would have been normal. For the n before el before iɾiŋ four lines before and also further on in the text; such spellings are typical for pre-classical texts.
köm- ‘to bury’; cf. kömäč ‘a round loaf which is buried in hot ashes’ with the formative -mAč, which forms names for dishes (OTWF 319).

Alveolars are simplified mainly in late texts, e.g. ardaš < art+daš (eight times in the QB), kutadur- < kutad-dur- and örlätür- < örlät-dür- (both ETŠ 10) and kotur- < kod-dur- (twice Suv).205 We do not know whether such simplification took place in the language of the runiform inscriptions, as double consonants are there usually spelled as simple ones (cf. T. Tekin 1968: 47-48).

The simplification tê > č, at any rate, is already attested in Orkhon Turkic: I agree with the reading očok ‘stove’ in Tuñ 8. očok < *ot+čok is attested also in three among six mss. in TT VI 86; the rest of them and some late texts write očok (see OTWF 108), but there probably was not much phonetic difference: Phonetically speaking, it all amounts to [VV][V] vs. [Vt][V]. We also find edärči (TT IV A 57) < edär-t+či (QB) ‘tracker’, okčči (QB) < okč-t+či and köččč (DLT) < köt+čok ‘buttocks’. If otači ‘medical doctor’ comes from *ot+ač+či ‘*a person busy with small herbs’, it would show the simplification of double č.206

On the other hand, the form katččgčžčn (= kač-čg+sč+čn) quoted in Zieme 1991: 145 shows that [č] could be spelled as TC. ištin < ič+tin in SUK Lo9,5 and Mi17,11 is again different: Phonetically speaking, this is Vt[V] > Vvt[V]. With this word, the simplification could have been helped by parallelism with taštčn: We find ištin nom taštčn el ‘(may) religion in the spiritual domain and the state in the physical domain (prevail)’ already in M III nr. 27 v16.

2.406. Metathesis

In late texts there are metatheses of clusters with /t/, e.g. ördäk > ödräk, bušrī ‘wrinkle’ < *bur(u)š- (cf. OTWF 344), sarya- (BuddhUig I 335) < sayra- ‘to twitter’, särki- (Hochzeit 32) < sekri- ‘to leap’, orpak < opr-a-k ‘shabby’, buyuk < buyruk ‘minister’, ārı́dak < ārı́jak ‘finger’, īrgag ~ īrag, orto ‘middle’ > otra (and further oṭra) and so forth. ā́drām < ā́rdām ‘virtue’ appears in MaitH, which is not a very late text.

205 OTWF 870 (index under ‘geminate simplification’) refers to further examples of the phenomenon.

206 In Ht VII 1174, Arlotto had read a word to be analysed as kör-ünč+či+lär as körünčilär and Röhrborn 1994:108 had explained this as just such a simplification. In his edition of the text, Röhrborn now sees two Č’s, and in a note to the passage states that a helping vowel is sometimes introduced in such cases, “um einer Vereinfachung der Geminaten vorzubeugen, ... wie im Falle von sakımčuči und y(a)rlıkančuči (vgl. Abilst 103)”. The matter (and the passage referred to) are commented on in OTWF 114-115; it is, however, related to the alternation between -(X)nč (OTWF section 3.104) and -(X)nčU (OTWF section 3.105), which is a more complex phenomenon.
Among the variants kutrul- ‘to be saved’ and kurtul- the former is probably the original, but both are rather common from quite early sources on; see OTWF 667-8 for some of the examples.\(^{207}\) yaltïr- (ETŞ 20,64) < yaltrï- ‘to gleam’ and ogurla- ‘to steal’ < *ogrï+la- (discussed in OTWF 441-2) show /r/ exchanging places with an adjacent vowel; see OTWF 313 for yogurt ‘yoghurt’ ~ yogrut ~ yorgut. In other cases /r/ gets dropped by dissimilation, as in ämirkâš- < *ämri-rkâ-š- (BT III 990) or bakïr- ‘to shout’ < *bar+kïr- (cf. Mo. barkira- etc. and Turkish bar bar bağır- ‘to shout loudly’). Connections such as kükürt / kükra- ‘to thunder’, tigirt / tigrä- ‘to clatter’, manïrt / manïra- ‘to bellow’, täpi(r)t+siz / täprä- ‘to move’ and in fact the relationship between the formative +kIr- and verbs ending in velar + œR- show how wide-spread sound change around /r/ was in onomatopoeias.

In OTWF 569 we took täšgürüš- to come from tägš-ür-üš- by the change /gš/ > /šg/; the process making täzgin- in the QB from the common tägzin- ‘to revolve’ and üksintä ‘in his presence’ < üsk+in+tä is similar, all involving velars and sibilants. OTWF 358-359 shows -kUç and -çUk to be metathesis variants, the latter appearing after bases ending in /r/ or /n/. Metathesis took place also with y(a)lvak < yavlak in Fedakâr 89, with yamgur < yagmur ‘rain’ in UigTot. Qarakhanid Turkic küzäd- ‘to guard etc.’ > küdäz- (together with derivates) may have taken place under the influence of synonymous kiüd-.  

2.407. Parasitical consonants
There sometimes appears a parasitical alveolar between /l/, /r/ or /n/ and a following velar or /r/, e.g. in koltguči ‘beggar’ < kol-gu＋či, probably also in the causatives amïrtgur- ‘to pacify’ < *amïr-gur-, körtgür- ‘to show’ / körtkür- < *kör-gür- and köndgär- < *kön(i)+gär- (DLT fol. 365). The alveolars in the DLT verbs çaldra-, kaldra- and küldrä- (OTWF 471) are secondary. Another example is the form oltrup in M II 11,13, the verb of olor- ‘to sit’: When the second vowel of the stem is syncopated and the /l/ and /r/ get into adjacency, a /t/ intervenes. This cluster appears to have been preferred to having a syllable start with /r/ while the previous one ended in /l/; this eventually led to the replacement of Old Turkic olor- ‘to sit’ by Qarakhanid and later oltur-: The /t/ was subsequently kept also in forms whose suffix did not start with a vowel. To make that adapt to Old Turkic phonotactics, a vowel had, in a second step, to be introduced between the /t/ and the /r/. For

\(^{207}\) kutrul-, another early and widespread variant, could have come from contamination with kut ‘good spirit’.
the same reason Uygur olr-ug was replaced by Qarakhanid oldr-ug. The passage š > č after /r n/, which presumably takes place in kïrča- < kïrš+a- and -(X)nč < -(X)n-(X)š, can be seen as a related phenomenon, [č] being equivalent to [ts]: Here, that is, we also witness the introduction of an alveolar between two syllables, one ending with /r/ or /n/ and the other starting with a consonant.

2.408. Consonant assimilation
Assimilation between consonants can concern a number of features. We will first deal with the voice feature, then with that of nasality, next with the mode of obstruction and finally with place of articulation. Consonants can also be influenced by vowels, dealt with last in this section.

Assimilation of voicelessness between adjacent consonants is the rule in Qarakhanid but not in any other variety of Old Turkic. Still, it can be shown to have taken place in a few cases in Uygur as well. In Ht X 796, e.g., yïlïg+kya is spelled with two dots on the g, indicating that the word was pronounced as yïlïkk'ya; /g/ appears to become voiceless also before /t/, in the verb stems agtar-, agtïn- and agtur- discussed in section 2.34. This is backward assimilation between consonants. In other – exceedingly rare – cases, voicelessness spreads forwards, e.g. in eštur- < ešid-ür- ‘to proclaim’ and kïm-üš-täči ‘burying each other’ in completely destroyed context (M III 32,2, WilkKatMan nr. 48). ič-gũ appears as ičkũ in Xw 82 in the London ms., which is in Manichaean script (in which front G and K are quite distinct letters). tütz-ũk, ‘incense (stick)’ comes from tüt-üz- ‘to fumigate’, but the form with /z/ is attested only once (Windgott 36): This common lexeme is otherwise (even in early texts such as the Mait) always spelled as tütsük. Similarly sãkiz on ‘80’ and tokuz on ‘90’ become sãksũn and tokson in the DLT.

---

208 The existence of ‘olturmiš’, made up in Johanson 2000: 62 as Old Turkic, is highly unlikely in that language. The EDPT considers yarïm to be a secondary form of yarïm ‘half’, ‘with an intrusive -t-’: however, an intrusive t never appears before a vowel.

209 The use of K might have been meant to show stop (as opposed to fricative) pronunciation at syllable onset. elt-ũk ‘(they) will convey (him)’ in M III nr.12 r7 does not mean too much as the text in several cases confuses voiced and unvoiced consonants (yāk for yâk ‘demon’ etc.). The value of ičkũ should not be overrated either, as the ms. may have had a source text in Uygur script. We can make the same assumption for Mahrn, whose first part is dated to the year 762, because the Uygur ruler is called av tânrïdã xut bulmïš alp bilgä uyfïr xynän and not xayän (confusion of alef and mūn) and because ‘prince’ is, in that text (in Manichaean writing) indiscriminately spelled as TGYN, TKYN and TQYN (Manichaean Q not being characteristic of back-vowel context).
In section 2.410 we have a different explanation for why the formative -Xk-, < -(X)z-(X)k-, has /s/ in its onset.

On the other hand, what at first sight looks like a backward dissimilation in voice has been noted for the instances of suffixes starting with an alveolar (e.g. the causative suffix -tUr-) when they appear after /t/: As observed in OTWF 830-831, the result is /td/ whether the stem ends in /t/ or /d/, in fact also when the suffix (e.g. the preterite morpheme) starts with /d/. Spellings like kotdum < kod-, yatdïlar < yad-dïlar (Ht VIII 73), ütdï < üd ‘time’, unï-t-dïr- or yokatdïr- < yokad- are common in texts which otherwise do not confuse alveolars. This rather consistent habit can be understood to indicate that the first alveolar was pronounced strongly (as a stop?) and the second softly (as a fricative?).

Johanson 2001: 1726b is of the opinion that the relative absence of progressive devoicing in Old Turkic (the phenomenon being the rule in subsequent stages of the language) is due to the presence of short unwritten vowels at the end of stems. This is an *ad hoc* hypothesis set forth in great detail in Johanson 1979: 68 ff., whose material base is narrow indeed: Firstly, some Mongolic cognates of Turkic elements often have an additional vowel but the explanation of this discrepancy may in many cases not lie within Turkic but within Mongolic. When such vowels were dropped at the end of verb stems, they reappear within the aorist suffix, as pointed out by various scholars including Johanson, I myself and T.Tekin; there is no reason to take them to have been retained if they are not spelled out. Secondly, the Turkic-Khotanese Wordlist has the *shwa* character transcribed as ä which signals the lack of any vowel at the end of words. When it is used within words, it appears not only before suffixes and not especially after /p t s/ etc., as Johanson 1979: 73 says, but a number of times also after /r/ and /l/, e.g. in kirpik ‘eyelash’ or sakaldruk ‘throat strap for headstall’.210 This disqualifies the point he is trying to make, as do the numerous voice assimilations taking place with consonants having the same place of articulation, which he himself discusses subsequently. No invisible vowels can therefore be made responsible for the fact that voice assimilation is marginal in Old Turkic; voice assimilation is not a universal phenomenon, and Old Turkic differs from modern languages also in other significant ways.

---

210 A word spelled bašä-sïysa said in Johanson 1979: 73 to represent baš+sïz seems not to appear in that text and I wonder where (if at all) it could have existed. If the author created it to illustrate his point (which would in itself be legitimate), he does not actually say so.
The forms ämän- (twice) and ämäk (twice) in BuddhKat come from ämgän- and ämgäk and thus show progressive assimilation in nasality. ögrän- < ögrän- in Ht VIII 43 is (if the N should not be interpreted as a superfluous alef) similar but regressive. A better known form of non-contact regressive nasal assimilation takes place when onset $b$ is followed by a vowel and then a nasal; we then have $b > m$, e.g. in bän ‘I’ > män. um-du+či ‘beggar’ from um- ‘to hope’ is spelled as unstec in ShōAv 21; this is no doubt a case of regressive assimilation in the point of articulation, since both /n/ and /d/ are alveolars.

A phonotactic phenomenon involving consonants and attested only in back-vowel environment is that stops become fricatives before /š/. In this position, /k/ appears as [x] e.g. DLT čaxša- and Uygur čaxšaš- < *čak- şi+a-. yaxšingu ‘sleeve cuff’ is attested in Ht VII 1292.211 /p/ appears as [f], e.g. in yafšín- ‘to adhere, be attached to’ < yapuş-, spelled with f in Pothi 127, which is in Manichaean writing. This is a case of assimilation, as spirants like $š$ are, of course, also fricatives. Uygur probably distinguished between oxša- ‘to caress’ and ogša- ‘to resemble’ (/g/ realised as a fricative); the latter is six times spelled with $h$ in Brähmi, but Brähmi rendered [γ] with $h$ as well. In the DLT, however, where there was voice assimilation, both appear as oxša-.

In TT X 459 and 481, či̇n+gar-u kör- becomes čingaru (spelled CYNKX’RW) kör-, i.e. an alveolar nasal turns into a velar nasal:212 The place of articulation has shifted backwards under influence of the following velar.

In some words in some varieties of Old Turkic, /n γ/ become /m/ beside rounded vowels: Hamilton 1977 discusses a.o. kömül < köğül ‘heart’. OTWF 99 and 104 document the lexemes boymul < boyun+ and kömüldük < köğül+ (which is also the source of Turkish gömlek ‘shirt’). Another instance is yürüm karak < yürüŋ karak ‘the white of the eye’ in Wordlist 40.

2.409. The appearance of voiced stop allophones
Some scholars had thought that consonants in runiform inscriptions undergo progressive voice dissimilation such that voiced coda

211 Mark Kirchner has found exactly the same phenomenon in Kazakh.

212 The text writes čingaru but Peter Zieme has confirmed for me the reading presented here. This does not appear to happen elsewhere in published parts of the DKPAM, to which the TT X text belongs. DKPAM instances in U III 36,17 and 53,4, are misquoted in the footn. to TT X 459: In both places the edition has čingaru kör- but should have had čingaru kör-, as visible on the facs.. This is also what appears in three other U III instances.
consonants were said to be followed by variants of suffixes starting with unvoiced consonants, whereas unvoiced coda consonants were said to be followed by variants of suffixes starting with voiced consonants. This view appears to have first been expressed in 1961 concerning the Tuñqoq inscription by René Giraud, who edited this inscription. Tekin 1968: 100 speaks of “contact dissimilation” in the Orkhon inscriptions in general, all his examples being cases where the letters d and g were replaced by t and k after /r l n/; the only ‘g > k’ examples he supplied were the words spelled ärkli ‘being’ and kulkap ‘ear’. kulkap is opaque and may never have had a /g/, leaving us with ärkli.213 For alveolar contact T. Tekin (also Tekin 2003) has the suffixes of the constative preterite as well as +dA, -dOk and -dAčI. whose D is replaced by T.

Johanson 1979 argued against this view and has shown this not to have been the case at least as far as the alveolars are concerned. He states that the phenomenon is limited to the t runes which follow /r l n/ and sometimes /z/ where the suffix is otherwise spelled with a d rune; he makes it likely that this variation in spelling was sub-phonemic, t standing for the [d] allophone of /d/ whereas d is likely to have stood for the [t] variant of this phoneme, which must have been the main allophone. His view in that domain has been adopted in section 2.32 above. Johanson’s hypothesis seems to be made likelier also by the existence of ligatures for /n/ + alveolar and /l/ + alveolar: These apparently reflected the fact that this alveolar was neither [t] nor [d], the sound [d] in fact turning up only after /n l r/ (and partly /z/). Why there then was a ligature for /n/ + /e/ and why the ligature /n/ + alveolar appears mostly in back-vowel words214 remains, however, unclear. The absence of a ligature for /t/ + alveolar can be explained by the fact that

213 Clauson repeats Giraud’s statement on p. ix of the EDPT. T.Tekin 2003: 76-78 retains this description, with numerous examples from Orkhon and Yenisey Turkic and the ÍrqB ms. for stems ending in /l n r z m/. For velar contact he now gives, beside kulkap and ärkli, also ‘tamkalig’ from the Ačura (= E26 Yenisey) inscription. The word in question is interpreted as “t+m+k ‘to my father’ by Vilhelm Thomsen’s assistant Kurt Wulff; This makes it regular, since the dative suffix has a voiceless velar; (a)t(ï)mka ‘to my horse’ would also be possible. See p. 184 for the appearance of +(X)mkA beside +(X)mA; är-kli is thus left as the only example for velars.

214 The Orkhon inscriptions have more than 80 examples of the n‘y/d ligature in back-vowel words, more than 25 sequences of n and t in front-vowel words and only 11 cases of the /n/ + alveolar sequence being spelled with the ligature in front-vowel words; there is not a single example of the sound sequence /n/ + alveolar spelled without ligature in back-vowel words anywhere in that whole corpus. The existence of the n‘e ligature cannot be explained along the lines proposed by Johanson – possibly ant (‘oath’) and anê or änê were ideograms.
/d/ seems to have surfaced as [d] after /r/ only when it appeared at the beginning of verbal suffixes, the constative preterite, -dOk and -dAčI, but hardly ever at the beginning of +dA, +dAn / +dIn and the formative +dAm; nominal suffixes generally do not replace d₁ / d₂ of their onset with t₁ / t₂.215 /r/ thus appears to have had an intermediary status. The realization of /d/ as [ŋ] when appearing after vowels is further made likely by the spelling toš(u)k for what is clearly a form of the verb tod- ‘to be satiated’ in KT S8 and BQ N6: This is no doubt to be understood as toš+suk < *tod+suk. It is doubtful whether [ds] would have been assimilated in this way. What further emerges from the distribution of /d/ allophones after /r/ in the suffix onset is that nominal juncture differs from verbal juncture, the sequence [rŋ] being enabled with the former but not with the latter. How was /d/ realised after voiceless consonants? [pŋ] [tŋ] [čŋ] and [kŋ] seem unlikely sound sequences. There appears to have been assimilation when the bases ended in /t/. With /p/ and /k/ there might have been assimilation to [fŋ] and [xŋ] respectively at least in back-vowel environment. I would expect /d/ to have been realised as [d] also after front vowel /p/ and /k/ and also after /ɛ/. If this is so, the fact that the spelling in these cases is not t would speak against the Johanson hypothesis.

A similar phenomenon may have existed in the labial domain: The voiced fricative /v/ appears sometimes to have been realised as the stop [b] (spelled with pe in Uyugur writing) beside /v/ and rarely /r/: e.g. in yublunmaklīg (Ht VII 1994; cf. OTWF 641) < yuvlun- ‘to roll about’, kübrūg (BT III 947) < küvřug ‘drum’ and yalbarńeq ‘inducing begging’ (BT XIII 29,8) < yalvar-; yalbar- is (beside yalvar-) common also in Suv (and survives as variant of yalvar- in Middle Turkic). Indirect evidence is Mongolian jilbi ~ Old Turkic yelvi ‘magic’ (cf. OTWF n.383). In Manichaean writing, which has a B distinct from P, we find e.g. yablak in TT II,2 22, nirban in Pothi 167. In that writing system, however, V is distinguished from B only by two diacritical dots above; since we have instances such as kīb ‘fate’ (BT V 134) for what appears as kīv everywhere else (e.g. three lines further on in the same text) or nizbanī in TT II,2 73 and 82 versus nizvanī in l.20, it is highly likely that these dots were simply omitted.216 It might be that yablak (same text!) and nirban are similar cases of omission.

Johanson 1979: 7 does not deal with the two instances of the letter K after sonants which Tekin 1968: 100 mentions, stating that they are, as

215 The only such examples I have found in Orkhon Turkic are three instances spelled yertä (vs. four of yerdä) in KT and BQ.
216 Thus already Zieme 1969: 35. Cf. also sabeq for savēq in Mahrn 33.
derivates, isolated and opaque. This is true of kulvak\textsuperscript{217} but not of the word spelled örkli.\textsuperscript{218} Johanson has consistently followed Schulz 1978 in reading this inscrip- tional word as ‘ärkäli’; still, e.g., in Johanson 2000, where he writes ‘ärk[ä]li’. I have, in section 3.282 below, tried to show that this view is groundless. Another suffix relevant for the discussion is -gXn. This suffix appears as -kXn explicitly in two Brähmi instances, kälkin (TT VIII) and turkun (Maue 1996 21a 75; spelled with HK, which that text uses also for the velars in kil- or kuš), and in two Qarakhanid lexemes, where it is spelled with qäf: barkän (‘a determined traveller’ thrice in the QB) and, again, turkun suv ‘quiet waters’ in the DLT. yadgun, todgun and tutgun are, on the other hand, Qarakhanid instances spelled with ghain, and the g did not appear in any other instance. The Qarakhanid examples are not conclusive by themselves, as Arabic ghain represents a fricative; qäf could well have been used for noting [g], a realisation of /q/ which exists in modern Arabic dialects and may well have existed already in Kăšgarı’s days. Taken together with the Brähmi instances, however, the distribution seems significant: [k] after /l r/, [ŋ] after other consonants. The formative -gOk / -gÜk, dealt with in OTWF § 3.22, is spelled with K in toł-kok ‘inflatable skin container’ (qäf in the DLT) and yun-kuk ‘soap’ twice in Brähmi writing, whereas instances where the suffix follows other consonants are spelled with G. -gL (OTWF § 3.110), finally, also appears as -kL with sonants: bur-kï ‘frowning; wrinkled (of face)’ has instances spelled with /k/ both in Arabic and Brähmi writing, and yan-kï ‘recompense’ is in U II 77,24 spelled with double dotted X. After vowels and other consonants the suffix is well-established as -gL. In OTWF 321 I proposed to derive the particle ärki with this same suffix, while Röhrborn has proposed the form är-gäy as source (see section

\textsuperscript{217} Tekin’s etymology for kulvak (deriving it from a Finno-Ugric verb) is unacceptable, and the one proposed in OTWF 75 is problematic as it involves a rare derivational suffix. The /k/ must be real, as it is also attested in the Brähmi, Tibetan and Manichean writing systems; a further Brähmi example can be added from Maue 1996 text 3, 1.113. ‘*kulgak’ could have been taken to be the ultimate source if Oguz had been the only dialect group with the variant kulak. kulak is, however, the general modern and Middle Turkic form, found also in languages which do not drop /g/ after consonants. kulak is, moreover, the general DLT and QB form, kulgak appearing in the latter when demanded by the metre. Kăšgarı knows of kulvak and kulxak as variants. In view of all this there is no way to link the variants kulvak and kulak by any known synchronic or diachronic sound laws.

\textsuperscript{218} See section 3.282 for the participle suffix -(X)glL, with which the Orkhon Turkic conjunction spelled as örkli is no doubt formed. While the productive forms of -(X)glL do not lose their onset vowel even when added to stems ending in /v/, such loss is found in other suffixes (e.g. the -(X)t- causative) and is probably an archaic feature.
The /k/ of ārkī is documented in sources in Indic scripts; both etymologies would take this /k/ to be the realisation of a suffix normally appearing with /g/. The reason why -gAy itself does not show forms with K after bases ending in /l n r/ can be that inflectional affixes in agglutinative languages tend to avoid irregular variations in shape; this might also be the reason why, e.g., +dA does not become ‘’+yA’ after vowels or voiced consonants in those modern languages which changed /d/ to /y/. Spellings of d° or g° suffixes with t and k respectively after bases ending in /l n r/ can generally be read as having [d, g] as against [ð, ɣ] for the unmarked sound contexts, and the spellings ārkli and kulak need not be counter-examples to Johanson’s theory: The k may represent a voiced stop as against a fricative. Crucially, however, this interpretation is not obligatory, and a reading as [k] cannot be excluded: Especially in view of evidence from the Brāhmī writing system (where G does not imply fricativity) the replacement of /g/ by /k/ after /l n/ appears really to have taken place: The reassignment to /k/ may well be historical fact, hinging on the possibility of assigning [g] to /g/ as well as to /k/ at some stage in the language’s history. In section 2.34 I explained ārkli through the syllabification ārk|li.

2.410. Onset devoicing
The formative -sXk- (discussed in section 3.212) is highly likely to have come from the formative sequence -(X)z-(X)k-; this would therefore be an instance of the sound change /z/ > /s/. One possible reason for the change may be that /z/ is not stable at the beginnings of suffixes (-zUn became -sUn from Qarakhanid on), or at the beginning of syllables in general (kavzat- is often spelled with s in Uygur, and cf. kabsa). Attested at least thrice in the DLT, in view of its absence at the beginning of words. An early Manichaean text in fact has the shape ut-zux-, with z. Excluding Qarakhanid and looking at the Uygur instances of the suffix (listed in OTWF 700-704) we find that the bases of six of them, al-sīk-, kun-suk-, ar-sīk-, bil-sīk-, čal-sīk- and ur-suk-, end with the sonants /r l n/, three, tut-suk-, ut-suk- and yint-sik-, with /t/ and one, kuy-suk-, with /y/. It may also be this preponderance of the sonants, which exists at least in the documentation, which let /z/ be replaced by

---

219 Cf. the spellings bulīay (twice) and adrišay in Xw 137-8 in Manichaean writing. bošunlī is also spelled with f in Xw. 187. Instances like kilkālī with two dots over the Q in ms. TM 42b (U 4795) of Suv 34k 14 are meaningless, as we find agīr in the same line and agīr in v13 also spelled with dots over the Q.

220 Possibly to be read as kapsa-, where the [p] could have evolved from [f].
its voiceless counterpart /s/, as we find D replaced in these circumstances by T. *ut-suk-* is, after all, attested also with the earlier form with /z/. Concerning the other pairs of voiced and voiceless consonant letters discussed above, the rather convincing hypothesis was that what lies behind this opposition is in fact subphonemic [ð] vs. [d], an opposition not in voice but of continuant vs. stop. Such an opposition cannot have been relevant for /z s/, however, as both are continuants. Assuming the correctness of the Johanson / Sims-Williams / Doerfer hypothesis on continuants vs. stops, we are therefore for the -sXk- forms left with the explanation that /z/ was to be avoided at syllable onset.

2.411. Changes affecting /g/

In section 2.34 we saw that /g/ was pronounced as a fricative not only in back but also in front synharmonism. Fricative pronunciation explains the early loss of this velar in the variant äšäk of äšgäk ‘donkey’. The dropping of the velar took place earlier and much more massively in kärgäk ‘necessity’, as this is also a near-grammatical predicate signifying ‘it is necessary’: BuddhKat 37 (Tibetan writing) writes GA.RAG, although a g is spelled out in this position in a number of other words occurring in that text. In Brähmī writing, käräk occurs in three medical texts, but other Brähmī sources use kärgäk: TT VIII I has about eight instances and there are further ones in TT VIII M 18 and on l.8 of text 23 in Maue 1996. Another instance of käräk occurs in a popular text about omens which also has four instances of kärgäk, in TT VII 28,54. Qarakhanid sources have hundreds of instances of käräk and not a single one of kärgäk, although the DLT mentions the base verb as kärgä-. This latter fact shows that the reasons for this early loss of the velar were not only phonetic but also had to do with the function and frequency of kärgäk.221

Another indication that intervocalic /g/ tended to get pronounced like a glide in late texts can be found in the spelling igä of the word signifying ‘master’, which was also spelled i-ä (with graphic space between the two vowels). It seems likely that this comes from idi, which has the same meaning, although idi and igä occur together as binome in the 14th century inscription of CYK. igä would then be a hypercorrect spelling of iyä, which would be the result of a late change of intervocalic /d/ to /y/. The repeated appearance of üyür ‘(millet)

221 Presumably in order to explain the early appearance of käräk, Doerfer 1993: 30 takes käräk and kärgäk to be different derivates from one source; this is impossible, as there is no source in sight for käräk other than kärgäk, which comes from kärgä-.
seed’ as ügür in the DLT is a similar case of hypercorrect spelling: The documents of SUK have the spellings üyür, üür, ü'r and yür. This is apparently also what happens when Kāšgarī (fol. 504) says that bög is “more correct” than böy for ‘poisonous spider’.

I have noted two early cases /g/ where is dropped from the sequence ’üg+1°, in ütülä- (Maitr 84 v 24 = BT IX 209,24) from ütüşg ‘flatiron’ and tütsülülü (TT V B 130 and 135) from tütsüş ‘incense’. These two instances, which could just be errors, are not an adequate base for generalization concerning coda position. In the DLT the desiderative suffix -(X)gsA- becomes -(I)sA-; see OTWF 527 for details. This drop appears to have taken place in late Uygar as well: There is no doubt that arvišig ... äšidisärläti tïlamïšlarï kärgäk (BT III 731) signifies ‘They need to wish to hear and to listen to the mantra’, that the first verb is the aorist participle of an -(X)sA- stem.\footnote{This is thus (against the editor’s statement in the footnote) of identical form as the Ottoman future. The Insadi (or better Avasadi) sûtra is, after all, later than the DLT.}

Note also äkün in (early) ChristManManus Manichean fragment v 9, which may come from *äki+gü+n ‘two together’ if it is not an error but an elision of intervocalic /g/.\footnote{Examples in the EDPT and OTWF 122. Cf. Turkish niçin ‘why; what for’ < ne içen and nasıl ‘how’ < ne asl.} In the very common nälük ‘to what purpose’, /AgU/ appears to have given /A/, assuming that this comes from the equally common nägülük.\footnote{The first is related to (instrumental) ken and to kedin, the latter in some way to bän ‘I’ and bo ‘this’.} A sound change AgU > A apparently took place also in the collective form bägät found in several 13\textsuperscript{th}-14\textsuperscript{th} century texts, as documented in OTWF 82, and in equally late but Western bayat ‘God’, probably < bayagut ‘well-to-do gentleman’. Other interrogative phrases which were reduced to two syllables are näcök < näčäök, nägük < nögüök and the DLT’s nërök < nä käräk. I take kerü ‘back(wards)’ and bärü ‘hither’ to come from *ke+gärü and *bä+gärü respectively, i.e. to have been contracted from original directives in +gArU.\footnote{The first is related to (instrumental) ken and to kedin, the latter in some way to bän ‘I’ and bo ‘this’.

222 It is thus (against the editor’s statement in the footnote) of identical form as the Ottoman future. The Insadi (or better Avasadi) sûtra is, after all, later than the DLT.

223 biz äkün, which can be read also as bizákün as Z is never joined to the next letter, appears in HamTouHou 15,3, TugFrühText 10 (spelled with S), perhaps in BT V 675 and in Hymnus 22. Concerning HamTouHou it had been thought that this is another instance of äkün; the context makes it likelier that bizákün was a place name, however, as proposed by Wilkens, the editor of the last mentioned source, following an oral suggestion of Röhrborn.

224 Examples in the EDPT and OTWF 122. Cf. Turkish niçin ‘why; what for’ < ne içen and nasıl ‘how’ < ne asl.

225 The first is related to (instrumental) ken and to kedin, the latter in some way to bän ‘I’ and bo ‘this’.}
torture’ alternates with kavrul-, the latter apparently turning up even several times in Mait; see OTWF 661. The verb kögädtür- ‘to praise, to embellish in words’ is, similarly, spelled as kövätödürüp in Suv 135,12. On the other hand the repeated appearance of äšgäk ‘donkey’ as äšyäk in the DLT shows a process /g/ > /y/ in fronted surroundings in that text.

2.412. Haplology
Haplology is found e.g. in orton < orto+dun, both ‘being in the middle’ (discussed among the +dXn nominals) and in kamagu < *kamag+agu, a collective expansion of kamag ‘all’. tiksz < tik-ig+siz ‘unstung, unpricked’ in Suv 529,20 may not be an error in the strict sense, in that it was presumably pronounced that way: Cf. yıglığı apparently for *yığ-ığiğ in Abhi B 1404. In an instance like bo yarlığ eşidip (KP 18,8) ‘having heard this order’ yarlığ could have been simplified from accusative yarlığ+ığ.

/UrUr/ is quite susceptible to syncopation: In aorist forms of stems ending in ù- in BuddhKat, aljadurul comes from aljad-dur-ur+lar and olur comes from olor-ur. Similarly önätür in Heilk I 14, which signifies ‘it cures’ and must come from *öŋy+äd-tür-ur. The Brähmi ms. TT VIII L has forms such as tükärmäsär < *tükä-r är-mä-sär (12-13 and 21) and tersär < *te-r är-sär (33). ärkän, which is used as a temporal conjunction, may possibly be the result of syncopation from *ärür kän, with a particle described in section 4.633 as being added to temporal adverbs (and cf. the temporal suffix -mAzkAn).

The DLT distinguishes between kisi ‘wife’ and kiši ‘person’; this distinction has by the EDPT and by Zieme in TDAYB 1987:306-7 been taken to hold for Uygur as well. Since such a distinction is found neither in runiform sources nor in any modern language and is at least not explicit in Uygur,226 I take kisi to come from kiši+si: ‘wife’ is an inalienable term, from the group with which the possessive suffix often becomes part of the stem. Concerning Uygur, then, kiši could have signified both ‘person’ and ‘wife’, or the meaning ‘wife’ could have been borne by kisi. Verb / noun homophones ending in /š/ may all have been caused by haplology, as no example of the formation in -Xš derived from such verb stems appears to have survived: Qarakhanid tüš ‘place or time of a halt’ (hence sometimes ‘midday’) ought to come from *tüš-tüş, from the verb signifying ‘get down (from a horse)’, tuš in the phrase tuš tulum bol- ‘to meet’ from tuš-, same meaning, over tuš-

226 Cf. the n. to BuddhKat l. 4. In Uygur script /š/ is practically always spelled as s.
uš, toš ‘water reservoir, pool’, partly documented in the EDPT, < *toš-uš, from to-š- ‘to fill up’, sïš ‘a swelling’ from *sïš-iš (both noun and verb listed in the EDPT), koš ‘a pair’ from koš- ‘to conjoin’. bagdaš ‘sitting with legs crossed’ is likelier to have come from *bagda-š-iš than from *bagda-š, as bagda- (found only in Qarakhanid) signifies ‘to trip somebody’. Haplology can always take place when consonants and vowels in two adjacent syllables share most phonetic features; orto+duñ could actually also have been pronounced as ortodon and olor-ur as oloror.

2.413. Word fusion
In several different situations, word sequences become single prosodic units. Some noun phrases becoming lexical units are discussed in the beginning of section 4.12. Binomes, dealt with in part VI, are a special type of fixed collocations. Such close juncture can have phonetical results: ini eči(lär) ‘younger and elder brothers’ becomes in’eči(lär), e.g. in ManBuchFrag 1,1 r 4, in M III nr. 8 VII v 10 and in Yenisey inscriptions. In this case, adjacent vowels of the two lexemes are involved, resulting in elision or fusion. Even occasional extensive contractions, such as bilur ‘last year’ (Ht VII 1912) < bir yïl turur ‘it is one year’ cannot be wholly ruled out. We sometimes get linked spelling as in ät’öz also with the particle Ok, which usually, but not always, drops its vowel if the word it is added to has a vowel coda: For instance with ölürtači-k in Tuñ 11. This clitic can be repeated, (O)k Ok then giving kOk in Orkhon Turkic. The variant kOk lives on in South Siberian Turkic to this day. Beside anta ok and antak we get ’’NT”WX, where the two words are just spelled without space in between, but with an alef before the o. Cf. also, e.g., yerintä’ök in MaitH X 6a12, wrongly read as ‘yirintänök’.

ol becomes a clitic and loses its onset vowel in a few set phrases in which it is used as copula: We find kayul ‘which one is it?’ < kayu ol a number of times in the catechism in Tibetan script. nägül < nâ+gü ol

227 tušuš is, I think, attested in alacu tušušïnta (U III 6,2) and DKPAMPb 741, the same passage in two mss.) ‘in front of (or opposite) the tent’ and in anïtušušïnta ‘in front of (or opposite) that (i.e. an orchard)’ in Udayana 12. I don’t think the instances should be emended away to tušïnta as proposed in EDPT 129b and UW 91a; nor do I think it possible to analyse the word as tuš+iš+ïnta with double use of the possessive suffix, as proposed by the editors of DKPAMPb, although the word is spelled with Y in the second syllable in that ms.: The other two mss. have W, and their proposal would entail too much of an exception.

228 Additional possible examples for haplology in connection with this formation are mentioned in OTWF 265.
‘what (collective) is?’ appears e.g. Ht VIII 388 and 398 in the phrases nägül öjisi and adirti nägül ‘What is the difference?’. There are a number of examples elsewhere in Hts; also in Tattvārthā, mainly in the phrase iši nägül ‘what is its business?’. The same phonetic process happens in -gUl < -gU ol, which, in late texts, becomes a suffix of impersonal mood meaning ‘one should ...’ (see section 5.2).

Cf. further the fusion of nä árgäy to närgäy ‘what will become of ...’ twice in a runiform inscription (YE 41,8; cf. OTWF 301), involving fusion between the interrogative pronoun and the copula; similarly näzä ‘thing’ < nä ārsär ‘whatever’ four times in a late contract (SUk Mi19). Kāşgarī (fol. 197) states that nārāk ‘Why is it necessary?’ (spelled without alif – or indeed any explicit vowel – in the first syllable, showing that the vowel was short) comes from nā kārāk; the strong stress on ‘Why?’ here even led to the dropping of /k/.

Further inscriptionsal fusions with pronoun vowels occur in bödkä (KS 11, BQ N1 and 8 and E2) ‘at this time’ < bo üdkä, attested in KS 1 and buçägi < bo üçägi ‘these three’ in Tuñ 12: Note that the second (front) vowel prevails in bödkä, the first, back one in buçägi. Backward fronting, again involving bo (though without syllable loss), takes place also in bökiin ‘today’ < bo kiin ‘this day’. It appears in bökin bar yaran yok ‘here today and gone tomorrow’ (Maitr Taf.118r12 = MaitH Y 12b27, Gedank p.133) and in bögünkätägi ‘till today’ in ManTürkFrag 7 and BT V 148. This word is spelled thus with G in Manichæan script in both mss.; this could be a case of voice confusion in the BT V text, which has another two instances for this phenomenon, but not in ManTürkFrag, which does not, and on the other hand has kanyu as a sign of archaicty. Since Old Turkic consonants do not get voiced between vowels, this should mean that an original *gün (with g° in all Oguz languages) was here retained because it was not in onset position: This fusion would have come about before *g° > *k°.

Kim+kä näŋ (pronoun and negative particle) is contracted to kimkäŋ in DreiPrinz 71 (and, damaged, in 86); there is a similar contraction in Orkhon Turkic. The postposition tāg fused with the demonstrative pronouns bun+ and an+ by adapting to back harmony, giving montag and antag. Sizintāg (instead of sizni tāg) ‘like you’ in ChristManManus Manichæan fragment r 10 and bintägi ‘someone like me’ in Tuñ 57 (before Alyılmaz 2000: 110-111 erroneously read as ‘büntägi’ and since T. Tekin 1963 interpreted as a case of backward assimilation) are additional instances showing that tāg was on the way to becoming a case suffix. The process appears not to have been quite complete in
Orkhon Turkic, however, as we also find an instance of *antäğ* (Tuñ 29), where the postposition still retains its vowel.

In the verbal domain we get fusion between the vowel of the vowel converb and the onset vowels of auxiliaries following them. This happens in Orkhon Turkic with the verb *ið* (described in section 3.251), in *xaganini ลำgĩnĩ idmiš* ‘quite lost their ruler’ in Ongin F 2 and *ança (a)y(i) idmiš* ‘sent the following message’ in Tuñ 34: Had there been no factual fusion, the converbs would have had the shapes *ลำgĩnu* and *ayu*. In Uygur the phenomenon is widespread with the verb *u*– ‘to be able to’ (described in section 3.253). The examples I have come across all involve the negative form *uma*–; the fusion therefore appears to have moved towards the creation of an impossibility form, which is a reality at least since Qarakhanid Turkic. In Manichaean sources we have e.g. *baru uma-* (Xw 75), *tuttu uma-* (Xw 216), *uku uma-* (ms. U 232 quoted in Zieme 1969: 20), *sürü uma-* (M I 16,20), *sarıı uma-* (M III nr. 18, 36,8), in Buddhist sources e.g. *ädikũ uma-* (TT V B 118), *tuttu uma-* (U III 66,15), *tüdu uma-* (KP 27,3). The vowels of these converbs would have the shapes -I or -A if they were not being employed in this construction; cf. Erdal 1979b: 105. This assimilation does not yet take place in runiform sources, which have *artatĩ u-* (BQ E19) and *uça uma-* (IrqB LXI). Practically all of Uygur has it but it is prevented by the parallelism of biverbs, e.g. *ũya basa umadïn* (TT II,2 74), *ara yuva umadïlar* (Maitr Taf 202r12) or *ɪTdA uka ugaylar* (Maitr Taf 26v8). *tüda um[a]f[d[i]n* has been read in Maitr Taf 72v22.

2.5. Morphophonology

2.51. Native stems

The phonotactic compatibility of stems and suffixes demands suffix allomorphs, one set starting with a consonant, another with a vowel, to suit bases ending in vowel or consonant respectively. Thus there is a present participle suffix with the variants -igmä, -igmä, -úgmä, -ugma after consonants, -gmä, -gma after vowels, for which we have the

---

229 Tekin 1968: 101 (§2.259, 2°) read this as ‘ança yidmis’ and took it to be an instance of external hiatus filled by a helping consonant; this was argued against in Erdal 1979b: 114 (n.30). Hiatus-bridging /y/ is a phenomenon peculiar to the Oguz branch and is unknown in Old Turkic.

230 The editor states the remaining letters of the second word to be unclear but nothing else would probably suit the context.
morphophonemic notation -(X)gmA; the X symbolises a whole set of vowels: /i û u ü/, also /o ö/ and perhaps others (see below). It is incorrect to give ‘-gmA’ as morphophonemic notation (as most recently done by Tekin 2003: 17), and write käl-i-gmä “gelen” etc. as if there were a helping vowel -i- between the stem and the suffix, because the identity of this vowel cannot be predicted from the phonetic surroundings: The unstable vowel is e.g. /a ä/ in the formative +(A)r- or the collective suffix +(A)gU or the volitional suffix -(A)Im, /o ö/ in the suffix -(O)k forming deverbal nouns. The choice between /X/, /A/ (standing for a or ä) or /O/ (standing for o or ö) depends on the suffix, which means that these vowels (whose appearance is steered by phonotactics) are part of the suffix.

Rarely, suffixes starting with a vowel retain this vowel in all positions, in which case bases ending in a vowel elide theirs: +(U)t, which expresses plurality with titles, appears e.g. in tarkat, sänjüt and teğit, the plurals of the titles tarkan, sänün and teğin; it may have been borrowed together with these bases, possibly from a Mongolic language. Suffixes which thus replace a part of their base are called dominant. Dominance (first described for Turkic in Erdal 1979a) never applies to single-syllable vowel bases, as it would change them beyond recognition. It is also found with the suffixes -Xš and -Xn and one or two others.

A few of the suffixes starting with consonants drop these when added to stems ending with consonants: The 3rd person possessive suffix +(s)I(n) drops its /s/ when the stem has a consonant at its end, the ordinal suffix +(r)Ar drops its /r/, the genitive suffix of the runiform sources and a few Manichæan mss. +(n)Xŋ its /n/. Morpheme juncture is dealt with in greater detail in Erdal 1979a.

Synharmonism has been presented above in terms of phonemes alternating in an archphoneme framework as far as vowels are concerned but (seemingly inconsistently) as a matter of allophones in the consonantal domain; this has to do with the fact that the distinctions are, in practically all Turkic languages, salient for all vowels but only for a few of the consonants. Strictly speaking, syllables are affected by fronting and, in principle, even by rounding as wholes: Note that the runiform script has quite different front and back characters for most consonants (but not for all vowels); for the voiceless stops it even uses special characters depending on whether vowels before or after them are rounded or not. We have substantial evidence that Old Turkic /k/ was pronounced rather differently in front and in back surroundings.
We here give a classification of suffixes by archphoneme vowels. Vowels in brackets are dropped if the phoneme stretch preceding the suffix ends in a vowel (or in /r/ when the resulting cluster is admitted).

Suffixes containing the archphoneme /A/ are: +ćA, +dA, +kA, +gArU, +rA/yA, +lAr, +dAm, +AgUt, +(A)gU, +kIñA, +(A)n; the postposition yAn; +(A)d-, +(A)r-, +A-, +lA-, +(X)rKA-, +sIrA-, -+(A)yIn, -(A)lm, -Ar (durative aspect suffix), -mAz, -mA, -(X)gmA, -mA, -A (converb), -gAll, -mAtt(n), -gAn, -gAk, -mA, -(X)pAn, -sAr, -gAysOk / -gAšOk; -Ar-, -mA-.

Suffixes with /U/: +gArU, +(l)dUrXk, +lXgU, +AgUt, +(A)gU; +U-, -yU, -U (converb suffixes), -(X)nčU, -Ur, -yUr (aorist suffixes), -gU and -gUlXk, -zUn; -tUr-, -Ur- (and cf. postelitic mU). The second and third syllable of altun ‘gold’ and küdägü ‘bridegroom’ could be said to embody the archphoneme /U/ in that /U/ would be realised as /u/ in one case, as /ü/ in the other. The distinction between high and low rounded vowels is directly documented in texts written in Indic scripts.

Suffixes with /o, ö/: +sOk; -(O)k; -gOk, -yOk, -dOk and -gAysOk / -gAšOk; similarly the postelitic particle (O)k. Evidence for the vowel in the different suffixes will be given in the next chapter, where we deal with their morphology. All the suffixes mentioned end with /k/; since the archphoneme /U/ is in no suffix followed by coda /k/, we get complementary distribution: /U/ → /O/ before /k/. Thence, /o ö/ must in these instances come from underlying /u ü/. If, on the other hand, the syllable preceding this process contains the vowels /u/ or /ü/, the suffix vowel can appear either with /o ö/ or with /u ü/; cf. īzzükṣīz (BuddhKat 31, Tibetan script) and buyruk (Khotanese Brähmī) with explicit /u ü/ in the second syllable. In examples mentioned in section 2.401, /o/ and /ö/ in non-first syllables of stems are likely to be replacements for /a ä/ or /u ü/ when the preceding syllable has /o ö/; /X/ is also likely to have given /o ö/ when preceded by /o ö/. These are instances of strict vowel attraction; what influence /k/ may have had on the vowels is not, however, evident in any way. High rounded vowels before coda /k/ could be lowered in stems as well, if the Harezm-Turkic appearance of sünäk for ‘bone’ (Ata 2002: 50) is any indication; in Old Turkic the second syllable of this lexeme is always rounded, and this form would signify that the Old Turkic lexeme is to be read as sünök.

\[231\] /u/ and /ü/ are, however, followed by /k/ without their vowels getting realised as /o ö/ if they belong to the archphoneme /X/.
Suffixes with /X/: +(X)z, +(X)g, +(X)n, +sXz, +lXg, +lXgU, +lXk, +(X)m, +(X)η, +nXη, +dXn, +(X)t, +(l)dUrXk; +(X)k-, +(X)rKA-; -gUlXk, -Xs, -(X)nč, -(X)nčIg, -(X)nčU, -(X)m, -gXn, -(X)z, -(X)η, -(X)l, -sXk, -(X)gmA, -(X)gIl, -(X)p, -(X)pAn, -(X)yXn; -(X)t-, -(X)k-, -(X)z-, -(X)l-, -sXk-.

Suffixes with /I/: +čI, +sIg, +kI, +kIñA, +Il, +dI; +I-, +sIrnA-; -(A)lIm, -I (deverbal noun), -I (aorist suffix with -(X)t- etc.), -(X)gIl, gIl (imperative particle), -gIl, -(X)nčIg and -vI. The suffixes +sI(n), -mIš, -mAItI(n) and -(A)yIn are, in the Orkhon inscriptions, usually spelled with s² and n²; the instances are mentioned in T. Tekin 1968: 59. cf. also katïg+di with d² in KT N 2. The inscriptions of the Uygur kaganate, on the other hand, show a different picture: -(A)yIn is spelled with n¹ in both of its ȘU exs., and the spelling of -mIš in Tariat appears to fluctuate between s¹ and s². The Orkhon Turkic spelling of suv+ïÎaru with r¹ and w (notiddleware) in BQ E40 or consistent Uygur spelling of -mIš+ka with the letter X in Uygur writing, with double dotted K or Q in Manichæan writing all together add up to show that the fronting was subphonemic. Note also that KT S9 and BQ N7 spell almatïn with t¹ and not t². The instrumental suffix +(X)n could, in Uygur runiform inscriptions, be spelled with n² which, on the other hand, always write +(s)I(n with n¹ (e.g. in atïmïn in Tariat E4, kanïn S1), sometimes with explicit I.

Johanson 2001: 1726a makes the following surprising statement: “Suffixe sind am Anfang ihrer Entwicklung unharmonisch, invariabel. Im Ost-Alttürkischen war z.B, das Dativsuffix +qa ein hinteres Suffix, während das Possessivsuffix -(s)i ein vorderes Suffix war. Das erste uns bekannte Türkisch weist also viele disharmonische Wortformen auf.” The dative suffix (see below in section 3.124) always follows synharmonism, however, and the unharmonic realisations of +(s)I(n+), as consistently front are clearly subphonemic. In section 3.122

---

232 This suffix may originally have had /l/: A denominal verb formative derived from it (documented in the OTWF) has the shape +sIrA-, the Tuñ inscription spells the suffix once as s²z and once as s²zn² (in the instrumental case) in two instances following rounded back vowels, and the Yenisey inscription E26 twice writes b‘wns²Iz ‘without shortage’. These are exceptions (IrqB 45 has explicit otsuz suvsuz ‘without grass or water’, e.g.) but they are early. Bang 1925: 40 thought that the suffix could originally have been an -(X)z derivate from sĬ ‘to break’, which would fit with these facts; but the transition from /l/ to /X/ would still have to be explained.

233 See section 3.122 below.

234 I.e. the language described here.

235 The only possible (though by Johanson unmentioned) reason for this view of the dative suffix is the dative banja and sanja of the personal pronouns bân ‘I’ and sân ‘you’.
we discuss the possibility that +sǐ(n+) and +i(n+) were originally independent pronouns: They may possibly have become suffixes secondarily; this is not something one can (or should) say about any other Old Turkic suffix. Johanson’s last quoted sentence is quite misguided as far as Turkic words are concerned; we will see in section 2.52 below that he is right concerning lexemes copied from Indo-European languages – but those are unlikely to have been on his mind. The passage gives the impression that synharmonism is something which developed gradually during the history of Old Turkic – the facts clearly do not bear out this view.

It is an entirely different (and marginal) matter that the consonant cluster [ñć] appears to front the stretch of the word following it. We find that in koñćilürkä in a runiform ms. (ThS I c 5) and in ĕnançläri in Brähmi script, in Maue 1996 nr. 29 B6; in this second instance the cluster is also actually spelled ŋc. This is not at all the situation described above, where the syllables in question appear to be fronted (or at least neutral) sub-phonemically, without influencing subsequent syllables.

The texts are not free from irregularities in synharmonism as far as rounding in Turkic words is concerned, but these are not common. Examples are kut+ίnž+garu ‘to your honour’ (M III nr. 9 VII r1), ädgü+îqg (MaitH X 1r16) or ût+îm+în ‘my advice (acc.)’ (U IV D 42). There is a list of such irregularities in Manichaean sources in Zieme 1969: 57, with examples from Buddhist texts added in the note 309 thereto. With binomes such as ñgrünčü+îqg+sìvën+îqg+în (MaitH XX 1r7) or mûn+sûz kadag+sûz (M III nr. 22 v1) the irregularity is caused by parallelism, apparently visual parallelism in the second case. In a few instances, /l/ is replaced by /X/ within stems, as toyünlar < toyînlar (SP 36) ‘monks’, üšüt- ‘to chill’ < üþi-t- (Ernte 24 and Ernte II 2) or kuru- < kurî- ‘to dry’ (Ernte 119).

Doerfer 1981: 55 has noted that there are no suffixes with coda /X/, whereas /A I U/ are well attested in this position; nor is there any coda /O/ in suffixes, but this follows from the fact that the choice for /O/ over /U/ in non-first syllables is directly related to the vowel’s being

---

236 This instance from Dunhuang does not justify the reading of all Orkhon Turkic instances of +cǐ as +cî, as done in Tekin 1968: 62-63. There is a punctuation mark between koñči or koñcî and 1r kâ; either this mark is an error, or what comes after it should be emended to r kA or är+kâ: The text says that one set of armour is allotted to this/these person(s). r mkčilsn2 = armakčišin in KT E6 does not speak for Tekin’s view on +cǐ either, as +(s)l(n), the suffix spelled with s2, does so also when preceded by a back-harmony base.
followed by /k/. This special situation of /X/ demands an explanation, and the two possible ones have already been suggested.

Note also that we have found no suffixes in which onset /I/ or /U/ get dropped after vowels; this appears to happen only to onset /O/, /X/ and /A/. The vowel of the aorist suffix,\(^{237}\) which has various allomorphs, is lexically determined: We find -Ar with most simple stems, most nominal ones and some derived ones, ~ -Ur with most derived stems and a few simple ones, ~ -Ir with causative stems ending in -(X)t-. With (derived and simple) stems ending in vowels the most common variant is -yUr. -yUr alternates with -r (e.g. the numerous instances of te-r ,it says’ in the IrqB), which could, in principle, come both from -Ar and from -Ur by the dropping of the vowel: -Ur might seem to be the likelier source if one thinks of -yUr as letting the hiatus-bridging /y/ precede the allomorph -Ur – but there is no hiatus-bridging /y/ in Old Turkic;\(^{238}\) -Ar seems a likelier source since practically all verb stems ending in vowels are either simple or denominal. One could then write this particular realisation of the suffix as -(A)r. For this same reason, -yUr does not come from -Ur through the addition of /y/, but is an allomorph by itself. +(I)cAk, an element expressing endearment, may possibly be the only suffix which does drop an onset /I/; see section 3.111. It was probably borrowed from Iranian, however, and evidence for it is quite tenuous.

-(O)k drops its onset vowel also in kör-k ,beauty‘ < kör- ,to see‘, ör-k ‘prominent‘ < ör- ,to rise‘ and tur-k ,length, height‘ (discussed in OTWF 224-225), since the cluster /rk/ is admitted. This clearly does not happen to -(X)g, since we have sor-ug, sür-üg, tur-ug, ur-ug and yör-üg. -(U)t behaves in the same way, with adïr-t and its synonym and binome-mate üdïr-t (both under adïrt in the UW), ägïr-t ,siege‘, ur-t ‘eye of a needle‘ < ur- ,put, place‘ and also yurt ,encampment‘ < Khaladj yuor- ,to sit or stay at some place‘. ör-t, ber-t and kïrt are formed in a similar way. The causative suffix -(X)t- / -(I)t- equally drops its vowel after /r/, in adart-, agtart-, bükïrt-, bïlgürt-, bïšturt- and so forth; the examples are quite numerous. The formative +(X)k-, on the other hand, retains its vowel after /l/ and /r/, as can be seen, a.o., from yol+uk- ‘to come across’ and the very common bir+ik- ‘to come together’. The much less common -(X)k- fluctuates: Beside the many

---

\(^{237}\) Cf. section 3.233 below. There are more details on these vowels in Erdal 1979b.

\(^{238}\) Tekin 2003: 78 makes this phenomenon responsible for the /y/ in the suffix +yA. That, however, should be an allomorph of the directive/locative case suffix +rA; cf. section 3.124 below. ‘yu-y-ul-’ in l.1 of the text edited on p.300 of Laut & Ölmez 1998 should better be read as yuv-ul-, mentioned as a possible reading in the note thereto.
examples of *tar-îk- ‘to disperse (intr.)’ we find in two pre-classical texts (BT V 494 and Maitr 165v28) the form *tark-. The single Uygur counterpart of Qarakhanid *balîk- ‘to get wounded’ (related to *baš ‘wound’ and *balîg ‘wounded’) attested in Xw 74 is *balk-. We cannot say that these vowels were dropped because they belong to an affix; they could also have disappeared due to the (more general) process of the loss of the medial vowels: Note *elît- ‘to lead’ and its common variant *elt- -(*X)p does not lose its onset vowel even after /r/, although /rp/ is an admitted coda cluster: Dropping the vowel would contradict the tendency of having at least one syllable for each inflexional affix. This may originally have been different, taking *tolp ‘all’ to be a petrified -(*X)p convert from *tol- ‘to get full’; but the syncopation could also have developed secondarily, when the word was no longer felt to be a verb. As far as inflexional morphology is concerned, stem-final /r/ behaves like a consonant with respect to the dropping of vowels in morpheme juncture; with stem-final /l/ and /n/ this is true also of word formation.

The emphatic clitic Ok, the interrogative particle *mU and the rhetorical particle *gU of the Orkhon inscriptions follow synharmonism. In Orkhon Turkic, the postpositions *yan “in the direction of” (originally a noun signifying ‘side’) and *tâg ‘like’ turn into yAn and tAg, thus assimilating to case status; the former with nouns, the latter in montag and antag, binTagi and sizintâg, from the oblique stems of bo ‘this’ and ol ‘that’, bän ‘I’ and siz ‘you (pl.)’ respectively. This process, which results in morphologization, is limited to Orkhon Turkic as far as *yan is concerned, but is, with *tâg, carried on in Uygur. The phrase *nâ tâg ‘like what’, also often spelled without space between the two syllables, must have undergone the same process: In *nâtâg-+*lâ+*ti (Suv) the phrase is expanded with two suffixes of adverb formation.

2.5.2. Borrowed stems

The morphophonology of borrowed elements has recently been dealt with in Erdal 2002. Borrowed stems normally get suffixes in back variants also when they have front vowels, in violation of synharmonism rules. This fact, first pointed out in Zieme 1969: 37-8 and elaborated upon by Röhrborn 1988 and 1996, is best observed in texts written in Brâhmi script, which has special spellings for all front vowels; e.g., *asanke+larta (Maue 1996, 19 nr. 11), *šârmire+larî and *šârmire+larka (Maue 1996, 3 Nrs. 78 and 84) or *têse+larînî (ÂıtSû 1 v4). /ï/, the only vowel for which Brâhmi mss. do not have a special
character, is generally spelled like /i/. Where most Brāhmī mss. write i in the pre-suffix syllable, this can be read as [ï] as well. Instances such as ništani+larî (in Maue 1996 nr. 44b B2), raši+ta (TT VIII L32), jñatiputri+lîglar (TT VIII G13), kumbandi+lar (ĀṭSū 1 v6) or gandarvi+lar (in ĀṭSū 3 r2 and v1) and even indri+lar (in ĀṭSū 1 r3) are no corroboration of the rule, as their i could in fact be /ŋi/. The pronunciation hidden behind rṣi+larda in TT VIII D6 and arži+ka ‘to the rṣi’ in BT VIII A 87 was probably aržî with əi, because it is twice spelled with e in the second syllable in BuddhKat. nizvani+lîg (TT VIII E47; also often in Maitr etc.) is likely to have been pronounced with /i/ for the same reason: We find nizvanî (of Sogdian origin) 4 times spelled with e in the third syllable in BuddhKat. For texts written in Semitic scripts we can know of the harmony class of a suffix only when it contains the letter X. Consistent back suffix harmony in foreign elements can then be proven either when a stem shows explicit front spelling or when it is otherwise attested in an Indian writing system. A very clear such instance is čûrni+ka (HeilkII 1,48), whose first vowel is spelled as WY. The reading of asanke+lîg (Maitr 90v9 and 192v3, Suv 163,17, TT X 2 etc.) and asanke+daki (DKPAMPb 263, 403) would also be undisputed, as we have this stem also in Brāhmī. Similarly with den+ka ‘to the religion’ (TT II,1 46), whose base is attested with front vowels in Tibetan script in BuddhKat 26, 29 and 30. In other cases with back harmony in the suffix it is not sure that the base has front vowels even if the word in the source language does. Counter-examples to the rule are rare; such are šarir+kā ‘to the relic’ (MaitH Y 118) and frišti+lär+kā (M III nr. 1 I v3 and elsewhere); in the case of frišti ‘angel’ back-harmony suffixation is attested as well (M II 10,4, TT IX 94 and elsewhere).

In a case like darni+g ‘the spell (acc.)’ (Suv 484,17) the second vowel may actually have been transferred into the back class by the X of the accusative suffix (with which it shares the syllable) and become /i/.

239 Only the ms. TT VIII I differs here in writing /i/ (as well as /e/) as E whereas the letter E in other Brāhmī mss. exclusively represents the vowel /e/ both in Turkic and borrowed words. In this it shows exactly the same practice as BuddhKat, which is in Tibetan writing.

240 See the previous footnote. /e/ is not to be expected in this word, as the Skt. source has /i/ and not /a/. See Erdal 2002: 20 for its first vowel.

241 The difference between the so-called ‘signal letters’ is not reflected in our transcription; we write front or back vowels instead, though this cannot be seen in the ms. if it does not use an Indic writing system.
The second vowel in $v(a)žir+lig$ (< Skt. *vajra*; TT V A41, suffix spelled with X) was introduced secondarily, and there is no reason to think that it did not follow synharmonism. Similarly *čakir* < Skt. *cakra* ‘wheel’, *bavagir* < *bhavāgra* (discussed in OTWF 16) or *čankirmit* in TT X 513 (though spelled with K and not X). This latter alternated with *čankramit* in l. 518, whose Sanskrit original did not have any vowel before the /r/ either. The third vowel of this word could also, of course, have been /i/, though we have no way of knowing. The fact that the last three words are spelled with K and not X is irrelevant for the vowel; as pointed out in section 2.34, velar stops in borrowings are not spelled with X even when appearing in back-harmony syllables.

Hence the base of a form like *šaki+lig+lar* (ShôAgon 3,22; < Skt. *śākya*) could also, influenced by its first vowel, have ended in /i/ in spite of the spelling with front K. Similarly *čadiklig* (e.g. TT X 4) also spelled with K, originally from Skt. *jātaka*; the raising of the second vowel would indicate Sogdian origin. *užik* ‘letter’ is likely to have had an /i/ and not an /ï/ as second vowel in spite of the spelling with K because a common variant is, in Semitic script, spelled with *alef* instead of $yōd$ in the second syllable.

It also happened, on the other hand, that borrowed stems were fronted through the presence of K, possibly by spelling pronunciation. Such cases are *küžäl* ‘nice’ << Skt. *kuśala*, *sājrām* ‘monastery’ << Skt. *samghārāma* ‘monastery’ and *Gödām* << *Gautama*. *g(ā)r+kā* ‘at (the ascendance of) the planet’ (Sanskrit *grāha*) has been read in a Berlin fragment of Suv by Le Coq (the fragment itself is now lost); the onset K apparently caused the fronting.

Bases with back synharmonism practically never get front suffixes: Note runiform n$g$ws$kl$r = *nagošaklar* ‘lay believers’ in ms. TM 332 (KöktüTurf p.1047): The word is spelled with a front k$^2$ but the plural suffix is +lar and not +lär. When the base ends with a *caph* (in Turkic units used only beside front vowels), suffix velars adjacent to it can also be spelled with *caph* e.g. in *možag+ka* (M I 33,18; ManBuchFrag lv6). This spelling practice does not imply reading *možag+kā*, as Zieme 1969: 57 did: The runiform spelling of *nagošaklar*

---

242 Mz 386 (TM 333) v1-2 was read as $š^1k^2t^2w[gl]^1r^1 \cdot r^2t^2$ in Dispute, interpreted as [nigošaklar tu][g]ar ärti and translated as ‘[audi]tors were born’. This would mean that *nigošak* here gets the front variant of the plural suffix. The first character does not at all look like s$, however, but rather like k$, and the verb phrase *tugar ärti* would imply durative aspect or a continuous or iterative event, which seems unlikely; besides, babies are not born as auditors. Another possible reading is *ka k(ā)l(i)r tu[š]ar (ā)rti* ‘They were coming to meet (+ dative)’. 
shows that the vowels were not fronted. There are counter-examples to
this spelling rule as well, e.g. sanīk+ka (BT XIII 13,81 in two mss.) and
abišik+līg with X in the suffix. There is actually quite a lot of
fluctuation after coda Ks of the stem; the Uygur counterpart of Skt.
śloka ‘verse’ is often spelled with front suffixes but we also have the
accusative ślo+ug with X in Ht VIII 1924.
Counter-examples where foreign back-vowel words not ending in K
are followed by front-vowel suffixes are exceedingly rare. If they are
errors, as Röhrborn 1996: 178 (who mentions one of the examples)
thinks, they undermine the trustworthiness of Brāhmī evidence for the
rule Röhrborn was trying to establish in that paper. Two other such
instances are ugu+dā in Maue 1996: 3 Nrs. 90 and 96, a few lines from
the instance rajagr+dā which Röhrborn is there discussing (3 nr. 86).243
There appears to have been general uncertainty concerning the spelling
of learned foreign words, especially those which were probably
transmitted in written form by clergy. The rule that they should
generally be followed by suffixes of back harmony stands, and
exceptions are relatively few.

---

243 Maue transcribes rajagīrdā while Röhrborn would like to read rajagirdā, the
source being Skt. rājagṛha. Since this is a secondary auxiliary vowel, it might as well
be following the harmony of the vowels preceding it; the exception for the suffix would
not be all that much of a surprise in view of the double ugu+dā in the same passage.
CHAPTER THREE

MORPHOLOGY

Morphology deals with bound morphemes, their use, their functioning and meaning and the way they alternate in order to express grammatical categories. The description of most grammatical categories is included in this chapter, since these are in Old Turkic generally (though not always) expressed by morphological means. Morphology also comprises word formation in so far as the products of this part of grammar are by no means all to be found in the lexicon; many derived lexemes (e.g. such as are formed with adjectivising +lxg or with the suffix +kIñA used for endearment or with the suffix -(X)š- expressing cooperation or vying) are clearly ad hoc products, not meant to be remembered by the speaker / writer or by the hearer / reader.

Old Turkic bound morphemes are practically always suffixes; the only exception is the expressive reduplication of adjectives, where the first one or two phonemes are repeated with the addition of a further consonant (section 3.112 below and OTWF section 2.23). Old Turkic suffixes generally adhere to synharmonism (see section 2.51 above), which serves as an important boundary marker for the word. Particles like (O)k or mU are, however, taken to be outside the word (i.e. not to be suffixes) even though they also adhere to synharmonism. The reason for this is that a class of word stems (lexical as e.g. verbs or grammatical as e.g. personal pronouns) is defined by the set of suffix paradigms that it allows, and suffix paradigms are, in turn, defined among other things by the classes of stems to which they get appended. (O)k or mU, however, can get appended to all classes of words or word groups (and never to stems as such); moreover, they are not followed by bound morphemes (as e.g. the plural suffix +lAr, which in Uygur is used both with nouns and verbs). When postpositions or other elements get synharmonic, they are nevertheless considered to have become suffixes (as happens with tāg ‘like’ or, in Orkhon Turkic, with the noun yan ‘side’): They acquire characteristics of case endings applying to a limited set of lexeme classes.

244 Exceptions to this are very rare. One example is the expression bir ikintiškä ‘one another’; the second word of this common phrase clearly consists of ikinti, the ordinal of iki ‘two’, of the dative suffix +kA and, between the two, of what at least looks like the verbal cooperative-reciprocal suffix -(X)š-.
Old Turkic suffixes generally appear in neat chains and each of them is expressed by a neat chain of phonemes (often alternating within archphonemes); this is what is meant when stating that this is an agglutinative language. Morpheme juncture procedures are described in section 2.51 above; see also Erdal 1979a.

A morphological class of lexemes (generally corresponding to a part of speech) opens a chain of morphological slots, which can be filled by suffixes or left empty. A slot left empty may have a specific meaning (‘zero’); this generally happens with verb stems, in that, e.g., the absence of verbal suffixes indicates that the form is to be understood as 2nd person singular imperative. Or it may have no meaning at all, as e.g. with the slot of possessive suffixes on nouns: The absence of possessive suffixes does not mean that the entity belongs to nobody, or that it belongs to the (unmarked) 3rd person. Here is an example for what I mean, from verbal morphology, where possessive suffixes can refer to the subject of the verb: *bunça esig kücüg bertökgürū sakınmatā türk bodun ölürāyın urugsıratayän ter ārmiš* (KT E10). This sentence can be translated as follows: ‘They (i.e. the Chinese) used to say “Let us kill and exterminate the Turk nation”, not taking into consideration that (we) gave (them) so much service’. The context tells us that the subject of *esig kücüg ber-* is the Turks; since these are the Turk ruler’s words, ‘we’ and not ‘they’ is appropriate although not indicated by the morphology of *bertökgürū* or anywhere else in the sentence. Nor is the indirect object of *ber-* ‘to give’ explicit; we know it from the context, which the addressee’s understanding is made to rely a lot upon by Turkic economy.

3.01 Suffix ordering

The suffixes closer to the stem are, in general, derivational, while those further away are flexional. This is so with verbs, where everything preceding the slot for the negative suffix -mA- is derivational (though not necessarily lexicalized). With other parts of speech, it can happen that suffixes here considered to be derivational follow inflexional suffixes, suffix juncture being in general weaker in non-verbal stems. In the rest of this section we will give examples for cases in which

---

245 Affixes dealt with under 3.28 below transpose verbal stems (including the affixes preceding them) into a non-verbal class; from the morphological point of view, the product then behaves as any nominal, as a morphological island, as it were. This is not what is below referred to as a morphologically un-normal phenomenon.
certain relatively loose derivational suffixes (all dealt with in section 3.111 below) follow inflexional ones.

In \textit{ikinti+siz} (Maitr 48v7) ‘peerless’, literally ‘which has no second’, e.g., the privative suffix is added unto the ordinal form \textit{ikinti} ‘second’. In a case like \textit{beš paramiť+lar+siz} ‘without the five \textit{pāramiśas}’, (BuddhUig II 641-2), \textit{+sXz} governs the whole nominal phrase consisting of two words, the number (and hence the plurality expressed by \textit{+lar}) of the \textit{pāramiśas} being characteristic for these. It is much more common in relatively late texts (as BuddhUig II is) for \textit{+lXg} to be added to nominals with the plural suffix; here just one example: \textit{anmūlmīś turulmiś arxant tīśiśarlig ayagka tāğiśmlig bursaq kuvara} (Shō VII a1) ‘the venerable community consisting of \textit{arhats} and pupils, who have attained peace’. \textit{kīnA / +k(I)yA} is also very often added to whole phrases and is, in this, close to being a pragmatic particle;\footnote{246 As \textit{+lXg} can be considered to be a syntactic particle in relatively late Uyghur sources. See details on the use of \textit{+kīnA} in OTWF section 2.1.} in \textit{bir kšan+ta+kya} ‘in a mere fraction of a second’ (BuyKāł 32 and 35) it thus comes to stand after the locative suffix. The equative and instrumental suffixes often precede derivational suffixes: e.g. \textit{ānātākā+čā+sig} ‘similar to the Indian ones’ (Ht V 4b11) with \textit{+sIg, az+rak+ča+kya} ‘just a tiny little bit more’ with the diminutive suffix.\footnote{247 Other such instances are \textit{tap+īn+ča+kya, tāŋ+in+čā+kyā, uz+in+ča+kya, u-mīś+ča+kya} ‘just as much as one is able to’, \textit{an+ča+kya} ‘that little’ and \textit{mun+ča+kya} ‘this little’.} We find \textit{tārk+in+rāk kāl} ‘to come rather fast’ (DreiPrinz 26) with the instrumental followed by the elative suffix, and \textit{bir ūd+ūn+kya} ‘for a very short moment’ (U II 75,82) with the instrumental followed by the diminutive suffix. \textit{+lXg} often appears after the 3rd person possessive suffix, and even after the 1st person: \textit{aṭī kōṭrūlmīś kaŋ+iṁiz+īg m(a)xasamudar ulug taloy ōgūz} (BT III 122) ‘our eminent father (i.e. Buddha), the great ocean’. Comparing the morphological involvement of \textit{+lXg} with that of \textit{+kīnA} we find great differences, linked to the fact that, though both are juncturally quite independent, they differ in every other respect; the two are in complementary distribution: \textit{+kīnA} is attested after case suffixes, \textit{+lXg} not; we do, on the other hand, find \textit{+lXg} after number and possessive suffixes, where we have no \textit{+kīnA}. This must be connected with the fact that the tasks of \textit{+kīnA} are endocentric, those of \textit{+lXg} exocentric: \textit{+kīnA} has an extremely strong speaker significance, \textit{+lXg} an exceedingly pale one; \textit{+kīnA} does not, on the other hand, interact with syntactic behaviour while \textit{+lXg} interacts with syntax very strongly.
3.02 Bracketing

Inflectional or derivational suffixes are frequently appended to phrases or other syntags. A few examples for this were quoted in the previous paragraph: (bir üd)+ün+kyä ‘for a very short moment’, (bir kšan)+ta+kya ‘in a mere fraction of a second’, some complex instances with +lXg and (beš paramit+lar)+siz ‘without the five pāramitās’; here is an even more involved instance with the privative suffix: In ančakya münägülük münsüz ārip ... (ET§ 15,30) ‘You are free from even the smallest fault to be blamed for’ mü’n (by itself) is qualified by the ‘small clause’ münä-gülük ‘to be blamed’ and by expressive ančakya ‘so little’, and the whole serves as base for +sXz.

3.03 Group inflexion

In a way related to the above but still to be considered as a distinct phenomenon is the situation where affixes added only to the last element in a series are understood to apply also to the previous parallel members, as the first plural suffix in the following: känč urī känč kizlar körkin körü kartulu ğünülglar (Kuan 139) are ‘beings which are to be saved by seeing the figures of young boys and young girls’. The vision to be seen by each being may here consist of a single boy or girl or of more than one, but is unlikely to consist of a single little boy but a number of little girls; i.e. the suffix +lAr must apply both to kiz and to

---

248 Here are some additional ones: bir yintäm ‘exclusively’ (see OTWF 69) must come from yin ‘member’, but the etymology makes semantic sense only if one considers the formative +dAm (dealt with in OTWF section 2.31) to have here been added to the phrase bir yin ‘one member’. bir yaqlığ ‘uniform’ similarly comes from adding the formative +lXg to the phrase bir yaq ‘one type’, bir išdâş ‘having a common cause’ (especially common in the Kšanti Kïlguluk nom, edited in separate parts by Röhrborn and Warnke) from adding the formative +dAš to bir iš ‘one karma’. +sIg (OTWF section 2.32) is also added to bracketed nominal phrases in (öni yer)+sIg ak- ‘flowing as if at different places (of a river)’ (HiPek as quoted in UW 78) and (tümän miy tiţi)+sIg ‘as if in thousands of myriads of shapes’ (QB 829). In akar svolük ‘an area, a place with flowing water’ (ET§ 8,4), +lXk is added to a participle + head. The second phrase of körümči ulati tārs tātrü töröči (TT VI 331) ‘diviners and other followers of wrong teachings’ is to be analysed as (tārs tātrü törö)+eţi; +eţi would not make sense when added to törö ‘teaching’ by itself. Similarly nomlarni (čin kertü tôz)+süz+in ... bilırlär (Suv 386,7) ‘They know that the dharmas are without any real root’. The phrase bir āgsük is used in contracts (e.g. UjgRuk 19, FenTen II 5) as a synonym of tükäl ‘complete(ly)’: It has +sXz added to the predicate of the clause bir āgsük ‘one is missing’, giving ‘not one missing’.

3.04 Parts of speech

There is a sharp distinction between verbs on the one hand and the other parts of speech on the other: While unbound elements are often found...
to belong to two, often even three among the other parts of speech (noun, adjective, adverb, postposition, conjunction etc.) and borders between noun and adjective, adjective and adverb, adverb and postposition, pronoun and conjunction etc. are rather fuzzy, verb stems very rarely serve as anything else. This is the position, among others, of Grönbech 1936: 18-19, who points out that there may be coincidence between verbs and nominals in some cases, derivation through homophonous suffixes (e.g. -(X)š- and -Xš, -(X)n- and -(X)h) in others, but that verbs and all other lexeme classes are in principle clearly distinct. One might add that convergence may also have had some influence, verbal and nominal stems which happen to be similar in meaning and shape having drawn even closer as they got associated with each other by speakers. Doerfer 1982 gives a long list of entities he considers to be ‘Nomenverba’; one obvious Old Turkic example is karï ‘old’ and karî- ‘to get old’. There are a number of such clear instances, though a part of Doerfer’s list must certainly be rejected as the actual meanings are in fact not all too close. In any case, the phenomenon is of etymological though not of grammatical relevance (unlike in English or Chinese).

Morphology has here been divided into four groups: the nominals (also comprising adjectives, pronouns and numerals), verbs (comprising verb forms transposed into other classes, i.e. participles, converbs etc.), adjuncts (comprising adverbs, postpositions, conjunctions and particles) and interjections.

3.1. **Nominals**

Nominals are lexemes which can serve as heads of noun phrases and are thus capable of reference. As a morphological feature, all nominals can receive case suffixes. The term covers nouns (including proper names), adjectives, pronouns and numerals. We speak of ‘adjectives’ as a special sub-class because there is an (admittedly fuzzy) semantic distinction between the two classes: Adjectives tend to denote qualities and are used for referring less frequently than nouns. They also have a lot in common with adverbs. Furthermore, the stem of gradable adjectives can be reduplicated or they can get expanded by +rAk, none of which is possible with nouns. There also are formatives such as +sIg specifically forming adjective-type lexemes, and +lXg more often

---

252 See section 3.112 for procedures of intensification.
forms adjectives than nouns. Colour adjectives, finally, have special formatives.

The following typologically important characteristic is, however, a challenge to the distinction between nouns and adjectives: Lexemes denoting semantical predicates serve as abstract nouns as well, i.e. they not only qualify entities identified by bearing the predicate but also refer to the abstract quality denoted by this predicate. In the latter case they usually get a possessive suffix referring to the bearer of the quality in question, as ädgü+si ‘her goodness’, or keň+in tärin+in (poss. 3. sg. accusative) tüpkärgäli (BT I A 12) ‘to fathom its breadth or its depth’. Thus ädgü is attested both as ‘good’ and ‘goodness’, bil-gä both as ‘wise’ and ‘the quality of being wise’, one’s wisdom’ while yer suv ärtimlig+i is ‘the transience of the material world’ from ärt-imlig ‘transient’. The agentively derived armak+ëi can signify both ‘deceitful (person)’ and ‘(somebody’s) deceit’; Orkhon Turkic armakëi+sin içün (KT E 6) is not ‘for his deceiver’ but ‘because of its (i.e. the Chinese nation’s) deceitfulness’. yavlak is both ‘bad’ and ‘badness, wickedness’; in the inscriptional sentence karluk yavlak sakınıp tâzä bardi, it may, moreover, also have been used in adverbial function (unless it signifies ‘bad thoughts’). körgäli umazlar anuş tärin+in (Ht VIII 42) signifies ‘They are unable to perceive its depth’, tärin ‘deep’ having been used as abstract noun; alternately one could translate ‘They are unable to see how deep it is’. In tükäl bilgä tâñri burxan yarlıkamiš köni kertü nomnum tünliglar bo montag yegen adrok+i bilzül när (TT X 558) one can translate yeg+i adrok+i as ‘its superiority and excellence’ or as ‘that it is superior and excellent’. kiçiğ+im+tä (BT VIII A 163) from kiçiğ ‘small’ is ‘in my childhood’, kiçiğ+kyä+m+tä (Ht) ‘in my earliest childhood’. The following DLT proverb shows ägrí both as ‘bentness’ and as ‘bent’: yïlan kändü ägrisin bilmäz, teve boynîn ägrîter ‘The snake does not know its own bentness (i.e. how bent it itself is) and calls the camel’s neck ‘bent’.’ All this explains how +sXz ‘without’ denotes lack when added to lexemes normally used nominally, but antonymy when added to adjectives: Examples for abstract +sXz forms (not necessarily with any possessive suffix to refer to the bearer of the quality) are mentioned in OTWF 133. Further, it explains why -mîs or -gAn form only participles (i.e. verbal adjectives) in some modern Turkic languages and action nouns (i.e. verbal abstracts) as well in others; why some languages can have one and the same infinite verb form in both of these uses; how the -(X)p converb could come to form the head of analytical finite verb phrases (in Azeri). In tirig+dâ+ki+çä, which signifies ‘as in one’s lifetime’, tirig ‘alive’ is not just ‘life’ but
rather ‘somebody’s being alive’; hence a syntactic expansion like
atalarï ölmiš+tä+ki+çä (ms. T III 228 1029) can signify ‘as when their
fathers had died’: ölmiš does not refer to those being compared but to
their fathers. What here becomes an abstract nominal is the whole
phrase atalarï ölmiš. To return to adjectives as lexemes: It can be stated
that their three-fold versatility, the ability of describing qualities on the
one hand, of denoting, on the other hand, these qualities themselves or
their bearers, is what defines them as a word class (cf. Johanson 2003).

Another way to create abstracts was by prop words like köjül or
bilig: sîmtag is both ‘careless, neglectful’ and ‘neglect, carelessness’.
‘care’ or ‘carefulness’, its opposite is sîmtagsjî köjül (see OTWF 203).
kâvânč köjül is ‘pride, arrogance’ (while ‘a proud and arrogant state of
mind’ is kâvânčanj köjül). Similarly öfkä bilig ‘anger’ or ýarlîkançüçî
bilig ‘commiseration’ from ýarlîkançüçî ‘compassionate’.253

Pronouns are also nominals; elements such as öz form a bridge
between nouns and (referring or adnominal) pronouns in serving as
both. Old Turkic numerals can also be assigned to the general category
of nominals, although they have special morphological categories; their
syntactic characteristics are shared by quantitative adjectives.

The Old Turks derived proper names both from verb and from noun
forms: Lexemes denoting animals, often birds, were commonly used as
proper names, as were adjectives of positive content. Imperative verb
forms often serve as proper names.254 Male and female proper names
often get an element +A added to such imperatives or to simple nouns
or adjectives, as Togana from togan ‘falcon’, Tükälä from tükâl
‘perfect’ or Kutada from kut+ad ‘Be happy, blessed!’. Diminutive /
caritative forms also serve as proper names. Phrasal names such as
Tirigâltmišä (SUK Wpo2,11) < tirig âlt-miš +ä ‘brought forth alive’ are
not rare.

This chapter starts with the formation of nouns and adjectives:
Nominal stems can be derived from other nominal stems or from verbal
stems. The former are discussed in section 3.111, the latter in section
3.112; see OTWF vol. 1 for more details on nominal derivation. We
subsequently turn to the inflexional morphology of these lexical classes.

253 +lXk is used for forming abstracts in Qarakhanid only, Uygur examples being rare
and late; in OTWF 126 this is explained by the fact that Uygur was a contact language
with Chinese, which Qarakhanid wasn’t. Here, nevertheless, is an instance from a letter,
a text type notorious for introducing progressive forms: ävdâkîlärîn ... ençîk âsânlîk
ayîdu iður biz (UigBrief C5) ‘We inquire about the well-being of those at home’; see
OTWF 126 for a few additional examples. The matter is discussed in Röhrborn 1995.

254 E.g. Üdrät ‘Increase (tr.)’, Asîl ‘Multiply (intr.)’, Üklît ‘Make numerous!’,
Kantur ‘Make glad!’ or Tusul ‘Be beneficial!’.
3.111. Denominal derivation of nominals
Nominals are formed from other nominals for certain specific purposes: Derived nominals can express smallness, endearment or pity (OTWF section 2.1); nominals (especially adjectives) can be intensified (OTWF section 2.2); nominals can be formed which express similarity of some sort with the base nominal (OTWF section 2.3); nominals can be marked for a class to which they are said to belong (OTWF section 2.4); derived nominals can express collectivity (OTWF section 2.5); they can also express certain functions related to the base noun (OTWF section 2.7) or characterisation by the base noun (OTWF section 2.9). Denominal derivation can express presence or absence of the entity denoted by the base (OTWF section 2.8) or, finally, serve syntactic purposes (as with the suffix +lXg).

There are two productive diminutive suffixes: +[X]č, added for endearment to terms for family members, and +kIñA / +klyA used e.g. for pitiling or affectionate reference to children and other beloved or cherished creatures. +[X]č is, in the great majority of cases, used with 1st person possessive suffixes, e.g. ṧg+üč+üṃ ƙ, my / our dear mother' (six times BT XIII 12, BT IX 219,2), yänja+č+ım(ız) ,my / our dear sister in law' (FamArch 126 and HamTouHou 20,2). kañ+ič+ıñ+ka ,to your dear father' (MaitrH XI 12r13) is a rare instance with the 2nd person possessive. ata+č+ım ‘my dear father’ and ana+č+ım ,my dear mother with the colloquial words for ‘father’ and ‘mother’ are especially common, the first of these since the runiform inscriptions; see the UW for Uygur examples of these two.

A rare suffix of endearment of the shape +(I)čAk may be attested in kol+ičak and boto+čak: iki količakın atasin boyn[in] kuçup ... (U III 64,13) ‘(the poor child) hugged his father’s neck with his two little arms and ...’; botočaklarımın karnı ačmıš (BT XIII 2,39) ‘It seems that my little camel colts (said in endearment about children) are hungry’. See OTWF 46-47 for several words which may be formed with similar suffixes.

While +(X)č, +(I)čAk and the suffix +kIñA, to which we turn straightway, are of pragmatic use in the sense that they express the speaker’s feelings towards the entity he is referring to, the suffixes +Ak and +Ik do not go beyond the lexicon: They denote entities which are, as it were, a smaller version of what is denoted by the base. kapak and čanak, e.g., are vessels which are smaller than kap and čan; from yul ,spring‘ we have yul+ak (Maitr 139r12 and v20), defined by Kâşgař as „a spring with little water“. öz and özök appear to be ,water ways‘ related in a similar manner. With animal names the relationship
between base and derivate seems to be more imaginative: kamïčak ,tadpole’ < kamïč ,ladle’ because of its shape, oglak ,kid’ < ogul ,son’, adgïrak ,white-footed antelope’ < adgïr ,stallion’ and the like. topïk ,ankle bone’ < top ,ball’, čöp+îk ,impurity’ < čöp ,little stick’, kas+îk ,piece of bark’, but+îk ,branch’ < but ‘leg’ appear to be formed with a different formative, +îk.

+kïñaA, the most productive diminutive / caritative suffix, becomes +kïyA in Uygur or, less commonly, +kïnA (e.g. azkïna ‘very little’ in KP 7,6 and a few other examples; see section 2.33). With terms referring to the speaker/writer, +kïñaA/+kïyA expresses modesty and self-deprecation. It sometimes also appears with adjectives and adverbs denoting smallness, shortness of time and the like by themselves (as azkïna just mentioned). +kïyA / +kïyA is added to inflexional forms or to whole phrases; e.g. bir kšan+ta+kyä ymä ‘even in just one moment (kšan)’ (BuyKäl 32) or bizni täg yïz yaš+lïg+kïy+yar, which its context shows to signify ‘people like us, who just get to be a hundred years (yaš) old’ (BT II 936). It is in some ways similar to a particle (note also that Kääšgärï does not quote any words formed with it, presumably because its products are not distinct lexemes); this double nature of being a formative preceding all inflexion on the one hand, of being like a particle both formally and semantically on the other hand, is retained in some modern languages where it lives on, like Uzbek and Bashkir.

+sîg forms adjectives signifying ‘similar to (or trying to be like) the base nominal’, as in ön+sîg and adîn+sîg ‘distinct’, bar+sîg ‘as if existing’, ulug+sîg ‘vain’. The formative +dâm (as in tängri+dâm ‘divine’) appears to have a similar meaning.

+AgUt forms status designations, as the very common bayagut ‘merchant, notable’ and alpagut ‘warrior’. The form also appears in binomes with underlying nominals, as bay bayagut, baš bašagut ‘foremost (pupil)’ (Maitr 160v2) or uz uzagut ‘specialist’ (ManMon 30).

Colour names have special derivates, formed with suffixes such as +gxl, +sll and +xš; see OTWF section 2.6. +(l)dUrXk forms names of implements spatially connected with human or animal body parts, such as boyunduruk ‘yoke’, beldürük ‘belt’, sakalduruk ‘cap strap under the chin’. +(l)dUrXk appears to have had a variant +(l)dArXk now attested in kari+lîtarak ‘upper arm bracelet’ in DKPAMPb 1138 (r and v confused in the facs.).

255 It also seems to be the only originally Turkic one: All the suffixes mentioned hitherto apparently come from Indo-European (though this is not the place to go into details on etymology).
+lXk forms derivates with a variety of meanings and functions (as also nowadays in many Turkic languages), which get lexicalised to different degrees; however, all of them have the general relational content of ‘purpose, assignment’ in common. +lXk is also part of the inflexional suffix -gUlXk, which forms modal action nouns and projection participles and is dealt with in section 3.284. Firstly, +lXk forms adjectives and adverbs pointing to the future, which are derived from bases denoting stretches of time: bïñ yïl+lik tümän kïn+lik bitigïmin bïlgïmin ... yassï taška yaratïttïm (ŠU E9 and Tariat W2) ‘I had my written words and my mark, intended for thousand years and ten thousand days, affixed onto a flat stone’. Similarly apamu+luk b(ä)lgü tamga ‘a mark and seal for eternity’ (HtPar 232,14), tümän kalplïk adïrturlar ‘They get separated for a myriad of kalpas’ (Warnke 484), oglumna Çïnts Êilaka iïç yïl+lik tutgok bertïm ‘I gave my son as a slave to Č.Š. for three years’ (UjgRuk I 4) and so forth. Secondly, +lXk forms adjectives denoting a status, use or function assigned, or to be assigned to a human or any other entity: bïg+lik urï oglu ëkïl boltï, esi+lik kïz (KT E34) ‘Your sons, meant to be lords, became slaves, your daughters, meant to be ladies, became concubines’. A Manichaean example is anvamïg yutuzluk al(ï)nï ‘Take yourself A. as wife!’ (M III 14,4); further bïglik ër ‘a man to be lord and master’ (U II 21,14), tegïnkâ kulluk barïr biz ‘We are going to the prince to serve him’ (KP 23,3), bušïlïk ärïnlïr biz ‘jewels to serve as alms’ (U III 12,15), tapïglïk tavar ‘object to serve as a token of respect’ (Ht VII 2051). Thirdly, +lXk nouns denote places intended for entities denoted by the base noun or where such entities are found in abundance, as borluk ‘vinyard’, çïckïlïk ‘flower garden’, kalvalïk ‘vegetable garden’, ağïlïk or xïmsolïk ‘treasury’, 256 yagïşlïk ‘a place for sacrifices’ or tâñrïlik ‘a temple’.

+dAš lexemes denote persons (exceptions are quite rare) who are companions to the entity denoted by the base noun or have that entity in common. Uygur instances are nom+dâš ‘a person adhering to the same faith (nom // Greek vômç ‘law’) as one’s own’ or kïrk+dâš ‘a person’s shape-fellow’ or ‘shadow soul’, which becomes visible in a mirror or a drawing (kïrk ‘shape’ < kôr- ‘to see’).

The denotees of +el nominals are persons who are habitually or professionally engaged in an activity in some way involving the

---

256 Etymologically speaking, the suffix of the last-mentioned is unnecessary, as xïmsö already signified ‘granary’ in Chinese; the DLT also gives kömê as ‘treasure’. In copying between languages, categorial transparency is commonly revived through additional affixes; e.g. Turkish evlat+lar ‘children’ < Arabic awlåd ‘children’.
denotee of the base. This formation will here be dealt more in detail than the other formations, as it became very active in the participle domain (see section 3.282 below). The implied activities in which the base is involved can be quite diverse. *suv+ći* is a ‘sea pilot’ in KP 22,4-5 but a ‘water superintendent’ in USp 88,46, *ok+ći* clearly an ‘archer’ in QB 2370 but an ‘arrow maker’ in QB 4458, *sav+ći* is a glorious title in PrièreMan A 9 but has a clearly negative meaning in TT IV B 21; *yagı+ći*, finally, is just ‘a quarrelsome person’ in Maitr 82r26 but ‘a soldier’ in all its eight QB instances. Such examples might suggest that *suvći*, *okći*, *savći* or *yagıcı* are not entries in the mental lexicon but created each time according to the context’s needs.

*yagıcı* just mentioned, *küni+ći* ‘a jealous person’, *övkıcı* ‘bad tempered’ and *buyanći* ‘meritorious’ label people by their qualities rather than their profession.257 There is a wide variety of implied verbs: *tamga+ći* (earliest in KT N 13) is the person who bears the royal seal and uses it. A *titigći* is a man who makes mud (*titig*) walls and an *aşći* prepares food. An *altunci*, *sasci* or *tamicci* use the denotees of the bases (gold, clay and iron) as material to *make* objects; thus also *igaći*, as we understand from the context. In other contexts, *igaći* could be a tree cutter; a *targakći* makes or sells combs. A *tuzći* collects and/or sells the object (salt) while a *bözći* makes or sells it (cotton cloth). A *kalanci* is somebody who does agricultural work for the state instead of paying the *kalan* tax. The *âvci* ‘housewife’ and the *borlucki* ‘wine grower, wine cultivator’ (not the owner of a vinyard) work in the place denoted by the base. A *yultuzći* looks at his object (stars) to predict the future while the *yuntći*, *końcći*, *udći* and *yanacći* have terrestrial objects (horses, sheep, bovines and elephants) to watch and tend.

*+ći* nouns practically always denote humans258 who are initiators of events or activities: *kâmići* and *kanjàcći* are people who sail and drive ships and carts respectively, not passengers on these vehicles. The *tińcci* (U II 8,37 and TT IV A 21) is not a listener (as one might think in view of the derivate *tińla-* ‘to listen’), but the person who communicates things to be listened to; *kapagcı* is a ‘doorkeeper’, not somebody who is locked in or out by a door. *+ći* often forms derivates from names of activities; thus *avcı* ‘hunter’ < *av* ‘hunt’, *oyuncı* ‘player’ < *oyun* ‘game’,

---

257 So do the very common *yarlıkançući* ‘compassionate’ and its rare near-synonyms *îrinçeнакçući* and *sakınçući* (see OTWF 114-5), which can be considered to be deverbal as no corresponding -(X)n+U forms are attested. Thus also *armakći* ‘deceitful person’ (already KT E6), which comes from *ar-mak* ‘deceit’ and not from the verb.

258 I have met only one instance where the referent is an animal: *kan+ći kurt* ‘a leech’ in a Brâhmi text, from *kan* ‘blood’.
siğütçï ‘wailer’ < siğit ‘lamentation’ or yelviçï ‘sorcerer’ < yelvi ‘sorcery’. This makes derivates from denominial verbs, e.g. *oynaguçï or *siğtaguçï, superfluous. Agentivity was a central characteristic of this formative already prehistorically: This is what made it part of the highly productive agentive formatives -(X)gčI and -gUčI dealt with in the section 3.113, and presumably also of the subject participle -dAčI (section 3.282), which serves as future form in Orkhon Turkic (section 3.234).

Not all combinations of deverbal formatives with +čI fused into deverbal formations. Two such formative sequences are mentioned above; another two are -(X)m+čI (e.g. exceptionally not all too agentive ölümçï ‘creature doomed to death’) and -(X)š+čI (e.g. tütüşçi ‘quarreler’, öçäşıçi ‘contender’ or turušçi ‘opponent’). közütçï ‘guardian’, one of the products of the -(U)t+čI sequence, governs objects, just as -(X)gčI and -gUčI do; e.g. in the common expression yertinçü közätçï, a loan translation from Skt. lokapâlã ‘guardian of the world’.

+sXz denotes lack when added to nouns. When it is added to adjectives it signals their non-applicability, e.g. bâksiz ‘infirm’, mägnüsüz ‘transient, not eternal’, cînsiz ‘untrue’, adînsïgsiz ‘immutable’. bâgläri bodunü tüz+süz üçün ‘since the lords and the people were in discord’, bir ägsüksüz tükäl ‘without (even) one missing (i.e.) complete’; ät’öz ürlüsüzin ukitu ‘explaining the body’s transience’ (< ûr+lük ‘everlasting’) or ‘teaching that the body is transient’. In the Tuñokok inscription, (but not e.g. in the KT and BQ inscriptions) +sXz could have had the shape +sIz, as it is written with s₂ in Tuñ 48, and in the instrumental form in Tuñ 35 as s₂zn². This accords with the first vowel of the suffix +sIrA- ‘to be or become without (the base noun)’, which is derived from the privative suffix using the formative +A-.

+lXg was, in the Orkhon inscriptions, a formative signifying ‘possessing the denotee of the base’, as in küçlüg ‘powerful’, kînîlîg ‘having a xagan’. In Uygur it has a wide variety of uses, indicating, e.g., origin (Sölümîlîg Alp Totok Ögrünçï), material (kümüslüg tirgüklär ‘silver-plated pillars’), apposition (täyri kizlarîlîg terin kuvrag ‘the assembly of god-maidens’) or metaphor (nizvanîlîg kir ‘the dirt of passions’), and governs some very involved constructions partly described in section 4.122 below (see OTWF section 2.91 for a full treatment). +lXg is sometimes preceded by +lAr or by possessive suffixes; examples are given in section 3.01. Interestingly, it is preceded by the 3rd person possessive
suffix in the shape which we find before postpositions; e.g. in burxan kut+în+lîg kölök (Pfähl I 8), where a ‘vehicle’ (Skt. yana) is presented as a metaphor for Buddhahood. +(s)In+ might then be the shape which the possessive suffix has also when it precedes derivational elements and not only postpositions (the only one attested in this position being +lXg). In another appositional instance of +lXg, a personal pronoun also appears in the shape it has before postpositions, which is (as with the possessive suffix) identical with the accusative: biznilig erinç tînîglîs (UigOn III B r3) ‘us poor creatures’. Another possibility is that +lXg was really felt to be a postposition, since it has such loose juncture in Uygur (cf. OTWF p.151). In other cases, however, we have the possessive suffix appearing without /n/ before +lXg; for this there might again be two reasons: Along with other changes in Uygur, this /n/ was dropped also before postpositions (section 3.124), and the instances without /n/ might be part of that historical development. As a different possibility, +lXg may have come to be felt to be a concatenating particle, and particles never demand this oblique form of what precedes them.

3.112. Intensification of adjectives and adverbs
Intensification applies to adjectives and adverbs but not to nouns, except the use of the clitic particle (O)k (can modify any textual entity; cf. section 3.341). +rAk forms elatives and comparatives. It might be a particle rather than a formative as it practically never forms lexemes, as its products do not differ from their bases in lexical content, as it hardly ever is followed by formatives but sometimes appears even after inflexional morphology. +rAk is added to adjectives (e.g. yarprâk sav ‘quite difficult phrases’) and adverbs (e.g. âsrurâk ‘before, earlier’) but not to colour terms, which are graded by reduplication. +rAk forms govern the case form in +dA: e.g. ay tânri tîlğânîntä šâvîglîrâk ‘lovelier than the moon disc’ (comparative); barçada içgârîrâk barçada ižârâk (BT V 170-171) ‘more central (içgârû ‘inside’) than everything else and highest (ižâ ‘above’) of all’ (elative). In yâk ičkâklârdâ üstünrâk yavlak ‘worse than demons and vampires’ (DKPAMPb 152) comparison is expressed by the adjective üstün itself expanded by +rAk. Together with takî ‘more’ we have antâda takî yeğrâk ‘even better than that’ or, adverbially, ög+în+tâ kañ+în+tâ takî yeğrâk ara kirür ‘he intercedes (ara kir-) for them even better than their mother and father’.

Elative content is also expressed by repeating the same adjective as in yarok+tâ yarok ‘brightest’, aglak+tâ aglak (MaitrH XI 6r10-11) ‘most
unfrequented’, *avîngu-*ta *avîngu* ‘most amusing’\(^{259}\) or *artok-*ta *artok* sızök (Maitr 26A r6) ‘exceedingly pure’. Compared adjectives need not have +rAk either, as in *muntada ymä munjadinçïg* ‘more wondrous than this’ (Maitr 26A r3).

Reduplication is another means of intensification limited to adjectives and adverbs. Here the stem is preceded by a syllable consisting of the first consonant (if it starts with one), followed by the first vowel and \(p\): e.g. *kap+kara* ‘quite black’ (and other colour names), *tüp+tüz* ‘quite level’ (and other shape adjectives), *ap+arïg* ‘quite clean’, *äp+äsän* ‘quite healthy’ or *tup+tut fête* ‘quite uninterruptedly’.\(^{260}\) This is the only productive morphological process which is not suffixal; the reason must have been iconic (in modern languages the additional syllable bears the word stress). More on Old Turkic reduplication can be found in OTWF § 2.23, on +rAk in § 2.22.

Superlatives are formed by preposing the particle *äŋ* to adjectives; Uygur examples can be found in the UW; *äŋ* is attested also in runiform and Qarakhanid sources. *ulug+i* ‘the big one among them’ and *kiçïg+i* ‘the small one among them’ are quite often found in adnominal use with superlative meaning both with and without *äŋ*: *äŋ ulugï tegin* (Suv 608,15-17) is ‘the eldest prince’, *šankï atlag ulugï oglïnï bašï* (MaitrH XV 13v4) ‘the head of his eldest son called Šankha’; *ulugï tãŋri* and *kiçïgi tãŋri* (HamTouHou 1a r1 and 8) signify ‘the greatest’ and ‘the smallest god’ respectively. *ulugï* does not have to be adjacent to its head: *ulugï mahabale tegin* (Suv 609,23) ‘the oldest prince, Mahâbala’. In *ol yäklärdä ulugï* (ManUigFrag r5) ‘the leader of those demons’ the group out of which the entity referred to is the biggest appears in the locative case form; similarly *kamagta äŋ ken(ki)* ‘the very last’ etc. (UW).

3.113. Deverbal derivation of nominals

This topic will be dealt with rather summarily here; see OTWF part III for details. We distinguish four groups of deverbal nominals by their functions. Firstly, nominals derived from verbs with most formatives denote either the subject when the verb is intransitive and the object when the verb is transitive, or the action; they are called ‘ergative’ in OTWF because this distribution reminds one of the uses of the nominative in languages which show ergative sentence structure: It marks the subject of intransitive verbs but the object of transitive ones.

---

259 From *avîn-* ‘to divert oneself’; see section 3.284 for the -gU formation.

260 DLT fol. 165 says that the Oguz could use /m/ or (in one case) /s/ instead of /p/.
Secondly, nominals formed with -çUk, -gUč and -gOk (for which see OTWF section 3.2) denote instruments. A third group, consisting of positive -(X)nčIg (probably < -(X)nč+sIg) and negative -gULXksXz, denotes adjectives qualifying potential direct and indirect objects. Examples for -(X)nčIg are akla-nčig ‘hateful’, amra-nčig ‘lovely’, kork-nčig ‘frightful’, yüräk yarïl-nčig ‘heart-rendering’; using an adjective of this formation, the speaker states that an entity qualified by it is likely to induce in anybody the state of mind described by the verb from which the form is derived. -gULXksXz adjectives (e.g. adkanguluksuz ‘what one should not adhere to’, titgülüksüz ‘what one is not expected to renounce’, adîrguluksuz ‘something which should not be separated’) describe entities as connected with an action which should not be carried out. When used predicatively, adjectives formed in this way state about entities that they are such that actions described by the base verb should not be carried out in connection with them. -gULXksXz differs from -mAglomer (described in section 3.284) in not reflecting the wish of the speaker/writer but rather his opinion concerning prohibitions. A fourth group of deverbal nominals, dealt with below a bit more extensively, is agentive.\footnote{The formation in -gAh does not quite fit into any of these; cf. OTWF §3.327.}

The deverbal derivate group showing ergative behaviour is clearly the largest, both by number of formations (18 opaque ones) and by the number of derivates. The formatives (in descending order of importance) are -(X)g, -(O)k, -Xš,\footnote{This and -Xn are dominant formations; see section 2.51 above.} -(X)nč, -(X)nčU, -(X)m, -Xn, -(U)t, -mA, -gI, -(X)z, -gXn etc.. The common and composite -(X)gIXg and, in the negative domain, -(X)nčsXz form adjectives qualifying nominals which show the same ‘ergative’ behaviour. The formations mentioned differ in the degree to which they are lexicalised to denote the action or the event itself; with -(X)g, e.g., event nominals form the largest group, while they are very much of a minority with -(O)k, another common formation. -(X)nč and -(X)nčU were distinct formatives and not phonetic or morphophonemic alternants of each other (as has often been assumed), although contaminations and some confusion between them took place already in early times. While -(X)nč forms are usually associated with verb stems ending in /n/ and may have their source in the formative -Xš being added to these (with [nš] > [nč] as subsequent development), such a connection can hardly be detected with -(X)nčU. The formation in -(X)m is in the DLT and in a few late Uygur texts used
for denoting measurement units of substances; see the end of section 3.14.

\((X)g\), which is the most common formative for deverbal nouns (see OTWF § 3.101), was involved in suffix derivations and suffix compounding which sometimes led into inflexion: The DLT (fol. 582) deals with \(\text{-(X)glXk}\) as a ‘participle of necessity’. The converb suffix \(-\text{gInčA}\) (see section 3.286) probably comes from \(\text{-(X)g+(s)I(n)+čA}\), i.e. with the possessive suffix in the equative case. The ergative suffix \(\text{-(X)glXg}\) and agentive \(\text{-(X)gčI}\) (see below) as well as the desiderative suffix \(\text{-(X)gsA-}\) (section 3.212) also contain this element. All this means that \(\text{-(X)g}\) must have been just as common, or even commoner and more productive, in prehistorical times.

Nominals derived with \(\text{-(X)gčI}, \text{-gUčI}, \text{-(X)mlXg, -gA}, \text{-gAn}\), a few minor formatives and \(-\text{mAksXz}\) always refer to or qualify the subject of the verb they are derived from.\(^{263}\) This is clearly a secondary group: \(\text{-(X)gčI}, \text{-gUčI}, \text{-(X)mlXg}\) and \(-\text{mAksXz}\) are composite; \(-\text{gA}\) and \(-\text{gAn}\) appear to have been taken over from inflexional morphology (and probably not the other way around): \(-\text{gA}\) may have been related to \(-\text{gAy}\)\(^{264}\) while \(-\text{gAn}\) is the Common Turkic participle suffix. Deverbal nominals may originally all have been of the ergative type. In the negative domain there is a three-way division of tasks between composite forms: \(-\text{mAksXz}\) denotes only subjects, \(-\text{gUlXksXz}\) all other participants but never the subject and \(\text{-}(X)ncsXz\) the subject if the verb is intransitive but the object if it is transitive.

The \(\text{-(X)gčI}\) form sometimes has verbal government; here are two instances with the dative: \(\text{üč ārdnikā tapīģčī tīnlīglar az; yākkā ičgākkā kamka tapīģčī tīnlīglar uķīš tāŋrīm (TT VI 017-018)}\) ‘Creatures worshipping the three jewels are few; creatures worshipping demons, vampires and magicians are numerous, my lord’; \(\text{burxanlarīg nom tilgānin āvtīgkā, altī p(a)ramitlarīg tošgurtguka ůtūģčī bolsar, ...}; \(\text{nom tōzin ača yada ukītguka ůtūģčī bolsar (Suv 181,16-22)}\) ‘if he becomes one who prays for the buddhas to turn the wheel of \text{dharma} and to fulfill the six \text{pāramitās}, ... who prays for (staying on earth for innumerable ages and) explaining and dissipating the essence of the law ...’.

\(^{263}\) In the Suv the form \(-\text{gUčI}\) is used also for qualifying objects; see section 3.282.

\(^{264}\) The relationship between \(-\text{gA}\) and \(-\text{gAy}\) is discussed in section 3.234 below. The deverbal suffix \(-\text{gAysOk} / -\text{gAsOk}\) (OTWF section 2.93) must also have been formed from such nominal \(-\text{gAy} / -\text{gA}\) through the denominal suffix \(+\text{sOk}\) (dealt with in that same section of OTWF).
Derivates formed with other compound deverbal suffixes containing +čI can also govern objects: -(U)t+čI, e.g., in ay őlütči in TT VI 92, where the moon is governed by őlür-, the base of őlütči.265 Another deverbal form capable of verbal government is -(X)m+čI, in isig öz alümėîlar (several times in Suv) and perhaps another phrase quoted in OTWF 117.266 It is certainly no coincidence that all the deverbal nouns quoted as governing objects are composed of +čI as final element, +čI being an agentive formative even though it is denominal.267 Note, however, that it was not impossible, in principle, for other formatives to show such government: Kāšgarī creates the sentence ol ävin bāzā-t-ıgsä-k which he translates verbally as ‘He longs for his house to get painted’ the form in question is an -(O)k derivate of a desiderative in -(X)gsA- from a causative verb.

The functions of -(X)gIgXg, the most active among the ergative suffixes, are documented and discussed in OTWF section 3.119. közı yüm-üglüg olorur ärti ‘He used to sit with closed eyes’ (Ht VI 2b9) is similar to özı atanmîş, öğrîncülîg, atî yet-ıglîg kâlîr (IreqB LV) ‘He comes a famous and joyful man, his horse being led (for him)’ in that both forms are predicative and accompanied by their objects (köz ‘eye’ and at ‘horse’ respectively). More often, such expressions are adnominal, as yügrük atlarîn koš-uglug kanlı (Suv 625,5) ‘a chariot harnessed to swift horses’.

Among the -(X)mIgXg nominals, tāgîmlîg ‘worthy of …’ also governs the dative (examples in OTWF 374); it does so more like a postposition than like a verb, however, as it is no longer transparent. The fact that it can govern gerunds in -gAll (e.g. in Abîlst 58 or MaitrH X 4v9) does not really make much of a difference here. Other -(X)mIgXg adjectives like ärtîmlîg ‘transient’, kanîmlîg ‘satisfied, content’ and særimîlg küdümlüg ‘patient’ have no verbal government. -gA lexemes are also

265 OTWF 116 quotes passages in which kūzâtcî ‘guarding, guardian’ governs direct objects such as vertîncî ‘the world’ or ordo kapag ‘palace and gate’. In dānî arvîş tutacılarîg kôgî kūzâtcîlar ücîn (Warnke 166) ‘because they guard and defend people who uphold spells’ an -(X)g+čI derivate of kô- and an -(U)t+čI derivate of kūzâd- have the government of an accusative form in common.

266 Such phrases can, of course, also be understood as complex nominal phrases if the first element is in the stem form and not in the accusative; in section 4.121 below we discuss also nominal phrases whose head has no possessive suffix although the internal relationship is neither appositional nor adjectival, as in balîk kapag ‘city gate’ or beş azün tînîglîr ‘the beings of the five existences’. Instances as these may, however, be set phrases, the heads of the type discussed in the present section do seem to be transparently deverbal and in a few cases the object is in the accusative case.

267 Denominal +čI forms do not, of course, govern objects.
often transparent (e.g. *bilgä* ‘wise person’) but none show any signs of participle-like behaviour either.

Another adjective formed from a deverbal nominal (the ‘dominant’ -Xš) with the help of +lXg is *küüsšlüg* ‘desirous (of)’ from *küüsä- ‘to wish’ over *küüsš ‘wish’. OTWF 273 quotes examples of *küüsšlüg* governing the objects nom ‘dharma’, *mutna kutrulmak* ‘to save oneself from this’, *burxan kütü* ‘buddhahood’ and *bʃo kutlʊg kùn-üg* ‘this blessed day (accusative)’. In bir *kùn ićintä mìn tümän kata körgäli *küüsšlüg kulü alp kara* (HamTouHou 5,64) ‘his slave Alp Kara, who wishes to see him ten million times a day’ *küüsšlüg* governs a converb form in -gAlI and in fact functions as an attributive participle of *küüsä*. Since this lexeme shows some verbal characteristics, one would want to derive it directly from *küüsä- through a composite deverbal formative; other instances of -Xš with +lXg do not, however, show any degree of fusion. Above we quoted an -(X)mI-Ig form governing a converb in -gAll. Derivates in -(X)nč can also govern such converbs, as *sakînč < sakîn- ‘to think’ in kim kayu är kunçûylärka yarangálî sakînčîn yırłap taxšurup bitig bitıtsår, ... (U III 75,10) ‘Whichever man sings and writes verses and has letters written with the intention of currying favour with women, ...’. kunçûylärka yarangálî sakînč is the nominalisation of the phrase kunçûylärka yarangálî sakîn- ‘to plan to curry favour’. With *kertgünč < kertgün- ‘to believe’ we have üč ärdnikä kertgünč köνjüllüg upası* (MaitrH Y 4) ‘the lay brother with faith in the three jewels’. All this shows the fuzziness of the border between lexeme formation and grammar.

-gAn is a participle and action noun suffix in most of the modern Turkic languages and is likely to have been a part of the inflexional system already in Proto-Turkic. In Old Turkic this use is either archaic, however, or else we find it in late texts, where it may have been reintroduced from other dialects; such use is mentioned in section 3.282 below. Petrified -gAn forms are *tikän*, *yargan* or *bazgan*, all discussed in OTWF section 3.324. Some instances of -gAn do belong into word formation, however, as they are clearly neither participles nor petrified lexemes. Such instances (dealt with in detail in OTWF section 3.324) are *esnägän bars* (IrqB X) ‘a yawning tiger (not one yawning during the event recounted in the passage)’, *udîgän* (MaitrH III 3r6) ‘(a snake) prone to sleep’, *tutgan* and *kapgan* (HamTouHou 17,4-9 and 1´-6´) ‘(a) rapacious (falcon)’, *savî yarlıgî yorîgän* (Schwitz 17) ‘(somebody) whose words and commands generally prevail’, *kišîni tutagan*268 (TT

---

268 See OTWF 425 for the first vowel of this verb, mentioned in the EDPT as ‘tota-’. 
VII 25,6) ‘(habitually) disparaging (people)’ and the forms ugan, törütgän, igidgän, kächïrgän and yaratgan which are all epithets for God Eternal in the QB. Such -gAn forms clearly denote the habitual subject, a living being characterised by the activity denoted by the base. The explanation for the agentivity of this suffix and for the fact that it governs objects is probably its likely morphological origin; one could even make a case for the view that some late Old Turkic sources use it as a participle.269

Deverbal nouns are distinguished from the whole verbal system by being negated with +sXz or analytically, whereas the former have -mA- preceding the mood, tense-aspect, participle or converb suffixes.

3.12. Nominal inflexional morphology

This is of three types. There is, first, the inflexion of nouns and adjectives, the latter also getting used adverbially. Pronominal and numeral morphology, which differ from this first type, are discussed in sections 3.13 and 3.14 below. The inflexional morphology of nouns and adjectives consists of the markers of four categories, number, possession, antonym marker and case.270 Further, of a converter +kI (applied to local and temporal terms of miscellaneous shape; section 3.126) and, for Uygur, of +lXg (section 3.111 and 4.122) which, like the genitive suffix, has some converter qualities. As a further (non-inflexional) nominal category we should mention (in)definiteness, since an Old Turkic nominal can be accompanied by the indefinite article bir (distinct from the numeral ‘one’ by meaning and distribution), mentioned in section 4.1.

Rather then modifying nominals, the categorial markers discussed here in fact modify noun phrases: In közi kara+m ‘my black eyed one’ (M II 9,19), for instance, the possessive suffix is even added to two words in predicative relationship, not having become one lexicalised

269 yügürgäntä bultumuz in HamTouHou 20,11 should be translated as the editor does: yügürgän ‘courier’ is documented in the DLT. This is a lexeme and not a -gAn form created ad hoc, which it was taken to be in OTWF 384.

270 +(X)m appears to have become a feminine marker in some words; see the end of section 3.122. The gender of terms formed with the Sogdian feminine suffix +anč, e.g. arxantanč (examples in the UW entry) ‘female arhat (saint in Indian tradition)’, n(i)gošak n(i)gošakančlarka (M III nr.27 r6) ‘to male and female auditors’, košitranč ‘female presbyter’, šarmiranč ‘female novice’ or šamnanč ‘nun’ was clearly transparent to Uygur readers. The existence of a category of human gender could have been considered even though the suffix is attested only with borrowings, if there had been more examples or if they had shown greater semantic diversity.
whole. There is, further, the group inflexion phenomenon, which concerns only nominal, not verbal affixes (but does concern the suffix +lAr also when applied to finite verb forms, as shown in section 3.23 below). In tsuy irincülärmin (TT IV B 50) ‘my sins (acc.)’, e.g., the plural, possessive and case suffixes are added to the two synonyms (the first copied from Chinese) together. In bulgammiş tälgämişišin ukup ‘noting that they are in confusion and disorder’ (AoF 20(1993): 374 r11), e.g., the nominal ending expressing both 3rd person reference and accusative case is shared by the two -mIš forms; it agrees, of course, with the last one in synharmonism. The first word could also have had the shape *bulgammişin, but the procedure chosen by the author or translator adds cohesion between the two verbal nominals.

The morphemes expressing the four nominal categories (plus indefiniteness as non-morphological category, mentioned on the previous page) are added to their base in the order they are cited above.271 Number may originally have been a bit akin to derivation, in that different word classes had different plural forms. The suffixes of case, on the other hand, appear as last element in the morphological chain (unless followed by +kI to incorporate the whole morphological structure into a new nominal base). This fact is connected with their similarity, in some ways, to postpositions (with which they also share syntactic tasks). In Uygur the plural suffix can, however, appear after the possessive suffix to denote a plurality of possessors, e.g. in yetinç uguşuğularni birlä (U III 55,11) ‘together with your seventh generation’ (i.e. including the seventh generation after you). The sentence is addressed to a number of persons; this is not made clear enough by the plural possessive suffix, which is used for polite address to singular addressees. For the same reason, +lAr is added also to the plural imperative. Adding +lAr to uguš would not, in Uygur, have expressed that the plurality is meant to apply to the possessors and not to the possessed.

271 ‘yer+i+lär+dä’ with the possessive suffix preceding the plural suffix instead of following it has been read in ‘üzütüm(ü)ñ siz kurtganañ tünäriñ yerilärda özguruñ’ (M III nr.9 II,1 v5-7), translated as ‘meine Seele aus den finstern Ländern der greisen Todesdämonin errette Du!; this is also quoted in Zieme 1969: 114. The third word should, however, probably be read as kurtgarañ; in the writing style which Le Coq here qualifies as “nachlässige uigurische Pinselschrift”, N and R are often similar. P. Zieme (personal communication) now reads the word discussed here as yaklıarda and not ‘yerilärda’. This gives two sentences with parallel verbs: ‘Redeem you my soul and save (me) from murky enemies’. 
3.121. Number

This is a binary category, with ‘plural’ as marked member: Plural entities are commonly marked with +lAr but the absence of this element does not signify that the reference is to a singular entity.

In the runiform inscriptions, nominal plurality was expressed only with humans, and that only occasionally; the following sentence, e.g., clearly refers to all the sons and daughters of the nation: bäglik urü oglun kul boltï, esilik kiz oglun kiiy boltii (KT E 34) ‘Your sons, meant to be lords, became slaves, your daughters, meant to be ladies, became concubines’. As pointed out in Tekin 2003: 101, the inscriptions apply +lAr to the social class of bäg+lär ‘the lords’ and to names for family members. According to Johanson 2001: 1728a “ist im Ost-Alttürkischen -lAr noch ein Kollektivsuffix”; this can hardly be the case when Köl Tegin (N9) refers to his own sisters and wives as äkä+lär+im and kunçuy+lär+im respectively. In the Yenisey inscriptions we also find kälin+lär+im ‘my daughters-in-law’, küdägü+lär+im ‘my sons-in-law’ or kadaš+lär+itž ‘your relatives’.

In the Orkhon and Imperial Uygur inscriptions, the Common Turkic +lAr competes with the suffixes +(U)t, +(A)n and +s. +(U)t (which may have been borrowed together with the bases it is used with) appears e.g. in tarkat, säñüt and tegit, the plurals of the titles tarkan, säñün and tegin. See OTWF 78-79 for documentation and subsequent retention.272 In (post-inscriptional) Uygur, the ‘normal’ plural suffix +lAr was added unto these forms, giving the common tegitlär ‘princes’ or (in MaitrH XVI 11r25) bägitlär ‘the lords’. otuz tegit oglanî ... birlä (MaitrH, colophon,24) ‘together with his 30 prince(ly) sons’ still has the simple form. +s appears only in a term borrowed from Sanskrit, iśvara+s (ŚU S 2), ‘potentates’. +s looks Indo-European while both Mongolic and Sogdian have plural suffixes with °t.273 +(A)n, the third rare plural suffix, is discussed in OTWF 91-92. It appears in ār+än ‘men’, tor+an ‘system of nets’, öz+än ‘the innermost’, *bodu+n ‘nation’ and og(u)l+an ‘sons’, e.g. in IrqB LXV: amti, amrak og(u)lanîm, ança biliylär ‘now, my dear sons, know you thus’; the plural verb form shows that more than one

---

272 The suffix was mentioned as +(X)t in the OTWF but none of the instances attested with common nouns gives unequivocal proof for the identity of the vowel. The Tañut people (this name first mentioned twice in the Orkhon inscriptions) were in Tang China called Dang Xiang. I would propose that +Ut was added to this first syllable. If this was done by Turks, the vowel would be fixed as /U/. If the language was Mongolic (the plural suffix +Ud being fully productive there), Mongolic /U/ would correspond to Turkic /X/.  

273 The suffix is most likely to have been of Mongolic origin as only that language group had +n vs. +t as a regular representative of singular vs. plural in nominals.
person was being addressed. Note also *ogulanîm inîlärim* ‘my sons and younger brothers (M III 9,5) with parallelism between the two suffixes.

The appearance of +*lAr* was in general not a matter of economy but of individuality, the height on the agentivity scale of the entity involved and, no less important, relevance: Take the passage *az înaru barm[iš]*, *bir ögü[r] muygak kör[mîş]*, *ymä muygak sîgunug uyu[tuz bî]lîg üçûn edärîr ârmiš. bo bâlgû körîp ymä ...* (M I 35,7) ‘He went a bit further and saw a herd\(^{274}\) of female maral deer. A female maral deer was pursuing a male maral deer for sex. He saw this sign and ...’. The reference could also be to a number of females pursuing the males; we don’t know, as the author does not appear to have attached any importance to specifying the number. In the simile *kaltî balak (= balîk)* suv içrâ yüzârê (M I 17,14) *balîk* ‘fish’ could be either singular or plural; the translation could either be ‘as a fish swims in water’ or ‘as fish swim in water’: The difference just does not matter in this particular context. Uygur and Qarakhanid sources have the common Turkic marker +*lAr* appearing with any entities and not just with humans, e.g. *üdrîr ‘periods of time’, tûçrî mânîlêrî ‘divine pleasures’, yultuzlar ‘stars’. Even there, however, the presence of +*lAr* is indicative of a plurality of individual entities rather than a mass (unless an Uygur translator is translating a foreign source literally).

Forms without +*lAr* could sometimes be understood as plural when no number words were around even in the wider context: 495 *bodisavtlar kuvragî* ‘the assembly of the 495 bodhisattvas’ but *adîn tûçrî kuvragî* (in the context) ‘the assembly of the other gods’.

The honorific use of plural forms is normally limited to the pronominal and the verbal domain. Rarely, a nominal plural form can also serve this purpose: The question *tözûnlar, bo körînc körîp könjülûg yazilt[i] mu* which Upatiya is asked by Kolita (ms. Mz 708 r 29-30 quoted by Zieme in *UAJb* 16: 295) signifies ‘Oh noble one! Did your heart stray seeing this pageant?’ Similary in KP 45,3, where *bodis(a)vtlar* is used in clear honorific reference to a single person (alternating with *bodis(a)vt* two lines further on); here the person is not addressed but spoken about.

In ApokrSû 262, 265, 268, 271, 272, 283 and 286 we have *kunçûy+*lar ‘ladies’ referring to a single woman, as completely clear from the context. The note to the passage mentions Mongolic *exe+ner* denoting a (single) woman, refers to a paper by Doerfer on the category of number in Manchu and writes that it is “wahrscheinlich als ein

\(^{274}\) The editor writes *bir ökü[š]* (i.e. *îkûš*) but *ögü[r]* seems more likely to me. If there is enough space in the lacuna, the text may have had *bir ögü[r sîgun]* muygak.
Pluralis modestiae zu betrachten”; the process concerning this Arabistic term may rather have involved tabuisation, which made it improper to refer to a person’s wife directly. Deference is, at any rate, certain not to be involved in the ApokrSû passage.\textsuperscript{275}

Collectives are also related to plurality. Nouns and numerals formed collectives with the suffix +\(AgU\) (discussed in OTWF section 2.52); a common example is \textit{adîn-agu} ‘other(s)’, attested e.g. in M III nr. 8 V v 5 and VI r 1. In Orkhon Turkic, this form has an additional /n/ (no doubt akin to the ‘pronominal’ \(n\); cf. next section) when further suffixes are added: We have \textit{kâlinjüüm} (*kâlin+(å)gün+üm) ‘my daughters-in-law’ in KT N 9, \textit{tay-agun+uuz} ‘your colts’ (KT SE)\textsuperscript{276} and \textit{iniy+ägün+ümn}\textsuperscript{277} ‘my younger brothers’ (KT S1 and N11, BQ N1).

3.122. Possession

Here are the ‘possessive’ suffixes, which come second in the morpheme chain:

- **singular**
  - 1\textsuperscript{st} person: \(+\(X\)m\)
  - 2\textsuperscript{nd} person: \(+\(X\)g\)
  - 3\textsuperscript{rd} person: \(+\(s\)I(n+\)

- **plural**
  - 1\textsuperscript{st} person: \(+\(X\)mXz\)
  - 2\textsuperscript{nd} person: \(+\(X\)gXz\)
  - 3\textsuperscript{rd} person: \(+\(s\)I(n+)+\(l\)Ar\)

The common \(t(ä)ŋri+m\) is an example for the 1\textsuperscript{st} person singular possessive suffix losing its onset vowel with a stem ending in a vowel. These suffixes share the plural element \(+\(X\)z\) with the personal pronouns \textit{biz} and \textit{siz}, and the 1\textsuperscript{st} person possessive suffixes have a labial

\textsuperscript{275} The Arabic plural ‘\textit{iyâl} ‘family members’, which in many Turkic languages came to signify ‘wife’, may or may not be another example for the same phenomenon: Many Arabic plurals of other semantic domains, e.g. \textit{tuğár} ‘merchants’, also acquired singular meanings in Turkish.

\textsuperscript{276} These two forms cannot be connected with Mongolian \textit{gû ‘ün} (Written Mongolian \textit{kümün}), as T.Tekin (1968: 121) thinks, as that is not a suffix but a noun and signifies ‘person, people’; \((A)gU\) is by no means limited to humans or even to living beings.

\textsuperscript{277} \textit{iniy} is the archaic form of \textit{ini} ‘younger brother’ which still appears as \textit{in} in Yakut. It was thought by some that \textit{iniyägün} is a compound of \textit{ini} with ‘nephew’; this latter, however, is \textit{yegän} and not ‘\textit{yägün’}. A passage in E28,8, a Yenisey grave inscription, has been read as \textit{tört (i)n(i)l(i)gü (ä)r(i)m(i)z; b(i)zni (ä)r(k(i)g (a)d(i)rtï}, by T. Tekin 1991: 357 translated as ‘We were four brothers; the god of the Underworld separated us’. This does not suit the meaning of the comitative suffix \(+\(lXgU\): That would have had to be translated as ‘we were with four brothers’, which does not suit the context. I take \(l\)\textsuperscript{2} in the first word to be a scribe’s error for \(y\): \textit{iniy+ägü} would fit this context (and Tekin’s translation) perfectly. The stone does show \(l\)\textsuperscript{2} but the two letters are quite similar; he could have misread his handwritten source.
as in bän. Labials in the 1st person are a universal feature, however, and do not signal any etymological connection. An etymological connection between the 2nd person possessive suffixes and the 2nd person personal pronouns – postulated by some scholars – is also quite unlikely: The former have a nasal or weak oral velar whereas the latter ends in an alveolar nasal in the singular and has no nasal at all in the plural; nor is the onset /s/ of săn likely to have melted away in any accountable variety of Proto-Turkic. In short, personal pronouns and possessive suffixes cannot be connected.

In the 2nd person the nasal and the voiced velar fluctuate in the Orkhon inscriptions, without apparent reason and even in the same phrase; e.g. el+iŋ+iñ törö+ɡ+ţiñ (KT IE22) ‘your land and your government (acc.)’. Other examples for /ɡ/ are buŋ+ug (KT S8) ‘your worry’, ädıɡu+ɡ (KT E24, BQ E20) ‘your profit’. The /ɡ/ appears also in verbal forms, where it refers to the subject: bilmä-dök+üɡ+ţiñ ńçün (BQ E20) ‘because of your ignorance’ (accusative form governed by the postposition), öl-sük+iɡ (KT S7, BQ N5) vs. öl-sük+iň (KT S6, BQ N5). With the preterite the oral velar is attested both in the singular and in the plural: The forms alkïntïɡ, arïltïɡ, bardïɡ, ärtïɡ, kïltïɡ, kïrgïrtïɡ, körtïɡ, öltïɡ and bardïɡïz are all quoted in Tekin 1968:92-93. This fluctuation is found in some modern languages as well, e.g. among the Anatolian dialects.

In some Manichæan mss., e.g. one ms. of Xw, we find that the 1st person plural possessive suffix has the form +(U)mXz / +(U)mUz e.g. tak+umuz (251) instead of takïmïz and, with the preterite form which has the same suffixes, sï-dumuz (256) and baçama-dumuz (258).

We have a rare repetition of the possessive suffix in the common bir+i+sï ‘one of them’; this may possibly have come about through analogy from iki+sï ‘both of them’, in case iki / äki was felt to come (or really was) from *äk+i ‘its supplement’.

In the 3rd person singular and plural, the suffixes in the table are written with an n+ at their end; this n+ appears in brackets because it is absent in the nominative (where the 1st and 2nd person possessive suffixes serve as they are). Cf. the demonstrative pronouns, which show the same element; the personal pronouns have a related phenomenon especially in the plural domain, and cf. Orkhon Türkic +(A)ɡU(n). In earlier texts, the n+ of the 3rd person possessive suffixes in fact appears before all suffixes: also the antonymy and parallelism marker +lï (see section 3.123) and the suffix +lXg (e.g. in burxan kutïn+lïɡ ‘related to
The pronominal +n+ of this suffix, lost in South Eastern Turkic from the Middle Turkic period on, gets dropped already in the dialect of the fragments in Sogdian script (san+i+ča, kut+i+ga). Note, further, that +I(n)+ and +sI(n)+ do not function in complementary distribution in Chuvash, but that rather the cognate of +I(n)+ contracts with any stem coda vowel. What clearly is the Chuvash cognate of +sI(n)+ gets used in cases of inalienable possession, suggesting some such original set of functions also for Proto-Turkic. A single instance of the absence of /s/ after vowel in a relatively late text (süü+ıŋa čariŋa in Suv 409,11, St. Petersburg ms.) might be considered an error (or was possibly meant to be read as süviŋa) and not an archaism (thus also Zieme 1969: 67 against Ramstedt). +sI(n)+ is normally spelled with front n₂ and s₂ in Orkhon Turkic also when appended to back-vowel words. This suggests that it may not have been synharmonic, which, in turn, accords with the theory that it originally was an independent pronoun. The Chuvash 3rd person possessive suffix also always consists of a front vowel, which has by Benzing 1940: 251n. been linked to the Orkhon Turkic facts. It may, however, also be that the Chuvash situation is secondary, as Common Turkic +kI became +ki in Turkish, and the Orkhon Turkic fronting appears to be subphonemic: The form suv+ıŋaru (in BQ E40 in a binome together with yer+ıŋarū, ‘towards their country’) with the directive ending following the suffix is spelled with r₁ and w (not ı). We even find tözünlär+ı+ lugun (spelled with X in the case suffix) in an early Manichæan text, DreiPrinz 119. See section 3.132 for forms of the pronoun *ı(n+).

In the 1st and 2nd persons of the possessive paradigm, plurality is marked by an element +(_,X)z, as in the personal pronouns referring to these persons. There are numerous examples in which 2nd person

278 The 3rd person possessive suffix may possibly originally have been identical with the obsolete pronoun įn+ discussed in section 3.132 below.
279 This is what appears from examples quoted in Benzing 1940: 253, 255 and in other publications.
280 This was first proposed by Radloff, later by Räsänen; see Tekin 1968: 18 for references.
281 Orkhon Turkic orto+ıŋaru is also spelled four times with r₁ and w, but Hesche 2001 makes a case for the view that these are instances of kiŋ orto ‘south’ and tiŋ orto ‘north’ governed by a postposition ıŋaru. There are no other relevant case suffixes: The dative has no oral velar but /ı/, for which there is only one sign in the Orkhon inscriptions. The ligature with which the locative is always spelled and the ę of the equative are also used both in front and back contexts.
282 Bang, Gabain (e.g. 1974 § 71) and others took this to be an old dual suffix, stating...
plural possessive endings serve polite reference to single entities, e.g. 
ymä anvam yutzunuz bolzun (M III nr. 7 I v 5) ‘Moreover, may Anvam 
become your (sg.) wife’. Such plurality of politeness is not always 
consistent; examples like the following are not rare: s(ä)niňu üdilig 
yiparlıg yemislikinizkä kigürün (M III nr. 9 II v 10-12) ‘Introduce me 
into your fragrant orchard’.

‘Possessive’ suffixes normally express either possession or general 
appurtenance and assignment. In these functions, their meaning is 
practically identical to that of the personal or demonstrative pronouns in 
the genitive; see section 4.121 for examples.

Added to adjectives, the 3rd person possessive suffix can refer to the 
bearer of the quality in question. With verbal nominals the possessive 
morpheme refers to the subject of the verb, e.g. in y(a)rikamiš+i üčün 
‘because he graciously (dived)’ (M III nr. 15 r 2; WilkManKat nr. 352). 
Thus also e.g. in k(a)mug s(ä)vüglärim - ä ‘Oh all my beloved ones!’ 
(ms. U 140 v3 quoted in Zieme 1969: 98), where the 1st person 
possessive suffix refers to the loving person. This is also what we have 
with perfect or projection participles such as the ones ending in -dök 
and -sXk respectively, as described in sections 3.283 and 3.284, and in 
fact in the paradigm of the constative preterite (section 3.232 below), 
which has been said to consist of a participle suffix involving an 
aluveolar consonant plus the ‘possessive’ suffixes.

In üküš+i ‘many of them’ (e.g. in BT II 238) there is a partitive 
relationship. Such expressions are used adnominally as well, e.g. in 
amarïlarï tïnïglar (TT X 39) ‘some of the creatures’. Similarly with 
the possessive suffix of ulug+i in e.g. än ulugi tegin iki inïärïnä inça tep 
tedi (Suv 608, 15-17) ‘the eldest prince said to his two younger 
brothers’: It refers to the group of the three brothers. This is the 
phenomenon Grønbech 1936: 92ff. mostly had in mind when calling 
the 3rd person possessive suffix an article. Three examples, with ulugi,
äñ ulugï and äñ 'ılkı ulugï respectively, are quoted in Gabain 1974: 158 (§ 360) and 398 (suppl. 56). The 3rd person possessive suffix creates contrast within a group, e.g. ulugï täŋrı ińça tep tedi and kiçiği täŋrı ińça tep tedi ‘The greater one among the gods said the following’ and ‘The smaller one among the gods said the following’ in the Arañemi-Jätaka (HamTouHou 1, 1 and 8). Cf. further sîñar+î bodun ići̇kdi, sîñar+î bodun kirti ‘Half / Part of the people submitted, the other half / part retreated’ (ŠU E6-7), with the possessive suffix referring to the ‘whole’. The expression anta kalmîš+î bodun ‘that part of the people which stayed behind’ is from the same inscription (N3); note that the contrastive possessive suffix is here added to a participle representing the head as subject.

The possessive suffix also has referential tasks within text structure: Take the sentence Amga korugun kîşlap yazîña oguzgaru sü taşîkdimînz (KT N 8), which signifies ‘We spent the winter at the Goat reserve and, that summer, drew out with our army against the Oguz’. The possessive suffix in *yaz+în+ga refers back to the winter preceding the summer of the Oguz raid. The use of the possessive suffix in kenînä ‘in the end’ (Pfahl I 8) referring the the preceding narrative is similar. In yol+î, which forms adverbial multiplicatives (section 3.14), finally, such reference has become rather fuzzy.

Old Turkic (like e.g. Modern Turkish) shows switch reference, where a preceding and a following element refer to each other by possessive suffixes; e.g. titsi+si baxşi+sîña (TT X 18) ‘the pupil (spoke) to his teacher’, ata+si ogl+î tapa kâmiî tâg (TT X 71) ‘as when a father comes to his son’: English uses possessive marking only for the entities mentioned second, thus referring only backwards and not forwards.

täŋrîm, literally ‘my god’, is a deferential way of address, like my lord, French ma-dame, Arabic sayyid+i (> sîdi) etc.

The 3rd person singular possessive suffix is often used for the plural as well, e.g. inscriptional üç kîrâg kîşî283 kâlti, sav+î bir ‘There came three enemy deserters all submitting the same report’; süsin anta sançdîm, âvi on kîn öñrî ûrkîp barmîs ‘There I routed their (the Karluk’s) army; their households had, it turned out, gotten alarmed and fled ten days earlier’. This was no doubt the Proto-Turkic situation, still found e.g. in Chuvash. In Uygur we find e.g. kañi xan ògî katun ...

---

283 This word is based on an emendation by Radlov accepted by most scholars. The stone has something which apparently looks most like yî'îy'î, by Aalto in his edition translated as “nacheinander”. This idea, taken up by Alyılmaz 2000: 107 with “art arda”, is impossible: Alyılmaz links the reading with yîgi ‘close, compact, dense’, but /g/ is never dropped in (early) Old Turkic. We are left with Radlov’s proposal, then.
ogl+iňä naïčä aytolars ..., ‘in whatever way his father the king and his mother the queen asked their son ...’; tört maxarač täŋrlär ... ọŋtun tizin sökip ... ayasîn kavşurups ..., ‘the four mahârâja gods knelt on their right knees and joined their palms (aya+sin)’. The praying gesture obviously involves the palms of a person’s both hands. Also in an instance with +lAr like yigi kilinçlärîn in Pothî 20, which should be translated as ‘their close-set deeds (acc.)’, there is no need to think that +lAr actually denotes the plurality of subjects (which must be clear from the context) beside denoting the plurality of actions. The 3rd person plural possessive suffix +lArI does not ever appear to get added to the plural suffix +lAr; the instance in BT II 744 (yarlıkançuçü köŋjüllük käclärläri ‘their faculties of commiseration’) is isolated and should be an error. What we do have is the addition of +lAr after the 2nd person plural possessive suffix, presumably to make clear that a plurality of possessors (and not mere polite address or a plurality of possessed entities) is meant; +(X)ŋ(X)zlAr is a composite plural possessive marker: üskünizläräta (Pothî 366) ‘in your (pl.) presence’, ävînizlärkä tâginlär (Pothî 382) ‘reach (pl.) your (pl.) homes!’; [ögr]ünçün m(ä)ŋin ārmâkâŋ(i)zl[är] bolzun (M III nr. 27 r 14) ‘May a life in joy and happiness materialize for you!’; sizlärnîn ogl+an+iňüz+lär+nî (DKPAMPb 172) ‘your (pl., polite) children (accusative)’. The Suv, a Buddhist text, has quite a number of instances of this suffix sequence, among them birök el xan bâg işi bodun kara nomça töröçä yorîsarlars, ötro sizlärnîn t(ä)ŋrîdäm çoguŋûzlar yalinizlär terinînizlär kuvraŋînizlars asîlur üstâlîr (Suv 194,16) ‘If, however, king, lord and lady and the simple folk were to live by manners and tradition, then your (pl.) divine glory and community would thrive’ and köŋjüllünlükterlärtä antag sakînçînglîs tursars (Suv 2,14) ‘if such thoughts come up in your (pl.) hearts’. kilînçlärîniz ‘your (pl.) deeds’ in Suv 660,1, on the other hand, refers to the deeds of a single person addressed to as täŋrim ‘my lord’, as kollarîniz ‘your (pl.) arms’ in Suv 349,3 refers to the two arms of somebody addressed as kopda kötrümlîs t(ä)ŋrim ‘my elated lord’. Similarly the sentence alku tetselîg terin kuvraŋlınîınızni yana nomlug yagmurıın barçañı toşgururs tükättir siz ‘You fulfill and perfect all, all your (pl.) communities of pupils, by the rain of dharma’ (Suv 334,10) is addressed to a single täŋrim, who had ‘all’ communities listening to him.

There is no evident way for a plurality of speakers to refer each to his own ‘possessed’ entity; we have the problem in Uygur colophons of manuscripts, where the religious merit of having sponsored the copying is by the sponsors deflected to their relatives. When such copying is
sponsored by more than one person, the formulation of the colophon is in the 1st person plural, but in the further text the reference to relatives of each one of the co-sponsors has to be in the singular. Thus e.g. the first text of DvaKol, which has the subjects of the deflexion speaking in the plural (with tägindimiz ‘we have ventured to ...’), but then has reference to their respective mothers as anam üisdâk täŋrim, anam ana katsu täŋrim, anam arîg kuncuy täŋrim, anam taz kûn täŋrim and anam buyançog täŋrim, each time with ana+m ‘my mother’ and then their proper name and the honorific täŋri+m. In another colophon of collective sponsorship (ms. TM 36 quoted by Zieme in his discussion of kisi in TDAYB 1987: 306), reference to kisilârim ‘my wives’ is not to be understood as evidence for polygamy but as each sponsor referring to his own wife.

In the example quoted, täŋrim marks real female persons, but it appears, in late texts, also to have referred specifically to goddesses as such: There is a minimal pair täŋri ‘god’ vs. täŋrim ‘goddess’ in SUK WP 2,18: tanuŋ tört maxarač täŋrilâr, tanuŋ yetî äkâ balîtîz täŋrilâr, yügärüki tanuŋ ekičî, tanuŋ är toña ‘Witnesses (for this contract) are the four mahäraja gods, witnesses the seven sister goddesses, visible witnesses Ekičî and Är Toña’. In this function, +(X)m precedes the plural suffix and does not follow it. The titles Turkish han+îm and Central Asian bäg+üm are also specifically feminine. Note that äkâ is ‘elder sister’ while äkäm is honorific (e.g. in SUK Sa12,27). xanîm appears to be attested already in a late Uygur graffito (PetInscr), where it follows the lady’s proper name.

Possessive suffixes can be followed by the antonym marker or, more commonly, directly by the case suffix.

3.123. Antonymy and parallelism
After the slot for a possessive suffix but before case suffixes there was a slot for +lI, which marks antonyms or synonyms, elements presented as opposed or parallel in the particular context. Entities without some such connection are rare (a possible example for this is süli ašli kertünči ücägü ‘army, provisions and faith’ in TT V B 105). +lI nominals are mostly pairs but sometimes triplets; the latter are then followed by üc+ägü (the collective derivate from ‘three’), the former sometimes by iki+gü (as generally done with lists in Mongolic and late Uygur). Each word receives +lI but they share the case ending: inili äçili (KT E 6) ‘younger and elder brothers’, torok bukalî sämiz bukalî (Tuñ 5) ‘lean bulls and fat bulls’ (plurality follows from the context); tärslî oplî kîltäçî ‘he who does wrong or right’ and the accusativesigidli kertüli+g
... körüp ‘perceiving lie and truth’ and öŋli köngüllü+g ‘appearance and essence’ are direct objects. Cf. further tāŋrilī yerli-dā ‘in the sky and on earth’ and the near-synonyms üzülmäkli öcmäklîniŋ ... taplagi (BT I D 250) ‘the acceptance of ending and extinction’.

3rd person possessive suffixes preceding +II normally have the ‘pronominal’ +n+: e.g. bašinli adakĩnlĩ iki yũlta (Ht VII 16 b 5-6) ‘within two years, from beginning to end’ with cataphoric +(s)I(n+), tîltäŋnilî nom tōzîni ikigüni ‘both their cause and their dharma root’284 (Myöhö B r 6), tūšinli tîltäŋnilî (BT I D 279) ‘their effect and their cause’, isig özîni ... (DPKAMPb 380) ‘his life and ...’. The instances in the following sentence lack pronominal +n+: šakimuni burxannĩ sãkiz ulug čaytîlarîlĩ, grîrakût tagda ulatî adîn öği on bulûq yûňaklartakîlĩ, adîn öjîlîrtä yũm (y)rilîkadaçî nomlug ätözlärkã ymã āŋtîp öčmîş amrîlmsîlîrka ... yûkûmîr m(ã)n (Suv 32,19-21) ‘I bow to the dharmakâyas and to those who have found peace in the eight great caityas (+II) of Buddha Ģyamunî, in the other ten corners and directions (+II) of the earth of which the foremost is mount Grîdrakûtâ, or elsewhere’.285 mâniŋ tûşâmiš tîl+tûm+li ‘the dream I dreamt and ...’ (MaitrH XIII 5r14) is an instance with a 1st person possessive suffix.

In ādģüli ayîgli kilînlîrniŋ tûşlîrî täggûtâ (BT II 925-928) ‘when the retribution for good and bad deeds arrive’ the suffix gets added to a pair of adjectives in adnominal use.

In some instances one member of a couple lacks +II, e.g. tâŋrilîrlî kînârlîr uzâ sâvitîlmsî ‘loved by gods and kînârîsas’ (ATBP 37).

Double +II lives on in Middle Turkic, e.g. in the Qiṣaṣu ‘l-Anbyî (Ata 2002: 68) and in modern languages.

3.124. Case
When case morphemes followed directly upon possessive morphemes, there was some fusion. There are three case paradigms, then: One for bare nominal stems and nominal stems ending with the plural suffix or +II, a second, fused one for stems with a possessive suffix and a third

284 The accusative suffix +nl may be explained as ‘pronominal’ (as in bizni) in view of the shape +(A)gU(n)+ which this suffix has in Orkhon Turkic or this may be the late Uygur extension of +nI at the expense of +(X)g (or both).

285 There is here a tripartite classification of places; however, the third member of the series (adîn öjîlar) does not get the element +II, perhaps because it is merely a residual and non-specific category, though it does get the locative suffix intended for all three. In Taryat E3, a runiform inscription of the Uygur kaganate, one could, in principle, read ötükän+li tâgrâ+si+li âkin ara ‘between Ö. and its surroundings’, but ötükän eli tâgrâs eli âkin ara could be spelled in the same way and would give a very similar meaning. T. Tekin reads Tâgrâs eli, taking ‘tâgrâs’ to be a place name.
one for pronouns and pronoun-like nominals. As a historical development within Old Turkic, pronoun declension was extended to more and more nominal domains, presumably because a pronoun has a higher textual frequency than most nouns.

There are approximately twelve case morphemes in the pure nominal declension; examples for case forms are given in section 4.11 and its subsections. Some case forms, e.g. the ablative or the instrumental, have different shapes in different text groups; there was no point in illustrating this with different tables in this work, however, as the spelling of some sources (e.g. the runiform ones) is equivocal, and as text grouping is all but clear. Suffixes with variable shapes are the genitive, the ablative and the instrumental; the directive is not very common in Buddhist and lay texts, and the comitative is outright rare there. The +rA suffix has two different historical developments in different semantic and functional domains. The Old Turkic case system is thus a very rich one, even in those texts which lack one or two of its members.

The nominative case form consists of a nominal with no case marking.

The genitive suffix has two main variants: +(n)Xŋ, with /n/ dropped after consonants, is used in the runiform inscriptions (e.g. čor+ŋ in KT E32, bāg+iŋ in E33) and a few other early texts, notably runiform mss. (e.g. BlattRun 2, 3 and 26 and the IrqB) and Manichaean sources (kišilār(i)ŋ in M III nr. 8 VII r7 (22,7), 286 There seem to be no genitives in the inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire. An /n/ appearing in this way only with stems ending in vowels is not attested with any other Old Turkic suffix: This suffix may possibly prehistorically have been transferred from the pronominal declension, where there is the so-called pronominal +n+, by metanalysis. 287

---

286 Numerous instances read as +n(a)ŋ, +n(ā)ŋ by Le Coq in Manichaean texts, e.g. in M I 14 title, 16,11-12 and 17,20 can be read as +Aŋ instead, and vice versa. The latter reading would imply a lowering of the suffix vowel, which in fact does not happen very often in front harmony words even in Manichaean texts.

287 Róna-Tas 1998: 73 thinks “Proto-Turkic nouns probably had an oblique stem in -n, just as pronouns still have in Old Turkic”. As evidence for this he gives, beside the genitive suffix, an accusative suffix which he reconstructs as *-nVG, a dative suffix *-nKA and an instrumental suffix *-nVn. There is, however, no way to reduce the nominal and the pronominal accusative suffixes to any common source by any sound laws known to have held for that stage of the language, and there is no evidence whatsoever that the dative and the instrumental suffixes ever started with an /n/. So the genitive suffix remains by itself, and ‘oblique -n’ remains a purely pronominal feature (found,
The vast majority of Uygur texts, however, always shows the suffix with \(/n/ also after consonants, e.g. maytri bodïsavt+nï. Exceptions, such as äv+îŋ yutuzĩŋa yazînmak ‘to sin with a married woman’, the title of the third chapter of the DKPAM, need an explanation: In this case I take äviŋ yutuzĩ, literally ‘a woman of the house’, to be a lexicalised phrase created before the generalization of +nXŋ.

Qarakhanid has a dissimilative variant +nXg,\(^{288}\) Orkhon Turkic a different dissimilative variant +Xn appearing after /ŋ/. We find +nUŋ in two Manichaean hymn titles, vam varînûŋ baś ‘the hymn of the god Vam’ and b(a)ŋ roš(a)n zaw(a)r zirînûŋ baśta ‘the hymn to god, light, power, wisdom’ (M II 9 and 10).\(^{289}\) Conversely, +nľŋ appears, e.g., in bayagutnîŋ in Ht III 507. Sometimes the vowel is implicit, or is spelled as a low vowel, e.g. bägnã in U IV A152, kišinã in M I 8,15. The vast majority of instances do, however, have /X/.

In the pronominal domain, the genitive form can be expanded by other case suffixes, e.g. öz+in+îŋ+çä ‘like his own’ (M III 22, 141); it gets the plural suffix in mân+îŋ+lâr ol ‘they are mine’ (U III 27,16) and has the derivate män+îŋ+sîz (in the common Buddhist phrase män+sîz mänîpsîz ‘selfless’, put into the accusative in Suv 210,21). biziŋ+tä+ki+çä ‘as in the one belonging to us’ is attested in Suv. Cf. inflecting possessive pronouns like Danish min, neuter mit, pl. mine ‘mine’ or sin, neuter sit, pl. sine ‘his own’.

In Buddhist Uygur, genitives of nouns can get their head deleted and be put into the locative case form; this is either used with comparative meaning or governed by postpositions. In what follows, these postpositions are ulatï, öŋi and artok respectively; in the second instance the possessive suffix inherited from the original head is retained. kulgaknîŋa ulatï adîn biliglär ‘the other senses, (i.e.) the sense (bilig) of hearing (lit. ‘the one of the ear’) etc.’ (Abhi A 3704, referring to the senses other than the sense of sight); ädgû ayîg nomlarnîŋ čînžu tûzi ädgûn barmîşlarnîŋçinda öŋî ārmâz (BuddhUig II 447) ‘The tathâtâ (= Chin. čînžu for this Sanskrit term) nature of good

\(^{288}\) Appears rarely elsewhere as well, e.g. TT X 520. Tekin 1968: 127 mentions an instance for a variant +Xg of this suffix from KT E25, the form bodun+ug; while this variant may be the result of dissimilation after /n/, the context makes it more likely for it to be a regular accusative in the accusative + finite verb construction (cf. section 4.622).

\(^{289}\) This is the shape of the genitive suffix also in Early Anatolian Turkish. Cf. the rounding in flexional suffixes presumably caused by labial consonants in some Manichaean mss. and mss. in Sogdian script (‘Argu’; section 2.402).
and bad principles is not different from the one of the sugatas (âdgûn, adverbial instrumental, bar-miş+lar ‘the ones who walked’). In the first case one instance of bilig (which could have served as head of kulgak+nîy) is deleted; in the second one barmişlar+nîy+în+da is equivalent to barmişlarnîn çîçû tözinda. Similarly burxanlarnîn tînlîglarîg ... ömäki ögnüntä kaqnînta takî artok üčün (Warnke 195) ‘because the Buddhas are considerate ... of the creatures even more than mothers and fathers’, where the phrase tînlîglarîg ... ömäki is deleted. Another such instance from Warnke 211 is quoted in UW 211b. Cf. further kalavînk+nîy+da (Suv 646,6) from the name of a bird, with în ‘voice’ to be understood from out of the context. In yarumîš ol öürákilârni nâ (Ht VII 199-201) the word understood from the context is swö bašlag ‘preface’: ‘It turns out that it overshadows those of the previous ones (i.e. the previous authors) and surpasses those of the present ones’. Instances such as baxşi+nîy+ta+kî+ça (Abhi A 3537) are comparable to Turkish adding +kl to the genitive suffix in the sequence +nîn+kî(n+) to integrate the genitive form as noun phrase without its head. Old Turkic does not, however, add +kl: This is similar to the phenomenon which has, in connection with Romani and Hurrian, been called ‘Suffixaufnahme’, although the genitive in those languages gets the head’s suffixes also when attributive (which would be impossible in any Turkic language).

The accusative has the suffix +(X)g; as stated in Erdal 1979, this is replaced by the pronominal accusative suffix +nI in the latest Uygur sources. This happens mostly when stems end in a vowel, e.g. yantûrdacî+nî in U II 58,3. Further, ayalar+nî in U II 46,70, yernî mä karî kiši în in UugBrief C12, again kiši+nî in TT VII 25,6. Occasionally, this suffix appears in early texts as well, e.g. savl(î)g âtözni arta(t)dimîz in Maitr 177r7, 291 In loans +nI appears more often and turns up at an earlier stage of the language than in native Turkic words; e.g. darmî+nî ‘the incantation formula’ (< Skt. dhârañî) in U II 38,69. Nouns such as barça and tüzü ‘all’, whose use is not far from that of pronouns, have the +nI ending also in classical Uygur (e.g. in Ht 290 This particular instance may possibly have been contracted from *yerînî mä karî kişini (unîmînî bolgî dîn) ‘you will have forgotten your home and your old wife’ (or ‘relatives’). But, on the other hand, this text uses a very late language, with VdV > VyV and özgâ ‘other (than)’; the use of the particle mA after nouns (and not just after pronouns) is also particularly late.

291 The content of this sentence is not very clear; cf. UW 209b in section 5 of the entry for artat-.
VIII 21, Pothi 68). Zieme 1991: 24-25 gives some statistics on the relative appearance of \(+ (X)g\) vs. \(+ nI\) in Uygur verse.

The dative suffix for substantives is \(+ kA\) in all varieties and stages of Old Turkic. Irregularities occur when it follows the 1\(^{st}\) and 2\(^{nd}\) person singular possessive suffixes, which show pronominal behaviour; these are dealt with below. \(+ kA\) is today found only in Khalaj. According to DLT fol. 537-8, the Argu used this same form; Käššarî appears not to have been aware of any other Turkic group of his time using it beside them. Evidence for \(+ gA\), which can be assumed to have existed in early Turkic beside \(+ kA\) because of Öguz and Bolgar-Chuvash \(+ A\), is exceedingly weak in Old Turkic. Based on Käššarî’s statement and on what he takes to be evidence from Old Turkic texts in runiform script, Doerfer 1987 set up the theory that the Old Turkic dative was pronounced as \(+ gA\), and that it did not use the characters for \(g\) because those were pronounced as fricatives and not stops. For that purpose he refers to both the simple dative forms and the ones appearing after possessive suffixes as we find them in the Yenisey inscriptions. We will separate the two sets of forms, to deal with the possessive forms further on. Runiform evidence is such that we practically always find \(+ k^1A / +k^2A\). This evidence is overriding also for the Yenisey inscriptions, with two exceptions: \(+ gA\) appears in E11 D1, in the sentence \(be\š yegirmi yašïmda tavgaç kanga bardïm\) ‘When I was fourteen years old I went to the Chinese king’, and in E45 5 in the sentence \(kök täñridä kïngä azdı̂m\) ‘(When I was sixty years old) I lost the sun in the sky’.\(^{292}\) The other runiform text in which we find a \(+ gA\) dative is ms. IV in the Stein collection published by Thomsen, a short administrative (or perhaps military) letter. The dating of this text in irregular cursive characters (perhaps the only runiform ms. not written with a pen) reads \(bešïńcä ay sãkïz yegirmï̂gä\) ‘in the 5\(^{th}\) month, on the 18\(^{th}\)’.

\(^{292}\) The fact that both bases end in /n/ may or may not be a coincidence. Doerfer thought there were \(+ gA\) datives also in E40 (the Tașeba inscription) and E22. In E40, Radloff and Vasîl’ev were apparently wrong in reading \(elgä\). Kormušin 1997: 128 reads the word as \(el(i)m\). Kurt Wulff, in his unpublished edition of the Yenisey inscriptions, writes about the space after \(l̂\): “svage spor, der snarest kan tyde på g\(^2\), muligvis m\(^2\)” (he actually supplies drawings of all these characters), i.e. ‘weak traces, which most likely indicate \(g\), possibly m’. He adds: “Mellem dette og t\(^1\), hvor Radloff, Atlas har A, synes der ikke at have stået noget bogstav”, i.e. ‘Between this and t\(^1\), where Radloff, Atlas has A, there appears not to have stood any letter’. Vasîl’ev does not actually give any photograph of this inscription, and the letter which does not exist according to Wulff and Kormušin is in his hand-drawing drawn like a miniature I and not an A. In E22, where Vasîl’ev writes \(älgä\), the text actually reads \(üç (ä)l(i)g y(a)š(i)m da\) (thus, with an erroneous : before the locative suffix), i.e. ‘when I was 42 years old’.
distinguished between /k/ and /g/ when appearing both in front and in back syllables. Again the overriding majority of examples shows \textit{caph} or \textit{coph}, but the texts occasionally write G / \Gamma: We find üdgä in M III nr.12 v 3, e.g., and ätäkä kanga ‘concerning meat and blood’ in WilkManKat nr. 65 r 1. In \textit{bastian} (thus) adaka tägi kanka iriñä örgänip ‘besmirched in blood and pus from head to foot’ (M I 5,14) we find the two velars simplified in \textit{adak+ka} and the suffix velar assimilated to the nasal of \textit{iriñ} in what is spelled as ‘YRYNNNG’. In TT VIII (Brähmî) there are 63 instances of \textit{k} as against 3 spelled with \textit{g} (which is well within the limits of normal error found in Uygur Brähmî mss.). The (original version of the) Arabic script as used for writing Qarakhanid does not distinguish between /k/ and /g/ in front syllables, but back syllable words consistently use qāf and not ghain for spelling the dative both in the DLT and the QB. \textit{Ghain} was, of course, a fricative, while qāf may have been pronounced as a voiced and not an unvoiced uvular stop in Arabic dialects even in Kāšğari’s time. So Qarakhanid evidence does not contradict Doerfer’s theory that the dative suffix was pronounced with a voiced and not an unvoiced uvular or velar stop; but he may possibly be right even as far as Old Turkic is concerned: The so-called voiced characters may not generally have been used as they in fact indicated voiced fricatives and not stops. Just possibly (but by no means necessarily), a stop [g] (as against a fricative) could also be meant when using K. Doerfer’s theory would also explain the Proto-Oguz, Bolgar-Chuvash and general Middle Turkic\textsuperscript{293} emergence of +gA as the dative suffix and, of course, Kāšğari’s statement on Argu pronunciation: The voiced stop, which the phonemes /k/ and /g/ could be sharing in that it might have existed as variant in the word (or syllable) onset for the latter and in all other positions for the former, might have served as pivot, getting at first (at the Old Turkic stage) generalised from the post-vocalic position to all positions, and then receiving (after Qarakhanid as far as Eastern Turkic is concerned) the fricative variant beside it. But there is very little in the Old Turkic documentation to speak for this view. Another possibility is that +kA was primary and that the emergence of +gA is due to the influence of the directive suffix (which always had /g/ and was not related to the dative).

Old Turkic has no +A or +yA dative, as maintained again and again by Gabain 1974: 87 and others, especially T.Tekin 1996a, who intend these to be linked with one of the Mongolic suffixes serving as

\textsuperscript{293} A form ‘çaqlarpa’ which is in Doerfer 1993: 49 said to appear in Džumagulov 1971: 111 is in that work found neither on that page nor in the index nor in the section devoted to the dative.
dative. It cannot be excluded, however, that Mongol copied an $+A$
dative from a Turkic language of the Bolgar group.

Doerfer 1977 had tried to explain the fact that the dative forms of the
1st and 2nd person singular personal pronouns are back vocalic (see
section 3.131) by assuming that the dative suffix was originally a noun
$*ka$, which later became a suffix. When Johanson 2001: 1726a makes
the unwarranted statement “Im Ost-Alttürkischen war ... das
Dativsuffix $+qa$ ein hinteres Suffix“ he is presumably following this
quite hypothetical proposal concerning Proto-Turkic.

The locative suffix $+dA$ serves also in ablative use in the earlier part
of our corpus; see the ablative below. The distribution of the two sets of
alveolar characters in the Orkhon inscriptions is documented in T.Tekin
1968: 133: It turns out that $d^1$ and $d^2$ are here more general than with
the constative preterite: $t^1$ and $t^2$ are here the rule only when the stem
ends in /l n/, with /r/ generally followed by the D runes like the other
consonants. We also find $köl+tä$ ‘at the lake’ with $t^2$ in ŠU S6. The rule
holds also for pronominal forms spelled as $bunta$, $anta$ and $bizinta$.
$r^2(I)g^2y^2r^2A$ (KT S13 twice) is an exception if correctly understood as
ärig yertä; a number of other instances of yer get /d/ in the locative
suffix. $k^2en^2d^2A$ in Küli Čor may be another exception, or this place
name may have had a vowel after the /n/. Twice $ölümtä oz$- in IrqB 49
and $ayakinta idişintä$ in IrqB 42 are also against this rule.

In Manichaean sources (as documented in Zieme 1969: 112-114) we find
the spelling with T in $čaydanta$, $eltä$, $xanta$, $oronta$, $yolta$, $ażunta$,
$kőnlültä$, $tulonta$ and often after the possessive suffix $+(s)In$ and in
pronouns, i.e. again after /l n/. Here the exceptions are $yerindä$ in M III
8 I v1 on the one hand and yertä (as in Orkhon Turkic) in TT II,2 10. In

---

294 The datives $adaka$ and $svusamaka$ mentioned by Gabain show the very common
simplification of velars, and the $+yA$ forms mentioned there appear to belong to the
directive-locative case as described below. The first word in inscriptions $biña baši$
refers to some military unit which is presumably related to $biy$ ‘thousand’ in view of
Mongolic $minggan$ (same meaning). Old Turkic does not, in any case, use adnominal
datives. $aća$ in TT IIA 37 is the converb form, as correctly noted in UW 37b.

295 This is Johanson’s name for what we have called Old Turkic (which is, of course,
documented best form the eastern part of the Turkic world).

296 Here, in T.Tekin 2003: 76, 113 and in glossaries of all the reeditions of the Orkhon
inscriptions by T.Tekin, he mentions an instance of yertä also in BQ N15; no such word
occurs in this line in any of the editions I have looked at, and I have not come across it
anywhere else in that inscription. It may, however, appear in Tuñ 47 according to some
readings.

297 Erdal 1997a: 69 mentions IrqB irregularities also for the constative preterite.
the Pothi book, which is a late text, the rule is not observed; nor is there any rule in Brāhmī sources. In Qarakhanid mss. we generally find voice assimilation, i.e. +tA after voiceless consonants and +dA otherwise; but cf. iš+da in DLT fol. 402.

The ablative suffix appears as +dIn in most Uygur sources, where +dA serves as locative only, as well as in Qarakhanid. The variant +dAn, today found everywhere except modern Uygur, is attested in preclassical and/or Manichaean texts, e.g. as ögüzdän or sütdän. In these sources, the alveolar is generally spelled as D except after /n/. There are examples also twice in BT V 172 and in 501 (tänrildän), DreiPrinz 96 (jiglärđān), M I 5,13 (baştan, an exception in the spelling of the alveolar), 7,2 (ügačdan), 17,19 (töpődän) 22,4₁ and 7₂ (tänridän and yerdän) and M III 28,8₅ (yerindän) and 42,17 (tänrildän). The DLT ms. has both +dIn and +dAn, e.g. suv arıktän kardī (fol. 525) ‘The water overflowed from the canal’ vs. kul tänridoän (with dāl, not dhāl) kórktī (fol. 627) ‘The worshipper feared God’; both the I and the A of the suffixes are by the first hand.²⁹⁸ The vowel of +dAn may have been taken over from the locative suffix +dA by analogy, or, conversely, the most common variant +dIn may have come about secondarily, through influence by the orientational suffix which has a similar shape when not rounded. These appear to be morphological variants, but in Manichaean texts +dAn could also be part of the (phonological, phonetical or merely graphic) lowering of vowels also found in this group of sources. Zieme 1969: 177-8 brought together the evidence for ablative meaning in Manichaean texts. Most of the instances do not have any ablative suffix and use the +dA suffix for ablative content. Some have +dAn as quoted above, but +dIn is rare in Manichaean sources: The only ones which have it (and no +dAn) are the Pothi book and the passage M I 29-30 (which is a very late reader’s addition to a text). In the runiform inscriptions, e.g. in kand(a)n ‘from where’ in KT E23, the vowel of the suffix is never explicit.²⁹⁹ However, in Oguzdündän (Tuñ 8) ‘from the direction of the Oguz’, where it is added to the orientational suffix +dXn, both suffixes are spelled without explicit vowel: This means that the inscriptive ablative suffix has to be read with A, because its vowel

²⁹⁸ In their grammatical sketch, Dankoff & Kelly 1985: 323 tacitly change this last instance to tänridän. In fol. 574 the ms. (first hand) has buzdun ‘from the ice’ with ablative meaning, by the editors again changed to ‘buzdän’.

²⁹⁹ In this and in all the runiform examples of the ablative to be mentioned here, it follows an /n/ and is spelled with the ligature, so that its alveolar must be [d], to be assigned to the /d/ phoneme.
would (after a rounded vowel) have had to be explicitly spelled as I if the inscription had had the ablative suffix as +dAn; whence I prefer the reading +dAn. Following this logic I read tašdïndan ‘from the outside’ in a runiform inscription of the Uygur kaganate, ŠU S4 (twice), although the last vowel is again implicit. The same sequence of suffixes is found also in üstüntän kalïkdan and üstüntän kudï (M III nr. 8, VIII r 4 and v 10 respectively) and in üstüntän enip ‘coming down from above’ (Hymnus 10). In those early texts, where the locative form also has ablative meaning, the ablative form itself appears to be used mainly after +dXn. Among Buddhist texts we find +dAn in the Säkiz Yükmäk Yarok edited in TT VI; the London scroll (as documented in Laut 1986: 87) has it as tänri yerïntän 8 times in 406-416, as kïn ay täñridän (404) and taloy ögïzädän (44). Similar to Manichæan texts the London scroll of TT VI has no instances of +dln and ablativeal meaning is normally covered by the suffix +dA. The Maitr, an extensive pre-classical text, has no +dAn but only +dln (e.g. tamudïn in MaitrH XX 14v1). Laut 1986: 70, 77 notes that the Hamî ms. of this text has only +dln in ablative meaning whereas the Sängim ms. shows +dA in ablative meaning beside +dln.

The shape of the instrumental suffix changed from fourfold to twofold harmony in the course of the development of Old Turkic: We find +(X)n in the runiform inscriptions and most Manichæan instances, but other sources have +(I)n. This alternation can also be seen as related to a dialect difference, but that is less likely in view of the fact that petrified +(X)n forms are found in Buddhist sources as well: There are e.g. dozens of examples of üd+ùn from üd ‘time’ in the Suv. The difference is, of course, visible only when the base has a rounded vowel. We have ok+ùn (KT E36) ‘with an arrow’, bo yol+ùn (Tuñ 23) ‘by this way’, kïz+ùn (ŠU E8) ‘in autumn’, korug+ùn (KT N8 & BQ E31) ‘at the reserve’, biltökümïn ödökümïn (KČ S3) ‘with what I know and remember’ and so forth. In Manichæan sources we find üdïn (often) ‘at a (particular) time’, sëzïn (Xw 102 in ms. A; sëzïn in B and J) ‘with words’, özïn (Xw 111 and 112; in Xw 149 ms. B against özïn in A and C) ‘with a (particular) identity’, kïnzïn (Xw 149 and 157, M III nr. 15 r 17) ‘by the heart’, kïzïn kulkïn tilïn alïn adakïn (Xw 207 both ms.)

---

300 What the editors read as tašï[r]tïn kälïp ‘coming from outside’ in MaitrH Y 164 could as well have been tašï[t]ïn kälïp, but cf. içïrtïn on p. 239 and footn 357.

301 The instance in anta otrö oguz kopïn kältï (Tuñ I S9) could possibly be translated as ‘thereupon the Oguz came in their entirety’, with the possessive suffix +(s)I(n+) before the instrumental ending.
by the eyes, the ears, the tongue, the hand, the foot’, äsrökün (M I 6,16) ‘by drunkenness’, körkün (M III nr. 7 III v 12, BT V nr. 25 v 11-12, ms. U 128a in BT V n. 574 = ZiemeSonv v 5) ‘by shape’ or ögrünün (TT II,1 66) ‘with joy’. As stated, Manichæan texts generally have +(X)n unless there is parallelism with stems in unrounded vowels (as in Xw 207 just quoted); Zieme 1969: 177 has brought together the (limited) Manichæan evidence for +In: Only the Pothi book, the Yosipas fragment and one of Afrin Čor’s poems (M II 7-9) have +(I)n, not +(X)n. In the DLT we find fourfold-harmony instrumentals such as köz+iīn ‘with the eye’ and köyl+iūn ‘with the heart’. Buddhist texts (where the instrumental is also very common), on the other hand, always have +(I)n, e.g. oṭīn suvīn (MaitrH XX 13r10) ‘with fire and water’ or oṭūglūgin (Ht VIII 68) ‘by having requests’. In baltun ‘with an axe (baltu or balto)’ (MaitrH XVNachtr 3r26) or ādgū–n barmīš corresponding to Skt su–gata e.g. in BuddhUig II 447 the suffix is added to a stem ending in a vowel. Cf. also section 4 1 110 below.

alkugun and kamagun ‘altogether’ are instrumental forms put to adverbial use. The instrumental suffix was also added to the postpositions bi(r)lä and öŋi: Originally it probably applied to the postpositional phrase as a whole, putting it to adverbial use; in late Uyghur, however, bi(r)län becomes a variant of bi(r)lä. birōkin ‘however’ (MaitrH XV 3v4) shows the particle birōk with the instrumental suffix. It appears, further, to have been added to the comitative case suffix +lXgU / +lUgU and to the converb ending -mAtI. The etymology of the converb endings -(X)pAnXn and -(X)pAn may possibly be linked to a demonstrative instrumental as may the imperative form -zUnIn (as explained in sections 3.231 and 3.286). The sequences +sXzXn and -(X)nčsXzXn are also common: The instrumental suffix is often added to the privative suffix +sXz (and to -(X)nčsXz) as

302 The noun in körgün (thus, with G, in Manichæan script) tāgšūrűp of U 128a v5 is not an error for accusative körk+in (facsimile clear): körkün tāgšil- in BT V 574 shows that the instrumental is appropriate.

303 ulug inin intądi manrəd (M III nr. 3 v 12) could possibly be understood as ‘He shouted and bellowed with his loud voice’ with the possessive suffix before the instrumental.

304 The statement in Johanson 1988: 142 that “It is a well-known fact that the Old Turkic instrumental in {X)n} already ceases to be productive in Uighur” is certainly misguided.

305 Not instances of a suffix +kün, +gün etc., as proposed in Gabain 1974 § 50. The other forms mentioned in that paragraph belong to the collective suffix +(A)gU which is used in runiform inscriptions with the pronominal n. However, pronominal n appears only before case suffixes (and is not attested with this suffix outside those inscriptions).
well as to its opposite +lXg when they are put to adverbial use. The suffix -(X)pAn clearly related to -(X)p and front low forms in early texts as ärklig+än and siziks(i)z+än in TT VI 90 and 305 respectively make it possible that there was an early variant of the shape +An as well.

The equative suffix is +čA. It is unstressed in modern languages and presumably was so in Old Turkic as well. The element +čI+ / +čU+ found in some personal and demonstrative pronouns and in buličilikayu / buličulayu yīg- (Ht III 637 and V 320) appears to come from +čA+lAyU through a process of vowel raising; see section 2.401.

The directive in +gArU, signifying ‘towards’ is very much alive for both nominals and pronouns both in Orkhon Turkic and in Manichaean texts but is not too common in the rest of Uygur (which is generally later); cf. tavgačgaru (BQ E35) ‘towards China’ or künčği ‘southwards’ (TT V A71). ilgärü ‘eastwards’, e.g. in KT E 2, ȘU E8 and often elsewhere, and apa tarkangaru (Tuñ I N10) ‘to A.T.’ show that runiform inscriptions did not spell the velar of this suffix as K after /l n/ (I am not aware of any example with /r/). The scarcity of +gArU in Buddhist Uygur and Qarakhanid Turkic can be explained as a reduction of the case system in the course of historical development, but another explanation is possible as well: The shape of the directive is identical with the vowel converb of nominal +gAr- verbs (OTWF section 7.53), and may well come from it. With +lAyU we have another example of a secondary case form which we find to be already well established in Orkhon Turkic. There is no doubt about the relationship between taš+ik- ‘to go out’ and taš+gar- ‘to get out’, ič+ik- ‘to go in’ and ič+gär- ‘to get in’ and we know that petrified converbs of causatives lose the causative meaning of their source (OTWF passim). bir+ik- ‘to gather at a place’ and birgär- (OTWF 767) are highly likely to be related to birgärü ‘into one place’, which has directive meaning. This latter, ičgärü and tašgaru are among the most common of directive forms in the whole of Old Turkic. So it might just be that the absence of a living directive in Buddhist Uygur should not be explained by loss but by limited evolvement in a particular dialect. A third possibility is that the directive came from contamination between such petrified converbs and the pronominal dative in *+gAr; note that Tuvan has (or had in the

---

306 There is no diminutive or intensive suffix of this shape in Old Turkic, as professed in Gabain 1941: 59; the only two examples in her § 45 which do have this meaning among the ones mentioned do so by virtue of the base or some other suffix. The Ottoman diminutive suffix +čA was borrowed from Modern Persian.
last century) such directives as puruŋŋar ‘forwards; to the east’, sonŋar ‘back; to the west’ and künŋär ‘towards the sun’. Deictic directives such as içgärũ, tašgaru, önŋärũ and arťgaru (‘in, out, forwards, backwards’) survive into Middle Turkic.

Some scholars thought they could identify the first syllable of +gArU with the dative suffix and the second syllable of the suffix with the suffix +rA dealt with straightway; others have even treated +gArU and +rA as one suffix. However, the velar of the dative suffix is shown to belong to the phoneme /k/ wherever the script used is explicit enough for this purpose, with quite few exceptions; the velar of the directive, on the other hand, consistently belongs to the phoneme /g/ in runiform, Arabic and other writing systems.

The vowel of the second syllable of +gArU is different from that of the well-attested case suffix +rA. The only things the two suffixes share are the general local content on the semantic side and the sound /r/ as to phonic shape; they are quite distinct also in their historical development. Still other scholars (among them Gabain 1974, Clauson in the EDPT and now Hesche 2001: 53) believe in the existence of a directive suffix +rU: It is supposed to have appeared in kerũ ‘back’, bärũ ‘hither’, +(X)mArU (1st person sg. possessive directive), tapa-ru ‘towards’ (adverb and postposition in DLT fol.473, QB 521 and 5830 in all three mss. and in two other instances only in the late A ms. and in Middle Turkic as documented in Hesche 2001: 54) and, as proposed by Hesche 2001, in a postposition siŋaru which he derives from siŋar ‘direction’. I would take both of these words to come from the putative pronoun which became one of the two allophone clusters of the 3rd person possessive suffix +(s)In+, siŋar being similar to the datives anŋar and muŋŋar. taparu, apparently created secondarily out of a need to make the directive content of the postposition tap-a ‘towards’ explicit, is not, however, attested in Old Turkic proper. The suffix +(X)mArU being formed in analogy to the 2nd person like dative +(X)mA and bärũ not having an obvious base, we would be left with kerũ as the only word in which +rU would be early. I take that as well to come from *ke+gärũ.

There are two different functions of +rA in Old Turkic, and they differ in their historical development: The directive-locative in +rA is attested only with a limited set of nominals: We find it e.g. in önŋrã ‘to the front

---

307 What has been read as yagïkaru in DLT fol.310 and translated as ‘towards the enemy’ in fact contains a verb kar- ‘to oppose’, the base of the verb for which the DLT gives the example iki bägğär karïštï ‘The two begs quarrelled and fought’; this, in turn, is the base for karštï ‘adversary etc.’. The ms. spells yaği and qaru separately.
(or east)’, *kesrā*308 ‘to the back (or west)’, *tašra* ‘outside’, *ičrā* ‘inside’, *asra* ‘below’ (see the UW for the latter).

Then we have the use with body parts, e.g. in *töpörā* ‘on the head’ (e.g. in Suv 7.22, 620.18, 627.3), here called partitive-locative. Examples for this in section 4.1107 show that, as partitive-locative, +*rA* did clearly stay alive in Uygur. +*rA* appears to have been incompatible with possessive suffixes in either use, though both uses were bivalent: The directive-locative, being deictic, was inherently linked to the place and time of speaking, while the partitive-locative applied only to inalienable parts of a creature’s body.

Directive-locative +*rA* was dissimilated to +*yA* when the stem had an /r/: *beriyā* ‘in/to the south’, *yīrya* ‘in/to the north’, *kurīya* ‘in/to the west’ < *berira*, *yīrra*, *kurīra*; cf. e.g. Orkhon-Turkic *kurīgaru*, *bērīgārū* of the Uygur Steppe Empire Taryat inscription (W5). *üzā* ‘above’ might also have been formed in this way, as one source of Old Turkic /z/ is Proto-Turkic *ry*; its base could have survived in Chuvash *vir* ‘upper’.309 The variant +*yA* cannot be connected with the dative suffix, as was thought by some,310 both because of the different meanings of the forms and because +*kA* often appears in the same phonotactic surroundings as +*yA*. All the instances of +*yA* are, like directive-locative +*rA*, petrified and lexicalised. Most important, the meanings and functions of +*yA* and the directive-locative fit together perfectly.

The similative suffix +*lAyU* no doubt comes from the vowel converb of denominal verbs ending in +*lA*-.

However, it is a full-fledged case already in the Orkhon inscriptions: i.e. there needn’t have been a +*lA*-verb to have served as base for every +*lAyU* form attested: We there find it in the expression *op+lāyū tāg-* ‘to attack like a threshing ox’. Cf. OTWF 408-409, where much of the documentation is quoted; +*lAyU* does not seem to appear in any Manichaean source. Clauson 1962: 146 is wrong in thinking that it is “usually, perhaps always, attached to the name of an animal”, although there is such a group of instances.

In +*ēUlāyU* in *yaŋalīg sīō bulūčīlayu yīggay mān* (Ht V 320) ‘I will amass an army of elephants like a cloud’ and, again as *bulūčīlayu* (thus!) *yīg-*-, in Ht III 637 +*lAyU* appears to have joined a variant of the

---

308 Possibly syncopated from *ke+sin+rā*, from a stem attested in *ke+n, ke+din, ke+č, ke+čā* and *kerū* (< *ke+gārū*).

309 All directive-locative items turn out to appear in opposite pairs and *üzā* would be the counterpart of *asra*. Another cognate is *ištīn*, discussed in this section.

310 E.g. Tekin 2003: 78. That +*yA* may have been a secondary form of +*rA* was assumed already in the EDPT (p.XL) and is argued against by T.Tekin 1996a: 330-31.
equative suffix. Another instance should probably read in kapil(a)vas[tudïn] kĩr[ā]gčãlãyã ünãp (MaitrH I 2v21) ‘leaving Kapilavastu like a fugitive’. The personal and the demonstrative pronouns also have forms with this extended suffix +čXlAyU / +čULAyU (sections 3.131 and 3.132).

The comitative +lXgU is rare and early; it has not turned up with pronouns. We find it in ini+ligũ and (eki ţič kiši)+ligũ311 in the Orkhon inscriptions. This form has been linked to the Yakut comitative and to Mongolian +lUgA in Gabain 1974: §424312 and Zieme 1969: 254 (n. 682), later also by Tekin 1991 (who lists all known instances) and Stachowski 1995, the last three arguing against other etymologies.

In Manichean sources the comitative has the shape +lUgUn; section 4.1111 gives examples with unrounded bases. Another instance with unrounded base is iki kultug e[li]gãr kamyag tegitlärin kuyãn (DreiPrinz 119) ‘the two blessed kings together with all their princes, wives and retinue’; not (for some reason) adhering to palatal harmony makes it similar to a postposition. Furthermore, the case suffix is here shared by three nouns. The form in the instance š(i)mmlulugun ‘with the devil’ (Xw 4) is therefore no doubt also to be interpreted as +lUgUn, although its first vowel could here also have been taken to be /X/ (since the base ends in a rounded vowel). The Manichean variant shows comitative +lUgU followed by the instrumental suffix +(X)n: The use of the comitative appears to have been getting forgotten, demanding an expansion with a well-known case suffix of similar meaning. The Yakut comitative +lX:n clearly comes from the same expansion. Mongolian +lUgA is better linked with +lXgU than with +lUgUn(n), as Mongolian /U/ corresponds to Turkic /X/. Whether ortok+lugu in M I 12,10 (translated as ‘teilhabend’ in Zieme 1969: 120) is an instance of this suffix is not certain: The context ol âdgũ mâñkã ortoklugu bolayan ‘May I participate in that good happiness’ makes it possible that this is a variant of the suffix +lXg. Scholars like Ramstedt and Poppe linked Mongolian +lUgA to the Turkic formative +lXg, which is possible as well. But then, it cannot be excluded either that +lXg and +lXgU have a common origin, their meanings not being all too different: A split could possibly have taken place through the

---

311 The brackets indicate the scope of the suffix.
312 She does not list the form among the case forms, because she takes the forms with +n to be instrumentals from +lXg. She also mentions an alternant ‘+lï’ (which she may have thought to contain the possessive suffix) not known to exist.
specialization of $+\varepsilon_3g$ in word formation. If this is indeed so, then ortoklugu in M I could be the missing link between them.

An orientational formative $+\varepsilon_1n$ appears e.g. in $\text{üştün köktä altïn yagïzda}$ (MaitrH XX 1r5) ‘in the blue (sky) on high and on the brown (earth) below’. It should be distinguished from the ablative case ending, although the distinction can be difficult to make in practice: They look identical when added to unrounded stems. $+\varepsilon_1n$ is added only to the pure stem (i.e. never after plural and possessive suffixes) and is itself capable of bearing these two suffix classes; e.g. $\text{öñdïñi}$ ‘its eastern side’ (Tariat W5) or $\text{sugçew tašṭïinta}$ ‘outside Suchou’ (ManBuchFrag II 2v5) with possessive suffix.\footnote{Cf. also $\text{öñdïñindä}$ ‘in its east’ in SUK Sa9,2 and Mi20,6. The glossary to this work appears to consider $\text{kïndïñ+ï}$ / $\text{kïndïñ+i}$ and $\text{öñdïñ+i}$ attested there in Sa10, 13 and 16 to be abbreviations of $\text{kïndïñ} / \text{öñdïñ yiñjïk}$ ‘its southern / eastern side’. There is no need to make this assumption, although the two types of expressions can clearly alternate: Possessive suffixes are often used relationally.}

In $\text{içtinsiz}$ (TT VIII A 4) it precedes a formative. It is therefore not a case suffix in the strict sense. One reason for mentioning it here (and not among the formatives of section 3.111) is semantic; another one is that it is often difficult to tell apart from the ablative. Appearing in all Old Turkic texts, $+\varepsilon_1n$ is in Uygur applied to a limited number of deictic nouns such as ‘north’, ‘east’, ‘inside’, ‘left’ or ‘behind’. It has fourfold vowel alternation in all runiform sources and in Manichaean texts, except the late Pothi book, which writes $\text{koptïn}$ ‘everywhere’. PañcFrag 192 also has $+\varepsilon_1n$ in pronominal $\text{kanyudun}$ ‘in which direction’, which is clearly archaic also as /ñ/ is still unchanged here.\footnote{We spell the word with $\text{ny}$ and not $\text{ñ}$ as we reserve the use of $\text{ñ}$ to the runiform and Indic scripts, which have such a letter.} In Buddhist Uygur this suffix can appear as $+\varepsilon_1n$ even in early texts, making it identical with the ablative in shape; e.g. $\text{yaguk+tïn+kï}$ $\text{kop kamag tïnlïglar}$ ‘all creatures which are near’ (MaitrH XV 2v6), $\text{kïn togusukdïñikï}$ (MaitrH XV 1r2) or $\text{törtïñ yiñjïk}$ (MaitrH XX 1r11, 17, Pfahl III 9 etc.) ‘in all 4 directions’. Cf. on the other hand $\text{öñdïñ kïntïñ buluyïda}$ (TT I 142) ‘in the south-east (or ‘in the east and in the south’) or $\text{köra suvdun yerläri}$m (SUK Sa12,3) ‘my land, both fallow and beside water’.

Some opaque $+\varepsilon_1n$ forms were metanalysed in later varieties of Turkic. Such is $\text{üştïn}$ ‘above’ < *üz related to (or coming from) $\text{üzä}$ ‘above’, wrongly given a stem “üß” in the EDPT; it is still spelled as $\text{üztïn}$ in the early Manichaean hymn edited in \textit{UAJb N.F.} 16: 221-2
(l.10). Qarakhanid astin ‘beneath’ is related to asra and wrongly given a stem “ast” in the EDPT and altin ‘lower’ al < ‘place beneath’ (attested in M III 37,4), wrongly given a stem “alt” in the EDPT. orton, e.g. in iki orton äryäk < ‘the two middle fingers’ (TT V 8,55) or orton änätkäk elindä ‘in the realm of central India’ (Ht VII 1791 & 1891) comes by haplology from orto+dun, attested in M III 10,12-13; (an early text); the meaning makes it highly unlikely that it should be an instrumental form. Cf. also orton+kì (e.g. Suv 134,1-2, BT VIII A 377 and 382, Maue 1996 24 nr. 9) ‘the one in the middle’; +kl is not added to the instrumental. Some of the +dxn nominals have +dxrtI forms (cf. section 3.31) related to them, which have ablative meaning.

To sum all this up, Old Turkic nominals had the following 11 active and productive case suffixes: nominative, genitive, accusative, dative, locative, ablative, instrumental, equative, directive (fully productive only in runiform and Manichaean Old Turkic), partitive-locative and simulative. The comitative, a 12th case, is neither active nor productive and absent from pronoun paradigms. The demonstrative pronouns also lack the partitive-locative; the personal and the interrogative pronouns both this and the instrumental. The interrogatives further lack the simulative and the personal pronouns fuse the equative with the simulative. The demonstratives thus have 10 case forms, the other pronouns 8; this is different from Indo-European languages, where pronouns generally have more cases than nouns. The appearance of pronouns in the directive case is limited to early texts, as with nouns.

3.125. Possesssion + case

Examples for case suffixes getting added onto possessive suffixes are kögl+ünn+çä ‘according to your wish’ (Tuñ 32), sözinlüg(ii)n (Xw 2) ‘with their words’ and oglan+înj+da ‘among your (pl.) children’ (KT SE). In the Sudži inscription (l.9) we have the stretch wg¹¹n¹m:r²d²Amr¹mn²A:b¹wl¹c, no doubt correctly understood as oglanîm, ârdä mar+înim+çä bol ‘My sons, be among men like (or ‘in

315 An etymology for üzä is proposed earlier in this section in connection with the suffix +rA.

316 Clauson received this view from Gabain 1950a, who took ‘alt, art, ast’ etc. and even köt ‘buttocks’ to be instances of a (nonexistent) “-t-Kasus”. Cf. also aldirti and alcäk. The UW (entries al III (?) and al(a)ñ) does not trust the reading kum alîña [i]lin-in M III, which is said to be “zerstört”, and would like to assign the word to the lexeme alay. However, the present loss of the word’s fourth character may not have taken place when Le Coq read it (as he does not mark it), and one would rather expect kumlug alay if the word were not to have a possessive suffix.
accordance with the precepts of”\textsuperscript{317}) my teacher!’. If this interpretation is correct, the equative suffix was here added to the accusative form of the possessive suffix, as happens with pronouns.

In the nominative, the final /n/ of the 3rd person possessive suffix is subtracted (as in the nominative of the demonstrative pronoun bo/bun+ and, in Orkhon Turkic, the collective suffix +(A)gUn).

The same appears to happen in the instrumental, e.g. in \textit{anta øtrö oguz kop+i+n kälti} (Tuñ 16) ‘thereupon the Oguz all came’: Thus upon the assumption that this inscription, like other early texts, has the +(X)n and not the +(I)n variant of the instrumental suffix\textsuperscript{318} \textit{kün t(ä)ŋri ... k(ä)ntü y(a)r’ok’ın k(a)magka y(a)r’otır} (M III 7 I r 9) ‘The sun shines on everything with its own light’, could also have the possessive followed by the instrumental suffix, but \textit{yarokin} could, in this context, just as well be an accusative form. Also in \textit{yarlikančüči könlin ... yarlıkayur} ‘he decrees with his compassionate mind’ (Maitr 26A r8), assuming that this is to be analysed as \textit{kön}l+i+n. Gabain 1974: 98 mentions ‘ködütgin’ (she means küdüğ+i+n) as an example for the possessive-instrumental sequence. In \textit{muntakī yörügčä bišrursar yorılar adakların irklamätin ārdinilig vajır tagka axdingalı uyur} (BT I A 2 16) ‘If they live by this doctrine, they will be able to climb the jewel-vajra mountain without treading (on it) with their feet’ one might want to assume the presence of a possessive suffix after \textit{+lar} but this is not certain. The instances in \textit{pr(a)tikabut körkin kurtulgu ānlılgı ārsăr} (U II 17,28) ‘If they are creatures to be saved through the appearance of a pratyeka-buddha, ...’ and \textit{kunčuyılnın isız yavaz sakınčın ... braxmadate eligkä yalganturur ārdı} (U III 54,11) ‘with women’s bad and vile thoughts’ can only be instrumentals. In the Manichæan (and presumably early) fragment U 139 r3 edited in the note to BT V 175, on the other hand, we find the instrumental ending added to the full form of the possessive suffix: \textit{yarok tänri kücinin etmiš [ö]rgerin üzä olorti}

\textsuperscript{317} This is the editor’s proposal. The Aramaic word \textit{mar} ‘master’ appears also in l.7 of the same inscription, where it can hardly be understood in any other way. The term was in Central Asia used both by Nestorians and Manichæans, and the royal Uygur dynasty of (present-day) Mongolia had adopted Manichæism. \textit{Buyla Kütług Yargan}, who speaks in the 1st person in this epitaph, says that his father was a Kirghiz. He may have served the Uygur Yaglakır dynasty or he may have been Manichæan although he was Kirghiz.

\textsuperscript{318} We understand the front N in the spelling “kpn” to indicate the presence of the 3rd person singular possessive suffix. This N may, however, also be a simple error (of which this inscription is not free) for n’, in which case the word would simply be \textit{kop+un}. 
'He sat on the throne which the Light God had created with his might'.

With the genitive marking, the /n/ is a simple one also in that variety of Old Turkic which keeps the initial /n/ of this suffix after consonants: The shape of the sequence is +sInI, never ‘+(s)InnI’. Before the equative, the locative-ablative, the ablative and the comitative case endings (and, in early sources, also before postpositions) the 3rd person singular possessive suffix appears as +(s)In and not +(s)I; e.g. in tănqriüşär söz-in+lük(i)nu (Xuast 2) ‘with the word of the gods’.

In the dative form, the 3rd person possessive suffix also has the shape +(s)In. In Orkhon Turkic we appear to get fusion of +(X)ŋ and +(s)In+ with *+gA; as a result, the 2nd and 3rd person possessive morphemes with dative ending give +(X)ŋA and +(s)InA respectively. With nouns this +gA is rare before Middle and Modern Turkic, as documented above. In Uygur the 3rd person possessive appears as +(X)ŋA in the dative, e.g. tutmışlarĩña (MaitrH XI 4v10) or katğılanmakiña (U IV A 265). After the Orkhon Turkic 1st person possessive suffix, the dative suffix is +A: We get +(X)mA (e.g. kagan+ň+m+a), presumably in analogy with the 2nd person singular. Quite a number such forms are listed in T.Tekin 1968: 131; they were also in use in the Xoitu Tamir graffiti and in the inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire (oğluma in ŞU E7, āvimā S6, yašĩma N4). Regular (analogically restored or archaic) +(X)mA forms are, however, found in BQ E15 (yaš+ǐ+m+kā), e.g. in U III 37,2 (bolmüşımka), DKPAMPb 906 or 989 (both ışımka), and, beside +(X)mA, a number of times in Yenisey inscriptions: In E147, e.g., we find, on the one hand, elimkā ‘my country’, oglumka ‘my sons’ and atınıka ‘my horse’, on the other hand kunçuyma ‘my wife’, ulugum kiçigimā ‘my big and small ones’ and bodunuma bokunuma ‘my tribe and nation’, all governed by bükmädim ‘I have not had enough of’. In kuydākā kunçuymga adrildim ‘I parted from my wife at home’ in E6,4 the dative form has the intermediate shape with g₁; in kunçuymgaka in E7,4 the scribe probably first wrote g₁A, then ‘corrected’ to k₁A.

319 I would not be so sure as the editor was that this is an error, but it does admittedly seem to be isolated.

320 őz+i+kā in line a 6 of the military ms. among the Thomsen-Stein documents is unclear; note also that the runiform characters for k² and ŋ are often quite similar.

321 In the Uygur and Arabic scripts  nowrap math $\eta$ is spelled as NK, in the Manichaean script as NG; in front-harmony words in these script one cannot therefore actually ‘see’ the fusion. It is however evident in the runiform and Indic scripts, which have special characters for this sound, as well as in back-harmony words in the Semitic scripts.
The directive shows the same process, with +(X)mArU in the 1st person sg., (e.g. runiform äv+imärü),232 +l)ηArU in the 2nd, +(s)IηArU (e.g. barmiš+sıarau in DreiPrinz 17) in the 3rd. Remember that this is limited to a morphological process not applying to regular juncture; there are many instances such as k1g1n1g1r1w (= xagan+garu, Tuñ 20), where /n/ and /g/ do not fuse when they are adjacent to each other.

The linking of the possesive and accusative suffixes normally gives +(X)mIn, +(X)ηIn and +(s)In respectively in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons singular: +(X)mIn appears in some Yenisey inscriptions and in Uygur, including such runiform mss. such as the IrqB; e.g. nom+um+in išid- ‘to listen to my teaching’ (MaitrH XV 2v1), ötügümin büttür- ‘to carry out my request’ (HT V 311) or ögümin köjülümin (TT X 462) ‘my mind and heart’; +(X)ηIn e.g. in kul+tü+in (Yospas 10) ‘your slave (acc.)’ or at‘özinin ıdalap (Suv 566,13) ‘sacrifice your body’. These forms predominate also in Manicchan sources, as listed in Zieme 1969: 106-107. In some early texts, however, the last syllable of the affix combinations had /X/ in the 1st and 2nd persons: kizlän+ı+ün (M III nr. 6 I r7) and kältökümün kertgünzün (DreiPrinz 65) appear in very early texts and Gabain 1974: 98 mentions törö+ı+ün.

In the runiform inscriptions there is often no explicit vowel in the last syllable, so that ‘fourfold’ harmony is likely:233 In BQ N 11 we should presumably read bodun(u)m(u)n terü ... ‘organising my tribe’, in both ŠU E9234 and Tariat W2 b(i)t(i)g(i)m(i)n b(ā)lğüm(ii)n ... yassı taška yaratdım / yaratıtdım ‘I affixed my writing and my mark onto a flat stone’; cf. also töröm(ii)n in Tariat W3 and suv(u)m(u)n in Tariat W4. Forms from unrounded stems as in ‘amtı sän ... išinin ıslagı’ tep tedi (Suv 600,22) ‘He said ‘Now carry out your job’ are not relevant for establishing the vowel of the accusative suffix since both /ı/ and /X/ would give /i/ or /i/. In the Orkhon inscriptions there is a single instance of n2 after unrounded vowel in back-harmonic context, and in Sudži l.6, a relatively late runiform inscription from the period after the Uygur kaganate, wg11mn2, presumably to be read as ogl+um+ın.235

---

232 The /ā/ of the suffix is not explicit. Apparently because of this form and some others, Gabain 1974 §§187, 394 and 429 (as well as some other scholars) thought that Old Turkic had a case suffix of the shape ‘+rU’; the matter is mentioned where I discuss the directive suffix in section 3.124.

233 The absence of an explicit vowel in one of the Semitic scripts (as often happens in Manicchan texts) cannot, however, be interpreted in any such direction.

234 In his transliteration / transcription Ramstedt writes bölgümin, which means that there is an explicit I, but in his reproduction of the runiform text there is no such letter.

235 ‘yogun koragıını’ ‘your funeral (acc.)’ in Ongi r4 (cf. T.Tekin 1968: 130 and Doerfer 1993: 149, where much of the documentation is brought together) is a
In the 3rd person accusative the suffix is practically never rounded; *körkün*, used in this function in U II 17,29 and 31 (Kuan), might therefore be considered errors (*körkin* being used with this meaning even more often in the same passage).

The accusative of the plural possessive forms in the earliest Uygur texts has the same shape +*Xn* as in the singular, e.g. *körk’ünüzün ... yüz’ünüzün* ‘your face’ in M I 10,7-9, *isänjaz(i)n* ‘your task’ 10,13, *öz’ünüzün* ‘your self’ 11,17, *ämğak(ä)mäz’in* ‘our suffering’ 11,18, all in the same text, *yerimiz(i)n ... özümüzün üzütümüzün* ‘our place’, ‘our self and soul’ in M III nr. 1 IV r 9-11 or *bägädämäkänjiz(i)n* and *ärklänmäkinjiz(i)n* in DreiPrinz 66-67 (which is also Manichæan). In Buddhist texts we get +*nI* as with the pronouns, already at a quite early stage, e.g. in the Sängim ms. of Maitr and in TT VI. This does not exclude +*Xn* instances beside +*nI*, as possibly in Ht III 454. Examples for this and for forms expanded with the plural suffix as *ogulanînizlarnî* can be found in Doerfer 1993: 150.

Possessive suffix and comitative case appear in *täñrilär söz+in+lügün* (Xw 2) ‘with the word of the gods’ and *iki kutilg el[i]glär kamam tegitllärin küncuy[l][ari]n tözünlärinlugun* (DreiPrinz 119) ‘the two blessed kings together with all their princes, wives and retinue’. This last example from a quite early text is remarkable: The three nouns share the case suffix as they would share a postposition. The comitative suffix can’t have come from a postposition (as has been suggested for some of the case suffixes) because it starts with an /l/, which never appears at the beginning of words. It does suggest, however, that the case system originally was a two-tier one, as is proposed below in section 3.131 in connection with the oblique cases of the personal pronouns: The accusative of the possessive form appears originally to have been identical with the oblique base.

3.126. The converter +*kI*

The suffix +*kI* has an Orkhon Turkic variant +*gI* in *tabgač+gî bäglär* in KT E7, BQ E7;326 +*kI* itself happens in Orkhon Turkic to be attested only after vowels, with either the locative suffix (e.g. *balîkdakî* ‘the one...
in the town’) or the directive-locative suffix +rA / +yA (e.g. öğräki ‘the previous one’) or bärü ‘hither’.327

In Uygur +kI converts adverbial phrases, mostly expressing place or time, into attributes; it thus functions like a relativising conjunction. In tänri yerintäki tokuzunê kay ‘the ninth stratum in the land of the gods’ or tört yığjadaki elîglîr ‘the kings in the four regions of the earth’ (U II 23,20) it is added to noun phrases in the locative. However, we also find tört yığakki burxan[lar] (Suv 25,9) ‘Buddhas in the four directions’ and kedin yığakki sukavati allîg irtinêdî (Suv 46,20) ‘the world called Sukhâvatî, which is in the east’ where the same phrase as in the previous example lacks the locative suffix. The reason for this double behaviour is that yığak is both a noun and a postposition (see section 4.21). In kamagda üstinki arxantlar (MaitrH Y 502) ‘the highest arhats’ and soltînî öñtînki ‘which are on the left and/or on the right’ we find it with forms in the orientational formative +dXn. kîn tugsukdunki kapiğ (MaitrHami 15 1 a 2) ‘the eastern gate’ and kîn tugsukdunki yel (M III 9,1) ‘the eastern wind’ show phrases with this same formative, while in kûrîyakî yîrîyakî öğräki bodun (Tuñ 17) ‘the western, northern and eastern nations’ the bases of +kI are variants of the directive-locative case suffix +rA. ot(i)raki ‘the one in the middle’ (Abhi A 109a9 and elsewhere) comes from orto ‘middle’ without a locative suffix. The absence of a local suffix or a postposition before +kI is characteristic of temporal expressions (see below); the late form ot(i)ra (<< orto) may possibly have been felt to contain the suffix +rA. The ablative also appears as base, in kišîlärîndîki toz (Ht III 897) ‘the dust coming from the (arriving) persons’ or yultuztînî, tokuz eșiktînî, tadu maxabut bulganmaktînînî, darmacarîki tänrilîr burcînîmaktînî turmîs [ada]lar ‘dangers emanating from stars, from the nine thresholds, from confusion of the elements (or) from the vexation of the dharma-haraka gods’ (Mângi 11-12).

duv üzäki (MaitrH XX 1r2) ‘(ships) which are on water’ and taštîn sîyarkî ... iştîn sîyarkî (MaitrH XI 3r29-30) ‘external ... internal’ show the element added to postpositional phrases. There are a number of examples for ara+kî discussed in the UW entry for it; one instance with slightly aberrant meaning is tört yegirmi [kolti sanî] yaljükler arakî yi[l]lar [ar]sär (MaitrH XXV 4v4) ‘when 14 koṭis of years (in use) among humans pass’. All the mentioned phrases were local. şarîputr birläki arxant toyunlar (thus!; SP 36) ‘the arhat monks who (were)

327 The reading of b2 in anta bärükî ašok başlîg sogdak bodun (Tuñ 46) ‘the Sogdian population led by Ašok which is on the hither side (of those mentioned before)’ is not certain but is likely in view of the context.
together with Śāriputra’, however, is not; further examples of *birläki appear in Abhi. In the following involved instance, +kl is added to what is a static local expression in the context, although this does not follow from the morphology of the form kuvraglärka tāgīlär: tānṛdāki yerdāki kōk kalīk yūzintākīlär,... beś yīnjāklärkā luo xanlārī, tänjīlīg luolug sākīz bōlōk kuvraglärka tāgīlär īcīn (BT II 1354) ‘(We deflect our puṇya) for the benefit of those who are in the sky and on earth and on the face of heavens, for ..., for the dragon kings in the four directions, up to (i.e. including) the ones among the deities and dragons who are in the eight classes of crowds’. The locative of *kuvrag+lar+ta is deleted through the addition of the dative suffix (since there is no case recursivity with nouns) demanded by tāgī: The locative must be understood as if it were there, as this is one element (which happens to be the last one) in a list of types of creatures located in various places.

In general, it is the +dA form without +kl which appears in existential expressions with bar; in the following instance, however, we find +dAkī: yertinüdāki nācā ulūg yanī künlar bar ... (ms. T III MQ 62 = U 5088 quoted in the note to BT V 438) ‘Whatever there are of great New Days in this world, ...’.

Added to temporal expressions we have e.g. baštīnkī ‘the one in the beginning’ (BT II 57), kenki ‘the later one’ (BT II 117), kīskī ‘winterly’, aykī ‘monthly (i.e. applying to a month; examples in the UW entry)’, bir künki ‘pertaining to one day’ (Maitr 73v27). In öŋrādin bārūki ‘the one which exists since an earlier time’ (BT II 178) and ilkisizdin bārūki ‘which exist from the beginning of all time (lit. from when there was nothing previous)’ the suffix is added to a temporal postpositional phrase. bo kīntā öŋdünkī ... berim ‘debts from before this day’ (SUK Mi5,5) also has a noun phrase as base. In örtmīš üdki ‘the past one (lit. the one pertaining to past time)’ and ken kālīgmā üdki ‘the future one (lit. the one pertaining to time to come later)’ (BT II 72 and 141 respectively) the suffix is added to heads with attributive participles. söki (cf. adverbial sō+n), oza+kī and ašnu+kī all signify ‘previous’, the third e.g. in ašnu+kī tabgač+da+kī oguz türk (ŠU S9) ‘the Oguz (and??) Turks who were previously in China’328. kīskī, aykī, künki etc. are presumably possible only because nouns denoting stretches of time can be used adverbially also in the nominative.

---

328 Examples for ašnūkī can be found in the entry of the UW, which also gives a few examples for adnominal ašnu. I have here translated adnominal ašnūkī with the adverb ‘previously’, because the Turkic construction has no verb whereas the synonymous English one does.
In Abhi there are a number of examples in which \(+kI\) is added to a clause in ārkān: tugum košulu turur ārkānki ūdtā (270) or bodisatv ārkānki ūdtā (2158) ‘at a time when (Buddha) was (still) a bodhisattva’. The form tāg-māz+kān+ki is especially common, e.g. in Abhi B 1620: sorinčan taš nācā usar ymā kapgalī tāgmāzkānki tāműrūg ‘as a magnetic stone is able to catch a (piece of) iron which it was not in contact with’. This text being so creative about \(+kI\) we also find uzatî+kī ‘what has existed for a long time’ in Abhi A 1051, coming from a petrified converb.

In yašurukī īši ūzā kapīgīn ūnjūrsār (TT I 217) ‘if somebody bores a hole in your door because of a secret matter’, the base is a converb which is neither local nor temporal, if interpreted correctly. The DLT has yašru īš, so that we know that, at least in Qarakhanid, yašru could also be used adnominally without \(+kI\). The need for \(+kI\) may, in this case, have been the bracketing: It might have been needed to show that yašuru was not qualifying the verb or the whole rest of the clause but just īš.

\(+kI\) forms can lose their head, i.e. get recycled: They can then be pluralised, as in taštīn šiŋardĭnkīlar (Ht VIII 189) ‘those who are on the outside’ or uluš+ta+ki+lar ‘the ones in the realm’; above we quoted another such instance from BT II 1354.

Headless \(+kI\) forms also get case suffixes, e.g. ōŋ+tūn+ki+g ‘the easternly one (acc.)’ (Maue 1996 nr. 21/34), kalīk+ta+ki+nī (U II 69,4, with the late or pronominal accusative suffix), kamag yer ūzā+ki+nīŋ kutī kīvī (Xw 77-8) ‘the blessing of everything on earth’; törö bitig+dā+ki+čā (Suv 547,48) ‘as in the book on ethics’, bōkānkīčā uzun (BT V 148) ‘long as on this day’ or tīrīḏākīčā (KT SE) ‘as when one is alive’. ōdug+um+dā+ki+dā yeğrāk (Suv 125,13) is ‘better than in my waking state’: The first \(+dA\) is local while the second is governed by yeğrāk ‘better’.

With both plural and case suffix: āvdākilārtin enčlik āsānlik ayītu ūdur bīz (UigBrief C3) ‘We are sending (this), inquiring (whether) those at home are well and happy’; ōṛākīlārniñđā ‘than that of the previous ones’ is in Ht VII 199-200 opposed to antīkīlarñiñđa ‘than that of the present ones’.

\(+kI\) forms can be governed by postpositions, e.g. yugant ūdtāki tāg (MaitrH XX 1r12) ‘as in the yugānta age’. ōṛākī tāg is in BT XIII 8,10-12 mistakenly translated as “wie das Vorige”; in fact it signifies ‘as before’: Unlike Germanic or Romance languages, Old Turkic postpositions are unable to govern adverbs and therefore need them nominalised; cf. Turkish önceki gibi ‘as before’.
In BT III 543-545 the possessive suffix (in the accusative case) appears after +kI: “bar ärsär mäniŋ azkya ärsär ymä münüm kadagîm, ... eriŋlär münänlär” tep, “ätöz+dä+ki+m+in ärsär ymä, til+ta+ki+m+in ärsär ymä, köŋül+dä+ki+m+in ärsär ymä” ‘He said “If I have even a bit of sins, ... criticise and chastise them, be they my (sins) of body, of tongue or of heart.” köŋül+dä+ki+m+in means “the ones I have which are in the heart”; köŋül+üm+dä+ki+ni would have signified ‘the ones which are in the my heart’.

ičräki ‘inner’, which is in form similar to önřäki, tàgräki (e.g. U II 22 v 2) and asrakï, is found in adnominal use among other places in KT S2 = BK N2, BK N14, M I 17,8 and Xw. ičräki ‘the internal one’ got lexicalised and was used as a title in a number of early Turkic languages, also in Eastern Europe. ičräki+kä (ThS I a 21) is an example for this title in nominal use. The earliest examples appear in the Yenisey inscriptions E4, E11,1 and, spelled with G, E37,1.

ilk ‘first’ is also formed with +kI. It is related to the directive form ilgärü ‘forward; eastwards’; their base, a noun documented in Qarakhanid, is discussed in footn.572 below. ilkidä signifies ‘before’ as well as ‘at first’ (e.g. in MaitrH XX 14v13 and XXV 3v25), showing the meaning which il+ki must have had originally. Cf. also ilkidäki in MaitrH XX Endblatt r2, with recursive +kI. Starting with the DLT (though not in all modern Turkic languages) ilki was metanalysed into ilk+ 3rd person possessive suffix.329

It happens that +kI phrases are adverbial, e.g. ol künkî bizîn ašda ölîrîgûi u’d koyn toŋuz bâšlaj tînlîgîlar (Suv 6,13) ‘creatures, mainly bovines, sheep and pork, which we slaughtered on that day at our meal’. The phenomenon should be recognized before the +kI is emended away, as done by Röhrborn for ürdäbärüki tarîmîş tîkmiş yeg tîltaglîs (Ht VII 184), although this signifies ‘the good causes planted at an early stage’: This is clearly a case of attraction, but it clearly has some linguistic reality behind it.

3.13. Pronouns

These differ from other nominals in allowing double case suffixation with the demonstrative and interrogative pronouns330 and in generally having only two of the four (or five, if one includes (in)definiteness)

---

329 Turkish uses it without the final vowel; this misled the EDPT into positing a base ilk for Old Turkic.
330 Note that a case sequence +nXy+dA is possible also with nouns. +čUlAyU, which – rarely – gets added to nouns as well, probably consists of +čA and +lAyU.
nominal categories, number and case. Possessive suffixes, representing a third category, were in use only with the interrogative kayu ‘which’ with the meaning ‘which of them’. We have also found two correlative instances of kim+i ‘who among them’; the near-pronominal noun öz is regularly found with possessive suffixes. Some pronouns differ from nouns and adjectives also in showing vowel alternations (described below) and in having the pronominal +n331. 1st and 2nd person personal pronouns differ in having a plural suffix +(X)z instead of +lAr, found also in the possessive suffixes of these persons (though +lAr can additionally be appended to the 2nd person plural pronoun).

Old Turkic has personal pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons, bän and sân, at least two demonstrative pronouns bo ‘this’ and ol ‘that’, a reflexive pronoun käntü and three interrogative-indefinite pronouns, kâm ‘who’ (nominative in the runiform inscriptions and mss., e.g. BlattRun 27; kim elsewhere), ná ‘what’ and *ka ‘which’. A few additional stems are also discussed in the next sections. All pronouns show the category of number and, recursively, the category of case; oblique demonstrative forms can be converted to attributive use by the element +kl.

bir ikintśkä ‘each other, one another’ is also, in fact, a pronoun, as it stands for noun phrases: It represents the participant group connected with cooperative-reciprocal verbs as the reflexive pronoun stands for reflexive verbs. Although this element looks as if it contains the dative suffix, it is in fact used also if two parties are each other’s direct objects. bir ikintikä (e.g. DKPAMPb 527), showing the simple dative of the ordinal of ‘two’ is a rare alternant of this: It may possibly have been its source; cf. also bir ikinti birlä (Wettkampf 41-43).

The declension of pronouns differs to a smaller or greater extent from that of nouns. One feature which characterises the declension of all pronouns (though not of öz, which is a noun in other senses as well) and distinguishes them from nouns and adjectives is the accusative ending +nl. From the earliest texts, this ending is found also with a number of quantifiers of miscellaneous origin and collectives ending in +(A)gU, in accordance with their pro-nominal use. alku ‘all’, e.g., gets the +nl allomorph of the accusative suffix in TT II,1 16 and in a number of

331 The stems of demonstrative pronouns and the 3rd person possessive suffix end in the consonant /n/, deleted in the nominative. The /n/ appears also when the 3rd person possessive suffix is followed by the antonymy and parallelism suffix +lI. With the personal pronouns an /n/ element appears in all the forms except in the nominative plural. In Orkhon Turkic the stem of the collective suffix +(A)gU is also expanded with an /n/ when possessive suffixes follow (cf. OTWF 97).
other examples mentioned in UW 101; cf. kamıgu+nī ‘all (acc.)’ (Pothi 61), ikigü+nī ‘both (acc.)’ (Ht IV 748, BT I A₂ 33), adınągu+nī ‘other people’ (U III 4,3₁) and yumkí+nī ‘all of them (acc.)’ (Pothi 101). In the course of the development of Old Turkic (cf. Erdal 1979) and towards modern Turkic languages, +nI then gradually gets applied to noun stems as well, in late Old Turkic mainly to stems ending in vowels and to foreign words.

3.131 Personal pronouns

The personal pronouns for speaker and addressee are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st pers. sg.</th>
<th>1st pers. pl.</th>
<th>2nd pers. sg.</th>
<th>2nd pers. pl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom. bän</td>
<td>biz (bizlär)</td>
<td>sän</td>
<td>siz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. bānī</td>
<td>bizıń, bizını</td>
<td>sānį</td>
<td>sızń, sızńi,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat. baŋ</td>
<td>bizıńā, bizkā</td>
<td>sāņa</td>
<td>sızńā, sızńākā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc. bini</td>
<td>bizni</td>
<td>sīni</td>
<td>sızni, sızńni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc. minţā, minďā</td>
<td>bizṇitā/bizńitā</td>
<td>sinţā, sindā,</td>
<td>sızńţā/sızńidā,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl. mintin, minidin</td>
<td>bizńidin</td>
<td>sinidin</td>
<td>sızńidin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dir. baŋaru</td>
<td>bizńarū</td>
<td>sāņaru</td>
<td>sızńarū</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simil. bizńčülyü</td>
<td>siniččülyü</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We here find a consistent alternation between high and low vowels, which we also have with the demonstrative pronouns and possibly with kam ‘who’: low front vowels in the nominative and the genitive singular, low back vowels in the dative and the directive singular, high front vowels everywhere else. māntā in a letter in HamTouHou 25,2 is aberrant. I have no doubt that the vowel in bini, mintā etc., sini, sintā etc. is (pre)historically the same as that found in biz and sız. bini and sini, both spelled with twice I, are attested already in Tuņ 10. I have met miniŋ only in ms. M 657 v3 (quoted in n. to BT V 521; WilKKatMan nr. 143) and KP 80,2 and miniŋ in HamTouHou 18 (a letter sent from

---

332 Note, though, that the nominative singular personal pronouns are usually spelled without any vowel, as mn and sn respectively.

333 It would have fitted well with the theory of Doerfer 1993: 26, who reads the accusative form as meņi and not mini; he says that the fronting is the result of backward raising of the vowels by assimilation (see that in section 21401) and would presumably take mintā to have followed by analogy. However, such raising comes up only after the inscriptions.
Khotan) l.2; in KP 6,4 mini is spelled as MNY, but the same text has MYNY in four other instances. Further we find barmagay sîn (KP 19,3) ‘You will not go’ and igdâyü ”tängiçi min nomci mín’ tegmâkä artîzip ... ‘getting foiled by one who falsely says “I am a man of God; I am a preacher’’” in the ms. written in Manichaean script of Xw 121; the latter pronouns clearly seem to be intended to be understood as clitic, as they are written close to the words they follow. Their shapes are similar to Turkish sîn ‘you’ and Khakas BiN ‘I’, which are both used clitically, follow synharmonism and show high vowels. The nominative of this pronoun is, in fact, normally written without any vowel in Uygur script, which makes it impossible to say how it was pronounced in the texts written in that script. Possibly, this defective spelling reflects just the variability posited here, though one instance for it is a rather narrow base for such an hypothesis. See also n.737 in Zieme 1969, where scholarly sources are quoted for min in Middle and Modern Turkic languages. These few variants with i could be the result of analogy from those forms of this pronoun which do have it: This is what happened in those modern Turkic languages where nominative demonstrative bo was replaced by bu. In Brähmi texts we have, e.g. kîlmas sän (TT VIII D32) or barmagay sîzlär (TT VIII E49), which show that these pronouns did not follow synharmonism. According to Alyîlmaz 2000: 111, who inspected the stone of Tuñ in 1997, 1998 and 1999, Tuñ 57 does not have ‘büntägi’ but hintägi bar ärsär ‘(if a sovereign nation anywhere) had someone like me, (what trouble could it encounter?)’ with explicit I in the first syllable. hintäg (with possessive suffix

334 min+i in BT I D78 is not the accusative of the pronoun but of a noun denoting the self, i.e. ‘the ego’.

335 In the other ms., written in Uygur writing, both instances are spelled in the normal form, as mn, without any explicit vowel. Hamilton transcribes the pronoun in KP 19,3 as ‘sen’ but there is no justification for a change sän > ‘sen’; mln and sîn could come from analogy with the accusative, locative, ablative and similitative forms.

336 The note a reader who says he came from China added with a brush to the Manichaean ms. edited in M I 23-29 has the phrase yazukta k(â)çîrmin ‘I am overcoming sin’ and even min ‘I’ starting a sentence. These instances cannot be taken as evidence for Manichaean Uygur as the person also has an imperative with s instead of z, y(a)r(û)k(a)sunlar (and uses the ablative with +tln and not +tAn). What is noteworthy concerning the two instances in the Xw ms. and k(â)çîrmin is that in all three cases the syllable preceding the pronoun with a high vowel shows /ê/. This consonant may be responsible for the high vowels, as well as for the irregular vowel of the aorist suffix, which should be -âr.

337 Tekin 1968 translated ‘büntägi’ as “such a man”, assuming backward fronting assimilation, but such assimilation is nowhere attested either with tâg or in any other way; in antag < an+ tâg and montag < mon+ tâg there is forward assimilation, the
referring to a nation), is similar to *montag* ‘like this’, *antag* ‘like that’ and *sizintāg* ‘like you’ (ChristManManus, Manichean fragment r10) in being constructed on the oblique base; had the base been the (syncopated) accusative form, the latter would have had to be ‘siznitāg’ (since the accusative of *siz* is *sizni* though the locative is *sizintā* and the dative *sizinā*). Had *montag* (of which we have at least 11 Brāhmī examples) been derived from the accusative *munī*, its vowel would have been /u/ and not /o/.

The change to back vowels in the singular dative and the directive, not found in any other paradigm, may be secondarily due to the influence of the velar element in the case suffixes; the idea of Doerfer 1977 that these forms came from the agglutination of a dative element *qa* seems groundless. The only place where the dative of *sān* is found in the runiform inscriptions is in Tuñ 32, and it is there spelled with *s*².³³⁸ *baŋa* and *baŋaru* (both Tuñ) are both written with *b*¹.³³⁹ *sānā* and *sāna* would be indistinguishable in the Semitic scripts used by the Uygurs. The only instance of the dative of *sān* in an Uygur text written in an Indic writing system is in Maue 1996 20 nr. 22, a source centuries later than the Orkhon inscriptions; there the word is spelled as *sāna*. Directive forms of *sān* and *bān* appear not to be attested in Indic writing systems. Although the Tuñ instance is isolated, one could have taken it as good evidence since the text may be the oldest extant Turkic source we have. However, we find that this same inscription occasionally uses *s*² also in words absolutely known to belong to back harmony such as *bolsar*, *savīn*, *savīg* and *sakīntīm*, the other consonants in these words being spelled with the back harmony letters. The *s*² of the dative of the 2nd person singular pronoun in this inscription is there of no significance in view of the absence of other evidence for a front pronunciation.

normal process for Turkic. Aalto writes “Taugenichtse (?)”, which does not fit any known Old Turkic lexeme.

³³⁸ The other letters in the word, *D* and *A*, do not distinguish between back and front harmony in the runiform inscriptions from Mongolia.

³³⁹ Gabain 1974: 91 refers to a place in Radloff’s edition of the Yenisey inscriptions for a putative instance of *bāŋā*. This is E9,3, for which Orkun instead (referring to the Finnish Atlas) proposes the reading *bāŋūsi yok ārmīš*; he is followed by Vasiliev in his atlas. Kurt Vulf’s unpublished materials have *bāŋūsi yok ārmīš*. The inscription is dealt with by Kormušin 1997. *mAnA* of the other runiform inscriptions gives no information on this matter, as the character inventory for those inscriptions has the same character for *m* and *ŋ* in back and front contexts; *maŋaru* in HamTouHou 26,10 in Uygur writing could have been read with front vowels as well (as in fact done by the editor). Cf. further *maŋaru / māŋārū kālīp* in Vimala 494.
The QB has six examples of a dative form *sənər* ‘to you’ beside *sənə*, which presumably resulted from analogy with the demonstrative pronouns (which serve for the 3rd person); the recourse to five of these appears to have been metre or rhyme related.

A characteristic of the personal pronouns is the plural morpheme +*(X)z* (found also in the possessive suffixes), but +lAr is also already present in all varieties of Uygur. There are a number of instances of *sizlär* beside *siz* but hardly any *bizlär* beside *biz*; the former form is found e.g. in U I 6,2 (Magier; *bulsar sizlär*) and 43,7, TT II,1 77 (*ötläsär sizlär*) or MairH XI 3r2. In oblique cases we have e.g. *sizlärni birlä* (U IV A 81), *sizlärda* in ablative meaning in early *sizlärda almış agu* (M I 19,15) ‘the poison taken from you (pl.)’, *sizlärni(ı)ŋ* in Yosıpas 11. I have met *bizlär* only in SUK Mi13,1, a collective receipt, and in a late Uygur inscription (PetInscr). The reason for the difference between the 1st and 2nd persons is that *siz* is mostly used for the polite singular, *sizlär* becoming necessary for referring to the 2nd person plural (polite or not).

The genitive of *biz* appears both as *biziŋ* and as *biznıŋ*: Orkhon Turkic, Manichean texts, sources in Sogdian script (which have some pre-classical characteristics) all have *biziŋ*, as do Buddhist texts in general (e.g. in BT XIII 12E r4, TT IV A 24 and B 37 and 41); *biznıŋ* crops up here and there, however, mostly in late sources (e.g. TT VII) but also in Manichean and early Xw 8 (one among three mss.; the other two missing). *siznıŋ* is even rarer than *biznıŋ*340. The Suv has 13 examples of *biziŋ* and 34 of *sizıŋ* as against only one each of *biznıŋ* and *siznıŋ; siziŋ* also appears e.g. in DreiPrinz 66, TT II,1 17, 19, 23 and 49 or Pothi 95. The ‘pronominal n’ was clearly originally not part of these genitives; the longer forms must be related to the replacement of +(n)Xŋ by +nXŋ as genitive suffix.

Above we discussed the form *siz+lär*. In very late texts that can be replaced by *sänlär*, and we have *silär* and *silärni* in HamTouHou 21,4 and *silärni* in KP 76,3 and 5. *silär* probably does not result from a phonetic dropping of /z/ but from the replacement of the pronominal plural marker +(n)z by the much more ‘regular’ +lAr.

*bän, bini* ‘I; me’ and *biz* ‘we’ share their °n with *bo*, the demonstrative of close deixis (presumably pointing at the domain of the speaker) and *bärü* ‘hither; since’, which signals movement towards the ‘here and now’ of the speaker. The °n would then be the ‘pronominal +n’ absent

---

340 What is read as *sizn(ä)ŋ* in M I 10,11 and crops up as *sizn(ı)ŋ* in Gabain 1974: 92 can just as well be read as *sizäŋ*, with the vowel lowering occasionally found in pre-classical sources.
in *biz* and *siz*, normally characteristic of oblique cases; I take it to have been introduced into *bôn* by analogy.\(^{341}\) This element does, however, reappear in the oblique forms of the plural personal pronouns, unlike the plural demonstratives.\(^{342}\)

The ablative, the locative-ablative and the similitative are partly constructed on an intercalatory element +*nI*+ identical with the pronominal accusative ending; thus e.g. *sinidin* U III 48,11, *minidâ* SUK Ad2,11, *sinidâ* TT I 126 or U III 83,3, *biznidâ* Suv 433,22 and 611,1 or U IV A 267. This element appears also before the suffixes +*lxG* and +*sxZ*, which we have assigned to word formation: We have *biznîlîg* erinê *ţînîl(i)glar* (UigOn III B r3) ‘us poor creatures’ and, with the demonstrative to be dealt with straightforward, *munîsîz* (ETŞ 12,47) ‘without this’.\(^{343}\) However, I assume *mintîn* in *mintîn adrîl*- in DKPAMPb 866, coming from the oblique base and not the accusative, to be the original form.\(^{344}\)

The directive, dative and partly the locative-ablative and the similitative of plural personal pronouns have +*Xn*+ instead; e.g. *sîzînâ* in M III nr. 6 I r 3, or TT II,1 73, *biz(i)nţârî* in Xw 166 (all three mss.), *sîzînţârî* twice in the fragment quoted in the note to BT V 175 and six times in M III nr. 9. +*Xn*+ turns up also in the postpositional phrase *sizîntâg* ‘like you’ (ChristManManus, Manichæan fragment r 10). We have *bizîntâ* in M I 33,20 and *sizîntâ* in M I 10,5; *biznidâ* is quoted above and *siznidâ* is the general form. One could, with Doerfer 1992 (and with Nauta 1969 quoted by him) speak of this °n° element as forming an oblique stem (in the manner of Tokharian or Romani, which have two-tier case systems). However, an alternation between +*n*, +*Xn*

---

\(^{341}\) The Proto-Turkic nominatives of ‘I’ and ‘you’ might have been *bâ* and *sâ*; the vowel of Bolgar-Chuvash *bi* and *si* apparently comes from a different analogy with the oblique stems.

\(^{342}\) The dative was read as *bizkâ* in Yenisey E36,2; however, according to Wulff’s unpublished material the stone shows b’ İzki2 (perhaps *biz âki* ‘we two’). This inscription was not dealt with by Kormuşin 1997. Two late instances of *bizkâ* are mentioned below.

The form s(i)zâ mentioned as dative in Gabain 1974: 92 and said to appear in Yenisey inscriptions is to be read as *āsiz-â* ‘oh, alas!’, as pointed out by T. Tekin 1964. (The interjection (y)a, dealt with in section 3.4 below, appears to have followed vowel harmony in Yenisey Turkic though not in Uygur.) Besides, the Old Turkic dative suffix is not +*A* but +*kA*. Nor does a form *sizdâ*, equally mentioned by Gabain on this page with the mark “(Yen)”, appear in the indices of Orkun 1936-41 or Kormuşin 1997 or in the DTS.

\(^{343}\) Cf. also mânşiz in BT VIII B 124 and 151 and several times in BT I.

\(^{344}\) *sîntâ* in Suv 680,11 is from Buyan Avirmâk, a passage added to the text at a much later stage.
and \( +nI \) is found also in the accusative ending of the nominal possessive forms (discussed at the end of section 3.124); there it appears after the possessive suffix and can hardly have anything to do with an ‘oblique stem’. The regular dative of \( biz \) is \( biziňä \); in two economical texts (SUK WP1,8 and Mi30,2) we find \( bizkä \) (both very clear on the facss.).

In Qarakhanid Turkic, postpositions which govern the nominative of nouns govern either the accusative of pronouns (as happens in other corpuses of Old Turkic) or their genitive (as e.g. in Turkish). We also find there that there is \( säniňdä \) beside \( sinidä \), \( säniňdin \) beside \( sinidän \), and even \( säniňsziz \); \( aniňda \), \( aniňdin \) and \( aniňsziz \); \( biziňdä \) beside \( biziňdän \); \( muniňda \) and \( muniňdin \) and so forth. The genitive as base for secondary cases comes into extensive use only in Qarakhanid and is by Ata 2002: 67 documented from Middle Turkic; it does however exist in late Uygur as well: There is \( biziňtä ulatï \) in Abhi 1224, \( biziňtäkičä \) Abhi 2297 and \( biziňčiläyïi \) several times in the Petersburg ms. of the Suv. Cf. the hapax \( aniňdän ken \) ‘thereafter’ in Suv 26,18.\(^{345}\) There is no need for accusative or genitive content here (unlike case doubling among the demonstrative and interrogative pronouns). It therefore really looks as if the base of concrete cases is identical with the base for postpositions; whether this is a secondary phenomenon which came about through analogy or whether it comes from the time when some of these case endings were postpositions is hard to decide.

Additional locative forms are \( sintädä \) e.g. in \( sintädän adän \) ‘different from you’ (U IV C87) and \( sintädän öŋä \) (TT X 466), \( sintidä \) in \( sintidätä öğrä \) ‘before you’ (Suv 626,5); the element \( +dX+ \) presumably comes from the raising of \( +dA \) but I have no convincing explanation for why the locative-ablative suffix should appear doubly. \( mindidä \) has been read in U IV D86 and translated “von mir”. However, this form looks identical and needs to be distinguished from \( mïndida / mïntida / mïntada \), which is a variant of \( muntada \), from \( bo \) (discussed in section 3.132). The translation ‘(from) here’ cannot be quite excluded for U IV D86; in Maitr 187r11-12, however, the meaning seems to be rather certain: \( kop kamag tïṅľïlårarg ... tuta tåɢiňiţim. ančulayu ymå săn mïntidä kamag tïṅľïlårarg urunčåk tutgïl \) ‘Here, similarly, please accept from me all the creatures in trust’.

\( mïntirdin \) ‘from me’ (BT VIII B 49) and \( sindîrtin \) (Suv 428,11) in \( sindîrtin bo nom ärdinig äšïdťäčïlär \) ‘those who hear this jewel of a sīṭra from you’ are built on an element \( +dXr+ \) best attested with the demonstrative pronouns.

\(^{345}\) \( mäniňñïn \) in SUK Ad3,14 is possibly not an error for \( mäniňï \), as assumed by the editors, but related to the late use of the genitive as oblique base.
bizичилайү in Suv 425,15, 431,14 and 434,4 is clearly a late form, reflecting the Middle Turkic replacement of the accusative form by the genitive before postpositions; the parallel Berlin fragment U 580 v16 (which is centuries older than the Petersburg ms.) instead of the instance in 425,15 writes bizичилайү, which is what we expect. Instead of sizничилайү in Suv 497,13, the Berlin ms. U 752 r3 has sиничилайү (with +çU+), which must be the original form. All the similitive forms mentioned above presumably come from +çA+AлAyU; we find the similarly formed анчулайү and мунчулайү among the demonstrative pronouns, but there we also have анлайү and мунлайү based on the accusatives. Ottoman has бенчилейин ‘like me’ and бунчалаййин ‘like this’ and the Кача dialect of Khakas has +дэлти < +дэлайү etc. added to nouns. It is unclear how +çU+ can be connected with +çA; an ‘alternation’ A / U would not make sense in the Old Turkic phonological context.

bolar ikигү манилар ол (U III 27,16) signifies ‘these two are both mine’; it shows that the plural suffix can follow the genitive form of a personal pronoun for the sake of agreement with the topic.

No instrumental or equative forms of the personal pronouns appear to have turned up in Old Turkic; сәнин and мәнчә are, however, attested in Middle Turkic (Ata 2002: 67).

bән, бини, бәни, банча and банчару are attested only in a part of the runiform inscriptions, all other Old Turkic sources showing мән. The Туңокок inscription shows мән instead of бән as subject pronoun following upon verb forms; e.g. b(ә)n (a)нә т(e)р м(ә)n (37) ‘As for me, I say the following’. It has 17 instances of бән and 5 instances of мән (all after te-r) used in this way. This is the only certain difference in Old Turkic between personal pronouns in independent and postverbal use; this does not yet foreshadow the personal pronouns’ subsequent reduction to suffix status in the latter position. The doubtlessly later Tariat inscription, on the other hand, still writes кәчәр бән (W4). Doerfer 1994: 111 has dealt with the inscriptional evidence for this matter.

This postverbal use of pronouns appears to be obligatory with verb forms not having morphological person, as the aorist or the future forms. We sometimes find such pronouns also with verb forms with morphological person expression, as биз in the following: киичумуз бир икинтер бирлә синалим биз ‘Let us compete with each other in strength’ (Wettkampф 41-43).
3.132 Demonstratives

Old Turkic has two active demonstrative pronouns and paradigm fragments of a third one (mentioned below); their forms are the following:\(^{346}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>‘this’</th>
<th>‘these’</th>
<th>‘that’</th>
<th>‘those’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>bo</td>
<td>bolar</td>
<td>ol</td>
<td>olar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>munuŋ/monuŋ</td>
<td>bolarnŋ</td>
<td>anŋŋ</td>
<td>olarnŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>muŋar/muŋa</td>
<td>bolarka (QB)</td>
<td>anar / anã</td>
<td>olarka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>bunĩ/munĩ</td>
<td>bolarnĩ</td>
<td>anĩ</td>
<td>olarnĩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.</td>
<td>bunta/munta</td>
<td>bolarta</td>
<td>anta</td>
<td>olarta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td>munṭīn</td>
<td>bolardîn (QB)</td>
<td>antīn</td>
<td>olardin(QB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>munun</td>
<td></td>
<td>anīn</td>
<td>olaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equ.</td>
<td>bunča/munča</td>
<td></td>
<td>anča, aniča</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dir.</td>
<td>(bârũ)</td>
<td></td>
<td>anarũ</td>
<td>olargaru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simil.</td>
<td>munĩlayu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>anĩlayu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The singular oblique pronouns have the so-called pronominal +n+ before the suffix.\(^{348}\) There are, then, oblique stems bun+ and an+ differing from the nominative stems bo and ol; bo and bun+ also differ in the vowel, alternating like the personal pronoun. The possessive suffixes of the 3rd person show the oblique pronominal /n/ as the demonstratives do.\(^{349}\) In Uygur, the b becomes m when a nasal follows; this replacement did not yet take place in the inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire, as shown e.g. in bunda in Tariat W 2. The /r/ in the

\(^{346}\) A demonstrative šo ”dieser dort,” which is by Gabain 1974: 94 (page top) said to turn up as šunda in the Yenisey inscriptions, does not exist. The author found this in Radloff’s ‘Glossar zu den Inschriften am Jenissei’ (Radloff 1987: 373-4), which refers to E28 VII and E38 I. The first is to be read as altun soŋa yįš käyiki ‘the game of the Altun Soŋa (or Suŋa) mountain forest’, the second as alt(u)ŋ soŋa kālip ‘coming to Altun Soŋa’ (no doubt the same place as the one mentioned in E28). Radloff did not distinguish between the round ŋ and the diamond shaped n^d. Turkish śu comes from the presentative oṣ coupled with the pronoun o; Ottoman also has şol < oṣ ol.

\(^{348}\) Forms generated by double case marking are mentioned further on. The Uygur singular oblique forms of ol are extensively documented in the UW; no instances will therefore be mentioned here.

\(^{349}\) Munkácsi 1919: 125 has pointed out that the Uralic languages also have a pronominal +n which appears only with the singular forms. Cf. the +n which is added to Mongolic nouns in the singular but is replaced by +t in the plural.

The Yakut suffix vowel alternation bas+a ‘his head, nominative’, bas+ın accusative seems to preserve an original alternation as found in the Old Turkic pronouns between bo (low vowel) and bun+ (high vowel) and perhaps kām / kimni.
dative singular, which reminds one of the directive, is limited to the demonstratives: The runiform inscriptions have aŋar, not aŋa; aŋar is also the general form in Manichaean texts, e.g. in DreiPrinz 27. In Buddhist texts there is a fluctuation between the two forms; cf. UW 162a. mʊŋar is attested in M I 23,8, also in Ht and DLT. The forms aŋar and mʊŋar are older than the forms without /r/; the latter were no doubt created in analogy to the personal pronouns (especially since the demonstratives were used for the 3rd person). The variants mʊŋa and aŋa occur in late Uygur texts (e.g. mʊŋa in BTT I A2 24, aŋa in Pothi 162, which is Manichaean but late). mʊŋar and aŋar are still to be found in Muslim Middle Turkic texts (Ata 2002: 62); when QB 3475 writes mʊŋa, that is for the sake of rhyme with mʊŋa. The /r/ is attested also in the Codex Comanicus and lives on in Tatar and also appears in the dative of the Yakut possessive suffixes.

The directive aŋaru is attested once in the Tuñ inscription (l.20) but is absent from Qarakhanid and very rare in Uygur; the UW entry mentions only two instances and the reading of one of these is said to be uncertain. Forms like ɨŋgaru, which comes from an alternative but obsolete pronominal stem, are discussed below.

The instrumental of bo is munun in M III nr. 30 r 5 but munɨn in the QB. munun signifies ‘herewith’ whereas anɨn means ‘therefore’.

The only case form which appears not to be attested in the singular is the directive of bo. This may not be a coincidence: bârū ‘hither’ may be the half-suppletive missing directive. This word has a long vowel in Turkmen (though not in Khaladj), which would speak for a contraction of the stem with the directive suffix.

The similative is regularly based on munɨ and anɨ, the forms identical with the accusative but also found with postpositions and, in munɨsɨz

---

350 It would not be correct to call aŋar “ein alter Dir(ektiv)”, as done in UW 162a, as the directive suffix never drops its final vowel. Even if there really is only a single Old Turkic instance of aŋaru attested (as stated in the entry for this form in the 1981 fascicle of the UW) the Tuñ inscription has both aŋar and aŋaru.

351 In the UW entry for aŋa (which also documents aŋar) we read: “aŋar ist auch in später Texten (z.B. BT III) belegt und taugt nicht zur Charakterisierung eines Textes als früh oder relativ früh (gegen M. Erdal: Voice and case in Old Turkish. Diss. phil. Jerusalem 1976. Bd.1. 17m.). Man vergleiche auch die Verwendung von aŋa und aŋar im gleichen Kont. in Suv ...”: While aŋar indeed does not characterise a text as (relatively) early, the presence of aŋa does appear to characterise it as rather late.

352 The idea that bârū could have come from a contraction with the directive suffix +gArU was already expressed by Bang 1919 ff.
(ET§ 12,47), before the privative formative. Besides, \textit{anča} has a rare variant \textit{anî+ča} (cf. UW). The personal pronoun also appears in the accusative form when serving as base to another common formative, in \textit{biznilig} (quoted above). Concerning the similitative, the use of an accusative as stem might be related to the fact that +\textit{lAyU} comes from a formative, +\textit{lA}-, which forms denominal verbs.

\textit{montag} ‘like this’ and \textit{antag} ‘like that’ (in the UW documented on five pages) can both also be translated as ‘such’. Their source is the demonstrative oblique stem with the postposition \textit{täg} ‘like’, here assimilated by synharmonism. Both by stem form and harmony, these are in fact case forms. \textit{montag} and \textit{antag} are used nominally and adnominally, whereas similitative \textit{munïlayu} ‘thus’ and \textit{anïlayu} (always with the particle \textit{ok}, signifying ‘in that same way’) are in adverbial use.

\textit{antag antag} ‘such and such’ serves for alluding to the content of verbal messages, e.g. in Suv 603,11 and twice in Suv 14,11-12: ärklig xan anï açîp okädokta anta antag antag sav ünti: antag antag küntä ... özłüglärig ölürmîs ücüün ökümüp tûyunup ... ‘When the ruler of the Underworld opened it and read it, such and such a content emerged from it: On such and such a day he was sorry for and repented for having killed living beings ...’). Another such element is \textit{bo montag} in birök ... nä nägü iš išlägäli ugrasar ol ugrarda ”bo montag tûl tüšäyök män” tep sözłäyîr ärdi (U III 54,15) ‘Whenever she intended to commit something ... she used to say “I have just had such and such a dream”’: The narrator does not wish to supply the contents of queen Bhadrâ’s purported dreams but still wants to paint a vivid picture of her behaviour.

The demonstrative conjunction \textit{ançîp} ‘doing that, thereupon’ appears to have come about through the addition of the converb suffix -(\textit{X})\textit{p} to \textit{an}+\textit{č(a)}.\textsuperscript{353} It has turned up only in runiform sources, in the inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire (ŠU E7 & 8, W1 & 4 and Tes 8 & 14) and in the epilogue to the IrqB. \textit{ançîp} disappeared at an early stage; Uygur (disregarding the IrqB) no longer has it. Uygur \textit{içîp} (presented further on in this section) would similarly have come from \textit{iňa} with the same converb suffix. The uses and meanings of both words are discussed in section 3.33.

\textsuperscript{353} The EDPT assumes a contraction from \textit{anča är-ip} as the source of this form. Such far-reaching contractions are not otherwise known from the Old (or Proto-) Turkic stage. Phonic regularity can, admittedly, not be expected when a conjunction (which tends to be a relatively short element) is to be derived from a pronoun; but neither can word-class regularity: An unusual necessity as the creation of a demonstrative conjunction can also have stretched morphology to an unusual feat.
ančagīnča ‘then, thereupon, in the meantime’ appears to have been formed in similar fashion: It probably comes from anča and the temporal converb suffix -gInčA, which has the meaning ‘until’ with perfective verbs. The word is spelled with І in Manichæan writing, which has no similarity to ḥeth; this means that it does not come from ančak (< anča ok). The three instances quoted in the UW entry for ančagīnča spell it with double-dotted ḥeth in Uygar writing, which would speak for a voiceless velar, but the Manichæan instance is more dependable for etymology; ančak might have had a secondary analogical influence. The phrase ančagīnča kan is discussed in section 3.34.

The presentative interjections muna and ona or una (not attested in any script which would enable a choice between /o/ and /u/) are discussed in section 3.4; see below in this section for a possible instance of a similarly formed īna. These elements are not datives, as one might think, as there is no evidence for the dative suffix to have lost its velar in Old Turkic; they may, however, be remnants of some prehistoric case form.

The plural demonstrative pronouns (e.g. olargaru in ManUigFrag r 11, olarnī in Pothi 99, olarka in Pothi 165 and 227, olaran in ManTraktNeu p.93, olarnīy and olarta quite a number of times in Abhi, etc.) are not found in the runiform inscriptions, except perhaps a single instance of olar. This reminds one of the fact that, in the earliest texts, the singular possessive suffix is used also for pluralic possessors. olar is never spelled with two L’s; there is therefore a (slight) possibility that the /l/ in the singular form ol, which stands alone in the whole pronominal domain, comes from a back-formation of the plural form. The process /ll/ ˃ /l/ (documented in section 2.405) is, however, clearly an early one and elig ‘king’ < el+lig is never spelled with LL either.

Forms with double case suffixation having +čA as first element are munčada (M II 5,8.) and ančada ‘then’ (usually spelled with t and correlating with nūčādā ‘when’), munčulayu (see OTWF 410 for examples) and ančulayu ‘thus’ with raised middle vowels, munčan (Ht V 21,3) and ančan ‘a bit; gradually’, and ančaka, which is attested

---

354 The UW states that ančan comes from its anča II, which it translates as “diese Zeit, jene Zeit”. By meaning, however, this word accords with the one mentioned for anča under (I) A, b, viz. ‘a little bit’ (the instrumental suffix is added to this merely to signal adverbial use). ančakya ‘just a little bit’ (which also has an entry in the UW), also comes from this same anča and not from Röhrborn’s anča II. He should therefore either posit a second autonomous anča or review the procedure of assuming autonomy whenever a pronoun appears with double case suffixation.
only in the common phrase ančaka tägi ‘till then’ (always spelled as one word). It remains unclear what relationship there is between ančulayu and ančula, a rare Manichaean synonym used in correlation with kältï. In ančada bärü (DKPAMPb 641) and ančadīn bärü.\footnote{355} munčada bärü (M II 5,8) ‘since this much time’ or ančada ken (Suv 625,21) ‘from then on’, the second suffix is governed by the postposition. Uyghur evidence for the anča+ and anta+ forms can be found in the UW. One might expect ančada bärü to signify something like ‘after all that time’ whereas antada bärü is ‘since then’.

\textit{mundirtîn} (Kuan, TT VIII) and \textit{munțîran} (e.g. Ht III 155), andırtîn ‘from there’ and \textit{andîran} (also an\textit{tr}an e.g. in MaitrH XX 14r7, antåran, antaran e.g. in MaitrH Y 230) ‘from there, away; thereafter’ show an intercalary element +\textit{dIr}+ which has no independent existence in Turkic; cf. +\textit{dUr}, the main variant of the dative suffix in Mongolic.\footnote{356} This element is attested also in \textit{mintîr}tîn ‘from me’ and \textit{sindîr}tîn ‘from you’, where it is added to personal pronouns, and in the interrogative \textit{kantîran} / \textit{kantaran} ‘from where’. Outside the pronominal domain we have a small group of +\textit{dXr}tî forms from local bases discussed in section 3.31, \textit{üstîr}ti ‘from above’, \textit{ičtîr}ti ‘innerly’, \textit{kedîr}tî ‘from behind’ and \textit{öydîr}tî ‘from the front’; \textit{ičtîr}tîn \textit{ünmiš} ‘emerged from inside (the palace)’ in Ht VII 1113 has the ablative suffix instead.\footnote{357} The suffix in \textit{kün}+\textit{tûz} ‘during daytime’ seems to be the only case where it appears by itself, with word-final zetacism. The exact semantic or functional difference between the demonstratives with +\textit{dIr}/\textit{dXr}+ and their simple ablative forms remains unclear. It is noteworthy that the dative is the only primary adverbial case form not used as first element in any double-case sequence of demonstrative pronouns; Old Turkic \textit{+dXr}+ / +\textit{dIr}+ might thus originally have been an allomorph of the dative suffix, which it is in Mongolic.

The accusative is not involved in any case suffix sequence in this sense, but serves as oblique base.\footnote{358}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{355} Probably to be read in a document referred to in UW under anîndînbärü.
\footnote{356} /\textit{U}/ is the regular Mongolic cognate of /\textit{X}/ while the Turkic instances point towards /\textit{I}/ in their suffix when added to demonstratives (unless the rounding in the second syllable is secondary). Cf. \textit{+dXr}tî below; neither that nor the forms with the personal pronouns, nor \textit{kün}+\textit{tûz} ‘during the day’ speak for /\textit{I}/.
\footnote{357} \textit{tastîf}rjîn \textit{kâlîp} ‘coming from outside’ has been restituted by the editors in MaitrH Y 164. This conjecture must remain questionable in view of \textit{tasdîndan} / \textit{tasdîndîn} with exactly the same meaning in the ŠU inscription.
\footnote{358} \textit{munîlayu} and \textit{anîlayu} are here not treated as double-case forms, as we have no \textit{+lAyU} derivates from the simple bases, as other pronouns use the accusative form as oblique base and as the presence of the accusative morpheme can hardly have been}

\end{footnotes}
The most ‘combinable’ case suffix with demonstrative pronouns appears to be \(+dA\),\(^{359}\) from which we have \(anta\a\) ‘there’ (documented in the UW) and \(munda\a\) ‘here’ (Abhi A 3071 together with \(anda\a\)). \(antada\) is ‘there; then’; but the second \(+dA\) can also be ablatival, in the comparative construction when followed by an adjective, and in \(antada\ bärü\) ‘from then on, since then’. \(antadata\ bärü\), which is a hapax in the Xw, is either an error or it follows the logic of linking the construction of \(antada\ bärü\) with the meaning ‘then’ of \(antada\). Beside \(muntadan\) (M III 23,9) and \(antadan\) or \(antadin\) (Tes 13, a runiform inscription; third vowel not explicit) we have the much more common \(muntada\) (\(muntuda\) in KP 34,8 and 37,4) ‘herefrom’. It is often (Maitr) governed by \(ken\) with the meaning ‘hereafter’, by \(öşrå\) to give ‘before’, by \(üstün\) to give ‘above this’, by \(ûnaru\) to give ‘beyond this’, by \(ula\i\) (also in BT II 623 and 1315 and often Suv and Tattvårtha) to give ‘beside this’; in Suv and Tattvårtha we often find \(muntada\ adin\) meaning ‘except this’. Some of these expressions are found also with a variant \(mïntada\), e.g. \(mïntada\ adin\) in one of the two mss. in Suv 9,1, \(mïntada\ ken\) in Maitr 136r5 and MaitrH XIII 4v19, \(mïntïda\ în[a]ru\) in Maitr 8v27, \(mïntïda\ ozmïš\ kutrulmïš\ ärmïz\ sän\ ‘you have not (yet) been saved from this situation’ in Maitr 116 v9, \(bilgä\ biligin\ mïntïda\ utduñ\ yeğäðïn\ (U II 21,11) ‘With wisdom you have succeeded in this matter’. In his Maitr edition, Ş. Tekin had translated the Maitr 136r5 instance as “an meiner Stelle”,\(^{360}\) and the Maitr 8v27 instance as “von mir an”, as he read the word I have transcribed as \(mïntada\ / mïntïda\ as\ mintädä\ / mintïdä\ and thought it was an oblique form of \(män\ ‘I’; \(mindidä\ does indeed exist (e.g. in Maitr 187r11 quoted in the previous section), and the only thing which makes this reading less likely here is the context.

The hapax \(anïñdïn\) in Suv 26,18 appears to be governed by \(ken\), the phrase signifying ‘thereafter’.\(^{361}\) If this is not a copyist’s error for

\(^{359}\) Turkish in fact has a similar combinability, with \(o+ra+da\), \(o+ra+dan\) etc. formed from a base signifying ‘there’. The UW uses the term ‘Hypostase’ for the first element; that would imply that the stem + first case suffix are equivalent to a nominative, which is not the case when considered from a content point of view. Rather, the Old Turkic state of affairs has something of the prepositional combinability we see in English from under the table.

\(^{360}\) This is also the translation supplied by Geng et al. for MaitrH XIII, 4v19.

\(^{361}\) After \(anïñdïn\ there is a hole for the cord binding the leaves together, and it has been thought that there is a lacuna between that hole and \(ken\). The ablative must, however, have been governed by \(ken\) (the passage is not otherwise fragmentary, as written in the UW), and it seems possible that nothing was written in that torn stretch. Zieme in AY I writes \(anïñdïn\ [açu]\ kin\ and translates “davor (?) [oder] danach” but I...
ančadîn, it might follow the late replacement of the accusative of pronouns by their genitive when governed by postpositions.

*anta* and *munta* are made adnominal with +kl, the converter discussed in section 3.126. Examples for *antakî* can be found in the UW; an example for *muntakî* is *muntakî yörûg* (BT I A 2 15) ‘the interpretation to be found in this’. +kl can, of course, be added also to plural demonstratives, as in *bo+lar+ta+kî+g* in Abhi A 727; this form also shows that the +kl expansion of a pronoun need not get the pronominal variant of the accusative suffix (i.e. +nI).

In view of pronominal forms like *mîntada* ‘from here on’ (the variant of *muntada* documented above) and *bo künta mînça* ‘from today on’ (SUK WP2,8 etc. and Murtuq 9; some examples of *mînça* are quoted in the note to this latter) alternating withs *bo küntîn mînça* (SUK Sa11,7 and 12,8 and 12) it seems conceivable that the rounding of the first vowel in the oblique forms *munî* etc. should be secondary and due to the rounding effect of the onset labial consonant.\(^{362}\) The stems *bîn+* and **bun+* could, however, also have been distinct, as *în+* differed from *an+*. Cf. also *mînta ken* ‘from now on’ in SUK WP1,4: This is a demonstrative if it signifies hereafter but a personal pronoun if it signifies ‘after me’.\(^{363}\) An additional form of the stem *mîn+,* with the orientational formative +dXn, is found in the phrase *întîn mîntîn ikidînîkî yer oronlar* (ms. Mz 704 v15) ‘the places on both sides, this side and that side’ and presumably became also part of the petrified phrase *aŋ mîntîn* documented in UW 388.\(^{364}\)

*ol* is often used also as 3rd person pronoun to express verbal agency (discussed in section 3.22); in this function its use blends over into being a copula (cf. section 3.29). The phrase *anta munta* (e.g. DKPAMPb 1184) signifies ‘in all sorts of places’; it thus lost its demonstrative force and got lexicalised.

Beside the stems *bo / bun+* and *an+* (and possibly *bîn+* as mentioned on the previous page) there also was a pronominal stem *în+. The following case forms are attested: *înça,* which usually means ‘the

\(^{362}\) See section 2.402 for early vowel rounding due to onset labial consonants.

\(^{363}\) Both are possible in the context but the editors have chosen the first translation.

\(^{364}\) This is also from where I quote the instance in Mz 704 v15 mentioned above. The phrase was misunderstood by the EDPT, which considers it to be the ablative of a noun ‘aŋmîn’ but also erroneously proposes to emend it to a converb form ‘aŋ-matîn’.
following, in the following way’ (in general opposed to anča, which, in intratextual deixis, is anaphoric); inčita ‘(the one) on the other side’ (opposed to muntīn, e.g. in a ms. quoted in the note to BT I D 37, or mīntīn ‘the one on this side’, as mentioned in the previous paragraph); inaru ‘forward; from ... on’ (opposed to kērū ‘backward’ < *ke+ ‘back’, or to bārū ‘hither’ as in the phrase inaru bārū ‘back and forth’ attested e.g. in TT X 513). ina, a demonstrative interjection (cf. section 3.4), may be attested in fragmentary context in BT XIII 5,63; as stated by the editor, its relationship to ín+ would be similar to muna and ona or una with respect to bo / mun+ and ol / an+. There is, finally, the pro-
verbal inčip or inči̇p ‘that having happened; thus’, attested in Manichaean, Buddhist and Christian sources; see section 3.33 for its function. It appears to come from the hybrid addition of -(X)p to inča. ančip (discussed earlier in this section) is, on the other hand, attested only in inscriptions of the Uyghur kaganate and in the equally runiform ms. IrfB. inaru is clearly related to ingaru, attested (with g₁) in ŠU N10 in the phrase anta ingaru ‘from then on, thereafter’. The form ingaru is unusual in that the dative and directive forms linked to the pronominal +n+ otherwise appear with /ŋ/; it may be archaic or, alternately, an analogical restitution. The intermediate stage appears, according to the Thomsen-Wulff materials, to be attested in the Yenisey inscription E29,3 as ñ²r¹w, presumably to be read as inaru. This is a rare bit of evidence, as there are, in the whole runiform corpus, only a few Yenisey inscriptions which distinguish between ñ¹ and ñ². It also shows that this stem vowel, like other instances of first syllable /iː/ without adjacent /k/, turned up as [i], phonetically though not phonologically (since the second syllable is shown to have been back-harmonic by the second and third runiform characters). This stem reminds one of the Mongolian genitive pronominal form inu. inča must have had a variant inča since, together with the particle (O)k, we get both inči̇k (generally) and inči̇p (spelled with double-dotted Q in Manichaean

---

365 In a Maitr passage quoted in UW 134a, ančama and inčama (see section 3.342 for the particle mA) correlate as ‘as ... so’.

366 The EDPT confuses anaru (the directive of ol ‘that’) and inaru and lists the instances of both under the former. Another example occurs in Yosıpas 62. From the DLT and the QB on, inaru is shortened to naru.

367 The Orkhon Turkic rule, whereby the only first-syllable vowels not made explicit were /a/ and /iː/, did not hold in many Yenisey inscriptions. It cannot, on the other hand, be quite excluded that ñ² was, in this case, used for ñ¹ (as is always the case in the inscriptions of Mongolia).

368 This comes from *inu, as the second vowel is not ü; cf. the Manchu 3rd person pronoun i, which has in+ as oblique stem.
writing in M I 7,17).\textsuperscript{369} Brähmî also helps to show that both \textit{înča} and \textit{înčâ} existed, since we find the second vowel spelled as A in TT VIII H I but as Ā in TT VIII K and O (twice). It further helps in determining (with two instances) the reading of \textit{înarû} as having back and not front vowels. The runiform script is of no use, on the other hand, in distinguishing between the front and back possibilities, as the signs for I, A and the ligature \textit{nc} are all indifferent to palatal harmony. \textit{încip} can also very well have existed beside \textit{înçîp}; the runiform script would again be of no help, as the sign for \textit{p} is also neutral. The back vocalism of \textit{întîn} follows from the form \textit{întînîntakî} ‘what is beyond it’ attested in Suv with X. While \textit{înča} can be related to Mongolian \textit{imu} mentioned above, \textit{înčâ} reminds one of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person possessive suffix, which may have had a consistent front vowel in Proto-Turkic, i.e. not to have followed synharmonism:\textsuperscript{370} There are some reasons for believing that +\textit{I(n)+} and +\textit{sI(n)+} once were two distinct and independent pronouns which subsequently got morphologized into complementary distribution; the former would then be identical with the stem of \textit{înča}. In Gabain 1974: 92 we find that the list of \textit{in+ / în+} forms has the title “Reste der 3. Person (?)”; the meanings which these forms have does not speak for this hypothesis, but the possible link with the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person possessive suffix does. On the other hand, the source for \textit{înčâ} and \textit{încip} clearly was the fronting of first-syllable /\textit{i}/, which altered the harmony class of many one-syllable stems (here especially with the fronting effect of \textit{c}; see section 2.23). In that sense, any consistently fronted +(\textit{s})\textit{i(n+)} may also be secondary. Doerfer in a 1964 paper quoted in Zieme 1969: 255 also expressed the view that the pronoun must have had back vowels, citing Tuvan \textit{înča}. In section 3.234 below I propose that the future suffix \textit{-gAy} should come from \textit{-gA} (discussed as a formative in section 3.113) through the addition of the nominative of *\textit{i} / *\textit{i} before \textit{ol} replaced it as clitic personal pronoun. In view of the opposition of \textit{întîn} to \textit{muntîn} and of \textit{înarû} to \textit{bârû}, \textit{în+} appears to have had a ‘there’ deixis. This accords with its link to the 3\textsuperscript{rd} person. The adjective and postposition \textit{sîqar} ‘side; one of two; in the direction of’ may originally have been the dative of +\textit{sI(n)+}, the other possessive suffix, while \textit{sîqaru} ‘in the direction of’, posited as a postposition in Hesche 2001, may have been its directive.

\textsuperscript{369} The word spelled with the \textit{nč} ligature and k\textsuperscript{2} in runiform U 5 (TM 342) v2 is presumably also to be read as \textit{încâk} although it lacks a vowel sign in the beginning, as no ‘încâc’ is otherwise known to exist; \textit{ikinti} in r10 is spelled with an I the beginning.

\textsuperscript{370} Thus still today in Chuvash, possibly secondarily also in some other Turkic languages and, according to the choice of consonants, in Orkhon Turkic.
3.133 Reflexives
käntü ‘own, one’s self’ (in Uygur practically always spelled as KNTW) is linked to the expression of number, possession and case, expressed e.g. in bodisatvlar käntülärinäi ençin mänşisin tilämädin ... ‘the bodhisattvas do not pursue their own peace and happiness but ... (Suv 227,14); its declension differs from nominal declension only in the accusative käntü+n (e.g. in DreiPrinz 14). Other forms are the genitive käntünüz, the dative käntükä and the instrumental käntün ‘by itself’. Here are examples of its use to stress the identity of a verb’s subject in whatever person: ädgü elinä käntü yanğıltig (KT E 23 & BQ E 19) ‘You yourself erred towards your good country’; käntü tugmış kılınmış mänğiü türri yerin unitu idi (Xw 14) ‘He completely forgot the divine land of gods where he himself was born’; käntün on ädgü kılınc köätzdim (MaitrH XV 13r16) ‘I myself observed the ten good deeds’. käntü can also get governed by postpositions; e.g. in the following example, in which it is used anaphorically: yana olok yäklär icäkläør yegädülär tîltag bohurlär käntülärni üzä elänürülär (TT VI 267 f.) ‘Again those same demons prevail; they (the ignorants) are the cause and they (the demons) rule over them (i.e. over the ignorants)’.

käntü is also used attributively, for stressing possessive suffixes (where öz is possible as well): inscriptional käntü bodunum (KT N 4, ŠU E2) ‘my own people’; Manichæan kın t(ä)ŋri ... k(ä)ntü yarökïn kamagka yarotïr (M III 7 I r 9) ‘The sun ... shines on everything with its own light’; Buddhist käntü köŋülüm üzä alkunı ökünür män (Suv 100,23) ‘I repent for everything with my own heart’, or kşanti kîlmaklîg arïg süzük suv(372) üzä käntü agir ayig kîlîncîlî kîrlarin tapçalarin yumäş arîmîs kârgâk ‘One needs to wash away and clean the dirt and filth of one’s own grave sins by the pure and limpid water of repentance’ (Suv 142,1).

With käntü in the genitive: tesilär(374) käntünûn xoştisînä inçä tep sezinç ayîlär (M III 6 II v 10) ‘The disciples expressed doubts towards their teacher with the following words:’; note the singular possessive suffix. käntü käntü (runiform ms.; also e.g. Suv 19,15) is distributive ‘each his own’; e.g. KP 2,5: adrok uzlar käntü käntü uz išin islîyür ‘Different specialists carry out each his own profession’. käntü is

---

371 This function as well as the attributive use mentioned below are no doubt the reason why Tekin 1968 calls käntü and öz ‘intensive pronouns’.

372 Spelled YR’QWQ’YN QMTQ’ YR’WTYR.

373 I take sav of the Petersburg edition to be an error, since the context demands an extended metaphor of dirt getting washed away by pure water.

374 Thus instead of the expected tetsilär.
further used adverbially, to stress the identity of the subject of the verb; cf. käntün käntün (SP 39) ‘each for himself’.

In Qarakhanid this element is spelled as kändü with dāl (3 exs. in the DLT, 5 in the QB, all mss.) in both attributive and predicative use. Conceivably, the dental was a voiced stop also in other Old Turkic sources.

öz, primarily a noun signifying ‘innermost (part)’, became the pronoun ‘self’; it is very well attested with this meaning already in Orkhon Turkic. An Uygur example would be özlärin saklanu ... tätzgürü tutzuńlar (M III text 20, 38,6, + ZiemeTexterg II) ‘Let them keep themselves guarded and evasive’. With possessive suffix and dative, öz is a mark of the self-beneficiary: el[ig] bāg ... öziñə ologu äv etdırti (Ht III 739), e.g. signifies ‘The ruler ... had a house made for himself to reside in’.

öz can be used in a subordinated construction merely for referring to the subject of the main clause; e.g. birök öziñə kilmagu tāg nā nāgū iš ištlägəli ugrasar ‘...’ tep sölşäyür ardi ‘if, however, she intended to do something which she wasn’t supposed to do, she would say ‘...’ (U III 54,15). öziñə here refers to the subject of both ištlägəli ugra- ‘to intend to do’ and sölşä- ‘to say’; it is neither reflexive nor focalised.375

The passage quoted at the beginning of this section for käntü also shows that clause repeated seven lines further on with öz, as käntü özläriniñ ençin mānşisn tilämädin ... (Suv 227,21-22) ‘without striving for their own ease and happiness’; cf. further k(ä)ntü özün bāglık är taplagïl ‘You yourself chose a man to be (your) husband!’ (U II 21,14). The phrase käntü öz is common, e.g. in Suv or TT X 275. käntü özümizin kiñtä ayda öni biz tédímiz ārsär (Xw) ‘if we said about ourselves that we are not related to sun and moon’ is an instance of indirect speech in which the speakers are also the subject of the clause which serves as object of te- ‘to say’; from this arises the need for käntü özümüz. käntü öz can also be used adnominally, e.g. in käntü öz elin ičrä (M III nr. 8 III v 15) ‘in their own realm’. The order of the two can be reversed: öz käntünkä iniŋgil (TT I 40) ‘Trust yourself!’ shows the phrase in reflexive use, with possessive suffix and dative.

Another use of öz quite common in Orkhon Turkic is for öz+üm to follow bān / mān ‘I’ or for öz+i to follow subjects for introducing them as topic or for stressing their identity; bān özüm tavgac elinñä kilmün ‘I myself was born in China’ (Tuñ 1); ilițbär376 özə kálti ‘The governor

375 öz is used in the expression öziñə kilmagu tāg which qualifies iš, the object of ištlägəli ugra-. It appears in the dative because the action is unsuitable for the subject.

himself came’ (KČ E9) It can also follow genitives of personal pronouns for rhematization; e.g. alko tünliğar mäniŋ yatım ärmäzlär. ogulta kizta amrak mäniŋ öz kiśilärim ärürlär ‘... they are my own people, dearer (to me) than sons and daughters’. Note that köz needs no possessive suffix in m(ä)n kiçiğiämntä ... öz közin ädğü irü bälglär körmmişmä (Ht) ‘since I had, in my earliest childhood, seen good omens and signs with my own eyes, ...’.

Further, öz+üm refers to speakers, öz+i to subjects, especially when they become new topics opposed to the previous ones, serving the verb as subject in apposition to its subject reference. This is very common in Orkhon Turkic, e.g. xagan učdokta özüm säliz yaşda kalțiım (BQ E 14) ‘when the king died I was left behind, seven years old’. In özüm atmi ačınur män ‘I am now confessing’ (UigStud 35) or sii yoridi, özümün önträ bıña baši itti (ŠU) ‘He marched out and sent me forward as captain’ öz+üm is object. In öziniča ‘like his own’ in M III text 8 VII r 14, öz receives two case suffixes.377

Finally, öz öz signifies ‘each his own’, like kantü kantü mentioned above; e.g. in bo uč teginlär öz öz köniullärintäki sakınmış savlarin sözläšip ... (Suv 609,12) ‘These three princes discussed the matters which each one of them had thought in his heart’ or eliglär bäglär öz öz uluška bardilär (U III 54,7) ‘The kings and lords went each to his own realm’.

ät’öz ‘body’ appears sometimes (though rarely) to be used as reflexive pronoun, as pointed out in OTWF 752 discussing the sentence ät’özin ketärü täzgürür bolur (Ht X 549-50) ‘He becomes reticent’.

3.134. Interrogative-indefinites
The interrogative-indefinite pronouns are kām/kim ‘who’, nā ‘what’ and the pronouns from the stems ka+ and kañu ‘which’, this latter possibly an expansion of ka+.378 The set of pronouns discussed in this section unites different functions (as happens with such pronouns in a wide variety of languages): They serve with interrogative content, given in the first line of the table, but also as indefinites, i.e. they can also signify ‘anyone’, ‘anything’, ‘anywhere’ and ‘any’ respectively. Some

377 The matter is discussed towards the end of section 3.124.
378 The table below lists forms of both kañu and kayu, because the former changed into the latter with the fusion of /ñ/ and /y/ in the course of the history of Old Turkic; the table only mentions those forms of kañu which I have found to be attested. Bang 1917: 27-33, dealing with a number of derivations from ka+ in the Turkic languages, proposes the second syllable of kayu to be a different pronoun, but no such pronoun is attested anywhere in Turkic.
of these elements are secondarily also used as relative pronouns. The distinction *kim* / *nā* grammaticalizes an ‘animate’ / ‘inanimate’ opposition not relevant elsewhere in the grammar, with the position of animals an interesting middle in view of the Buddhist doctrine to which the authors of most of our texts adhere. All interrogative-indefinite pronouns can, in principle be used either as NPs by themselves or appear attributively, both in interrogative and indefinite use.\(^{379}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>‘who’</th>
<th>‘what’</th>
<th>‘where’</th>
<th>‘which’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>käm / kim</td>
<td>nā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kaňu / kayu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>kimnī / kimnī (nān)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kayunuñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>kämkā / kimkā</td>
<td>nākā</td>
<td>kaŋa</td>
<td>kayuka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>kimni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kayunī</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.</td>
<td>kimtādā</td>
<td>nādā</td>
<td>kanta</td>
<td>kaňuda / kayuda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td></td>
<td>nāčā</td>
<td>kanača</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kaňugaru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dir.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pronouns have a rich case declension; additional irregular case forms not listed in the table are mentioned below. Their number declension is rather weak: We find *kimlär* e.g. in MaitrH XXV 2v20 or BT I A215 and E11, *kayular* e.g. in TT V B2.

The plural of *nā* appears to have been *nāgü*, formed with the collective suffix +(A)gU; see OTWF 95. There are more instances in İrqB XXIV, U IV A42, Ht VII 1995 and Suv 610,11 and 621,4; e.g. *takī nāgü kütār sızlär* (U I 43,7) ‘What else are you waiting for?’. *nā nāgü iš* (U III 54,13) is ‘any sort of business’. *nāgü* inflects for case as, e.g., *nāgüdā ötgürü* (U II 5,14) ‘through what things’. *nāg(ü)lük* ‘what for; to what purpose; why’ is a derivate from *nāgü*, attested e.g. in U IV A26, Suv 612,8, KP 4,9, 30,1 and 66,6 and often elsewhere. *nāgük* (twice Suv) apparently comes from *nāgü* (ö)k with the emphatic particle.

With possessive suffix we find e.g. *kim+i* ‘who among them’ in *kimi ārūr kimi ārmāz* (Abhi B1405) and *kayu+sîña* (KP 6,2) ‘for which of them’; the referents of the possessive suffixes are the groups from within which the pronouns select their referents. *kim+iña* (as well as *nāgü+sîña* and *nā+sîña* reconstructed there) are in SUK WP6,28-30 used in indefinite meaning, with the possessive suffix referring to a possessor in the strict sense: *bagiña borlukinya nāgü[sîña] kiminya basa*  

\(^{379}\) This also holds for *kim* which is, in Republican Turkish, not used attributively but replaced by *nā* in this function.
... anîŋ ädıŋä tavaɾîŋa nä[sıŋ]ä kimîŋä ... ‘concerning his ... vineyards and anything or anybody belonging to him ... his possessions, anything or anybody he possesses’; the contract covers a transaction both of land and of slaves.

The nominative and the dative of kim ‘who’ appear as käm and kāmkā in the Orkhon inscriptions (KT E9 and 22 and BQ E19), no other case forms being attested there. käm must also be read in the runiform ms. BlattRun 27, as the vowel of this word is implicit and first-syllable [i] is written out explicitly everywhere in that ms. Originally there probably was an apophony käm (low vowel in the nominative) vs. kim+ (high vowel in the oblique cases), with the same alternation as found for the demonstrative and personal pronouns. This hypothesis would explain why this pronoun turns up in so many shapes in the Turkic languages (e.g. kam < *käm in Chuvash). In fact, however, käm appears as the only stem in the Orkhon dialect, while Uygur sources (including BuddhKat, which is in Tibetan script) have kim in all forms. So it may also be the case that the Old Turkic dialects settled for one or the other stem of this pronoun already at this early stage (the 9th century, at the latest).

Like käntü, kim and nä have the nominal case forms, except that kim gets the accusative alternant +ni (which is itself gradually introduced into the nominal declension in the course of the development of Old Turkic); e.g. in kimni üčün (U III 22,5) ‘for whose sake’. The genitive practically always has +niŋ; [k]imiŋ ol ‘Whose is it?’ in Yosîpas 52 (an early text) can, however, hardly be reconstructed in any other way (the facs. is clear). The accusative of nä may not have been in use at all. kimkä, näčä (e.g. Suv 118,4, Xw 80, U III 73,2, M I 7,12 and 15,6), nädä (e.g. Xw 135 and 137 and M III nr. 6 II v 13), näkä ‘why’ (e.g. Tuñ 40 and KP 5,2) have no ‘pronominal n’. Nor does nä tög ‘like what’ (e.g. IrqB, M I 23,6), unlike its demonstrative counterparts antag and montag. The only exception appears to be nāŋčä in fragmentary context in BQ N 9, of which Thomsen says “leçon qui me paraît sûre”. kač (see below) also appears to be a derivate from *ka+ lacking the pronominal +n+. A form kimtädä appears in ablative use in s(ä)n bo užakag kimtädä boşgünən? (MaitrH XI 15v25) ‘From whom did you learn this alphabet?’. A pure locative of kim may not be attested because persons (which is what kim asks about) are not ‘places’ for things to be ‘at’.

380 The /ä/ is certain: The 31 line ms. has only one instance of implicit /i/ and that is in a second syllable; the text generally only makes (non-long) /a/ and /ä/ implicit.

381 See section 3.341 for a form spelled kimis which is not a genitive.
näŋ ‘thing’ is here taken to come from an obsolete genitive of nā ‘what’ which, in indefinite use, signifies ‘anything’; Bang 1917: 18 already links näŋ with nā.382 The same must be the source of the particle näŋ, which stresses negation.383 In Tuñ 56 näŋ is used in a way not (I think) attested anywhere else, again with the meaning ‘any’: näŋ yerđäki xaganlä bodunkä bintägi bar ārsär nā buñi bar ārtäči ārmiš ‘If an independent nation anywhere were to have one like me, what trouble could it ever have?’.
	näčä ‘how much, how many; inasmuch as’ becomes a stem for secondary case forms, as näčädä ‘at some time, at some stage; whenever’ (U III 43,19, Ht VIII 83, BT I D 291, TT X 539 etc.). It also gets governed by postpositions and then appears in the case forms which they demand; e.g. näčäkä tägi ‘insofar as’ (e.g. in M I 16,16) or näčädä ken ‘after some time’ (e.g. in Suv 619,18). These forms correlate with anča, ančada, ančaka tägi etc. in complex sentences in which the interrogative form appears in a -sAr clause, the demonstrative form in the main clause (see section 4.65). kim is also attested with double case suffixation in bo užakag kintädä bošguntüj? (see above).

näčük (spelled with ü in the ms. Maue 1996 3 nr.12; from nā+čä ök?) ‘how’; also ‘why’ and nätäg (nā with the postposition täg) ‘like what’ (e.g. in M I 23,5) also became secondary bases and function as pronominal stems in their own right: We find the instrumental forms nätägin ‘in analogy to what; how’ (TT V B 44, BT II 939, Ht III 633) and näčükin ‘how’ (e.g. KP 12,6) and ‘when’ (twice in U I 6, Magier). Kāšgārī (fol.197) says that näčuk ‘Why?’ was characteristic of the Yabāq dialect and that all the other Turks used nälük (< *nā+(A)gU+lxk) instead. Another derivate from the extended base nāčük is nāčiklätä ‘in what manner, in what way’, documented and discussed in OTWF 406. I take this, nätäglätä (Suv 65,22 and 588,16), birtämlätä ‘once and for all’ and kalti (see below) to be formed with two adverb-forming suffixes, +lA and +lI.384 nämän, an instrumental expansion from nāmä < *nā ymä attested e.g. in BT I A1 14, and Ht I 27

382 A number of modern words for ‘thing’, like nimä or närzä, also come from ‘what’; South Siberian ‘thing’ words like ču and či come from Mongolic ‘what’.
383 See section 3.341. Stressing negation is also one use of English ‘any’, and cf. French ne ... rien < Latin rem ‘thing (acc.)’.
384 Cf. section 3.31. We are aware of the similarity of +lA to +lA- and of +lI to the second part of the negative converb suffix -mAtI which presumably was a converb in its own right prehistorically; the sequence +lA+lI may have been analogically influenced by +lA-tI.
and 54, appears to be an interjectional interrogative with a meaning like ‘how!’ or ‘what?’.

The nominative of *ka+ is not attested; it nor do we have its accusative or genitive, the other two cases with abstract meaning. A common case form from this stem is kanta ‘where’ (e.g. Wettkampf 28, KP 58,4, BT I A1, DKPAMPb 843, several times in Suv all spelled with T). DLT föl. 38 spells the form with dål (not dhål) and TT VIII F 7 (Brāhmī) has kanda; what is spelled kanta was therefore pronounced with the stop [d] (see section 2.409). We also have the ablative kand(a)n (Orkhon Turkic: KT E23 twice and the parallel text BQ E19 twice, all spelled with the NT/ND ligature) and kan+tür+an (Uygur, e.g. Suv 390,2; kantaran in MaitrHV XV 7r4) ‘from where’. kança can signify ‘how much’ (e.g. U III 36,10) or ‘how far’, ‘where to’, ‘by which way’ (e.g. U II 25,21, DKPAMPb 840 etc. with bar-). kanya ‘to which place’ is attested in Maitr 12v21: äözümükü küküm sün kârimak elitü bardını; kanya yatzun? ‘Old age, you have taken away the force in my body; where should it (i.e. my body) lie down?’. kanya is exceedingly rare; the ‘movement to’ meaning otherwise typical for the dative and the directive appears, for this base, to be covered by kanka, e.g. in kanka barır siz (KP 78,1-2) ‘Where are you going?’. 

kanı ‘where?’ serves in regular and rhetorical questions (cf. part V); it has accusative shape but serves no direct object function. It is used twice in Orkhon Turkic and appears nearly 70 times in DLT and QB but I have come across only a single Uygur example.

The meaning of kač was ‘how many’ whereas nâmca primarily signified ‘how much’. Therefore kač appears to have been used only adnominally (kač kata, kač kün, kač yil, kač törülüg, kač yanlıg, kač böyük, kač iğaç etc.) whereas nâmca could be used for qualifying both nouns and verbs. kač being morphologically more opaque, one would in principle expect it to be older than nâmca. There appears to have been a gradual replacement of kač by nâmca during the history of Uygur; the Suv, e.g. has only two examples of kač (both kač törülüg) but more than 70 examples of nâmca. Many of the examples of nâmca could, in the

---

385 It may have survived in Khalaj, though Doerfer (1988: 108 and elsewhere) does not express himself very clearly on this: What is actually attested may only be qöyan ‘where to’, which seems to consist of qâ fused with yan ‘side’ (cf. kan+ta yan in Tuñ and other such forms with vowel harmony, in section 3.32). Khalaj kâ may also be a contraction of the dative form. Note that standard Republican Turkish does not have nere either (though it has nere+de ‘where’ etc. and, for the nominative, nere+si ‘what place’).

386 Note that Turkish has only kač ‘how many’ but replaced nâmca in the meaning ‘how much’ by ne kadar; it retains nice in exclamatory or indefinite use (limited to dialectal,
contexts of other texts as well, have been translated both as ‘how many’ and as ‘how much’. *kač* is probably derived through a short variant of the equative suffix, the full form presumably serving as base to *kačan* ‘when’ (< *ka*+ča+n with the instrumental).

*kačan* is rarely interrogative (there is such an instance e.g. in ZiemeAra 83) but is used as an indefinite element signifying ‘at some point in time’; two examples for that are quoted further on in this section, some additional ones in section 3.31. It often introduces temporal clauses with -sAr or with -dOkdA (section 4.633). *näčädä* is also temporal and might be translated as ‘at some stage’; this is another case of competition between *ka*° and *nä* stems.

*kaltï* is attested as interrogative pronoun in IrqB 45, in the sentence kaltï uyïn ‘How should I get on?’. It presumably comes from *ka*+la+tï, with the middle vowel syncopated due to strong accent on the first syllable: The *ka*+ forms appear to have first syllable stress, as we see from modern forms such as kanča, hangi, hani, xačan, hara etc.. The sequence +lA+tI is earlier in this section documented also from other interrogative bases.387 *kaltï* is attested as an element introducing object clauses of content in yarokli karali kaltï kätïlmïš ... tepän biltimiz (Xw 135) ‘we know how light and darkness were mixed’ and is also used as a particle signifying ‘for instance’; it is often found in comparative clauses (section 4.632). *kallî* appears instead of *kaltï* in Qarakhanid, where it is rather common. In DLT fol.549 we read that it signifies ‘how’ or ‘if only’ or ‘when’ and get examples for two of these meanings; here is the interrogative one: sån bo ïšïg kalï kïltï ƾ ‘How did you do this affair?’. No etymological explanation for *kallî* is forthcoming; it could also (though attested less early) have actually been the source of *kaltï*.

*kañu > kayu* ‘which’ must also somehow be related to *ka*+, though the exact relationship is, again, obscure. 12 among the Brähmi and Tibetan script instances spell it with *u, 7 with *o* and 3 (in BudhKat) have kayol < *kay* ol ‘which (is) it?’. We have opted for *kayu*, also because this variant appears in 8 different mss. whereas the 7 instances of *kayo* are found only in the mss. TT VIII H and L.388 From *kayu* come
kayunuş and kayunü (both attested e.g. in BT XIII 2,91), kayuka (BT XIII 38,30 and 21,67, Suv 375,21 and 22, 6 times in Abhi etc.) and kañu+garu (twice in ms. T I D 200 = Mz 774 last edited by Zieme in AoF VIII 242). kañu+da appears in U II 6,13 and 16; kayuda is common, e.g. DLT fol. 62 and TT VIII A 36 with dh, U II 29,11. The QB syncopates it to kayda to suit the metre; we also find e.g. kayda barsar ‘wherever he goes’ in SUK Mi33,3, a contract. kayu+dīn ‘from where’ is also common, e.g. in BT I D267; kayutín sīnär is parallel to antín sīnär in U II 29,19. kayu+sī sigifies ‘which of them’.

I will deal with kaçaniḥ in greater detail, because it has not yet been quite pinned down as to form or meaning, although attested a number of times in early texts. The word appears in the mentioned shape in the two Buddhist examples, ačmak suvsamak ämgākimiz kaçaniḥ nāy sönmäz (Maitr 110v7) ‘Our suffering through hunger and thirst never ever ends’ and kaçaniḥ bolmazun (Alex 15) ‘May it never be!’.

The three runiform examples in Tuñ have no vowels: aŋaru sülämäsär k‘ên²ŋ ārsär ol bīzni – xaganiŋ alp ārmiš, ayguçisī bilgā ārmiš – k‘ên¹ŋ ārsär öľürtäčik ök (Tuñ 20-21) ‘If (we) do not fight it (i.e. the Türk confederation) it will, at some stage – its ruler is said to be valiant and his advisors are said to be clever – it will definitely kill us eventually’. The Tuñ 29 instance of the term (with a formulation very close to Tuñ 20-21, also with ārsär) is spelled with n² as in Tuñ 20, which should, I think, be explained by the fronting influence of the /i/ (as happens often in these inscriptions). The four Manichæan examples have a single explicit vowel each; the third vowel is explicit in none of them but we can take it to have been /i/ in view of the Maitr and Alex instances: üzüti k(a)čan(i)ŋ [y]̣(a)vlak tō[r]t butlug tīn(l)i̮g özınä [ymä] kul kīn özınä t[u]̣g[mīš] ārsär ... (ZiemeTexterg 2,33) ‘If their souls should, at some stage, have been born in the body of an evil four-legged creature or the body of a male or female slave, ...’; L’R barča kaç(a)n(ı)iŋ

1995: 180-181 takes this (with unrounding) to have been the source of kaya found in some modern languages.

389 Reading Tuñ 20 and 29 as kaç nāy and explaining ‘kaçnāy’ in Tuñ 21 with secondary synharmonism would go well with the Manichean examples but would leave the Maitr and Alex instances with yod unexplained. Tekin 1994 reads kaçan nāy in Tuñ 21 but retains kaç nāy in the other two places; this is unlikely in view of perfect parallelism between the passages. Possibly all three Tuñ instances should be read as kaçaniŋ, especially if this is ultimately fused from kaçan nāy (attested e.g. in Maitr 11r11); the n¹ ~ n² variation would be explained by the /n/ standing between a back and a front vowel: Note that the only Tuñ instance of nāy by itself (1.56) also appears with a positive, not a negative verb. The high vowel of kaçaniŋ would be secondary.
kata\textsuperscript{390} bulgantı irinč boltılar (M III nr. 1,IV v5) ‘The [...]s all so and so many times felt terrible and became wretched’; \textit{k(a)can(i)ŋ nǎŋ atn(i)ŋ äšgākn(i)ŋ muyuž\textsuperscript{391}} örmāz (M I 16,11) ‘Horns never ever grow on horses or donkeys’; another instance of \textit{kačan(a)ŋ nǎŋ} appears in M I 32,6 in fragmentary context. In the two last-mentioned instances the word is followed by nǎŋ to strengthen a negation, as in the Maitr instance.

In nā törlüg aš ašamiśın ... nēčā yaš yašamiśin öyür ‘He remembers what sorts of food he ate, ... how many years he lived, ...’ (MaitrH XV 2r4) nā and nāčā actually serve as relative pronouns, forming heads for object clauses; cf. also yīz mīŋ tüman ulatī nāčā küči yetmišinčā sözlāzūn (TT V A 67) ‘Let him say it a hundred, a thousand, ten thousand or as many times as he is able to’. The correlative constructions mentioned below and discussed in section 4.65 also use such pronouns as relative pronouns. nā törlüg ‘what sort’, nā yanlıg ‘by what manner’ and the like also appear, of course, in interrogative sentences and subordinated interrogative clauses.

The indefinite function of these ‘interrogative’ pronouns turns up in nā ymā taštīn sīnarkī bālgulärīg nā ymā ičtin sīnarkī [bālgulärīg] adruk adruk tūllärīg koduru kololasar (MaitrH XI 3r29-30) ‘if one meticulously examines whatever external and internal omens there are as well as the different dreams’, where, in fact, the two nā are used as a correlative pair. In the following two instances nā is taken up by barī or alku ‘all’, giving a generalizing meaning. In taglarī ī įgač kaya kum barī kop basar (M III 8,3-5), the possessive suffix of taglarī refers back to kūn tūgsukdunkī yer suv ‘the territory in the east’; the sentence should signify ‘(any of) the mountains (of that territory), shrubs and trees, rocks and sand, all put pressure’. Further, nā kārgākin alku tükāti berip ... üntürdi (KP 28,4) ‘He fully gave him whatever he needed (= all he needed) and ... sent him off’. nā is here attributive to kārgāk

\textsuperscript{390} With reference to this passage Gabain 1974: 100 spells the word as ‘qaçaŋ’ because the second vowel is not explicit and N looks like alef; this is, however, the only instance with this spelling.

\textsuperscript{391} Spelled MWY’WZY, and the editor assumes that the alef is of the superfluous sort; the text does in fact have a few superfluous alefs. Reading müynüz or muyuüz would, however, be just as possible and might be considered in view of the general Turkic account given e.g. in the EDPT. müyüz in H I 55, DLT, Chagatay and modern Southeastern Turkic languages cannot be linked to the main Old Turkic variant within Old Turkic sound laws.
(note that ‘whatever’ is also derived from ‘what’) and the whole noun phrase is put into the accusative case.

We have indefinite *kim*, ‘whoever’, in *oglanîmînî altaçî kim ogrî ärşär anî tapalîm* (DKPAMPb 164), which signifies ‘Whatever thief there is who robs our children, let us find him’. In Ht I 294 and 301, *kim m(ā)n* and *kim biz* appear to signify ‘somebody like me’ and ‘people like us’ respectively. *nâcâdâ* signifies ‘at some stage’: *nâcâdâ čayasene bayagutnuŋ iki oglanî bâdük boltîlar, aniŋ arasînta kântü özi ... adîn ažunka bardî* (U III 80,3-7) ‘Eventually the two sons of the merchant Jayasena became grown ups (but) in the meantime he himself died and passed to a different existence’. *kačan* ‘at some point’ is used e.g. in *kačan èçisînîŋ [kâl]mişin utgurak bîltî, anta [ok...]* kântkâ bartî (U III 86,18) ‘At some point he got certain news that his elder brother had arrived, (so) he immediately went to the town (of Benares)’; a subordinative interpretation cannot be excluded, giving ‘When he got certain news that his elder brother had arrived, he immediately went to the town (of Benares)’. *kač* is ‘a few, a number of’ in *kač bârâ yer yorîsar* (Ht III 764) ‘if one walks some miles’; *tû[tgal]î kač kîn bolmadok* (BT XIII 4,4) ‘It has been impossible to catch him for a number of days’; *kač kalîn toyîn egîl kâbiçîp* (PetInscr) ‘(we – eight proper names), quite a number of monks and lay people came together to ...’. Indefinite adnominal *kayu* ‘any’ can be found in BT II 257 or Heilk I 180.

Indefinite pronouns can also be used together with the conditional form. In the following example we know that this is the case, as the clause is parallel to a normal conditional clause: *alkišîmîz ötûgûmîz tâŋrikâ arîgîn tâgmâdi ärşär, nâ yerđâ tîdîndî tutündî ärşär ...* (Xw 161-2) ‘If our praise and prayer did not arrive to heavens in purity, if they got hampered and hindered anywhere ...’. In *biröök kayûda kačan yalanîk ažunînta tugmâki bolsar ymä, ...* ‘even if, however, he should anywhere at any time get born in a human birth form ...’ (U II 29, 11-12), the pronouns are also obviously indefinite. Otherwise, clauses where indefinite pronouns appear with the -sAR form are discussed in section 4.65, which deals with correlative relativisation, and in section 4.633, which is about temporal clauses.

Phrases consisting of interrogative-indefinite pronouns + ärşär whose pronominal reference is not taken up in correlative manner are used for stressing the generality of a statement: *ol saja nâ ärşär kârgâkî yol* (DKPAMPb 352) ‘You don’t have any sort of need for that’. With *kim*: *mini îçîn ümgântaçî kim ärşär yol* (U IV C 152) ‘There is nobody at all who would go to any trouble for me’; there is a further instance of
kim ärsär yok in TT X 70. In burxanta adîn kimni ärsär umug inag tiläp bulmaz biz (TT X 109-110) ‘We have not found anybody except Buddha to serve us as hope and support, though we searched’ the indefinite pronoun is in the accusative. It seems that this construction can even be used adnominally: Doubled and with topicalising ärsär we have e.g. kayu kayu ärsär tinlaglar ‘any living beings’ (MaitrH XV 1v11). Numerous examples for interrogative-indefinites with ärsär, both adjacent and separate, in both adverbal and adnominal function, are quoted in UW 407-408 (part VII of the entry on är-).

The same generalising doubling as in the last quoted example is applied – without ärsär – also in kim kim mä čam čarîm kilmasunlar ‘let nobody whatsoever raise any objections’ (SUK Sa10,12 and 11,14), the latter with bol-up after the particle mä);392 cf. also kântü kântü ‘each his own’. We have distributive doubling of nouns in ažun ažunta (SP 20 and DKPAMPb 282) ‘in every existence’. Doubling in correlation between relative and demonstrative pronouns: kälti tînlîglar kayu kayu yer suvda burxanlar yolîna kirgisi bar ärsär bodisatlvan ymä ol ol yer suvda kirîrlâr (Vimala 97-100) ‘If, by chance, creatures in any particular place are to enter the road of the buddhas, the bodhisattvas as well go in at that particular place’.

nä ärsär also comes to signify ‘any’ (discussed in section 3.341); nêzä ‘thing’, which e.g. appears four times in SUK Mi19, comes from this phrase.

kayu kayu remains interrogative in MaitrH XI 14r28: kayu kayu bitig užak bo[şgun]galî sakînur sän signifies ‘What alphabets do you think should be learned?’; it is followed by a listing of alphabet names and the speaker clearly expects the addressee to give the names of more than one alphabet.

In section 4.633 we quote temporal clauses starting with nä ‘what’ and containing the vowel converb followed by the postposition bîrlä or by bîrlä ök, or containing the -(X)p converb (sometimes also followed by Ok), or the -sAr form; they all convey the meaning that the main action follows immediately upon the subordinated one. The source of this construction is not clear. -sAr and the vowel converb + bîrlä are also used without nä in this meaning, but the -(X)p converb is not.

There is also an emphatic use of the interrogative-indefinite pronouns, as in ögränûcîlär393 kač yîlta tükäl bilî umazlar munuy tözin (Ht VIII 43) ‘Those who learn it are in so many years unable to know its central

392 This is akin to the doubling of bir for distributive meaning, and cf. öñi öñi ‘various’ in Pothi 235.
393 From ögrän- with nasal assimilation, unless a simple error.
principle.’ The exclamatory use of nä in bo nä ämgäklig yer ärmiš!
‘What a place of suffering this turns out to be!’ (KP 4,8) is akin to this;
there are more examples in chapter V. Pronouns used in this way are
neither referential nor indefinite, nor do they signal the request of an
answer on the part of the speaker.

3.14. Numerals and quantification

Numerals are a morphological class by themselves, apart from being a
lexical and syntactical class: The cardinal numerals serve as base for
two forms not found with other word classes, the ordinals in + (X)nč and
the distributives in + (r)Ar. The Old Turkic counting system is decimal;
there is a periodicity based on ten (on). The digits and decades are
opaque up to älig ‘fifty’, this latter being identical with the word for
‘hand’. altmiš ‘sixty’ and yetmiš ‘seventy’ seem derived from alti ‘six’
and yeti394 ‘seven’, though no appropriate suffix ‘+mlš’ or ‘+mXš’ is
attested anywhere else. ‘Eighty’ and ‘ninety’ are ‘eight tens’ (säkiz on)
and ‘nine tens’ (tokuz on); in the DLT these terms are fused to säksön
and tokson respectively. The highest opaque numeral in common use is
tümän ‘ten thousand’395. The hundreds, thousands and ten thousands are
expressed in multiplicative manner: ‘3700’ is üč bii (or miŋ in Uygur)
yeti yüz, ‘37000’ üč tümän yeti bii (or miŋ).

The runiform inscriptions and the earlier Uygur texts form cardinals
between the various decades from the second to the ninth one in
anticipating fashion: First stated is the digit as starting the count from
the lower decade, then the higher decade is mentioned: tört kïrk,
literally ‘four forty’ (MaitrH XV 10r11), e.g., is ‘34’. In E10,5, the
defunct topic of the grave inscription is quoted stating his age as säkiz
tokuz on yašïm, which signifies ‘I am 88 years old’, literally ‘eight nine-
ten my age’: tokuz on ‘90’ is mentioned above. This strategy may have
existed also outside the decimal system: In MaitrH XV 14r4-26 we find
the terms iki yeti küntä ..., üčünč yeti küntä ..., törtünč yeti küntä ...,
bešïn yeti küntä ..., altïnč yeti küntä ... and yetïnč yeti küntä ...
signifying ‘on the second / third / fourth / fifth / sixth and seventh of the
seven days’396 used similar to bir otuz küntä ken (13v23) ‘after the 21st
day’. In both cases the numeral serving as framework to the counting is

394 Or yete, taking account of the optional vowel assimilation.
395 Buddhist texts have names for much greater numbers, which are of Indian origin.
tümän may actually also be a borrowed term (from Tokharian).
396 And not, apparently, ‘in the second, third ... week’. Ordinals are discussed further
on in this section.
placed between the denumerating numeral and the head with no affix or other element to show its function in the construction.

The members of the tenth decade cannot be formed in this manner, as altï yüz, literally ‘six hundred’, would be ‘600’ and not ‘96’: These are constructed with örkî from ör- ‘to rise’: sâkiz yüz altï örkî ‘896’. ‘103’ is yüz üç (MaitrH XV 10v5) but ‘99’ is tokuz örkî (U 1426 r3 edited in Ehlers 1998). An instance expressing ‘99’ as yüz kâ bir ǟgsǖk i.e. ‘one less than a hundred’ is quoted in the note to that passage.

Still another means for adding digits to decades or decades to hundreds etc., found in all periods, is to state the higher unit first, then artök+i ‘its supplement’ and then the lower unit, as yüz artökî kîrk tümân (Xw 12) ‘1 400 000’ (literally ‘hundred plus forty myriad(s)’), otuz artökî bir yašïma (BQ E28) ‘when I was in my 31st year (i.e. when I was 30 years old)’ or tört yüz tokuz on artökî beš ‘495’ (literally ‘four hundred(s) nine ten(s) plus five’. beš yüz artökî äki otuzunç yïlka (M I 12,15) ‘in the year 522’ and iki mïn iki yüz artökî beş kîrk (MaitrH XXV 4r23) ‘2235’ combine both methods: äki otuz ‘22’ and beš kîrk ‘35’ have the constructions mentioned above. on artök yeti yïl (Ht VII 163) ‘17 years’ (with no possessive suffix on art-ök) is yet another possibility; classical and later texts can also leave artök away altogether, giving e.g. ǟlig bir (DKPAMPb 85) ‘51’.

In Uygur yarïm is ‘half’, iki yarïm ‘two and a half’. In Orkhon Turkic and in inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire, sïnar appears to have been ‘half’ or ‘a part’: [sï̄nar] süsï avig barkig yulgalï bardï, sï̄nar süsï süngǖsgâli kälti (BQ E 32) ‘Half / Part of their army went to plunder (our) homes, half / a part came to fight (against us)’; sï̄narî bodun içikti, sï̄narî bfodun ... (ŠU E 6-7) ‘Half / Part of the people submitted, half / a part ...’.

Throughout Old Turkic from the Orkhon inscriptions till the very latest texts, äki / iki ‘2’ has the shape äkin / ikin when governed by the postposition ara ‘between’. Since postpositions govern the accusative form of stems with possessive suffixes, it appears that the second vowel of äki / iki was felt to be, or originally was, the possessive suffix (see section 4.21 for the construction). In that case, the first syllable may be *äk ‘addition, joint’, a word attested in the Oguz languages (in Turkmen with a long vowel), and äki may originally have signified ‘its addition’.

iki ülügi atlig ärti, bir ülügi yadag ärti (Tuñ 4) is an example of how the early Turks expressed fractions, if (as usually translated) this
signifies ‘Two thirds (literally ‘two of its parts’) were mounted, one third (literally ‘one of its parts’) were on foot’.

Distributive numerals are formed with the suffix \(+\text{(r)}Ar\), as \(\text{äkirär} / \text{ikirär}\ ‘2 each’. In compound numerals, only the first element gets the distributive suffix: \(\text{altïrar y(e)girmi} (\text{Höllen} 50)\) is ‘16 each’, \(\text{säkizär tümän} (\text{MaitrH XXV 2r7})\) ‘80,000 each’, \(\text{bešär yüz ärin barïp} (\text{KP} 24,2)\) signifies ‘He had gone (there) every time with 500 men’ (not ‘\(\text{beš yüzär}\)’). Note that the procedure is the same in the two examples, although ‘500’ is construed by multiplication, ‘16’ by addition. Distributives are normally found in adnominal function, as \(\text{onar ärkä}\) ‘for each 10 men’ (\text{TII} 1,91) or \(\text{birär čïŋartgu} (\text{KP} 79,5)\) ‘(hang on them) a bell each’. \(\text{bir+år+kyä}\) ‘just one each’ (four times in \text{Suv} 532,19-21) is not surprising, since \(+\text{kyA}\) has pragmatic functions and is not just a diminutive (see sections 3.111 and 5.3). Doubled distributives are used adverbially, e.g.: \(\text{birär birär adakïn bap kâmişip yïnín kïrkarlar} (\text{M III nr. 14 v 3})\) ‘One by one they bind their (i.e. the sheep’s) feet, throw them down and shear their wool’; \(\text{birär birär kïlmiş} (\text{Yosipas} 41)\) ‘He hobbled then one by one’. Simple \(\text{bir}\) can also be doubled to stress the fact of distribution: \(\text{birä birä ažunlarda}\) signifies ‘in every single existence’. This is akin to the doubling of \(\text{kayu ‘which’}\) giving ‘whichever’ and \(\text{kim ‘who’}\) giving ‘whoever’ (examples in section 3.134).

In two economical texts involving the same persons there is an aberrant phrase involving \(\text{ikirär}\): \(\text{bo yerkä berim [a]lïm kälsä ikirär [ya]rïm bïlsiš [...]\ berür biz and alïm berim kâlsä ik(i)rär t(ä)η bïlsiš t(ä)η berür biz} (\text{SUK RH8,8 and RH11,10})\); this signifies ‘If taxes are demanded (of this land), we each determine half (‘determine what is equal’ in the second contract) and give in equal parts’. What is meant is not ‘two (halves) each’ but ‘half each’.

Ordinals from ‘3’ on have the suffix \(+(\text{X})nč\); e.g. \(\text{törtünč ‘4th’, tokuzünč ‘9th’}\). \(\text{tümäninc ‘10000th}\) is ‘last, used for self-depreciatory purposes’ (as pointed out by S. Tezcan in a review). However, cf. \(\text{törtinč}\) with \(/\text{l}/\) in the suffix in \text{ThS I a,1}, a runiform ms., and \(\text{beš yüzinc ‘eleventh’}\) appears several times in \text{SUK}. ‘second’ is \(\text{aki+tti / iki+tti; this form could be linked to the adverbial suffix +tī}\) found e.g. also in \(\text{am+tī ‘now’}\) (\(\text{am}\) is attested with this meaning in South Siberian). A lone variant \(\text{äkin}\) is found in ordinal use in \text{BQ E32}; this may represent the
base of äkinti if it is not an error. Adjectival ‘first’ is expressed by nominal derivates like bašla-yu+kï (expanded from the vowel converb of baš-la- ‘to begin’), baš-tïn+kï ‘which is at the head’, ašnu+kï (e.g. aŋ ašnukï kïn ‘the very first day’ in MaitrH XV 13v29) < ašnu ‘before, earlier’ or ilki, or (as in Xw 117 or Maitr 26A r11) by cardinal bir. Compound numerals involving ‘one’ can also use bir and not the other terms as ordinal: bir otuz küntä ken (MaitrH XV 13v23) is ‘after the 21st day’.

bašlayu itself is twice in Orkhon Turkic (KT E16 and 25 respectively) used for adverbial ‘(at) first’: kaŋım xaganka bašlayu baz xaganig balbal tikmiš ‘He is said to have, for my father the emperor, at first erected Baz kagan’s memorial stone’; bašlayu kïrkïz xaganig balbal tikdim. ‘First I erected the Kïrkïz emperor as memorial stone.’ Similarly aŋ bašlayu tugdokda (Suv 348,6-7) ‘the very first time that he was born’. The Suv also has bašlayu+ča with the equative suffix. iki+lâyû (e.g. in Suv 604,9) is ‘again’, i.e., literally, adverbial ‘for the second time’. This form must be a simulative in +lAyU, since a +lA- derivate from ‘two’ is not attested; in view of this, bašlayu might also be a simulative signifying ‘as head’, although a verb bašla- does exist. Note, though, that there also is an adverb iklä ‘again’ (e.g. in MaitrH X 1v4 and XV 12r3, Fedakâr 280 etc.). Cf., finally, ikinti+lâyû in Suv 32,7, formed from the ordinal. The very common bir ikintiškä ‘one another’ (cf. sections 3.13 and 4.5) also clearly contains the word for ‘second’, but the °š° is hard to explain. It is unlikely to come from +(s)I(n+), the 3rd person possessive suffix, as /sí/ > /ši/ is a process well-known from a number of languages including Proto-Mongolic but not attested in Early Turkic; nor could one explain the lack of ‘pronominal’ /n/ at this stage of the language. It may possibly have been adopted from the verbal cooperative-reciprocal suffix.

For reference to individuals in a group one adds the possessive suffix to the ordinal form. To express the content ‘one of them’, e.g., we have biri in a very early source: olarka üč ötmäk [berd]im. ol biri yïlan

397 In Fedakâr 189 (Sogdian script) s]utar bitig PŚD’YK tâģzinč clearly signifies ‘sūtra text, first scroll’. The merely transliterated word is clearly also a derivate of baš but the editor’s transcription as bašd(ï)ŋ is not certain.
398 Formed from the base of ilgärü ‘forward’ with the suffix +kï; see section 3.126 for a discussion.
399 Cf. German einundzwanzigster ‘21st’, vs. erster ‘1st’, and similar French vingt-et-unième vs. premier.
400 [bir ikinti]sikä in Dispute 1 r 1 is a conjecture and even the s² is rather damaged.
tärkin [ka]pap yedi (DreiPrinz 46) ‘I gave them (i.e. the 3 snakes) three loaves of bread. One of those snakes quickly snatched (them) and ate (them)’. In Buddhist and Qarakhanid texts the possessive suffix is twice added to the cardinal number, as birisi (e.g. in Ht VIII 29, U III 67,6, frequently in the QB); ‘the other’ is ikintisi. Thus we have e.g. bo üçügüdä birisin birisin tttüüülük idalaguluk kâzigi kälsär ... (TT VB 107) ‘If it is one’s turn to give up these three one by one, ...’. This instance also shows how doubling is used iconically, to symbolise the one-by-one selection. A syncopated variant birsi appears as birsi ısır, signifying ‘one by one’, in BT VII A 234 (a tantric and therefore late text) and is also found in QB.

In DLT fol.602, birin birin mï bûlur signifies ‘One by one becomes a thousand’; bir ‘one’ is here in the instrumental case. bir+i bir+i is used with this meaning also by Rabğüzî.

Adverbial multiplicatives are in Orkhon Turkic formed with yolî, e.g. tört yolî ‘four times’ in BQ E 30 (further examples in T.Tekin 2003: 133), üç yolî ‘thrice’ in M I 34,12 and Suv 131,16. In the Yenisey inscriptions they are formed with kata, e.g. üç kata tttüüül (E31,4) ‘He toured (the area) thrice’; similarly E48,4 and (with the same verb) E53,2. Thus also in Uygur kaç kata ‘a number of times’ in KP 23-24, bo ämîg iki kata oküyu tttüüül ‘I endeavoured to recite this healant twice’ in M I 29,14, kaç(a)m(i)ŋ kata ‘often’ in M III 7,5, nr. 1,IV v5. Similarly yîz mîj kata ‘100 000 times’ in QB 3058, kaç kata ‘how many times’ twice in the DLT. yol+i ‘its way’ is denominal, kat-a a petrified converb from kat- ‘to add’. For ‘once’ one generally uses the bare stem bir, but the DLT has bir kata. In Orkhon Turkic the bare stem of any numeral can be used in this way, e.g. Elteriş xagan ... tavgačka yetî yeğirmi sünûšdi, kîtanîka yetî sünûşdi, oguzka beş sünûşdi (Tuñ 49) ‘Elteriş kagan fought China 17 times, the Kitan 7 times and the Ouguz 5 times’. Cf. further iki kata tamüûm tokîp üçünç tokîyu umatîn tîna turur (U III 37,35) ‘My artery beats twice (but), being unable to beat the 3rd (time), stands still’, with both multiplicative and ordinal. Ordinals are also combined with kata, as in üçünç kata ‘for the 3rd time’ (Suv 13,23) or ikinti kata ‘for the 2nd time’ (KöktüTurf p.1058, WilKatMan nr. 582 r2-3). birär kata and üçâr kata (Ht III 820 and 825) are ‘once each’ and ‘thrice each’.

401 There is a numeral in the ms..
Collectives in \(+(A)gU\) or \(+AgU\) (dealt with in OTWF section 2.52) are also often derived from numerals; e.g. \(\text{ikigü}\) or \(\text{ikăgü}\) ‘a pair’\(^{402}\) or \(\text{beş+ăgü}\) ‘a group of five’. \(\text{birăgü}\) is also attested, and signifies ‘a set of one’. In the instrumental case these collectives are adverbial. They appear to have been pronominal (which they in a sense are also by content, since they stand for names of groups): They usually get the pronominal accusative suffix \(+\text{nI}\) also in relatively early texts, and in Orkhon Turkic they show pronominal n before possessive suffixes (section 3.121).

\(\text{iki+z}\) (DLT etc.) is ‘twin’; this should be another instance of the plural element \(+\!(X)z\) found in e.g. the possessive suffix \(+\!(X)m+Xz\) ‘our’ or the pronoun \(\text{siş}\) ‘you (plural)’: The very common addition of the collective suffix \(+\text{AgU}\) to numerals is also, after all, not felt to be a redundancy. Note that \(+\text{AgU}\) forms denote the whole group, whereas \(+\!(X)z\) derivates from numerals (others being attested in Middle Turkic) can denote a single ‘twin’ etc.

The suffix \(+\text{gIl}\) forms names for geometrical figures with a certain number of sides, as \(\text{törtgil} ‘\text{square}’\) (Suv 544,8, variant in 477,2; SUK WP3,3 and Mi28,4). The suffix may not be applicable to all numerals, if \(\text{üçgil} \text{törtgil} \text{sâkiz} \text{kürlîg} \text{altî} \text{yegîrmi} \text{kürlîg}\) (MaitrH XXV 4r17) refers to figures with 3, 4, 8 and 16 sides.

The postposition and adverb \(\text{öni} \ ‘\text{separate from, separately etc.’} \) governs nominals in the locative or the ablative but numerals in the nominative; it then has a special meaning as in \(\text{kop kamag} \text{yalıoklar} \text{üç} \text{öni} \text{bölär}\) (MaitrH XV 14r17) ‘he divides all humans into three groups’ or \(\text{yeti} \text{öni} \text{ätözlärin} \text{büçîp}\) (MaitrH Y 211) ‘dividing their bodies into seven pieces each’.

Words signifying ‘all’ are \(\text{kamag} / \text{kamïg} / \text{kamug}\) (this last attested in ManTürkFrag 161, SP 37 or ms. M 657 r1 and 3 quoted in the note to BT V 521),\(^{403}\) \(\text{alku},\text{yomkî} \text{and} \text{tolp}\) (all three deverbal), \(\text{tüzü}, \text{kop}\) (a number of times in the different Orkhon inscriptions), \(\text{barça}, \text{barî}\) (both \(<\text{bar}, \text{i.e. originally ‘as much as there is’ and ‘what there is’}\)\(^{405}\) and \(\text{yapa}\).\(^{406}\) Some of these get the collective suffix, as \(\text{kamagu}\).\(^{407}\)

\(^{402}\) Both forms appear to be attested well; cf. e.g. the index to SUK.
\(^{403}\) Borrowed from Iranian and a cognate of Persian \textit{hama}.
\(^{404}\) This and \textit{kop} are definitely not postpositions, as stated by Gabain 1974: 135, 142.
\(^{405}\) DhäSü 24 has \textit{alku} \textit{barça} as binome. That \textit{barça} should come from *\textit{bar-ıř+ća}, as written in Gabain 1941: 59, is, I think, unlikely for semantic reasons.
\(^{406}\) Not in DTS or EDPT but used with this meaning eleven times in BT XIII 2, 5, 10, 21, 22, 27, 36, 50 and 54, sometimes in binomes with \textit{kamïg}, \textit{tüzü}, \textit{barça} or \textit{yomkî}.
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yomkï+gu, tüzü+gü (Pothi 98 and 181) and alkú+gu. köp, which is rather rare in Old Turkic, and üküš signify ‘many, much’. A number of these words and also +(A)gU forms at a quite early stage show +nI (and not +(X)g) as accusative suffix, in accordance with their pronominal content. amarï ‘a few, some’ (also ‘the others’) is documented in UW 116-117. It is used both as a noun phrase by itself (both as amarïlarï, when referring to a set which is part of a larger set mentioned before, and as amarï) and adnominally as part of a noun phrase. In TT X 39 we find amarïlarï (and not amarï) used adnominally, in amarïlarï tïnlïgïlïr ... adïn ažunka bardïlïr ‘Some creatures ... went to a different existence’.

Absolute measure words of Uygur are practically always borrowed. For length and distance we find tsun ‘an inch’, çig ‘a foot’ or ‘a cubit’ (both < Chinese), çigin apparently also ‘a foot’ (in DKPAMPb 1345 and Maitr 75v8), kulač ‘a fathom’ and berä ‘a mile’. For time we can mention kšan ‘a very short moment’ (<< Sanskrit). For weight there is 1 yastuk (the Turkic word for ‘cushion’, that being the weight’s shape; cf. Persian bâliš, with the same two meanings. A yastuk consists of 50 sîtir or satîr (<< Greek); 1 sîtir consists of 10 bakîr. batman (= Chinese jin) is a large unit of weight. The smallest measure of capacity is kav, 10 kav being 1 šin (<< Chinese) and 10 šin 1 küri. 10 küri ‘bushel’ give one šig. šig (< Chinese but already borrowed by Bactrian) or tagar is a measure of capacity, for grain among other things. Hence it also became a measure of arable land, based on the amount of seed required to sow it. The tämbin is a small unit for liquid measure; 3 tämbin are 1 saba, 10 saba 1 kap (the largest measure for liquids). Cf. Yamada 1971 and Matsui 2000. Measure words in a series can, of course, be joined; e.g. keçi [tör]t çig bir tsun (Ht III 976) ‘Its width is four feet one inch’.

As pointed out by Moriyasu in several publications, the means of payment during the reign of the West Uygur kingdom was quanpu, an official and standard bale of cloth, replaced in Yuan times by kümüš ‘silver’ or åwa. During Yuan rule, trade was effected also by höz ‘cotton cloth’.

For dates, the twelve animal cycle of years is used from the inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire on, and till the latest texts. Months are numbered (ikinti ay etc.), but çaxšapat ay is used for the

---

407 This is not a ‘Nebenform’ of kamag, as A. v. Gabain wrote in the n. to TT IX 26, but haplographically simplified from *kamag+agu. The base is known to have been copied from Iranian; no Iranistic or Turcological justification for such a ‘Nebenform’ is known to me.
last, *aram ay* for the first month. Days are numbered starting from the new moon (*yanj* ‘new’) as, e.g. *üç yanjika* ‘on the 3rd day of the month’. This reckoning proves that the months were indeed moon months, as warranted also by their name (*ay* ‘moon’); yet not all of them can have been pure moon months, as they did not wander through the seasons (as Islamic months do). Cf. in general Bazin 1991 for Old Turkic dating.

*-(X)m* is used for forming ad hoc units of measure: *yeti tut-um talkan* (TT VII 25,10) are ‘seven handfuls of parched grain’, *bir aš bış-îm+î üd* (Ht) is ‘the time it takes for food to get cooked’, while *bir tamız-îm+ça+kya* (InscrOuig V 45) is ‘just as little as a drop’.

### 3.2. Verbs

Verbs are a class of lexemes showing categories as listed in section 3.22 below; accordingly, elements such as *bar* ‘there is’ and *yok* ‘there isn’t’ or *kärgäk* ‘it is necessary’ are not verbs though mostly used predicatively. The presence of verbs is not obligatory either in sentences or in subordinate clauses, if the predicate is not a content to be found in a verbal lexeme, and if no explicit verbal categories are to be expressed. If verbal categories are to be expressed although the predicate is a nominal, the language uses the verb *är-* ‘to be’ or some other member of the small group of copular verbs (see section 3.29).

#### 3.2.1 Verb derivation

We distinguish between denominal derivation (which can also have lexemes of adjective-type content as base) and deverbal derivation; it happens only very rarely that one formative is used for both purposes. The derivation of verbs from pronouns, which exists in some Turkic languages, is not productive in Old Turkic. Verb stem formation will not be described here in any detail, as this has already been done in the OTWF (the formation of denominal verbs in part V, the formation of deverbal verbs in parts VI and VII of that work, which deals with derivation as well as with its various functions); moreover, most of word formation takes place in the lexicon and not in the grammar.

#### 3.2.1.1 Denominal verb formation

In the denominal derivation of verbs, the most common formatives are *+lA-* and *+A-*, which form both transitive and intransitive verbs. *+U-*, *+(A)d-*, *+(X)k-*, *+(A)r-* and *+lAn-*, on the other hand, only form intransitives. Onomatopoeic and synesthetic intransitives can end in
+kIr-, °trI- or °rA-; the equally intransitive +sIrA- verbs are associated with +sXz and denote lack or loss. +(X)rkA- (+kA- with bisyllabic bases ending in consonants) forms transitive verbs expressing feelings, attitudes or opinions towards their object. The possibility that there existed a Ø derivation of verbs from nouns cannot be ruled out: Cf. kari- ‘to grow old’ no doubt related to kari ‘old’.

3.212. Deverbal verb formation

Derivation of verbs from verbs usually serves the diathesis category, reported on in the next section. Desideratives and similatives, which describe ‘types of inaction’, can, on the other hand, be mentioned here: Verbs formed with -(X)gsA- denote the wish to carry out the action denoted by the base verb, while adding -(X)msIn- has the writer describe the subject’s behaviour as mere pretense. The reader is referred to part VI of OTWF for details. An example for the latter formation (not mentioned in OTWF 531f.) appears in tälgäli topolgalï umsïnmïš ol (Ht VIII 372) ‘He pretended to be able to penetrate it’; it is derived from the verb u- ‘to be able to’.

3.22. Verbal categories

The Old Turkic category of voice and diathesis, which describes the mutual behaviour of the participants in the action and their task in it, has four major and two minor members. The category is expressed by a set of intercombinable suffixes placed after the stem but before the suffix of negation. These suffixes also serve the derivation of verbs from verbs (q.v. in section 3.212): Note that deverbal nominals such as āvr-il-înc+siz, yar-îl-înçîg, yölä-ş-îr-îg, bâlgûr-t-mâ (all mentioned in the OTWF) also contain stems formed in this way. Vying and cooperation between two or more participants in the action is expressed by -(X)ş-, an element which usually comes last in the chain of voice and diathesis suffixes. Passivity is expressed by -(X)l-, -tXl- or -tUrXl-. -sXk- verbs have actions taking place to the detriment of subjects, partly governing (in the accusative case) the entity lost by them. -tXz- verbs show their subjects to be responsible for activities of which they are the objects. Verbs formed with -(X)n-, -lXn- or the rarer -(X)d- and -(X)k-.408

408 Gabain 1974 § 160 (and already in the note to l. 1805 of her edition of parts of Ht VII) expressed the view that the meaning of this formative is ‘intensive’, mentioning the verbs alk- ‘to use up, destroy etc.’, ‘ök-’ ‘to think’ and könük- ‘to burn up’. The semantic relationship of the first with al- ‘to take’ is dubious, the second, quoted from U II 11,8, is a mistake for (y)ük- (*hük-) ‘to heap up’ (what here appears is the
are reflexive, anti-transitive (i.e. intransitive derived from transitive) or middle. Verbs formed with -Ur-, -Ar-, -gUr-, -tUr-, -Xz-\(^{409}\) or -(X)t-\(^{(I)t-}\) in later Old Turkic), finally, are just transitive if their bases are intransitive but causative if the bases are transitive; however, -(X)t- derivates from transitive bases tend to be reversionary, i.e. to get passive meaning. See section 4.5 for more details on the use of these suffixes.

If the base is a nominal clause, the opposition between intransitive and transitive is taken care of by the auxiliaries ār- ‘to be’, bol- ‘to become’ and kïl- ‘to do’: balïğ bašïğ kïl- (Maitr 78v1) ‘to wound’ is the transitive or causative counterpart of balïğ bašïğ bol- (Xuast I 9) ‘to get wounded’, adak asra kïl- ‘to subdue’ (Maitr 5r4) of adak asra bol- ‘to be subdued’ (Suv 313,1), yok yodun kïl- ‘to annihilate’ of yok yodun bol- ‘to be destroyed’.

The suffix of verbal negation is -mA-, whereas nouns can be negated through yok and +sXz; the latter denotes not only ‘lack’ but also − with adjectives − negation of the quality in question. We find -mA- in finite and non-finite verb forms but not in deverbal nouns. One exception is -gUĕI, dealt with in section 3.113 as a formative for forming deverbal nominals although we (rarely) do have -mA-gUĕI: Even -mA-gUĕI forms describe people by their permanent qualities.\(^{410}\)

-mA- is generally applied in agglutinative manner, but there are quite a number of exceptions (cf. Gronbech 1955 and see Erdal 1979: 156 for historical development): The aorist and, in Orkhon Turkic, the future tense (discussed in sections 3.233 and 3.234 respectively) have irregular negative forms. The negative counterpart of -mIš is -mAAdOk, with -mAmlIš starting its appearance in not very early texts (rare even in Suv). -mA-gU is not attested in early texts either; it is rare in Suv but we do find it e.g in U III 54,13 or BT I D 273 and 320; the distribution of -mAglUXk appears to be similar. Uygur -(X)p, -(X)pAn and the vowel converb have -mAItI as their negative counterpart; this is presumably the instrumental of -mAItI, appearing in this same use in runiform inscriptions and Qarakhanid. Topicalised negation can be moved to an auxiliary, as in täprämësiz boltum ärmäz mü (Suv 626,18) ‘Have I not become immovable?’ instead of *bolmatïm mu.

\(^{409}\) Can in no way be related to -Ur-, as thought by some scholars, as the suffixes differ both in their vowels and their consonants.

\(^{410}\) Only in the Suv text do we find -gUĕI used as action noun (cf. section 3.282).
Verb stem compounding, well attested in some modern Turkic languages, is unknown in Old Turkic except for the use of *u-ma-* ‘to be (un)able to’ in part of the corpus (cf. section 3.252 below).

Several classes of auxiliaries are compounded with the vowel converb and with the converbs in -(X)p and -gAlI to express such categories as ability, actionality, politeness and the question whether the action is carried out for the benefit of the subject or for some other participants in the action. These categories and the means for expressing them are discussed in section 3.25.

There are five further verbal categories, tense-aspect (for which see section 3.26), status, mood and, together with finite verb phrases and (partly) with the conditional, the subject’s person and number. Status and epistemic mood are the topic of section 3.27 while volitive mood and modality are dealt with in section 5.1; see section 3.231 for the forms of the volitional paradigm.

Most Old Turkic verb forms use pronouns for agentive person and number (at least in the first and second persons), but the constative preterite uses possessive suffixes (and apparently also the -sXk form as mentioned in section 3.26).

The volitional paradigm amalgamates person and number with the volitional marker; -(A)Im, the 1st person plural hortative suffix, e.g., is opaque as to plurality. However, personal pronouns are by no means excluded from joining volitional forms: Cf. e.g. *siz* ‘you (pl.)’ added to the 2nd person plural imperative of *tiŋla-* in *bärü tiŋlay siz* (HamTouHou 1, 1-2) ‘Listen here!’ said in politely addressing a single person.

One can also add +1Ar to the 2nd and 3rd person plurals, and +1Ar is also found optionally in the 3rd person plural of other forms (e.g. *öčäšmišlär* ‘they are said to have argued’ in a runiform ms. or *kümišlär* ‘they are said to have laughed’ in Yosipas 18). Instances like *alku tünılıglar bo ... kişiğ sâvâr taplayur ayayur ağrılayurlar* (TT V A 113) ‘all creatures love and honour this person’, where four verb forms share the suffix, or the sentence *yer suvlar suv üzäki kemi osoglug altï törlüg täpräyür kamşayurlar* ‘The continents shake and rock six ways, like a ship on water’ (MaitrH XX 1r2) might suggest that it comes from the

---

411 In a contract published in Usp 24 there appears to be an instance of the 2nd person possessive suffix added to the form in -dAcî: *bolmasa sän kurug kaltacîn* ‘Otherwise you will lose all’. At some stage in Middle Turkic the conditional also acquired possessive suffixes referring to agents.
plural demonstrative pronoun *olar*. This is a possibility, especially in view of the fact that *ol*, the singular counterpart of *olar*, is often used as a copula, without demonstrative content. The fact that +*lAr* is shared between more than one word does not, however, make this idea more likely, as case suffixes, for instance, can also be shared. Since the quoted forms are participles in predicative use, one might think that what we have here is the participle (which is, after all, a nominal form) in the plural. Note, however, that Uygur also has -z*UnlAr* (e.g. in M I 29,16 and 30,18) and -d*lAr* for the 3rd person plural of the imperative and the preterite respectively (beside -z*Un* and -d*l*, which can also be used with a plural subject), although these are not nominal; these prove that +*lAr* has become a plural marker for the verb as well. Another possible explanation for these forms is that verbal -*lAr* started from the participles and reached the truly finite forms by analogy.

In none of these paradigms does Old Turkic show the distinction inclusive / unmarked, known from some modern Turkic languages.

The expression of person and number is not obligatory in early texts, e.g. with *sülämäsär* in *ayaru sülämäsär kačanıň ärsär ol bizni – xaganı alp ärmış, ayguçísí bilgä ärmış – kačanıň ärsär ölürťäčik ök* (Tuń 20-21) ‘If (we) do not fight it (i.e. the Türk confederation) it will, at some stage – its ruler is said to be valiant and his advisors are said to be clever – at some stage (it) will definitely kill us’; reference to the confederation involved has also to be supplied from the context, and the writer may have meant that reference to be understood as a plurality: I refer to “the Türk confederation” only in order to adapt my translation to the Old Turkic text. Outside Orkhon Turkic, subject plurality is very often expressed explicitly even when it also follows from the context, but not where a plural subject is adjacent: Cf. *yäklär kälir* ‘The demons come’ and *tanmış üzütlär taşîkar* ‘The rejected souls come’ (M II 11,10 and 13). This holds also when the subjects are human, e.g. *bolar mini bilmäz* ‘They wouldn’t recognise me’ (TT X 473-4), referring to Brahmans. In *kamag kara bodun yıgilıp bir ikintiškä ińça tep teştilär* (DKPAMPb 159) ‘All the common people assembled and told each other the following’ the plurality of the subject is lexical but not morphological, while verbal plurality is expressed both by plural and by cooperative-reciprocal morphology. The plurality expressed in *tetiglär ... boşgunsarlar tîglasarlar üküšin biliũ umazlar* (Ht VIII 155) ‘(Even) the clever ones cannot understand most of it when they study it or listen to it’ is verbal and not nominal, as the plurality expressed is that of the verbs’ subjects; the plural verb forms do not refer to any plurality of entities as participles would.
CHAPTER THREE

There are no plural verb forms in runiform inscriptions, but no difference between Manichaean and other Uygur texts in the use of +lär with verbs is apparent. In Manichaean sources we find such examples: barça kišilär inça tiläyürlär ‘All people wish this’ (M III 23,30), ärksinür elänürärl eliğlär xanlar ‘They govern and rule, the kings and rulers’ (M III nr. 8 II r 8-9); bo savka ymä kamgan külmišlär, yosipas(i)g öğmišlär, inça temišlär (M III nr. 14 r 1-2) ‘They all laughed at this matter, praised Aesop and said the following:’; ol üdkä k(a)mag t(ä)ŋrilär m(ä)ŋiğü ögrünčülg s(ä)vinciğ bolgaylar (M I 11,6-8) ‘Then all the gods will forever be happy’; k(a)lti mani burxan amarï burxanlar vištilär [...] bo ä [...] käsärlär (M I 24,7) ‘When the prophet Mani and the other prophets and angels come (to ...)’; öltürgäli elitsärlär (M III nr. 14 v 1) ‘When they lead it to death ...’; sizlär anü učin okitimiš bolünuzlar (M III nr. 7 III r 5) ‘You have been called412 for that reason’; turuñlar kamug bäglär kadašlar (M II 9,4) ‘Stand up, all lords and brothers!’.

The instance from M III nr. 8 quoted above as well as ögürdi sävintilär in SP 39 or ičmän yemänlıär in WilkKatMan nr. 65 B 1 show that the juncture between verb forms and this suffix was a rather loose one, as we have pairs of verb forms (aorist, constative preterite and volitional in the mentioned instances) sharing a single plural suffix.

Grönbech 1936: 72 (quoting Buddhist examples for +lär with the finite verb) states that such plural verb forms are used only when the subject is a living being. This appears to be generally true but there are exceptions; here is a Manichaean one: ičtin siŋar ikišü ärürlär kϋčüglär köŋülär413 biliglär sakųńčlar kim čokrayurlar kamșayurlar; ančula mänzılg ärtürlär kalı tułg taloy samudrı (M III nr. 4 r 14) ‘Inside there are numerous forceful ones, attitudes, impressions and thoughts which are bubbling and stirring; they look like the great ocean’.

3.23. Finite verb forms

The Old Turkic finite verb differs from infinite verb forms in that it normally expresses the person and the number of its subject(s), in that its typical task is to serve as a sentence predicate; it cannot, on the other hand, be used adnominally or adverbially. The person–number category has six members, three in the singular and three in the plural. The category can be said to be optional with finite verb forms as well, since

412 oki-t-miş refers to the object of the verb, as -(X)t- derivates from transitive verbs often do.
413 This is not an error, as double /l/ is often simplified.
a verb form in the 3rd person may in fact not be coupled with any reference to a subject; the content then corresponds to English ‘one’ as subject. The verb is in the plural also if there is only a single subject in the nominative, in case there is another one in the instrumental case form; e.g. xaganıını́m sü eltdimiz (Tuñ 53) ‘I went on campaigning together with my khan’: There is a similar rule also in some other languages such as Turkish and Russian. Old Turkic has no distinction between an inclusive and a neutral 1st person plural (i.e. sensitivity to whether any third party is included in the reference to the 1st person plural beside the speaker and the addressee) which we find elsewhere.

In Orkhon Turkic only the verb forms of the volitional paradigm have a true person-number conjugation; the mood suffixes are amalgamated with person and number and do not fall into one morphological slot together with the indicative tense-aspect or the participle and converb suffixes. Still, the early Turks did not conceive of indicative verbal content only in nominal terms: There is nothing nominal about the purely predicative future in -gAy as documented in the sources, and indirective -mlš cannot (or no longer can) be equated with the verbal noun of the same shape.414 Imperfective aspect, the one dominating the present-tense domain, is exclusively participial; thus especially the aorist. Note that the participles in -(X)gmA and -(X)glI (and -gAn, wherever it appears) are never found in fully predicative use; nevertheless the participial and the finite uses of the -Ur form cannot be considered to be mere homonyms, as they are too similar in content. The Orkhon Turkic -dAčI future also originates in a present participle attested as such in Uygur and living on in Western Turkic; in Orkhon Turkic it moved into the future tense (in fact only into the positive future, as the negative future form is different) as a result of ‘present renewal’.

The forms of the constative preterite -d+, the only indicative verb forms to express person by morphological means, use the possessive personal suffixes to refer to the subject. This can be explained as originally expressing the ‘possession of an act’; the paradigm may have survived from an older system in which verbal morphology only characterised aspect, the use of the possessive paradigm serving as an anteriority marker (as in Yakut; cf. Republican Turkish (y)dIm etc.). In section 3.232 we quote a Maitr instance where the form is governed by a postposition, i.e. in fact appears in nominal use. The Orkhon

---

414 Prehistorically, -gAy may have contained the suffix -gA forming deverbal nouns; see sections 3.112 and 3.234. Besides, -gAy is not attested in Orkhon Turkic; that may indeed be said to be largely nominal in the functioning of its indicative verbal system, as Classical Mongolian was.
inscriptions also have the -sXk form with the possessive suffix +ŋ referring to the addressee as subject. It expresses the speaker’s opinion that a certain event will needs follow automatically from deeds being carried out by the addressee; the message that there will be no escape from the results may have been behind a use of a suffix implying perfective aspect.

Verbal nominals used as perfect or projection participles also use possessive endings to refer to the subject, while person is expressed by pronouns with all other predicative verb forms (including the future form in -gAй, which is not a participle). Converbs are not followed by personal suffixes, but converbal phrases consisting of participles governed by postpositions sometimes are. All verb forms used as predicates of main clauses, and the conditional form -sAр, can in Uygur get the suffix +lAр to show that the subject is in the plural, e.g. in the analytical phrase kućmazlar mu ärdi ‘weren’t they wont to embrace? (DKPAMPb 608). Sentences such as män öyür män (HamTouHou 1, 2) ‘I remember’ or bän anča ter män ‘I say as follows’ already in Tuñ 37 show that previous mention of the subject did not cause its deletion in the verb phrase. In 3rd persons we often find the pronoun ol, even when there is an explicit subject. The fact that, in the Tuñ example quoted, the independent pronoun is bän but the clitic one män and that the 3rd person plural adds +lAр directly to the verb form speaks for referring to forms with the clitic paradigm as finite as well. To this we can add the clitic miz, which is added in Qarakhanid Turkic to verb forms instead of biz: biz barmas miz (DLT fol.301); kilur miz (QB 4904), ursa miz (QB 4016). The explanation for this is not, of course, phonetic but analogy from män.

Reference to the subject could usually be gathered from the context when the sentence itself did not supply it; if this was not the case either, the sentence was understood to hold for any subject, what is sometimes called ‘impersonal’.

3.231. The volitional paradigm

This was the only paradigm clearly finite already in Proto-Turkic: The other predicative forms including the preterite (discussed in the next section) appear to have been built around participles. Here are the volitional\footnote{I use this term (< Lat. uolo ‘I want’) instead of the more usual ‘imperative’ because the 1st person sg. cannot be said to give orders. The others are also used for a much wider array of interactional contents than the term ‘imperative’ would suggest.} forms:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-(A)yIn</td>
<td>-(A)lIm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Ø, -(X)ŋ</td>
<td>-(X)ŋlAr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>-zUn</td>
<td>-zUnlAr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples: *tašık-ayïn*, *yorï-yn*, *yaz-aiyn*; *buz-ama artat-ama* ... *ač to-giš* (MaitrH XV 13v11-13), *tur-ama* (DKPAMPb 889); *sin-alîm* ‘let us test’ (Wettkampf 42), *kaviș-alîm; tašık-ŋ*, *äšid-inlär* (MaitrH XXV 3r17) ‘listen (pl.)’! The 1st person singular suffix is often spelled as -(A)yn in Manichaean and other texts, but Zieme (note to BT V 362) doubts that this has any phonetic significance. Variants of the shapes -AyI and -Ay are used in the QB when needed for the sake of rhyme or metre; see Hacieminoğlu 1996: 190 for examples of -AyI.

The 3rd person ‘imperative’ has several variants. In a runiform letter ms. (UigBrief B v) we find the form *berzün* spelled with a diacritical mark over the Z, suggesting a pronunciation -žUn. Since such diacritics are known only in the runiform mss., this indication at pronouncing the sibilant may actually be old. It accords with the form *bol-čun* which we find in Orkhon Turkic, in KT E 11 and BQ E10, appearing in opposition to *bolmazun*: [ž] is the voiced counterpart of [č], and d₁/d₂ are in Orkhon Turkic replaced at the beginning of several suffixes by t₁/t₂, their voiceless counterparts, when the stem ends in /r l/. The grapheme choice between T and D has been taken to reflect an opposition between a voiced stop and a voiced fricative (see section 2.409); however, such a distinction could not lie behind the alternation č : ž if the diacritic which we find here is taken at face value.

In Qarakhanid sources, the 3rd person imperative always has /s/ instead of /ž/, and around half of the Brähmi instances are not -zUn but -sUn. Cf. also *mini atayu yarlîkasunlar* (M I 30,18) ‘May they graciously evoke my name’ in a late addition to a Manichaean ms.. In the fragments in Sogdian script (Fedakâr) we find a suffix variant -zUnl in *artamazun* (205), *tavranzun* (350) and *bolzun* (392), all in fragmentary context. This variant is well attested in the QB as -sUnl where demanded by rhyme or metre.

The QB also has many examples of a variant -sU, which one might want to link with the form -zU in *tâŋri yarlîkazu* found in Tuñ 53 and KT E29. QB examples for

---

416 *gIl* is a particle discussed in section 3.344.
417 Hacieminoğlu is misleading concerning -Ay; it occurs in QB 560 (B against AC), 1033 (BC), 3186 (C against B) and 4172 (BC against A) and thus does seem to be real.
418 Another feature shared by the Sogdian script mss. (‘Argu’) and the QB (as well as Early Ottoman) are fused inability forms like al-u-ma-di ‘he was unable to take’.
-sU and -sUnl are listed in Hacıeminoğlu 1996: 192. It is unclear, however, whether the suffix appearing in these inscrptional passages is a variant of -zUn: The KT passage has a parallel in the BQ inscription, which has yarlıkadok üçün instead of yarlıkazu. An imperative would, indeed, not be appropriate in the Tuñ or the KT contexts, as both refer to the past. This makes it likely that -zU is an otherwise unattested archaic suffix with converb function. Finally, two parallel instances of a variant -zUnIIn in a Manichæan passage: yarok tämrilär yarlıkazunîn yavašîm birlâ yaksişîpan adrîmalîm külçülü priştîlîr kûc herzûnîn419 közi karam birlä k[ör]iüşîp[ân] külüşügin oloralîm ‘May the bright gods permit it and let my gentle one and me be united never to get separated (again); may the powerful angels give us strength and may my black-eyed one meet and sit together laughing.’ (M II 8,16-9,18). I take the forms to represent a blend between the imperative suffix and an instrumental form like anîn ‘thereby’; the same process can be observed with the form -(X)pAnXn. What lies behind this is a blend between two constructions: The realisation of the wish expressed by the imperative will make the union possible; in Turkish this could also be expressed by two volitional forms, in a sentence such as Tanrı izin versin de artık ayrılmıyalım. The resultative content of dA in the Turkish sentence (as of fa in Arabic) would have been expressed by this addition of an instrumental suffix to imperatives, a wish expressing a condition.

I have spelled the 1st person plural (hortative) suffix as -(A)Im with I and not X in the second syllable as I do not recall having seen it with a rounded vowel; the shape of the suffix in unit-alam (M I 11,19) does not necessarily speak for /X/ either. However, I am unable to adduce instances where it is added to verb stems ending in rounded vowels (of which there are more than 30). -(A)Im is the only hortative form of Old Turkic, but the Middle Turkic Qişasu ’l-Anbiyâ has -All and -Allî (for exclusive vs. inclusive or dual vs. plural meaning respectively). In view of modern evidence for these forms, it seems possible for -(A)Im to have been secondary and Proto-Turkic to have had *-(A)Il.420

In some texts, -(X)η is exclusively used for polite address to the singular, -(X)ηlAr for plural addressees, e.g. barînlar ... tilînlâr istânîlär

419 Transcribed as bir’yög by Le Coq, who adds: “Lies birüng?”. I have accepted the reading proposed by Zieme 1969:119, which the facs. shows to be at least possible. Arat, who reedited the poem as ETŞ 4, tacitly writes yarlıkazm (thus!) and birzûn.

420 In QB 4975 ms. B has kirâlîn against kirâlim of AC, in 5964 baralîn in A against baralîm in BC, in 3489 baralî in A again against baralîm in BC, all three in dual and not plural use. The A ms. is quite late. Cf. also Ata 2002: 79-80 for Harezm Turkic usage.
‘go ... search’ used by Herodes to address the three Magi in U I 5-6, or urunlar used in answer to uralım in BT I B 11; in others, -(X)η is also used for addressing more than one person. The Orkhon inscriptions have neither -(X)ηlAr nor -zUnlAr but use -(X)η and -zUn for the plural as well. DLT fol.289 quotes a verse with the 2nd person plural imperative forms koymanız and kiymanız corresponding to what would in his language be kodmanlar and kidmanlar, saying that this is how the Oguz and the Kıpčak tribes form this imperative. The forms, in use in Oguz languages to this day, are constructed in analogy with the plural of personal pronouns and possessive suffixes, whereas the +lAr of other Turkic languages comes from nominal inflexion.

In M I 9,11-14 (cf. also Zieme 1969: 152) we find a cursing suffix: bir äkintikä karganurlar alkanurlar takï ... okĩšurlar “yok yodun bolunur ... otka örtänkä tõpön tüsünün ...” tep sögüsurlär ‘They curse each other and shout at each other, abusing each other by saying “Get destroyed! Fall into fire and flames with your head downwards!”’. I found such a suffix to be still in use as -gUr in Uzbek, Bashkir and Khalaj, where it can be added to the 2nd person singular; in our examples, -gUr appears to have been contracted with the plural imperative suffix -(X)η to give -(X)ηUr, similar to the contraction of the dative suffix with the 2nd person possessive endings.

The use of all these forms is discussed in section 5.1 of this work; the suffix -zUn appears also in final clauses (section 4.636).

3.232. Forms expressing anteriority
There are three verb forms which can refer to anteriority: The constative preterite, the indirective and (in Buddhist Uygur sources) the vivid past.

The constative preterite:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>-dXm</td>
<td>-dXmXz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>-dXη ~ -dXg</td>
<td>-dXηXz ~ -dXgXz, -dXηXzlAr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>-dI</td>
<td>-dI(lAr)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paradigm can be described as -d (with certain bases, our sources actually spell the suffix with T, a fact to which we come back below)
followed by the ‘possessive’ suffixes (here described in section 3.122). These suffixes commonly refer to the verb’s subject when affixed to perfect or projection participles such as the ones in -mIš, -dOk and -sXk (cf. sections 3.283 and 3.284). This has given scholars since Bang 1923: 129 the idea that the alveolar part of the constative preterite suffix might originally have been that of a verbal noun; cf. also the apparently finite (and at any rate predicative) -sXk+Ŷ form quoted below from the Orkhon inscriptions. However, while there is a deverbal noun form in -(U)t (discussed in OTWF section 3.108) there is none with a /d/. Still, in MaitrH XI 15r4 we find the phrase savlarag (y)arudumuz tamdurtumuz üčün by the editors translated as “Weil wir die Worte ... erhellt (Hend.)(?).” Here, two -d+XmXz forms are governed by a postposition and must therefore be nominal (as yarot-dok-umuz would be). While, therefore, there appears not to have been any derivates with a /d/, there may have been a participle with this consonant in inflexional morphology, if this single example (giving us two forms) is not an error; see also OTWF 316.

Orkhon Turkic spells the suffix with -t₁/t² when the stem ends in /l n r/ (with the exception of bar-, which came from *bari- as shown by its aorist form), and with -d₁/d² otherwise: See examples in Tekin 1968: 189-190. Later texts do not always keep this rule; cf. twice turdi in IrqB XV, a runiform manuscript. Johanson 1979 has made likely that spelling the suffix with t₁/t² after /l n r/ would reflect the fact that the consonant was, in that position, a stop (though voiced or weak); see section 2.409. Whether what was spelled as turdi in the IrqB instances should indeed be read with [ŋ] remains an open question.

The 2nd person variants with /g/ are found especially in the Orkhon inscriptions, e.g. öl-tüg ‘you died’ in KT S6. In the 2nd person plural Orkhon Turkic may have had only -dXgXz, with forms such as bardigiz and ārtigiz in the KT inscription. According to Gabain 1974 § 106 assumes such a suffix, which he gives three examples: yid ‘smell’ which she links with yîpar ‘perfume’, tod ‘full’ which she relates to tol- ‘to fill (intr.)’ and kid ‘behind’, which is supposed to be related to kin with the same meaning. The first is impossible because there is no suffix ‘-par’, the second because there is no such adjective as tod ‘full’ but only a verb stem of this shape and the third because there is ke+din ‘behind’ (formed with a suffix dealt with above, from *ke) but no ‘ked / kid’. The note to ḤsBriefe 1857 has some further ‘instances’, for which see OTWF note 351 (and Röhrborn’s note to Ḥt VIII 939 for küzäd).

421 Gabain 1974 § 106 assumes such a suffix, for which she gives three examples: yid ‘smell’ which she links with yîpar ‘perfume’, tod ‘full’ which she relates to tol- ‘to fill (intr.)’ and kid ‘behind’, which is supposed to be related to kin with the same meaning. The first is impossible because there is no suffix ‘-par’, the second because there is no such adjective as tod ‘full’ but only a verb stem of this shape and the third because there is ke+din ‘behind’ (formed with a suffix dealt with above, from *ke) but no ‘ked / kid’. The note to ḤsBriefe 1857 has some further ‘instances’, for which see OTWF note 351 (and Röhrborn’s note to Ḥt VIII 939 for küzäd).

422 Cf. the facsimile; the passage is missing in the parallel Sängim ms.

423 See section 3.122 for variation in the 2nd person plural possessive suffix in general. In Uygur and Qarakhanid there is the phenomenon that /q/ is sometimes spelled with K and not NK; this is merely a matter of spelling, however, as the front K is used in words...
used from the earliest texts on also with plural subjects, we find -dIlAr at least with human plural subjects, in not very late texts such as Ht: e.g. Ht VIII 56-73, where three teachers, alternatively referred to as iüçägü, as bo acaarïlar or as [bo] iü açarïlar, are associated with actions referred to as tutmiš ärdilär, käd boltïlar, yörug kïltïlar and yaddïlar. The 2nd person plural can also add +lAr, e.g. in küzädmädiñîzîlär (MaitrH XXI p.33 r6). -mAdXûXz itself is used for the polite singular as well; this explains why there is no +lAr variant in the 1st person plural.

Verb forms expressing perfect and/or indirective content show the suffix -mîš; in the Orkhon inscriptions, this suffix is always spelled with s², which makes T.Tekin 1968 believe that it was pronounced with /s/ by the speakers of those texts. This might be a merely graphic matter, as there is no indication in modern or Middle Turkic languages for such a variant; see section 2.35 above for some remarks concerning the sibilants in the runiform script. This is also the impression we get from the instances of -mIs which we find in the Manichaean corpus: Two, in M I 6,6-8 and 7,14, appear in a text which does not at all use the Manichaean letter Š (which bears no similarity to the letter S, unlike the similarity between S and Š in normal Uygur writing) thus making no distinction between /s/ and /š/ in numerous words. The same is true for M III 6 II and III where, beside a number of instances of -mIs, we also find a number of other cases of /š/ written as S. Indirectivity is dealt with in section 3.27.

-mîš and -dOk are suppletive as to negation: The negative counterpart of -mîš is -mAdOk also when used for expressing indirective anteriority; e.g. amru bušanu saknu olormîš. kañî xan oği kattun ... oglïna nääçä aytsar näñ kïginç bermädök ‘He is said to have sat there, worrying all the time. However often his parents asked him, he reportedly never gave an answer’ (ChristManManus, Manichaean fragment v11). The fused sequence -mîš+kA is, however, negated as -mAyOk+kA. -mAmîš first turns up in the latest Old Turkic sources. The suffix -dOk apparently had a low vowel, to judge by the form ärtmädök attested in TT VIII G 50 in fragmentary context though clearly visible. On the other hand, however, we find bar-ma-duk+ug in TT VIII A 1. There is no real evidence in Old Turkic for positive -dOk used otherwise than as a verbal nominal or in participial function, although Käşgarî fol.298-
299 does supply us with such evidence from the dialects of “most of the Oguz and some of the Suvars and Kipchak” (quoted in Tekin 1997: 7). Tekin 1997: 6 quotes “äbkä tägdöküm ‘I arrived in the camp’” from Ongin R 2 but what can be seen there (and could be seen when the inscription was discovered) is only tägd[ök]üm. He also states that Volga Bolgarian and Danube Bolgarian had finite (positive) -dOk, but that is disproven in Erdal 1993: 76-80 and 1988 respectively. Since there is nothing else, we have to state that Old Turkic has -dOk as finite verb only if negated, although that may have been different in Proto-Turkic.

The suffix -yOk expressing the vivid past presumably had a low vowel and not /U/, because it is spelled thus in TT VIII H 50 and L 18 and 21; cf. however bulganyu[k] in TT VIII O 9. In this function it appears only in Buddhist texts; in the 3rd person this always gets the pronoun ol added to it. There are no runiform examples of -yOk; in Manichaean sources it is attested only as participle (section 3.283) and only in six instances (most of them in the late Pothi book). Its function is discussed in section 3.26; D.M. Nasilov (1966) has dealt with this suffix, giving numerous Uygur examples and discussing its survival in modern languages in Siberia; N. Demir recently showed that it survives also in southern Anatolian dialects.

3.233. The aorist
The so-called aorist,424 whose form is used also as participle (section 3.282), usually expresses continuous aspect. The suffix of the positive aorist has the allomorph -yUr with stems ending in vowels;425 -r is also found with these stems, though less often than -yUr in Old Turkic proper. -yUr is not necessarily the older form (a view expressed by Johanson 1976: 143-4 and Doerfer 1993: 30), although it did not survive very well into Middle and Modern Turkic; it could quite well be the newer one: -r is more often found in the early attestation of common forms such as te-r ‘says’ (the only form in Orkhon Turkic, with 9 instances in Tuñ, 3 in KT, 3 in the Ongin inscription; very common in the IqrB, TT I 44, Maitr 51 v10, 4 times in TT VIII E etc.) or yarlïka-r ‘orders; deigns to’ (M III 35,14, TT X 99, more than 30 times in Maitr etc.), tokï-r ‘hits’ (Maitr 110 r10 and 15), oyna-r ‘plays, dances’ (Maitr 140 r5), yorï-r ‘walks’ (Maitr 89 r17, 173 r7 and 25), ogša-r (Ht III

424 I use this traditional term because the many variants of the form, -Ar, -Ir, -Ur, -yUr and -r, make it inconvenient to refer to this morpheme in archphonemic manner.
425 We find ogša-yïr in ZiemeWind 50.
212) and so forth. The Brähmi texts of TT VIII alone have telā-\textit{r}, arī-\textit{r}, kuri-\textit{r}, kogśa-\textit{r}, savīkla-\textit{r}, akla-\textit{r}, tirā-\textit{r}, udīkla-\textit{r} and yarsī-\textit{r}. The probable direct connection between -\textit{mAz} (discussed below) and -\textit{r} also speaks for the greater antiquity of -\textit{r}. -\textit{yUr} might possibly be the result of syncopation from -\textit{yU ār-ūr}; see section 3.251 for the joining of vowel converbs with ā\textit{r} to express durativity.

After consonants the aorist suffix has the alternants -\textit{Ur}, -\textit{Ir} and -\textit{Ar}, alternating according to whether the stem is simple or derived and, if the latter, with what formative (cf. also section 2.51). The alternations accord with the vowels in the vowel converb -\textit{U}, -\textit{I} and -\textit{A} and may reflect a prehistorical grammatical category. Most simple (single or double syllable) stems have -\textit{Ar} but a few have -\textit{Ur} and some other few (like tāg-) have -\textit{Ir}. Intransitive derived stems such as the ones formed with -(\textit{X})\textit{k}-, +(\textit{X})\textit{k}-, (onomatopoeic) +\textit{kIr}- etc. have -\textit{Ar}, passive, reflexive and cooperative-reciprocal stems and stems with the causative suffixes other than -(\textit{X})\textit{t}- have -\textit{Ur}. Stems derived with -(\textit{X})\textit{t}- have -\textit{Ir} in early texts; in later texts this becomes -(\textit{I})\textit{t}- while its converb and aorist vowel changes to /\textit{U}/. ögir- ‘to rejoice’ has /\textit{A}/ as converb and aorist suffix in (early) Manichæan texts but usually /\textit{U}/ in others: The change may have come about in analogy to its synonym sāvin-, with which ögir- is often used in a biverb; such analogy often happened in biverbs. On Old Turkic converb and aorist vowels cf. Erdal 1979b and 1986.

The negative aorist suffix is -\textit{mAz} which is, like its positive counterpart, followed by pronouns referring to the subject. One might analyse this as -\textit{mA-}z, taking -\textit{z} to be another allomorph of -\textit{yUr} etc.; this seems to be a viable idea, since the conditioning between the other allomorphs is not purely phonological either, but is also based on the morphological profile of the base. One could even make a genetic connection between -\textit{r} and -\textit{z}, since an alternation /\textit{t}/ ~ /\textit{z}/ appears also in other domains of the grammar (discussed above in section 2.36). In modern Turkic languages one would prefer not to connect the two suffixes, since -\textit{mAz} is stressed whereas other forms negated with -\textit{mA}-place stress on the syllable preceding this suffix; but we know nothing certain about stress in Old Turkic, and stress may have moved forward secondarily (e.g. in analogy to other verb forms, which stress the last syllable).

In Qarakhand Turki, -\textit{mAz} appears as -\textit{mA}s, though /\textit{z}/ is not otherwise devoiced in coda position in that dialect. -\textit{mA}s may have been a dialect variant: We have e.g. yan\textit{mas yer} ‘the place of no return’ in M

\footnote{The form by Tekin 1968 read as ‘\textit{yasa-r}’ in KT N10 is quite certain to be conditional \textit{ay-sar} ‘since he decrees’.
III nr.16 v 3. There, this is clearly not an instance of the confusion of \( s \) and \( z \), at any rate, as M III nr.16 is an archaic text showing no instances of voice confusion.\(^{427}\)

‘-mA-yUr’ does not exist: Zieme 1991: 415 (footn.113) explains the two instances where this was thought to appear as the positive aorists \( tūmā-yīr ‘adorns’ \) and \( tarma-yur ‘scratches’ \) respectively.\(^{428}\)

3.234. Future\(^{429}\) verb forms

The suffix \(-gAy\) is used for reference to the future in the whole of Uygur but not in the Orkhon inscriptions or in most inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire. It is, however, attested also in the Qara Balgasun inscription, the latest inscription of the Uygur steppe empire, and in some South Siberian runiform inscriptions, and found in runiform mss., e.g. \( ol \) tašig őzi iżā tutsar kopka utgay ‘If one keeps that stone on oneself one will prevail over everything’ (BlattRun 18). In Erdal 1979: 89 (footn.) I supported the hypothesis (put forward by Gabain 1959: 39) that \(-gAy\) should be related to \(-gA\) (discussed in section 3.113 above as a deverbal nominal suffix): The forms alternate for metrical purposes in the QB\(^{430}\) and the Ottoman future and modal suffix \(-A\) must come from \(-gA\), which is retained in inflexion in Khorasani Turkic. -gA may, I believe, have been an original participle suffix: The final /y/ of \(-gAy\) might have been the nominative form of the archaic demonstrative pronoun \(*i / *ĩ\) (found e.g. in \( înča \) and \( įntĩn\); see the end of section 3.132 above), postposed for subject reference. This hypothesis would also explain why \(-gAy\) is only used predicatively and not as a

\(^{427}\) An error cannot be excluded; the ms. is (according to Peter Zieme) now lost. Benzing 1952 is of the opinion that \(-r, -z\) and \(-s\) are of different origins: He approvingly quotes Bang’s view connecting \(-z\) with the deverbal nominals in \(-\langle X\rangle z\) (dealt with in OTWF § 3.111) and would like to link \(-s\) to the \(-s\langle X\rangle k\) suffix forming necessitative participles. While the possibility that \(-mAz\) should come from \(-\langle X\rangle z\) cannot be wholly excluded, the latter proposal seems unacceptable to me, as there is no ‘+Xk’ suffix in sight. Benzing wanted to link the latter parts of \(-s\langle X\rangle k\) and \(-d\langle O\rangle k\) to the particle \(\langle O\rangle k\) and to \(+Ik\) (dealt with in OTWF § 2.11) but that is excluded because of the vowels. Benzing 1980 then proposes reading \(-s\langle X\rangle k\) as \(-\langle A\rangle s\langle X\rangle k\).

\(^{428}\) Doerfer 1993: 51, 47 still quotes the first form from ETŞ 12 as ‘tuyumayur’ and the second form from M III nr.11v3 as ‘yadmayur’. The first instance is the only evidence which he gives for his statement “Negative Konjugation sehr zerstört”.

\(^{429}\) I use this term to cover absolute or relative future meaning, or future tense and future taxis. This vague naming (occurring also above in connection with ‘past’ and ‘present’) is resolved in subsequent sections.

\(^{430}\) E.g. bolu bergā ödlāg kālū bergā kut (6095) ‘Fate will support him and blessing will come upon him’ (version auxiliary ber- discussed in section 3.254).
participle: \(^{431}\) -gA i / ĕ would be syntactically equivalent to a sequence like -mIš ol, which also consists of a participle followed by a demonstrative and is also, as a verb phrase, limited to predicative use; the original 3rd person would have gotten generalised to other persons once (with the disappearance of *ĩ) -gAy got opaque. In Old Turkic, -gA is found practically exclusively as formative of deverbal nouns but appears with the same function as -gAy in KP 75,2 and 76,6 (in a part of the text which shows signs of lateness).

The runiform inscriptions have no -gAy but -dAčI instead, e.g. in tedči, kaltači, ölurtäči, kältäči and ärtäči, with -mAčI as negated counterpart; e.g. ölmäči yetmäči săn ‘You will not die or perish’ (ŠU E5) or bo yolun yorışar yaramači ‘If (we) go this way it will do no good’ (Tuñ 23). \(^{432}\) -mAčI appears to have corresponded to -čI, another (quite rare) future participle suffix: There are a few instances of the positive counterpart of -mAčI as participle qualifying nouns which refer to pregnant living beings: Such are buzagulači kotuz ingäk (PañcFrag II 8) ‘a yak cow about to give birth’ and kulnači kışrak (DLT) ‘a pregnant mare’; a further example of kulnači is found in Windgott 13, of buzagulači in IrqB XLI. \(^{433}\) Predicative -dAčI forms with future reference are found also in Qarakhanid, e.g. bodun aǰar aydači ‘The people will say to him …’ in the DLT and mini yettäči ‘He will lead me’ in the QB. [kim]kāŋ (< kimkā nāŋ) bermäči mān ‘I will not give it to anybody’ appears in DreiPrinz 86, an early Manichæan source; the context is fairly clear. Since this text has the form bergāy two lines further on, its language may have shown a suppletive relationship between -gAy and -mAčI.

Occasionally -gAy is used with imperative meaning, as future forms sometimes will; see section 5.1 below for an example. I have not met instances of this form having optative meaning, as happens e.g. in Karaim; Gabain states this to be the case but gives no examples. yaragay ‘It will do’ is in KP 48,6 used to show the speaker’s agreement to a request, as ‘All right!’ or ‘O.K.!’; this idiomatic use can have come

---

\(^{431}\) Cf. however tašgaru üngāy tāg mān (MaitrH XIII 4v7) ‘it looks as if I will go out’.

\(^{432}\) Tekin 1968: 73 thought that -mAčI was contracted from -mA-gA+čI. This is unlikely because no such contractions took place at this early stage, although AgU > A may have occurred in nālık ‘to what purpose’ (DLT fol. 197 and elsewhere; possibly < nā-gů+lık) and in two other very late lexemes. Moreover, the deverbal noun in -gA (never negated in Old Turkic) is always agentive and would not have needed the suffix +čI to make it so.

\(^{433}\) Another possibility is that -mAčI is a contraction from *mAčI < *mAAdAčI, the second vowel then getting syncopated through the movement of the accent to the syllable before -mA-.
from future meaning as well and need not point at an early specifically modal meaning for -gAy. The elliptic modal use of bolgay ‘it will become’ is also discussed in section 5.1.

In Orkhon Turkic there may be traces of another future verb form referring to subjects with possessive suffix and used as main verb of sentences; it only appears twice in one passage in the KT inscription, repeated practically unchanged in the BQ inscription: üküš türk bodun öltüg; türk bodun ölsükün. beriyä čugay yiš ṯw^2l^2(ò)n^2 yazî konayîn tesär türk bodun ölsüküg (KT S 6-7 and BQ N 5) ‘You Turk people were killed in great numbers. O Turk people, you might die! If you intend to settle the Shi-hui mountain forest and the T. plain, o Turk people, you might die.’ The translation of -sXk+Xŋ (once with the oral alternant of the 2nd person singular possessive suffix) as epistemic modal form is conjectural: -sXk otherwise forms necessitative participles. A possible nominal rendering would be ‘(It means) your inevitable death’.

The imminent future form in -gAllr (see section 3.26 for finite, section 3.285 for infinite use) does not seem to have turned up in inscriptive or in Manichæan sources, speaking for relatively late appearance. It might come from *-gAll ärür, the aorist of the very rare analytical phrase in -gAll är- (section 3.251). Instances in ZiemeTexterg (Manichæan script) and QB (Arabic script) show that the suffix had /g/ and not /k/. Gabain 1974 § 259 with n.41 and Tezcan (BT III 77 with n.) spell it with /k/ because they think it resulted from a contraction with the verb forms kal-ir and käl-ir. This is, I think, less likely than my hypothesis; cf. the criticism expressed by Arat in ETŞ n. 35110 (p. 433).

3.24. The analytical verb

A verb phrase can, beside a fully lexical verbal kernel, include another verb, which can be grammatical to varying degrees. See section 4.23 for complex verb phrases in which none of the verbs is purely grammatical; the ‘other verbs’ in the sections of 3.25 can have partly grammatical, partly lexical meaning. When only one of the verbs in a verb phrase is lexical to any degree, the construction is called ‘analytical’; e.g. öndiin sözldäi ärði (Abhi B 82b4) ‘He had said before ...’. There are even triple sequencess such as kälmiš ärði ärśär (HtsTug V 79,25) ‘even though ... had come’ or köz ärklig yinçürđäči istäđäči ärmdäz ärip (Abhi B 56a10) ‘the sense of sight not being an analysing or searching one’.
The second (and third, if any) verbal component of an analytical verb phrase is grammatical: Such complex verb phrases are necessary for expressing categories such as tense, taxis, actionality, intention, ability, version, status, epistemic and deontic mood or for undergoing subordination in conditional or converb clauses. These contents are discussed in the following sections.

Analytical verb phrases expressing actionality, intention, ability or version (discussed in section 3.25) use a variety of verbs, but other categories are formed by having forms of lexical verbs get followed by forms of är- ‘to be’. bol- ‘to become’ also appears to express aspect, not actionality, only when added to perfect participles in -mIš; (see section 3.26). The lexical element always precedes the grammatical element, although scrambling is otherwise common in all texts. Another optional (possibly clitic) final member of a verb phrase is a subject pronoun. Such sequences can be broken apart only by the particles Ok (e.g. ozmiš ok ärür; bermäz ok ärär) and mU. The particle idi, which precedes negative words to stress their negativity, can also be part of the verb phrase. When the lexical part of these phrases is one of the forms used as main predicates of sentences, either of the participle type (-mIš, -yOk etc.) or such that are used only predicatively (-dl, -gAy), the results generally come to be members of the tense-aspect system discussed in section 3.26. When converbs are used as first elements in analytical constructions, the products always express actionality, intention, ability or version.

Forms of är- which appear as non-first element in analytical sequences are the preterite, ärür and ärgäy to serve the expression of tense and taxis (see section 3.26), ärmIš for the status category (section 3.27), ärdök with possessive suffix to make object clauses, ärip / ärmätin to turn sentences into adjuncts und ärśär to incorporate them into conditional sentences or correlative relativization (as in kanyu kiši kim bo yarokun ärmäk[ig] k(ä)ntü könülün içrä tarımIš ärśär, ol kiši b(ä)ğişi antag ärür: (M III nr. 8 VII r2-4) ‘Any person who has planted inside his own heart this existence with light, that person’s mark is as follows’). If ärmIš, ärdökin, ärip, ärmätin and ärśär were to be replaced by -mIš, -dOk+, -(X)p, -mAtIn and -sAr forms of the lexical verbs, these verb phrases would lose the possibility to express aspect.

When a verb phrase consists of two verbs, categories can be distributed among them in various ways. With the pluperfect consisting

---

434 bän appears as män in this position (though not as independent pronoun) already in some runiform inscriptions, showing that the pronoun was indeed part of the verb phrase already at that stage.
of two -d+ forms, the first is the one inflected for ‘person’; this is what we have in the first part of the following sentence: kayu üdün män beş törlüg ulug tüülüg₄³⁵ kördüm ärti, antada bärü ... olorgalï küsäyür ärtim (MaitrH XI 4v18) ‘When I had seen the five sorts of great dreams, from that time on was I wishing to sit ...’. In the second analytical phrase of the quoted sentence, it is the preterite form which is marked for person, as that is morphological and does not demand a pronoun. The ‘number’ category can have it both ways: In yäk ičgäkig kertgümäß ärtülär (TT VI 131) ‘They were not wont to believe in demons’ and in several additional sentences following this one or in ötgürmüš topolmïš ärdülär (Ht VIII 55) quoted above it is the auxiliary which has the plural suffix. In čankramit kilu yorïlar ärti (MaitrH Y 225) ‘They were walking about as a spiritual exercise’ or in tägré tolï tururlär ärti (KP 71,4), however, the lexical verb has the plural. ädgü ö[glis]₄³⁶ bolyoklar ärdi appears in U IV D 10, e.g., tavišganka kalyök ärdilär three lines further on, in U IV D 13: In most of the sentences quoted, the subject is explicitly referred to only in a preceding sentence. In kertgümë köŋülływ upasi upasançlar bar ärtülär (TT VI 130) ‘There were truly faithful male and female community members’ plurality is also expressed by the finite word.₄³⁷ The TT VI 131 example just quoted is an example of ‘negation’ getting expressed by the lexical, the first element. Another distribution of negation would, in principle, also be possible, as with the politeness auxiliary tágin- in yazokka tüšä tágin-mä-gäy ärtimiz (KP 8,1) ‘We would not venture to fall to sin’.

3.25. Types of action

The verbal categories for which complex verb phrases are formed can express tense or taxis, mentioned in the previous section, which localize the stretch of time during which the event took place with respect to the moment of speaking or to other events. Other complex verb phrases – discussed here – serve the categories of actionality, intention, ability or version, which refer to factual features of the event. Actionality describes the course and development of the event in time and specifies the stage of this development in which the point referred to is situated, as actually perceived by the speaker. It contrasts with aspect, expressed

₄³⁵ Lacunas of the passage are here not marked as such as it is attested also in the parallel Sängim ms. (BT IX p.106).
₄³⁶ Thus following UW 404a.
₄³⁷ ärti can serve as the past tense of bar ‘there is’; here, however, the two are combined.
not by auxiliaries but by the morphological verb forms, which is about the presentation of the event’s course, taken by itself, as adapted by the speaker to the needs of his context (and not related to his perception). Another three ‘types of action’ are described in sections 3.252-3.254: ‘Intention’ is about the psychological preparedness of the subject for the event; ‘ability’ expresses the ability of the subject to carry out the action referred to while ‘version’ expresses its directionality, specifying whether its beneficiary is the subject or those associated with him, or some other party. Physical directionality, as in ögür kaz ... uçup barır ārdı (Ht III 777) ‘A flock of geese was ... and flying away’, where bar-signifies ‘away’, is not discussed here, as we take this to be a lexical and not a grammatical matter. The use of the auxiliaries yarlî(g)ka-, ötün- and tāgin-, which express the social positioning of the subject, in some cases thereby reflecting politeness and related pragmatic matters, is relegated to section 5.3.

Auxiliaries as described in this section and in section 5.3 have also been called ‘postverbal’; they follow lexical verbs, forming sequences with them. The lexical verb is mostly in the form of a vowel converb, but the -(X)p form (often interchangably with the vowel converb) and the supine in -gAli are also governed by such auxiliaries, as well as (less often) verbal nominals like the one ending in -mIš and the aorist. Occasionally, lexical verb and postverbal have the same shape, thus lacking a formal sign of government. This is, apparently, what we have in yaylag tagïma agïpan yaylayur turur män (IrqB 62) ‘Climbing the mountain which serves me as summer station I spend the summer there’, where the lexical verb yayla- and the auxiliary tur- both are in the aorist.

In Orkhon Turkic, üd- in the meaning ‘to do something completely’, bar- used for signifying ‘to gradually get more intense’ and kör- with

---

438 Anderson 2002, who deals with the categories described in this section, also posits a category of “orientation” among them, with two members expressing motion away from and towards the speaker: a translative in bar- ‘to go’, as in āsri amga yalîm kayaka ʻünüp barmîš ‘A dappled wild goat went up a steep cliff’ (IrqB) and a cislocative in kāl- ‘to come’, as in süt akîp kälti ‘milk came flowing out’ (Suv 621,15). uc- ‘to fly (off)’ and uþa bar- ‘to fly off’, both used as euphemisms for ‘dying’, are another example for the (not purely spatial) content of this opposition.

439 KP 1,5 has been read as kuš kuzgun sukar yorîyur, sansiz tümän özlüg ölürür and translated as ‘Birds pick (the ground), killing innumerable creatures’. Birds do, of course, have the habit of walking about the freshly cultivated earth when looking for worms and the like but, since the context does not make one expect their walking about to get thematized, yorîyur might be transitory towards the auxiliary use of yori-. Peter Zieme has, on the other hand, proposed reading yullîyur ‘plucks’ instead of this word; this is perfectly possible, as l-diaccritics are often forgotten by scribes.
the meaning ‘to make sure one does something’ are still the only lexical verbs used as auxiliaries, all three joined to the vowel converb; the first two express actionality, the third intention. The incorporation process of \textit{u-} ‘to be able’, the fourth early auxiliary, started right after the Orkhon Turkic stage; it gradually became part of a fused morpheme sequence expressing impossibility. The three auxiliaries mentioned first remained independent words, as did the subject pronouns.\footnote{A single Orkhon Turkic instance of the incorporation of a lexical converb with the auxiliary \textit{id-} is mentioned below.}

3.251. Actionality
This category deals with the development and change of the event in the course of time. In Old Turkic, actionality is mostly expressed by partly grammaticalised auxiliary verbs; there are, however, also other means to express it. The content of the passive formative \textit{-sXk-} (see OTWF section 7.41), e.g., differs from that of the more common passive formative \textit{-\textae X\textae-} in actionality, among other things: \textit{tutsuk-} is ‘to get caught’, e.g., whereas \textit{tutul-} is ‘to be held’ or ‘to be caught’; the \textit{-sXk-} form is marked as inchoative. The task of some marginal deverbal verb formatives consisted of expressing actionality; thus the formative \textit{-glr-} mainly attested in the DLT and documented in OTWF 539-540 is added to both transitive and intransitive verbs and gives the meaning ‘to be about to carry out the action denoted by the base verb’. The aorist can, beside expressing continuous aspect and continuous action, also express repeated action, as \textit{körür} in \textit{balık tašt\=iñ tarığ\=ilarag körür ârti} ‘(in his outings from the palace) he used to see the farmers outside the town’ (KP 1,3) or \textit{sözl"{a}yür} in the following passage: \textit{birö\={o} k"{o}z"{i}n"{a} kilmagu t"{a}g n"{a} n"{a}g"{i} i\={s} i\={s}l"{a}ğ"{a}li ugrasar ”...” tep sözl"{a}y"{u}r ârdi} ‘if, however, she intended to do something which she wasn’t supposed to do, she would say ”...”’ (U III 54,15). Similarly \textit{ölürür} in \textit{yol yor"{i}d"{a}c"{i} yah"{u}klArn\={i}n ädin tavar\={i}n kunup karmalap özl"{a}rin ölürür ärtimiz} (MaitrH XX 13r18) ‘We used to rob the possessions of travellers and kill them’.

In Uygur the auxiliaries \textit{alk-}, \textit{bar-}, \textit{bol-}, \textit{är-}, \textit{id-}, \textit{kal-}, \textit{käîl-}, \textit{tur-}, \textit{tut-}, \textit{tükät-} and \textit{yorî} express actionality. This may not be a complete list, as it is often difficult to ascertain whether a verb is fully lexical or an auxiliary; the distinction between these two can be fuzzy to some degree. Take \textit{yavaðim birlä yakıç"{i}pan adr"{i}lmalim ... k"{o}zi karam birlä ...}
külüšügin\textsuperscript{441} oloralîm (M II 8,20). This could mean ‘Let’s draw close, me and my gentle one, and never separate; may my black-eyed one and me sit and laugh in company’, taking olor- to be lexical; or, if olor- is understood as an actionality auxiliary, it could mean ‘may we keep laughing together’. The translation of T. Tekin 1968: 290 for türk bilgä xagan türk sir bodunug, oguz bodunug igidü olorur (Tuñ 62) takes olor- to signify ‘to rule’ (as it clearly sometimes does): “Turkish Bilgä Kagan is (now) ruling, taking care of the Turkish Sir people and the Oguz people”. Anderson 2002 (following Kondrat’ev 1981: 117), on the other hand, takes the verb \textit{olur-} (as they both write it) of this passage to be a durative auxiliary. A similar sentence occurs in KČ E2: \textit{biljgä Köl İč Čor Tarduš bodunug eti ayu olorti}, by Tekin rendered as “... reigned ruling and governing the Tarduš people”. Both interpretations are perfectly possible but we follow Tekin if no unambiguous Old Turkic examples for an auxiliary olor- are brought into the discussion.

Verbs which by lexical meaning denote a stage in the development of an event, e.g. \textit{bašla-} in nomlagalî bašla- (Ht III 815) ‘to start to preach’, should not be called auxiliaries: They do not create members in a grammatical category. See section 4.23 for such constructions. The Middle Turkic Qišçu ‘l-Anbiyä uses \textit{-U bašla-} to denote the beginning of an action.

The most common construction for expressing actionality is for the auxiliary to govern a converb form of the lexical verb. The most common converb is here the vowel converb; all auxiliaries which can govern \textit{-gAll} forms are found to govern also \textit{-\textit{(X)}p} forms and vowel converbs, and most auxiliaries governing \textit{-\textit{(X)}p} forms are found to govern vowel converbs as well. When a particular auxiliary was used in different construction the meaning did not always change, but tur- ‘to get up; to stand’ has two quite distinct actional meanings: The meaning of \textit{-gAll tur-}, which describes what is about to take place, emanates from ‘getting up’; on the other hand the meanings of \textit{tur-} with the vowel converb, with the \textit{-\textit{(X)}p} form and with the \textit{-mlš} and aorist participles, which describe continuous or repeated activities or states, come from ‘standing’.\textsuperscript{442}

\textsuperscript{441} The facs. shows that a reading \textit{külüšüpän} as converb cannot be excluded; there is no other instances of \textit{külüš-üg} or \textit{külüš-ük} and such a derivate from an \textit{-\textit{(X)}š-} verb would be very much of a rarity.

\textsuperscript{442} The use of \textit{tur-} as copula, described in section 3.29, also comes from this stative meaning (note that ‘stative’ comes from Latin \textit{stare} ‘to stand’).
The sequences -U är-, -U yorï-, -U tur- and -U tut- all denote continuing or repeated action. With Qarakhanid -U bar- the action intensifies with time and the speaker witnesses its development. -U käl- also denotes actions which have been going on for some time, but looks at them from a late stage, when they perhaps have become habitual. -U kal- actually says that the action’s last stage is being witnessed. -U tükät-, -U alk- and -U id- all three denote completion; -U id- differs from -U tükät- and -U alk- in implying that the completion is reached easily, with momentum and in one drive.

-(X)p är-, -(X)p kal- and -(X)p alk- appear to have had the same meanings as -U är-, -U kal- and -U alk- as described above. The rare -(X)p tur- was used for referring to states reached after the end of the activity described by the lexical verb; whether it was also with durative meaning, as was -U tur-, is not clear. -(X)p bar- is, in the Uygur examples I have encountered, used for describing processes approaching a crisis, as -U bar- referred to above; its counterpart with vowel converb, which I have met only in Qarakhanid, also refers to activities getting stronger as time goes by, but is used with positive meaning as well.

-gAll alk- may have had the same meaning as -U alk- and -(X)p alk-. The common -gAll tur- denotes imminent events while the rare -gAll är- may denote intended actions. The DLT’s -gAll kal- states that something almost happened (but then didn’t, or didn’t as yet), thus being, in a sense, the opposite of -gAll tur-. With none of these four auxiliaries used with the supine is there any actual action going on at the moment of speaking, then, be it that the action has been intended, is imminent, almost happened or has already been completed.

Fourthly, there are auxiliaries governing participles with actional content. The aorist followed by turur denotes continuing action, the meaning it also has with vowel converbs, and -Ar barïr has the same meaning as -(X)p barïr. -mIš tur- forms descriptions of states following completed actions. bol- is linked to the aorist and to -dAčI for referring to transitions into states; states with future perspective in the case of -dAčI bol-.

Durative meaning appears most commonly to have been expressed by tur(-ur) with the vowel converb. This is also the semantically least marked way: It denotes continuing or repeated action which is not necessarily agentive; durative tur- no doubt evolved from the use of this verb to mean ‘to stand’. There is a Manichean instance in kut kolu alkiš pašik ayu turur sizlär (ManBeicht 6) ‘You keep praying for grace and
intoning blessings and hymns’. In *ïdu turur* ‘keeps sending (again and again)’ (TT X 341), the meaning is iterative (*ïd-* ‘to send’ being a final-transformative verb), while it can be durative or iterative in instances such as the following: *busuš kadgu bälgişi änîrâ turur* (TT I 79) ‘The signs of sorrow and trouble keep pursuing (you)’; *tsyu irincülärîmiz asîlmaðin üklîmadîn korayu tûrzun* (TT IVB 45) ‘may our sins continuously diminish, not increase or become more numerous’. *azkya önër yoriyû tûrzunlar; mën una basa yedetim* (Suv 615,14) ‘Please walk on a bit; I will have reached you in a moment!’ or *yavlak sav bâlgülûg bolti; közünü tûrzur* (DKPAMPb 161) ‘an evil matter has appeared and is in current evidence’ are clearly durative: *yori-* is non-transformative while *közün-* is initial-transformative. Participial *tûrzur* instances: *karişi tûrzur tört azüglîg* (ms. U 5396 quoted in the n. to BT XIII 25,4) ‘having four canine teeth which keep on gnashing’; *kaxşašu tûrzur etîlîgin tümâglîgin ... kâlir* (BT III 218) ‘she comes along with clanking ornaments’; *yalînayu tûrzur trižulîn alîp ...* (TT X 358) ‘taking up his flaming trident ...’. There is an example with an inchoative verb in the verse *saranlanmak kirig sakîndaşı tûrzun / sarîgaru tûrzur közi* (ETŞ 11,37) ‘The eye of a person who thinks filthy miserly thoughts keeps getting yellow (as an effect of this vice)’. The verb phrase *sözlîyû tûrzur ârîkân* is used in U III 57,2, U IV A 233 and B 18 (all in parts of the same text) in contexts that betray durative aspect rather than actionality.

When *tur-* is used with -(X)p forms of the verb it is not clear whether it is meant to describe states or whether these are instances of lexical *tur-* ‘to stand’: *yavlak yâgi seni közâdîp tûrzur, artatgalî sakînür seni* (ChristManManus, Christian fragment 8) ‘The evil enemy is continuously (or: ‘standing there and’) observing you, plotting to corrupt you’; *kenyetiz kögûzîntä iki âmîgi artokrak yaraşi tûrzur ârdî* (U IV B 55) ‘Her two breasts on her wide bosom were standing out very harmoniously’.

With *âr-* the vowel converb is more common than the -(X)p converb: Examples for -*U âr-* are quoted in UW 405b-406a, §25 of the entry on *âr*-. This rather common sequence conveys durative meaning; e.g. *kop adadin kuyu közadîi ârîlîr* (MaitrH XI 4a9) ‘they are engaged in guarding (her, the future mother of Buddha Maitreya) from all dangers’; *ul[uš ba]liklarîg közadîi ârînlarâ ‘May they continuously guard the towns and cities’ (MaitrH Y 16); *sastrlarîg ... âgtaru ârîr biz* (Ht VII 1023) ‘we are engaged in translating the *sastras*. All examples I have come across describe agentive activity, not a state or a process.443 The

443 For -*U âr-* cf. also Gabain’s n. to l.1870 of her edition of Ht VII and Röhrborn’s n. to l.2035 of his edition of the same Ht book. The durative participle suffix -*AgAn*, which
sequence -(X)p är- appears to convey post-terminal meaning, e.g.: ol azîn kim taştan aška içgükä katlap ärur, ymä öütžä kirur, ol içrâki az birlä katalur. (M I 16,6; Manichaeian) ‘That lust of yours, which is mingled with food and drink from outside, enters the body and mingles with internal lust’. Other instances for the sequence -(X)p är- are mentioned in §26 of the entry for är- in UW 405b-406a; an instance with -mAtlIn, the negative counterpart of the vowel converb and of -(X)p, can be found in §27.444

yorï- ‘to walk’ denotes ongoing action when used as an auxiliary, e.g.: kamag on bölök šastr yaratdï; amtï barâa keñürü yorïyur (Ht V 1 b 5) ‘He composed a šastr of all in all ten chapters; at present he is busy elaborating on it all’; anta ymä sansиз tümän suvdakï tümîqlar buza butarlayu yorïyurlar sorarlar tikârlar sançâr larlar (Maitr 183v24) ‘There, again, innumerable myriads of water creatures are busy destroying them and tearing them to pieces and they suck them out, sting them and pierce them’. The use of yorï- as auxiliary has to be distinguished not only from the meaning ‘to walk’ but also from the meaning ‘to live’ or ‘to lead a certain way of life’ and from its use as copula (section 3.29). The instance tamüdîn kurtulup amtï bo kântu uvut yenîräni äñînlärintä yûdä örtänü yala yorïyurlar (Maitr 75v20), e.g., could have the verb yorï- either as auxiliary or in the more literal meaning of ‘walking about carrying their penises on their back’ or just ‘living with their ... loaded on their back’. kayusï munadu adînu oynayu külä yorïyurlar (Maitr 89r17) could also describe the gods’ way of life and not just their current behaviour, although the sentence is an utterance by somebody who just happens to meet them: He might be extrapolating from his observation. The difference between är- and yorï- as auxiliaries with the vowel converb may be that the activity is current with är-, a way of life with yorï-. A further instance governing the aorist of the lexical verb is quoted above in this section. Usually, yorï- governs the vowel converb, this actional phrase leading to the present form in the Oguz languages.

exists in a number of modern Turkic languages, can possibly be the result of a contraction of -A är-kän; this would assume the existence of a -gAn participle from är- beside the petrified conjunction ärkän.

444 ärmiş in biz[ğã] tâpingû yüksekû ärdini berûp ârmiş (U I 8) ‘It turns out that he has given us a jewel to worship’ is, according to UW 392, to be read as turmiş. -gAllIr, mentioned in §27 of the är- entry, is not a converb, as stated there, but a participle.
‘to hold’ is in Manichæan texts used for expressing continuously consistent behaviour: alkînçe ölüüm kûnîn öyû tutar (M III nr.8, VII v6) ‘He keeps his mind on the day of death’; özlärin saklanu ... tâzgûrû tutzûnîlar (M III nr.20, 38,61 + ZiemeTexterg II) ‘Let them be sure always to be on guard and keep behaving evasively’.

‘to come’ is used as an auxiliary indicating that the action described by the lexical verb has been going on for some time before reaching the state it is at when being narrated; e.g.: kilmiş kazganmiş buyan âdgû kîlinçlarînînî eşîlî birikî kâlip tüş bermâkî üzâ (DKPAMPb 43) ‘as a result of the good and saintly deeds which he carried out and earned having gradually become a considerable heap and having given fruit’. kaparu kâlmiş âtîntâkî sîl suvî (U III 41,0-1) is the ‘the lymph liquid (which was) in his flesh which had become quite swollen’. Similarly Qarakhanid olârdîn kalû kûldi âdgû törô (QB 269) ‘From them good laws have been passed down’. ünä kâl- ‘to come forth’ in Höllen 102-3, on the other hand, shows kâl- in its cislocative meaning.

-kal- is used as auxiliary with vowel and -(X)p converbs to express that the action described is the end stage of a process: amti ärtip kalîr ârki sân (TT II,2 7) can perhaps be freely translated as ‘Now it looks like things will soon be over with you’. Similar in content we find IqrB 17: özlik at oñ yerdä arip ojup turu kalmîs ‘A royal horse came to a standstill in a desert, exhausted and wilting’. The DLT (fol.16) says that the sequence -gûll kal- denotes “that the action was about to be performed but has not yet taken place” and gives the following examples: ol turgali kaldi ‘He was about to stand up’; ol bargali kaldi ‘He was about to go but had not yet gone’. This is an actional content; it is semantically comparable to the QB’s (and later) yaz-, which expresses the observation that somebody missed the carrying out of an intended act.

-U bar- is used with actional meaning in Orkhon Turkic and Qarakhanid but not in Uygur (which has -(X)p bar- instead): tûrk bodun ... yokadu barîr ârmiş (KT E 10) signifies ‘The Turk nation was gradually getting destroyed’. In turu etlü bargay kamûg išlärîn / elîn arta bargay kejûgây yerîñ (QB 5915), on the other hand, the -U bar-sequence is positive: ‘All your affairs will prosper more and more, your realm will go on growing and your territory increase’.

445 In ketâ bardî kûndâ üzüldi kûçi (QB 247) ‘His power waned and was broken in a day’, bar- seems to appear in its lexical use and not as auxiliary.
Uygur bar- ‘to go’ governs -(X)p forms of final-transformative verbs as auxiliary, which should, of course, be distinguished from the translocative meaning of this verb: ätözintä ot mahabuťi küčläig bolup örtänîp barîp tükäl küč küsîn bergâli umaz (DKPAMPb 536) ‘The fire element in his body comes to dominate, he burns away and is unable to muster energy’ shows a process getting stronger and worse. Then we have mäniŋ yüräkim yarîlip böksîlip barmadîn nääçükin turur munî tâg (Suv 626,23) ‘How come my heart doesn’t split and break apart but stays like this?’; amtti čaštanî elig közümâz bolup bardî (U IV A 233) ‘Now king Çašana has completely disappeared’; an bitigdâ savî takî adîrîp barmayok ol; anîn isîg özi üzülmâz (Suv 18,14 + a Berlin fr.) ‘In the court register her case has not yet reached a decision; that is why she isn’t dying’ and ânîp igläyü birlä ök sav söz kodup tutar kapar ârkän ölîp bardî (Suv 4,17-19) ‘The moment he got ill he lost the power of speech and, while trying to regain his powers, he suddenly died away’. The last two and in fact also the second example refer to death, which is a sudden change of state. In Tachi 28-9 we have two actionality auxiliaries: bo nomka kertgünmügüçi tînliŋ yorîyu turur ârkän ök ölîp bargaylar ‘Creatures who do not believe in this teaching will suddenly die right in the middle of their life’. What is common to all the examples is the finality of deterioration, which is what -(X)p bar- appears to have expressed. In näcä bo ... tângîlîr tângî katunlarî ... üd ârtûrîlîr ârstâr, näcä näcä kšan üdlâr ârstâr, âncä âncä âdgüliŋ özläri tângî maŋîlîrî ârtär barîr (MaitrH X 1r17) ‘In the measure that these ... gods and goddesses spend time ... and ... the moments pass, in that same measure do their goodly existence and their divine pleasures gradually get lost’ ârtär and barîr are used in parallel fashion, but the latter was clearly added to express the same actionality as above.

Action which is about to take place is mostly described by the sequence -gAll tur:- e.g. in samtso ačarı öz elînî bargałî turur ‘The master Tripițaka is about to return to his homeland’ (Ht 5,270). Many of the examples describe imminent danger: muna amtti balîk ičînî kîrgâli turur ‘(The monster) is, right at this moment, about to enter the town (fragment quoted in the note to TT V A41). isîg özüm üzülgâli turur (U III 37,28) is ‘I am about to die’, iki yanîm ... oyulup tî âlingâli turur (U III 37,3) ‘my two sides are about to ... get hollowed out and pierced’; see U III 37,3 and DKPAMPb 1116 and 1129 for further examples. In on miŋ balîklar ... unakîya ölîgâli turu tâginîlîr (Suv 603,11) ’10,000 fish are facing imminent death at any moment’ the construction gets subordinated to tâgin-, a verb denoting ’experience’. This actional use
of tur- accords with its particular meaning when it signifies ‘to get up, arise’ (and not ‘to stand’).

What -gAlI är- used in ädgü kılıncı bar ärıp adînlarka aâvirgâli ärsär (BT II 1201) signifies is not clear, as most of the main clause is in a big lacuna. I tentatively take it to mean ‘be about to (or: intend to) deflect its benefit to others’, somewhat similar to the meaning of -gAlI tur-. The sequence *-gAlI ärür might be the source of the suffix -gAlIr, which (also) refers to the imminent future (discussed in sections 3.26 and 3.285). The formation with -gIr- attested only in the DLT and discussed in OTWF section 6.3 forms verbs stating that an event is about to take place. In view of its meaning it may have resulted from a contraction of -gAlI är-. What speaks against this is its aorist vowel, which is not /U/ as with är-, but /A/; the OTWF proposes a different etymology for the formative.

turur is attested also with participial forms of the verb; e.g. with -mlîš: irîncî [yar]l(t)i[g] umûgsuz inâgsiz bo tînlîqlar montag ängâkîlî [açun]da tûsîmîş tururlar (U II 4,8) ‘these poor hopeless creatures had fallen into such an (existence) of suffering’. This ‘historical present’ clearly describes a resultantive state, the situation in which the creatures find themselves after their fall. An early instance with an aorist, yaylayur turur ‘spends the summer’, is quoted above; it refers to a continuing state. Similarly aka enîlîr mä barîp körüp kîlm(a)z turur (UigBrief C 10-11) ‘The elder and younger brothers have not been coming to see us either.’

In tângî kîrînîlrîn tângî ogulanîrlarîn âlîkamîş törümtîş ol, kim ol örgînmîn özîn tâg ortosîn tâg ... bolup tururlar (BT V 175) ‘He has created the divine maidens and divine youths, who have become as the heart and center ... of that throne’ the sequence -(X)p turur is unlikely to be describing an ongoing process; rather, this must be a present perfect, as in a number of modern languages: bol- ‘to become’ is a final-transformative verb in that one is the new thing just after one has finished becoming it.

---

446 See the n. to the passage for the unusual use of alka-, apparently copied from Iranian.
447 Not all instances of the sequence -(X)p tur- need have tur- as auxiliary: The sentence keîn yetîz kıkızîntî iki amîjî artokrak yaraşıp turur ârdî (U IVB 55), e.g., probably signifies ‘On her broad chest her two breasts were standing out exceptionally harmoniously’ with tur- in lexical rather than grammatical use. The sequence aorist + ârtî is, however, an instance of an analytical verb phrase.
When added to present or future participles, *bol*- ‘to become’ describes transition into new states, presenting the action as the culmination of a process: In *kenrânâ aš berûr boltîlar* (KP 68,3) ‘They began to grumble whenever they were serving him food’, *bol-* expresses the entrance into a situation characterised by repeated actions (of grumbling at every meal), i.e. inchoative meaning. Similarly *kântî kântî âtözlârintî ... yîd yîpar tozar ünär boltî* in the ms. T III M 168 quoted in the n. to TT VA 117 ‘perfume began emanating from the bodies of each one of them’. In OTWF 386 examples for the construction *-gAn bol-* are quoted from various texts; there, the infinite verb form appears to be used nominally. In *bizni barça utup yegâdîp biznîdî őnrâ burxan kutûn bultaçî boltî* (U IV A 265-268) ‘he surpassed all of us and has become destined for buddhahood before us’ the subject is described as just having attained a new future: This is a future inchoative. A complex verb phrase of the shape *-(X)gêl bol-* is found e.g. in *burxanlarkâ nam tilgânin âvirtgâli őtîgêçî bolltum* (Suv 163,18) ‘I beseeched the Buddhas to turn the wheel of dharma’; in verbal content this is similar to the common phrase *âvirtgâli őtîm* (attested e.g. in BT II 114). Cf. also the different construction in *burxanlarîg ... âvirtgûkâ ... paramîtlarîg toşgurtguka őtîgêçî bol- ... nom tözîn ... uktûguka őtîgêçî bol-* (Suv 181,17-23). ‘to become one who does ...’. *bol-* appears never to be linked with conversbs; see section 3.29 for its use with nominal predicates.

We finally turn to the notion that the action referred to by the lexical verb has been completed. This is most commonly expressed by *tükât*-‘to finish (tr.)’ as auxiliary governing the vowel converb: *bilgülükîn ukgulûkin ormatu tükâtîp temîn ök bulûn yînêk sayu yaddîlar* (Ht VIII 72) ‘They finished determining how they (i.e. the teachings, accusative) were to be understood and then immediately spread them to all four directions’ or *küçûm küsûnûm kâvïlû tükâtît* (Ht VII 2097) ‘My powers have waned completely’. Note that *kâvil-* is intransitive: The auxiliary is in any case *tükât-*, not *tükä- ‘to finish (intr.)’. Other examples for the sequence are *ärtûrub tükât-* (ET§ 13,29), *yarlûkyû tükât-* (Ht V 13 b 27), *körû tükâtîp* (Ht V 1 b 13), *kîlû tükêt-* (Ht V 7 b 11), *ölûrub tükät-* (Suv 22,13) and *yorîtû tükêt-* (ShôAv 288).

In some cases there appears to have taken place a semantic shift from ‘completely’ to ‘already’: *kîlû tükätmiş agîr ayîg kilînçîlărîm* (SuvSûndenbek 75) is ‘the gravely evil deeds which I have already carried out’; similarly *őnrä őlûrub tükätmiş tûnlîlglar* elsewhere in Suv and *őnrä kaşmîrtî [... vîdîsî alû tükätmiş ardi* (Ht III 828) ‘Before, in Kashmir, he had already received instruction’.
alk- ‘to destroy, do away with’ is, as an auxiliary, used with a meaning similar to tükät-; e.g. in sakинč kilu alksar (TT V A41) ‘when one is through with the meditation’ or sözläp nomlap almnguluk ulug buyan ädígu kilinc (Suv 671,17) ‘punya so great that one should not expect to be ever finished describing or preaching it’. Note that the first-mentioned instance uses the vowel converb, the second the one in -(X)p. In kilinc kinc kira alkip aritip ... nizvani kinc kidyur448 tükätip (ET§ 13,109-110) the two actional verbs alk- and tükät- are used in parallel manner. Similarly in kant tägräki bodunug bukunug ölürgäli alkip muna amti balik içinä kiringäli turur (TT X 52) ‘He is now through with killing the population in the town’s suburbs and just about to enter inside the city’, which shows two auxiliaries with -gAlI, one denoting completed action, the other action just about to start. Cf. also UW 95a, entry alk-, §3.

The auxiliary id- ‘to send off; set free’ refers to actions carried out completely, as oplayu tägip sanča idip topulu ünti (KČ E7) ‘He attacked head on, routed (sanč-, them) in a whirlwind (id-), pierced (their rows) and emerged.’ In içgini idmiä449 ‘lost (trans.) completely’ (O F2, Orkhon Turkic). the converb suffix (if read correctly) adapted itself to the vowel of the auxiliary: The sequence seems to have already started its way towards morphologization, which we find completed in a number of modern Turkic languages including Turkmen (with the whole verb paradigm) and Khaladj (only in the imperative). Though the auxiliary exists also in Uygur, e.g. unitu id- (Xw 14) ‘to forget completely’, Uygur does not appear to have adapted the converb vowel to this auxiliary’s stem. Nor does this happen in sanča idip tupulu ünti (KČ E7) ‘He routed them in a whirlwind, pierced (their rows) and emerged (on the other side)

A ms. which must be late as it has the Mongol loan laggaç < naraču (see the end of § 2.404) on l.72 shows the sequence -(X)p id-: maytri burxannɨn larɨgin bitip iditimiz clearly signifies ‘We have fully written down Buddha Maitreyya’s pronouncement’, not ‘we have written and sent off ...’.

3.252. Intention
The verbs ugra- and kör- are used for expressing that the subject intends to carry out the action denoted by the lexical verb, whereas kilin- expresses physical preparation. While ugra- just states that there

---

448 Not kidyur as written in the edition.
449 Spelled with ð2 and s2.
is an intention on the part of the speaker, kör- ‘to see, to look’ expresses a conscious intentness towards carrying out the action described in the lexical verb: katîg yanı kura kördüm (DLT fol.541) ‘I tried to string the rigid bow’. This meaning is attested already in the Orkhon inscriptions: buṇadîp kagan yälü kör temiš (Tuñ 26) ‘The kagan reportedly got worried and said ‘See to it that you ride fast!’; saklanu körgil (TT X 426) ‘Make sure that you take care!’ is an Uygur example. With uga-we have, e.g., nā nāgū īš īslāgāli ugrasar (U III 54,15) ‘if she intended to commit something’; cf. U III 11,15. What the meaning of kîl- in aka enilâr mā barîp körüp kîlm(a)z turur (UigBrief C 10-11) ‘The elder and younger brothers have not been coming to see us either’ might be is not clear; by the context one might think that it means ‘to make a small effort towards an aim’.

3.253. Ability and possibility
The verb u- expresses the subject’s ability to carry out the action denoted by the base verb. In early texts, u- is sometimes used as a lexical verb: otsuz suvsuz kaltï uyïn ‘How should I manage without grass or water?’ (IrqB 45); sinidin ketîp nâçük ugay mân ‘How will I manage if I leave you?’ (U III 48,11) is rather similar in content. bo yer üzä nân andag t(a)v kîr yälvi arviš yok kim ol umasar; š(i)mmu [k]üčiñä kopug ugay (M II 5,10-11) ‘There is no such trick and magic in this world as he would not be capable of; with the devil’s support he will be capable of everything’. Beside that there are two petrified forms, u-sar ‘if possible’ (e.g. in Tuñ 11) and u-yur ‘capable person’ (e.g. in U III 5,13).

In its auxiliary use, u- always accompanies converb forms of verbs. Most commonly, u- follows the vowel converb of the main verb; already so in Orkhon Turkic: eliñin ... kîm artatï udaçï ärtï ‘who could have corrupted your realm?’ (BQ 19). The converb vowel of the main verb changes to -U in most post-inscriptional texts (unless it has this shape already), being involved in a process of morphologization developing in the course of the history of Old Turkic; see Erdal 1979 and 1979b; see section 2.413 above). The two words (the lexical converb and the finite verb of inability) were not yet fused in most of early Uygur, as the particle ymä could get between them; e.g. ölü ymä umaz biz (MaitrH XX 14r17) ‘Yet we are unable to die’. They are, however, joined in spelling in Uygur texts in Sogdian script.450 The QB spells them as one word, with one vowel (U) at the juncture; clearly,

450 Assuming that alkumaz (325) really signifies ‘He is unable to destroy’ and alumâdi (86) ‘he was unable to take’; the contexts of both words are completely destroyed.
fused had already taken place in a part of the Old Turkic dialects. Most instances are negative, e.g. ädgülîg tatâgnî idîsî bolu umazlar ‘They cannot become the vessel for good taste’. The new suffix -UmA- finds its place among the morphemes of inaction, after the voice formatives. Several instances of positive fused forms of possibility are, however, found even in the (Qarakhanid) QB, in couplets 2870, 3055, 3789 and 4838.

The normal positive counterpart of -U uma- is, in Uygur, -U bol-, especially when stating not that somebody is unable to do something, but that the action in question cannot be carried out by anybody; Gabain’s note to I.1870 of her edition of Ht VII (§ Ic1) quotes the Ht example örrî bolmaz ‘one cannot rise’.

The -gAlI form is also well attested with u-; e.g. in udgurgalî sakîntî, n(â)ñ udgurgalî umadî ‘He thought of waking him up but was quite unable to wake him’ (Maitr Taf 128 v 25) or körgâli umazlar anîñ târinîn (Ht VIII 41) ‘They are unable to see its depth’. Its positive form is less common than the negative: An example for it is anî nàčîk utgalî yegâdgäli ugay sizîlär (U IV A 77) ‘How will you be able to win against him?’; -gAlI ugay appears also in TT X 81.

-gAll bol- and its negative counterpart are similar in content, but are usually meant to hold for any subject; e.g. bilgâli bolmadî ‘it was impossible to recognize (something)’, tavrack bargaî bolmadî (Ht V 13a23-4) ‘it was impossible to advance speedily’, ñûñ olartîn ozgâli ... bolmaz (BT II 927) ‘It is quite impossible to escape from them’, anîñ bolur bolgalî yalphuklarka elîg ûnx (Suv 562,3-5) ‘therefore they can become people’s rulers’, or keñîn târinîn tûpêrgâli ... bolmaz (BT I A 212) ‘One cannot fathom its breadth or its depth’. Cf. also BT XIII 4,4 and Ht VII 26 and 47. In antakî kîshîlîr bir tâg äsîdgâli boltîlär ... nomlarîñ ‘The people who were there were all equally able to hear ... the sûtras’ (Ht VI fol. 26v) the -gAll bol- sequence has an explicit subject; we find tâlîggâli boltum in Ht III 372.451 The note to HtsBriefe 1870 (§ Ic) quotes some additional ‘impersonal’ examples but also one in the 3rd person plural.

The DLT apparently replaced -gAll bol- with -sA bol-: tâlîm sîzûg ukça bolmas, yalîm kaya yiğsa bolmas (fol.453) ‘One cannot understand blathering words as one cannot tear down a cliff’; köîjül kimnîg bolsa kâli yok çîgîy / kîlsä kîçûn bolmas anî tok bay (fol.550) ‘One cannot make somebody satiated and rich by force if he has a poor man’s heart’.

451 Cf. körgâli umazlar anîñ târinîn ‘They are unable to see its depth’ above.
Rabğūzī has the same construction (documented in Schinkewitsch 1926: 79).

The QB, the other great Qarakhanid text, has -U bil- like Western Oguz: bägiği kulda adra bilir mü özüň (4836) ‘Can you distinguish between lord and servant (after they die)?’; köndrü bilmäz yorïk (2077) ‘He is unable to correct his behaviour’.

The -(X)p gerund is much less common with u-; we have it e.g. in tutup ugay (Maitr Taf 129 v21 in fragmentary context) or in özümniň bașgarîp umayokum ärür (r63 of a colophon published in AbiShōtan p.76) ‘this is a case of my being unable to succeed’.

-gU täg ärmäz is another construction expressing impossibility, e.g. in ögrümč[tümüz] tükäti sözlägü täg ärmäz (TT II,1 55) ‘our joy is quite indescribable’. If the phrase is to express for whom the action referred to is impossible, the subject is referred to by a possessive suffix added to -gU: bo montag tod učuz savlarïn körïp sârgüm täg ärmäz ‘I cannot bear to see such vile things (happening to my country)’ (U I 41). See section 3.284 for the construction -gU täg.

-gULXk är- also appears to express possibility and ability, but the possibility emanates from the object and not from the verb’s subject, e.g.: alp tüpkârgülük ärür (BT I D 184) ‘It is difficult to fathom’. In bütürgülük ärmäz ärti (Suv 602,12) ‘It was impossible to bring in order’ and kimkä umug ïnag tutguluk ärti (Ht VII 1673) ‘With whom could one have sought refuge?’ the content is transferred into the past. With reference to the subject in a genitive and a possessive suffix added to the -gULXk form we have adînlarnï bilgülüki ärmâzlär (Suv 377,7) ‘They cannot be known by others’.

The verb yaz- ‘to miss’ appears to have become an auxiliary in the language of Kāšgārī: He translates ol ani uru yazdı (fol.470) as ‘He almost struck him’. This appears beside the sentence ol käyikni yazdı ‘He missed his shot at the game’. It is therefore likely that yaz- did not, at that stage, denote unintended actions which nearly happened, but only actions which the subject just failed to carry out. Hence the mention of this auxiliary in the section on ability, here rather inability. Cf. however the DLT’s -gAlI kal- above.

3.254. Version
The Old Turkic category of ‘version’ specifies either the subject itself or another entity as the beneficiary of the action referred to in the sentence. The object version or benefactive is in Old Turkic expressed by the converb followed by ber- ‘to give’ as auxiliary, the subject version or self-benefactive by al- ‘to take’ as auxiliary.
al- may signify ‘to do for one’s own sake’, or ‘for the sake of the subject’s own party’; e.g.: tokuz oguz terä kovratu altïm ‘I gathered and organised my Tokuz Oguz nation’ (ŠU). § 22 of the UW entry for al-lists quite a number of verb phrases consisting of vowel or -(X)p converb and having the meaning “für sich (tun)”, e.g. täsšürü altï “für sich getauscht / sich eingetauscht” in Maitr.

The benefactive is quite common with the vowel converb, e.g. ada öçü(g)iü ücïn sakïnç ayu berälim ... ayagïg bolmak dyan sakïnç üdïn ayu berälim ... yâk içgïklïrig okïmak töïsïn sözlïyï berälim (TT VA 75, 98, 115) ‘Let us inform you of the meditation serving the allaying of dangers ... of the time for the meditation by which one gets honoured ... of the ceremony for the invocation of demons’. ayu ber- appears with this meaning also in KP 13,2, M III nr.7III, 15,111, MaitrH XI 3r16 or in the QB, sözlïyï ber- in DKPAMPb 57. Similarly in a source from the Mongol period (Tachi 49-51): tört yiïjïkïn bo nom ärdïnig kenjïrucï yada berïnïlü: ‘Be so nice as to spread this doctrine jewel in all four directions’. körtgïrü bergïy ärtï kim köni yolçï ... yorïzunlar ärtï ‘Would he graciously show ...’, so that they would take the right road’ is from an early text, TT VI 237. In the Manichæan corpus we have e.g. inçï kalïi suv i içïä kapagïn yerdä äcä berïrcï ançülayu-ma xroståg tângï xormuzta tângïkï beš tângïkï kapagïn aça berti (M I 13,9-12) ‘Just as water serves plants in opening their aperture in the soil, quite in the same way the god Hrośtag graciously opened the gate of the Fivefold God to the god Ohrmizd’. The sentences inîm äcïm ... ücïn hänjïgïtïn452 tikä berti (E28,7) ‘My younger and elder brothers built this memorial for me because of ...’ and balbal kîlu bertïm (BQ S7) ‘I erected a stele for (him)’ are both from runiform inscriptions. Qarakhanid use is identical: nægï kîlmïšï nï sän adra säcä yora berïdïn (QB 797) ‘You explained to me your actions clearly and in detail’. bolu berïdï ävräïn (QB 1642) is by Dankoff translated as ‘The firmament smiled upon him’; bolu ber- just means ‘to be in somebody’s favour’.

In the sentence eçïmiz Sïntar Šalïkï bitigïli aydïmïz, “bašlap berïn” tep ‘We asked our brother Sïntar Šalï to write (it), saying ‘do us a favour and start’ (Maitr colophon in Gedank) ber- governs the -(X)p converb and not the vowel converb. The editor translates the direct speech as “Fang gleich an!”, where ‘gleich’ is presumably meant to correspond to ber-. His idea would accord with the meaning of ver- as auxiliary in Turkish.

452 The second vowel is not explicit but is assumed to be there because it is explicit in an instance in the Ongin inscription.
Schönig 1996: 211 (footn.) proposes still another meaning for the auxiliary ber- as we find it in the sentence olorupan Türk bodunuy elin törösün tuta bermiş, eti bermiş (KT E 1, BQ E 3): He suggests it should be translated as "they began to organize and rule (the state and institutions of the Türk people)", which is how the sequence -U ber-would be translated in a number of modern Turkic languages. This seems a less likely possibility in view of all the examples of vowel converb with ber- quoted above, or an example as the following (where ‘beginning’ makes no sense): yarlîkančuči biliglig burxanlag kîn tânyri kop kamag tînlîglarniŋ âmgäklig taloy ögûzlärin suguru berzûn (MaitrH XI 9r27) ‘May the compassionate Buddha like the sun graciously dry up the sea of suffering of all creatures.’ Schinkewitsch 1926: 91 quotes a number of examples of the vowel converb + ber-from Rabgüüz and thinks that ber- gives them the meaning of completion (the converse of Schönig’s idea); I think all of these as well are best understood as having benefactive meaning.

Signifying ‘to favour with doing, to deign to do’, ber- is an auxiliary of politeness in Orkhon Turkic and Qarakhanid. Uygur has yarlı(g)ka-instead; see section 5.3 for these and other pragmatic of verbs.

3.26. Aspect and tense

This section deals with the temporal structuring given by the speaker either to events within themselves (‘aspect’) or with respect to other events referred to (‘taxis’) or with respect to the speaker or writer’s moment of speaking or writing (‘tense’). All finite indicative verb phrases are, first of all, characterised for aspect and taxis. To express tense and / or taxis, they can be transposed into a (relative) future by the addition of ärgäy and into a (relative) past by the addition of the forms of the preterite, ärtim etc. Thus e.g. an event referred to by a final-transformative verb (‘to have somebody get mounted’) presented not as internally structured but looked at from its final point, in past taxis and past tense: ilinčûkä atlanturdi ärti ‘he (the king) had had (him, his son) mounted for recreation’ (KP 1,1). The following passage (Wettkampf 26-31) recounts one and the same (iterative) event in two versions differing in aspect: ol ödün yagî w(o)rm(i)zt tegin bo tört sav agzînta tutdî; kanta barsar külsär kirsär tašiksar olorsar tursar bo tört sav ag(i)zda tutar ärti ‘Then the valiant prince Wormïzt kept repeating these four terms: wherever he went or came, entered or exited, sat or stood he would repeat these four terms’.
Orkhon Turkic and Uygur differ in the forms they use for expressing the future, -dæI in Orkhon Turkic where the rest of Old Turkic uses -gAy. The distribution is a bit different for the negative future: -mæI, the inscriptive form, stays in use in a few early Uygur texts beside positive -gAy. A peculiarity of Buddhist Uygur taxa are the proximative forms, absent from Orkhon and Qarakhanid Turkic and from Manichaean sources: -yOk and -gAIIr, which express vivid past and imminent future respectively. When using these forms, the speaker stresses the relativity of the temporal reference with respect to the point of the event or, more commonly, to the point of speech.

The means used for the expression of aspect and tense, consisting of synthetic and analytic verb phrases, partly overlap with those used for expressing other contents, e.g. the category of actionality or the expression of irreal wishes or conditions. The contents of -yOk and -gAIIr also have a lot to do with epistemic modality, since speakers and writers using these forms base the degree of ‘reality’ of past or future events on their perception of their personal present, or the present as presenting itself at the moment of the action referred to.

Stylistic modes of particular texts determine the selection of types of verb phrases used in them or the inventory of forms. Verb form sequences within single sentences can often, in themselves, not be assigned any tense or aspect content; not only because this depends on the semantics of the verb, but also because of dependency on the context. The most meaningful form to deal with the matter is to consider sequences of verb phrases in whole passages. This task, however, demands monographic treatment, not the space we can assign to it here. The following account of tense and aspect in indicative and not indirective verb phrases can only be a rough approximation.

-Ur etc. and -mAz usually express imperfective aspect. It is to make this aspect explicit that we find e.g. šala sògišt tsip sògišt kòoxs òrìp ‘the šala tree is similar to the oak and ...’ instead of ‘òxsò’ in Ht III 212, or tìnliglar anìlayu ok turur òrìp sansarlig kòok titigdà (Abhi A 41b5) ‘creatures remaining in that way in the green mud of saÌmsàra’ instead of ‘turup’. By itself, the aorist often refers to the time of speech or writing; just as often, however, it is timeless, as in inscriptive yerimin sùvùmun konar kòccàr bân ‘I alternately settle and migrate in my domain’. The aorist – the form ornammaz in the following example – can also describe a state of affairs which started out at some point in the past and still holds: inça sakìntìn ... mini ... dendàr kilgày siz tep. inçìp antìkatàgi màmìñ köntìlìm nàñ ornammaz (TT II,1 40) ‘I thought you
would ... make me into an elect. Till now, however, my heart has not been calming down’.

In some contexts more than others, the temporal scope includes the future. The Maitrisimit, which narrates the future appearance of Buddha Maitreya in great detail, chooses the aorist as main narrative form, e.g. *maytri burxan ... sinxi elig xanka inča tep yarlıkayur* (Maitr 26A r9-10) ‘Buddha Maitreya will speak to king Simha as follows:’. The reason for the use of the aorist in such prophesy may be the perception of predetermination, or an expression of the experience of the seer. In some cases, some of the events related are, of course, intra-terminal: *yer savlar ... tāprüyür kamşayurlar ... tāprü yalınklar ... yığıurlar ... kuvrag yığılımısta ken turum ara ulug tigi čoği ūn kğişi eštülir yugant ütläki tāg ulug bādük ot yalınlar közmür* (MaitrH XX 1r2-13) ‘The worlds ... rock and shake ... gods and humans assemble ... After the multitude is assembled, great roars and sounds are suddenly (= *turum ara*) heard. Great and high flames as in the *yugānta* age are (or: become) visible.’ Nor is there in the quoted example any formal differentiation between imperfective and perfective on the sentence level, between temporal frame and single event, e.g. concerning the great flames which are either a visible background or which become visible as a member in a chain of events. Interrogative reference to predicted events also uses the aorist: *ken kältäči burxanlar burxan kutın kanta bulırlar?* ‘Where will the future Buddhas attain Buddhadom?’. When, in U II 31,49, we read of Indra asking (himself?) the question *bo tāprü urişü kayu yeti aşınlarıg tāgünür ārki* ‘Which seven existences will this divine boy experience, I wonder?’, he (and the intended readers) know that he has immediate access to the answer. A present reality of the future is implied also by *tāgir* in the following instance, an address to a sort of oracle: *yanturu öz uluşum[ka] barıp adasız āsän tāgir ārsär mān, bo xwalig psak bod[isatv]nîn idêl elgîntä turzun* (Ht III 919) ‘If I am to return to my own country and arrive there safe and sound, may this wreath cling to the bodhismatva (statue)’s holy hand’.

Imperfectivity is transferred into the past by the constative preterite of the copula, e.g. *ančulayu ammar ārti sizni tūzügü anasî[n] b[alasî] oğlanî sâvärčä* (Pothis 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’ or *ymâ bir kîn bo tagda [ōt]mâk aš ašayur ârdim. [ōtr]o uč* (Pothis 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’. Nor is there in the quoted example any formal differentiation between imperfective and perfective on the sentence level, between temporal frame and single event, e.g. concerning the great flames which are either a visible background or which become visible as a member in a chain of events. Interrogative reference to predicted events also uses the aorist: *ken kältäči burxanlar burxan kutın kanta bulırlar?* ‘Where will the future Buddhas attain Buddhadom?’. When, in U II 31,49, we read of Indra asking (himself?) the question *bo tāprü urişü kayu yeti aşınlarıg tāgünür ārki* ‘Which seven existences will this divine boy experience, I wonder?’, he (and the intended readers) know that he has immediate access to the answer. A present reality of the future is implied also by *tāgir* in the following instance, an address to a sort of oracle: *yanturu öz uluşum[ka] barıp adasız āsän tāgir ārsär mān, bo xwalig psak bod[isatv]nîn idêl elgîntä turzun* (Ht III 919) ‘If I am to return to my own country and arrive there safe and sound, may this wreath cling to the bodhisattva (statue)’s holy hand’.

Imperfectivity is transferred into the past by the constative preterite of the copula, e.g. *ančulayu ammar ārti sizni tūzügü anasî[n] b[alasî] oğlanî sâvärčä* (Pothis 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’ or *ymâ bir kîn bo tagda [ōt]mâk aš ašayur ârdim. [ōtr]o uč* (Pothis 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’ or *ymâ bir kîn bo tagda [ōt]mâk aš ašayur ârdim. [ōtr]o uč* (Pothis 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’.

---

453 The aorist has of course become the normal future tense in many modern Turkic languages, new forms having been created to describe events going on at the moment of speaking or during the point of time being referred to. This process did not, however, as yet take place in Old Turkic, where the -Ar form is a real ‘aorist’ not yet seriously challenged by more focussed present forms such as -U turur
ävrän yilan [kält]lär ‘Well, one day I was eating bread and food on this mountain (and) three dragons came towards (me)’ (DreiPrinz 42). There are many other examples in UW 400b-401a, § 17b of the entry on är-. The sequence is common already in Orkhon Turkic, as köl tegin bir kirk yaşayur ärti ‘K.T. was 31’ (KT), türk bodun tahgačka körür ärti ‘The Türk people were subject to China’ (Tuñ), atig ika bayur ärtimiz ‘we used to tie the horses to trees’ (Tuñ) and the like.

The second sentence in ötrö otgurak katag köhlin örgünintin kudi enti. enä innča tep sav sözläyür (Mair XV 13r12) ‘Then, in a clear and resolute mood, he descended from the throne. Descending he speaks the following words:’ clearly refers to the past not less than the first and is not less narrative: It is put into the present to encourage visualization.

In mitri burxan kälgäy tepän küdügli ärtiñizlär (M II 6,10) ‘You have been waiting for the prophet Mithra to arrive’ we have the participle in -(X)glI with the preterite form of the copula; this rare instance is presumably synonymous with the aorist construction.

The constative preterite (i.e. the one not explicitly marked as evidential) is expressed by members of the paradigm -dXm etc.; used by itself, this form normally expresses anteriority relative to the moment of speaking or writing. The form is exceedingly common; Zieme 1969: 148 determined that its frequency in his corpus compared to that of -mIš is roughly 10 : 1. The simple constative preterite serves the narrative mode, as even processes which obviously took some time can be presented as point events: otuz yaşima beš balïk tapa sülädim (BQ E28) ‘In my 30th year of life I campaigned against Beš Balïk’. In türk bodun ičün tün uđimadim künüt olormadim ‘For (the sake of) the Turk nation I did not sleep at night, nor did I rest in daytime’ (BQ E22) there is (metaphorical) reference even to repeated situations. Zieme 1969: 148-9 lists numerous Manichæan examples for the constative preterite.

When a verbal lexeme denotes a process, its preterite can express the state reached in its culmination. Thus with the verb ač- ‘to become hungry’ e.g. in BT XIII 2,36: “ay baba, yemiš [ber biziňiä], ačdimiz ikägü” tep [tedilä] ‘Oh dear, [give us] food, we are both hungry’ they said’. Similarly with indirective status: botočaklarimniň karni ačmiš ‘My dear little camel colts have evidently gotten hungry’ (BT XIII 2,39).

In the following example the -d+ form refers to the future, presented as something which has ‘practically’ already taken place, to signal a

---

454 It had a long vowel, unlike the verb ač- signifying ‘to open’. For the semantics cf. Turkish acık-; aciktım ‘I am hungry’.
clear intention (in fact a lie; the speaker intends to do something quite different): azkya öçrä yorïyu turzunlar; män una basa yetdim (Suv 615,14) ‘Please walk on a bit; I will have reached you in a moment!’.

The use of the presentative particle una is meant to support this intention. TT I, an oracle book, has some sentences in which a conditional is followed by a -d+ form: äd tavar tiläsär bultuŋ taptïŋ (TT I 11); täpräsär alkïntïŋ; täprämäsär yägäd(d)iŋ (TT I 204-5). These can be translated similarly, as ‘If you are in pursuit of possessions you will soon have them’ and ‘If you move it will be your undoing; if you don’t move you will have won’. The use of -sAr does also, grammatically speaking, allow these to be references to the past: ‘When you were in pursuit of possessions you got them’ and ‘When you moved you were undone; when you didn’t move you prevailed’.

The preterite in -dXm etc. is followed by ärti e.g. in sintu ögüz suvïn kâçär arkân bir yîk nom suvda kaltï ärïti. atïn bitïp idïtïmïz kim ken káltâçi arkiš ... (Ht VII 2048) ‘While we were crossing the waters of the Indus river, a load of holy books had gotten lost in the water. We have written down and sent their names, so that a messenger coming later (can bring other copies)’. This pre-preterite appears also in tîšï tînlïg bîrlâ yazïntïmïz ärï; ol ayïg kifïnc kîçïntï ulug tamularda [tugdumu]z (MaitrH XX 14v16) ‘We had sinned with female creatures; as a result of that sin we were born in the large hells’. Another instance containing the particle çak is quoted from the Hami DKPAM ms. in section 3.341 below.

Finite -yOk, in use only in Buddhist Uygur, expresses a vivid view taken of the event after it took place and implies the speaker’s notion and communicative intention that the event is relevant for the moment of speech; we have therefore called the form ‘vivid past’. Hence we find it used exclusively in quotes of direct speech. The event referred to has generally been directly observed by the speaker. The sentence başïmazdakï kara saçïmaz uçï bölöki kïrgïladyok ol (U III 55,16) ‘The black hair on our head – its ends and dividing line have become grey’ is uttered by hunters whose hair instantly turns grey upon receiving the order to kill a saintly bodhisattva elephant against their conscience, or face the murder of their own families to the 7th generation. A mother who learns of her son’s decision to sacrifice himself says ikinti ažunta bargalï sakïnyok sän ‘you have just decided to go to another existence’ (U III 48,6). The sentence ataŋ ... saña yakïn kälyök ol (U III 64,5) ‘Your father ... has approached you’ is said about himself by a father come to murder his son. "bo montag tül tüʃäyök män" tep sözläyür ärïdi
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(U III 54,15) ‘...I have had such and such a dream’ is what queen Bhadrā asserts whenever she needs an excuse for the sin she is about to propose to her addressee; the ‘dream’ is meant to serve as a justification for the proposal. män ... tilkü ažunïnta tugyok män (PañcFrag 47) ‘I have been born a fox’ thinks the fox, going on to reflect on what his nature enables him to do about the situation he is confronted with, as distinct from what other animals can do: The birth evidently did not take place in the immediate past, nor does it need to be asserted, but it is relevant for the matter at hand. The sentence “bulyok mu ärki burxan kutïn azu bultmayok mu ärki” tep tegülük (BT I D 195) ‘One should say ‘Has he just attained buddhahood, I wonder, or hasn’t he?’ proposes to see the event as a drama of current significance; it is important for showing that -yOk is compatible with the epistemic particle ärki. nom bittglärin tālim yiγyok män (Ht V 59) ‘I have collected his spiritual writings in great quantity’ says Xuanzang in India when he worries that it will be difficult to have them all transported to China. amtï sızlär [ ... ä]mgängülük oronka kälyök [s]ızlär (Höllen 14-15) ‘Now you have just arrived at the place of suffering’ is what visitors to some part of hell are told in a Divine Comedy-like tour. A passage in TT X 336 further highlights the use of the form by pinning it against the aorist: körgil amtï yāklär bāgi vayshr(a)vani a! ... on küçlid tāŋri burxan atavakī yāknīŋ ornīnta tāprānēsiz yarp oloryok ol. ... ançakya ymâ korkmatîn ayymêmätîn olorur. yavlak sakînçlid atavakî yâk iki kozîntîn ört yalîn [ü]ntürüp tāŋri burxan ızâ iðu turur ‘Look now, Vaiśrävana, lord of the demons! The divine Buddha ... has seated himself, immobile and firm, at the place of the demon Āṭavaka. He is sitting there, without a bit of fear or anxiety (while) the evil-thinking demon Āṭavaka keeps emitting fire and flames from his two eyes and sending them at the divine Buddha’. The use of this form is discussed and further documented by D.M. Nasîlov 1966.455

The vivid past can be transferred into the past: "ol är nätäg osolgul körklüg mänjizlig ārdî?" subatra tiši yâna înça tep tedi: “karaža ton kädyök ārdî.” (U III 57,8) “How were the looks of that man?” Subhadrā, the female elephant said as follows: “He had put on a monk’s gown”. The vivid past participle has to be used because kâd- signifies ‘to put on’ and not ‘to wear’ and because the way the person referred to was dressed is relevant for current action on the part of those involved in the story’s drama. The sentence sansardîn īntîn yoyguç ärtýök ārdî,

---

455 He also points out that it survives in just this function and meaning in Hakas and Tuvian; Elisabetta Ragagnin can document it from Dukha, a variety of Tofa spoken in Mongolia.
kilyok ärdi alku kilguluk iılanin, alkyok ärdi az ulatï nizvanïlg aïgïlarïg (U III 88,3-4) ‘He (the arhat Upasena) had just reached the bank beyond saṃsāra, had just accomplished everything he had to do and had just done away with lust and with the other evils of passion’ has a similar -yOk ärtï phrase. It does not appear in direct speech but the vivid past content is highly relevant to the point being made: Upasena lies down and then, suddenly, his brother Sena, reborn as a snake, comes and stings him, instilling his deadly poison.

Followed by är-miš, the -yOk form gets coupled with indirectivity, as in Suv 8,10: inça tep tedilär: “ay [är]-a! bizni sini algali [id]tokda ašnuça an bitigdä körtîlär. an bitiğ içintä sâniğ öz yaś sanî sakîşî takî tükämâyök ärmîş. tâk sân munça munça tînlîgïlarïg öltrîmîskä ol sâniğ öz alîmçïlînînîg uguṟînta anin sini [alg]alî îdîlîlar. munî sän bîmîs [kârgäk]” tep tedilär ‘They said the following: “O man! When they sent us to fetch you they first looked into the judgement register and it turned out that your time to die hadn’t come yet. They sent (us) to fetch you only because you have caused the death of so and so many living beings, and for the sake of those to whom you owe lives”’. The relevant sentence is marked as a quotation through ärmiš but, since it emanates from divine prescience, is nevertheless able to refer to the moment of speaking. Note that all the examples have the 1st or 2nd person as topic, even when the subject is the 3rd person.

The perfect participle in -mlş usually links with the copula to give verb phrases with perfect, i.e. post-terminal meaning. -mlş followed by ärür (or ärmäz) and personal pronouns expresses the ‘normal’ post-terminal or present perfect. This type of verb phrase should not be confused with the indirective (for which see section 3.27), which always consists of -mlş without the aorist; e.g. altî yüz tümän yîl ärtmiš ärür ‘six million years have passed’; toïn bolmak küssîšin maña yakîn kämiş ärürler (MaitrH XVI 1v3) ‘they have approached me with the wish to become monks’; kün tâyri tugmiş ärür. ... odunuylar ‘The sun has risen ... Wake (pl.) up!’ (MaitrH XV 11v22); anîn ... yelâyü at atamiş ärür (BT I B(128)) ‘Therefore there have been given fake names’ or män xwentso övrä änaîtîkäkä barmîsta alp adalîg yolta ur keç ämğamiş[kä] iglig kämlîg bolmiş ärür män (Ht VII 1035) ‘As I suffered hardship on the hard and dangerous road when I, Xuanzang once went to India, I have become sickly’. In the following question and answer, the question consists of a -mlş form while the answer has -mlş ärür: nâgûnînîg kûtîntä bo agulug yîlanlar bo montag körksüz âzunta tugmişlar? otoyurak ukti: övkä nîzvanî kûtîntä munta tugmiş ärürler (MaitrH Y 174-6) ‘Due to
what causes have these poisonous snakes been born into such an ugly existence? He understood it clearly: They have been born into it due to the vice of anger.’ tugmišlar in the question appears to expect an indirective answer: The questioner would be content with second hand information but is offered first-hand post-terminal information. This passage exemplifies the close association of indirectivity with post-terminality.

The content of -mIš ol is not indirective either; it is hard to say in what it differs from -mIš ärür: tüŋri kürkïnlarïn tüngri ogulanlarïn alkaınıš törütmïš ol (BT V 175) ‘He has created the divine maidens and divine youths’. Several additional examples of this are found in Ht V 126-133, e.g. plural forms in kök tüŋri yaşiň kïlmïšlar ol ... üd kololar etigïn yaratmïšlar ol ‘They have done it according to the manner of the sky ... have created instruments for (measuring) time units’. This is not the indirective as Xuanzang is describing what he saw in a country he visited. We find the phrase in a relative clause in kïsgač kim kântu ol ok tâmirïn etïlmïš ol ‘tongs, which are themselves made of that same iron’ (M I 7-8). In tört yïñak [ye]tirïr mañ turï yer[î e]diz lanxan tartmïš ol (Ht III 901) ‘They have erected a high fence in a distance of seven steps on all four sides’ and ol yarok yaşiň vaţiïr ögyïl alkatmïş yer ... beš bölükün bölmïš ol (BT V 188-191) ‘That bright and shining praised land with a diamond appearance is divided into five parts’ one would expect tartïl- and bövlïl- if these were normal finite phrases. These two instances and perhaps also the one in the Manichæan (M I) relative clause were perhaps perfect participles in predicative but still nominal use.

There is a periphrastic construction consisting of the perfect participle in -mIš with possessive suffix referring to subject followed by bar: mäniň ymä burxan kutïňa kiçiïg käsünïg köñül örtïmïşim ... bar (MaitrH X 3r7) ‘It has happened that I was strongly aroused towards buddhahood ...’; siizlïrinï tüziïn yavaşi köñülünüçlürlïri artatmïşim bar är[sä]r (DKPAMPb 643) ‘If I happen to have corrupted your noble and mild hearts, ...’. Nominal subjects accompanying the -mIš form appear in the nominative; note the 3rd and 1st person possessive suffixes referring to these subjects: öçrä ymä bodisavtlar munçulayu ärdïni buşïka kâlmïş bar ärtï (KP 49,1-2) ‘It had happened before as well that bodhisattvas came in this way to ask for jewels for (giving as) alms’; män xwentso äšidmïşim bar (Ht VII 218) ‘I Xuanzang have heard (the following)’. If the -mIš form had been purely nominal and this had not been an analytical form, the subject could have been in the genitive.
The contexts do not warrant any interpretation of this construction by which these nominatives would be instances of left dislocation.

The perfect is transferred into the past by the addition of the preterite of the copula, giving a pluperfect; examples are *vipašī atlig burxan yertinčüdă bălgürmiš ārdī* ‘The buddha called V. had appeared on earth’ or *ükişiğ ötgürmiš topolmiš ārdilār* (Ht VIII 55) ‘They had penetrated a lot (of texts)’.

The perfect can also be transferred into the future, as e.g. in *bulunčsus törökā täginmiš ārgāylār* (TT VI 429) ‘They will have realised unattainable dharma’. Elsewhere the sequence -miš ārgāy expresses presumption (discussed in section 3.27).

A speaker using a future form referring to a point in time subsequent to the time of speaking is exercising a judgement on an event which has not yet taken place. Its use therefore implies the choice as marked member of the epistemic modality category. The future tense is expressed by the suffix -dAči in the runiform inscriptions of Mongolia, by -gAy in other Old Turkic sources. Finite -dAči is negated as -mAči, e.g. *ölmači yitmachi sän* ‘you will not die and not disappear’ (ŠU E 9); further examples appear in Tuñ IE6 and Ongin R2. We have -mAči also in early Manichæan and Buddhist Uygur, e.g.: *kačan naŋ äüzüg sölłamächi män* (Maitr 11 r11) ‘I will by no means ever tell lies’; *kök kalğdîn koźlug yagmur [yagdokîn közin] körgäy sizlär; ät’özîn ol ämgâk tolgaš ãlgänmäči sizlär* (MaitrH XX 1v3) ‘You will see with (your) eyes how rain of embers falls from the sky (but) with your body you will not feel that pain.’

The inscrptional future taxis is transferred into the past tense by the preterite of the copula, e.g. *Türk bodun adak kamštätti, yavłak boltači ārți* (BQ E31) ‘The Turk people tottered and were about to be routed’; *bunča ymā tirigi kûn boltači ārți, ölûgi yurtda yolta yatu kaltači ärtigiz* (KT N9) ‘All these (my mother the queen, my mothers, elder sisters, daughters in law and princesses) who would survive would become female slaves and the dead among you would be left lying in deserted camps and on the road’. Then there are instances in the main clauses of irreal conditional sentences: *köl tegin yok ärsär kop öltäči ärtigiz* (KT N10) ‘If K.T. did not exist you would all have eventually been killed’. *yok ärtäči ārți* (Tuñ 54-55) appearing in the same construction is

---

456 The editors mistakenly ‘emend’ the -mAči form to ‘täginmäči’.
457 I do not think this refers to ‘step mothers’ as Tekin would have it; with the possessive suffixes on mothers, elder sisters etc. the prince probably refers to all females in his tribe.
quoted in section 4.64 below. Uygur has numerous sequences of -\(dA\tilde{e}I\ ärti\) (examples are quoted or mentioned in UW 404b, §22b of the entry är-) but in all of them the -\(dA\tilde{e}I\) form serves as present participle and is not part of an analytical phrase. Verb phrases with the shape -\(gAy\ ärdi\) which I have come across do not, on the other hand, indicate a point in time which is in the speaker’s future or a point of time in any relationship at all to the time of narration, but appear in modal constructions (see section 5.1). This may be a coincidence, or the task of inscriptive -\(dA\tilde{e}I\ ärti\) may in Uygur have been filled by the phrase -\(gAlIr\ ärti\), of which we quote an instance in the next paragraph.

Uygur and Qarakhanid have an ‘imminent future’ expressed by the suffix -\(gAlIr\). E.g. aglïk kurug bolgalïr ‘The treasury is about to get empty’ (KP 7,7); alko išläyü tükädimiz. yenä ymä kün täŋri uyakgalïr. amtï käntï käntï ärgülïk [ä]vükä haralïm ‘We have finished all our work. Moreover, the sun is about to set. Now let us each go to the houses we are to stay in’ (Maitr 12v2); ya kurup ok atgalïr (TT I 162) ‘He is bending his bow and about to shoot an arrow’. In Qarakhanid we have the form in two couplets: sävinç arzu ni’mät turu kalgalïr / sakînç kadgu mihnat mana kâlgalïr (QB 1074) ‘Joy, desire and happiness are about to stay away; trouble, sorrow and affliction come my way’; seziksiz öľüm bir kün axır kâlîr / tirîlmiş bo jänîg jänîn algalïr (QB 1472) ‘There is no doubt that Death will one day come; he will soon take the soul of this living being’. See section 3.285 for infinite uses of this form; the imminent future expressed by -\(gAll\ är-\) (see this in section 3.251) may be its source.

Transposed into the past we get, e.g., utr[u] tîdgalïr ärti; anî üčün tîdmdâr\(^{458}\) (ZiemeTexterg r5) ‘He was about to oppose and hinder him; that is the reason he didn’t do so’.

Uygur uses bol- ‘to become’ (for which see section 3.29) with the perfect participle in -\(mlS\) for presenting the activity as a transition of the subject into a new state: nomlayu yarlîkamiš boltï ‘he has deigned to preach’, on törülög ädgü kilînciğ kîlmiş kârgâk; öginä kaşına uîlî sävinç tâgûrmiş bolur (BT XIII 12,036)\(^{459}\) ‘(They) should carry out the ten types of good deeds; (they) will have given pleasure to their parents’ or

\(^{458}\) The ms. (Manichaean writing) has tîdmzdî, which I take to be an error; it might indicate that the ms. was copied from a source in Uygur script, where Z and ’ can be similar.

\(^{459}\) The editor pieced this sentence together from mss. B and C; that it should be attributive to šlok ‘verse’ (as he thinks) seems unlikely to me.
dyan at üzä körkitmiš boltï ‘he has thus presented them by the dhyāna name’ (Buddhist); yerni mä karï kišini unïtiš bolgay sân (UigBrief C11-12, a letter) ‘(If you do not come to see us but stay where you are), you will find that you have forgotten your place and your old family’.\(^{460}\)

In Manichæan texts there appears to be a resultative present perfect with bol- in the preterite, where är- in the preterite would have given past perfect meaning: ymä agïzlanmïš boltï [ulu]g ögrünčün, ymä bitil[miš] boltï agïr sâvîncin ‘and it has been pronounced with great joy and written down with overwhelming happiness’ (M I 25,3-5); sizlä

Let us sum up what we have found to express tense and aspect in finite indicative non-evidential verb phrases. There are five simple forms: The imperfect aorist, the preterite, the perfect base -mIš / -mAdOk, the future -dAçI / -mAçI or -gAy and, in Uygur, the vivid past -yOk and the imminent future in -gAlIr. All these are also found transferred into the past by the preterite of the copula. -mIš is in a special situation as it needs the pronoun ol or the form ärür for serving as predicative perfect verb form; without one of these it would be confused with its homophone expressing evidential past. Perfect -mIš / -mAdOk is also unique among the simple verb forms in (at least once) getting coupled with argây to express taxis, and also with boltï, bolur or bolgay to form verb phrases: -mIš boltï was found to express a present perfect while -mIš bolur and -mIš bolgay give future perfect meaning.

3.27. Status and epistemic modality

Many languages of the world, among them modern and ancient languages of northern Eurasia including all the Turkic ones, possess a category which has been called ‘status’, expressing whether the information which the speaker / writer supplies to the addressee reached his (the speaker’s) consciousness directly or indirectly. The speaker / writer using a marked member of this category indicates the way by which the information reached his or her attention. This category should by no means be confused with epistemic modality, which expresses the speaker’s opinion on the reliability of the content of his utterance: The

\(^{460}\) Concerning the translation of kiši as ‘family’ cf. my people / my family’ in spoken English. kiši ‘person’ with possessive suffix apparently also acquired the meaning ‘wife’, but that was probably a result of narrowing of the meaning ‘family’; Arabic ’ayäl ‘family’ also came to mean ‘wife’ in many Turkic languages
‘status’ category does not itself say anything on reliability. There may, however, be some inferences in that direction on the part of the addressee (whether intended by the speaker / writer or not), which is why we are dealing with the two categories in the same section. We will first give a short account of status and then of epistemic modality as we find them realised in Old Turkic sources.

Old Turkic indirective status is normally expressed by the verb form ärmiş added to nominal or verbal sentences. When referring to past events, however, ärmiş is not added to preterite forms; instead, the verbal suffix -mlš (also serving the perfect participle, with which indirect status is related both by function and meaning) replaces the preterite element -d (+ possessive suffixes). In this, Old Turkic is similar, to Turkish, e.g., and (with some phonetic changes) to Yakut. Status is not an obligatory category in Turkic, which means that the use of a directive form like -dI does not guarantee that the addressee has actually witnessed the unfolding event. When the content is negative, -mA-dOk is used in most of Old Turkic instead of -mlš; the use of -mA-mlš sets in only in rather late Old Turkic. The reasons for this suppletion may lie in content: Evidentiality is the perhaps oldest function of the finite -mlš form in this language, and an event which did not take place can have produced no evidence.

The contents of a message can be indirective in one of three ways, in Old Turkic as elsewhere: Most prominently in the Old Turkic documentation, a person or persons different from the speaker may be the source of the information being transmitted by the speaker, the so-called ‘reportive’ function; this may refer to matters placed in the past, the present or the future with respect to the speech act. Secondly, the speaker may have inferred the content of his utterance from some evidence forthcoming either during the occurrence of the event or, more commonly, surviving the event after it was completed. This ‘inferential’ or ‘evidential’ function has often been taken to be the central or at least the primary one as far as Turkic languages are concerned, as the -mlš form is also the perfect participle, and as the perfect in fact sums up a wrapped-up event from the vantage point of its contribution to the present or to some other state following its completion. It is important to state straightway that Old Turkic -mlš cannot by itself be used as a finite perfect (or ‘postterminal’, to use Johanson’s clearer term). Thirdly there is the ‘mirative’ function of the indirective, where the speaker does, in fact, himself witness the event he is reporting on, but registers

461 The identity of the two forms extends to the feature that both are, in Old Turkic, replaced by -mA-dOk when negated.
it with surprise, as his mind was not in any way prepared for this particular event. This is still indirective, in that reality in a sense belies the picture which the speaker / writer had made of it for himself, the former abruptly superimposing itself upon the latter. All uses of the indirective essentially include implicit reference to a foreign viewpoint, emanating from the event itself or from some other focus of consciousness.

In öñrä nä bar ärmis tepän biltimiz, täñrili yäkli nädä ötrö sünüşmiş, yarokli karalî kaltî katilmis, yerig täñrig kim yaratmiş tepän biltimiz (Xw 134-6) ‘we know what there was before ..., for what reason god and demon fought, how light and darkness were mixed (and) who created the earth and the sky’ the speakers do not (pretend to) have any postterminal evidence for the contents of the subordinated sentences; rather, they were told about it by others. Similarly in ... bulmaz ärmis tep sav aşidti (Suv 621,20) ‘She heard the news that they were not finding …’, where the object proposition is verbal, with present taxis. Cf. further edärür ärmis in az ğanar barmiš, bir ögü[r]462 muygak körmiš, ymä muygak siguunug uvul[bi]lig üçün edärür ärmis. bo bälgiği körüp ymä ... inça tepän aymiş (M I 35,7) ‘He went a bit further and saw a herd of female maral deer. A female maral deer was pursuing a male for sex. He saw this omen and ... asked as follows:’.

When reportive -mIš appears in questions, the addressee is expected to give a merely reportive answer, as in bo tünülglar nä aıyığ kilinç kilmişler ärki, kim bo montag aţunta tugup ... (MaitrH XX 1v20) ‘These creatures, what sins are they said to have committed, that they are born in such an existence and ...’. Reportive past perfect gives -mIš ärmis: antag eşidmişim bar: mahapraçapati gautami hatun ... tapımiş miş ułümış ärmis (tep) (MaitrH III 1b17) ‘I have heard the following: Queen Mahāprajāpati Gautamī had done obeisance to ...’.

The inscriptive sentence “karloq eşiňä kalmadoq” tedi. signifies ‘He said “The K. are said not to have come for service”’, to judge by its context. This is an example for the negative counterpart of indirective -mIš: The Karlok are absent.

In the following example, on the other hand, ärmis is added to the predicative verb form to signal mirativity: ançama mäñi, ançama ädgü aşig tusu, ançama ädgü kut kiv kim mäniği ävintä barkämä bürxanlıq küm tängi tugar ärmis (MaitrH XI 3v11) ‘Such happiness, such good favour, such good luck and blessing that – it turns out – sun-like Buddha is being born in my home’. Similarly, the little mouse which

---

462 The editor here writes ögü[s] ‘many’, which seems quite unlikely.
climbs on top of a pot in Ht VIII 391 and then says: *sumer tagka agtïnmak alp ärmiş ärmäz ärmïş* ‘It turns out it isn’t difficult to climb mount Sumeru’. Such surprise can also apply to the 1st person (as it also can in modern Turkic languages), e.g. in the following passage (U I 8-9, Magier): *biz[iŋä] tapïngu yüksekî ärdini berüp ärmiş. biz tapïnguka tâgimsiz ärmiş biz; bilmätin kudugka kämišmiš biz* ‘It turns out that he has given us a jewel to worship (but we were unworthy of it). It turns out we are unworthy of worshipping (Jesus Christ); unwittingly, it appears, did we throw it (i.e. the stone which he gave us) into the well’. Little Jesus had given the three kings a stone which they had found too heavy to carry and, unaware of its value, had thrown into a well, whereupon a blaze reaching all the way to the sky came out of the well. With nominal predicate we find *amranmak nizvanï ät yedäçi kan ičdäçi yäk ičkäklärðä ynä üstümrück yavlak ärmiş* (DKPAMPb 152) ‘The passion of lechery is – as I now see – worse than demons and vampires eating flesh and drinking blood’: The pupil discovers a ‘truth’ already known to his addressee who is his teacher. When saying *bo nä amgäklig yer ärmiş* (KP 4,8), for instance, the Good-thinking Prince expresses his surprise that the world, as he comes to discover it, turns out to be such a place full of suffering. The nominal sentence *män kololadokum kamagdä ärklig yultuz ärmiş* (l.5-9 in ms. TM 342 = U 5) ‘What I have discovered is that stars turn out to be the mightiest’ has a sentence as comment (or ‘predicate’). This subordinated sentence is the result of the speaker’s observations, what he finds out and presents as their result, what has become evident to him but is not evident to his addressees. In Ht VII 199-201 the (in this case perhaps rhetorical) surprise appears to come by reading: *[okïyu] tägindim tängri xanîmiz yaratmïş sudurlar şastrlarnïş swö başlağîn: yarumïş ol öŋräkilärnïşdä, ärtmiş ol amtkïlärnïşdä* ‘I have respectfully [read] the preface to the *sûtras* and *sâstras* composed by our divine ruler: It turns out that it overshadows those of the previous ones (i.e. the previous authors) and surpasses those of the present ones’. This points at the pragmatic use to which mirativity is put.

Old Turkic clearly distinguishes between epistemic modality and what is conceived of or presented as (in)ability, unlike Western European languages which use the verb ‘can’ in both functions. In Old Turkic, (in)ability is expressed by the verb *u-(ma-)* and by verb phrases of the shape *-U bol-* and *-gAlI bol-*; these do not serve epistemic modality. In this language, epistemic modality is communicated through other
analytical verb constructions, through various simple verb forms and through particles.

There are two particles expressing the speaker / writer’s attitude towards the likelihood of the content of a proposition, both excellently documented: ārki in the UW and ārinč e.g. in T.Tekin 2000: 160-161 for the inscriptive instances and the UW for the Uygur ones. Parts I and II of the UW entry for ārki deal with the interrogative uses of this particle, especially in the sections m) – o), which refer to nominal sentences and sentences with the aorist and the constative preterite; in section p), which documents uses of ārki with forms expressing the future, its meaning is mostly ‘hopefully’. The epistemic meaning of ārki can be translated to English as ‘clearly’ or ‘apparently’ or ‘perhaps’. ārinč, on the other hand, signifies ‘surely’, ‘probably’ or ‘no doubt’. Runiform instances accompany forms in -mš (and its negative counterpart -mAdOk) or the preterite and there is one nominal sentence; Uygur also has, in addition to the mentioned verb forms, aorist and future instances. In all of these, ārinč is the last word of the sentence. This is often also the case with ārki; the rule for that, however, appears to be that it immediately follows the predicate or comment, whether that is at the end or not. lA, a particle which, according to DLT fol.538, was used by the Oguz, is assertive: See section 3.341 for it.

The verb bol- sometimes has a content which is marked within the epistemic category, when it signifies not ‘to become’ but ‘to tend to be’ or ‘to be expected to be’: thus in the sentence bramanlar kuvänčilig bolurlar (TT X 474) ‘Brahmans are normally arrogant’. The sentence muntada ymä muṇadînčíg nágü bolgay (Maitr 26A r4) can be translated as ‘What could be more wondrous than this?’; this instance of bol- does not signify ‘to become’ either: The sentence amalgamates interrogative with dubitative content, the latter being expressed both by bol- and by the future form. In the following sentence we appear to have the -sAr form, the most prominent function of which it is to form conditionals, used for expressing doubt, an epistemic content; the stem is again bol-: kim bolsar463 bo yer suvda ol tülnüng tüzü tükäti tüšin sözlädäči (MaitrH XI 3r13) ‘Who on this earth might it be who could fully express the import of that dream?’

In the Orkhon Turkic sentence Türk bodun, ölsüküŋ / ölsüküg (KT S6, S6-7 and N5) ‘Oh Turk nation, you are bound to die’, certainty about the future is expressed by a form consisting of the necessitative

---

463 The second syllable of this word is quite unclear on the facs. and could in fact be -gay and not -sar. Q and S on the one hand, Y and R on the other, don’t look all too different and not much remains in the ms. anyway.
participle in -sXk together with the possessive suffix of the 2nd person referring to the subject.

The primary meaning of the -gU täg construction discussed at the end of section 3.284 is to qualify an entity as ‘suitable for the activity denoted by the verb’. In Middle Turkic and some Siberian Turkic languages it came to express conjectures and fears that the activity denoted by the verb would take place; an Uygur example for this meaning, which makes the construction relevant to epistemic modality, seems to appear in yetgü täg kälir oğlanïg (BT XIII 2,44) which, in its context, signifies ‘(someone) could come and might lead the children off’.

Uygur has an analytical construction for expressing that the speaker considers the realisation of a certain proposition unlikely: The verb is put into a phrase of the shape -gU+sI yok, the subject staying in the nominative; e.g. ig toga ketgüsi yok (U I 45,4) ‘It is not expected that the illnesses will disappear’; mänïn köňülüm yüzəkım [...] sintädä önji ketip bargüsï yok (TT X 466) ‘It is [quite] unlikely that my heart should abandon you’. sığgusï yok ärdi ‘it could not be expected to fit in’ shows the same analytical construction transposed into the past. -gUlXk+sI yok is used in the same way, e.g. in muntada yegädip utup üstün bolgulüyä yok (PañcFrag II 55) ‘There are no chances of them to prevail and overcome (them)’:

ärgäy, the future form of the copula, may express presumption: ämtï čaştanï elig közümäz bolup bardï; kalïn yäklär tägirmiläyï avlap altïlär ärgäy (U IV A 233) ‘Now king Çaştyana has completely disappeared; the numerous demons have crowded around him and will have captured him’. Such a presumption can be linked with a rhetorical question, as in the following instance of direct speech: ay ulug elig bäg! män montag montag sav äşidtim. bo nä sav ol?! azu bizïn amrak ögökümüz äy kïcïgi mahasatvï464 içgïnmïš ärgäy mu biz? (Suv 622,11) ‘O great king! I have heard such and such news. What matter is this? Might we possibly have lost Mahasattva, our dear beloved smallest one?’ Röhrborn (UW 402a, §18c of the entry for är-) thinks these instances must be errors for ärki but it is not good philological practice to assume an error to have taken place over and again in the same word. A future form would not be unreasonable in view of the English translation, German ‘werden ihn gefangen genommen haben’ and Turkish ‘esir etmiş olacaklar’. See section 3.343 for a proposed

464 In his edition of this text, Kaya adds a g not found in the ms. to make this into an accusative form; this is not necessary as Old Turkic proper names used as direct objects can also be in the nominative case. The ð is part of the name.
connection between ärgäy and ärki. The sentence munuñ tüšämiš tillärin koduru kololar sar män otguratä orduŋ kodup tašgaru üngäy täg män (MaitrH XIII 4v7) signifies ‘If I deeply meditate on the dreams she dreamt, it looks as if I would definitely abandon the palace and go out’, where I have translated the postposition as ‘it looks as if’. The sequence -gU täg discussed above also fused in Middle Turkic to give just this meaning, as does Khakas -gAdAg. The history of -gU täg can be followed well through Middle Turkic, but by shape the Khakas form is actually closer to -gA(y) täg than to -gU täg.

The content of the forms in -yOk and -gAllr (discussed in section 3.26) has some connection to epistemic modality, as they make the addressee look at events of the recent past and the imminent future respectively though their relevance for the moment of speaking, involving a special assertion that they are ‘real’.

3.28. The non-finite verb

Non-finite verb forms are either infinitives referring to non-factive action (section 3.281), converbs (section 3.286), imperfect participles (section 3.282), perfect participles (section 3.283) or projection participles (section 3.284). All participles can also refer to an action, event, state or process whereas infinitives cannot, inversely, refer to any participants in the action as participles do. The -gAllr form, being difficult to classify, gets a section for its own (3.285). Infinitives and participles can either be used attributively or be nominalised (irrespective of whether they refer to participants or to actions etc.); when nominalised they show the category of case and can be governed by postpositions. Converbs can only be used adverbially and normally show no nominal behaviour; they do, however, sometimes get case suffixes and get governed by postpositions suitting their adverbal meaning: The expansion following the /p/ in -(X)pAn as compared with -(X)p could be related to the instrumental suffix and -mAtIn must have been expanded from Orkhon Turkic -mAtI with the help of this suffix; the vowel converb appears to be governed by the postposition birlä in a construction denoting action immediately preceding the action of the main verb and -gAll can be governed by the postposition üçün.

The border between participles and deverbal nominals (section 3.113 above) is a bit fuzzy, as different criteria are possible for the distinction, and these can lead to different classifications. One criterion for distinguishing the two is that the former are, like verbs, negated with -mA-. Another criterion is the degree of lexicalisation; but deverbal
nominals are often not lexicalised either, although their creation belongs to word formation. A third criterion is whether the word qualifies the subject, object, etc. as a permanent characterisation or something which the participant is involved in temporarily; the former is more nouny (and hence belongs more to word formation), the latter more verblike. This semantic-pragmatic distinction is not always easy to decide on even in context, and may not always have been meant to be clear-cut by the speakerwriter in the first place. The fourth criterion is government: In principle, verbs (including participles) govern direct and indirect objects while nouns don’t. In fact we find that a large group of forms consisting of deverbal nominals with the agentive denominal suffix +čI – and a few others as well – do govern objects, though by far not as extensively as participles. Old Turkic participles govern objects exactly as finite verbs do.

3.281. The infinitive
The form in -mAk, which denotes actions, events, states or processes, is not at all too common in Old Turkic, as the normal verbal complement for verbs is the -gAll converb and as participles can also refer to events or actions. The infinitive is closest to the projection participles discussed in section 3.284; it differs from them in that it refers only to events or actions, whereas -gU or -sXk forms can also refer to direct or indirect objects, to time or place and the like. Considering the following instance (Hymnus 11) we note another difference between -mAk and the projection participles: üztüntän enip ölmüş üzüttig ölmäkdä tirgürmiš täñrim signifies ‘my lord, who revived from death (= from being dead) the soul which descended from above and died’; öl-gü+dä would have signified ‘(saved) from dying’ and would not have been compatible with tirgür-.

There do not appear to be any negative infinitives in early texts. We have them e.g. in [subu]di ... ötünti ayütdi [ät]özüg savig köñüldä kilmañağı (BT I F47) ‘Subhüti ... begged to ask about the non-creation of bodily matters in the heart’ and üdmamakínjžartin ötgürü (Suv 671,15) ‘because you did not give up on it’; there are many more such forms in Suv.

We turn to the use of this form. In yeg bolgay arığa demäkdä vorıp ofün suvün ätöz eltinmäk (MaitrH XX 13r11) we find an impersonal infinitive phrase as the topic of a nominal sentence; it signifies ‘It would be better if one lived in the forest, getting along with herbs and

---

465 The BT I instance must be late also because a parallel, otherwise identical passage (D 117-118) has a different formulation with a positive infinitive.
water’. While behaving like a verb within the phrase of which it is the kernel, the infinitive also shows nominal categories like case, e.g. an accusative in an example quoted above. In the following instance it appears in the locative and governs an object: nom nomlamakta uz ... boltïlar (Ht VIII 64) ‘They became masters at preaching’. In alku ... ayïg tütüš käriş karişmakïg amïrtgurdaçıi ârür (U II 58,51) ‘They (are the ones who) pacify all quarrel and disagreement’ the infinitive is parallel to deverbal nouns and serves as direct object of another verb. Infinitives can qualify nouns, e.g. in ulïmak sïgtamak ünlär (MaitrH XX 1r18) ‘voices of moaning and weeping’ or ölürmäk sakïnçïn (TT IV A 29) ‘with the intention of killing’; in the second instance quoted here, however, it qualifies another verbal abstract and is in fact its object.

Nominal subjects which accompany this form appear in the genitive or in the nominative. of orontakï alku tïnlïlarnï artokrak arïg süzük bolmakï bolur; tamuda tugdaçï tïnlïlarnï uzülmäki bolur (U II 38,74-5) ‘There takes place the perfect purification of all creatures who are in that place and a stop to creatures destined to be born in hell’ is an example for the former; another one is samtsa açarïnïyı tavgaç xan birlï käliïs bariïs bitig idïïsmaçïn ukïtmak ‘the description of the correspondence between Xuanzang and the Chinese emperor’, the title of a chapter in Ht, where Xuanzang is the subject of idïïsmaç. In burxanlarnïyï tïnlïlïlärïg ädïgï ögli köjniin ömäki ögniïnta kaçniïnta takï artok ücïn (Warnke 195) ‘because the Buddhas are well-meaningly considerate of the creatures even more than (their) mothers and fathers’ the infinitive, with genitive subject and accusative object of its own, is the topic of a nominal clause which, in turn, is subordinated by ücïn. With nominative subject we have bökünki kïnkätägi mogoçlar ootka tapiïmak tiltaçï bo ârür ‘this is the reason for the Magi’s worship of fire to this day’ in Magier, U I 9. Other such instances are biz bir ikintï birlï öçäsmäk kârgäk ârmäz (Wettkampf 54) ‘There is no need for us to fight with each other’ or çïnïk keginçï bermäki nom ‘the book (about) chandaka’s answering’, the title of a text in WilkKatMan nr. I. The first two quoted texts are Buddhist whereas the third is Christian and the fourth and fifth Manichæan. The case of the subject is crucial: The existence of nominative subjects shows that -mAk is inflexional and not derivational while the existence of genitive subjects does not speak against this status.

An infinitive is governed by instrumental üzza in “kâl toyïn!” temäk üzza toyïn kigïrüp ... (U III 75,21) ‘(Buddha) enlisted (them) as monks
by saying “Come,466 monk!”. The sequence -mAk üçün ‘in order to’, so common in Turkish, seems to be rare in Old Turkic. We find it in täñrikän uygur bokuk xan ... koyn yïlka üc maxistak olormak üçün možagka käñâdi ‘His Uygur majesty Bokuk xan (came to Xoö and) consulted with the Možak in view of the taking of office of three Mahistaks in the year of the sheep’ in BuchFrag 1,1,2,7, a very early text. Note that the (nominative!) subjects of olor- here differ from the main subject.467

Reference to subjects can appear in the form of possessive suffixes added to the -mAk form, e.g. sinmakimiznï huzulmakimiznï tükâtgâli umadîmîz ‘we couldn’t stop our heartbreaking’ (Ht VII 1916) or maŋa amranmakînjîz (U III 29,1) ‘your love for me’. With the third person e.g. turkaru ögrünçün mânîn ârmâki bolur (TT VI 101) ‘He enters a state of continuously living (or: dwelling there, i.e. in the house) in happiness’; Dreiprinz 121, an early Manichæan text, has -mAk+lar bol-. kältökümün kertgûnzün[lär], siziŋ bägûdmâkânjîznîn ârklânmakînjîznîn bilzün[lär] (Dreiprinz 65-67) has the infinitive in a construction identical with the perfect participle in -dOk and in parallel with it. ol ok künkâ ârtînjî ögrünçülâsmâk kîltîlär (DreiPrinz 109) ‘On that very day they had a lot of mutual rejoicing’ looks like a circumlocution for ‘ögrünçülâstîlär’, perhaps copied from a source text.

Translating the instances we quoted, we used the English -ing form, abstracts such as the nouns stop, answer, love or worship or Latinate forms in -tion, -ence or -ment. The only case where we used the English infinitive was when mentioning the ‘need to fight’. What corresponds to the English infinitive is rather the converb in -gAll or, in other types of cases, the projection participle in -gU. -mAk is not a deverbal noun either, however, as it has full verbal government, can (on occasion) be negated with -mA-, can get nominative subjects and its forms are clearly not created for the lexicon. Unlike the English infinitive, it is not used adverbially. It is like the German infinitive or the Semitic mašdar when

466 Or, if the first word is an Indo-Aryan noun, ‘(It is) time, monk!’.
467 The reading ämgâk ämgâdi bizni kutadn[ak] üçün in a passage in NesGlaub has no certainty, as the facs. shows that the lacuna could have contained much more than two letters. In itself such a phrase would not be surprising in a ms. dated by the editor to the 13th-14th century, which shows kutar- < kutgar- and metatheses such as 认识到 > 他知道 and yr > ry. The reading ämgândi, which Zieme here proposes (against his reading ämgâdi in his quote from the ms. in NesTex), is possible in view of the fact that the base verb is otherwise not attested in Uygur although there is only one N / ‘; I do not think it is obligatory, however, as ämgâ- is attested in Qarakhanid Turkic, and the text does have the aberrant feature of writing the ablative form in +dAn several times instead of standard +dln.
getting accompanied by its subject in the genitive but unlike them when the subject is in the nominative.

The form -mAk+lxg, appearing rather extensively in adnominal function, is discussed in OTWF 154-155 and in section 4.61 below. -mAkXz, which is just as common, is dealt with in OTWF section 3.329. -mAk with possessive suffixes referring to the subject of the action and in the dative case is used in temporal clauses (section 4.633) or can give instrumental meaning.

3.282. Imperfect participles

Participles are verbal adjectives which, like other adjectives, readily assume nominal tasks, i.e. they can be heads of noun phrases. I here deal with participles under the headings ‘imperfect’, ‘perfect’ (section 3.283) and ‘projection’ (section 3.284); these are meant to be very wide labels, as the forms dealt with in section 3.283 do not necessarily have ‘perfect’ aspectual meaning, and the ‘projection’ in section 3.284 can mean many different things.

Imperfect participles turn out mostly to qualify nominals referring to subjects, or themselves to refer to subjects of actions expressed by the verbal base. They are only very rarely used for qualifying non-subjects; when they are, there is no explicit or implicit reference to the subject linked to them. The perfect participles of section 3.283 regularly refer to non-subject participants, e.g. to direct or indirect objects, and to circumstantial entities; only rarely do they qualify subjects. Projection participles, dealt with in section 3.284, never qualify the subjects of their bases. All participles can also refer to actions, events, processes or states, in accordance with the fact that an Old Turkic adjective can, beside qualifying or denoting an entity bearing a particular quality, also be used for referring to the abstract quality as such. When serving as predicates, participles demand no copula, but the element ol may be used after them in such cases.

Imperfect participles are used as finite predicates to different degrees: -Ur is used much more often in such function than as participle and -dAçI is used in this way mainly in the runiform inscriptions. On the other hand, we have come across only one instance of -(X)glI in

---

468 The use to which the Suv puts forms in -gUçI is an exception: Those do get accompanied by explicit subjects.
469 Another question, of course, is whether the present participle in -dAçI and the future suffix -dAçI should not (when disregarding diachrony) be considered to be mere homophones.
predicative use and -(X)gmA is never used in this way. -gAn and -gUčI forms are, in Old Turkic, even farther from finite use.

The suffix -(X)gmA forms positive imperfect participles: Negative forms are not attested; this may be a sign of reduced productivity: -mAdAcI and -mAgUčI, e.g., are common. Nor do -(X)gmA forms ever appear to be used predicatively; examples are heads or attributes. A number of Orkhon Turkic examples are quoted in Tekin 1968: 176; we also have är-igmä in QaraBalg d 5, a runiform inscription of the Uygur steppe empire. The form is rather common in Manichaean sources, e.g. iki yarok ordo içrä olorugma täŋrilär (Xw 40-41 and 52-53) ‘the gods residing in the two palaces of light’; tört elig täŋrilärdä tanügmalar, täŋri nomën tutagmalar, tünärig yäklärkä tapünmgmalar, tümnänlik erincë kilügmalar (M II 11,5-8) ‘those who deny the existence of the four ruling gods, disparage divine law, worship murky demons, commit sins by the ten thousands’. Cf. further yerđä yorōğma yalanḳ ‘people living on earth’.

Substantivised we have, e.g., bo ... agnayu yatagma ‘this (person) lying (there) writhing’ (ManErz I 6); several further examples appear in the Xw. Substantivised -(X)gmA forms can, of course, also get case suffixes and +lAr, e.g. in nomći män tegmäkä artizüp ... ‘getting (oneself) deceived by those who say “I am a preacher” (Xw 122); there are further such examples in IrgB XX or Ht I 135.

As pointed out in UW 429b (where examples of är-igmä are mentioned), the Uygur use of this participle is productive only in Manichaean texts;³⁷⁰ Buddhist sources only have petrified forms from the verbs är- ‘to be’, käl- ‘to come’, te- ‘to say’ and uč- (because of učugma ‘flying’ qualifying ‘creature’ and referring to birds). The Maitr has the forms kälügmä and ärügmä, the latter e.g. in täŋri yerintä ärügmä täŋrilär (Maitr 103v5) ‘the gods staying in the divine country’. Another set phrase which stayed in use in later Uygur is ken käligmä üd ‘the future’ (e.g. BT II 141).

te-gmä is the only -(X)gmA form used for qualifying the verb’s object; we have it e.g. in darni te-gmä capiğ ‘the gate called dhārāni’ (Suv 457,4 and BT II 1077), činžu tegmä ärtöktäg kertü töz hälgüsü ‘the mark of the so-being true root called tathatā’ (TT VI 190), bo yertinçüdäki kamag eliglär kanlar tegmä üktüsi bodisatvlar tetir (TT VI 248) ‘most of those called kings and rulers in this world are considered to be bodhisattvas’ and several more in that text. This use is very

³⁷⁰ The word read as y(a)rlïkagma in M III nr.9 II,I r9 is now by P.Zieme (personal communication) seen to be yalvarar m(a)n.
common in Buddhist texts (including early ones like TT VI) but seems to appear only in them. Possessive suffixes referring to subjects are never appended to -(X)gmA forms.

-Ur (negated as -mAz) is much more common in predicative verb forms (the aorist, discussed in section 3.233) than as a participle suffix. Examples for its use as participle are uyakur yultuzlar (Maitr) ‘setting stars’, akîp (or agîp) kâlîr sogîk suv (TT I 104) ‘cold water flowing forth (or coming up)’, nom bilîr âr (KP 14,3) ‘a person who knows the doctrine’, bilîg bilmäz kişi (KT S 7) ‘an ignorant person’, tayšanu ögäsi bilgäsi tetir ârkli (Mz 711 lines 32-33 quoted in Kings, 6th and 7th court) ‘the mighty one called minister and counsellor of Taishanfu’. körür közüm körmäz tâg, bilîr biligim bilmäz tâg boltü (KT N 10) ‘My (normally) seeing eyes seemed as if they had lost their sight and my (otherwise) thinking mind seemed to have lost its senses’ shows the form as a nominal governed by a postposition. yazmas atîm ‘a marksman who does not miss’ in DLT fols.470 and 610 is a negative adnominal instance; note that both DLT passages show it in proverbs.

In early texts the participial use of the aorist is not limited to agentive heads: The head of yanmas yerdä oztumuz (M III nr.16 v3) ‘We escaped the place of no return’ is the source of the movement described by the verb, the place from which no creatures come back. Nor is bo tugar ölür yertinçü yersuv (BT V p.35 v6-7; WilkKatMan nr. 170) ‘this physical world where one gets born and dies’ agentive; in this instance the head refers to the place where birth and death takes place continuously. Cf. tugar ölür sansar in ZiemeAra 88. In yeltîrâr ay (Windgott 17), literally ‘the month (in) which (the wind) blows’, the

---

471 The form is irregular in that the suffix is in Old Turkic otherwise -mAz and not -mAs, and an early source would not confuse voiced and voiceless consonants. The ms. is now lost. -mlâ would not fit the context very well (though [i] is sometimes written with alef). Qarakhanid sources also have -mAs although they do not confuse the velars either; the text may therefore belong to a different dialect.

472 “Windiger Monat” in UW 380. A literal German translation would be ‘der Monat in dem es weht’, ‘wehen’ (unlike ‘to blow’) being a verb which always has the wind as subject. Various Asiatic nature calendars have a month named ‘windy month’. ZiemeWind translated this expression as ‘antreibender Monat’, taking the verb to be the causative of yäl- ‘to trot, to amble’. There are three problems with his interpretation, adopted from EDPT 923b: Firstly, YYLTR’R differs from yäl-tür-tür in all three vowels, the aorist vowel of yeltîr- ‘to blow’ always being /ü/. Secondly, the earliest certain instances of yältür- are from the 15th century; it does not appear to have turned up in Uygur and the Tuñ word referred to in the EDPT entry can read also in a different way. Thirdly, the Tuñ and Ottoman instances referred to in the EDPT are about ‘riding
head refers to the time frame. The verbs have neither explicit nor implicit subjects in any of these instances, so that no agentive possessive suffixes are necessary either on the head or on the participles. In MaitrH Y 243 which, unlike the previous instances, is Buddhist, the head (ig) is the cause of the (averted) event (ölä-); it (and not the satellite) is marked with a possessive suffix referring to the person who might have died: puranï atlig baxšïn ... višučik atlig ölär igintä ozguru yarılıkadi ‘He graciously saved Pūraṇa, the heretics teacher, from his deadly illness called višučik’. The -Ur form is also governed by ärkli (runiform inscriptions) or ärkän (the rest of Old Turkic) to form the kernel of temporal clauses. The following sentence shows it in three different functions, governed by ärkän, qualifying a head referring to time, and governed by a postposition: kaltï män örä uzun asankïlïg yolda bodisatvlar yorïnda yorïyur ärkän burxan kutïña katïlïgur urgurda kaltï alp är çärïqä tägir täg isig özüm äsirkänçizïn titip idalap bo montag sukançïg nom ärding boşgundum tuttum (Suv 395,4-10) ‘While I was previously walking on the bodhisattvas’ path along the world-age-long road and at a time when I was striving towards buddhahood I grudgelessly gave up my life as, for instance, a valiant man goes to the army, and learned and kept this treasure of a sūtra which is lovely to such an extent’. The -(X)glI participle is mostly used in Manichaean sources and found also in two Yenisey inscriptions but is not too common in Buddhist Uygur. yalträgilï yašïn täŋri (M I 25,33) ‘the goddess of flashing lightning’ is an instance with an intransitive verb; üzjülärig udguruglï, könntülg anläülg ymä köküzïg yarotuglï ... tirig öz berigli ... bilgä bilig (M I 26,12-17) ‘wisdom, which awakens the souls, opens the heart, brightens up the breast ... gives life’ has transitive -(X)glI forms which govern objects. In M III nr.12 r3 we find a negated -(X)glI form: üc yäg (thus!) savïn simäglï ... tärs azag nomlaglar ‘the ... propounders of heretic doctrines, who do not contradict the words of the three demons’.473 Buddhist examples appear in Fedakâr 135 (Sogdian script) and e.g. in Vimala 1080 and 1081.474 Kâšgarï fol.582-3 lists a number

473 This fragment in Manichaean script (WilkKatMan nr. 127) must be rather late, as it confuses voiced and unvoiced consonants (e.g. yäg for yäk, b(ä)grü for bäkrü ‘firm’, toturu for tod-ur-u ‘to satiate’) and has some other errors.

474 Some further examples: oklägilï üntäglï täŋri ‘the calling god’, buzluglï artäglï ‘destroying’ (ms. T I D 200 in the n. to TT V A 23); üzüldüçi [ol] mänë ol tegli bitiglug (Ht VII 1952) ‘writings saying “it is perishable” or “it is eternal”’, ağarika tušluglï fast’; the Tarama Sözlügü also confuses the semantically and syntactically distinct Ottoman verbs yıldur- and yeldir-. See section 4.612 for the frame sentence.
of participles, then says that all are negated like togra-ma-dači and yüklä-mä-däči and adds that, “in another dialect they say togra-ma-glī and yüklä-mä-glī”. The -(X)glI form was still in use in Middle Turkic (Ata 2002: 88).475

Substantivized -(X)glI forms refer to the subject of the action, e.g., kiši ät’özän buluglï antag ol ... üč yawlav yolkä tüüsügli anča ol ‘Those who attain human bodies are like ... (but) those who fall into the three evil ways are as ...’ (TT VI 336-7); bayın barımliga ... kavüşügli az ärür, yok çığay bolup ... barıglï ölugli üküš ‘those who come together again under eased circumstances are few; those who become poor, leave and die are numerous’ (TT VI 314-5). The sentence üküš tünülglar barıp ölugli ‘many creatures go there and die’ in KP 26,7 is similar, but here the -(X)glI form is predicative.476 In tana muna yorılgilar bar (Maitr 165v23) ‘there are people who live unaware of what they say and do’ (and in another instance in Maitr 83v29) we find the form in the plural. ikint[i] käläglika tayak berg[äy] män ‘To the one coming second I will give the staff’ (DreiPrinz 28) and ičiglikä yarašï säviglig bolur (ZiemeWind 42) ‘it becomes agreeable to whoever drinks it’ are among the rare examples of the -(X)glI suffix with an oblique case form.

The phrases ädgü ögli ‘well thinking, kind, compassionate’, ayig ögli ‘evil meaning (person), enemy’ and köni tüz tuyuglï ‘he who senses rightly and evenly’ are lexicalised and are used unusually often, e.g. in KP and Maitr. This is why we find ädgü ö-glilärim ‘my friends’ or, in Suv, ayig or ädgü ögli+kä, ögli+lär+kä, ögli+m and ögli+sin; similarly with the third phrase. The UW (353-355) treats ädgü ögli as a lexicalised phrase, mentioning that F.W.K. Müller already pointed out that it was a loan translation from a Sogdian term lexicalised already in that language. ögli is the only -(X)glI form attested in the Hami ms. of Maitr; where the Sängim ms. has such forms they are, in the Hami ms., replaced by -dAcI or -gUčI forms.

---

475 In OTWF a form ending in -(X)glXg (< -(X)g+Icg) and functioning a bit like a participle is documented; though it may live on in Turkish -(I)Il, it does not seem to be the source of the Middle Turkic forms.

476 In the n. to this passage, Hamilton states that this participle refers to actions reoccurring constantly. Such an interpretation is possible for many of the examples, but not, e.g., for the one in TT VI 314-5.
-(X)glI participles generally have intra-terminal meaning. The only possible exception I have met is barma yil äñätkäkdin käligli arkïštïn darmaguptakï ... baxšïmïznï kïyïltï äšidip ‘last year (we) heard from the messenger coming from India that our ... teacher Dharmaguptaka had died’ (Ht VII 1913), where the time reference is past and the messenger must have given the news after he arrived: käl-igli should therefore here have post-terminal meaning, unless there is reference to regular messenger service; the meaning should then not be ‘the messenger who came from India’ but ‘the messenger who comes from India’; this would be possible even if it were not the same person every time.

The -(X)glI participle is obsolete in inscriptional Turkic, where we only have the clearly petrified är-klï [477] ‘being’: In yuyka ärklï tupulgalï uçuz ärmïş; yincëgä ärklig üzgëli uçuz (Tuñ 13) ‘It is easy to pierce what is thin, they say, and easy to break what is fine’. The form är-kli + g just quoted shows that ärkli is also a participle and not a converb. Nor had it, at that stage, become a postposition as yet, since postpositions do not feature participant case morphology. [478] In other examples quoted in section 4.633, ärkli is added to -Ur participles from intransitive verbs to form an analytical temporal adjunct describing resultative states. What I here, following Tekin 1968, read as ärkli is spelled as r^2k^2l^2I, its accusative form as r^2k^2l^2g^2. Thomsen and Gabain had read it as ‘ärkäli’. Schulz 1978: 192-205 attacked both readings and the connection with the participle suffix -(X)glI; he instead suggested reading the form as ‘ärikli’ (following Aalto, an editor of the Tuñ inscription) and deriving the suffix both of this and of ärkän from some mysterious element ‘-kä’ or ‘-gä’ which he was unable to explain. r^2k^2l^2g^2, again, was considered to be some remnant of unexplained archaic morphology. One of Schulz’s motives for this proposal, that the participle clearly has a /g/ (as shown in the spelling with Manichæan letters in Xw 117; l.127 of the relevant ms.) while ärkli is spelled with k^2, is not so serious; cf. footn.477. The central argument for his attack is the fact that the ärkli

---

477 In runiform inscriptions /g/ may be spelled with k / k^2 after /r l n/ to show that it is a stop in this position. For this contact between the two elements to take place, the onset vowel of the suffix must first have been elided, which it does not do e.g. in the form berigli quoted above, nor in är-igli in an Uygur example mentioned below. There is no phonotactic reason why it shouldn’t, especially if the velar in ärkli is not only a stop but also voiceless (that it should, in other words, be assigned to the phoneme /k/), as /rk/ is a cluster well-attested in syllable-final position. See also pp. 78 and 121.

478 Adjuncts, including postpositions, do get instrumental and equative case suffixes in ašnu+ča, auzu+ča, ögni+n and birlä+n, dealt with in section 3.3. These suffixes serve to make the adverbial status of these elements explicit, however, and do not assign participant tasks to them.
constructions are adjunct clauses whereas -(X)gll forms participles which never serve as adjuncts. I would not consider this to be a serious problem either (beside the fact that the Tuñ inscription twice uses ärkli as headless participle, once in the accusative case): Forms of the copula in many languages develop special uses, Turkish ol-arak ‘as’ being one example for such a special use. Translating ärkli with the German and English participle forms ‘seiend’ and ‘being’ will easily show that the participles of these languages can also be used in ‘absolute’ manner, i.e. as adjuncts. All this could equally hold for Uygur ärkän, prominent in Schulz’s argumentation, which OTWF 383 had considered to be a remnant of the -gAn participle obsolete in most of Old Turkic though so active in the modern languages: There, again, it would only be normal for an obsolete form to have survived in the copula, and with an aberrant function. The reading of the Tuñ instances of ärkli and their interpretation as participles is unproblematic on the one hand, and cannot, on the other hand, be separated from the other insscriptional instances spelled in this way. T. Tekin’s understanding of the forms must therefore be correct.

In the following example the -(X)gll form has been taken to qualify a head which is not a subject, something for which I have found no parallel: bögü xan käntü [dïndar]lar ärigli kuvraggaru kálti, d[e]ndarlar[ka] söküdüp ... (TT II,1 34), translated "Bögü Qan kam seinerseits zu der Versammlung, wo die Elekten waren, und vor den Elekten auf die Knie fallend ...". [dïndar]lar may, however, be a wrong conjecture; it seems likelier to me that we might have had the same construction as in Orkhon Turkic, with an -Ur participle before ärigli = ärkli, giving ‘B. khan came towards the assembly himself being [adjective], knelt [before] the elect and ...’. Note, on the other hand, that this is a Manichaean text and that the use of the aorist to qualify circumstantial heads is also a Manichaean characteristic.

The participle suffix -dAčI is in runiform sources spelled with t1 / t2 in öltäči and kältäči, in both cases because of the /l/. In Manichaean sources T appears in bošuntači, kurtultači, tapındači, sakintači, kiltäči, bertäči, but also in kömüştači in fragmentary context; on the other hand

479 The etymology suggested for ärkän by Erdal 1991 was severely criticised by Johanson 1994 but adopted by Johanson 1996: 91, subsequently to be rejected again (oral communication). It may, instead, come from *ärür kän, with a particle discussed in section 3.341, in case the temporal suffix -MazkAn dealt with in section 4.633 is formed with this particle.

480 The editors mark the l as well as uncertain.
we find tägürdäči in M I 26,17-18. This list excludes the late Pothi book and TT IX, which do not follow the early rule of spelling suffix-onset /d/ as T after /r l n/. I have come across one (adnominal) -dAčI form also in the (runiform) Yenisey inscriptions, in YE 28,9: altun Soňa yiš käyiki artgil taşgil; atdači Upa Barsım adrilu bardï ‘Oh animals of the wooded mountain of Soňa, multiply and flow over; my hunting Upa Bars has died’. This instance is clearly imperfective although it refers to the past. In the Orkhon inscriptions, -dAčI serves in positive finite verb phrases with future meaning (see section 3.26). That group of sources also shows this form in participial function with present or future reference, e.g. in öltäči bodunug tırğür iğittim (KT E 29, BQ E 23) ‘I revived a dying nation (or ‘a nation about to die’) and took care of it’. Nominalised, üküš öltäči anta tirldï ‘Many who were about to die were saved there’ (BQ E 31). The instance in eki үč үнү süмүз кáltäčimiz bar mu nä (Tuñ 14) can, in its context, refer either to the present or the future; it should mean ‘We presumably have two to three thousand soldiers, including the ones who are coming / about to come’.

The KT and BQ instances just quoted show clearly that Orkhon Turkic -dAčI forms are not factive; their use differs from that of inscriptional -sXk participles (section 3.284) in that the former qualify or refer to subjects (in accordance with the normal behaviour of the other imperfective participles), the latter to all other participants in the action but not to subjects.

In Classical and Late Uygur as well as in Qarakhanid, the -dAčI suffix forms present participles, replacing the participle suffixes mentioned above, most of which are typical for pre-classical sources: bo nom ärdinig boşguntäči tutdači tört törlüg terin kufrag (Suv 423,16), e.g., is ‘the four types of communities which believe in this jewel of a doctrine and adhere to it’. tuttači is attested also in the QB. Further examples are olordači (U I 15), turkaru katiglandači bodisatv ‘the bodhisattva who is continuously exerting himself’ (U I 17,3). In Uygur, the negative counterpart of participial -dAčI is -mAdAčI, e.g. [siz]ni ayamadači agırłamada/[ç] yok) (Ht V 42) ‘There is nobody who does not honour you’. Similarly, sävmädäči idi yok ‘there is nobody who doesn’t love’ in Suv 579,12, nomlärniñ asîlmakañ koramakîn körmadäçî ‘he who does not see the increase and the decrease of the teachings’ in 245,17. A -mAdAčI form in adnominal use: tugmak ölmäk sansar içintä tägintürdäči, ämġäkläg tägincðiñi taşgaru idmadaçi igid äzug adkangular ‘the deceitful and false bonds which make (the creatures) revolve in the samsâra of birth and death and do not let them out from the whirlpool of suffering’ (Suv 305,1). Further examples are
bolmadači in BT II 667 and 1030, itürmädäči ‘he who does not lose’ in BT II 718 or īzmädäči käsmädäči in BT VIIIIB 253; timeless (i.e. presentive) -mAčI forms are very common in Uygur. While finite -dAčI, which refers to the future, often had -mAčI as negative counterpart, there is no evidence for -mAčI as present participle suffix.

ät’özüg taltokladacči tamu (BT II 551-2) is the hell where the devils employed there nail a person’s body onto things. The head of this relativisation therefore represents the place of action; the expression could also be understood to say that this is the ‘hell which nails bodies (onto objects)’ if there is no other documentation for heads of -dAčI referring to place. tamu is, however, unlikely to be the subject.

UW 404 lists numerous examples of verb phrases in -dAčI ärür / ärmäz, -dAčI ärti, -dAčI ärmış, -dAčI ärsär, -dAčI ärip and -dAčI ärmädin as if these were analytical constructions. The meanings of these sequences can, however, generally be distinguished from the corresponding simple forms: Sew Keytä utatü böglär közgäšdäči, kördači, uziklärşg ornatačči ärdilär (Ht VIII 1507), e.g., should not, presumably, be translated as “Xiao Jing ... und die übrigen Beks revidierten und prüften [den Text] und plazierten die Zeichen ...” but “The lords Xiao Jing etc. were in charge of collating and controlling (the text) and placing the letters’: The formulation describes the division of labor and is not identical to the description of processes. Similarly anın öz ät’özürlärin ölörgökär bolar siziń ütinüzni äriginüzni ärttäči ärürlär (TT VIII N 10), which Hartmann and Maue in their reedition (Măr 78) translate as “darum übertreten [die Toren] Eure Anweisung, dadurch, daß sie sich selbst töten”. What is presumably meant is not a characterisation of acts, but a characterisation of a set of people committing these acts as sinners.

-gAn has wide-ranging and highly important functions in modern Turkic languages but was rather obsolescent in Old Turkic. It is dealt with in detail in OTWF section 3.324, as a number of -gAn forms got lexicalised; cf. also section 3.113 above: Some of the instances mentioned there may in fact belong here. OTWF 386-387 also refers to a number of -gAn forms, both in Old Uygur and in Qarakhanid, which are used as a part of the verbal system, as a habitual participle; we especially note the sequence -gAn bol-. Käsğarlı says that the form denotes duration, continuity, habituality and/or frequent occurrence of an action; this is also how he translates the numerous examples which he mentions. Käsğarlı’s -gAn forms govern direct and indirect objects quite freely, although the fact that he lists the instances at all must have
meant that he thought the form belonged to the lexicon and not to inflexion; all of them refer to the subject of the verb. Some of the Uygur examples (such as were edited in TT VII and ET Ş, e.g. 12.6 or 30.9-10) are late but kalîn kuvragag yet<i>-gän uduzgan buyruklar ‘the commanders leading the dense crowd’ (MaitrH XVI 9r28-29), e.g., is quite early and also shows the forms to have verbal government. In atamîñ mana ülištä täggän Taysaŋdakï ... borlukta ‘in the vineyard in T., which I got as my share from the inheritance of my father’, which appears in a late legal document (SUK Sa11,3), the form is not habitual, i.e. it does not describe any quality of its subject, but is used as perfect participle. Another late economical document again has -gAn in perfect use, qualifying the verb’s object: inäçiniñ saŋka küdgan üç [k]ürü ü’ñni ... altîm ‘I have received three bushels of millet which Inäçi poured into the barn’ (SUK Mi15,2).

-gAn apparently came to refer to the action in the aberrant dialect of the fragments in Sogdian script: We find / ketäriz kim [...]K ölgändä kurtul/ (Fedakâr 415), where +dA is caused by verbal government: The meaning may have been ‘do away with ..., so that (we, they etc.) may be saved from dying’. In this instance, -gAn is neither perfective nor future, in agreement with its other uses.

Negative adnominal participles from the forms mentioned appear to have been rare: With -(X)gmA and -gAn none appear to be attested. Adnominal -mA-mAz is, of course, attested already in the KT inscription and -mA-glI in an early Manichæan source but ‘normal’ Uygur apparently did not make active use of these forms in the agentive domain. What became more and more normal was -mA-dAçI; -mAksXz (dealt with in OTWF 3.329) appears to have been used extensively as habitual negative imperfective participle at the classical and post-classical stage. It had free verbal government; a majority of the instances appears to have been created for the passages in which they occur, i.e not to be lexicalised. -mAksXz was often formed from secondary stems, including the passive; this is why it did not need to qualify its object: When the head was an object, the attributive verb form was derived from the passive counterpart.

The formation with -gUçI consists of +çI added to -gU (section 3.284 below). It can be negated with -mA-: köni kertü sözlämägüçi kîši alku tamularnîñ ilişi bolur ‘The fate of a person who does not say the truth is (to suffer in) all the hells’ (DKPAMPb 279-80, alternating with äzüglägüçi ‘telling lies’ in l.281); adaşîñ eşiñ m(ä)n tep tîlîn sözlä[p]
sözlämiškä kilmadïn utru sävinç u[tli] bilmägüči bolsar … (U IV D 64)  
‘(Whoever) says ‘I am your friend and companion’ with his tongue but 
does not act in accordance with his words and is ungrateful, …’;[481] tsuy 
ayiq kilînç kilîp ökînç köңîl örtmägüçîlär (MaitrH XXIII 9v2) ‘those 
who have committed sins and have not repented’. The form can govern 
converbs, as in the example quoted last. Both köңi kertü sözlämägüçi 
asävinç utlî bilmägüçi are presumably meant to denote character 
traits. -gUčl forms govern objects, as in TT IV A 56-61: tonuzçï balïkçï 
käyîkçi ängçi tuzakçï boltumuz ärsär, torçï ėivgaççi kuşçï edärçï, uçugma, 
bagràn yorîgma tînl(i)glarîg öltürgüçî boltumuz ärsär, it ëttî satguçü 
boltumuz ärsär, ãçakram yîlan öltürgüçü boltumuz ärsär, luu üntürgüçü 
yadçï boltumuz ärsär. [tînlÎ]glarîg kînaguçü bûkaguçü boltumuz ärsär, 
…[482] ‘If we have been hunters of wild boars, fishermen, wild game 
hunters, trappers, if we have been netters, bird-snarers, wild-fowlers or 
trackers who kill flying and crawling creatures, if we have been sellers 
of dog meat, if we have been killers of boa snakes, if we have been 
snake charmers or rain-stone magicians, if we have been jailers who 
torture people, …’. On the other hand we note in this passage that, from 
the actionality point of view, -gUčl is the verbal counterpart of +cI; 
both denote professions or people’s characteristics: None of the eleven 
-gUčl forms quoted refers to an event, as verb forms are expected to do; 
all characterize people by their occupations, by social position, by 
recurrent behaviour or by psychological traits. By formal 
characteristics, however, this is a participle. The -gUčl forms in KT N 
13 already show this behaviour; they govern direct objects and refer to 
professionals: bark etgüçî, bâdź yaratÎgma bitîg taş etgüçü tabgač 
xagan ëçikanî ëçan sänitm kälti ‘There came an architect, (and there also 
came) the sculptor General Chang, the nephew of the Chinese emperor, 
who creates the ornaments’. Being a sculptor was clearly the imperial 
nephew’s vocation, whereas bâdź yaratÎgma refers to his actual work 
on Köl Tegin’s grave (and ‘general’ is his title). In Uygur we have e.g. 
ôt yegüçî tînl(i)g (UigPańc) ‘a herbivorous creature’. In nominal use: 
k(ä)ntü bargay tamuka udu eltkäy bergiçîc (M III 29, nr. 12 r 7) ‘He 
himself will go to hell and will take the donor after him’; in M III nr. 7 
II r 5 the king’s clothes are washed by an 
uz yuguçü ‘a master washer’. 
In Kuan 4a a bodhisattva gets the name ün äşidgüçü ‘the one hearing

[481] The phrase sävinç utlî bil- ‘to be grateful’ appears also in lines 38 and 57 of the 
same passage and sävinçîç is ‘ungrateful’.

[482] A very similar confession in U II 84-85 adds two further -gUčl forms, among them 
another one with direct object: ämgätgüçü boltum ärsär, kišî öltürgüçü çantal boltum 
ärsär ‘if I became a torturer, if I became an executioner killing people’.
voices’. When Bögü Xan decides to adopt Manichaeism for his people the Uygurs, he appoints some persons to the administrative position of tavratguți (TT II,1 93): They get the task of urging the population to carry out pious deeds. Here is an equally agentive instance with direct object: kayu nomçïlar bo altun önlüg y(ə)rok yaltrïkïş kopda kötrlümiş nom ärdig nomlaguçï ärsär … (Suv 474,1) ‘Whichever preachers occupy themselves with preaching this golden, radiant all-surpassing jewel of a text …’. Persons involved in transactions are also referred to with -gÜçI forms: alguçïka bergüçïkï ayïlïp (ActeOuig 35,18) signifies ‘asking the buyer and the seller’ and çamlaguçï kiï korlug bolzun (SUK Sa 12,15, 16,15 and 28,22) ‘The person lodging an objection shall bear the indemnities’.

Occasionally -gÜçI forms qualify their object, thus no longer being agentive: samtso açari kälürgüçï burxanlar bitigïlïr (Ht VII 1119) ‘the Buddha figures and books which Xuantsang brought along’. The Manichaean instance kunçïylïr taysïlar bašlaguçï [u]lug kïçïg kam(ə)g bodun (TT II,1 64) ‘the whole nation, both big and small, led by princesses and princes’ is especially early. The Suv has many such examples: ol künkï bizïñ aṣda önlürgïçï ud koyïn tòôz bašlap tînlïglïr (Suv 6,13) ‘creatures, mainly bovines, sheep and pork, which we slaughtered on that day at our meal’. tükäl bilgä t(ə)ŋri t(ə)ŋrïsi burxan y(ə)rlïkaguçï bo bodi tegmä yorïk (Suv 379,9) ‘this path called bodhi which Buddha, the perfectly wise god of gods, teaches / taught’; birök eligïlïr xanlar k(ə)ltï t(ə)ŋrim siz y(ə)rlïkaguçï bo törôçïä ävrïlïp … bo nom ärdig aiïšdsärlïr (Suv 423,13; similarly 436,21) ‘if kings and rulers should, however, live according to the teaching which you, my lord, propound (= yarlïkaguçï), and … listen to this jewel of a doctrine’. Another -gÜçI form qualifying the verb’s object appears in a Mz (i.e. earlier) ms. version of Suv 189,13 but is replaced by the -dAçI form in the much later Petersburg ms. These instances do not refer to persons by their occupations or characteristic behaviour, as agentive -gÜçI forms do.

3.283. Perfect participles
Perfect participles qualify or refer to their direct or indirect objects, to other participants in the event or to entities describing circumstances; even more often, they refer to actions or to states. They can also, like the imperfect participles, qualify nominals referring to subjects or themselves refer to subjects of actions. They appear to be always factive. Cf. the beginning of section 3.282 for more details.
The perfect participle suffixes are -mIš, -dOk and -yOk; positive -dOk is used mainly in runiform and Manichaean sources while -yOk is never used in those sources. Suffixes of these shapes appear also as finite verb forms, but the uses and meanings of the finite forms and of the perfect participles are different and not to be confused. -dOk does not in Old Turkic appear in finite use (as we shall show below) in its positive form but only as negative -madOk; this latter is the negative counterpart of both finite and infinite -mIš in earlier Old Turkic texts: -mAmlış comes up only in late Uygur. While finite -mIš (and with it finite -mAAdOk) express evidentiality and mirativity, the perfect participles in -dOk / -mAAdOk and -mIš (as well as the late -mAmlış) never have this content. Finite -yOk is vividly post-terminal, implying the speaker’s direct observation of an event (whereas the use of finite -mIš involves autopsy only if the speaker is using it as a mirative, then referring not to an event but to a state). The meaning of infinite -yOk does not seem to differ much from infinite -mIš, on the other hand, and that of infinite -mAyOk not much from infinite -mAAdOk.

In the perfect domain, the earliest Old Turkic (including Orkhon Turkic, the Uygur kaganate inscriptions and most Manichaean texts) differs from the rest of the corpus: In the Orkhon inscriptions, -mIš (or -mis, as it is spelled there) mainly qualifies or refers to subjects, while -dOk appears in the inscriptions and in most Manichaean sources when the head refers to participators other than the subject (e.g. the direct or indirect object) or to circumstances (e.g. the time of the event). -mA-dOk is well documented in all manner of Uygur texts as readily qualifying subjects as well as non-subjects; e.g. in arîmadok tsuy irinêülêrim (TT IV B50) ‘my unpurified sins’ where the head is subject and tâyri unamadok avînêçu ‘a pleasure woman not approved of by heaven’ from the IrqB⁴⁸³ or körmädök ešidmädök savlarîg kördîm tep tedimiz (MaitrH XX 14r5) ‘We said (about some) matters that we had seen (them although we) had neither seen (them) nor heard about (them)’, where the head is direct object.

In Orkhon Turkic, -dOk is spelled with t¹ or t² after stems ending in /l n r/ such as kazgan-, olor-, yaqîl-, yazîn-, ber- but never after ones ending in other consonants or vowels; this apparently shows that /d/ was realised as a stop after the sonants. This distribution appears to have been retained in Manichaean texts, which write -tOOk with stems

⁴⁸³ T.Tekin 1997: 6 takes tâyri unamadok to be a sentence by itself, which he translates as ‘Heaven was apparently not pleased with it’. This is not acceptable because the ‘it’ which he introduces into his translation would have to refer forwards to avînêçu; however, Old Turkic zero reference points backwards, not forwards.
such as bol-, ämgän-, ärksin-, kargan-, tágın-, ör-, ür-, är-, kurtgar-, azgur-, kör- and turgur-. When a -dök form is used not for qualifying a nominal but itself serves for reference and when it refers to an entity other than the subject, reference to this latter can appear in a possessive suffix added to it. This is by no means obligatory as it is in Turkish, however, and the -dök form does appear without possessive suffix when the hearer or reader is expected to know the identity of the subject in some other way.

In section 4.622 we quote some examples of (positive) -dök forms used as direct objects; most of them appear in Manichaean texts, but there is, e.g., an instance of är-dök+in ‘its being (acc.)’ in a rather late letter. This may not be an archaic trait in that case; rather, är-dök from är- ‘to be’ appears – as in Turkmen – to have developed a life of its own, independent of that of the suffix itself. If the literal source of är-dök tág, corresponding to the common Buddhist term Skt. tathatā ‘thus-ness’, is ‘like what is’, this would mean that är-dök here refers to the subject of är-. In a Buddhist text we have a headless -dök form referring to the object of the subordinated verb and serving as subject of the whole sentence: ogrï tep tedöküŋüz nágü ol (KP 59,5) ‘What is that which you have called a thief?’. A further such instance is quoted in section 4.621. In kältöküm bo tep ötünti ‘He said “These are (the circumstances of) my coming’, on the other hand, the -dök form, which serves as topic in a nominal sentence, appears to refer to circumstances (the same Buddhist text just quoted, KP 60). We also have -dök forms in oblique cases: An inscriptional example (with 1st person possessive and the instrumental case) is biltökümün ödökümün bunça bitig bitidim (KČ S 2) ‘I wrote all this text based on what I know and remember’. ayardökünta kertü bolur ärti ‘it used to come true according to what he said’ (M III nr.13 I v3) and yarlïkadokumça ‘according to what I ordered’ (ms. U 311 b v4, Wilkens 103) are both from Manichaean sources. Then we have -dök forms governed by postpositions and relational nouns: tutdokumza bärü ‘since we kept’ (Xw 148) is, again, Manichaean. Burguçan Alp tarxan bâg elântök ärksintök uguṟïnta (M I 27,10) ‘on the occasion of the coming to power of the lord B.A. tarxan’ could in principle be analysed in two ways: Either, as happens in many modern Turkic languages, the possessive suffix in uguɾ+ín+ta refers to the subject of the adnominal participle, which does not itself inflect for subject but transfers that onto uguɾ ‘occasion’, the head of the construction. Alternately (and I think correctly), uguɾ(u)rïnta is taken to be part of the relational noun construction (see section 4.22); the
-dOk forms themselves are then understood to refer to the action and not to the event’s circumstance.

In *it ürdöki kuš üni ... aştilmäz* ‘No barking of dogs and no sound of birds is heard ...’ (M III nr.32 r1) or *bo kargantokïn, alkantokïn, kânrâştökïn yöntištökïn bilmäz kişi tâk sögüşçä oyunça sakanur* ‘An ignorant person takes this cursing and quarreling of theirs to be just scolding and play’ (M I 9,16-18), the -dOk forms refer to the action; as the contexts show, the 3rd person singular possessive suffixes refer to plural subjects. In a Mair instance quoted on p. 484 below, we find the instance *sakïntoklarï üčïn*, where subject plurality is taken into account.

The possessive suffix can also be wholly absent with -dOk forms used as perfect participles, if the context makes this reference superfluous, even if the verb is not impersonal; e.g. *yarok kälip tünärigig yaydok üčïn* (M III nr.1,IV v3) ‘because light came and dispersed darkness’: The -dOk form is often governed by üčïn with the meaning ‘because’.

In the -dOkIn üčïn phrase (discussed in section 4.635), intransitive verbs appear as freely as transitive ones. The locative of the -dOk form rather commonly serves as a common temporal converb (see section 4.633); it can also be governed by temporal postpositions such as bärü ‘since’ or kesra and ken ‘after’. In Manichaean sources, the instrumental form (added to -dOk with possessive suffix) supplies ‘reasons’ for the main clause, e.g. *azgurdokïn ‘because he led (our senses) astray* (Xw 19) or *kop yerdä ačïg ämgäk körtökïn* ‘because they suffered bitter torments everywhere’.

Tekin 1997 quotes instances of -dOk and -mAAdOk found in the runiform inscriptions and further deals with the etymology of this suffix and with its real or assumed finite uses.

-mIš forms are generally subject participles in Orkhon Turkic, whereas -dOk forms serve as perfect-domain non-subject participles of that dialect (as of Turkish). -mIš, which also serves the expression of indirective status (section 3.27), is often spelled with s² (not š or s¹) in Orkhon Turkic: More in some texts than in others; the BQ inscription often changes -mIs forms of its source, the KT inscription, to -mIš without changing much else in the passages, and inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire write -mIš even more often. These fluctuations do not specifically concern this particular suffix but are related to the spelling and pronunciation of Orkhon Turkic /š/ in general;

---

484 Yenisey inscriptions have both s¹ and s², but Orkhon Turkic uses the character serving as s² in the Yenisey inscriptions both in front and back contexts.
nevertheless, one gets the impression that /š/ surfaces as s a bit more often in this suffix than elsewhere.

In Uygur as distinct from Orkhon Turkic, -mlš forms refer to non-subjects more often than to subjects. Examples for adnominal inscriptional -mlš participles are elsiramiš kagansiramiš bodun (KT E13) ‘the people who lost state and ruler’ and igidmiš kagan (BQ N6) ‘the ruler who has nourished (you)’. In anta kalmiş ‘those among them who stayed there’ (KT S9; similar expression in Tuñ 4) the verb form itself refers to the subject. tägmiš in türk bodun k[il]ingga[t], türk kagan ołorgalı Şantun balıkka taloy ögüzkä tägmiš yok ärmiš (Tuñ 18; there is a similar passage in Tuñ 47) can be understood in participial use, giving the meaning ‘Since the Türk people came into existence and since a Türk ruler gained power there it is said that nobody had reached the town(s) of Shantung or the sea’. Another possibility (cf. T.Tekin 1968: 179) is that it is to be understood as action noun: ‘... it is said that it (i.e. the Türk people; or ‘he’, i.e. the Türk kagan) had never reached ...’. The latter possibility is supported by the same construction appearing in Fedakâr 239: ol üdin uluš üzä burxan tiši [en]miš yok ärti; bolar yalyoklär tümän türlüg ämgäk ämgänip ... ‘At that time the buddha Tisya had not yet descended upon the people; these persons were suffering a myriad sorts of suffering and ...’. There is one clear Orkhon Turkic example for -mlš in non-subject use: kañımiz äčimiz kazganmiš bodun (KT E26; BQ E22). Tekin takes this passage to signify “the people who were conquered by our father and uncle”; however, the Türk people, who are here being referred to, were hardly conquered by Köl Tegin’s father and uncle but rather were conquerors together with them. It might just be possible, therefore, that the -mlš forms here also qualify their subject, the nominatives kañımiz äčimiz standing for comitative content. Had it not been for this example, the Orkhon Turkic use of the -mlš participle would have been identical to the Ottoman and Turkish one, whereas the Uygur use of -mlš reminds one of the use of -gAn in many Non-Oguz languages. The inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire keep the use of -mlš forms within the sphere of subject participles. We have, first, the proper name Ozmïš ‘(one who has prevailed’) Tegin in ŞU N9 and Taryat E6 and 9 and the regal name

---

485 See section 3.211 for the +sIrA- formation.

486 The string MYŠ appears at the beginning of a line and the end of the previous one is torn away with about three letters missing; the editor’s t(ay)sïnmïš makes no sense. Tisya, the name of a previous buddha, has already appeared several times in Uygur texts as tişi.
Täŋridä Bolmiš (‘born in heaven’) El Etmiš (‘who has organised the people’) Bilgä (or Uygur) kagan in ŠU N1, Taryat S6 and W1 and 6 and Tes 12. *anta kalmiši bodun* (ŠU N3) reminds one of *anta kalmiši* quoted above from the Orkhon inscriptions and appears to signify ‘that part of the nation which remained there’.

In Classical Uygur, -dOk is not used as positive non-subject perfect participle; the whole perfect domain is covered by -mIš. -mIš and -dOk enter into complementary distribution in that -mAdOk serves as negative counterpart of -mIš; -mAmIš appears rarely, and only in very late Uygur sources. This is the situation e.g. in the voluminous Suv, where there are 11 -dOk forms all referring to the action and not to any participator. 26 instances of -mAdOk but, on the other hand, only 3 instances of -mAmIš (all three in 57,13-15, where they are contrasted with -mIš forms of the same verbs). Cf. kälmädök üdtä tugar tugmaksizin ‘He will in the future (käl-mä-dök üd) be born without birth’ (BT I D161); *kut bulmadok toyïnlar* (Maitr XXIV Endblatt 13) ‘monks who have not attained salvation’.

-mIš forms not representing their subject often have possessive suffixes referring to the subject, as zaxariya dendarniñ öltüm tägimmişi (U I 9,9) ‘how the priest Zakharías met his death’; kämišimizdä (Ht VII 2046) ‘when we came’ (literally ‘at our completed coming’), kämišmişinjzä (Ht VII 2147) ‘because you have thrown it away’. They do not, however, always get the genitive of personal pronouns: anin män anta ažun tutmišim kärgäk ‘therefore I should get born there’. In section 3.24 we mentioned an emphatic construction of the shape -mIš+Im bar which clearly involves -mIš forms used as action nouns.

Reference to subjects of such action nouns by possessive suffixes is not obligatory; thus in bo ülüštä Samtso açañi ... öcoonanka harnišindän bašlanur, ... ät’öz kodmiş üzä üzülür ‘this section starts with Xuanzang having gone ... to Ç. and ends with his death’, where the -mIš forms refer to the action. The introduction to another Ht section (Ht VII 9) has the same form. *bo nom bitimmiñ buyan ädgü kilinč* ‘this meritorious deed consisting of having had the sūtra written down’ shows an adnominal action noun in -mIš. In tegin alkuniñ taplamadï, tâk taloy ögüzkä kirmişig tapladï (KP 15,3) ‘The prince didn’t like any (of the other ideas presented to him), he only liked going out to the sea’, the verb

---

487 Another four instances of -dOk which appear in the colophons or in the Buyan Āvirmäk section which is a later addition represent the finite -dl past in the 1st pers. pl., and show that these sections belong to Middle Turkic. The Buyan Āvirmäk has been excluded from the material serving as base for this grammar.

488 kir- for this meaning is a calque on a Chinese expression, as shown by Hamilton in
is not impersonal either, though the subject of the -mIš form is again not expressed: The reader understands it to be the same as the subject of the main verb. In the sentence ol bermiş bušîda, kîlmiş ädgü [ki]lîncda ötrô yarok [tânpî] yerin utišin bultum (M III nr.13, 31,32) ‘Because of those alms which (I) gave and the good deeds which (I) performed I found the bright [heavens] as retribution’, reference to the subject is inherited from the main verb. In the following example (from Suv 5,8) the perfect participle used as action noun is also adnominal but it has a subject, referred to by a possessive suffix on the head: korkmanlar, m(ä)n amtï sîzlärkä tirîmlîş tîltagîmîn sîzîläyîn ‘Don’t be afraid, let me now tell you all why I got resurrected’. ögmiškä ymä sävinmädîn, yermiškä ymä yerinmädîn ikiğikä barcä bir tâg ädgülüg bolurlar burxanlar’ (U III 73,21), finally, signifies ‘without being glad when somebody praises them nor sorry when somebody criticizes them they, the Buddhas, have an equally positive attitude towards both’. F.W.K. Müller’s translation as “Weder über das Lob freuen sie sich, noch vom Tadel fühlen sie sich betroffen” is acceptable because the context lets the reader understand Lob and Tadel as action nouns and complete the subject of ög- and yer- as ‘somebody’. It is misleading, however, when Gabain 1974: 73 defines -mîš, -mîş as “zeitlich indifferentes Verbalnomen, aktiven oder passiven Charakters” only because -mIš clauses can qualify both subject and object heads, and wrong when she renders ögmiš as ‘Lob’ in §122 in the same way as she renders yaymur as ‘Regen’ in §123 and tügün as ‘Knoten’ in §124, as if it were a derived lexeme.

-mIš forms are also used as attributive and predicative participles, as the two instances in the following sentence: in ol yarok yašuk važïr ânlîg alkatmîş yer ... beş bölükün bölmiş ol (BT V 188-191) ‘That bright and shining praised land with diamond appearance is divided into five parts’. Note that yer is the object of bôl- but the subject of reversive *alkat- ‘get (oneself) praised’. A number of -mIš forms from causative -(X)t- stems (in later sources replaced by -tXl- stems) are lexicalised: No bases are attested for alkatmiš, amratmiš, bayutmiš, bulgatmiš, eritmiš, kargatmiš and so forth. olar bo darni sözîlîmîşig umagaylar âmgatgâlî (DhâSû 12) ‘They will be unable to torment somebody who has recited this dhâranî’.

In two attributive examples quoted in the previous paragraph from M III nr.13 the -mIš forms qualify their objects. Predicative participial (and perfect) -mIš presumably has to be followed by copular ârûr or ol, as it would otherwise be confused with his note to the passage.
evidential -mIš, which is always predicative; the former is dealt with in section 3.26, the latter in section 3.27.

The -yOk form was in use only in Uygur; its suffix is attested with a rounded low vowel in Brähmî script, in TT VIII H5 (ünnäyökinä) and L18 and 21-22 (both tükämäyök). The low vowel is not certain: All the Brähmî examples we have use the suffix after /â/, and this may have been a lowering factor.\(^{489}\) It has a finite use as vivid past, a past with relevance for the speaker’s present, as discussed in section 3.26. In infinite use, however, it merely expresses post-terminal content, mirroring the split found in the use of -mIš between finite and infinite use; e.g. bulganyak köniillig tînlîglar ‘creatures with confused hearts’ (Pothi 227-8); tükâl yazoklug, siyok čaxsaputlug dentar ‘an utterly sinful priest who had broken the precepts’ (fr. TI D 200 in the n. to TT V A 23); ädğü tetyök nom ‘the teaching considered to be good’ (Pothi 108). Negated e.g. övkä köniil öritmäyök tînlîg ‘a creature which never let itself get into an angry frame of mind’ (U III 42,12). In all the instances quoted hitherto, the head was the subject of the -yOk form. Negated and qualifying the verb’s object, as the negative counterpart of -mIš, as it were, we have, e.g.: kilmayok ayig kilinçlariğ istilayü taki kilmaz män (Suv 138,3) ‘The sins which (I) have not committed till now I will not commit in the future either’; körtüm körmäyök yerig, äşiddim äşidmäyök nomug (Ht V 13a3-4) ‘I have seen places hitherto unseen, have heard teachings hitherto unheard’. Nominalised, representing the object: kemi siyokîn tutu üntüm (KP 54,6) ‘I got out holding on to a piece of ship debris’ (si- ‘to break – tr.’).\(^{490}\)

-yOk forms are also used as abstracts; possibly, only negative verbs here occur with this function: The instances sundari kîziîn ıçetavan sâyramsîn kîlmäyökin bilip ... (BT III 210) ‘learning that the girl S. had not yet arrived from the J. monastery, …’ and özümnîn başgarîp umayokum ärür (r63 of a colophon published in AbiShőtan p.76) ‘this is a case of my being unable to succeed’ both have possessive suffixes referring to the subjects and subjects in the genitive. sav söz ötmäyökkä (Ht VII 2065-66) ‘because the news had not yet gotten through’ has no such suffix and the subject is in the nominative; a further instance without possessive suffix appears in Ht V 192. Similarly, bir kîp bor tâgmäyök üčün (SUK Sa9,6) signifies ‘because a container of wine has

\(^{489}\) The suffix is in use in South Siberian Turkic, mostly in the shape -ÇXk, and was borrowed into Kamas, a Samoyed language spoken in South Siberia, as -yUk.

\(^{490}\) Concerning this last instance one might consider the possibility that it is a copyist’s misreading of si-n-ok; cf. also the passage discussed in OTWF footn. 271.
not arrived’. The following -yOk form is governed by a relational noun, again giving the same meaning: tävlig kürlüg köni sözlämäyök tïltägïnta alku tïnlïglar yerip yarsïp uzatï kargayurlar (DKPAMPb 273) ‘Because, due to his deceitful thoughts, he has not been saying the truth, all creatures despise him and curse him incessantly’. -mAyOkkA is the negative counterpart of causal -mIškA, -mAyOk tïg of -mIš tïg and so forth.

3.284. Projection participles
The participles with the suffixes -sXk (used in the runiform sources and in the Manichæan Uygur X̂wästvänift), -gU and -gULXk (used in all other sources) are here called ‘projection participles’ because they are used for presenting projections of expectations, evaluations and intentions. See the beginning of section 3.282 for general considerations.

The shape of the -sXk suffix needs some clarification. That it has fourfold harmony in the runiform inscriptions follows from the fact that kïn tugsuk ‘east’ is spelt with q in runiform script (Qara Balgasun B7) whereas batsïk ‘west’ is spelt with runiform q in KT S2 = BQ N2 and as b’t’s’Ik in Qara Balgasun B9. Other forms with rounded-vowel bases are to(s)suk in KT S8 and BQ N6, olorsukum in Tuñ 12 and 22, ölsükünün and tutsukunun in KT S10 and BQ N8, tugsuk in KT E4 and 8 and S2, BQ E5 and 8 and Ongin 2. In none of these is the vowel of the suffix written out explicitly. On the other hand, the suffix is spelled with s² in the Tuñ 22 and Ongin 2 examples, although their bases are olor- and tug- respectively, as is the suffix of uðïsïkïm in Tuñ 12 and 22. Since s² often appears beside /i/ as well as beside front vowels, the idea that the suffix was -sIk in the Orkhon texts (as proposed by T.Tekin) cannot be wholly ruled out. Rounding is in this suffix actually documented first in the Qara Balgasun inscription from the late Uygur steppe empire (quoted above), but implicit vowels can nevertheless be expected to be either /A/ or /X/: -sXk therefore remains the form we take the suffix to have had. The k ~ g variation is found also within the Xw, whose ms. in Manichæan script uses quite distinct characters for the two phonemes. Referring to the lines of that ms. we find ançola-sïk (222 and 248), olor-suk (246 and 273) on the one hand, alkan-sïg (210), kigür-sïg (229), sözlämä-sïg (295) and išlämä-sïg (297) on the other. The likely explanation for this variation is that the form was no longer alive in the language of the person copying it from a source in Uygur writing and that he therefore did not know how it was pronounced; this is, after all, the only extant Uygur text with this form. Otherwise the
ms. confuses velars only very rarely (once ‘GSWG for ägsük, which appears correctly elsewhere in the text, and twice S’GYZ for säkiz’).491 In one Orkhon Turkic passage repeated in different texts a -sXk form appears to be used several times in finite use for expressing predictions, with reference to the subject in a possessive suffix appended to the form itself; see section 3.26 for that.

Infinite -sXk either refers to the action or to non-subjects, or qualifies non-subject heads. Examples for the first are tüń uūdīsīkīm kälmādi, küntūz olorsukum kälmādi ‘I did not feel like sleeping at night nor like resting at daytime’ (Tuñ 12), yanūlīp ölsīkīṇīn ... bunta urūmt ‘I set down here (how) you will needs err and die’ (KT S10), ančolasīk k(ā)rgāk ārti ‘it was necessary to give presents’ (Xw 176-177) or wusantī olorsuk tūrō ‘the rule of sitting in fasting’ (Xw 175). el tutsūk yer ‘the place to rule the realm (from)’ (KT S4) or sōzlāmāsīg ... söz ‘words which one should not utter’ (Xw 198) are examples for forms of this formation qualifying non-agent participants. The only -sXk forms in use in other Manichæan texts are the petrified kūn tugṣuk ‘east’ (e.g. in M III 9,1) and kūn batsīk ‘west’ e.g. in M III 9,3); these two terms appear also in a runiform inscription and were known to Kāšgārī as well.

491 The sentence esig kücūg bersāgīm (b₂s₂g₂m) bar ārmiš was read in Ongin 10 in Clauson’s 1957 reedition, and there translated as “I had a wish to give my services”. Tekin 1968 proposed reading ber-sig-im, assigning the form to the suffix discussed here. He is right in stating that -sA-(X)g, which Clauson was presumably thinking of, is highly unlikely here: There is a denominal desiderative suffix +sA- and a deverbal desiderative suffix -(X)g+sA-; -(X)gsA- became -(X)sA- only in Qarakhanid. The reading is hardly correct: All reference to this inscription (including Clauson’s) is based on Radloff’s work, which is known to have often been untrustworthy in the Old Turkic domain; there is no free alternation between voiced and voiceless consonants in any Orkhon Turkic text. Benzing 1980 suggested that the suffix was originally -sXk but that the phrase kūn tugṣuk ‘east’ etc. was in fact petrified and lexicalised and that the productive forms were to be read as -(A)sXk. This was meant to explain why Tuñ 22 and Ongin 2 have s² in the suffix when added to the stems olor- and tug-. Schulz 1978: 139 followed his teacher in reading the Tuñ 12 and 22 instances as ‘olorasıqım’ and ‘olorasıqım’ respectively. According to Benzing, -(A)sXk then changed to -(A)sXg as first documented in the Ongin inscription in the form just quoted, and was the source of the Turkish, Tatar etc. future participle in -AsI with possessive suffix, already attested in the DLT. The problem with this idea is that the additionally hypothesized vowel is nowhere attested in Old Turkic and that it contradicts the facts: tug-suḵ in Qara Balgasun B7 would not have been written with ‘q if it had been ‘tug-aṣīk’; nor can kigūr-sūg in Xw 167 be read as ‘kigūr-aṣīg’.
In non-inscriptional Old Turkic (except the Xw), the non-factive task of -sXk is filled by forms in -gU or -gU+lXk. There is a single, abstract -gU form already in the KT and BQ inscriptions (E23 and E19 respectively): küräğüin üçin ... xaganüjin ... eliñä ... yavlak kigürtüg ‘Because of your obstinacy / unruliness (kürä-gü+in with agentive 2nd person suffix referring to the Turk nation, and accusative ending as demanded by the postposition by which the word is governed)492 you introduced evil into the realm of your emperor’. As bases of -gÜč, derivatives such as ölürgü ‘killer’ or kolgu ‘beggar’, -gU forms did not have projectional meaning either. -gU/lXk, another composite suffix based on -gU, is necessitative; +lXk appears to have been added to -gU to make this meaning explicit. -gU is negated with -mA- (as is -gU/lXk); e.g. in uzatmagu (BT V 908), kilmagü kilinc ‘a act not to be carried out’ or tünlä kiintiz sakimmagu sakinnip ... (l.13 in LeCoqChuast pp.27-8 = WilkKatMan nr. 421) ‘by night and by day thinking things which are not to be thought’. This is a clear indicator of its belonging to inflexion and not word formation. The fact that some -gU forms got lexicalised is no counter-argument, as lexicalisation took place with inflected forms as well. Nor is the fact that -gU+sXz is also attested493 a counter-argument: Similar to it we have the equally nominally negated -gU/lXk+sXz (OTWF section 3.312) and -mA+sXz (OTWF section 3.328) beside the verbally negated -mA-gU/lXk and -mA-mAk (a rather late and rare form). The difference between the two ways of negation is clearest with -mAk, in that -mAksXz is a full-fledged nominal whereas -mA&sXz stays an infinitive.

The ‘projection’ quality of -gU will be clear from the meaning of, e.g., adin bergüm yok üçin (SUK Sa2,2) as ‘because I have nothing else to give’. In the following Uygur instances the form with -gU refers to a necessity or an intention: sözläşgü çärşär ünüp kälgil (UigBrief D) ‘If you have anything to discuss, come on here’. In tünlä kiintiz kugarguda ‘when one intends to save living creatures’, the whole -gU expression has been put into the locative, the -gU form again referring to a projected action; the use of -gU+dA is discussed in section 4.633. In the following two sentences the form is the object of a verb of saying

492 kör-, which editors before Tekin had thought of, much less accords with the context even when taken with the meaning ‘to obey’. I take küräğü to have been lexicalised; the context does not permit projectional -gU here.

493 There are some examples for this sequence in OTWF 138; cf. also bo ... sävgüsüz taplagusuz yarsınçığ ätöz (Suv 613,2) ‘this ... disgusting body not to be loved or desired’. -gUsXz is not the negative counterpart of -gU/lXk, as stated in Gabain 1974 § 141.
and a verb of sensing: alkiš bašik sözlägüg, ... amv(a)rd(i)šn kilïp yïgïngug ayu y(a)rlïkadïz olarka (Pothi 226-7) ‘Thou hast commanded them to say blessings and hymns, ... to concentrate one’s mind and meditate’; maytri bodisavtnï ... burxan kutïn bulgusïn ... ukar mu siz? ‘Can you ... grasp that bodhisattva Maitreya is to ... attain Buddhadom?’.

In the last-mentioned instance the subject of the -gU form was in the genitive, but a construction of the shape -gU+SI yok has the subject in the nominative: ig toga ketgïsi yok (U I 45,4) ‘It is not expected that the illnesses will disappear’; mâniñ köñülüm yüräkïm [...] sintä-da ön ketip bargusï yok (TT X 466) ‘It is [quite] unlikely that my heart should abandon you’. sïggusï yok ärdi ‘it could not be expected to fit in’ shows the same analytical construction with abstract -gU transposed into the past.

Like the ones with -sXk, -gU forms can also refer to or qualify non-subject participants: In bergü bulmatïn (KP 10,4) ‘not finding anything to give’, e.g., the form refers to the direct object; this is also the task of the form sakïnmagu ‘things not to be thought’ quoted above, and of the form in kilmagü kilîńç ‘a deed not to be done’. In ayancan köñulîn yükîngü ayagîlıq atlîq könîm mani burxan (Pothi 2) ‘my respected and famous father, the prophet Mani, whom one should worship with a reverent mind’ it qualifies the indirect object, in engü üdi yagumîş ‘the time when he is expected to descend is said to be nearing’, the time adjunct. âv in oltorgu âv (Ht III 739) ‘a house to reside in’ is the place of the activity referred to in the verb. In TT VA 88-98 we have three instances of -gU used adnominally to qualify entities which serve as instruments to the action and a fourth one referring to the action itself: alñaďturgu sakînç (TT VA 88) ‘meditation by which to weaken (the demons)’, alñaďturgu biliglär (TT VA 92) ‘notions for weakening’, ulug alñaďturgu tamga (TT VA 94) ‘the great weakening seal’ and ulug alñaďturgu iš (TT VA 97) ‘the business of the great weakening’. ornangu (TT I 114, M I 27,32) and kongu (M I 27,35) ‘dwelling-place’ are local. A number of examples qualify yol ‘way’, clearly used as instrument in the contexts quoted; among them we have ozgu kutrulgu yol yînâk (Pothi 63) ‘the way and direction to salvation’, t(än)ri yerinjä bargu ... yol (Pothi 72) ‘the way by which to go to the land of gods’ and bošungu yol agtingu šatu bilmädök üčün (M III nr.1 IV v14-15) ‘because he knew no way to freedom and no ladder for rising’. In the following three instances the -gU form qualifies the means to an end or the material, i.e. an instrument: tükädi n(t)i-gošaklarnïn suyïn yazokïn öküngü xwastwan(i)vt (Xw 221, ms. B) ‘The Xw., with which the
auditors are to repent their sins, has ended’; *kaltï uz kiši uzlangu äd bulmasar ...* (M I 17,1) ‘when, e.g., a craftsman does not find the material to carry out his craft (with) ...’.

*-gU* forms can also be used predicatively, as in *bo yertinçö yer suvdakï tïnlïglar biröök burxan körkin körü kurtulgu ärsär ...* (U II 17,26) ‘If, now, (any) creatures in this world are to be saved by seeing the figure of Buddha, ...’; this is followed by *pr(a)tikabut körkin kurtulgu tïnlïglar ärsär* (U II 17,28) ‘If they are creatures to be saved through the appearance of a *pratyeka-buddha*, ...’, where the *-gU* form is attributive. Similarly *sinoxadivipka bargu ärsär suv yolïn barmak kärgäk siz* (HtPar 108r19 quoted in the note to Ht II 1870) ‘If (you) are to go to Ceylon you have to go by sea’. The construction of these two sentences, where the subjects are referred to by nominals in the nominative case, should be compared to *sözläšgü ärsär* discussed above, with the possessive suffix referring to the subject. There, the *-gU* form was taken to refer to the content of a future discussion; it could also refer to the projected event.

*-gU* also appears within the construction in *-gU ol* referred to in section 5.2, which expresses obligation or advice. The analytical form *-gUčA ärsär* is discussed among the conditional constructions in section 4.64. *nägü ... bulguça bolsa* (SUK Ad3,16) is ‘whatever one can find of ...’.

*-gU* täg signifies ‘suitable for the activity denoted by the verb’: *tarïg tariçu täg ädgü är karabaš* (ZiemeSklav III 14) ‘a male slave good for working in the field’, *tapïngu täg kïz karabaš* (ZiemeSklav III 16) ‘a female slave suitable for service’, *kïlmagu tág nà nägü iš* (U III 54,13) ‘some unsuitable piece of behaviour’. *korkgu tág yalinlar* (MaitrH XX 1r18) are ‘frightful flames’; the meaning of *korkgu tág* (attested also e.g. in TT X 362 and DKPAMPb 81) should be similar to *korkïnçög* (formation discussed in OTWF section 3.311). *-gU* täg is also put to predicative use: *oglanlarïmnï bulmatïn äłvirgü tág bolur màn* (BT XIII 2,48) ‘Not finding my children (i.e. if I didn’t find them) I would be as if in a rave’. *alïmçïlarïm ma tälim bolup turgu tág bolmayïn käçïp yašïp ...* (SUK Mi19,4) signifies ‘my creditors also having become numerous (the situation) was not suitable for staying around and I fled and hid and ...’. From this comes Rabğüzü’s use of the phrase *-gU* tág *turur* in the

494 Gabain reads *krgäksiz* and translates this as ‘braucht man nicht’. In view of the fact that Ceylon is an island, I have here followed Anderson 2002 § 1.1.3 in taking *siz* not to be the privative suffix but the 2nd person plural pronoun, on assumption that the Chinese text is compatible with this. There is no need to take *-gU är-* to be an auxiliary construction, as Anderson did in the lecture referred to.
meaning ‘to intend / to be ready to carry out the main action’ (documented in Schinkewitsch 1926: 100). The meaning ‘suitable for doing’ appears to have moved towards ‘in order to do’ in the example yetip iflilik yağınça yetgi tête kälır oğlanığ (BT XIII 2,44) ‘Till (I) get (there) and come back again (someone) could come and might lead the children off’: The accusative object oğlanığ is here governed by yet-, showing that yetgi tête functions as a verb phrase although it is also a postpositional phrase. This construction developed further in Middle Turkic; Brockelmann 1954: 247-8 gives numerous examples from the QB and a great variety of Middle Turkic sources.495 Cf. also the sequence -gU tête ärmäz expressing impossibility, dealt with in section 3.253.

The sequence -gUlXk tête is attested e.g. in M III nr.7 II v1, in eliqkā yağukuluk tête yontug aritürcä ‘as one cleans a horse which would be suitable for a king’; there are other examples in M III nr.5 r4. See section 4.636 (on final clauses) for the use of the analytical forms -gU ütcümin and -gU+kA.

In -gUlXk e.g. in nomumün işıdgülük küsüš (MaitrH XV 2v1) ‘the wish to hear my teaching’, it seems as if the suffix +LXk (described on p.147 above) has kept its meaning, as the wish is directed, as it were, towards future hearing activity. kudiği bolgülük savlar (BT II 232) are ‘matters to be disparaged’, sözlägülük savlar (BT II 257) ‘things one is to say’. Manichæan texts also have such forms e.g. 4 times in TT II,2 41-44. -gUlXk forms can be used predicatively, e.g. nacâ tänilig kilin külilig yavläk yäk içkä bolsarlar, bodisatv ugušlug elig bāgni äy mimtin ätoüncaki bir ävin tüşinä yma ada tuda tägürğülü ugušlug ärmälär (U IV A 260) ‘However numerous, powerful and evil pretas and bhātas there might be, they would not be able to do any harm even to a single hair on the body of the king of bodhisattva lineage’. Now consider the sentence küsüšüm ol otüngülük / tolp yertinčüg yarotдаčika (Suv 372,12)496 ‘It is my wish to pray to him who brightens up the whole world’: The -gUlXk form has here become the predicate of a nominal sentence and refers to activities the speaker considers to be desirable, in accordance with the function of this fused suffix. In the following example, the -gUlXk forms, with possessive suffixes referring to the

495 The sequence subsequently fused to give -gUdäg; Brockelmann 1954: 248 quotes Nawā‘ī as defining it as a special form for expressing conjectures. -gAd Ağ lives on in Tuvan or in Khakas, expressing the same content of ‘it seems, it looks as if’.

496 This is a verse passage, whence the unusual word order. Cf. the sentence quoted at the end of section 4.8.
object of their verbs, themselves refer to the action (bil- uk-) which is expected to be carried out: kep yörğü kılıtär. bilgülükin ukgulukin ornatu tükätip ... (Ht VIII 72) ‘They set forth a detailed commentary. Having finished to determine how they (i.e. the teachings) were to be understood, …’. The same can be said of the following example, which even has a 2nd person possessive suffix: udumbar čăcăk tăg alp tuşgulukunüz iță tanlančığ ärür siz (Suv 654,5) ‘You are marvellous by being as difficult to come by as the udumbara flower’.

Section 3.3.12 in OTWF deals with the composite suffix -gUlXksXz, the formation there being called ‘the negative modal oblique’. Its content should not be confused with that of -mAgUlXk (attested e.g. in HtsPar 14 r22 and Suv 6711,17): When used predicatively, the latter expresses the speaker/ writer’s attitude with respect to the non-desirability of a proposition, while -gUlXksXz qualifies nominals as related to such an attitude on the part of the speaker.

Orkhon Turkic and Uygur -gUlXk can form small clauses with ‘difficult’ or ‘easy’ as predicate: yuyka kalın bolsar toplolguluk alp ärmiş (Tuñ 13) ‘If thin gets thick it is hard to pierce, they say’; in a rather similar phrase, bo inmelun şastr ärsär ĕrtijü tărij alp tüpkärgülük ärür (Ht VIII 152) ‘As for this Ying ming lun şastra, it is exceedingly profound and hard to fathom’. učuz bulguluk in ol barča učuz bulguluk ol ‘All that is easy to find’ (DKPAMPb 358) is constructed in the same way as alp tüpkärgülük of the previous example. In tînlîglarîg ütläyü ĕrigläyü alp kutgarguluk üčün ‘because it is difficult to save living beings through advice and admonishment’ (DKPAMPb 115) we find a similar small clause – again with alp as predicate – governed by the causal postposition or conjunction.

The projection participles never qualify or refer to subjects, which the imperfect participles generally, the perfect participles sometimes do. The label of ‘projection’ attached to the forms of this section is to be understood as an either epistemological or volitional orientation towards possible future events. küm tugsuk and küm batsiık are the directions in which one expects the sun to rise or to set with no volition attached; maytri bodisavtniį ... burxan kutiń bulgusi, similarly, refers to something expected to happen in the future. el tutsk yer on the other hand, is the place which the speaker considers to be best suited for the activity of ruling; olorgu ĕv a house to reside in, one suitable for residing. sözlämäsig ... söz are words one should not utter, kilmagu kilinč something one should not do. bergü is something to give, intended for giving. tînlîglarîg kutgargu refers to the project of saving creatures, something one plans to do.
3.285. The prospective
The imminent future form in -gAlIr is difficult to classify among the parts of speech: It is never found as an attribute, nor ever as the head of a nominal phrase and thus is never, in fact, a participle in any narrow sense. It is either used predicatively with pronominal subject (like Turkish -Iyor) or governed by postpositions or by ärkän ‘while’ (which otherwise governs locatives, yok ‘non-existence’ and the aorist). The uses of finite -gAlIr (attested in that function also in DLT and QB) are discussed in section 3.26. Its most common non-finite use is to be governed by üçün, e.g. in kolunlarin adaddürülir baddütüürü üçün (BT III 77) ‘in order to let their shoots materialize and grow’ or män ol ...
... köni kertü savığ közädülir üçün (U II 68,31) ‘so that I might document that true statement’. A few sentences before the last expression (U II 68,22) the same speaker says agizüün üümü köni kertü savığ közädüü barayün with the same verb, signifying ‘Let me go to document the true statement which I uttered’; this highlights the similarity between the suffixes -gAlI and -gAlIr (which perhaps comes from -gAlI ärür). Note that -gAlI üçün, -gU üçün and -gUlxk üçün also appear in final clauses, -gAlI being the supine suffix and the forms in -gU and -gUlxk necessitative participles. In the example častic nélig ...
... sinirülir osoglug külüü (U I 41) ‘they behaved as if they were about to swallow osogluk ‘similar to’. We further have (Suv 536,14) bo darna gösliulir ärkän ‘while about to pronounce this dhāraṇi’; another example of -gAlIr ärkän is quoted in section 4.633.

3.286. Converbs
Converbs are verb forms used adverbially or, especially in the case of -(X)p and -(X)pAn, used within a sequel of clauses forming a sentence, linked so that their content comes to be understood as coordinative. There are two types of exceptions in which we find converbs in adnominal use: One is the construction with vowel converb found in tik-ä kulak+in ‘with cocked ears’, discussed below in this section, where the whole phrase is adverbial. The other is the use of ār-ip and bašlap linking two attributive satellites to each other; see the end of section 4.122 for ārip.

Converbs’ subjects are often identical to that of the verb to which they are subordinated; when they do have their own subject it appears in the nominative. A third possibility, when no subject is stated, is that the clause’s content is meant to hold for any appropriate entity as
subject; a fourth that the subject should be supplied by the addressee or reader from out of the context. Thus, when, at the beginning of a letter but after the address, we find the sentence *adrîlgalî yirîlgâlî ârü ârü [ür] keç boltî* (Ht VII 2064) we know that we have to translate ‘Bye and bye’ it has become a long time since (you and me) were separated and torn apart although the converbs in -gAll are not accompanied by any explicit reference to a subject.

From the morphological point of view we can classify converb suffixes into ones that are opaque and such that show, in various degrees of transparency, that they come from some other form. Some elements bringing verb stems into adverbal function are in fact not mere morphological forms but whole phrases, in which nominal verb forms are governed by a postposition. We shall here list all converbs and discuss their morphological aspect; we start from opaque converb suffixes, adding their various evident or putative derivates, then mention converbial derivates from verbal nominals. The functions and syntactic uses to which all these are put are dealt with in section 4.63 (‘Clauses as adjuncts’). Adjunct clauses can, in Old Turkic, also be formed without resorting to simple or complex converbs, by using conjunctions; such structures are not mentioned in the present section. The conditional suffix dealt with in section 3.287 is actually also a converb suffix at least in the runiform inscriptions: We have already, in connection with -(X)p, granted that converb clauses can be highly independent syntactically; the -sAr form is a converb in that it has neither verbal nor nominal inflexion and is used adverbally. It does, however, become increasingly linked to the category of subject person already at a very early stage and moves towards finite status in the course of the development of Old Turkic.

The most common converb suffix appears to be -(X)p. It is further discussed in 4.631, the section on the use of contextual converbs. Clearly related to it morphologically is the suffix -(X)pAn, also discussed in that section. -(X)pAn is used in runiform inscriptions (e.g.

---

497 *âr-û*, the vowel converb of the copula, is only attested in lexicalised ârü ârü ‘gradually etc.’.

498 Johanson 1988: 136 quotes several unacceptable ‘etymologies’ for this suffix, says “we shall refrain from adding new proposals here” and then does add a new proposal in the long footnote immediately attached to this sentence. Johanson’s proposal is unacceptable as well, as it is based on an intermediate form ‘-yUb’ (to be derived from a Mongolian converb suffix ending in *U*); such a form is not and cannot have been attested, as there is no trace of a ‘buffer *y*’ in Old Turkic, nor indeed anywhere outside Oguz.
el örginin anta örgipän etitdim ‘I set up the national throne there and had (the place) arranged’ in ŠU), rather commonly in the runiform ms. IrqB and in Manichæan texts (e.g. äzüg savïña arïlipan ‘cheated by her false words’ in BT V 277, ay tàpri ordosïnta enipän, l.9 of the hymn edited in UAJb N.F. 16:221-2, ‘coming down from the palace of the Moon God’). kara xanka barïpan, yalavač barïpan kâlmâdiniz bägim-ä in the epitaph E30 tells of a South-Siberian nobleman who went as a messenger to the Qarakhanid ruler and did not return. There are also a number of examples in the DLT in verse. This not very common form and the even rarer -(X)pAnXn (early Uygur, Manichæan and Buddhist) are discussed in Johanson 1988, who quotes a number of examples. Among the etymologies quoted or suggested there for -(X)pAn, the only possible one seems to be the segmentation *-bA+n, i.e. that it should be formed with the instrumental suffix +(X)n as in -mAtI+n discussed below. Another possibility is that -(X)pAn comes from -(X)pAnXn by haplology; that (attested e.g. in ukupanïn in Maitr 23r12, körüpänin in MaitrH Y 194) would come from -(X)p anïn, i.e. from the instrumental form of ol used in the meaning ‘thereby’ beginning the superordinate clause, secondarily adapting to synharmonism as the two fused: Johanson stresses the instrumental meaning of these two forms as against the other Old Turkic converbs including -(X)p, and in UW 142 we find a number of examples for the ‘superfluous’ use of anïn after subordinate clauses. IrqB 35 can be read as kugu kuš kanatïña urupanïn kaliyu barïpan ögiñä kañïña tâgürmiš or kugu kuš kanatïña urup anïn kaliyu barïpan ögiñä kañïña tâgürmiš and in both cases signify ‘The swan put him on his wings and so rose in the air and brought him to his parents’. Johanson 1988: 146 quotes three DLT cases of anïn written separately after -(X)p forms; these passages, which he interprets as instances of wrong spelling, in fact agree with the use of anïn in Uygur and go a long way towards explaining -(X)pAnXn. The problem with the Johanson hypothesis is that -(X)pAn by no means always has instrumental meaning; in Xw 134, a rather early text, its use is temporal or conditional: öğrä nā bar (ârmiš in a ms.) tepän bîltimiz clearly means, in its context, ‘We know what there was (or ‘what there is said to have been’) before that’ or perhaps, more literally, ‘If one said “What was there (or “What is there supposed to have been”) before, we know (the answer)’. 499

A construction of the form nā + -(X)p verb + Ok appears to have exclusively temporal meaning; see section 4.633.

499 The te- form corresponds to Turkic diye or dese. The three subsequent sentences have the same structure though they contain different interrogative clauses.
In BT XIII 1,96 we find the verse *yagîz ye[r] tânînčâ sârip sîz* in quite fragmentary context, translated as “über die ganze braune Erde seid ihr ausgedehnt”.\(^{500}\) This should be an instance of a verb phrase of the shape -(X)p with pronoun, which is put to finite use in some modern Turkic languages and in Middle Turkic (cf. Brockelmann 1954: 313 §g); I have not come across any other such instance in any variety of Old Turkic, including Qarakhanid (though -(X)p âr-, discussed in section 3.251, appears not to be all too rare).

Another contextual converb suffix is that of the vowel converb, most of whose uses are discussed in the sub-sections of 3.25 and in 4.631. It has the variants -A, -I, -U and -yU alternating as in the aorist form, i.e. -yU after bases ending in vowels, -A after most underived bases ending in consonants and after some (generally intransitive) formatives, -I after the -(X)t- causative suffix and -U with most other derived bases ending in consonants; see Erdal 1979b for more details. I am using the term ‘vowel converb’ as this distribution (like that of the aorist) cannot be summed up with a single archphonemic representation. E.g. inscriptional *bodumunmun ter-â quvra-t-î altîm* ‘I brought together my nation and ruled them’ and *sâlâñâ kâč-â udu yorîdîm* ‘Crossing the S. I marched after (them)’. The vowel converb suffix can get fused with the verb *u-ma*- ‘to be unable to’; when it precedes this auxiliary, its vowel is generally /U/ in Uygur also with verbs which otherwise have -A or -I.

It has been stated that the juncture between vowel convers and main verbs is especially close, but the fact is that vowel convers of early texts are quite independent prosodically (as in the examples quoted). On the other extreme there also are cases of incorporation, e.g. in nominalisations like *körü kanîn-ţ* or *ešîdü kanîn-ţ* (q.v. in OTWF 354), where the suffix -(X)nčsXz is added to the complex verb phrases *körü kan-* ‘to have seen enough’ and *ešîdü kan-* ‘to have heard enough’.

Vowel converses are sometimes part of the verb phrase, the converb being adjacent to the finite verb; they then do not serve as independent kernels for clauses. In some of these cases the main verb is in fact an auxiliary expressing the category of actionality or the like, an auxiliary of politeness (e.g. *ögrünčüülîg sâvinčî bolu tâginip* in TT VI 458 ‘they

---

\(^{500}\) Better perhaps ‘You have been showing endurance like the brown earth’. The beginning of the following verse is lost, but in none of the more than 100 interpretable lines of the poem is there any instance of a word divided between the lines. *sârip sîz* as imperative makes no sense either, especially since another sentence in the context also shows the polite plural address to a *bodhisatva*. 
– deferently – got exceedingly joyful’) or the two verbs have a new, fused meaning; see sections 3.25 (with subsections) and 5.3.

When considering the functions of vowel converbs one should also disregard cases of lexicalisation, when petrified converbs like yan-a ‘returning’ → ‘again, moreover’ tap-a ‘finding’ → ‘towards’ and numerous others got into quite different parts of speech. The OTWF mentions numerous petrified converbs coming from secondary verbs, e.g. from causatives, which became lexemes in their own right. Classes of vowel converb forms or vowel converb constructions have, moreover, come to express grammatical categories, as the similitative case in +lAyU, perhaps the directive in +g ArU or, in the verbal domain, the construction consisting of the vowel converb followed by the postposition birlä which refers to events preceding the main event by a short time interval. In some cases, finally, elements by scholars like Bang or Gabain thought to be original vowel converbs never were representatives of this morphological class: Such are kud-i ‘down’ (dealt with in Erdal, 1991: 341) or tüzü ‘all’ (which is probably a simplex): As shown in Erdal 1979b, the vowel of the vowel converb suffix is strictly determined, mostly by the morphological class of the stem. Anything which does not have the appropriate vowel\(^{501}\) or for which no appropriate base can be made out is not a vowel converb.

In adjunct phrases such as äñjitä ät’özín ‘with bowing body’, külçirä yüzin ‘with smiling face’, titräyü ünin ‘with a shaking voice’, yaşru könglin ‘with secret intentions’ or tikä kulgakin ‘with cocked ears’, the vowel converb is used adnominally; the head of this construction is in all cases an inalienable part of the subject of the verb.\(^{502}\) The instrumental suffix, clearly characterising the phrase as a whole, marks the whole phrase for its adverbial function in its context. tuga täglök kiši ‘a person blind from birth’ in MaitrH XV 6v9, U II 29,14 and 31,41, U III 76,13, and 77,20 is a different structure; the form here qualifies an adjective and not a noun (cf. tuga közsüz, same meaning, in the Middle Turkic Tařsir).

In the following Maitr passage, which is about an interpretation of dreams, we have further evidence that the vowel converb apparently did have non-adverbal functions with imperfect meaning: kîm äv täprüsî ordo waxšiki ünmiš tüšämiši antag ärür: ... nû tišlärî tüšä tüšämišinin tüšî antag ärür: ... kîm oronluk yerkä tüšä t[okîr] yuplümüp tüšä tül

---

501 Some of the “ausnahmsweise” instances in Gabain 1974: 121 are simple errors; tükän-i (from TT I 126), e.g., is a mistake for tükäti and oŋd-i is in fact a -gAll form.

kördi, ... nä ymä ton käädimtä [a]drilmëš kördi, ... (MaitrH XIII 4v7-19) ‘That she dreamt that the house deity or the palace spirit had left is as follows ... The result of her having dreamt that her teeth were falling out (tıš-ä) ... That she saw a dream of the throne falling (tıšä) to the ground and her bun disintegrating and falling off (yüplunup tıš-ä) ... That she saw (herself) separated from (her) clothing ...’. The activities seen in the dreams and made the objects of the verbs tıšä- ‘to dream’ and kör- ‘to see’ are expressed by the verb forms ün-miš, thrice tıš-ä and adril-miš; the first and third present the activity as having been accomplished while the instances of tıš-ä may be presenting a view of it as still going on. Here, then, the vowel converb is used as a participle referring to an event, like the aorist.

A converb suffix ‘-čA’ has been read in BQ S9; a converb of this shape is postulated already in Thomsen 1916: 82-84, followed by Gabain 1941: 116 (§223) and Doerfer 1993: 30. This may in fact be a composite form, consisting of the vowel converb with the equative suffix; that would give the reading bol-(u)+ča in that passage and yogur-(u)+ča in Tuñ 26. boluča appears also in KT SW as completed by Matuz in Turcica 4(1972): 15-24, in the passage ḯ(ä)g(i)m teg(i)n yıg(ä)rı (or yıg(ü)rı) t(ä)ŋri bol(u)ča, where tänri boluča as well as yok boluča of BQ S9 both signify ‘after he died’. Tekin 1968 translated the passage öŋräki ār yoguruča轭[idîp ... ašdîmîz as “having sent the vanguard forward as if kneading (the snow), we climbed ... “, and has adhered to this translation in his reeditions of the inscription in 1994 and 1995. Thomsen 1916: 82-84 had discussed the passage and interpreted the function of this form and the meaning of the verb correctly. This was apparently not noticed by Clauson since EDPT 906a is quite off the mark; see OTWF 755 (and 354) for the (quite solid) evidence for yogur- ‘to open the way, cross a dangerous or difficult area’, a meaning which Thomsen had already determined (although his interpretation of the clause is not, I think, satisfactory). I would translate the passage as ‘After the vanguard opened the way (through the Sayan mountains, I) sent (the army) off and we went over the ...’. A

503 The form ‘tıřča’ in BQ W4 mentioned there should be read as āt-ār+ča; it has nothing to do with this converb, since it comes from an aorist.

504 He reads this as ‘yogurča’ and on p.74 declares it to come from ‘yogururča’ by haplology. While a haplology of aorist forms of the shape °Ur-Ur is indeed attested in non-canonical Uygur texts (see section 2.412 above), there is no inscriptional evidence for the phenomenon.

505 It is probably related to yo:l ‘way’ (with long vowel in Tkm.), yoguč ‘(on) the other bank (of a river)’ etc. and not to be confused with the verb spelled the same way signifying ‘to knead’.
converb of this shape is not attested anywhere else in Old Turkic,\textsuperscript{506} but a construction in which the vowel converb is used adnominally was mentioned above, and Uygur has it together with the postposition \textit{birlä}, which we mention straightway. Its meaning seems to be quite close to that of this one; since the vowel converb is attested in the equative only in Orkhon Turkic and with \textit{birlä} only in Uygur, it may well be that the latter replaced the former.

When the vowel converb is followed by \textit{birlä} we get a temporal converb phrase quite well attested in Uygur, discussed in section 4.633; it gives the meaning ‘soon after’. The relationship between the vowel converb and \textit{birlä} need not have been one of government: As other postpositions in Old Turkic (and e.g. \textit{sonra} in Turkish), \textit{birlä} can govern zero anaphora, in which case it is, to all intents and purposes, an adverb signifying ‘therewith, together with that’. The construction in question probably came from a converb followed by \textit{birlä} as adverb (similar to what may have happened with \textit{anûn} as discussed above), giving the meaning ‘carrying out action\textsubscript{1} and (practically) together with it (action\textsubscript{2})’. \textit{birlä} is, in this construction, often followed by the particle \textit{Ok} (e.g. \textit{alu birlä ök} in ETŞ 16,62, “alt almaz”), since it describes events immediately preceding the main action; it is this immediacy that gets stressed by \textit{Ok}.

None of these converbs is negated with \textit{-mA}-.\textsuperscript{507} Their negative counterpart is suppletive, using the suffix \textit{-mAtI(n)}. The runiform inscriptions have \textit{-mAtI} in KT E 10, Toñ II E2 and ŠU E3; \textit{-mAtIn} is spelled with \textit{tIn} in KT S9, with \textit{tIn} in ŠU E10 (fragmentary) and S1 and with \textit{tIn} in E28,2 (1.5 in the edition of Kormuşin 1997: 80).\textsuperscript{508} The best explanation for the /n/ is that it is the instrumental suffix: That is, beside being a nominal case suffix, added also to the converb suffix -(X)pAn, to the case suffix +lXgU, to the postpositions \textit{birlä} and \textit{öni} and so forth. \textit{-mAkSXzIn}, a late equivalent of \textit{-mAtIn}, is also, after all, in the instrumental case. Was there ever a converb suffix of the shape \textit{-If}?

\textsuperscript{506} The Old Anatolian Turkic converb suffix -(y)lcAk signifying ‘when’ could very well come from this suffix together with the particle (O)k.

\textsuperscript{507} There are a few exceptions, e.g. \textit{u-ma-yu} in BT II 266, \textit{körmâyû} in TT VIII A28, \textit{ilinmâyû} in TT VIII A40 and Middle Turkic \textit{bulmay} (thus!) in KP X,5.

\textsuperscript{508} Schulz 1978: 214 finds this spelling “merkwürdig” and thinks it may mean that the suffix was here to be read with A in the last syllable; in fact, implicit vowels can also be read as X in standard runiform spelling: What this instance means is only that the writer of the inscription apparently no longer knew the form \textit{-mAtI} and could not know that the second vowel of \textit{-mAtIn} had originally been a final vowel.
Some of the petrified formatives of this shape, discussed in OTWF 797-798, may in fact not have been related to any -(X)-causative but be petrified forms of the direct positive counterpart of -mAtI; this may be the case e.g. with the conjunction ula-ti, since ula-t- is apparently not really attested in Old Turkic proper.\textsuperscript{509} T. Tekin 2002 wants to explain the suffix through the Tunguz verb of negation + a gerundial suffix -tI(n) which, he says, “is found only in the structure of the Uigur adverb näçökłą-ti ~ näçökłą-di ‘doing how, doing in what way or manner’.\textsuperscript{510} I think näçüklätį, nätäglätį and kaltį were not formed with +lA- and a converb suffix but with adverbal +lA and +tI (taking these to have been distinct). Tekin is, however, right in referring to the Khaladj converb suffix -dI /-ti, corresponding to common Turkic -(X)p in that language.

The question of which alveolar -mAtI had is discussed by Johanson 1979: 137-139, Maue 1983: 55-56 and Tekin. It is always spelled as T in runiform sources and mostly as T in Manichaean ones as documented in Zieme 1969: 168.\textsuperscript{511} On the other hand, the Maitr mss. edited by Şinasi Tekin, which are also quite early, have 19 instances spelled -mAdIn as against only 5 spelled -mAtI(n). Brāhmī sources show ilinmätin in TT VIII A28 but sö[zlä]šmäßin (spelled with dh) in C11. The alveolar of kîlmädin in TT VIII G44 is the character transcribed as š, which definitely belongs to the phoneme /d/. In the DLT this suffix is spelled with dāl and not dhāl. In the QB, which also spells the suffix with dāl, we find not only -mAdIn\textsuperscript{512} but (twice) also -mAdI (e.g. bilmădi ‘without knowing’ in 4187). The Qarakhanid forms speak for [d] as intervocalic allophone of /t/ in this suffix, as these sources do not confuse the two consonant series. We adhere to -mAtI(n) as phonological spelling, noting that the phonic realisation of /t/ as [d] here probably holds not only for Qarakhanid but also for earlier stages of the language.

\textsuperscript{509} Johanson 1979: 21 thinks it is “eventuell möglich” that there should be a positive gerund [T] in the form [tökT] in the passage tün udimati küntüz olormatį kizîn tükätî kara tärîm yükürti esig kûcûg bertim ök (Tuñ 52) ‘Not sleeping by night and not resting by day, squandering my red blood and letting my black sweat run, I constantly gave my services (to the ruler)’, which, he thinks, could be tök-ti ‘pouring out’ or tök-ût-ti ‘letting get poured out’.

\textsuperscript{510} See section 3.134 above.

\textsuperscript{511} Among the instances he mentions, 23 have t, 4 d and 3 dd. The exceptions appear in Xw, TT II B and Pothi, which in other cases also occasionally confuse the alveolars; all three instances of dd are from Pothi.

\textsuperscript{512} bilmădin 634, yermădin 592. Spelled with t in the late ms. in Uygur script.
Forms formed with -mAksXzIn, a rather late suffix composed of the infinitive, the suffix of lack and the instrumental, are documented in OTWF 397-8; it is more or less equivalent to -mAItsIn.

There is a converb form in -(X)yXn,\(^{513}\) attested four times in runiform inscriptions, beside te-yin ‘saying; in order to, etc.’, of which there are nearly forty examples. -yXn and -(A)yXn are other possible shapes for this suffix; the former is preferred by Doerfer 1993: 26. This great number of examples for this particular form, in Uygur replaced by te-p with a different converb suffix, is not surprising: It reminds us of Republican Turkish diyə which, in the same functions as Orkhon Turkic teyin and Uygur tep, underwent petrification.\(^{514}\) Among the other -(X)yXn forms we find sünğülügü kandan kâl(i)y(i)n süërâ əltdi? ‘Where did armed (men) come from to drive (you) away?’ (KT E23) and kara bodun tür(u)y(u)n xagan atadä, täntridä bolmiš el etmiš bilgä xagan atadı (Tariat S5; similarly S4) ‘He named him kaghan in the presence of the common people and gave him the title of “... kaghan”’. This form is different from the previously mentioned ones in that it can be negated: -mAyXn is found, e.g., in türk bodun xânın bolmayın / bulmayın tavgačda adrlıltı. ‘Not being with’ or ‘not finding its khan, the Turk nation separated from China’ (Tuñ 2).\(^{515}\)

We again come across the form in kâlmäyin anta ok tursar sän ‘if you do not come but stay right there’ in UigBrief C11, a late Uygur letter.\(^{516}\) Further in contracts in SUK: alîmîlarım ma tälim bolup turgu tög bolmayın kaçıp yaşıp ... (Mi19,4) ‘my creditors also having gotten numerous it became impossible to stay around and I fled and hid and ...’; oronın yegin kilmayın ädgü tutmayın kudï asîra kîši ät ...; oronın yegin kilmayın ädgü tutmayın kudï asîra kîši ät.
(Ad3,21) ‘if I do not ameliorate his position, do not keep him well but treat him as an inferior person’; there is a further instance in Mi21,5. This late revival could mean that -mA-(X)yXn got fused with -mAIt(n) and -(mA-)yU, perhaps together with analogy from the instrumental suffix. -mAyIn lived on in Middle Turkic, e.g. in the Codex Comanicus forms ar-mayïn (150,4), yät-mäyin (138,7), är-mäyin and bil-mäyin.\textsuperscript{517} -mAIt(n) is unlikely to be behind these forms by itself though the /t/ may have gotten realised as [d] even at an early stage, as the sound change \( d > y \) applies only to original /d/. Johanson 1979: 138-139 is right in defending the view that -mAIt(n) and -mAyl(n) are unrelated, against Menges, Korkmaz, Brockelmann 1954: 253 and Ščerbak 1961: 160 and in connecting the former with general Oguz -mAdAn.\textsuperscript{518} He also quotes the form aðir-mayïn, with both /d/ and the y-suffix, from the Rylands interlinear Coran translation (which supports the view that the two converb suffixes cannot have simply converged). Cf. further -mAIt(n) in bir kodmatïn tükäl sanap altïmïz ‘we have not left (even) one but have counted and taken them all’ (SUK Sa9,12) and tägmätin (SUK WP1,5).

The converb form in -gAll has two main functions, one temporal (discussed in section 4.633), the other one ‘final’; the final function (for which see section 4.636) is akin to the use of -gAll as supine suffix (details in section 4.23). A few instances which appear to have consecutive meaning are quoted in section 4.637.

The negative counterpart of -gAll is rather rare; examples are yögulmagali (HtPar 55 v13), atamagali ‘so as not to pronounce’ (Ht III 399, in final use) or küsäyür män kántü özüm anümagalï ‘I wish I would not let myself remember’ (supine use).

-gAll is also part of verb phrases: -gAll är-, -gAll tur- and -gAll alk- express actionality (discussed in section 3.251) while -gAll bol- or -gAll u- express ability (discussed in section 3.253). Here again, as in some constructions just referred to, the meaning is neither final nor temporal but more similar to the English infinitive (as pointed out by Nevskaya 2002) or to the Latin supine; see section 4.23.

The meanings of -gInčA, ‘as long as’ and ‘until’, make it likely that it comes from the formative -(X)g with the 3rd person possessive suffix and the equative case ending. This etymology is hypothetical, as -(X)g

\textsuperscript{517} The QB forms bol-mayïn, kör-mäyin and säv-mäyin, which were by some also thought to represent this form, are negated volitives, i.e. finite. This is also how they are translated in Dankoff 1983. The -mAIt(n) converb appears in the QB as -mAdI(n).

\textsuperscript{518} Early Anatolian Turkish has -madIn as well.
is, in the language we have, not a flexional but a derivational suffix (albeit the most common suffix for deverbal nominals).

The subjects of -gInčA forms are more often different from than identical to the subject of the main verb. turgińčara in Höllen 21 has been taken to signify ‘as long as (they) stay (there)’. It is probably a contraction from turgińča ara, with the postposition ara; the case suffix +rA is unlikely to have been added to such a form. -gInčA ara is not attested, but we have bošumaginča titmāginčā ikin ara (Abhi 1398-99) ‘as long as they haven’t sent them off and given them up’. The quoted passage shows two examples of -mA-gInčA, which would be incompatible with the etymology proposed if they were to appear in an early text. Other negative examples are ič yil tükāmāginčā ‘as long as three years are not over’ (SUK P1,23) and bilgā ārmāginčā (Ht VII 25) ‘as long as one is not wise’.

The meanings and functions of -gInčA are discussed in section 4.633 on temporal clauses. Two proverbs which turned up in very different sources have a different, comparative meaning for this suffix: öküz adakī boloğinča buzagu başı bolsa yeg (DLT fol.41) ‘Better to be the head of a calf than the foot of an ox’; mën kişi yüzün bilginčā bir kişi atın bılığ (runiform ThS III a5 with the emendations of Bazin in Turcica 4 (1972): 37) ‘Better to know the reputation of one person than the face of a thousand’. This meaning of the suffix relates more directly to the usual ones of +čA than the temporal uses of the suffix.

The subjects of the contextual converbs (see section 4.631) and of the -gAll form are generally identical to those of the main clause, though there are some clear exceptions of various types. In this matter they differ from -gInčA and -sAr but are similar to the secondary converbs.

Beside the synthetical converb forms we have secondary converbs consisting of nominal forms of verbs in oblique cases. The following all have temporal content and are therefore all discussed in section 4.633 as to their functions and uses: -dOk+dA, very common both in runiform inscriptions and in Uygur, and -mlš+tA, -Ur+dA and -GInčA, none of which are attested in the inscriptions. -dOkdA can also be used with the possessive suffix referring to the subject placed before the case suffix, as can -UrdA and -mlštA; e.g. Orkhon Turkic eli kamşag boltokinta (KT N3) ‘when his realm had become shaky’ or Uygur tütstig yidin tuydokumuzda ‘when we feel the smell of incense’ (Suv 424,18). The QB also uses both -dokdA and the aorist in the locative case for temporal expressions. It is not, of course, evident that any perfect
participle in an adverbial case form has to be an instance of a secondary converb suffix. Forms in \(-gU+dA\), e.g., could be both a secondary case suffix and the mere sequence of \(-gU\) and \(+dA\); more research into the actual distributions is needed.

The dative case is also used for forming complex temporal converb suffixes, with \(-dOk\) and possessive suffix in Orkhon Turkic, with \(-mAk\) and the possessive suffix in Uygur. Clauses around \(-gU+kA\), on the other hand, have final content. \(-mIš+kA\) and \(-mA-yOk+kA\) serve as kernels for causal clauses, sometimes with possessive suffix referring to the subject before the case suffix. \(-mAk+IŋA\) also forms causal clauses and, like the other converbs in this function, is discussed in section 4.635. Clauses in which \(-mAk+IŋA\) has temporal meaning all have a noun phrase referring to a stretch in time as subject of the verb; that appears to be what supplies the temporal content, which means that the basic meaning of \(-mAkIŋA\) must have been causal. Limiting ourself to Uygur we could therefore say that the basic meaning of the dative when added to verbal nominals is either causal or final, depending on whether the nominal itself is factive or not, and depending on the nature of the adjuncts within the subordinate clause.

\(-mAk\) in the ablative case, sometimes with possessive suffix before the case suffix referring to the subject, also forms causal clauses, discussed in section 4.635. Causal clauses can further have \(-dOk+In\), which has the \(-dOk\) form in the instrumental case, as kernel.

Comparative clause converbs are formed from nominal forms of verbs by putting them in the equative case; their uses are discussed in section 4.632. In this function we find \(+CA\) added to the aorist form (already in Orkhon Turkic), to \(-mIš\) and, in Manichæan sources, to \(-dOk+\) with the possessive suffix.

The construction \(-dOk+In\ učůn\), in which a postposition governs the \(-dOk\) form with possessive suffix referring to subject, the sequence \(-mIš\ učůn\) and the aorist with \(učůn\) are kernels of causal clauses and are therefore discussed in section 4.635. The quite rare sequence \(-gLIr\ učůn\) and the more common \(-gLIr\ učůn\) and \(-gU\ učůn\), on the other hand, forms final clauses, q.v. in section 4.636: The former are factive while these latter ones are not. Other nominal forms of verbs governed by

\(^{519}\) Johanson 1995: 318 quotes \(olor-dok+um+a\) (by him spelled differently) as example for the phenomenon of personal converbs; this form is attested only once in the KT inscription where the dative may be governed by a verb signifying ‘to rejoice (at)’ (making the \(-dOk\) form an action noun and not a converb) and once in the BQ inscription in a damaged passage.
postpositions, \(-mIš+tA\) or \(-dOk+dA\) with bärü, ken, ötro or kesrä, have temporal meaning.

Secondary converbs very often have their own subjects differing from those of the main clauses. These are generally expressed by nominals in the nominative case, as subjects in general are; subject nominals of secondary converbs can, however, also be in the genitive case because the kernels of such converb phrases are perfect participles which, as nouns can govern the genitive case.

In general, the syntax of converbs and converb phrases is described in section 4.63 and its subsections.

3.287 The conditional
The conditional suffix \(-sA r\) has by some (e.g. Johanson 1995: 340, note 13) been said to come from the aorist of sa- ‘to reckon’; the aorist sa-\(r\) is actually attested in the DLT. It would be possible from the semantic point of view that sa-\(r\) should have been added to the vowel converbs of lexical verbs for (at first) asyndetic subordination, but there is no actual evidence to speak for this hypothesis: not a single trace for a putative converb vowel before the \(-s\) within any attested form of \(-sA r\).

\(-sA r\) appears to have been pronounced as \(-sA\) already in some varieties of Uygur, on the evidence of medical and astrological texts, the collection of proverbs in the latter part of HamTouHou 16 or the rather early catechism in Tibetan script. In the Brähmi mss. of TT VIII, on the other hand, we have more than 20 \(-sA r\) as against only three \(-sA\), which shows that the \(/r/\) was quite real there. We consistently find \(-sA\) in Qarakhanid. The negative counterpart of this suffix has the shape \(-mA A(r)\). The form är-sär serves as conditional conjunction added to full-fledged verb forms (e.g. uzun yašadï äršär ‘if he should have lived for a long time’ in M III nr.5 r 10-11 with a finite verb or in üd är tüürürlär äršär with a verb in the plural), to bar ‘there is’ and so forth.

In the runiform inscriptions the conditional is a converb in that it is not directly linked with the expression of person; it usually (but not always) joins personal pronouns in the 1\(^{st}\) and 2\(^{nd}\) persons when these

---

\(^{520}\) The aorist being a participle, the idea would be corroborated by the converbial use to which ärkli and ärkän have been put, on the assumption that these are old \(-(X)gI\) and \(-gAn\) participles respectively. This assumption is, however, vehemently opposed by Johanson, presumably because he does not believe in the possibility of a neutralisation between the phonemes /g/ and /k/ after /r/.

\(^{521}\) Two appear in text A; an additional one in TT VIII N 1 was reconstituted in the reedition of that text in Mä trä.
are subjects. When the -sAr form is accompanied by subject pronouns, they follow it and are presumably clitic, e.g.: tünlägränä ädgü töröläränä țidig ada kilmäş ärsär män, ... ‘If I have set up hindrances to the good habits of people’ (MaitH XV 1 v 13). Such subject pronouns turn up also if they are present in the main clause as well, e.g. ol altun tagka tâgsär siz, kök lenxwa körgäy siz (KP 28,1-2) ‘If (or: When) you get to that golden mountain you will see blue lotuses’. This was not, apparently, obligatory in verse quoted in DLT fol.201, where it suited the metre: apan kolsa udu barîp / tatar ärdim süssin tariîp ‘Had (I) wished I would have followed him, taken him and dispersed his troops’.

At a rather early stage, though not in the runiform inscriptions, the 3rd person plural of the conditional was expressed by adding the nominal plural suffix onto it; e.g. mini tâg tîmän tünlîgkyalâr bolsarlar, ... (PañcFrag II 53) ‘If there were 10,000 poor creatures like me ...’, which also shows that the form appears also with an explicitly plural subject. This suffix can be shared by adjacent forms, e.g. muntaki yörügcä bişrunsar yorîsarlar, ... (BT I A2 15-16) ‘if they live according to this interpretation’.

är-sär is linked to participles to give analytical forms; instances are listed in the UW entry for är- ‘to be’: with the aorist 401b (§17c), with the preterite 402 (§18d), with -mîs and -madOk 403b (§19e) and 404a (§21c) respectively, with -daçî 404b (§22d), with -gAy 405b (§23b). The main use of the -sAr form is conditional or concessive as described in section 4.64; this covers such meanings as ‘if; in case’, factive ‘since; seeing that’ and concessive ‘although’. In many other cases, the suffix has purely temporal meaning, for which see section 4.633. There is no overt means for determining which is the appropriate meaning in any particular instance, but the form is generally to be understood as temporal if it refers to the past. The use of -sAr forms with correlating indefinite and demonstrative pronouns to give a use which comes close to relativisation is dealt with in section 4.65. är-sär with non-correlating indefinite pronoun is discussed in section 3.134. In section 4.612 we meet -sAr forms in relative clauses introduced by the particle kim, whose main clause contains the element yok ‘there isn’t’. In section 3.27 we quote an example where kim ‘who’ appears with a -sAr form in a main clause with what appears to be dubitative meaning.

---

522 A later hand added a mîm under the line, changing the form to kolsam. From here it got into Atalay’s edition (who ‘reproduces’ the verse with the mîm in the line) and into Hacîeminoğlu 1996: 188. The widely used correct Qarakhanid form for this is -sA män, also proving the lateness of the addition.
Some scholars from Thomsen 1916 to Doerfer 1993 have thought that there also was a conditional suffix ‘-čA’, which Tekin 1968: 186 takes to be a gerund suffix. I have proposed in the previous section that the Orkhon Turkic words which can be read in this way be interpreted as vowel converb + equative suffix +čA, as a precursor to the vowel converb + birlä construction, with which it is synonymous. There is no need to posit obscure suffixes if the data can be interpreted successfully by existing morphology.

3.29. The copula

The verb är- ‘to be’ is a fully conjugated regular copula; e.g. bay bar ärtim ‘I was well to do’ or sunčuklar yadığlıg töläßlig ārīp ... (BuddhUig 352-4) ‘the mats are spread out and ...’. UW 391b-409a offers an exhaustive documentation of this verb’s uses in (non-runiform) Uygur. A variant er- is found e.g. in HamTouHou 18,2 and 6. Forms of är- may have been unstressed, like e.g. the forms of i- in Turkish; one indication for this is the contraction with nā in n(ā)rgāy (YE 41,8, runiform script), where the interrogative pronoun is sure to have borne full stress. Its positive aorist ärūr is rather rare in the inscriptions, appearing once to refer to the future and in two other instances in a set phrase. In Uygur, positive sentences with non-verbal predicates unmarked for tense, aspect or mood often have ärūr (e.g. bo māniş akan kənki aşunum ärūr ‘This is my last existence’), but sentences without verbal copula are also well attested; cf. section 4.31. är- is used in various analytical verb phrases; forms coming (or presumably coming) from är- as ārki, ārinč and ārsär have become particles while ārū ārū is used adverbially. ārmış is added to sentences to express indirectivity.

bol- ‘to become’ is also a copula of sorts; it implies that the subject undergoes a change or a transformation in the course of, or related to the event being referred to; e.g. xagan bol- ‘to become a ruler’, kul bol- ‘to become a slave’, yagi bol- ‘to start hostilities’, yok bol- ‘to perish’ and the like. aň(i)g oğruńčülig boltum (M I 6,18) signifies (in its context) ‘It has been a great pleasure’: If one has ‘become’ something in the past, one still feels the results; in this sense, bol- can, in the constative preterite, convey post-terminal states. bol- can also signify ‘to ripen or to grow’: bo tuturkan yalṇuz [magad] eltä ők bolur, adiň [oron]ta bolmaz (Ht III 488-9) ‘This rice grows only in the country of [Magadha], it does not grow in any other (place)’. Kāşgarî knows this meaning and it is attested to this day beside the less lexical one.
‘Becoming’ is a content belonging to actionality: Sequences of lexical verb plus + bol- are described in section 3.251. When bol- follows -miš participles, however, the phrase has a resultative content which is aspectual; see section 3.26. -gAll bol- expresses ability, a category discussed in section 3.253. One difference between är- and bol- and other auxiliaries like kal-, tur-, yori- or bar- is that the others are used as auxiliaries only when combined with lexical verbs, whereas är- and bol- have just been shown to be in use by themselves as well. Moreover, the lexical meaning of those other verbs is sometimes quite different from their meaning as auxiliaries, which is not the case with är- and bol-. Thirdly, other actionality auxiliaries are linked with converbs and not participles, whereas the verb forms with which bol- can be linked are participles and verbal nouns such as -dAčI, -gAn, -(X)gēl or the aorist.

There is a dream recounting mode characterised by verb phrases consisting of the aorist plus bolur, e.g.: tüšämiš tüllä[r]in öp sakĩn[ip ińča] tep teyũr: altulug oronlik yerdä tüšär bolur. āv kutũ waxšiki ünũp barũ bolur. başĩmtaki etigliliy yupunup yerdä tüšär bolur. aqḡaũmtaki üstũn altũn tiśliרim tüšär bolur. ātözũmtaki tonum etigimm yokadur bolur (MaitrH XIII 4r4-9) ‘She remembers the dreams she dreamt and says the following: The golden throne falls to the ground. The house spirit goes away. The adorned bun on my head disintegrates and falls to the ground. The upper and lower teeth in my mouth fall off. The dresses and adornments on my body disappear’. Other dreams are characterised in the same manner in lines 5 r1-4, 5-8 and 9-12 of the passage. Similarly in a dream of Xuanzang: āt‘özin ketũrũ tüzgürũr bolur. năčä tüzgürsär ymă ol kišil[ār] amru yakũn kālip ‘yarlũkazun ayagka tägimliliy’ tep teyũr bolur. montag tüšũyũ yatur ārkũn ... (Ht X 549-50) signifies ‘He becomes reticent; the more he does so, (the more) those persons keep coming to him and saying “Will his honour deign to ...”’. While he was lying and dreaming in this way, ...

ol ‘that’ can stand for the agent with verbs which are neither in the 1st nor in the 2nd person. Sometimes, its only task seems to be the assertion of the nexus between subject and predicate; in that function it can truly be called a copula (as the 3rd person pronoun serves as copula in Hebrew and Arabic). It can, however, also denote existence. See section 4.3 and Tuguševa 1986 for details.

523 Here and in a few subsequent passages I use such brackets to mark part of a word which I consider to have been inadvertently omitted by the scribe.
While positive sentences with nominal predicate get either forms of är-, bol- etc., or ol or nothing at all to indicate the nexus between subject and predicate, negative sentences can have only verbal forms, ärmäz etc., to correspond to Turkish değil and the like. ärmäz is extensively documented in the UW entry for är- and in UW 445-6. A couple of details are worth highlighting. An example for a double negative is nān tutyaklanmaž ärmäz (Abhi A 144a3) ‘It absolutely has to be grasped’. Then there are tag question type constructions; here a rhetorical question addressed to the king who is the object of the verb: elig bägig öltüm madar agzïntïn bultumuz ärmäz mü? (U III 69,14) ‘Haven’t we gotten the king from (out of) the jaws of death?’ ärmäz is used for negating verb forms also when a proposition is to be stated to be untrue; e.g.: burun til ätöz ärklig alïr ärmäz ïraktïkï atkangug (Abhi B 77b13) ‘It is not the case that the smelling, taste and tactile senses grasp phenomena at a distance’.

Also worth mentioning is the pro-verb-phrase function in elliptic clauses: In män incïp utli biltäci bolu tâginür män; nān utli bilmädäci ärmäz (U II 41,14) ‘I want to become a thankful person; by no means a thankless one’, e.g., ärmäz in fact stands for a 1st person verb. In birgâmlig tanuklamakïg adïnlar ärmäz yanturu kântï özleri ök bulurlar (Abhi A 36b3) ‘The absolute evidence, in turn, they find only themselves; others do not’ ärmäz stands for the plural content of *bulmazlar. Similarly anï içintä yänä visimpat bulmïšlar ãrsïr olar äsïdgïli bolurlar; nān adïnlar ärmäz (BT III 738) ‘If there are among them such as have received ordination, they can hear it; others by no means’. There are further examples for this use in UW 406 (§28); in all these cases Turkish would have used değil.

bar ‘there is’ and yok ‘there isn’t’ fill tasks belonging to the copula in some other languages (like English); they are dealt with in section 4.31. In the following examples yok is used for negating adjectives, where one would expect ärmäz instead: âtözümäki kücïm taŋ adïnçïg yok (PañcFrag II 49) ‘The strength in my body is not admirable’; birïk tapïg udug yevïglïrï anuk bar ãrsïr a[nï] üzä tapïg udug tutguluk ol;
birök tapïg [udug yev]igläri anuk yok ârsär (Abitaki quoted in UW 159-160) ‘In case their offerings are ready, offering is to be presented therewith; if their offerings are not ready, ...’. In the last example anuk yok is opposed to anuk bar, as if anuk bar were more assertive than anuk by itself.

yorï- comes close to copular use when it is used in the meaning ‘to live’: This is attested several times in the IrqB, e.g. otsuz suvsuz kaltï uyïn, näçük yorïyïn? (45) ‘In what way should I manage without grass and water? How should I live?’; ölümtä ozupan ögirä sâvinü yorïr (49) ‘Having been saved from death it happily goes on with its life’. Also e.g. ... yorïkïnçä yorï- ‘to live a life of (righteousness, etc.)’ in Ht VIII 83. The sentence ud âtözlüg, koyn âtözlüg, kiï bašïg yorïyur biz (MaitrH XX 13v5) is uttered by creatures in hell who have human heads but bodies of animals; it can best be translated as ‘We exist with bovine bodies etc.’ or, more idiomatically, ‘have bovine bodies (or) sheep’s bodies (but) human heads’.

te-t-ir, the reversive aorist of te- ‘to say’, does not always signify ‘is called’ or ‘is said to be’: In didactic texts or passages, where it is common, its meaning often comes very near to that of the copula, implying doctrinal identity between two notions. E.g. bo tetir kertgünçïnï on törïlg yörügi (TT VB 128) ‘These are (considered to be) the ten meanings of faith’.

Another form sometimes appearing in near-copular use is turur, the aorist of tur- ‘to stand’: e.g. bo taš ârtýñï agïr turur (U I 8; Magier, a Christian text) ‘This stone is exceedingly heavy’; mini birlä bir ugušlug turur sän (TT X 472) ‘You are of the same clan526 as me’; biz su körmïšdakiçi äs(ä)ñ tükäl turur biz ‘We are as well as one who has seen happiness’ (UigBrief C6, a letter). The same letter (C11) has the clause kälmäyïn anta ok tursar sän ‘if you do not come but stay right there’. This is not an instance of tur- used as copula but it shows the probable semantic source of that use. Käşgarï expressly refers to the copular use of turur as such, giving the sentences ol taš turur ‘That is a stone’ and ol kuš turur ‘That is a bird’ as examples; he says that this aorist has no past form and no infinitive and signifies ‘he’. Arabic huwa and Old Turkic ol do, in fact, serve as copula. The DLT and the QB have further examples with turur as copula.

turur can sometimes express existence, e.g.: okïsar män ol bitig içïntä ol künkï bizïñ ašda öllïrgüçi ud koyn toñuz bašlap tïnlïglarnïñ savï turur (Suv 6,13) ‘When I read it, there were in that writing the words of

---

526 The adjective-forming suffix +I-Xg added to bir uguš ‘one clan’.
creatures, mainly bovines, sheep and pork, which we had intended to
slaughter that day at our meal’; kamag sansar ortosînta sab atlıq üç mîn
ulug mîn yertinçü yer suvlar tururlar. ol üç mîn ulug mîn yer suvlar
torasînta çambudvip uluş turur. çambudvip uluş otra yerintâ matyadeş
uluş turur. matyadeş uluş otrasînta ketumadi balık ärür (MaitrH X 4r11-16) ‘In the middle of the whole of saṃsāra there are 3000 great
thousand-worlds called ‘earth’. In the middle of those 3000 great
thousand-worlds there is the country called jambudvīpa. In the middle
of the country of jambudvīpa there is the country Madhyadeśa. In the
middle of the country Madhyadeśa lies the city of Ketumatī.’ The
passage explains why the speaker wants to go to Ketumatī, the name of
which was mentioned earlier. This explains why the first three
sentences end in turur while the last one has ärür.

In isîg öz alîmîlîrî bîrlâ turušur osoglug turur (Suv 18,13) ‘It seems
as if he is struggling with his angels of death’ the struggle is described
as going on at the time of speech. This last instance appears to come
from the use of tur- to express actionality (see section 3.251).

3.3. Adjuncts

The term ‘adjunct’ is in fact a syntactic one, not one referring to a class
of lexemes. Adjunct phrases and adjunct clauses are adjuncts, as are e.g.
nouns in the equative, the instrumental or the simulative case. This
section will not deal with all these, however, but with lexemes which
are adjuncts by themselves and not by virtue of a case suffix. Lexical
adjuncts and interjections have neither the nominal categories of
number, possession etc., nor the verbal categories, and are hard to
define by morphological shape. Adjuncts do not refer to entities, nor do
they qualify heads serving for such reference; they are not normally
used within noun phrases (postpositions govern noun phrases but are
not within them).

It does happen that adjuncts get case suffixes, as azu+ça ‘on the other
hand, otherwise’ etc. with the equative or öni+n ‘separately’, birök+in
‘however’ and bîrlâ+n ‘together’ with the instrumental. The equative
and the instrumental are, however, the foremost adverbial cases in Old
Turkic, and here just come to underline the adjunct status of the
elements: The meanings of the quoted elements hardly differ from those
of their bases, azu, öni, birök and bîrlâ. The instrumental case suffix,
one of whose functions it is to turn nominals into adjuncts, appears to
have been added also to form one or perhaps two contextual converb
suffixes: -mAtIn from -mAtI and perhaps -(X)pAn from *(X)pA (which might be the source of -(X)p).

Old Turkic converbs, which are verbs converted to adjunct status, can also be governed by postpositions: There is -U birlä in which the vowel converb is governed by the postposition birlä ‘together with’, e.g., and -gAll ücün with ücün ‘for’, where the meaning of the final converb suffix and postposition support each other mutually.

ançïp / inçïp and ançagïncä are formed in hybrid manner from the demonstratives an+ça and in+ça, similar to Turkmen šeydip ‘having done that, thereupon’. No verbal stem as intermediate base has to be assumed to have existed to explain these: ança and inça are adjuncts as it is, and these are made a bit more specific by expansion with -(X)p and -gInçA respectively; in principle this is not very different from the hybrid forms mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The forms are discussed in section 3.132 because of their stems; see also section 3.33 for ançïp and inçïp.

Suffixless nominal stems can also take on adverbial tasks: The stem forms of most nominals denoting space or time are found in adjunct use; e.g., in tüń udïmatï küntüz olormatï ... esig küçïg bertim ök ‘Not sleeping by night, not resting during the day ... I offered my services’ (Tuñ II E1-2), tüın is a noun in the stem form while küntüz must be derived from kün ‘sun, day’ by an obsolete case suffix (preserved, among other places, in the composite suffix +dXrtI). Any adjectives are, in principle, candidates for adjunct use, their meaning permitting: What is translated as ‘by’ in the translation of taloyka kiçiğ tâgmâdim (KT S3, BK S3) ‘I missed the see by a little bit’ remains unexpressed in Old Turkic. In KČ E8, another runiform inscription, the same content is expressed by the instrumental form kiçiğin. The adjective / adverb distinction appears to be quite fuzzy.

Adjuncts can be repeated iconically, e.g. kat+în kat+în ‘repeatedly’ in Ht VIII 21.

Particles are here distinguished from the other adjuncts mainly by their prosodic and word-order dependence on the linguistic units which are in their scope. Postpositions and relational nouns differ from other adjuncts in that they govern noun phrases (in particular case forms). Conjunctions do not have single linguistic units in their scope but link phrases, clauses or sentences to each other in various ways. Passage between the various adjunct types is fluid in Old Turkic, words being often used in various tasks.

By function, the distinction between sentence particles and conjunctions on the one hand and adverbs as described below is not
always clear, but nevertheless needs to be made: ärki and ärinč are listed as particles, e.g., because they have the sentence as a whole in their scope (without linking it to something). Another distinction to be used as criterion is that adverbs have relatively much, particles and conjunctions little lexical content.

Postpositions not governing noun phrases are adverbs, e.g. üzä or öyi; or birlä ‘together’ in sentences such as biz ymä kamag ka kadaš Ketumati käntdä birlä enälim ‘We, all the family and friends, want to descend into the city of Ketumät together’ or birlä yana törčimäksiz ... yokadzun ‘May (the sins) disappear ... together and without reappearing’ (BT XIII 13,128); there is another such example in Ht III 798. In näčük ol birlä [toʃ]o way vudi atlig xanlar (Ht VII 128) ‘How (does he compare) with the kings Tang-wang and Wu-di?’ birlä even follows a pronoun in the nominative case. ikilä, yana and yičä, all signifying ‘again’, are adverbs, but yana (which also appears as yanä or yinä) also serves as connective particle. udu in udu kälîn (ŠU E2) ‘Follow me!’ or kamag dentlar udu atlïlär (TT II,1 63) ‘All the electi got on their horses after him’ is also an adverb; a runiform instance of udu is, however, described below as conjunction. In azkya öjrä yorïyu turzunlar; män una basa yetdim (Suv 615,14) ‘Please walk on a bit; I will have reached you in a moment!’ basa serves as adverb with roughly the same meaning as udu. Originally no doubt the petrified converb of bas- ‘to press upon something, attack, come up suddenly’, we find it to be used as a postposition in the common phrases anda basa ‘after that’ (see examples in UW 145-6) and munda basa ‘after this’ or ārtmištä basa (BT II 1330). It then gets nominalised in basa+šin+da, e.g. in such phrases as basasïnda bar- or yorï- ‘to walk after him’ (TT X 142-3 and U IV A 141-2 respectively).527 In az iñaru barm[iš], bir ögü[r] muygak kör[miš] (M I 35,7) ‘He went a bit further and saw ...’ we find iñaru adverbially qualifying the verb bar-; its use is here local, whereas the postposition iñaru governing the locative has temporal meaning. ara and utru are further elements serving both as postpositions or adverbs and as relational nouns.

ötrö is a postposition governing the locative and signifying ‘after’; it also has a conjunctonal use signifying ‘thereupon, then’, as in the sentence ... tep sakïnmïš k(ä)rgäk. ötrö ät ‘öz küzdägü tamga tutmiš k(ä)rgäk (TT V A 53) ‘One must think “...”, then hold a mudrä to guard the body’. Sometimes, e.g. in TT X 33, where it actually starts a story, ötrö is an element like the English particle ‘now’. Postpositions

527 basa basa has been lexicalised with the meaning ‘repeatedly’.
can govern anaphoric zero objects, in which case no explicit objects appear; it would be wrong to classify a use such as the one quoted as “elliptic”, as done by Gabain 1974 § 281: Old Turkic postpositions can serve as sentence adverbs, like conjunctions referring to the context. When – as in the TT X case – no reference to a zero-anaphoric is discernible, one might consider the two to be homophonic elements resulting from a functional split.

There are even clearer cases when the existence of homophonic adverbs and postpositions is only due to etymology: Take the postposition ötgürü ‘because of’, which presumably comes from ötgür- ‘to get through, to cause to penetrate’. The instance in sansız tümän ažunta bärü ötgürü bökünk künkä tägi (TT VI 015) ‘since countless myriads of lives, all the way through to the present day’ must be a petrified converb of this verb,528 but its meaning is still much closer to the verb than to the postposition. In adin kışıkä ötgürü satsun ‘he may sell it on to a different person’ (USp 13,11 etc., in civic documents) the best translation of ötgürü is simply the adverb (not the preposition!) ‘on’; this, again, comes directly from the verb and has nothing to do with the postposition ötgürü. Similarly we have, beside the postposition eyin ‘according to, in accordance with’ the common sequence eyin käzigäch (e.g. in U III 10,10, 55,7, 67,23, 89,7) signifying something like ‘in the appropriate order’.

A different domain of fuzziness is that between conjunctions and particles, as can be observed with ymä: This is, on the one hand, a clitic particle even breaking into noun and verb phrases; on the other hand it serves as a conjunction introducing sentences.

The distinction between various types of adjuncts is fluid also in the sense that elements often allow several interpretations letting them get classified one way or the other. Discussing the sentence yagru kondokda kesrä aţīg bilig anda öyür arımıš (KT S 5), Johanson 1988: 144-5 notes that kesrä could either be understood as a postpositive conjunction, as has been done hitherto, or as an adverb: Either ‘after they had settled nearby, they seem to have thought evil thoughts there’ or ‘when settling nearby, they are reported to have afterwards thought evil thoughts there’; kesrä either as ‘after’ or as ‘afterward’. I have already remarked on what seems to be the same ambiguity above, concerning birlä and ötrö; this should probably not be considered an ambiguity from the language’s own point of view, however, but a merely partial distinction between adverb and postposition. That kesrä can also be

528 Especially because its meaning is not causative: See OTWF 403 (with bibliography) and the discussion in that work of the various petrified converb forms.
considered a conjunction has to do with the fact that clause subordination is, in Old Turkic, often effected in a rather nominal way, making an element a postposition on the syntactic and a conjunction on the functional level.

3.31. Adverbs

Adverbs are lexemes which serve as adjuncts qualifying the verb phrase. They come from different sources: +lA sometimes forms local or temporal adverbs (e.g. tünlä ‘at night’; see OTWF 404-405), petrified vowel-converbs serve as adverbs (thus e.g. utru in bän utru yörđim ‘I marched forth’; see OTWF 741).

There is a formative +tl ~ +dI which forms adverbs from adjectives, as in bo savimën ädgüti äšid, katüg tünlä ‘hear my words well and listen to them carefully’ (KT S 2) from ädgü ‘good’ and katüg ‘hard’. Another lexeme formed with this suffix is amtë ‘now’, whose base lives on in South Siberian languages. There is an adverb ti ‘firm(ly), constant(ly)’ attested in Ht VII 1613529 and ädgü tü, üküš tü, ulug tü, katüg tü, tü yavlak apparently are collocations involving this; see EDPT 432a for further instances. The formative may come from such a collocation, nätägläti, kaltë (both discussed in section 3.134) and birtämläti ‘once and for all’ are formed with the combination of +lA and +tl.

There are two other +tl elements whose meaning and use does not quite permit us to link them to the above: One is ikinti / äkinti ‘second’, the ordinal of iki / ëki, which appears with an +n in ikin ara ‘among (the two)’. Another +tl is added to an obsolete case suffix +dXr to form a group of local adverbs:530 üstürti ‘from above’ documented in the phrase üstürti kudi ‘downwards from on high’ several times in the EDPT and attested also in Mairt 18726, 197r8, 141 r17 and 75 v3 (üstürti örtlüg yalınlig bī bıçgu atözlärı üzä yagar ‘From above fiery and flaming knives rain on their bodies’); içtirti ‘innerly’ in TT V A 55 and 95 and ZiemeAra 77 and its antonym taštırtı ‘from outside’ in M III nr.8 IV r12; kedirti ‘from behind’ and its antonym öndürti ‘from before’ in one passage in TT I 122 and 123 and kedirti also in Mairt 67r11.531 +dXn nominals, üstün, içtin and taštın, kedin and öndün, come from the same local bases as these five. yağırtı ‘afresh, anew’, attested

529 See Röhrborn’s note to this for the Chinese equivalent.
530 +dXr forms appear also with personal and demonstrative pronouns in mintirdin ‘from me’, sindirtin ‘from you’, mundirtin ‘from here’ and andirtin ‘from there’.
531 A secondary form kendirti has been read in Suv 10.9.
in OTWF 798, is probably not formed with this suffix but was a petrified converb from an unattested \((A)r\)- derivate from yanjî ‘new’. I take \(ta\’\=s\=\=t\=û\) and \(ta\’\=s\=\=r\=t\=û\), attested in QB 3115, 5547, 5936 and 6259, to have been simplified from \(ta\’\=s\=\=t\=û\) because of the three \(t\)s.

Time adverbs such as \(tem\=n\) ‘shortly before or afterwards’ or \(a\’\=s\=n\)u ‘before, earlier’ (originally the vowel converb of \(a\’\=s\=\=n\)- ‘to hurry’) are a group by themselves, showing functional affinity to postpositions like \(ötr\=ö\) when used absolutely to signify ‘thereupon’ (e.g. in Suv 194,16).

\(ka\’\=ç\=a\)n ‘eventually, at some point in time’, is of pronominal origin. This is an indefinite adverb, usually appearing with temporal clauses; some examples are quoted in section 3.134. In \(ka\’\=ç\=a\)n ol mogoçlar biddil\=xmka tagdl\=l\=ûr ã\=r\=sû ol yultuñ täprämädin šük turdu ‘When those Magi eventually reached Bethlehem, …’ (U I 6, Magi, a Christian text) or in \(ka\’\=ç\=a\)n küsüši kangu àr\=sûr … (Suv 362,14) ‘when, eventually, his wish reaches fulfillment …’ it is used with the conditional form; in the following the verb is finite: \(ka\’\=ç\=a\)n yuu tayšï aya įgacín bultû, ötr\=ö lolvudî xan üskintä utru turup … tokuñ ālîq šlok sözladî (BT I A 1) ‘At some stage V.T. found his beating board, then stood up in front of the emperor L. and … recited 49 gâthâs’.

A particle such as \(soka\) / \(suka\) ‘just’ turns out to have aspectual uses as well (like English ‘just, right when’); see OTWF 381 for some preliminary documentation.

It happens that adverbs are treated as nominals morphologically; from the temporal adverb \(a\’\=s\=n\)u ‘earlier’, e.g., we have the case forms \(a\’\=s\=n\)u+ça and \(a\’\=s\=n\)+dïn bârû+ki (further expansion, +\(kI\) governing the postpositional phrase). These and \(a\’\=s\=n\)+sïn+ta are documented in the UW, whose author for this reason takes \(a\’\=s\=n\)u to have gotten nominalised. \(öñjî+n\) and birlâ+n are postpositions with the instrumental case suffix, while the base of \(azu+ça\) is a conjunction. Cf. also \(basa+sîn+ta\), \(yügäãû+dä\) and \(azu+sîn+ta\). this is not really a question of this or that lexeme getting ‘hypostasiert’, to use Röhrborn’s term, but rather of the structural fuzziness around adjuncts in general, as discussed in the previous section.

3.32. Postpositions

Dealing with the Turkic languages, scholars have distinguished between ‘proper’ and ‘improper’ postpositions, which both govern noun phrases.\(^{532}\) The ‘proper’ postpositions of Old Turkic (here simply called

\(^{532}\) ûçîn is a postposition which governs what we have called clauses, functioning like a conjunction meaning ‘because’ or ‘in order to’; cf. sections 4.635 and 4.636. Although
‘postpositions’) are not inflected as such, although many of them are inflected forms of nouns or of verbs. Elements serving as postpositions can, on the other hand, be inflected if they serve as adverbs or are used in some other function; thus the instrumental öni+n ‘separately’ or adın öni₄lértä ‘in other separate ones (i.e. places)’ (Suv 32,21). The ‘improper’ postpositions are, in fact, nouns from the morphological and the syntactic points of view, both diachronically and synchronically. Since they are not postpositions (and not themselves adjuncts) although they also serve as heads of postpositional adjunct phrases, we call them relational nouns.\textsuperscript{533} Relational noun constructions are dealt with in section 4.22; see section 4.21 for details on the use and functioning of postpositions.

Some of the (proper) postpositions are opaque like tāg (e.g. yultuzlar tāg ‘like the stars’). Others have a pronominal origin, like bārū ‘hither’ (e.g. in antada bārū ‘since then’), which might be related to bān ‘I’ and bo ‘this’. īnarū ‘forward, further’ is both a postposition and an adverb. Its base lives on in the case forms inčä ‘thus’ and inṭīn ‘that side’, in inčép ‘thus’ and perhaps in the shorter allomorph of the 3rd person possessive suffix. īngarū\textsuperscript{534} in ŠU N10, the older variant of īnarū, is clearly a directive of this pronoun. sīgar ‘in the direction of’ appears to be identical with the noun signifying ‘half’ or ‘one of a pair’ and may possibly be the dative form of an obsolete pronoun of the shape *sī (which may live on as the other allomorph of the 3rd person possessive suffix). sīgarū, which Hesche 2001 makes likely to have been a synonymous postposition in Orkhon Turkic, may originally have been the directive form of this base.\textsuperscript{535}

Still other postpositions come from nominals: üzzä ‘over; by (the use of), on the part of’ is apparently related to üstiı̀n ‘above’; alternately, it may come from a noun attested only in the Codex Comanicus (and possibly in Chuvash) with an obsolete variant of the dative case suffix (thus T. Tekin) or directive-locative +rA with subsequent zetacism. birlā ‘(together) with’ comes from bir ‘one’ with the adverbial suffix +lA;\textsuperscript{536} in later Old Turkic sources, birlā can lose its /r/ and/or be

\textsuperscript{533} Following Larry Clark’s Turkmen Grammar (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz) 1998.
\textsuperscript{534} Spelled thus and not as īnaru.
\textsuperscript{535} The apparent consistent frontness of the possessive suffix must have been secondary; note that monosyllabic nominal bases such as it ‘dog’ also get fronted.
\textsuperscript{536} The function of this suffix is discussed in OTWF p.403-406. Tekin 1968: 110
expanded with the instrumental suffix to give bi(r)län. öňi+n is another postposition expanded with the instrumental. The instrumental case suffix is no doubt to be found also in ken ‘after’, which is related to kedin, kesrä, kerü, keč and kečä.\footnote{537} In balık taštın ‘outside the town’, a +DXn derivate (called ‘orientational’ and discussed in section 3.12) governs a nominative as a postposition; further examples of +DXn forms, governing the ablative, are mentioned in section 3.12. +rA nominal suffixes such as ögrä ‘before’, kesrä ‘after’ and ıçrä ‘inside’ are also locally relational like +DXn forms and govern noun phrases in the locative or (ıçrä) the nominative. osoglug ‘like’ is a +lXg derivate from osog ‘manner’ (normally, e.g. in U II 41,20, used in a binome with yan, a Chinese loan). yanlıg, which comes from a base copied from Chinese, has a very similar meaning and structure. täñlig, which is also formed with +lXg, is quantitative rather than qualitative. yanlıg survives as a postposition in Uzbek and Turkmen, täñlig in Turkish (denlii > denli). Meaning, use and distribution show that these three are not mere instances of a complex +lXg construction but have fused and moved away from their bases.

Most postpositions were originally vowel converses, e.g. körö ‘with respect to’, ötgürü ‘because of’, tapa ‘towards’ (e.g. inscriptional čik tapa yorï- ‘to march against the Čik’ < tap- ‘to find’), ašru, togru (e.g. inscriptional kün togru sünjüşdüm ‘I fought throughout the day’, < togr- ‘to cross’), utru ‘facing’, tägi ‘till’. tuta < tut- ‘to hold’ attested as postposition in Abhi, signifies ‘concerning’. tägrä ‘around’ is by Gabain 1974 § 286 thought to come from a verb of täg-ür- ‘to convey’, but the vowel verb of this stem is /U/ and not /A/ and the meanings of the two are too far apart; the EDPT is probably right in assuming the existence of another verb *tägir-, which must also have served as base for tägirmi ‘round’ and tägirmän ‘milk’. Some conjunctions (e.g. yana / yänä ‘again; moreover etc.’ from yan- ‘to

\footnote{537} Attempted etymological explanations for ücün ‘for; because of’ have assumed an instrumental form, generally from uc ‘tip, extremity’; uc is, in fact, used in some such function in Ottoman. Within such an hypothesis, the only way to account for the front vowels would be to take uc+-football with the possessive suffix before the instrumental to be the source. The possessive suffix may have been fronted also when added to back-harmony bases; one would assume it to have caused the fronting of the first syllable when the form got fused. Backward fronting is found e.g. in bökün ‘today’ as well.
return’), adjectives and adverbs (e.g. ašnu ‘before’ < ašun- ‘to hurry’) are lexicalised vowel converbs as well.

kudî ‘down’ (e.g. sâlîñä kudî yorîpan ‘marching down the S. river’ BQ E37) comes from kud- ‘to pour’, liquids always moving downward. The form is not that of a converb, however, as that would be kuda; rather, it belongs, like töni and yaraşî, to the formation in -I, discussed in OTWF 340-344. kudî is attested with /u/ in Brâhmî script, survives with /u/ in Uzbek, Tuva and Tofa and in ETŞ 9,23 alliterates with seven other instances of ku°. The postposition tönn- ‘during’, discovered by Zieme 1992, is clearly formed in the same manner, as is yaraş-î ‘suitable for’: The vowel converbs from these stems end in -A and -U respectively.

adîn ‘different’, which can function as a postposition, probably comes from the base of adîr- ‘to separate’ with the formative -(X)n discussed in the OTWF. eyin ‘according to’ could come from ey- ‘to pursue’ with the same formative or it could be a petrified shortened -(X)yXn converb,538 artok ‘more’ < art- ‘to increase (intr.)’, with a formative -(O)k dealt with in the OTWF, also serves as a postposition (cf. UW).

The border between converbs (of transitive verbs) and such among them that have become postpositions is not always clear; the problem for the linguist is that both govern noun phrases: Gabain 1974 § 273 and 278 and Tekin 1968: 163, e.g., consider aša and käçä to be postpositions signifying, respectively, ‘beyond’ and ‘beyond, across’. The sentences which they quote, e.g. kögmän aša kïrkïz yeri Ñä tägi sülädim (BQ E 15) ‘We crossed the Sayan and campaigned all the way to the land of the Kïrkïz’ and käm käþä ýik tapa sülädim (BQ E 26) ‘we crossed the Yenisey and campaigned against the Ýik,’ give the

538 Gabain 1974 has iyîn in §296 and iyä in §277, deriving both from the same verb iy- translated as “folgen” in the former paragraph and “folgen, verfolgen, bedrängen” in the latter. In §277 she also includes the phrase iyä basa which she translates as “ständig”. The two readings both represent eyîn, with implicit vowel in the instances quoted as iyä, alef and niin looking identical in the texts in question. In the TT VI instance quoted, ‘iyä’ is found only in one ms. while another writes ‘YYYN, and in the U III instance ‘YYYN is added under the line. eyîn is found spelled 9 times with e in Brâhmî texts and in no case in any other way, and onset e is never used in those texts to represent any other vowel in word onset. I now no longer think that the first verb in the biverb ey-bas- is to be read as iy-, as against OTWF 602-3: The Tekin proposal for reading Tes E5 is in any case too uncertain to make the difference. In ‘Bemerkungen zum lexikalischen Sondergut des Uigurischen’, an unpublished lecture held at the Frankfurt VATEC symposium (September 2002), K. Röhrborn expressed the view that eyîn / iyîn comes from a misreading of ãvin ‘grain; single hair’ by being part of a loan translation of a Sanskrit expression; this seems unlikely to me, for reasons which cannot be detailed here.
impression that they are converbs and not postpositions. The examples with aš-a and tog-a refer to the crossing of mountain chains, those with kać-ā to the crossing of rivers. Such words can be called postpositions if they are lexicalised in a meaning in any way distinct from that of the verb (e.g. tap- ‘to find’ vs. the postposition tapa ‘towards’) and if they are also attested in a way which does not call for a subject. With öği ‘separate or distinct from’, there is a functional ambiguity as to postpositional or adverbial function discussed in section 4.2 below.  

The common postposition sayu, presumably a petrified converb form from the obsolete verb sa- ‘to denumerate, enumerate, recount’, serves as a peculiar amalgam of ‘all’ with locativity; it signifies ‘to all, in all, at all places’: uluš sayu balık sayu kim bägläri ... ärsär (TT VI 9) ‘In all states, in all cities, … whoever are their rulers, …’. It is still in use in languages so remote from each other as Yakut (ayi) and Krymchak and finds its analogue in Mongolian büri. Like the other postpositions governing the nominative, sayu as well governs the accusative of possessive suffixes; e.g. ay tänri kiinin sayu ‘on every day of the Moon God (Xw 301).

tägimlig ‘worthy of ...’ is derived with the formative -(X)mlXg dealt with in OTWF section 3.322. Beside the common ayagka tägimlig ‘venerable’, instances such as alkışka tägimlig ‘praiseworthy’, iki didimka tägimlig, ‘worthy of the two crowns’, miiŋ ögmäkkä tägimlig ‘worth a thousand praises’ quoted in OTWF show that Uygur had created a postposition of this form, governing the dative.

In Orkhon Turkic the noun yan ‘side’ became a postposition signifying ‘on the side of’; in addition, it follows synharmonism. We find it in kan+ta yan ‘from those around the khan’ (Tuñ 33), bir+din yän ‘on the southern side’, öŋ+dün yän ‘on the eastern side’ and yîr+din+ta yan ‘from the northern side’ (Tuñ 11) and täŋrikän yän ‘beside his majesty’ (Ongin F5). yAn shares the feature of adhering to synharmonism with the postposition tâg ‘like’. In kan+ta yan and yîr+din+ta yan in Tuñ, the two Orkhon Turkic instances of yAn where it follows vowels, these vowels are not actually explicit, which would be

---

539 There does not appear to be any grammatical or functional ambiguity concerning alku ‘all’, mentioned as a postposition in Gabain 1974 § 272: As shown in its UW entry and elsewhere, it is always an adjective (sometimes used adverbially, like many adjectives) and never a postposition; it seems more likely to have come from a contraction of the verbal nominal *alk-gu than from a vowel converb (as stated in the UW), because the converb vowel of alk- is /A/.

540 bağan ‘to me’ sağan ‘to you’ in Anatolian dialects and in Kazakh may possibly be contractions of the normal datives baña and saña with this element; I know of no other explanation for these forms.
the normal spelling of vowels at the end of words (and often indeed at the end of stems); nor is there any punctuation mark before yan. From this it follows that the scribe actually felt yan to be a suffix. We cannot go so far, as this element actually follows the locative case suffix and as this would be the only instance where the locative form of a noun would be followed by another case suffix; but synharmonism does bring yan quite some way into that direction.

In the inscriptive pronoun sequences antag ‘like that’ (related to ol ‘that’) and montag ‘like this’ (related to bo ‘this’), tāg also follows the harmony of the base. Note that the base of these two forms is the oblique stem and not the accusative form, which otherwise serves as pronominal base for postpositions governing the nominative of simple nouns. The same clearly happened to nātāg, which is spelled as one word though otherwise identical to nā tāg, and gets expanded to give adverbial nātāg+in and nātāg+lāti (cf. section 3.31). In the Orkhon inscriptions, antag still alternates with antāg. sizintāg ‘like you’ in the archaic Manichaean ms. in ChristManManus (r10, clearly visible on the facs.) must be another example for this process, since sizin+ is the oblique base while sizni is the accusative of this pronoun. In view of all this, +tAg can be said to have become a case suffix as far as pronouns are concerned. In bintāgi ‘someone like me’ in Tuñ 57 (before Alyılmaz 2000: 110-111 erroneously read as ‘büntāgi’) the base is also the oblique stem. The possessive suffix at the end is demanded by the context: A tāg phrase gets a possessive suffix also in bars tāg+im ‘my tiger-like one’ in the runiform epitaph E28,1; possessive suffixes are not normally added to postpositional phrases.

3.33. Conjunctions

Conjunctions are elements joining clauses to their matrix sentences, linking sentences to their context, linking sentence parts or noun phrases to each other and the like. They normally precede the stretch which is in their scope, but ārkān and the collective numerals (see below) follow what they subordinate. Conjunctions generally do not govern the elements they are attached to, but subordinating conjunctions like kim can be considered to govern what they subordinate. The postposition ücün can also be considered a conjunction where, in its causal use, it often serves for subordinating clauses; cf. tapīgēi kirkīnlarī āgsük kärgāk ücün (Maitr 120r23) ‘because her serving maids were insufficient or lacking’, with ücün subordinating the predication as a whole. Conjunctions do not demand
that what is in their scope should have any particular form. Many of the elements mentioned in this section are not conjunctions in the narrow sense, but all serve the task of in some way connecting. What follows is an unstructured and possibly incomplete list.

*birök* and *ymä* are mentioned among the connective-adversative particles (section 3.342) and not among the conjunctions as their presence does not bring about subordination or coordination but is optional in these juncture types; their function is to make the logical, semantic or rhetorical relationship between subordinating and subordinated clauses (more) explicit.

Let us, here, first mention a number of coordinating elements: *takî* functions as coordinating conjunction signifying ‘and’. We translate *muntada adîn takî ögni aš içgû yok* (Suv 610,16) as ‘There is no other or different food than this (i.e. than eating the prince)’, but use ‘or’ only because English demands such translation under negation. What is linked in the previous example are two postpositions; in the following example two nominal clauses having the same predicate are linked: *ançama kultug bo üd kolo ... takî kultug bo yer onor kim ...* ‘So happy is this time and so happy this place that ...’ (MaitrH XV 6r5). In what follows the linkage takes place between full verbal sentences: *bir âkintikâ karganurlar alkanurlar takî ... okışurlar* (M I 9,11-14) ‘They curse each other and shout at each other’; *amarin tînlîglar čaxrî ânjirâr yûn ânjirâr kentir ânjirâr, bûz batatu kars tokîyur, takî ymä adrok uzlar kântû kântû uz išin išlâyur* (KP 2,5) ‘Many people make wool or hemp thread, weave linen or woolen cloth and (in general) various professionals carry out each his special profession’. In some other cases (mentioned in the next section) *takî* must be considered a particle rather than a conjunction; while the two uses clearly have a common source (see OTWF 340 for an etymology which accords with both meanings), these should probably be considered different elements synchronically.

takî is not attested in runiform inscriptions; it does appear twice in the (runiform) Irk Bitig. *yanâ* was originally the vowel converb of *yan-* ‘to return’; it appears with back harmony in Orkhon Turkic. Subsequently, in Uygur, it changed to *yânâ* and *yenâ*; *yânâ ök*, e.g. in TT X 17, shows the new harmony class. It became an adverb signifying ‘again’ before it also developed a conjunctive function, then bearing the meaning ‘moreover’ (also in combinations such as *yenâ ök* or *yenâ ymä*).

*azu* ‘or’ appears already in Orkhon Turkic *azu bo savînda igid bar gu?* (KT S 10) ‘Or is there anything false in these my words?’ In KöktüTurf TM 342 1 r 1-4, a runiform ms., there are two consecutive
sentences both starting with azu; in such cases the translation should be ‘either ... or’. See the UW entry for Uygur documentation. azu cannot be the petrified converb of az- ‘to stray’, as stated in UW 324a, as that is aza (cf. UW 319a for Uygur evidence for this). azuća (also documented there) has a similar meaning and use as azu and no doubt comes from it. Cf. also azusinta ‘beside; on its side’ (attested only in Ht) and the even rarer azukë ‘secondary, subsidiary’.

ärmäsär, the negative conditional form of the copula, serves as an adversative conjunction with meanings such as ‘otherwise’ or ‘however’; examples are given in UW 445a. In USp 24 we find bol-ma-са with the same meaning and function.

In Uygur, ap practically always appears in pairs of stretches, where it signifies ‘both ... and’; in longer chains its meaning can be given as ‘as well as’. See the UW for this documentation; in many of the instances ap is followed by the particle ymä. The UW also quotes one sequence of two instances in U II 4.2 where, after a sentence with a negative verb, the two aps signify ‘neither ... nor’. In the UW the U II passage appears as the only example for this latter meaning, but we find it also in Wettkampf541 17-18: bo tört savda adīn tusulmagay, ap alp ārdāmnjiz, ap őzlük bašlik atīnijz ‘Nothing beside these three words will serve you, neither your bravery nor your high-bred race-winning horse’. ap is used also in Qarakhanid sources; there, however, all the instances are negative: The DLT has double ap signifying ‘neither ... nor; in one QB and one Middle Turkic example, there is single ap following a negative verb and introducing a positive verb form, to be translated as ‘nor’.

The source of runiform ančıp542 and Uygur ğıčıp and the documentation for ančıp are discussed in section 3.132. The examples for ančıp all show it at the beginning of sentences but not of paragraphs, preceded by -dl or -mlš in the historical narrative of the inscriptions but by a nominal sentence in the epilogue of the IrqB. ančıp always signifies ‘having done that; thereupon’. This is also the meaning of ğıčıp in the following passages: ĭnča sakİntım ... mini ... dendar kilgay siz tep. ğıčıp amtİkatagi mıniş könlüm mıniş ornamız (TT II,1 40) ‘I thought you would ... make me into an elect. As a result of that my heart has not calmed down till now’. TT II,1 is Manichæan.

541 Published after the appearance of the fascicle of the UW containing the entry for ap; the positive translation offered by the editors does not suit the context.
542 In SP 32 (context fragmentary) the transliteration gives ‘NCYP but should be corrected; the transcription correctly writes ‘ıncıp’ (see facs.). By origin this word and ančıp appear to be pronoun – verb hybrids.
another Manichæan instance: In tümkä ärdim ärsär ymä inčīp yana kamgak kāntirkä tayaklīgīn köntülmīš tāg boltum ārdi (Ht VII 1974) ‘Even though I was foolish, I had thereupon again become like the kamgak plant which gets upright by leaning upon hemp’ the main clause of a concessive construction is introduced by inčīp. amtī anī barcā ökünür biz bilimür biz. inčīp tūkāl bilgā tāngri tāngrisi burxan kānjimīzīnī kōrtūr biz, no[mīn āšidūr] biz (TT IVB 23) ‘Now we repent and admit all that. As a result of this we now see our father the perfectly wise Buddha, king of kings, and [listen to his tea]ching’.

In M I 16,15 inčīp appears to signify ‘similarly’: ančulayu kaltī uzlar ädsiz nāŋ iš išläyü umaz, inčīp ārli uzuntonluglī nāčākātāgi beš tāngri küčin yemāsār nāŋ ātōz sävägin uvutsuz išīg sürüi umaz ‘Just as e.g. craftsmen can by no means carry out their craft without material, similarly men and women can by no means carry out the shameless activity by bodily love as long as they do not use the power of the fivefold god’. In TT I 79 inčīp appears to signify ‘because’: busuš kadgu bälğisi āŋirā turur; inčīp ādgī kılīnçīlī ešlārkā īŋanmagīnča ... ‘The marks of sorrow haunt you; because, as long as you don’t trust helpful friends [you will not get rid of] (anxiety)’. Sometimes inčīp signifies ‘hereby’ or ‘in spite of this’; the EDPT (mentioning a number of additional examples) also gives the meanings ‘this being so; so much for that; on the other hand; but’ and ‘then’.

The adverb udu ‘following, after’ has been derived from the verb ud- ‘to follow’, which did not survive in Old Turkic. In Tuñ 55 we find udu used as a conjunction: elteriš xagan kazarımasar udu bān özüm kazarımasar ... ‘If king Elteriš kagan had not won and if I myself had not won (either), …’.

kaltī ‘for instance’ does not itself normally create comparison as it is practically always used together with elements doing that: the equative case or the postposition tāg. With tāg it appears e.g. in kaltī yagī alkīnmīş yula tāg (Maitr 103v11) ‘for instance like a beacon whose oil has been consumed’, with an equative in üç yavlaḵ yolka tūšūgli anča ol kaltī bo yertiği tūprakča (TT VI 337) ‘those who fall into the three evil ways are (as numerous) as e.g. the soil in this earth’. In the last sentence kaltī correlates with anča, in the following one with ančulayu: saŋa utruntačči kışilär ančulayu bolur kaltī ... iši küdūgi biştımyök tāg (TT I 52) ‘People who oppose you are, for instance, similar to somebody ... whose business does not work out’. It appears with an aorist in the equative case in kaltī ... kūn tāngri ornınta yarok ay tāngri yašıyın bälğırā yarlıkärča eligimız ... bälğırā yarlıkādü (U 57,7) ‘our king graciously appeared ..., like, e.g., the bright moon’s shining appearance instead of
the sun’, with a demonstrative of manner in "înča kaltī tānṛį yेrinta ... tugmiśin őyür sakimur ‘he remembers, e.g., how he was born in the divine realm’ (MaitrH XV 1v21). The following comparative sentence serves as a comparison to the one preceding it, whence twice kaltī: kaltī ol kiši ātözin bulugli yañuıldı kertgünc könlülg tînlîlgar anča ol kaltī tîrņak üzâkî tuprakča ‘as, e.g., among people who acquire a human body, creatures with faith are e.g. like soil on one’s fingernail’ (TT VI 338). Finally, kaltī introduces converbial clauses ending in -(X)p or -sAr, with the same meaning: kaltī yürün tâşig alsar ‘if, for instance, one takes the white stone’ in BlattRun, a runiform ms., where the author dwells on one of the stones after mentioning it together with some others. In M III nr.4 r9–v18 the human body is compared to the ocean which is jostled and shaken by winds coming from all different directions; the element kaltī appears in this passage seven times, five times with -sAr clauses and twice with noun phrases. In one of these the meaning ‘for instance’ is still acceptable; in ančula mäŋ(i)izlig àrûrlâr kaltī ulug tal’uḷy s(a)mutrî kim bulgak [â]lgâki ükîš ol (r16) ‘They (i.e. all thoughts, feelings, forces etc.) look like the great sea samudra, whose whirling and jostling is great’ however, there is neither +cA nor tâg and kaltī should signify ‘as’. kaltī bo tôrt sav agzañîzda tutsar siz, înçîp ulug takda muñda kurtulgay siz (Wettkampf 21) ‘Inasmuch as you mention these four words, to that degree will you be relieved of the great sadness and trouble’ apparently shows kaltī and înçîp in an early correlative function, these two elements originally coming from interrogative ka+ and demonstrative în+ respectively. See section 3.134 concerning the etymology of kaltī and some other meanings it has.

The postposition ötrö is discussed in section 3.32; governing a zero anaphoric and thus serving as temporal adverb it comes to mean ‘thereupon’. In an instance like the following, however, ötrö has become an introductory element (here translated as ‘well’): amti bo savîg magat ulušt̹a ... bîlmîs ukmîś kârgâk. ötrö [...] atavâkî yûk katîg ünin kîk[iɾîp] ... tînlîlgarîg ôlûrgâli ugradi (TT X 33) ‘Now this matter has to be imagined in the country of Magadha, ... . Well, the demon Āṭavaka shouted with a loud voice, intending to kill ... living beings’.

kim is a subordinating conjunction placed before the clause it governs. In ögebnîlâr kim kâltürmiş ârdîlûr üc törbîg közünc ‘They said they had brought three types of present’ (U I 6,14, Magier) it introduces an utterance as an object of a verb of speaking (section 4.7). kim can introduce consecutive clauses (discussed in section 4.637), causal clauses (section 4.635) or final clauses (section 4.636). In the latter two the verb is in the conditional or in a volitional form, whereas
consecutive clauses have *kim* with indicative verb forms. *bo yer üzä näy andag t(ä)y kir yälvi arviš yok kim ol umasar* (M II 5,10) ‘There is no such trick and magic in this world as he would not be capable of’ is an example of *kim* used for the introduction of a relative clause (as described in section 4.612). The (Qarakhanid) QB also has relative clauses introduced by *kim*, with a finite verb or with the -*sA(r)* form.

*apam* ‘in case’ appears to have always been used with the conditional, mostly together with the particle *biröö*; see the UW for documentation. Unlike English ‘if’, its presence is not a condition for conditional meaning. However, as stated in the EDPT entry, -*sAr* also has non-conditional uses and *apam* selects the conditional one. QB and DLT use *apay* instead of *apam*. In case the Qarakhanid variant does not represent the original shape of this conjunction, its original meaning may have been ‘now’: I tend to follow Ramstedt (as mentioned in the UW entry) in believing it to be a derivate of *äm* ‘now’\(^{543}\) with intensifying reduplication; the semantic process seems a likely one.

The postposed conjunctions *ärkli* (runiform inscriptions) and *ärkän* (the rest of Old Turkic) are discussed in section 4.633 and signify ‘while (being)’ or ‘when (being)’; examples for *ärkän* are also listed and classified in UW 433-434: They turn sentences, normally having an aorist verb form or a noun phrase as predicate, into temporal adjuncts. The negative counterpart of positive aorist + *ärkän* is *-mAzkAn* in Qarakhanid, *-mAzkAn* in Uygur. *ärkän+ki* is, however, made to govern negative aorists in two late texts, as documented in the UW entry for it. See OTWF 62 for possible etymologies for *-mAzkAn* (and cf. Bang 1915: 631-32), OTWF 383 for *ärkän* in general\(^{544}\) and cf. section 4.633 below. It might, perhaps, be possible to take it to be syncopated from *ärür kän* (with the emphatic particle *kAn*); that would make it similar to *-mAzkAn*, *in case* this same explanation can be offered for that suffix (which see in section 4.633).

\(^{543}\) Living on in this meaning to this day in Sayan Turkic and probably eliminated everywhere else due to its phonetic similarity with the noun signifying ‘vulva’. (In Proto-Turkic this noun may have signified ‘mouth’ and not ‘vulva’, to judge by its Mongolic cognate.) Old Turkic *amtï* ‘now’ is no doubt formed from the same base with the adverb forming suffix +*tI*.

\(^{544}\) Johanson 1994: 177 finds the view expressed therein unconvincing but has no alternative explanation. *ärkän* cannot be a converb of *är* ‘to be’, as expressly stated in UW 433, as no converb suffix *-kän* is attested in any other word.
3.34. Particles

Particles are unbound elements of weak or no lexicality, which are not marks of grammatical categories either; they do not inflect but some come from inflected forms of other words. Particles are classifiable by scope and position. The term ‘particle’ is not defined by any syntactic task but by prosodic and/or word-order dependence of such elements on other words; particles can serve to connect, e.g., or fulfill other tasks. The border between ‘particles’ and what I have listed as ‘conjunctions’ is fuzzy, as elements such as *ymä* and *biröö*, dealt with below (especially p.477), show both clitic and clause-starting behaviour.

The emphatic element *Ok*, the interrogative *mU* and the late *mat* or *mAt* are instances of postclitics. When such particles are joined to a phrase or clause consisting of more than one word, they can insert themselves within it after the first word, though their scope may be the whole phrase; e.g. *ol ok oron* in *maytri bodisavt ol ok oronta olorup* ...

‘The bodhisattva Maitreya sat down in that very place’. In *kućmazlar mu ärdi?* (DKPAMPb 608) ‘weren’t they wont to embrace?’ or *mini sävär mü siz* (KP 6,4-5) ‘Do you love me?’ such a particle introduces itself into a verb phrase, before the auxiliary in the first case, before a clitic pronoun in the second. Other particles, e.g. *ćak* and *ēŋ*, are proclitics. Clitic particles share the feature of phonetic dependence with affixes. What distinguishes them from affixes is that affixes are added to narrow sets of lexeme classes, whereas particles can generally be added to wide arrays of them; their scope covers whole words or even phrases. Unlike postpositions, particles do not govern their scope. They are here classified as emphatic, connective-adversative, epistemical and volitive.

3.341. Emphatic particles

The clitic particle *Ok* emphasizes the word it follows. It drops its vowel when added to some elements ending in vowels, e.g. *inčā+k* in v 2 of the runiform ms. edited in SEddTF I 542 and TT II,1 29, *inčak* (with dotted Q; Manichæan script) in M I 7,17, *ančak* and *antak* (the latter two quoted with numerous examples in the UW), *ölürtäčik* < *ölürtäči ök* in Tuñ 11, *ančulayuk* in LautBemer 29 beside *ančulayu ok* on l.43 of the same text. The fact is that *anča ok* and *anta ok* are also common, *anča ok* even more than *ančak*. Uygur also has numerous instances where *Ok* regularly retains its vowel after bases ending in vowels, e.g. *bo ok*, *munta ok*, *saña ok*, *ymä ok*, *yânä ök*, *antakya ok*, *körmištä ök*, *yarlïkamišta ok* and so forth. That non-elision is phonetically real is
shown by Brähmi instances, bo ok (TT VIII H3), anı ok (TT VIII D18) and inçgäkyä ök (TT VIII F14). Note, though, that ök in yänä ök is, e.g. in TT X 17 and 358, spelled not ‘WYK but ‘WK, in the way in which rounded vowels are spelled in non-first syllables; i.e. the scribe at least partly felt the two units to ‘belong together’.

Ok can apparently be added to any part of speech, as the examples above show. An example such as körmistä ök ‘the moment he saw’ just quoted shows that it can be added to temporal expressions; another such instance is bo nomka kertgümägüçi tìnlig yorïyu turur ärkän ök ölüp bargaylar (Tachi 28-9) ‘Creatures who do not believe in this teaching will suddenly die right in the middle of their life’.

In the Tuñe inscription there are four instances of a particle kök, presumably consisting of (O)k Ok: In all the instances it appears at the end of a sentence, after a finite verb form ending in a vowel (e.g. ölürtaçi kök ‘he will really kill (us)’); it may therefore just be that it is in complementary distribution with Ok, a mere k after vowels presumably not being felt to be expressive enough.

čak is a preposed particle signifying ‘just, exactly, no other’: kim ärti ärki ölürtaçi – ögökkyäm – čak sini (Suv 626,20) ‘Who might it have been, my darling, who singled you out for killing?’; there is a similar instance in BuddhKat 23. čak amti (Suv 612,20) is ‘right now’. Another temporal instance of this particle is quoted in ZehnGeb p. 67 from MairH: čak bo kolota ymä šakimuni ... sìgun ažunïnta tugdï ärüi ‘Right at this moment, now, Šakymuni ... had been born as a deer’. DLT fol.167 says that čak is “a particle expressing the ... exact identity of a thing” and gives the examples čak ol atrü tutü ‘Hold that very horse!’ and čak amaïçi urgi ‘Hit the target on the nose!’.

soka, for which more than a dozen examples are listed in OTWF 381, appears to have a similar meaning: Its Chinese equivalent signifying ‘geradewegs, genau, direkt’ is mentioned in the note to ZiemeLegenden p.152 l.8 (ms. filling a lacuna in Suv 8,1). Some of the instances have it together with ugrayu; in some others it is used for stating that something happens ‘right that very moment’: (suka sözläyü turur ärkän (AbitAnk 68) ‘right while speaking’. soka may come from sok- ‘to hit, beat’ (or from suk- ‘to thrust in’, in which case it would be suka). Unlike čak and kAn it is not added to time adverbs.

kAn is added to adverbial temporal expressions and appears to give them some meaning such as the one which ‘just’ has when qualifying ‘now’ or ‘then’. We find it with amti ‘now’ and așnu ‘before’ (examples for both in the UW), ertä ‘early in the morning’, öprü ‘before’ (cf. OTWF 62) and as yanïrtu kann (BuddhUig I 227) ‘recently’.
Then we have *anč(a)gînča kan yarîn y(a)r’udî kün tugdî* (M I 6,19) ‘In a short while’; anč(a)gînča is a hybrid from *an+ča* with the temporal -gInčA converb meaning ‘until’ with perfective verbs, and clearly formed in analogy with that converb: kān is attested with a regular -gInčA form in tašîkgînča kan ‘just until (you) get out’ (fragment quoted in a n. to BT V 521; WilkKatMan nr. 143 v1). The temporal form in -mAzkAn dealt with in section 4.633 may also have been formed with this particle (though -mAz is not in temporal adverbial use as the words in the scope of kān quoted in this section are). If one accepts this derivation in spite of the problem, one can not exclude that ārkān ‘while’ comes from *ārūr kān* by syncopation and assimilation of the two /r/s.

The emphatic particle mat is added to personal (sān in the QB), demonstrative (bolarnī in ET§ 12, 6, bo 15, 57, andag in the DLT) and interrogative (nātāg and kim+i in the QB) pronouns and to verb forms (three in -gAll, three in -dl and once the future in -gA in the DLT). It is always spelled together with them and may have followed vowel harmony, as assumed by the editors. If it did, it should be related to the second syllable of āvāt ~ āwāt ~ yāmāt ‘yes’ (DLT). This may link it to bat ‘quickly and for sure’ (DLT fol.161, TT VII 28,28 and 37, H I 23, 39 and 43), which stands before the verb. Words of Turkic origin do not have onset /m/ except when the following consonant is a nasal, but another clitic starting with /m/ is mU.mat might, on the other hand, be related to Mongolic mayad (pronounced with [t]) ‘certainly, really’, attested from the Secret History on and in modern Mongolic languages (and borrowed into Turkic Karaim). The ultimate source appears to have been Sogdian, which has an element m’t (with long a) ‘thus’; this is exactly the meaning given to mat by Kāšgarī.546

A particle čI is in Suv 34g,22, BT VIII A 132 and 276 and BT XIII 3,29 in conditional clauses added to the particle birök with no noticeable difference in meaning or function; in Maue 1996 14,7, a Brāhmī source, birökči appears in fragmentary context.547 In section 3.4

---

545 The translation is tentative and follows anča meaning ‘a little bit’.
546 For ‘yes’ cf. the semantic development of Latin *sic* > Romance *si*. bat must have been created at a stage when onset /m/ was unacceptable. One or two runiform instances of *bat* are not very clear. When Classical Mongol ‘X’ reflects the pronunciation [a:], as happens in some of the instances, it is pronounced as [a:] in Modern Mongolic languages, which is not the case with this word; modern usage may, however, be a case of spelling pronunciation, which also sometimes happens.
547 Ottoman eğerci, which is mentioned in the note to BT XIII 3,29, was borrowed from Persian and has concessive meaning in both of those languages (cf. Turkish gerçi). However, this opens the possibility that Uygur či was borrowed from some Iranian
we find that "I" is also in Maitr added a number of times to presentative muna. In both cases "I" is spelled together with the preceding element

\( \ddot{a}n \) ‘most’ is preposed to noun phrases, e.g. in \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{o}hr\ddot{e} \) ‘the foremost’; it is often spelled with two alef. See the UW entry concerning its uses in Uygur. It appears to have joined some words following it in closer juncture: \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{u}r \) ‘lately, recently’ with \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{u}r+\ddot{u}n \) and \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{u}r+ki \) are all spelled as single words, as quoted in UW 389a. Further cf. \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{m}iht\ddot{e}n \) ‘even’, which is often spelled as one word, documented in UW 388; note also that the very common \( \ddot{a}n \ ilki \) ‘the very first’ is already in KT E32 spelled as \( n\ddot{l}^2k^2l \), without the I which would have appeared before the \( I \) if the scribe had taken \( \ddot{a}n \) to be a word by itself. Its synonym \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{b}a\ddot{s}+la-yu+ki \) also got fused.

The phrase \( \ddot{a}n \ \ddot{m}iht\ddot{e}n \) ‘even’ should probably also be considered a particle; see the UW for examples: It either qualifies sentences or clauses or (with a meaning similar to Turkish preposed \( ta \) phrases.

\( ayi \) and \( kod\ddot{e} \) as in \( ayi \ kod\ddot{e} \ \ddot{o}p\ddot{k}s\ddot{i} \ k\ddot{a}lip \ldots \) (Hts V 287) ‘he got exceedingly furious’ are intensifying particles. \( ayi \) ‘very’ appears to be shortened from \( ay\ddot{g} \) ‘bad’, as words like ‘terribly’ in many languages get downgraded to mere intensifying meaning. \( kod\ddot{e} \) should not be confused with \( kud\ddot{e} \) ‘down’.

All types of negation are intensified by preposing \( idi \) ‘by (no) means, (not) at all’: \( idi \ \ddot{o}k+\ddot{s}u\ddot{z} \) ‘with no interruption at all’; \( \ddot{t}u\ddot{r}k \ \ddot{b}od\ddot{u}n \ \ddot{t}\ddot{a}\ddot{m}ir \ \ddot{k}ap\ddot{g}ka \ldots \ \ddot{t}\ddot{a}\ddot{m}i\ddot{s} \ \ddot{i}di \ \ddot{a}\ddot{r}\ddot{m}i\ddot{s} \) (Tuñ 46-47) ‘It had never been the case before that the United Nation\(^{549} \) had reached the Iron Gate’ and \( idi \ \ddot{y}or\ddot{i}maz\ddot{u}n \) ‘by no means must they roam around’ are all three from the Orkhon inscriptions and there are many more inscriptive examples. From Uygur e.g. \( siz\ddot{i}n\ddot{a} \ \ddot{i}di \ bilm\dot{a}v\ddot{y}\ddot{o}k \ \ddot{i} k\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}d\ddot{i} \) (Ht VII 1802) ‘has certainly not remained unknown to you’. Gabain deals with this particle in the n. to l. 70 of her 1935 edition of a portion of Ht; she quotes a number of instances, some of which show that \( idi \) need not be adjacent to the negative element. She there spells the word as ‘\( \ddot{i}\ddot{d}\ddot{i} \)’ proposing to

language, where it could have meant ‘what’; cf. Latin \( si\ddot{u}qi, si\ddot{u}qid, si\ddot{u}qidem, \) whose second syllable is a cognate of Persian \( \ddot{c}i \).

\(^{548} \) The particles \( \ddot{c}i \) in the Mongolian Secret History and \( \ddot{c}U \) in later Mongolian (best dealt with in Street 1984) differ somewhat from Uygur \( \ddot{c}i \) and \( \ddot{c}U \) (the latter discussed below) both in distribution and function, but may still be related: Uygur \( \ddot{c}i \) appears in conditional clauses while Mongolian \( \ddot{c}U \) became part of a concessive verb form. Cf. the adversative or concessive particles \( \ddot{c}i \) in Khakas and \( \ddot{c}i \) in Shor. Uygur \( \ddot{c}i \) and Qarakhanid \( \ddot{c}U \) differ in shape, function and distribution and cannot be equated.

\(^{549} \) I do follow the semantic interpretations of Tezcan 1991 but there seems to be no doubt that the author was here using the term \( \ddot{t}u\ddot{r}k \ \ddot{b}od\ddot{u}n \) to refer to the state in the name of which he was speaking.
connect it etymologically with the verb *id*- ‘to send’. This is rather unlikely, as the spelling in runiform sources shows d². The only place where *idi* appears without an explicit negative is in a description of how the Uygur ruler Bügü Khan made Manichæism his state religion. He there (TT II,1 44) says (among other things) ... ät’öz mäñisi ... közümtä idi učuz yinik boltïi ‘... bodily pleasures ... became quite worthless in my eyes’. This appears to be negative by sense, in that yinik and especially učuz reflect a negative value judgement.

*näŋ* strengthens negations, signifying ‘(not) any’: e.g. *näŋ* kiginč bermädoğk ‘he is said not to have given any answer’; *näŋ* bu Nug yok ‘you have no trouble at all’. It can also signify ‘by (no) means’, as in *näŋ* olar mamika kiz ičiin busanmazlar (TT X 523) ‘They are by no means sorry about the girl Mamika’. I take this to come from *näŋ* ‘thing’, discussed in section 3.134. No other originally Turkic words (except *nä* ‘what’, the presumable source of the two *näŋ*) begin with /n/. Ht VII 636 has *näŋ* idi ... yok, linking two particles. In Manichæan texts *näŋ* gets contracted with (interrogative-) indefinite pronouns: kimkän < kim-kä *näŋ* is attested in ManErz 265,24 and, as kimkän be[rmäz] m(ä)n ‘I don’t give it to anybody’ in DreiPrinz 71. k(ä)ntüni kimiy *näŋ* körmäz ‘nobody can see him in any way’ (DreiPrinz 14) appears to show the particle doubly, once with and once without contraction. The meaning of *nä* ärsär ‘any’ is similar, e.g. in muñar *nä* ärsär yazok yok (PañcFrag II 23) ‘He does not have any sins’. Other preposed (probably a bit more lexical) strengtheners are ärtilü, ançakya and ar(ï)ti. The last two strengthen negations, as in hurxan kütïlg küşüšintä ançakya ymä tîmatên ... išinä ... arüï armadî (U IV A272-3) ‘Not leaving off a bit in his wish for Buddhadom, he did not at all get tired ... of his task ...’.

3.342. Connective or adversative particles
The connective and occasionally topicalising particle *ymä* is often postclitic; in fact, it often breaks noun phrases apart, inserting itself after their first element. E.g., it gets introduced between a noun and a demonstrative qualifying it, as in ol *ymä* uğurda ‘On that occasion, then, ...’(Maue 1996 l. 3,96) or ol *ymä* nirvan mäñisi ‘that bliss of nirvâna, now’. Further bir *ymä* ämgäktin ozmatîn ‘not saving (themselves) from even one suffering’. ölü *ymä* umaz biz (MaitrH XX 14r17) ‘Yet we are unable to die’ shows it breaking a verb phrase apart. The source of such behaviour, found also with *Ok* and *mU*, is not that

---

550 As French rien ‘nothing’ comes from Latin *rem* ‘thing’ (accusative) and Latin *nihil* ‘nothing’ from *ne hilum* ‘not a thread’.
the scope of the particles is limited to the first word; rather, it is identical to the phenomenon described for many early Indo-European languages by Wackernagel’s law, whereby there is a slot for clitics after the first word of sentences.

ymä can also be used in topicalizing function in correlative context, e.g. bay ymä bar, yok cığay ymä bar (KP 6,1) ‘There are both rich and poor people’. In the following example, a still different translation for ymä is indicated: koltgučiḷar yığlayu barsar tegin ymä ğlayu kalir ārti (KP 10,6) ‘When the beggars went away crying, the prince would stay behind, also crying’.

Orkhon Turkic has nearly 20 examples of ymä and none appears at the beginning of a sentence or of any other syntactic structure. However, at a post-Orkhon stage, ymä lost part of its its weak prosodic status. In the runiform ms. Dispute 1 r3-v2 we already find ymä biри anča temiš ... ymä ikinti är anča temiš ... ymä bo s[av]įg iņcāk žnāmišlār ‘Well, one of them said ... Then the other man said ...’ This is how they argued about this matter, but …’; there are instances of onset ymä also in Xw 177-181. Cf. further ymā ulugī tāŋrī iņča tep tedi (HamTouHou 1, 1) ‘Well, the greatest among the gods said the following’.

mA appears to be a shortened variant of clitic ymä (cf. Bang 1909: 235) generally used with pronouns: E.g. in biz mā uzun yaşap ... ‘we also, living a long time, will …’ in ChrManManus, Manichaean fragment r 15; cf. kayu ma oronta (BT XIII 13,140) ‘at any place’, nāčā mā ulīsa (QB 1371) ‘however much he howls’, nāgūkā mā tīldamayin ‘not taking anything as pretext’ (LeCoqSchriftk 108: 15), aŋa ma ‘for that as well’ (TT VII 41,15), kim mā yok (BT XIII 2,75) ‘There is nobody at all’ or kim kim mā ‘any person’ (HandUigUrk p.456, 1.12). The well attested anča ma ‘so much’ (normally spelled as ančama) is documented in the UW, in one instance in correlation with iņčāmā / iņčama; so is the less common ančuлаyu ma ‘just in that way’, attested thrice in M I and also spelled as one word. I have met nāmā, which replaced nā in many modern Turkic languages, only in a very late Tantric text, BeidaFu T1 r2,; an apparently instrumental form nāmān was, however, read already in Ht I 27 and 54. Cf. also nāgūmā ‘any sort of’ (Adams 56,29) < nā+(A)gU ymā. ol-ok ma (M II 11,8) ‘that as well’ shows that the particle (O)k precedes the particle (y)mā when both are to be added to a stem.

In a letter (UigBrief C), reflecting spoken language, we find mā once after amti ‘now’ (which is, in fact, deictic like the pronouns); amti ma also appears once in another later text in TT VII. In the same letter we also have it twice after nouns, once signifying ‘either’ and once ‘and’:
aka enilär mä barïp körüp kalmaz (9) ‘the elder and younger brothers do not come to see us and stay either’; yerni mä kari kisiini unümmiš bolgay sän (12) ‘you will have forgotten home and your old people’. OTWF 422 (footn. 9) proposed reading kücäp mä tariyyur m(ä)m in HamTouHou 29,17-18, where the editor reads kücäp m(ä)m tariyyur m(ä)m. The latter is less likely as -(X)p converses and the superordinate verb normally share their subject and there would be no reason to repeat the pronoun. Another instance of mA added to an -(X)p verb is ätäkim yadïp ma yükü[nür män] ‘I bow, spreading my skirt.’

birök, signifying ‘however’ or corresponding to non-temporal ‘now’, is an adversative connective mostly found in sentences with the verb form in -sAr; e.g. in correlative constructions: kim birök tängri burxannan bir p(a)dača tänglig nom biril ärşär, ol kälip elig bägkä sölüän (U III 29,16) ‘Anybody who knows even as little as one line of the divine Buddha’s teaching, however, let him come and tell (it) to the king’. A number of examples, many of them at the beginning of clauses, are cited in sections 4.64 and 4.65 below. In MaitrH XV 3v4 it appears with instrumental suffix, as birök(hi) (clearly visible on the facsimile).

takî is a conjunction (see section 3.33 for that), an adverb and a particle: It is the latter when its content is temporal, with meanings like ‘yet, still’: In tanîm tüsî taki tükātmäzkän ... ‘while my body-feathers have not yet grown’ (IrqB 3), sânräm taki bümäzkän ... ‘when the monastery was not yet completed’ (Maitr 52r19-22) or an bitigdä savî takî adîrîp barmayok ol; (Suv 18,14 + a Berlin fr.) ‘In the court register her case has not yet reached a decision’ the verb is negative, in amtîka tägi takî bar ärür ‘it still exists even till now’ (BT I A 2 4) positive. As a particle it can further qualify gradable adjectives adding the meaning ‘more’ (or, with the elative-comparative suffix +rAk, ‘even’ as in antada taki yegrâk ‘even better than that’), stressing the elative. In takî ur ‘Beat (it) more!’ (IrqB 33) takî is an adverb. The bi-adverb ikîlîyû takî signifies ‘again’ when preposed to noun phrases.

ärşär, the conditional of the verb är- ‘to be’, has evolved into a topicalising particle; see section 4.4. It can signify ‘as for’ or

---

551 What was read as xamma in M III nr. 35 r7, v6 and v8 was by Zieme 1969: 130 taken to contain this element and translated as “auch der Xan”. The context of these forms is quite fragmentary, however, and Le Coq attempted no translation. xan(t)ma ‘to my khan’ or xan m(ä)m ‘I am the khan’ are possible readings, since the fragment is written in Uyghur script.

552 If there are no additional examples for such an instrumental form of this particle, it may nevertheless possibly be an error for birökcî, with the element čI mentioned in the previous section.
'concerning' and is mostly added to noun phrases (including nominals, pronouns, numerals, participles); examples are given in UW 406b-407a. That it is a particle can best be seen in an example such as the following, where the accusative is governed by sakïn- ‘to think’: \( bo \) tähri kizlarnï ärsär birär yüzülg ... sakïngu ol (BT VII A 666) ‘As for these divine girls, one should imagine them as having a (different) face each, ...’. As a particle, ärsär does not appear to show any inflexion; ärsärlär in BT V 164 cannot be translated as ‘was sie betrifft’, e.g., as the editor does.

3.343. Epistemical particles
The particles of this section generally ask for information or signal what value the speaker is giving to the veracity of the proposition expressed in the sentence, what chance he sees for verification.

The ubiquitous interrogative particle \( m\text{U} \) appears, e.g., in \( \text{mini səvər mü siz} \) (KP 6,4-5) ‘Do you love me?’. In Uygur writing as in this example the particle is spelled as MW and not MWY; we think that it followed synharmonism because its vowel is spelled as front in TT VIII H5 and 6: These two are the only instances I am aware of where it is found in front harmony context in Brähmi writing. There is some discussion of the use of \( m\text{U} \) in section 4.3.

A particle \( g\text{U} \) (otherwise known from Early Mongol) is attested twice in the Orkhon inscriptions in KT S10-11 and in a parallel text in BQ N8: In the first case it follows the predicate it queries while, in the second case, it precedes the sentence which is in its scope. \( g\text{U} \) expects negative answers; see chapter V for more details.

ärinç ‘apparently, presumably, no doubt, obviously’ (runiform inscriptions and Uygur) appears at the end of declarative (not interrogative) sentences which are never indirective. E.g. \( \text{xan bodun tiliña korkup inça yarlıgkədi ärinç} \) (KP 11,3) ‘The king probably gave this order because he was afraid of what people would say’. In Orkhon Turkic there are twelve examples, all of them with past reference; one of these is a nominal sentence. Schönig (lecture at the VATEC symposium, September 2002) pointed out that the instances of this particle in the Orkhon inscriptions express respect towards the higher powers, whose activities and motives one does not presume to know about too closely. In later sources ärinç appears to have been compatible with all tenses, as we find e.g. \( \text{kântü bilingày ärinç} \) (KP 10,1) ‘I imagine he’ll understand (the hint) by himself’. Uygur documentation for ärinç is rather limited (see the UW for examples).
The Uygur particle ärki mostly appears in interrogative sentences, where it signifies ‘I wonder’; it usually indicates that the questioner has no hope of receiving a clear-cut and authoritative answer, either out of genuine doubt or out of politeness and timidity. In declarative sentences ärki expresses doubt, to be translated as, e.g. ‘maybe; I guess, apparently’. Sentences like enç aşan bay ärki sizlär in a letter (UigBrief C5) presumably express a hope as well as a wish: ‘Hopefully you are well, in good health and in prosperity’. Exhaustive documentation for the Uygur uses of ärki can be found in the UW; it occurs also in Qarakhanid texts. Cf. the etymology proposed for ärki in OTWF 321. The UW entry refers to the etymology suggested by Röhrborn 1998a to derive it from är-gäy, the future form of the copula. While I would not wish to exclude this as a possibility, the etymology does have some problems.

The DLT has several particles not found in Uygur or Orkhon Turkic. Thus, lA (fol.538) is said to have been used by the Oguz (and only by them) to indicate that an action has been verified or completed; today it is attested in other (e.g. South Siberian) Turkic languages. Kāşgarī adds that the use of this particle involves a degree of denying what the addressee has said, implying that the latter does not know about the actual occurrence of the event.

3.344. Volitive particles
The particle gIl is commonly added to the 2nd person singular imperative and is used for emphasis. It is always spelled together with the verb form, e.g. in čaxšaputlug törö yan buzma artatma; tāŋri yerinä bargu yolug aç; üç tamu yolın to-gil (MaitrH XV 13v13) ‘Do not corrupt the teaching of the commandments; open up the way leading to the divine place; block the three ways to hell’. gIl has hitherto been assigned to morphology, but it has no categorial meaning and is optional. It was rarely used with the negational affix -mA-, though we find (M III nr.12 r1) j yemägil ‘do not eat’ in fragmentary context, and e.g. könjil[ü]ni [...r]magil agilmişgıl (BT XX 948) ‘do not … your
mind and do not turn it away’. gIl may possibly come from kîl, the imperative of the verb ‘to do’; this would be similar to saying “Do come!” in English, which (also) consists of two imperative forms. For this hypothesis to be correct, one might have to assume that kîl-originally started with a voiced velar. gIl occurs already in Orkhon Turkic, e.g. in yâlmâ kargu ädgüti urgîl (Tuñ I N 10) ‘Place vanguard and patrols properly!’ In KT S 1 we find the sentence sabîmin tükäti aśidgil ‘Listen to my words fully!’ where the otherwise identical passage in BQ N 1 only has sabîmin tükäti aśid; the BQ inscription was erected approximately two years after KT. In a Manichæan text we have, e.g., sezig aytsar inča kikinč bergil (M I 19,12) ‘If one asks ..., answer as follows:’

The particle cU, documented in DLT fol. 535-536 (cf. Brockelmann 1917: 149-150) and also in use in some modern languages,555 also modifies 2nd person imperatives. Kâşğarî says that cU is used only in direct address and gives the examples käl cû ‘Do come’ and barma ču ‘Don’t go’. He also (fol.537) states that one can use šU instead of cU, giving the examples bargîl šu ‘Go!’ and käl šii ‘Come!’ Another example of šU added to imperatives is tušu (< tur šu), an exclamation to make donkeys stop (DLT fol.544). šU is clearly a phonetic variant of çU (/š/ being barred from the onset of original Old Turkic words); the fact that one of the DLT examples has it together with gIl therefore shows that çU and gIl must have meant different things.

The verb form bol-gay also became a modal particle or was on the way of becoming one; see section 5.1.

3.4. Interjections

(y)a is an interjection mostly postposed to vocative noun phrases, e.g. in tâñri oglî-ya ‘O son of a god!’ (HamTouHou 1, 2); una amti bîlîn toyînlar-a (Suv 643,17) ‘There, now know (it), oh monks!’ Uygur examples of (y)A are dealt with in the UW as a, the very first entry; we therefore need not list any here.556 Most of the UW’s examples are vocative, which is also the case with an Orkhon Turkic instance:

---

555 Cf. Baruçu Özönder 2001; however, some of the uses of the particles mentioned in this paper go back to a homophonous Mongolic particle. The proposals of this author to consider the syllable “ču” in forms like ancûlayu, bulûčûlayu, the -čî in the future suffix -mâčî etc. to be instances of this particle are, however, quite unacceptable for semantic, morphological and functional reasons. cîl (mentioned above) is a different particle.

556 In U III 57,10; a male elephant addresses his wife as katunum subadra a; this could be an instance of this interjection used after a vowel without /y/ rather than a doubling of the final vowel of the name.
"bãglãrim a!" ter ârmîš, "..." (Ongin F7) ‘He used to say “My lords! ..."). In §2 the UW quotes two or three instances from the DKPAM where (v)a is used as an interjection for expressing pain, added to ämãk ‘pain’ or ämãk+im. This appears to be the main use of this element in the Yenisey inscriptions, most of which are epitaphs (written as if they were utterances of the deceased); it is exceedingly common in those sources, especially in the phrase äsiz å ‘Alas!’. We there also find aêç-a ‘Oh bitterness!’, ökünç-ä ‘Oh repentence!’, buñ-a ‘Oh sorrow!’.

A second Yenisey function of this element was to be added to verb forms referring to an event one was sorry about. adrïldïm-a / adrïndïm-a ‘I got separated!’, azdïm-a ‘I went astray!’, ogadmadïm-a ‘I did not get a chance!’, bükmädim-ä ‘I did not have my fill!’ Vocative uses in the Yenisey inscriptions are eççiçm-ä ‘Oh my dear elder brother!’ in E32,11, oglanîm kîzîm-a, ürûnîm karam äsiz yûz elig ârîm-ä ‘Oh my sons and daughters, my white and black (animals) and my poor 150 men!’ in E45,7, bãgîm-ä ‘Oh my lord’ in E30,5, yârîm-ä suvum-a ‘Oh my country!’ E152,3. After an /i/ Uygur texts write a mere a, e.g. in eliglîr eligi-a ‘Oh king of kings!’ (U IV A 103); after what is presumably /i/ there is just a in e.g. baxşî-a (DKPAMPb 1306) and vayšir(a)vanî a ‘Oh Vai şirvana!’ (TT X 324 and 333); but cf. a (m(a)xas(a)tvî-ya (Ht III 779) ‘Oh Mahûsattva’. In Uygur this element appears not to follow synharmonism, as we have a Brâhmî instance spelled bîg-a (TT VIII G 56); nor would we necessarily expect it to do so since it is not a suffix. In the Yenisey inscription E15 (dealt with in AnmJen p.56), however, äsîz-ä and äsîz+im-ä are spelled with the rare runiform letter for Â. The particle may, therefore, have had a different sort of behaviour outside Uygur.

The §3 of the UW entry refers to cases where a is used for forming proper names (cf. the end of section 3.1 above); Röhrborn is probably right in assuming that this comes from the vocative use of a. The examples for this are quite numerous, but the author was aware of just one of them when he wrote the entry. In a document in ’Phags-pa script there is a proper name Šavînã, no doubt to be understood as imperative sëvin ‘rejoice’ and this element; this would speak for vowel harmony here.

The Ht III example quoted above also showed a vocative preceded by an interjection, a.557 Vocatives are more commonly preceded by ay and not a. The use of ay is described in UW 285a-286a. This entry covers various spellings such as ’Y, ’Y, ’ Y Y, ’Y ‘ and even Y’, which could

557 “a tañlančîg Oh, wonderful!” in Ht III 945 is a mistake for nã tañlančîg ‘How wonderful!’: N’ and ” look identical in most varieties of Uygur writing.
be read as ay, öy, ayî, ay a and ya respectively and be different interjections; Turkish, does, e.g. distinguish between ay, öy and ya both by sound and by function. In U I 7,10 (Magier) we have öy together with (y)a, in öy mogoçlar a ‘Oh Magi!’. The element in question is in U I 7,10 spelled with one alef; in the following example the vocative element is spelled with two alef, whence my reading as ay: ay, kim sân? (U I 41,5) ‘Hey, who are you?’; cf. e.g. ay yâklîr in U IV A 25 and 61. It is not clear whether these are two different elements or a single one and, if it is a single one, if it is to be pronounced as öy or as ay; both spellings could, conceivably, be read either way. Whereas (y)a (discussed above) always accompanies vocative NPs, ay is, in this last instance, used by itself as an exclamation for calling people’s attention. In TT X 301 and 409 ay and a are combined, in what are exclamations of grief: inça tep tedi: ‘ay a ämgák [ ...]’ ‘He spoke as follows: “Oh pain! ...”,’ ay a açîg ämgák aî ‘O bitter grief’. ay a amrak kneçîm-a (DKPAMPb 838, the same text as TT X; clear on the facs.) ‘Oh my dear father!’ is also a call of grief, as is an instance in Maitr 117v5. ay a in BuddhUig II 296 signifies ‘come on!’, however, and an instance in BuddhUig II 397 expresses joyful surprise. In UigTot 98 ay a expresses the surprise of a person on finding out that he has been dead for a few days, in 201 the surprise at having been born. The UW’s referring to ay a as if it were a variant spelling of ay is unacceptable, as the presence of the additional alef is not explained. ay a could be a combination of interjections or it could be an independent interjection aya; in the latter case the space before the final alef could be explained by the need to avoid a reading such as ‘änin’. UW ay III §A,c describes cases where ay is used for expressing sorrow. In Suv 623, 9, the mother of the prince who sacrificed his body for the sake of the hungry tigress shouts out munj ay munj ay! ‘Oh sorrow, oh sorrow!’ when she loses him and then utters a verb-initial sentence when she hears what exactly happened; later, when she sees the pieces of his corpse (626,15-16), she cries out öni saçılıp yatur ay, kalmîş sînîk ver sayu ‘They lie scattered around, alas, the bones left over everywhere’. UW 285a-b thinks that cases where ay is postposed and not preposed represent Chinese loan syntax but it is hard to see how this can be proven: The positioning of emotive elements is notoriously variable. Here and in the next instance, uttered by the prince Mahâbala when he sees the starving tigress, ay appears be used for attracting the addressee’s attention to a third party: ay irînc tîšî bars änûklâgâli yeti kîn bolmîş (Suv 610,2) ‘Look, it is evidently seven days since the tigress has given birth (to seven cubs, and she is terribly hungry)’.
ya appears in ya kwotaw, tïnlïglïrïg öïlïrtïdi ärsar ymä ‘Oh K., even if you have had creatures killed, ’ (Suv 15,10) and ya, bökïnki kïn üüzä baxšïmïz šakïmïn tïgïri tïgïrisi burlxan ... orðumka karšïmïka kirü yarlikädi (Suv 420,18) ‘Hey, today our teacher the Buddha, god of gods Śakïamuni ... deigned to enter into my capital and my palace’. These two instances are not sufficient to define the use and meaning of a particle; nor is another instance in an utterly fragmentary passage (BT XIII 5,213).

awu or awo is another interjection expressing pain, attested in MaitrH XXIII 10v6 / Maitr 75r17: awu tesär, arîçi muŋ tesär ‘when (they) say “Ow!”’, when (they) say “(Oh) pain! (Will nobody) intervene?”’. Cf. awa ‘a particle expressing pain’ in DLT fol.57.

yïta ‘alas’ is especially common in the Yenisey inscriptions. In the EDPT this element is quoted in the entry for ayït- because Clauson took it to be a converb form, but the converb vowel of that verb is not /a/. Since yïta appears to have turned up only in runiform sources,558 the reading ayït-a remains a possibility; ayït would then be an imperative form of ‘to ask, to speak’, hinting at communication (by the shaman?) with the dead. The final a would be the interjection so common in those epitaphs, referred to earlier in this section.

äsiz, another Yenisey exclamation of woe, was quoted when discussing the exclamation A; it is also documented in the DLT as interjection and also served as a noun signifying ‘pitiable’.

tïgïrim ‘your majesty’ (lit. ‘my god’) is used for addressing male or female ‘majesties’, e.g. in nï sav arîkï tïgïrim ‘What matter is (this), my lord? (MaitrH XX 1r17). In DLT fol.199 we find this to have become tïrim ‘address for princes and princesses from the Khäqänï family’. The appearance of the 1st person singular possessive suffix is similar to French monsieur, Arabic sayyïdï and English as in the translation above; the semantic development is ‘lord’ → ‘god’ in English or German (presumably following Classical Greek and Latin) but ‘heavens’ → ‘god’ → ‘lord’ in Old Turkic.

muna559 (e.g. U III 6,1 and 42,16, TT II,2 80, BT XIII 13,112 and 138 or TT X 125 as completed in TT XNachl) and ona or una are presentative interjections (like Turkish iste, Russian eom, French voila), roughly to be translated as ‘look at this’ and ‘look at that’ respectively.

558 What is read as ĭta in KP 19,6 and ĭtta in KP 57,3 are not instances of this element; the first must be inça and the second a locative form as pointed out by Tezcan in TDAYB 1975/6.

559 The AnalInd mentions mïna as variant of muna but none of the passages there referred to shows this form; nor could I find such a variant anywhere.
The first vowel of \textit{ona} / \textit{una} is not known as it is not attested in Brähmi or Tibetan writing; I do not know that it survived in any modern language. What morphological relationship there is between that and the pronoun \textit{ol} / \textit{anī} and between \textit{muna} and the pronoun \textit{bo} / \textit{munī} is not clear. The Old, Common and Proto-Turkic dative suffix had a velar in the onset but one is reminded of the Mongolian dative. With these elements the speaker calls attention to an event which has just taken place, is taking place or about to take place, one which is imminent or about to be presented or to an entity the speaker wishes to be noticed: \textit{muna munī bilmīš k(ā)rgāk} (TT II,2 24) ‘This, you see, should be known’; \textit{muna amtī balīk içiňä kırğılı turur} ‘(The monster) is, right now, about to enter the town (fragment quoted in the note to TT V A41); \textit{ratna raśi atlıg ačari una amtī bo ärür} (Suv 573,20) ‘Here now, this is the teacher Ratnaräşi’. The last sentence occurs in direct speech; the context makes it clear that R. is in fact sitting in front of the speaker and the addressee. We further have \textit{una bo ärür} in Ht III 465, V 28,12 and 56,7, VI 38,11, \textit{una bo tetir} in VIII 30,9 (quoted from the edition of the Petersburg fragments), etc. In \textit{azkya öyrä yöryy turzunlar; män una basa yetdim} (Suv 615,14) ‘Please walk on a bit; I will have reached you in a moment!’ the form \textit{yetdim} in fact referring to the future lets the addressees expect the imminent reappearance of the speaker. That \textit{una} is not a mere interjection but has evolved a temporal content of imminence becomes clear when considering the use of \textit{una+kya} ‘in a moment’ in instances quoted in the note to TT VB 80 and in OTWF 55. The particle \textit{ma} or \textit{mah} which, according to DLT fols. 493 and 539 signifies ‘Take it!’ or ‘Here!’ could be a contraction of \textit{muna} (over \textit{*munə}).

In MaitrH XIII 4r15 \textit{muna} is followed by an element \textit{čiň} (discussed in section 3.341) spelled together with it: \textit{nā ymā īnča tep teyür sız oronlukum tüşār bolur? munači bo [...] oronlukunuz bo ārmāz mü?} ‘Why do you say “My throne is falling down”? Here it is; is this not your throne?’ \textit{munači} appears also in MaitrH XI 7v13, XIII 7v13 etc.

\textit{oş oş} is in the DLT said to be an exclamation used for calling cattle to drink; this is clearly the same as the Common Turkic presentative interjection of the same shape found in DLT fol.30 as \textit{oş mundag kıl} ‘Do thus’. \textit{akar közüm oş tāŋiz} (DLT fol.289) can be translated as ‘Look how my eyes are overflowing like the seal’; the use in DLT fol.332 is similar. \textit{oş} became the first part of modern demonstrative pronouns such as \textit{oşol} and \textit{uşbu}.
Exclamatory sentences can be introduced by interrogative-indefinite pronouns such as *nä* ‘what’, *kač* ‘how many’ or demonstratives such as *anča* ‘so’, sometimes accompanied by *ymä / mA*; see part V.
CHAPTER FOUR

SYNTAX

Texts consist of sentences interconnected by certain, mostly coordinative principles to be discussed in section 4.8. Orkhon Turkic sentences have a close-knit internal government structure incorporating subordinate predications, but Uygur subordinate clauses are often linked with conjunctions. The question of loan syntax is a vexed one: Most of the Old Uygur texts are translations whose syntax can be expected to have been influenced by the source at least to some degree, especially when the translators were better versed in the source than in the target language. There are some texts, e.g. some written in Brâhmî, which are evidently not even meant to be received as a coherent text but only as a word for word or even morpheme for morpheme rendering; these are disregarded here as far as syntax is concerned. Others can be difficult to understand unless confronted with the source: Chinese art prose style is borrowed e.g. into Xuanzang’s letters to the emperor copied into his biography. Many sources can, however, be – subjectively – judged to be ‘normal’ Old Turkic, if one claims extensive reading to have given one the ability to pass a founded judgement on this question; not forgetting, of course, that Old Uygur may have acquired some lasting ultimately foreign characteristics through contact. Loan syntax seems to be especially conspicuous in Christian manuscripts, e.g. oxšayur sân sân yalńuk oğlı ol ışıkkă kim ıraktın üntäid öz buzagusıна kim azıp harmyış ärđi. năćuk išidti ol buzagı öginin únın, tärkin yügürüp kälti őgińärő, sezigsiz boltő (ChristManManus, Christian ms. r11-v3) ‘You resemble (VSO word order; first sân harking back to a language with verbal subject marking in present forms – like Greek), o son of man, that cow which (relativisation with the particle kim) from afar called out to her (use of öz similar to languages with analytical marker of possession) calf which (same analytical relativisation structure) had gone astray. As (= ‘how’, as in spoken German) the (ol, literally ‘that’) calf heard (again VSO) its mother’s voice, it immediately came running (VO word order) to its mother and was no longer afraid.’

One domain in which sources may especially have influenced our texts is word order, particularly since denotative content is little affected thereby. We will here disregard this possibility, for the following reasons: No research has hitherto been done on this matter;
secondly, possible source texts often exist in several Asian languages and sometimes in different versions; thirdly, there does not appear to be much difference between texts we know to have been translated from different languages.

One important principle of Old Turkic syntax is that there is no automatic agreement in the sense that categories of one word in some construction have to be reproduced in some other word. As an example for this principle, adjective attributes are never for any nominal category inflected in accordance with their head. Redundant expression of a category is by no means excluded, however: Some nominal attributes are inflected in this way and can then be considered to be appositions. Plural agreement of numerals is common in post-inscriptional Old Turkic especially for living beings. Within the noun phrase we have, e.g. üç açağlar ‘the three teachers’ (Ht VIII 67). It is not rare (but by no means rule-regulated) for verbs to stand in the plural also when they have plural subjects; e.g. alko tınlıglar mânı yatım ârmâzlâr ‘no living beings are strangers to me’.

Another important feature of Old Turkic syntax is the possibility not to fill out patterns. Argument slots opened up by verbs can be left empty, with two possible consequences: Either the context enables the addressee to gather the reference when the sentence itself does not supply it in some way; if context means textual context, we then speak of zero anaphora. If no reference is retrievable, another possibility is that the proposition is understood to hold for any entity appropriate to the situation, what is sometimes (wrongly) called ‘impersonal’. All this holds for all arguments including the subject. bulun yînak kararîp körgâli bilgâli bolmadi (Suv 630,20-21) ‘The corners (of the world) got dark and it became impossible to see or recognise anything’ is an example with unexpressed direct object which is not implicit either: That we have to add the word ‘anything’ follows from the fact that the context does not supply us with direct objects for the verbs kör- and bil-. In other cases entities not referred to should have been known to be quite specific, e.g. nädâ ötrö ulug ān(a)lyon bitig içintä başlayu ay tâŋrig ögâr alkayur, ken ulug elig tâŋri xanî ârzua tâŋrig ögâr (M III nr. 6 II v16-18 ‘Why does it, in the great Gospel, first praise and glorify the Moon (i.e. Jesus) and then praise the great king, the king of gods, the god Zerwan?’: The Manichæan Gospel (not to be confused with any part of the New Testament) was the first of the seven canonical works written by Mani, the founder of Manichæism. Readers of the text presumably knew that he was the subject of the sentence. English and
German can also, in such a case, use an ‘impersonal’ construction though the author of a work is known, if the text itself is in focus.

4.1. Nominal phrases and their categories

Nouns and adjectives do not differ all too much as to morphology but one might distinguish between them by use. ‘Nouns’ would presumably be used more as heads of noun phrases, ‘adjectives’ more as satellites; but instances such as agiçi ulug+î ‘the treasurer in chief’ (KP 7,7), where the rather general predicate ulug ‘great’ is used as head are not rare at all. Attributive adjectives are not inflected for number, possession or case and show no agreement with their head. See section 3.1 for further considerations related to this distinction.

Nominal phrases are generally referential-denotative if they contain lexemes; if they consist solely of pronouns, they are purely referential. There are also non-referential nominal phrases, e.g. but in but kötürmä tînilg ‘a walking creature’, literally ‘a creature lifted up by legs’, or kut in kut kolunç ‘prayer for grace’: but, the subject of kötür- ‘to lift’, and kut, the object of kol-, here appear within phrases denoting concepts. The phrases can (and usually are) then put to referential use but no such use is made of but or kut, which are parts of definitions.

All nominals and adverbs can serve as noun phrases, with or without attributes or other subordinated or appended elements. Since all sentences can be nominalised around participles, many subordinate clauses are also nominal phrases. Nominals can be qualified by other nominals as set forth in detail in section 4.12 and subsections.

The word ‘one’ is used as indefinite article, e.g. in antag antag yertä bir köl suvî sugulup ... (Suv 603,11) ‘In a certain place the waters of a lake are withdrawing and ...’; bir braman [ol] kuvragta taştîn turup ... (Ht III 801) ‘a brahman was standing apart from (that) company and ...’. When the nominal is in addition accompanied by an adjective, there are two possibilities: Either the article appears before the adjective, as in bir karî öküzüg ... kumursga yemiş ‘An old cow was ... eaten up by ants’ (IrqB, a runiform ms.), or it appears after it, as in adîn bir teva arži ‘another devarsî’. This alternation may be related to the fact that

---

560 Cf. “Weshalb lobt man im großen Evangelium, ...” in the translation of the sentence in UW 95b under alka- 1). The word I have spelled as āŋ(ā)łyon is not mentioned in the UW either under āŋ⁰ or under āŋ⁶; the main variant, borrowed from Sogdian, may have started with ōŋ⁰ but there should, I think, at least have been a cross-reference.

561 See section 3.1.
kari is more of a lexical complement to the head than ‘other’, which is referential. There is no definite article, and definiteness is not grammaticalised in any clearly definable manner. Other categories of nominal phrases are possession, number and case. The functioning of the first two of these is described together with their morphology, the expression modalities for possession also in section 4.121.

4.11. Case functions

The case forms themselves are discussed in section 3.124. All case suffixes have a number of functions and it is often difficult to see a coherent whole in them; sometimes, as with the dative, these functions and meanings are practically each others’ opposites. We will here deal with the functions case by case, not by their semantics.

The cases which can be used adnominally are the nominative, the genitive and the directive-locative; the equative is so used when it expresses an approximation. The similative can qualify adjectives.

One problem to be mentioned here is a question around verbal nouns and the like in oblique case forms; should -gU+kA or -mAk+kA be considered to be complex converb suffixes or should they be discussed as dative forms? This depends mainly on whether the suffix sequence has evolved a life of its own and gained its paradigmatic place in the verbal system; in this case it is dealt with as a complex converb suffix. Finding a straightforward answer to this question is not always easy.

4.1101. The nominative

The stem unmarked for case could be used in all functions otherwise expressed by the common case suffixes, except, apparently, (concrete or abstract) motion towards and motion from a point.\(^{562}\) In principle, at least, case suffixes can be taken to have originally been (with the just mentioned limitation) as facultative as the other nominal category morphemes: the plural suffix(es) with plural entities, the possessive suffixes with possessed entities and the antonymy and parallelism marker with elements used in parallelism. When context and lexical meaning made the case function of a noun phrase clear, the speaker apparently could, if he had no wish to stress this function, omit its case marker.

\(^{562}\) However, the phrase *altun soňa kāłip* ‘coming to Altun Soňa’ should apparently be read in l.3 of the Yenisey inscription E38: An *Altun Soňa yiş* with nominative Soňa is mentioned also in E28 C 3.
The function of the nominative as subject is well known. In *bilgä tuñokok bän özüm tavgaç eliŋä kilintën* (Tuñ W1) ‘I, T. the wise, was myself born (or educated) in China’ *bilgä tuñokok* can be considered the topic of the sentence, the rest of the sentence being predicated upon this topic. In the following instance word order shows the nominative subject not to be the topic but the predicate: *bo taška ... kop yollug teğin bitidim* (KT SE) ‘Everything on this stone I, Y. T., have written’.

In *Bilgä Xagan bo üdkä olortum* (KT S1) the noun phrase *Bilgä Xagan* should also be considered to be the subject of *olortum* ‘I reigned’ though this verb is in the 1st person. This is possible in some languages, one condition being that there are verb forms inflecting for person. About the sentence *ükiš türk bodun öltüg* in KT S6 Grønbech 1936: 136 writes: “Wörtlich läßt sich der oben zitierte Satz gar nicht ins Deutsche übertragen. Dem Sinne nach könnte man ihn etwa wiedergeben: ‘Viele von dir, o Türkenvolk, sind gestorben.’”; a nominal subject for a 2nd person verb is unthinkable in German. In *sü barĩ tedi* (Tuñ 31) ‘He said “Army go!”’, *sü* could, of course, be either a vocative or the subject of a 2nd person verb. In the 1st person plural, finally, we have the following: *oguzgaru sü tašïkdïmïz*; ‘We / I and the army moved out towards the Oguz’ is here the best translation. Another possibility would be that, in *sü yorïyïn* ‘I intend to draw into the field with my army’ and *sü tašïkdïmïz* ‘We (the army and I) set out into the field’, *sü* has sociative meaning, *yorï-* and *tašïk-* being intransitive verbs. Or else, *sü yorï-* and *sü tašïk-* are lexicalised verb phrases of military language, so that the bracketing *(sü yorï)-yïn* and *(sü tašïk)-dïmïz* would be possible, getting transferred from the 3rd to the other persons.

The nominative is used for address, e.g. *türk bodun in täŋri basmasar, yer tälinmäṣär, türk bodun, elinjin törögün käm artatï udaĉï ärti?* (KT IE22) ‘As long as the sky did not press down (upon you and) the earth did not open (beneath you), oh United Nation, who could have been able to destroy your land and your government?’ or *ädgü tïnlaglar in körünlär ädgü tïnlaglar* ‘See, good creatures!’ (MaitrH XX 13v3). When it precedes a sentence, a vocative nominative is often coupled with a vocative particle; see section 3.4.

The use of nominative adjectives within predications, as in *amrak oglum, nä üĉïn busušlug kältïnjiz*? ‘My dear son, why have you come in sadness?’ (KP 4,5), should also be noted. Such predicative adjectives can even have their own nominal topic, as in *közi yümüglüg olorur ärti* ‘He used to sit with closed eyes’ (Ht VI 2b9).
The nominative case is also used for nominals denoting things the subject of the verb will become, as tüñe r böšük boluşup ... bagır böšük ädgü ögli bolurlar (TT VI 308-9) ‘They become each others’ brothers-and sisters-in-law and become friends and well-wishers’. Perhaps unexpectedly, this construction is also used with the verb ‘to appear’, as in şakimuni atlig burxan yertençüdä bälgürgäy sän (Laut 26) ‘You will appear in the world as the buddha called Säkyamuni’ or alp bulguluk burxan yer suvda bälgürmış ärür siz (MaitrH XV 11r23) ‘you have appeared in the world as a buddha hard to encounter’; there is no need for any Turkic counterpart of ‘as’.

The nominative is further used in adnominal constructions in which the genitive is also used, as described in section 4.121; the semantic content of the relationship is rarely related to actual ‘possession’, although the term possessive construction is generally used for it: One example is oglum savî in KP 63,2 which, in its context, signifies ‘news from my son’ or ‘about my son’; note that there is here no case suffix although the satellite is quite definite and specific. Other implicit semantic relationships of this construction have to do with ‘part – whole’, ‘place’ or ‘assignment’.

Direct objects often appear without accusative suffix without being confined to preverbal position (as e.g. in Turkish); e.g.: turkaru aš içgü înça kolosînca aşanmak kârgâk (M III nr.6, 12,32) ‘It is necessary to have one’s meals thus, at the right times’. In the inscriptions we find yâlmâ kargu ädgüti urgîl (Tuñ 34) ‘Place (the) vanguard and watch-towers well!’ or xagan at bunta biz bertimiz (KT E20) ‘It was we who gave (him) the title ”kagan” on this occasion’. BQ E 17, which is parallel to KT E20, here writes accusative xagan atïg; the scribe of the BQ may have felt there was here something he wanted to change, but the KT text cannot, nevertheless, be considered to be incorrect. The absence of the accusative suffix is not related to non-specificity, e.g. kara kum ašmîs ‘They had crossed the Kara-Kum (desert, mentioned also in Tuñ 7)’ (ŠU N8) or (in Uygur) bo nom bititmiştä ögîrdäçî kîzîm ‘my daughter who rejoiced when this book was written (by commission)’; similarly bo ïdok nom ärdini bitîndäçî upasi küc ogul ‘the lay brother K.O, who has this holy sūtra-jewel written down’ or bo tört sav agîzda tut- (Wettkampf 27 and 30) ‘to repeat these four words’.563 With possessive suffix, agîr ayîg kilînçîrîm ikîlayü takî kîlmaz mân (SuvSündenbek 75) ‘I will not repeat my gravely evil

---

563 In an instance like bo yarlîg ešidip (KP 18,8) ‘having heard this order’, on the other hand, yarlîg could also have been simplified from accusative yarlîg+îg; cf. yîgîg < *yîg-îglîg in Abhi B 1404.
deeds’, köňülümüz amirtgurup (TT II,1 72-73) ‘calming our hearts’, küçümüz bir ikinci birlnä sînalim (Wettkampf 41) ‘Let us test each other’s strength’, atîy atayu ‘calling out your name’ (TT I 116) or öz kartu kartan ‘Treat your own wound!’ (DLT fol. 390). In the following example from IrqB LIV (one of the beautiful instances of man–nature parallelism in that text) the suffix in savî can only be the possessive suffix, and the two instances can only be direct objects: kul savî bûgînärü öttünür, kuzgun savî tänyrigûru yaIvarur ‘The servant addresses his words to his master; the raven prays his words to the sky (or to the god)’. Similarly in tamu yolî tûdunuz (Pothi 14) ‘You have blocked the way to hell’, where the possessive suffix signals the compounding with tamu.564 In the inscriptions, even pronouns can serve as direct objects without accusative suffix, e.g. bo bitidöktä ‘when I wrote this’. In DreiPrinz 28-30, an early, Manichæan text, we find one direct object without, one with accusative suffix in two adjacent, structurally identical sentences: ikint[i] käligli[a] tayak berg[ây] män; üçünë käligli[ka] sapxay(i)g bergây män ‘To the one coming second I will give the staff; to the one coming third I will give the sandals.’ By the context we know that the staff is not less definite and specific than the sandals; the position of tayak just before the verb does not have anything to do with (in)definiteness or (un)specificity either. Zieme 1969: 105 states that the direct object not marked as accusative is more closely linked to the verb, giving these examples: nâçä anîg kilînë kîlt(i)m(i)z ärsär ‘whatever evil deeds we should have carried out’ (Xw 125; I would read any(i)g instead of anîg) vs. üç üdki nomug bilt(i)m(i)z ‘We knew the doctrine of the three periods’ (Xw 132). The material does not prove this to be a general rule.

Verbs can govern two direct objects, the first in the accusative and the second in the nominative, as in kîrkîz xaganîg balbal tikdim (KT) Translating the nominative form with ‘as’, we get ‘I set up the Kîrkîz ruler as anthropomorphic stele’; translating more loosely one could say ‘I set up a balbal for the K. ruler’. On the other hand balbal tik- could also, in Orkhon Turkic, have become a lexicalised phrase. Another inscriptional example could be bûlgîsin bitigin bo urtî bo yaratdî (Tes 20) ‘This is what he incised and created as his mark and his testament’; here, the forms bûlgîsin and bitigin could also be instrumentalis. This instance again shows, in any case, that Old Turkic pronouns representing direct objects need not be in the accusative. The causative of the inscriptive phrase xagan olor- ‘to rule as xagan’ is xagan

564 Clark (edition of Pothi) writes yolî[n], although Bang & Gabain indicate no lacuna, stating that the “context requires D[irect] O[bject]”; EDPT 434a tacitly yolin.
olor-, as in özümün ol täŋri xagan olortdï (KT E26 and BQ E21 complementarily) ‘That god installed me as xagan’. Cf. kãntü ät’özîn bars bâlgürtüï (MaitrH Y 59) ‘making his own body appear as a tiger’. Similarly the second instance of toyîn in täŋri burxan ol aržîlarîg ‘kâl toyîn!’ temâk üzâ toyîn kigürüp ... (U III 75,2) ‘Buddha enlisted those rîsî (arţî) as monks by saying “Come, monk!”’.

Another type of double object is found in arîmadok tsuy irîncülârimin bošug kolup ... (TT IV B50) ‘asking for forgiveness for my unpurified sins’ and altî aţîgîn ...kâyîkçîkî buşî berü (Ht III 259-60) ‘(The white elephant) gave his six molars to the hunter as alms’. Here as well the first object is in the accusative while the second is in the stem form; both are in the stem form in [b]izînî isîg ôz buşî bergîl (U IV C91) ‘Bestow life upon us!’ In these cases one should consider a closer juncture for bošug kol- and buşî ber- which might, as lexicalised verb phrases, have taken ‘the sins’ and ‘the six molars’ respectively as objects of the whole phrases. This approach is clearly appropriate for burxan kutîña köňül örit- ‘to set one’s heart on the Buddha’ in BT I 1184, where the whole phrase köňül örit- in fact governs the dative. The status of tuş ‘encounter’ in keniňä tözûn maytrî burxanîg tuş bollaîm (Pfahl I 10) ‘Ultimately we wish to meet the noble Buddha Maitreya’ is quite different: tuş is not the object of bol- ‘to be’, of course, nor is it its subject: Rather, the accusative is the object of the complex verb tuş bol-, whose subject is the 1st person plural.

Predicative adjectives accompanying verbs of thought and sensation as objects also have the base form, e.g. yakîn ‘near’ with sakîn- and busušlug ‘sad’ with kör- in the following sentences: îrak yolug yakîn sakînti ‘He felt the long road to be short’ (Ht VIII 9); Maxarît elâg ägdüi oglî tegîn busušlug körüp înçâ tep yarîlgadi: amrak oglm, nâ üčûn busušlug kältî? ‘Seeing (that) the well-thinking prince (was) sad, the king M. said as follows: ”My dear son, why have you come in sadness?”’ (KP 4,5). The adjective arîg in çaxšapatîg bökînî künkâtägi arîg kûzîdîm (DKPAMPb 1282) ‘I have observed the precept perfectly until this day’ also belongs to this category.

In bir tümän âgı altun kümüş kärgûksz kâlûrti (KT N 12) ‘He (i.e. the Chinese emissary) brought exactly 10 000 (units of) brocade, gold and silver’ kârgûksz, a predicative adjective in the nominative case, (literally ‘without any missing’) is translated as ‘exactly’; its use is adverbial.

türk xagan ötürüän yiš olorsar (KT S3) ‘If the Turk ruler stays in the Ötükăn mountain forest, ...’ has nominative yiš in local function; elsewhere olor- governs the locative. The space one moves through can
also be referred to by a nominal in the nominative, e.g. in yol yörüdači yälmişkarlar (MaitrH XX 13r16) ‘people travelling on roads’.

The nominative is used for expressing time in three ways: Firstly it can express duration: tün kün (U III 75,3 or 80,15) is ‘throughout day and night’ and isig özün ... üč ay köni ... tuta yarlıklıkodukta signifies ‘when he graciously kept him alive through three months’. Noun phrases in the nominative with yaş or yıl appearing as object of the verb yaşa- are used for stating that certain persons ‘lived for so and so many years’. Secondly, runiform inscriptions show nominative temporal expressions in narrative, where the time elapsing during the event is not made salient: tün terilmiş is ‘They are reported to have reorganised at night’ (ŠU E1); taŋ iňtırü tągdimiz (Tuñ 35) ‘We had (the soldiers) get up at dawn and attacked’. Thirdly, deictic noun phrases in the nominative can also express a point in time, e.g.: bokünkî kün sızlär toynlar-a ... šravast kântkâ pînantka kirińlär (U III 34,5) ‘Today you, o monks, can enter the town of Šrāvasti for alms’. The dative expresses the point in time at which an action takes places if the reference is absolute and not deictic: yeti yeğirmikä učtı signifies ‘he died on the 27th’ while yeti yeğirmi kün učtı would presumably have meant ‘he flew for 27 days’. There also is a temporal locative and a temporal instrumental.

In taloyka kičig tägmädim (KT S3) ‘I did not reach the sea by a little (distance)’ (i.e. ‘I nearly reached the sea’) the adjective kičig stands for what can otherwise be expressed by the instrumental.

4.1102. The genitive

The genitive is usually adnominal and thus attributive, as discussed in section 4.121; one pronominal example is mäniŋ balıkintaki bodun bukun (U IV A26) ‘the people in my town’, where mäni ‘I’ qualifies balık ‘town’. In section 4.611 we describe relative constructions whose subject is in the genitive. Genitive forms can also be used predicatively, as siziŋ ‘your(s)’ in the following example: mäniŋ ... kazgančim siziŋ ârmâz mü? (KP 16,4) ‘Doesn’t my gain belong to you? (said by a father to his son)’; also in bo nišan mäni Miŋ Tâmüröl ‘This mark is mine – Miŋ Tâmûr’s’ (USp 1,10). In siziŋ mâni (M III 24,10) ‘I am yours’ the

565 The UW (284b-285a) makes the absolute temporal use of ay ‘month’ into a special lexicon entry (ay II). This is not, however, a different lexeme from ay ‘moon, month’. Nor can an oblique use of the nominative be considered a case of ellipsis of a case ending (instrumental, dative or locative) or a postposition, as the author writes. Such uses are clearly a syntactic matter – the temporal use of the nominative of terms denoting stretches of time – and not a lexical one.
genitive is also predicative although preceding the (presumably clitic) topic. As a headless attributive NP, a genitive form can get governed by a postposition, e.g.: agîr avîg kilîncîlarîm olarnîn tâg arîzun alknzun (Suv 139,13) ‘May my grave sins get purified away and disappear like theirs (i.e. the bodhisattvas’).

4.1103. The accusative
The accusative marks direct objects as in šîmnu+g utup ‘defeating Mâra’. Numerous Orkhon Turkic examples are mentioned in T. Tekin 1968: 127-129; at least at first sight, none appear to be non-specific. Section 4.1101 mentions numerous examples of direct objects appearing without the accusative suffix even when they are specific and definite. We are at present unable to state any rule in this matter; at least it seems that – in Orkhon Turkic – the accusative form does not appear when the object is non-specific. That may have been different in Uygur altî kîzlarîg bulun alîp ‘taking six girls as prisoners’ (MaitrH Y 204) is what the senseless king Virûdhaka does when conquering the city of Kapilavastu in Buddhist mythology. The girls were obviously not mentioned earlier in the story and should not have the accusative suffix if that were a mark of definiteness. Since, however, these girls were so beautiful that they resembled divine girls, they may possibly have been specific.

There is a construction of double accusatives (inscriptions and Uygur) when an indirect object in the semantic role of ‘sufferer’ is topicalised, as in anta ötrö türğäš karlukug tavarîn alîp ävin yulup harmîş (ŠU S5) ‘Thereupon, the Türgäš robbed the Karluk of their livestock, pillaged their horses and left’. The Karluk are here the ones affected by the fact that their possessions are taken from them. The construction is also used with living beings and their body parts: adgîrîg udlukîn siyu urtî (KT E36) ‘He hit the stallion, breaking his thigh bone’. In the following example one of the objects is in the stem form: munî iki kûz tâglûrîp sançayîn (KP 57,5) ‘Let me smite this guy, blinding both his eyes’. Both the person and his eyes are to be pierced, both the person and his eyes to be blinded.

In section 4.622 we discuss object clauses where, in different constructions, their topic or their predicate are put into the accusative case.

4.1104. The dative
The concrete dative of direction is found e.g. in täyrlîr ... tužit ordoka yîgilurlar ‘the gods assemble at the Tuşita palace’ or adnaguka tutuzur
'he gives (it) to others' (M III nr.8V v5); it expresses direction also with speech, e.g. in tâŋrî kuvragîŋa nom nomlayu ‘preaching to the assembly of gods’. The difference between this use and that of the directive is that the dative is used when the goal is reached (or is meant to be reached), whereas the directive mostly expresses mere movement in the direction of something.

There are temporal datives in the passage koñ yîlka yörüdîm ... tokuz otuzka sünîşdîm ‘I set out in the year of the sheep ... and fought on the 29th’ (inscription of the Uygur steppe empire); the same tokuz otuzka ‘on the 29th’ is attested also in M III nr.2 r8. yazıña (BQ E31) signifies ‘in that spring’, the possessive suffix referring to the winter mentioned in the previous sentence (or to the same year as that winter). Sometimes inscriptional temporal datives refer to stretches of time as frameworks for events, as in the sentence bir yîlka tört yolî sünîşdîm (BQ E30) ‘I fought four times within one year’. The suffix sequence -mAk+I lã discussed in section 4.633 forms temporal expressions; in Orkhon Turkic, nominal predicates can also be put into the dative to specify the time a certain event takes place. The common expressions künîňâ, ayîňa and yîlîňa mean ‘day by day’, ‘month by month’ and ‘year by year’ (e.g. in KP 7,4-5 and 13,6). Concrete dates such as i üçînê ay iki otuzka ‘on the 22nd of the 3rd month’ or takîgu yîl ikînti ay on y anîka566 ‘on the 10th of the 2nd month in the year of the hen’ are always in the dative. Early Manichaean texts also have temporal datives: ol ok künkä ‘on that very day’ (DreiPrinz 108), ol aylarka ‘during those months’ (Windgott 19). In Tuñ 27 we find kîrkiţîg uka basdîmîz ‘We fell upon the K. while they were asleep’; interestingly enough, the same event is in KT E35 referred to with the sentence Kîrkiţ bodunug uda basdîmîz. See section 4.1106 for the locative in temporal function.

There appears be a static local dative in the following sentence: “iki aqulug yol başîña, tamu kapiçîna azguruglî yolka kim?” tesâr (Xw 116-7) ‘If one asks “Who is at the beginning of the two poisonous ways, who is on the way which misleads to the gate of hell?”’. Also e.g. ol kam könjulînä încä sakînti ‘That magician thought as follows in his heart’ (M I 34,18); thus, with könjulînä ... sakînti also in M I 6,17. I know of no such instances in non-Manichaean Uygur.

In nän yerdäki xaganîng bodunka bintägi bar ârsär nän bünü bar ârtäçî ârmiş (Tuñ 56) ‘If any independent nation anywhere were to have one like me, what trouble could it ever have?’ bodun, which appears in the dative, refers to a possessor; similarly munbar nän ârsär yazok yok

---

566 This term, literally ‘the new (moon)’, is used when referring to a day in the first third of a month.
(PañcFrag II 23) ‘He does not have any sins whatsoever’. Semitic languages or Latin also have datives of possession; Turkish uses the genitive instead. The dative is basically possessive also in ögrünčükä mänjikä bolmakï bolzun (BT V 149-150) ‘May he attain joy and happiness!’ Below we mention a few instances where the dative with bol- ‘to become’ has a different meaning.

The dative can also be abstract, when it marks the aim of an abstract action: burxan kutiña könjül örittü (BT I 1184) ‘setting one’s heart on his majesty the Buddha’. The DLT proverb sögüt söljinä, kadïn kasïña ‘The willow for its sap, the birch or its bark’ has the same sort of content without a verb. It is in this sense that the compound suffix -gU+kA forms final clauses (section 4.636).

Reference to the action one is directed towards can be generalised by being expressed by bol- ‘to become’: yilkïka barïmka bolup (Xw 152, 177-178) ‘being busy with tending livestock’; alkïncü ûdkä boltumuz (M III nr. 12 v3) ‘We have had the moment of death on our minds’. Thus also DLT fol. 355 közi yolka bolur ‘his mind gets directed towards leaving’.

An instance like âzrua täñrijkä yazîntïmïz (Xw 22-23) ‘We sinned against the god Zerwan’ is again different, as Zerwan is not the beneficiary of the action but the one displeased by it.

In a sentence quoted in WilkKatMan nr. 65 the dative marks the topic of speech: ätkä kanka ‘içmän yemänlär’ tepän kïnïn ayîtî ‘Concerning meat and blood he said “Don’t eat or drink it” and mentioned its punishment’.

In the following examples entities meant to benefit from the action are marked by the dative: kïn täñrî bo yer suv üzä tugar, käntü yarokïn kamagka yarotïr (M III nr. 7, 14,10,) ‘The sun rises above this world and lets its light shine for the benefit of all’; ât ‘özîn ämgâtip el išînä (M III nr.23 r8-9) ‘straining his body for the sake of the state’. In yegâdmâk utmak bolzun maña (M II 28,18-19) ‘May I ... attain victory’ the beneficiary is also in the dative.

The objects of emotions can be marked by the dative, e.g. maña amranmakïñiz ‘your love for me’ in U III 29,1 or saña amranmakïn ... ölür män (U III 82,28) ‘I die from love for you’. The dative in m(a)işïxä burxan ... buşï berigli ... kišîlärig käntüniñ âdgï oglisînä âdgï oglî tep atadî (M III nr. 6 I r5) presumably also expresses positive emotion:

567 If interpreted correctly; the ms. has been read as täñrijkän.
‘The prophet Christ called ... almsgiving ... persons “compassionate to those who were compassionate towards him”’.568

Causes and sources of processes and events are equally expressed by the dative: täyrilär täyrri katunlarî tæyrri mânişinja äsürlüp ‘the gods and goddesses were intoxicated by divine bliss’; tavgaç xannînj ötüğinja ... alîp biütümiş (BT II 105) ‘complying with the request of the Chinese ruler ... he took it and finished it’. ol ogurka in U I 23,17 is ‘because of that event’. What we find in nákä îglayu busušlug káltin (KP 5,2) is also causal, whether we translate it as ‘At what’ or ‘Why did you come crying and sad?’.

In economical documents the price of a transaction is often mentioned in the dative case.

In okîgêika okîtîp ‘having (somebody) called by the herald’ the dative marks the intermediate agent which accompanies the causative derivate of a transitive verb. The dative in sogd dok tavgêka ... bay baîk yapîtî bertim (ŠU) is therefore to be translated either as ‘he had B. B. constructed for Sogdians’ or ‘by Sogdians’. Cf. further bo burxanlarka kutgarguluk, bo arxantlarka kutgarguluk, bo şarirkä süüzülüp kutgarguluk ol (MaitrH Y 118) ‘This one is to be saved by buddhas, this one by arhats (and) this one by having faith in relics’. The agentive dative is not limited to causatives, however, as shown e.g. in kalmadî ärki ayîg kîlînc manja kîlmađok (BT XIII 13,109) ‘There probably are no more (types of) evil deeds not carried out by me’. Similar is sîziînä idi bilmâyöki kalmadî (Ht VII 1802), ‘... has become quite well-known to you’ or ‘no aspects of it have remained hidden to you’.

The sentence ötrô maxendarşene elig ôz tiri[g] ätözintäki kaparmiş âtin yara bîcêp ak[a] kälmiş söl suvîn âlgîk ärkâ içüriş ... (U III 45,13) can be translated in several ways: Either as ‘Thereupon, king Mahendrasena split and cut the swollen flesh of his own live body, had the sick man drink the lymph water which had come flowing ...’ or ‘... let the sick man drink the lymph water ...’ or ‘... had the lymph water drunk by the sick man ...’.

In other words, the sick man is both the beneficiary and the intermediate agent of the action in which he is either an active or a passive participant. The functions of datives with causative verb forms are further discussed in section 4.5.

---

568 This follows the interpretation of UW 257a top; the editor proposed a causal interpretation (see below), which left kântûnînj unexplained.
4.1105. The directive

The directive is very much alive in Orkhon Turkic. It is there used to express motion towards or to places, e.g. in bän ävgärü tüşäyin ‘let me (go) home and dismount’ (Tuñ I N6) or öttükän yişi garu uduztum (Tuñ I S8) ‘I led (them) to(wards) the Ötükän mountain forest’. In the direction of peoples: oguzgaru sü taşïkdimïz ‘we started a campaign against the Oguz’ (KT N 8); individuals: apa tarkangaru içrâ sav idmiş (Tuñ I N10) ‘we heard he sent a secret message to A.T.’ or, with a pronoun, xagan baŋaru anča ayê idmiş (Tuñ I N10) ‘the message sent to me by the king was as follows:’. The object to be reached can also be abstract: bunçu esig kuçüg bertökgärü sakïnmatï (KT E 10) ‘without giving thoughts to the fact that they have given so much service’; öltäci bodunug tir(i)g(g)ärü igi(d)tim (KT E 29) ‘I have reared the dying people (back) to life’.

In Manichaean sources the directive is also relatively common, and most of the nouns used in this case form again refer to places: e.g. mjanistangaru ter(i)ltïz[lär ‘you have flocked to the sanctuary’ (M III nr.27 v5). There are also individuals, e.g. siziñ kutuşuzgaru ‘to your honour’ in M III nr.9 II r8, mani burxangaru ‘to Mani the prophet’ in Wettkampf 11, älfšïnärï in M III nr.8 V v2 ‘to his hand’ etc.; sižšïnärï is especially common. No action nouns are known to me to appear in this case form in Uygur, however, as we found in Orkhon Turkic. In some instances, e.g. in the IrqB, the subject clearly does reach his goal, as with the dative.569

The directive is rather rare in non-Manichaean Uygur. We find it e.g. in yakïn kälip bäggärü ötünti ol buryukï (Suv 637,23) ‘He came close and spoke to the lord, that minister.’ ötüñ- can also govern the dative, but perhaps bäggärü is actually governed by yakïn kâl-; this is, at any rate, the only example of a non-petrified directive form in the Suv. In the sentence ṣ(v)iṣxara yakïn yergärü olorup vi(v)iṣxar içintä kovuk sovik arïgsïz kâmištimiz (Maitr Taf 174r28), the form does not appear to have been used in directive meaning, as one does not sit (down) towards a place. Petrified directives such as içgärü ‘in’, taşgaru ‘out’, ilgärü ‘forward’ or ‘towards the east’ ongaru ‘to the right’, yokaru ‘up’, birgärü ‘to one place’ and perhaps a few others appear in all sorts of Uygur texts, Manichaean and other. In barçada içgäüräk (BT V 170) ‘more internal than everything (else)’ we see that içgäürü need not have

---

569 The difference between concrete dative and directive needs more elucidation. In Tuvan, e.g., the directive is used if an object moves away from the observer, the dative if it moves towards the observer; some such principle might be at play in Old Turkic as well.
had strictly directive meaning even in a Manichæan source. Cf. also *ilgärüşi kerüşi* ‘its east and west’, used without directive meaning in Ht III 577.

The directive no longer exists in Qarakhanid; the verse *anda bolup tәñrigәrә tәpɡәn әtәr* ‘Being there he gives his service to God’ in DLT fol.555 must therefore be particularly archaic.

4.1106. The locative
The locative refers to placement, e.g. in *Kөgmәn tagda* ‘on the Sayan mountain’ (Orkhon Turkic); *ol әvдә* ‘in that house’ (U III 35,18). It can also refer to states: *Kәrkәz bodunug uda basdәmәz* (KT E 35) ‘We fell upon the K. people while they were asleep’ (on l.37 with the Türgәş as object). In *әдәгү кү at tәrt bulunәda yәдәлтә* (KP 7,2) ‘The good reputation spread everywhere’ (literally ‘in four corners’) the locative form refers to the domain of the action.

Implements serving as containers are also found in the locative case: *svulukta tәңрәдәәm suv kәliɾүип* ‘bringing water in a ... water vessel’ (U III 38,26).

The temporal use of the locative is apparently not too common. The London (Manichæan script) ms. of the Xw on its l.338 adds *bir yegirәмәнчә ay beɾ otuzда* ‘on the 25th of the 11th month’ as dating to the text; its copyist appears to have spoken a dialect which differed in this matter from his source. Further examples are *bәkәңкә kәntә* ‘today’ (U III 50,8 as against *bәkәңkә кәң* in 34,5), *әң kenәntә* ‘at the end’ (U III 31,2) or *sизиң yәɾлиңиңиңә bir әzәнта aɾиg köәdәɡәli tapләvү тәɡиntим* ‘I have endeavoured to accept your commands so as to observe them *throughout one life*’ (U III 36,1). The dative and the nominative are also used for expressing time.

The locative is used also with verbs of motion to mark the goal if the result of the event is a state. In Manichæan texts: *ol әʃәңмәңәә sәʃ ким ol әт әзәнтә киɾүәә oәләr* (M III nr. 6 II r3) ‘That eaten food which enters that body dies’; *ol ә yalпраɡәкә yәɾәдә тәүәдә* (ManUigFrag r7) ‘(The demon hid in a tree, but) the leaves of that tree fell to the ground’ or *әзи тәң[rә] yәɾи իｃиңәдә киɾтә* (l.8 of ms. M 541 edited in the note to BT V 217) ‘He himself entered into the divine country.’ In Buddhist texts: *dyan sәкиңәләг y(i)ti kиlиc әәңәлләг елиңтә kиɾәә тутуләsәr* (UigBlock 30-31) ‘if the sword – i.e. meditation – enters the hand – i.e. the heart – and stays there, ...’; *iкәlәйүү тәмұда тиүәмәtиәn* ... (BT II 374-377) ‘not falling into hell once again ...’; *баәшәктәә етиңләг төкәɾиң yүплүңүү yәɾәдә тиүәр bolуr* (MaitрH XIII 4r6) ‘I dreamt that the adorned bun on my head disintegrates and falls to the ground’; *iкәntи aәзәнта бәɾгәлә sәкиңәyә sәң*
(U III 48,6) ‘you’ve decided to go to another existence’; not, of course, coming back.\(^{570}\)

In ol yäkni üstün tâŋri altın yalŋukta kim ārsär küčin tîdtači yok (TX X 104-106) ‘There is nobody, neither among gods above nor among humans below, who restrains the power of that demon’ the locative indicates membership in a group; it is here translated as ‘among’. Similarly biz ikiğüdä kanyusũ küčlügräk biz (Wettkampf 43) ‘Who among us two is the stronger?’.

In relatively early texts, including the runiform ones, the locative has ablative meaning in addition to the locative one, as in inscriptional Tahgač xaganta bâdizči kâlîrtûm ‘I brought decorators from the Chinese emperor’. Cf. further ay tâŋri ordosĩnta enipän ‘coming down from the palace of the Moon God’ (Hymnus 8) and mintidä ... tutgïl ‘receive ... from me’ (Maitr 187r11-12). In Maitr 5r16-17 (missing part completed from out of the parallel Hami ms.) the ms. had the clause tagda činagantik atïlîg [ot kâllu]üp ‘bringing the herb named činagandhika from the mountain’, but barïp ‘going’ was subsequently added above the word tagda, in order (according to Laut 1986: 62) to get the now unusual ablative use of the locative understood by the reader. The phrase ölümtä / ölmäkdä oz- ‘to escape death’ appears a number of times in IrqB and in l.2 of the hymn mentioned above, and cf. āmgäklärintä ozg[ur]- (Maitr 135r16-17), āmgäktä ozgur- (KP 6,2). In siz tidîmîg xanlardînî tüz yîltîzda siz (Wettkampf 49) ‘You are from the root of crowned kings’ an ablative locative is used predicatively.

Comparatives always govern the +dA form, as in antada taki yegräk ‘even better than that’ or barçada içgäriyräk barçada üzäräk (BT V 170-171) ‘more central and higher than everything (else)’. They need not have +rÅk, as in kamagda öñrä ‘first of all’, muntada ymä munçaﬁnčić ‘more wondrous than this’ (Maitr 26A r3) or sinidä üstün sâvgülük taplaguluk âd tavar bulmaz män (U III 83,3) ‘I can’t find anything more highly lovable and desirable than you’.

Elatives can repeat the same adjective, putting it first into the locative case form, as aglakta aglak (MaitrH XI 6r10-11) ‘most unfrequent’, târındâ târı (Suv) ‘exceedingly deep’, artokta artok (U IV B2) ‘very much’.

Relational nouns (discussed in section 4.22) practically always appear in the locative. This holds not only for local and temporal ones such as içîntä ‘in’, öŋiñijdä ‘before you’, üskümtä ‘in my presence’, kenindä ‘after’ but also for the ones with abstract meaning such as yolînta

---

\(^{570}\) Another DKPAM instance of bar- + locative appears in Udayana 7; the editor in a note expresses his opinion that this is rare and quotes three further instances from Suv.
‘concerning’, *ugrînta* ‘for the sake of’, *tîltagînta* ‘because of’, *kûçîntâ* ‘due to’ or *tûshîntâ* ‘as a result of’. I take it that the non-local ones, such as *tîltag* ‘reason’, *kûç* ‘force’ or *tûsh* ‘fruit’, do this in analogy to the ones having local or temporal semantics in the first place, such as *yol* ‘way’ or *ugur* ‘point in time, occasion’.

4.1107. The directive-locative / partitive-locative
With +*rA* we have to distinguish between living uses with partitive-locative meaning and petrified forms, which we have called directive-locative. Among these latter *tašra*, *içrâ* and *asrâ*\(^571\) are local, while *öyrâ* ‘before’ and *kesrâ* ‘after’ are temporal; the late BT III 891 adds *tüp* *soñîra* ‘at the very end’ < *soñ+ra*, which is also temporal. We find the directive-locative in a number of functions: The forms are, first of all, used adnominally, both by themselves as *içrâ* sav in Tuñ 34 ‘internal (perhaps ‘secret’) letter’, *asra* *mansîz* sakînçlar ‘humble unassuming thoughts’ (TT II,2 68) or *öyrâ* *ažundakî* kîlînç (TT VIII F 15) ‘an action in a previous incarnation’, and with +*kl*, as *içrâki* (also lexicalised as a title) and *öyrâki* (*öyrâki* eliglîr ‘the ancient kings’ in TT I 93); we even have *aŋ* *öyrâ* ‘earliest’. The inscriptions used the +*rA* forms in pairs, to represent opposite topics: *içrâ* *aşsîz*, *tašra* *tonsuz* (KT E26, BQ E21) ‘no food in their stomachs and no clothes on their backs’, *beriyä* *tavgaçîg*, *öyrâ* *kîtañîg* (Tuñ 7) ‘in the south the Chinese, in the east the Kitans’ or *üzâ* kôk *tûnri* *asra* *yagîz* yer kîlîntokda (KT E1) ‘when the blue heaven was created above and the brown earth below’; in BQ S13 *kesrâ* and *öyrâ* are opposed in a similar way. In adverbial use we find them in *içrâ* *bân* *bulgâyîn* (ŞU S4) ‘I will stir up internal dissent’ *öyrâ* *kîn* *tugsîkda* (KT E4) ‘in the east, where the sun rises’ or *tašra* *yorîyur* (KT E 11-12) ‘They are marching out’; documentation for directive-locative forms as postpositions is given in section 4.21: *kesrâ* and *tašra* are found to govern the locative, *asra* the nominative, *öyrâ* and *içrâ* either the locative or the nominative.

In living use we find +*rA* added to names of body parts of persons or other creatures, which are also referred to as such in the sentence: *sünîn* *yûräkrâ* *sanêit*-(Maitr Taf 33r8) is ‘to be pierced at one’s heart by a lance’, *kuşlar* kargalar kâlíp tôpôrâ sokup karakîmînî sacrâuurlar (Maitr Taf 203r5 = MaitrH XX 13r4) ‘birds and ravens come, pick at our heads and gouge out our eyeballs’. *başra* *tâpip* (U III 14,3) appears

---

\(^{571}\) The Uygur use of *asra* and *asrakî* is documented in the UW; see the EDPT for their cognate *as+în*, which was in use from Qarakhanid on (both in DLT and QB).
in fragmentary context but the DLT has four instances of bašra ‘on the head’ all connected with the meaning of ‘striking’ or ‘hitting’.

The ‘body part – body’ relationship prompted the term ‘partitive-locative’; if the reference to living beings is by noun phrase or pronoun, the nominals referring to that whole are placed in the accusative: üč adrï süźün olarnï ogsuz tāginčiz öz konokra sançərəlar (Maitr Taf 75r16) ‘they pierce them with tridents at any moment at the seat of their soul (öz konok)’, In bir ikintiškä közrä kulkakra sançərər biz, tïlïmïnï bïčïsər biz (Maitr Taf 174v29) ‘We stab each other in the eye and the ear and cut each other’s tongue’ and in agulk oqïn yïrïkra urup amrak isig özizin üzgïl (U III 55,4) ‘end its (i.e. the elephant’s) dear life, hitting (it) at (its) heart with a poisoned arrow’, we find that the body parts köz, kulkak and yïrïk are put into the partitive-locative case while til and isig öz are in the accusative with possessive suffix. For the first group there is explicit or implicit reference to the owners of the body parts, the speaker in the first sentence, the elephant in the second; this reference is taken up by possessive suffixes in the second part of the sentences, but that is linked with a switch to the accusative. In orgaklar kälip bizni tüprä orarlar ‘Sickles come and mow us off our roots’ (Maitr 201v9) the speakers and victims are plants and not living beings; it is not clear whether plants are in principle included in the domain of +rA or whether the use of this suffix here indicates that the plants are being metaphorically assimilated to (suffering) living beings. Note that this partitive-locative use is compatible with the victim (e.g. bizni) or a part of his body + possessive suffix (e.g. tïlïmïnï) being put into the accusative, but that the +rA noun itself is incapable of such reference by possessive suffix. In tïnri burxan yarlïgïn töpörä tuta tāginip kântu kântu ärgïşînïrrï yadīltïlar (TT VI 464) ‘They respectfully brought the divine Buddha’s decree to their heads and dispersed each to his own abode’ the action is a gentle one, unlike the other instances quoted. This is also an example for all the ways in which +rA and +gArU (which some had thought to be related or even identical) differ: the former referring to a body part without possessive suffix, the latter referring to a place and coming with a possessive suffix which refers to the subject of the two verb phrases.

4.1108. The ablative
The ablative expresses ‘source’, as in ögdin kaŋdıň bâlgïrmïš äž öz ‘the body which emerged from mother and father’ (as distinct from the spiritual body; Maitr 26A r12), or tâŋri yerînîn tâyarlar ‘they slip down from the divine land’. In Manichæan texts we have, e.g.,
xormuzta täńrig tamudan yokaru agturtï (M I 13,19) ‘They raised the
god Ohrmizd up from hell’; ěg yanj yerdän temin örtürürçä (M I 14,11) ‘as
one straightway grows a plant from fresh earth’; töpödän türaŋak
uçïga [tägi (M I 17,19) ‘from head to the tip of the (toe-) nail’ etc.;
many more examples are mentioned in Zieme 1969: 115. Ablatival
content is, in all runiform and most Manichaean sources, mostly
expressed by the suffix +$dA$, and some Manichaean texts have both
+$dAn$ and ablative $+dA$. The examples ot kim ěgačdan ünüp yana
ěgačag örtäyür ‘the fire which arises from a tree and then burns the
tree’ (M I 7,3) and tonnu biti kim kišinäy tärisinä ünüp yana kišinäy
canä känä sorar ‘the clothes’ louse which arises from a person’s
and then itself sucks the person’s blood’ (M I 8,15) occur in the same
passage of one and the same text and are intended to serve as similes
for the same phenomenon; yet one has $ěgač-dan$ while the other uses
the form $tärisin-tä$. But then fire and lice do not behave in the same
manner; in English one would also say that lice arose in somebody’s
skin (as believed in the Middle Ages). A flame has an upward
movement by nature and continuously, which is not the case with lice
 presumable not while being born, at any rate). From looking at the
examples of $+dAn$ (which is the form most Manichaean texts have) and
of ablative $+dA$ one gets the impression that their uses are not
identical: The former is generally used of physical movement away
from a source, while the latter refers to sources from which the subject
merely separates or keeps apart, serves in comparison, is governed by
postpositions like $ken$ ‘after’.

$oz$- and $kutrul$-, both ‘to be saved, escape’, as well as their causative
counterparts govern the ablative or the ablative locative; e.g. $alp$
adalarinténtin oszünlar (thus the ms. in Pothi 233) ‘May they escape their
grave dangers’, $bo$ adat인 kutrulgay sän (DKPAMPb 228) and $tamutin$
tüzinti ozkurtaçu (Pothi 68) ‘You have saved them all from hell’,
ulincíg a[žün]larinténtin kutgarïp (Pothi 119) vs. öliämtä ozmïš (IrqB
XLIX) ‘She escaped death’ and ämgäktä ozgurgay sän (KP 6,2) ‘You
will free them from suffering’.

In section 4.635 we mention a number of examples in rather late texts
of the ablative added to the infinitive or to verbal nouns such as the one
in -$dOk$ to express cause.

The DLT proverb $küč ildo kirsä törö tüjläktïn çïkar$ shows ablatives
in proliative meaning; it signifies ‘If violence comes in by the (tent’s)
entrance, proper conduct goes out by the smoke hole’. Orkhon Turkic and Uygur use +čA as prolative case.

The ablative formed with +dln ~ +dAn is not easy to distinguish from the orientational formative +dXn (which, in fact, often appears as +dln in Buddhist texts): The latter never has ablatival meaning, is added to bases whose actual interpretation is deictic and can be used adnominally; the former never qualifies nouns. 573

4.1109. The equative

Examples for the original spatial meanings of the equative are rather rare. One of these meanings is limitative (‘up to a certain point’), e.g. belča bogucča suvda yori- (KP 36,4) ‘to walk in water reaching up to one’s waist or throat’ or tizča ‘knee-deep’ (MaitrH XXV 3v19). Another spatial meaning is prolative (‘by a certain road’); e.g. frišti utuzup adin ėnį yolča yoritdį ol mogočlarig (U 1, Magier) ‘the angel led the Magi by a different way’; kök kalik yolınča (DKPAMPb 215) ‘through the sky’ or ėgnį agičča kirip ‘entering by the mother’s mouth’ (BT VII A 262-3). It is this meaning which also gave kanča ‘where to’ and the like. I take the prolative meaning of +čA to have been the primary one, as the passages from that to accordance or similarity seem to be likely semantic paths. In the previous section we mentioned a Qarakhanid instance of the ablative used as prolative case.

Quantitative approximation is a content often expressed by +čA, as in gan ○güzdäki kum sanınča ‘as many as the sand particles in the river Ganges’ (U II 47,83) or, adnominally, ālgča är (Tuń 42) ‘approximately fifty men’. könlča is ‘as much as one’s heart desires’. barča ‘all’ is presumably also constructed from bar ‘(what) there is’ by using +čA in such a quantitative use, originally presumably meaning ‘as much as there is’. tükä-gi+če in nāča taplasar tükägucča tavar algil (U

572 il is the base of ilgärū ‘forward, eastward’ and ilki ‘first’ because the entrance of the early Turks’ tents were made to face the rising sun.

573 Examples for orientational +dXn are ikidin ovägüüsintä ‘from his ribs on both sides’ (DKPAMPb 207) and orton (< *ortodun) yol ‘the middle way’. ol yäkniŋ üstün tänri altın yalnuktä kim ärşär küčin tünüŋ yok (TT X 104-106) signifies ‘There is nobody, neither among the gods above nor the humans below, who restrains the power of that demon’. (BT I D 186). +dXn forms can also be used as postpositions governing the locative or the nominative; cf. section 4.21. In kiši alası icin, yilki alası tašın (DLT fol. 58) ič+tın and taš+tın are used predicatively; this proverb can perhaps be best translated as ‘An animal’s leprosy is visible; a person’s leprosy (metaphorical for treachery) is hidden’. +dXn forms can get possessive suffixes referring to the orientational centre: tagdın+tın+ta (e.g. in Ht III 275) signifies ‘to its north’. Forms like this last one show that +dXn is not a case suffix, as its place is before, not after the possessive suffix.
III 47,19) and ārdni yen kämikä tükägüčä urup (KP 34,3) has a similar meaning: ‘Take as much stuff as you like, till there is none left’ and ‘loading as much jewels and pearls on the ship as there were’. More documentation for -gU+čA and -mš+čA expressing limitative quantification is quoted at the end of section 4.124. Many instances of the very common bunča (munča) and anča also refer to quantification, as anča ämgänip (KP 47,3) ‘going to so much trouble’.

Just as often, however, +čA expresses abstract accordance, e.g. bodunug äcüm apam törösincä yaratmïš (KT E 13, BQ E 12) ‘he organized the nation according to the tradition of my ancestors’; köýüng könglinjä ay (Tuñ I N8) ‘pass judgement as you see fit’, lit. ‘according to your heart’; yaljuklar saninçä bögsär ‘if one sums (it) up by human reckoning (as against divine years which, in Buddhist mythology, are considerably longer)’ or tokuzunç kay törösincä altunlug kurekarnïn ärndilig toranïnta olorup ‘sitting among the jewel nets of the golden tent in the manner of the ninth stratum’.

There is an equative ‘of judgement’ with sakïn-: tiši kišilâr(i)ŋ körkin mänjizin nâŋ yokça ädlîg sizçä sakînur (M III nr.8VII r8-9) ‘He thinks of female persons’ appearance and face as (+čA) nought and worthless’ or bâksiz mänjïszät özüg bâkçe mänjüçä sakînïp ... (Gedank p.133) ‘(I) considered the fickle and transient body to be stable and durable’.

Similarity is also expressed by this suffix: ikinti kün örtçä kizip kälti (Tuñ II W4-5) ‘the next day he arrived red-hot as fire’; kanîn suvça yügûrti, sünjükün tagça yatçï (KT E24) ‘your blood flowed like water, your bones lay there like a mountain’. In this last function +čA was in competition with the simulative (and with the postposition tâg): We have arpača saçîlmiš ‘scattered like barley’ in Hymnus 3 but [ka]jâviklayu saçîlu ‘getting scattered like chaff’ in (late) Neujahr 29.

In süçig savîn yımshâk aqîn arîp ikar bodunug ancâ yagutûr ârmiš (KT S5 = BQ N4) ‘They used to cheat them with sweet words and soft textiles and thereby used to attract the distant tribes to their vicinity’ the form ancâ refers to means (detailed in the first part of the sentence) used for the purpose expressed by the main verb.

+čA is often added to names for peoples to form adjectives, as änätkákčä ‘Indian’. The reference to languages by equative forms also comes from this special use of simulative +čA. The target language of translations can appear with +čA, e.g. k(ä)ši aĉari änätkäk [ti]lintin toxrï tilinçä yaratmïš, [pra]naraḵşit aĉari toxrï tilinçïn [türk] tilinçä ävîrmiš maytrïsî[m]t nom bitig (MaitrH XX Endblatt v7-9) ‘the

574 In his note to his edition of the KP passage, Hamilton argues for translating tükägüčä as ‘as much as is necessary’; this is possible.
doctrinary text Maitreyasamiti, which master K. adapted from Indian to Tokharian and master P. translated from Tokharian into Turkic’ or tavgač tıllınča aqтар- (Ht VIII 48) ‘to translate to Chinese’.

+ćA can, finally, be added to adjuncts such as ašnu ‘previous(ly)’ and in such cases makes their adjunct function more explicit.

The name ‘equative’ has been retained for this case form only out of convenience, to accord with general Turcological usage; equative meaning is not in any way central to the use of Old Turkic +ćA.

4.1110. The instrumental
One of the meanings of the instrumental morpheme is instrumental in the narrow sense, as amarı tamulugarlıg irig erpäkin erpäyurlär, kärki yonarlar, baltun yararlar ‘They saw some of the dwellers of hell with large saws, hew them with axes, split them up with hammers’ (MaitrH XV 3v25-26), from erpäk, kärki and baltu respectively. The instrumental is used for expressing a tool or a means to an end already in Orkhon Turkic ok+un ‘with an arrow’ (KT E 36). In bo yolun yorıσar ‘if we walk this way’ (Tuñ I S8) the way is the ‘means’ for carrying out one’s aim. The subject’s body parts are also instruments, e.g. in tumšukïn tarmakïn tarmak in tumšukïn tarmakïn tarmak ‘to scratch with their beaks and claws’ or in ol känč ogulkya ... iki kolučakïn atasïnï boyunïn kuטïup ... (DKPAMPb 197) ‘that sweet little boy ... embraced his father’s neck with his two little arms ...’. In the sentence bodisavt yarlıkancučï biligin inça sakïnur ‘In his commiseration, the bodhisattva has the following thoughts’ we find the instrumental in its most abstract instrumental use. ämgäklig / katig / ulug ünïn ulï-/ külüş- / mïnü- is ‘to moan, to laugh or to bellow with a painful, strong or loud voice’. The voice is here no longer an instrument in the narrow sense, in that the subject does not make conscious and purpose-oriented use of it.

The instrumentals in ag(a)r kadgun ulug busušun yanïp bardï ‘He burned away in great grief and sorrow’ (early Uygur), saña amrammakïn ... ölïr män ‘I die from love for you’ (U III 82,28), äsrökïn ögsüz bolup ‘getting senseless through drunkenness’ (M I 6,16) or tïnlïglïg ... ärtïnï ämgäkin ölïrür (TT X 50) ‘He kills the creatures with great pain’ may all express manner, circumstance or what brought the event about; cf. tïltïgïn ‘because’ and nä tïltïgïn ‘why’. Here the instrumental does not, of course, express a conscious means either.

Measure is expressed e.g. in tužït tâŋrï yerïntïki yïl sañïn sanasar ‘if one counts by the reckoning of years of the Tuñïta heavens’.

The instrumental expresses manner in bodun ... yadagïn yalişïn yana kälti ‘the people came back on foot and practically naked’ (KT E 28). It
expresses posture in töpön ‘head down(wards)’, in phrases such as töpön tüś- ‘to fall head downwords; to bow with one’s head on the ground’ or töpön yatgar- ‘to make somebody lie down with one’s face to the ground’ both attested several times.

Its appearance is frequent in temporal expressions, as in kïšïn ‘in winter’ (BQ S 2), ol üdïn ‘at that time’ (Xw 7), sön ‘for some time’ (Xw 9), nä kolon ‘at what moment’ (M III nr.7 III v15-16); as non-referential temporal in temïn ‘just now’, tü+ün kïn+ün ‘by day and night’ or yïlïn ayïn turkaru äv bark ićïndå ada tuda ägsïmäz (TT VI 62) ‘Continuously, through years and months, hazards and calamities at home do not stop’.

It has been said that the instrumental does not have local meaning (Gabain 1950: 10, a.o.). With amga kïrïgïn kïšïla- ‘to spend the winter in the goat reserve’ in Orkhon Turkic, however, and in cït+im+ïn yayladïm ‘I spent the summer within my borders’ (ŠU) a purely instrumental meaning would I think, be very unlikely. Another spatial use of this case, already mentioned above, is the ‘path’.

The use to which baš+ïn from baš ‘head’ is commonly put does not enter into any of the mentioned categories; e.g. sankï č(a)kr(a)v(a)rït elïq xan bašïn sâkïz tümïn tört mïn bäglï (MaitrH XVI 2a7) ‘the 14000 lords headed by the cakravartin king Šâñkha.’

With är-, the instrumental suffix describes states, e.g. in äsïnin âdgïn àr- ‘to be well’ (UigBrief A), tirïgïn är- ‘to be alive’ (BT V 220; also 517-8 and 523), kântï ymä arïgïn turugun ârïr, üzïksïz arïgïn ârmïkïg sâvâr amrayur (M III 8 V r 6-7) ‘And he himself keeps pure, and loves being clean all the time’. kutlugun kïvlïgïn ornanur (TT VI 101) ‘He dwells in blessing’ may be similar, or the ‘blessing’ may be instrumental in the narrower sense.

Schinkewitsch 1926 gives examples for the use of the instrumental in the DLT, stating that it is fully productive in that source.

4.1111. The comitative
This rare case gives the meaning ‘(together) with’. It appears as +lXgU in inscriptions, as +lUgUn in Manichaean ones. Examples for the latter are tänhï üç tänhïlärïgïn ... kïlïr (M III 31,21, nr. 13II r2) ‘The ... god comes with the three gods’, and tänhïlär söz+in+lïgïn yïkkä sïnïşgâlï kïltï (Xw 2) ‘with the word of the gods he came to fight the demon’. In anïg kïlïnïlïg šïmïlïgïn beš törlïg yâklïlïgïn sïnïşdi (Xw 4-5) ‘He fought with the evil-doing devil and with the five classes of demons’ and ot tänhï sön yâklïgïn sïnïşïp (Xw 74) ‘the god
of fire fought with the demon a long time ago\(^{575}\) the comitative is also reciprocal in content. In BQ E33 we have iniligü ‘together with a younger brother’, in BQ E41 eki üç kišiligü tāzip bardā ‘he fled with two or three persons’.

4.1112. The similative

The similative in +lAyU, common in Orkhon Turkic, Uygur and Qarakhanid with nouns in all semantic domains and with pronouns, signifies ‘like, similar to, as if’. Its use appears to have been mainly adverbial, in accordance with its origin as a converb form (+lA+yU). The common Orkhon Turkic expression oplayu tāg- ‘to attack like a threshing ox’ already has this case suffix. The form is discussed, with numerous examples, in OTWF 406-9. Cf. further yultuz+layu tizîmiš ‘arranged in a row like stars’ (Ht III 532), sâkiz yînjak barça kizâclayû čokrâdû (Ht VII 816) ‘The four corners of the earth boiled like a pot’ or the adnominal instance yul+layu bay ‘rich as a fountain’ (Ht VIII 177). munîlayu signifies ‘thus’, whereas anîlayu ok (with ok in all examples known to me) has a more sentence-adverbial function. The similative was in competition with the postposition tāg and with the case suffix +čA when used with similative meaning (rather rare in Old Turkic).

4.12. Complex nominal phrases

Old Turkic complex nominal phrases are practically always syntactical constructions with one nominal phrase as head and another one as satellite. It is quite rare for them to become one word; such an instance is āt’öz ‘body’, in Semitic scripts always spelled without space between its parts (āt ‘flesh’ and öz ‘essence; self’) but with an alef before the rounded vowel. Three instances in BuddhKat (Tibetan script) and nine instances in TT VIII and Maue 1996 (Brāhmī) spelled ātūz show that it was treated as one word: In non-first syllables of words, /o ö/ appear only if the preceding syllable is also /o/ or /ö/ or if the word ends in a /k/ immediately following upon the vowel in question. (There are, on the other hand, 24 Brāhmī instances where it does show ö in the second syllable.) künt(ā)ṇri is, e.g., spelled as one word in TT X 288; it denotes the ‘sun’, not necessarily as a deity. yer suv, literally ‘land [and] water’ signifies ‘country’; we find the two words spelled as one in TT X

\(^{575}\) A further, fragmentary instance of this phrase appears in Xw 9.
Proper names formed with the element *xan* ‘ruler’ are discussed in OTWF 76-7.

There is a variety of complex nominal phrases; we here group them according to whether their satellite is possessive, descriptive, deictic or quantifying. Descriptive satellites specify the meaning of the head. The difference between deictic and possessive ones should become sufficiently clear when considering pronominal satellites: *ol* is deictic, its genitive *anîy* possessive. Descriptive, deictic and quantifying satellites are not, as such, NPs, and do not establish any reference relationship distinct from that of their head; possessive satellites, on the other hand, do establish a reference relationship of their own, unless they are sortal (generic in a sense, in which case they in fact describe the kernel). Any morphology relating to the syntactic use to which the nominal phrase as a whole is put is borne by the head and not the satellite; such morphology will be disregarded in this section.

4.121. Nominal phrases with possessive satellite

What is commonly termed as ‘possession’ is often expressed with both the possessive suffix on the head and the genitive of the satellite: Pronominal examples are *mânînî sîüm* (ŠU S9) ‘my army’, *mânînî yutuzum* (M I 52) ‘my wife’ or *biznînî üzütûmûüz* ‘our souls’ (Xw 8). In the last instance the phrase is an apposition to ‘the fivefold god who is the son of Hormuzta’; the identity of this god with *our* soul is indeed something to be stressed.

Nominals can, in addition, be qualified by a demonstrative (as in Italian, unlike English, French or German), e.g. *bo biznînî âmgâkimiz* ‘this suffering of ours’ (TT X 68); or by an adjective. An adjective need not follow the genitive of the personal pronoun but can also precede it, as *amrak mânînî oglum* ‘my dear son’ (DPAMPb 1024), *k(a)mug mânînî sürügûm* (BT V 941-2) ‘my whole herd’, *yavaş mânînî ộgüçûm* (BT XIII 12,111) ‘my dear gentle mother’. *altunlug kürekarnînî ârdnilig torani* ‘the jewel net of the golden temple’ and *satîgçênnînî ödi ärigi* ‘the merchant’s advice’ are instances with nominal satellite. When a nominal satellite refers to a person other than the third, the possessive suffix of the head is also of that person, e.g. *män xwentsonu sîkî* ‘my, Xuanzang’s, powers’ or *män kîtay kayanîm* (SUK Mi3,2) ‘my, Kîtay-kaya’s ... Chinese servant’.

For an example like *tonnu sîkî* ‘clothes’ louse’ (M I 8,14) the context makes it clear that clothes and louse are generic: In Old Turkic it does

---

576 This ms. may have been particularly prone to such spellings or its editor may have been especially sensitive to them.
not seem to be the case that genitive satellites are specific while non-adjectival satellites in the nominative are generic (as we know it e.g. from modern Turkish).

Text organisation can get other parts of a sentence intervene between a genitive and its head; thus in the following example (TT X 104-106), where yäk+niŋ ‘the demon’s’ is a satellite of küč+ın ‘his power (acc.)’:

In ol yäkniŋ üstün täyri altın yalııkta kim ärösür küčin tıldacë yok ‘There is nobody, neither among the gods above nor among humans below, who restrains the power of that demon’ the demon is the topic. There is no justification for the view expressed by Gabain in her note to the passage that this is an instance of “ęntürkische Wortfolge”.

In instances as the following the head has the 3rd person possessive suffix but the satellite is unmarked: kelän käyik muyuži (TT I 42) ‘the horn of a unicorn’, täyri yeri ‘divine land’, xan süsi ‘the royal army’, kögmän irintä ‘north of the Sayan (range)’, burxanlar tangaşı ‘the seal (i.e. the last) of the Buddhas’, beš täyri yarokï ‘the light of the fivefold god’, nom kutï ‘the holy doctrine’, sansar ämgäki (U II 81,68) ‘the sufferings of sansâra’, Orkhon Turkic köl tegin atisï (yollug tegin) ‘(Y.T.,) the nephew of K. tegin’. Plural satellites need not be in the genitive either:

täyrilär sözinlügün (Xw 2) ‘with the word of the gods’; täyrilär ordolarï titräyür ‘the palaces of the gods are trembling’. Another instance where both head and satellite are in the plural (the head being marked by possessive suffix) is bo yagïlar kïzlarïn ... bïþï käsip (MaitrH Y 211) ‘cutting up (the bodies of) these daughters of enemies’. Even satellites shown to be definite by having possessive suffixes do not have to be in the genitive, e.g. oglum savï (KP 63,2) ‘news from my son’ or ïzïm bälgüsi (Ht III 318) ‘the mark of my footprint’. These contents are not, of course, very well described with the label ‘possessive’, since no possession is involved.

In some cases, what looks like this construction may be one nominal phrase only at first sight; the following sentence could instead be an instance of the ‘double subject construction’ (discussed in section 4.4): antag antag yertä bir köl suvï sugulup on miŋ baliklar künkä köyüp ...

(Suv 603,11) could signify ‘what happened to a lake in some particular place was that its waters got drained and 10,000 fish got burned by the sun’. The relationship between bir köl and suvı would then be not one of government within a single nominal phrase but one of apposition; bir köl might have been mentioned as topic while suvı would be the actual subject of sugul-.

Relatively rarely the attribute stands in the genitive although the head has no possessive suffix. This happens in the inscriptions (e.g. məniŋ âr
‘my men’; Yegän Silig bägiŋ kädîli torg at ‘the harnessed bay horse of S. bäg, the khan’s nephew’ in KT E33), most often in lamaistic texts of the 14th century. Further examples are sâniŋ alîmî är köldî ‘Your creditor came’ (UigBrief D 6, a personal letter) and biziŋ beś yîz ärän ‘our 500 men’ (KP 53,4-6). In instances in Classical Uygur, the satellite is often a highly honored person or entity; e.g.: eligîmiz kütînî idok y(a)r(lî)g üzä (Ht VIII 58) ‘by the holy order of his majesty our king’ or t(a)ņi burxannâŋ bir p(a)daƙça tâŋîl nom (U III 29,16-17) ‘as (little as) one verse from the divine Buddha’s teaching’. In Manichaean texts: t(a)ņ[rim], m(a)n sîziŋ yuluzu[g] körüp kololap ... (M III nr.13 ṣ7) ‘My lord, I have viewed and observed your star ...’; sîziŋ üdrülmiš frištilîr ‘your chosen messengers’; sîz tîdîmîn xanlînî tîz yîltîzda siz (Wettkampf 49) ‘You are from the root of crowned kings’. Two hymn titles, vam vâyînuŋ baš ‘the hymn of the god Vam’ and b(a)ŋ roš(a)n zaw(a)r žîrîfînî bâsta ‘the hymn to god, light, power and wisdom’ (M II 9 and 10 respectively) show the same structure.

Sometimes heads appear without possessive suffix and attributes in the nominative although the relationship is neither appositional nor adjectival, as in balîk kapagda olor- (KP 64,7) ‘to sit at the city gate’ or beś ažun tînlîgîr ‘the beings of the five existences’. Kün orto ‘noon’ would seem to be of the same type, as its literal meaning is ‘the middle of the day’.

There is an adnominal partitive locative with referential satellite, as in ol yâklârdä ulûgü (ManUigFrag r5) ‘the leader of those demons’.

As a rule, the genitive precedes its head; this was the case in all the examples quoted. An occasional exception occurs e.g. in Windgott, which has âkintî / ücînî / tîrînî / beśînî ârdîm(i) sâvinî 577 yel tâŋîr kîciŋînî ‘the second / third / fourth / fifth virtue and joy of the power of the wind god’ as titles of text sections. The text is a translation from Parthian and the translator clearly copied the word order of his source, in which all the corresponding phrases follow their head as well. Making the genitives precede would have pushed the ordinals out of the prominent first position.

4.122. Nominal phrases with descriptive satellite
When satellites do not refer to a possessor, do not quantify and are not deictic they describe the head. When neither the satellite nor the head have any morphology, the satellite is most often an adjective, as in

577 There are some lacunas in the text but it is also clear that there is an intended stylistic variation, the possessive suffix being either present on both terms, present only on the second (making that an instance of group inflexion) or absent on both.
Orkhon Turkic *yīṃšak agī* ‘soft textile’. Heads can also be adjectives governing other terms, e.g. degree adverbs. Further expansions of adjectives have the shape *-gAll učuz* ‘easy to ...’ and *-gAll tōgimilig* ‘worthy of ...’, where they govern the supine; examples for this construction are mentioned in section 4.23.

In a case like *beš yüz tämir talkuklar* (U III 47,8) ‘500 iron pegs’ the attribute is the name of some material, like ‘iron’ or ‘wood’. Such attributes have at least some adjective characteristics; cf. German ‘eisern’, French ‘en fer’.

In other instances the attribute is a proper name, e.g. *orkon ögüz* ‘the Orkhon river’, *ram ay*, the name of a month, or *kögmän tag* ‘the Sayan mountain (range)’; or the whole phrase is a proper name, as *yel tāyri* ‘the Wind God’, *suk yāk* ‘the Demon of Greed’. The attribute in *takïgu yīl* ‘the year of the hen’ is a proper name in a sense, as no real hen was probably denoted: To the Old Turks, the association of years with particular animals was presumably already arbitrary.

*kulum kūnīm bodun* ‘the nation (consisting of) my male and female slaves’ (ŠU S9) and *köl tēgīn atīsī yollug tēgīn* ‘Yollug tēgīn, the nephew of Köl tēgīn’ (KT SE) are instances of apposition; the satellite here refers to the same entity as its head, unlike possessive satellites: *kulum kūnīm* and *bodun*, *köl tēgīn atīsī* and *yollug tēgīn* are coreferential. With *kedin [ānāt]kāk yerintā* (Ht VIII 11) we know only because of the context that we should not translate it as ‘in the country of western India’ but as ‘in the west (as seen from China, where the text was written), in India’. Note that ‘in the west’ is not *kēdintā*, the locative suffix being applied only once, after the second element: It turns out that apposition applies group inflexion to noun phrases as well. Appositions can also follow the head, e.g. *yaşovatī kunçuylar ārdinisi* (Maitr 51r31) ‘Yaşovaftī, the jewel of ladies’ with a metaphorical phrase. *yegādmāk utmak bolzun maŋa agdōk kari petkāči mar išoyazd maxistak üzā* ‘May I, the worthless old scribe, attain everlasting life through his holiness the maxistak Išoyazd’ (MI 28,19) shows an apposition in the nominative, *agdōk kari petkāči*, to *maŋa*, a pronoun in the dative case. Even a whole clause can be an apposition, e.g. the one with *ārtōkin* as head in apposition to *muni* in the following instance: *muni körüp bodisatv, montag osoglug ārtōkin*, ... *ārtinju korkdī sezinti* (Suv 630,10) ‘He saw this, the bodhisattva, i.e. that this was the situation, and became exceedingly frightened ... and worried.’

The most elaborate descriptive satellites are the adnominal relative clauses; these are described in section 4.61 and its subsections.
A further way to link nominals is for the satellite to get the suffix +lXg with no suffix on the head. Such instances can be classified into two main groups: Either the two nominals have two distinct referents or they refer to the same entity. In a first type, the content of the satellite can be said to be ‘at’ the content of the head, or the latter to ‘have’ the former; e.g. didimlïg bašlar ‘crowned heads’ (Maitr) or, with inalienable possession, azïglïg toŋuz ‘a tusked boar’ (KČ 18); in principle, +lXg has no content of its own but merely serves subordinate concatenation. The satellite often has a further qualification, as altun öňliŋ ... sìgın (U IV C58) ‘a golden-coloured deer’, sukançïg tözlïg nom (BT I D 197) ‘a pleasant-natured doctrine’ or, with a nouny qualifier, urï oglanlïg ävïićï (Heilk II 2,65) ‘a woman with male offspring’. The satellite can also be a verbal abstract whose subject is the head, as in yavlak sakïnþlïg räksas (U IV A66) ‘an evil-thinking räksasa’; the räksasa (a female demon) is here doing the thinking (sakïn-).

Some +lXg forms specify the material of which the referent of the head is made; altunlug kürekar ‘golden temple’, altunlug lenxwa (BuddhStab II 23) or tämirlïg tag (U II 25,26) ‘iron mountain’ consist wholly of gold and iron respectively; such satellites appeared also without +lXg (cf. tämir talkukler quoted above). In t(ä)ŋri kïzlarïlïg terïn kuurg (U II 30,29), the ‘gathering’ (terïn kuurg) is made up of ‘divine maidens’ (täŋri kïzlarï). This is the second general type of +lXg construction, and it is found only in Uygur.

Sometimes the head is a borrowed element while the satellite is original Turkic, as in takšutlug šloklar (BT I A2 40) ‘verse gãthas’ or bodisatavniŋ kalmïs sìniŋlïg šariri (Suv 627,16) ‘the remaining bone relics of the bodhisattva’: Here the verse and the šlokas, the bones and the relics are identical and coreferential, though their respective denominatees may be different; the words may, however, also have been felt as mere translations of each other.

The following are relatively short examples of metaphorical +lXg, also found only in Uygur: keniŋä burxan kutïnliŋ kõlök üzä nirvanlïg konokluktä konar (Pfahl I 8) ‘In the end he will settle in the resting place that is nirvâna (which he will reach) with the vehicle that is Buddhadom’; dyan sakïnçïg y(i)ti kïliŋ köŋüllïg elïgtä kïrsär tutulsar (UigBlock 30-31) ‘if the sword – i.e. meditation – enters the hand – i.e. the heart – and stays there, …’: In each of these cases, the head is the metaphor for the satellite. In sansarïlïg tägzînc ‘the sãmsâra-whirlpool’ the whirlpool serves as metaphor for the manner in which souls are, according to Buddhist doctrine, whirled around among the various this-
and otherworldly ways of existence. Buddhist Uygur literature shows numerous and often quite involved examples of extended metaphors which make use of +IXg. OTWF § 2.91 has more details on this formative; the uses listed above are the syntactic ones.

The relationship between kan and ögüz in tînîqlârîg ölürür, târisîn soyar, kan ögüz akîtar (KP 2,4) ‘They kill living beings, flay their skin and spill rivers of blood’ can be called metaphorical quantification.

Then there is the Old Turkic bahuvrîhi construction, where the satellite itself is a nominal clause whose topic includes reference to the head. Here is an example, where köz, the topic of the satellite clause közi yarok ‘his eye is bright’ has the possessive suffix to refer to idoklar ‘the saints’: közi yarok idoklarka bargîl yakîn (ETŞ 12,18, verse) ‘Go close to the bright eyed saints.’ Such complex attributes can also be used predicatively; e.g. sav+i süzük and könl+î katîg in savî süzük köngûli katîg tetmiî siz (Ht VII 2128) ‘You are said to be clear of discourse and firm of heart’, or könl+î ögrünçüülîg ‘joyed of heart’ in ol ôdun yangi w(o)rm(î)zt bo savd[a] ötrü köngûli ögrünçüülîg bolmadî (Wettkampf 73) ‘Then the valiant Wormïzt no longer enjoyed this matter’. In the following sentence (Warnke 434-439) three bahuvrîhis alternate with +IXg and adjective satellites: ayayu tutdaçîlar uzun yaş+îlg bolgu ärip încîp yana öz+i kîsga bolmîslârî közûnîr; yavîz y(a)vlak [ölt]tîçî etitiçî kîsilâr kîsga yaş+îlg bolgu ârip öz+i uzun bolmîslârî közûnîr; arîg süzük könl+i yîğîgîlîg [kişi]lîr ârînjü bay barîm+îlg bolgu ärip încîp yana çîgay [...]g+îlg bolmîslârî közûnîr ‘Those who care about honour should have long lives but in fact their lives turn out to be short; evil and murderous persons should have short lives but it turns out that their lives are long; people who are pure and serious should be very rich but instead they turn out to be poor’. The bahuvrîhi construction helps underline the contrast between kîsga, the predicate of the first sentence, and uzun, the predicate of the second. See Erdal 1998b for further thoughts on this.

Local expressions ending in +dXn or +rA appear in adnominal use, e.g. ikidîn âyâgûsîntâ ‘from his ribs on both sides’ (DKPAMPb 207), taštîn ilinçüükä în- (KP 5,4) ‘to go out for a pleasure outing’ (from iki ‘two’ and tašt ‘outside’ respectively) or asra mansîz sakînîlär ‘humble unassuming thoughts’ (TT II,2 68). Other local and temporal constructions are made adnominal by +kI, as elaborated upon in section 3.126; e.g. yazkî ârümiş yuka buz (Ht VII 731) ‘the thin melted ice of spring’. A partitive relationship can be expressed by adding +dA+kI to the satellite and having birisi ‘one of them’ or some other head with a possessive suffix; e.g. inmelun şastr ârsâr încîp samtso açarî ävirmiîş
änätkäkä bitiglärđäki birisi ärür (Ht VIII 29) ‘As for the Yin ming lun šástra, it is one among the Indian writings translated by Xuanzang’; tört buluŋṭakä ädgüsi uyurũ terilipän mänjiläyür (IrQB 28) ‘The best and most capable people among those of the whole world assemble (there) and rejoice’.

It happens that postpositional phrases are used adnominally, e.g. in yugant üdtäki täg ulug hädük ot yalïlnar köüzüñür (MaitrH XX 1r12) ‘There appear fires and flames as big and tall as in the yugänta age’; the phrase yugant üdtäki täg here qualifies either the two adjectives ulug hädük ‘big and tall’ or the noun phrase binome ot yalïlnar ‘fires and flames’. The sentence ada öčü(r)gü üčün sakĩnč ayu berälim (TT VA 75). does not signify ‘Let us tell (you) thoughts so (you) can allay dangers’ but ‘Let us inform you of the meditation (serving) the allayment of dangers’; the postpositional phrase is, again, adnominal, qualifying sakĩnč. This is shown by the context, where other meditations serving different purposes are mentioned. Postpositional phrases are dealt with in section 4.21, where we mention two instances of adnominal birlä phrases (one qualifying an adjective, another a noun). A very special type of construction dealt with there is that around the element ulatĩ, which is used when the head names a set, of which one or more members are to be mentioned attributively: Examples of this can be translated either as ‘my classmates, including (or ‘above all’) John’ or ‘John and my other classmates’; note that, in the second type (where ulatĩ governs the locative and not the nominative) English can not make the ‘classmates’ into the construction’s head. bašlap (e.g. in Suv 5,8) has a similar function.

Two nominal attributes can be linked by är-ip, a converb of the copula; e.g. aglak ärip köŋülkä yaraşi oron (BT VII A361) ‘a solitary place which is beneficial to the heart’; särmälip akar svulug ärip säp säm aglakta (UigStab A10) ‘in an absolutely isolated place with pure flowing water’; utpal önľüğ ärip iki kollug, ön eligintä vačür tutdači ... ulug küčlug maxakalaka yükünür biz (BT XIII 25,15) ‘We bow to mighty Mahäkäla, lotus coloured, two armed, holding the vajra in his right hand ...’. There are further examples for this in UW 408-9, §36 of the entry for är-.578 None of the instances are pre-classical.

Consider finally the noun phrase bökün bar yaran yok baksiz mänjüsüz ät’öz ‘the fickle and transient body which is here today and gone

578 Röhrlborn writes “zur Trennung von komplexen Attributen ... ungleicher innerer Struktur,” but the attributes in the last mentioned example are identical in structure. The UW translates särmälip of the UigStab A10 example (there quoted as “UigStab 117 o. 10) as “reinigend” but särmäl- is ‘to get strained’, hence ‘purified, limpid’.
tomorrow’ (r12 in Gedank): The attributes bö+kün bar and yaran yok show the predicates bar ‘existent’ and yok ‘non-existent’ used attributively and accompanied by temporal adverbs and thus come close to being verbless relative clauses (cf. their translation).

4.123. Nominal phrases with deictic satellite

Beside their pronominal function, the demonstratives bo and ol are also common as (‘pro-adjectival’) satellites, and then do not get inflected for case or number: There is no satellite concord in Old Turkic.\(^{579}\)

When a noun is accompanied by both a demonstrative and one or more adjectives, the demonstrative normally precedes the adjective or the adnominal noun. The inverse order is, however, possible, as in umugsuz ğnagsız bo tînlîqlar ‘these hopeless and destitute creatures’ (U II 4,7, in a rather early text), aklançığ utun bo sansar (BT III 902, a quite late source) ‘this repulsive and shameless samṣâra’ or (perhaps by poetic licence, for the sake of the rote-rhyme) ağıg gadrakud ol tagta (BT XIII 7,1) ‘on that pure Grdhrakûta mountain’.

Interrogative-indefinite pronouns are also used attributively, both in their interrogative and their indefinite uses. Here is an example for indefinite nā used in a correlative pair: nā ymä taštîn sînârki bâlgîlîrîg nā ymä içîn sînârki [bâlgîlîrîg] adruk adruk tüllîrîg koduru kololasar (MaitrH XI 3r29-30) ‘if one meticulously examines any external or internal signs (there may be) as well as the different dreams’. Indefinite kač and kayu can also serve adnominally.

The reflexive pronouns käntü and öz appear in adnominal use both in their nominative and their genitive forms and then signify ‘own’; examples for this are quoted in section 3.133. Where Orkhon Turkic has attributive käntü to show that the head is assigned (‘belongs’) to the sentence topic, Uygur uses öz instead. A further way to rhematise possession is through the genitives of personal and demonstrative pronouns (sometimes combined with öz). Attributive demonstratives and possessive pronouns can be used together in one noun phrase, as in mânî ol kaŋêm xan ‘that father of mine, the king’ (KP 16,1).

4.124. Nominal phrases with quantifying satellite

Numerals are joined to their head without marker, e.g. eki şad (BQ E 21) ‘two shads (a title)’; but names used for referring to tribal confederations such as Üç Karlok, Tokuz Tatar or Sâkiz Oguz are not normal quantifications unless shortened from üc (karlok bodun) ‘the

\(^{579}\) There appears to be a single exception in bolar yalı̇jkılar ‘these persons’ (Fedakâr 239); the language of the mss. in Sogdian script is aberrant in other ways as well.
three Karlok peoples’ > (üç karlok) bodun ‘the Three Karlok people’. Numerals demand no number agreement in that heads do not have to be in the plural, e.g. üç otuz balïk (Tuñ 19) ‘23 cities’. In Uygur, however, it is not rare to find the plural suffix in nouns accompanied by number words, often when referring to well-known and closed groups; e.g. ol üç yäklärig anx(a)rw(a)z(a)nta badï (M I 19,1) ‘He bound those three demons to the zodiac’; on mï yi balïklar (Suv 603,11) ‘10,000 fish’; sâkiz tümän tört mï yol balïklar ‘84000 ... towns’; altï kizlarig bulun alîp ‘taking six girls as prisoners’ (MaitrH Y 204). \[ka\]tïg tïgrak bürtgäli yümşak iki ämigläri (TT X 445) ‘her two breasts, firm (but) soft to touch’ shows a numeral following other attributes.

Zieme 1969: 97 put together the material for the appearance of +lAr with nouns in Manichæan texts, when these nouns are qualified by numerals or by the quantity words kamag, kop and alku all signifying ‘all’, by üküš ‘many’ or by amari ‘a few, some, a part’. It turns out that, in the sources reviewed, the vast majority of nouns referring to humans or to mythological beings (with the exception of beš täñri, which signifies ‘the fivefold god’ and not ‘five gods’ in Manichæan mythology) have +lAr when quantified. When these elements qualify nominals referring to other entities, these do not, in those texts, normally get the suffix +lAr. On the other hand the singular is by no means excluded with the first group and the plural not at all excluded with the second. More work clearly needs to be done on this matter.580

In alku bizni barça utup yegädip (U IV A 266) ‘surpassing all of us’ the head is a personal pronoun: ‘allness’ is here expressed both by alku and barça, but alku is attributive to biz while barça is predicative. In ani alku ökinür biz (TT IV A76) ‘We repent all of that’ the head is a demonstrative, if I understand it correctly to be qualified by alku.

A further quantifying adnominal construction, described in OTWF section 3.106, uses deverbal nouns in -(X)m: är turumî suv (DLT) ‘water the depth of a standing man’ from tur- ‘to stand’ is construed just like süñüg batimî kar (KT E 35 and BQ E 26) ‘lance-deep snow’ from bat- ‘to go under’. yüz çiğin uzunî ğaç (DkpAmpb 1345) ‘a plank which is a hundred feet long’ shows that lexemes other than -(X)m forms were also possible in the construction described there.

We have Orkhon Turkic examples for the addition of approximative +çA to adnominal numerals, öligçä är ‘about 50 men’ in Tuñ 42 and

580 Predicative nominals are generally not put into the plural even when referring to humans, as ol kizlar kapagî bir tep tedi. ... kapagî bir kirikin bir tedilär (KP 41,5-42,6) ‘Those girls said “We are doorkeepers.” ... They said “We are female doorkeeper servants.”’
yüzçä ārin ‘with approximately 100 men’ in BQ E37. Cf. further eki üč kišiligü ‘with 2 or 3 people’ in BQ E41 and eki üč biŋ sîmîz (Tuñ 14) ‘our two to three thousand soldiers’. In bökînîkîčä uzun (BT V 148) ‘long as on this day’ we find an equative form (see section 3.126 for what precedes the equative suffix) qualifying an adjective.581

In sän ölürmišçä tînlîglar ‘as many creatures as you have killed’ (Suv 15,18), bo bişurmîşçä âtlârîg ... yeŋlär (BT XIII 3,53) ‘eat (pl.) up this cooked meat’, akmîşçä kantarîn yalgayur (BT XIII 3,75) ‘She licks up the blood which comes out’ and bulmışçä sudurlarîg şastarlarîg idok yarlîg üzä aktarû ärür biz (Ht VII 1021) ‘By holy (i.e. imperial) order we are translating as many sûtras and şastras as we can find’ the adnominal quantifying equative subordinates a headless relative clause of the type discussed in section 4.622. Attributive -gU+êA expresses accordance, degree or limit: yakişî urî körgüçä yer (TT X 512) ‘a place for the yakşâ boy to see (what was happening)’, ârîajîk uçîn sanëgûcan yer oron (MaitrH XV 2r8) ‘a place the size of a hole (sanç- ‘to pierce’) one would make by the tip of one’s finger’ or nâçîı taplasar, tûkâgüçä tavar algîl (U III 47,19) ‘Take as much goods as you wish to the degree of using them up’; there is another instance of tûkâgüçä in KP 4,1-4.

4.2. Adjunct phrases

Adjunct phrases are distinguished from adjuncts in that the latter are a cluster of parts of speech comprising adverbs, postpositions, conjunctions and particles, whereas the former are sentence parts defined by their syntactic function. Adverbs (discussed in section 3.31) are the part of speech whose task it is to serve as adjunct; adverbs can therefore serve as adjunct phrases as nouns can serve as nominal phrases. Postpositions, on the other hand, are, as such, heads of adjunct phrases; a number of them can be used as adverbs by themselves and some postpositional phrases can serve as satellites in nominal phrases. As postpositions they cannot be adjunct phrases by themselves. Relational nouns, again, can be used by themselves as adjunct phrases only inasmuch as they can also be used as postpositions (as happens with ara ‘intervening stretch’) and can dispense with possessive

581 I take the form sukïgînčä in ârîajîk sukïgînčä üdîtä (Maitr 197v12 and elsewhere) ‘in the time it takes to snap one’s finger’, i.e. ‘in a moment’ not to consist of the -gİnêA gerund of sukî- but to have been formed by transparently adding the possessive and equative suffix to sukî-g. -gİnêA was apparently created in the same way (cf. section 3.286) but was clearly already fused in the earliest texts.
suffixes. Noun phrases in some case forms, e.g. the instrumental, also often serve as adjunct phrases.

Adjunct phrases must be distinguished also from adjunct clauses, discussed in section 4.63 (and subsections). The phrases in the construction found in "änjitä ät’özin ‘with bowing body’, külčirä yüzün ‘with smiling face’, titräyü ünin ‘with a shaking voice’, yašru köjlin ‘with secret intentions’, titräyü or kamšayu ät’özin ‘with a shaking body’, tālmirä közin ‘with languishing eyes’, tika kulgakïn ‘with cocked ears’ or yinčürï töpön yükün- ‘to do obeisance’ seem to me to be adjunct phrases by form but adjunct clauses by meaning: They always have a body part, the body as a whole or an abstract inalienable entity in the instrumental case as kernel and a vowel converb referring to the activity in which that body part etc. is involved used adnominally; what is expressed is, however, something carried out in conjunction with the main activity. See OTWF p.770, note 506 for references to the passages where these phrases are found.

There are a number of adjunct phrases in the sentence näčädä temin öğlänip ötrö äilglärin örö köttürüp ulug ünin ulüdïlar (Suv 619,18-20) ‘At some stage, a short while after that they regained their senses, they raised their hands and wailed loudly’. näčädä is a temporal indefinite pronoun, temin and ötrö are temporal adverbs but ötrö also serves as postposition, örö describes the direction of movement in space and the instrumental case form of the phrase ulug ün ‘large voice’ describes manner; ötrö and örö are petrified converbs. äilglärin örö köttürüp might be an adjunct clause (see section 4.631).

Converbs themselves should, of course, also be defined as adjunct phrases when they are not adjunct clauses. Take the sentence t(à)prinîñ ulug küçülg sarşıög arvišï ol yäkig [b]asa tutar (M III nr.3 r 13-14) ‘The great strong and terrible spell of the god … holds down that demon’. bas-a582 ‘pressing’, here translated as ‘down’, merely qualifies the verb and must be considered to be part of the single main clause; the two verbs describe one and the same action.

The following two sentences (MaitrH XX 1r2 and 10 respectively) show various types of adjuncts which are syntagms and not single adverbial lexemes, qualify the action and do not represent entities participating in it: yer suvlar suv üzäki kemi osoglug altï törülg tärpräyür kamšayurlar ‘The worlds shake and rock in six ways, like a ship on water’; kuvrag yıgilmişta ken turum ara tördin yığak ulug tigi çogi ün kügü eštîlür ‘After the congregation assembles, suddenly a big

582 Not to be confused with the similarly formed adverb – postposition – relational noun, which has a different meaning.
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sound and noise is heard from four directions’. There is, first, the noun phrase altï törlüg ‘of six types’ unmarked for case, which might also qualify nominal heads but is here used adverbially. Then there are the four phrases suv üzäki kemi osoglug, kuvrag yiğîmîsta ken, törtdin yiğak and turum ara, of the type which has been called exocentric, which cannot be used for reference to arguments of propositions. The first of these phrases describes the manner in which the event referred to takes place, as does altï törlüg. törttin yiğak describes the source from which the sounds referred to in the second sentence are heard, the four points of the compass in fact being understandable as ‘all directions’. yiğak is, in fact, a noun; it is so used e.g. in ozgu kutrulgu yol yiğakîg ol nomta äšidip … (Pothi 63), where ozgu kutrulgu yol yiğak is ‘the way to salvation’. Cf. the definition tört yiğak tört buluň sâkiz yiğak bolur (TT V A 62) ‘The four directions and the four corners make the eight cardinal points’. The use of yiğak in törttin yiğak is very similar to that of the postposition sînär dealt with below, which also has nominal uses. kuvrag yiğîmîsta ken and turum ara are temporal expressions, the first specifying the point in time in which the main event takes place, the second its (short) duration. turum ara is a set phrase signifying ‘immediately, on the spot’, documented in UW 172 b under ara, § B e; it could therefore be listed in the lexicon as a unit, if Uygur has no instances of turum except in this phrase (but cf. turum ‘height while standing’ in the DLT). The phrase does, nevertheless, have a transparent structure, ara ‘between, among’ being in Old Turkic primarily used as a postposition. It is, however, also used as an adverb in the phrases icin ara biliš- ‘to be acquainted with each other’, ara tur- and ara kir-, both ‘to intercede’,\(^{583}\) and as a relational noun e.g. in U III 13,7-9: ı)a(yi) yultuzlar arasında ay [tilgäni] nätäg çögług yalînl(i)g közünür ārsär ançulayu ymä elig bäg olarînîg arasînta çögług yalînl(i)g közüntî ‘The king appeared among them brilliant and resplendent as the moon appears brilliant and resplendent among the stars’. The postposition ken ‘after’, which we find in the phrase kuvrag yiğîmîsta ken, can also be used as an adverb signifying ‘afterwards’; similarly the postposition birlä ‘with’, which then has the meaning ‘together’. The internal structure of kuvrag yiğîmîsta ken is that of a postpositional phrase; as shown by the translation ‘after the congregation assembles’, it can, however, also be considered a clause equivalent: Thus if -mIštA ken is classified as a complex gerund suffix; adjunct clauses are discussed in section 4.63 below. The two sentences we looked at show

\(^{583}\) ‘Interceding for each other’ is ara kiriš-, to be bracketed as (ara kir-)-iš-. All these phrases are documented in UW 171a under ara (I) § A, c.
a variety of adjunct phrases and some of the uses to which they are put; they also reveal some of the definition problems to be encountered in trying to describe them.

Many elements have a number of syntactic functions. *adın* ‘different’, below presented as a postposition, could also be regarded as an adjective in all its uses, since its government of nouns follows from its content. The postposition *öni* is also used adnominally, in the meaning ‘various’; *[isig] özün[güz]lärni (?)* *öni* kapıp eltgäy (U III 14,4) ‘he will snatch away your lives’ shows *öni* in adverbial use. *basa basa* is used adverbially, and then signifies ‘gradually’ or (in MaitrH XV Nachtr 1r14) ‘continuously’. The overlap between postpositions and relational nouns, which also exists, is documented in section 4.22. Some elements have all three functions, e.g. *ara* discussed above or *tägrä* ‘around’: *tägrä tolī* is used adverbially in expressions such as *tägrä tolī* tägzinür (Xw 48) ‘they revolve round and round’ or *tägrä tolī* tururlar ärdilär (KP 71,4) ‘They were standing round him’; there is an adverbial *tägrä* in *yagümž* *tägrä* očok *tág* ärți (Tuñ 8) ‘Our enemies were all around (us) like an oven (and we were in the middle like food)’. Instances of the bare stem *tägrä* governing nominals in the nominative are mentioned below; finally we have *tägrä* as auxiliary nominal, e.g. in *tänri burxan* *tägräsindä* (TT X 349-50). The only thing *tägrä* apparently cannot do is to be used adnominally; for that it receives the converter +*kI*, as in *känt* *tägräki* bodun bokun (TT X 51) ‘the population in the town’s suburbs’ or, with zero government as in the Tuñ example just quoted, *tägräki* tapığcilär (U II 22,2) ‘the servants surrounding (her)’. In *tägräki* birlä yüküntäçilär (Ht III 942) ‘those praying with (him) who were around (him)’ both *tägrä* and *birlä* get the same governed entity from the context.

Adjunct clauses are, in section 4.63, classified according to meaning. We could have done this also with adjunct phrases and dealt with phrases referring to place, time, circumstance, manner, comparison, aim, participant structure, source or means. Had we done that, we would (as done with the clauses) have had to mention elements such as *tägrä* ‘around; concerning’ or *üzä* ‘above’ vs. agentive ‘by’ under more than one heading: one meaning local, the other abstract.

4.21. Postposition constructions

Adjunct phrases are often construed around postpositions (equivalent to prepositions of some other languages but following the nominals which they govern), a limited set of elements which govern nominals though
they are not verbs. I have called nouns which similarly form adjunct phrases by governing noun phrases relational nouns; these are dealt with in the next section. Proper postpositions are much more similar to adverbs than to nominals in lacking inflexion; when not governing noun phrases they function as adverbs.

Postpositional constructions normally qualify verbs; they can, however, also qualify adjectives or nouns: In kök kalık birlä tāŋ tūz (UigTot 1378) ‘equal to the sky’ a postpositional phrase is governed by an adjectival binome, as English equal governs a prepositional phrase in the translation. In maŋa tāŋlig kiši ‘a person like me’ (TT X 499) a postpositional phrase qualifies a noun. Another difference between these two expressions is that tāŋ tūz opens a slot for a birlä phrase in the same sense that the cooperative-reciprocal opens a slot for a birlä phrase.

Most of the postpositions govern the nominative (i.e. stem) form of nominals. These are tāg ‘like, as’, birlä ‘with’ (e.g. Xormuzta tāŋri bēš tāŋri birlä ... kälti ‘The god Ohrmizd came with the fivefold god’ in Xw 2; inscriptional tatar birlä tokı- ‘to clash with the Mongols’), üčūn ‘for; because of’ (e.g. nā üčūn ‘why; what for’, bursañ kuwrag üčūn ‘for the congregation’ in Maitr 71v27), utru (e.g. Xilimbï yāk utru bardī ‘He advanced against the demon Hiḏimba’ in U II 26,17), tōni ‘during’ (examples in Zieme 1992) and tapa ‘towards’ (e.g. tāŋri elig tapa ‘towards the divine ruler’ in M III nr.27 r1). Very many examples of ara ‘between, among, mutual’ are listed and partly quoted in UW 170-172, which we therefore need not do here. ikīn ara is in fact often used as ara by itself, e.g. in yig aš ornī bīšag [a]š ornī ikīn ara ‘between the place of raw food and of digested food’ (MaitrH XV Nachtr 4r24) or ikīn

584 Old Turkic postpositions do not govern adverbs or adverb equivalents; ‘as before’ is therefore öŋrāki tāg (BT XIII 8,10-12), not ‘öŋrā tāg’.
585 And its Oguz counterpart kepi mentioned in the DLT (fol.471 korum kepi ‘like a boulder’, 243 kušlar kepi ‘like birds’ etc.), < kep ‘mould’ + possessive suffix.
586 Gabain 1974: 142 (§301) quotes “bariṃɣi üčūn” from Radloff’s edition of the Yenisey inscriptions; Radloff had transcribed this as barmay üčūn (with an A which he did not transcribe following the word üčūn). The passage occurs in E11,3, with Vasill’ev 1983: 20 emending away the g’ (presumably because he was aware that üčūn does not govern nouns without possessive suffix in the accusative form): Both Kormušin 1997: 273 and Kurt Wulff in his unpublished edition of this inscription read b’r’mɡ’ wɛc’w y’l’k’r’w k’k’r’; I accept this especially since the two readings are independent of each other. Understanding the passage is more difficult. Kormušin takes tū to signify ‘kind’ (this meaning being attested several times in Qarakhanid) and thinks that üč tū yilki are three kinds of livestock – horses, cows and sheep. He may be nearly right: The phrase may refer to pack, riding and draught animals such as camels, horses and donkeys (cows and sheep are not yilki). üčūn, at any rate, must here be a misreading.
ämigi ikin ara ‘between her two breasts’ (Mairt 33r21). tägrä is used as a postposition, e.g. in känt tägräki bodun bokun (TT X 51-2) ‘the people around the town’: We find the phrase ätosüm tägrä körsär used in parallel with ig tapa körsär in TT I 219-220, signifying ‘if you examine (the oracle) concerning your body’ and ‘concerning an illness’ respectively; i.e. with the same meaning as tapa. yokaru is normally an adverb, but in TT V A 4-11 we find it to govern nouns in the nominative: tiz yokaru belkä t(ä)gi suv ulug titir ... bel yokaru köküz äginkä tägi ot ulug tetir ... ägin yokaru sač kidigka tägi yel ulug tetir ‘From the knee upwards till the waist (the element) water is said to dominate... From the waist up till the breast and the shoulder fire is said to dominate ... From the shoulder upward till the edge of the hair (the element) wind is considered to dominate’. In t(a)mudan yokaru agdokta (M I 13,15) ‘when they rose up from hell’ yokaru can be considered an adverb. art-ok ‘more’ can, already in Orkhon Turkic, govern the nominative of quantitative terms: yarïkïnta yalmasïnta yüz artok okun urtî (KT E33) ‘(They) hit him by his armour and his cloak with more than a hundred arrows’. Similarly in Uygur sïrïklar kamag m[i]ŋ beš yüz artok, tawçanlar [ku]żatrilär üc yüz artok; ... ičtirtin ünmiš ... iki yüz artok burxan[la]r ... (Ht VII 1111-1114) ‘The ... poles were all in all more than 1500, the sedan chairs and tents more than 300; more than 200 ... Buddha (figures) which had appeared from inside ...’ or bir ay artok açintî (KP 68,2) ‘They took care of him for more than a month’. bir tsun artok (Ht III 975) is ‘more than an inch’. Normally artok is an adverb governing the ablative locative or (e.g. in BT VIII 143) the ablative.

eyin ‘as a result of; according to’ can govern two different case forms with no apparent difference in meaning: We have the nominative in the Manichaean ms. U 122a v4 (edited in Zieme 1969: 198) and TT II,2 26, 27, 35, 46 and 82 (e.g. öpkä bilig eyin ‘as a result of wrath’) and in Buddhist üd eyin (Suv 596,22), ayig törö eyin ävra- (U III 79,4), or tâñri burxan eyin bar- (TT VIII A 17) ‘to follow the divine Buddha’; the phrase köñül eyin ‘to one’s heart’s desire’ is especially common. However, it governs the dative in nizvanïlarka eyin (Pothi 203, also Manichean but later), bo yörükgä eyin bol- (Ht I 188) ‘to accord with this view’, ayig öglilärkä eyin bol- (Suv 101,18) and e.g. in TT VIII A 16, 46, ETŞ 13,24 and 16,43. In TT VI 196 one ms. has ayig kilinč eyin bar- where another writes kilinčeka instead.

kudi governs the nominative in sälänä kudi ‘down the Selenga (river)’ in BQ E37 and ŠU E4, but the locative or (more often) the ablative in the rest of Old Turkic. kudi comes from kud- ‘to pour’ because liquids
move downwards, including the river mentioned in this example. The contexts in question thus show the word in its original function, and we do not know whether it retained its government of the nominative once its use was extended to cover downward movement in general.

täg is the postposition which has the closest juncture with the nouns it governs: It is often spelled together with them (see examples below) and even becomes a case suffix with some pronouns (governing the oblique stem and not the accusative form and following synharmonism). täg and üčün are never used as adverbs nor as relational nouns, and there are some indications that üčün may (like täg) have had phonically close juncture with what it governs in some Yenisey inscriptions.

There are four postpositions formed with +lXg which do not yet appear in insciptional or in Manichaean Turkic: tänilig appears to be exclusively Buddhist while osoglug, yanlıg and tägimlig are in addition found in Qarakhanid Turkic. tänilig, which generally governs the equative, and tägimlig, which governs the dative, are dealt with below. osoglug and yanlıg govern the nominative, e.g. taloy ögüz osoglug ‘similar to the sea’; şinirgälir osoglug kïlin- in U I 41, ‘to behave as if one were to swallow somebody’, nä yanlıg ‘in what way’ both in Uygur (e.g. TT VIII A2) and Qarakhanid. What is peculiar about osoglug and yanlıg is that they also govern the pronominal forms formed with the postposition-turned-case-suffix +tAg, e.g. montag yanlıg ‘in this way’ frequently in the Suv or in BT XIII 13,111, mondag osoglug (TT VIII A37) or nätäg osoglug (U III 57,6). Being practically synonymous with täg, osoglug and yanlıg may have come up to strengthen the meaning of täg and to make it more explicit. Similarly tänilig appears to have emerged because of the need to make quantitative +ĉA more explicit and focussed.

When the postpositions mentioned hitherto govern demonstrative or personal pronouns or the pronoun kâm/kim ‘who’, the governed pronoun appears in the accusative form, e.g. munî täg ‘like this’ (Pothi 104) bizni täg (common) ‘like us’, bizni ara (M I 10,2), sizni birlâ ‘with you’ (TT II,1 1) or kimni üzä ‘over whom’ (M III 22,11, nr.8). sini üčin (Maitr 77v5) and sizni üčün (M III nr.7 I v2, nr.18 v15) ‘for you’, ani üčin ‘therefore’ (a number of times). We have olarnî üzä in ms. U 274 v9587 and olarnî birlâ in Ht III 388 but olar ara in M III nr.32 r5.

The postposition ara governs the genitive in olarnîn ara ‘among them’ (MaitrH XXI 3v5, XXIII 12r6), though it otherwise governs the

---

587 r8 according to WilkKatMan nr. 237.
accusative of pronouns. This may have come up in analogy to the relational noun constructions, where the genitive is the only admissible case for pronouns. Remember that *ara* is originally a noun and that it was also used as relational noun. The demonstrative pronoun appears in the genitive also in the common phrase *anï ƾ ara* ‘in the meantime’ (in MaitrH XX 1v3 and elsewhere). In Qarakhanid Turkic the accusative is replaced by the genitive altogether, e.g. in *mäni ƾ tapa* ‘towards me’, *anï birlä* ‘with him’, *anï kepi* ‘like him’ (DLT). This development is echoed by the genitive being used also as alternative oblique base in those sources, as e.g. *sânïyda*, *sânïdïn* or even *sânïysiz*. Cf. also already *anï utru turdaçï yok* (U IV A283) ‘There is no one to stand against him’.

The same postpositions governing the accusative forms of pronouns also govern the accusative of nominals with 2nd or 3rd person possessive suffix, as *elin îcrä* ‘in their realm’ (M III 19,15), *kântü kögünîn îcrä tari*- ‘to plant into their own hearts’ (M III nr.8 VII r3);\(^{588}\) *ordinorîn îcrä* ‘in their palaces’ (Ms. U 267a I r1-4 quoted in the n. to BT V 214); *özintäg*, *ortosintäg*, *oronintäg* and *olorgusintäg* (spelled thus in BT V 175-6), *yarokiîn tâg* (M II 8,13); *bir âki atîlîg yawlakîn üçûn* ‘because one or two knights were wicked’ or *antagînîn üçûn* (KT S8 = BQ N6) ‘because you are like that’, *arâmakcîsîn üçûn* (KT E6), *tömgäsiîn üçûn* ‘even though they are foolish’ (Maitr 2r2),\(^{589}\) *yerîn tâp* ‘in the direction of his place’ (ŠU S6), *kântü atözîn üzä* (M III nr.8V r4) ‘by his own body’, *zrušch burxan tôpösin üzä* (ManUigFrag v3) ‘on the head of the prophet Zarathustra’, *kamagûnûznî üzä* ‘over all of you’ (M III nr.27 r18; for a long time misread), *otîn birlä* ‘with their herbs’ (M I 15,6-7), *tânrîlîr arîgîn utru* ‘before the purity of the gods’ (quoted in Zieme 1969: 127), *ay tâyri kûnîn sayu* ‘on every Monday (< moon day)’ (Xw 183).\(^{590}\) The very common phrase *âkin / ikin ara* ‘between the two’ appears to follow the same structure although the second syllable of ‘two’ is not the possessive suffix synchronically; see UW 171-3 for examples. *yûzûn utru* in M III nr. 8 VII v9 is an exception, as

\(^{588}\) The same phrase with *îcrä* should be read also in nr.8 IV r15, where the editor writes kögünîn [a]ra tik-tarî-.

\(^{589}\) Replaced in the (linguistically) later Hami ms. (Yükünê 11a6) by tömgäsi üçûn; cf. Laut 1986: 49 n.2.

\(^{590}\) Gabain (1974: 135 and elsewhere) thought that the accusative in these phrases came from the fact that so many of the postpositions originally were converbs (as e.g. the last one mentioned). Another explanation would be that the form was in fact an oblique stem, as found also in a part of the pronouns before some case suffixes. On the other hand, the process may also have originated among the postpositions, as some of those case suffixes may hypothetically have originally been postpositions.
one would expect *yüzin. Doerfer 1992 takes this single exception (which stands beside a huge number of cases where the suffix is a normal accusative), the phrase âkin / ikin ara, the form sizintäg ‘like you’ in ChristManManus Manichæan ms. r 10\(^{591}\) and plural personal pronouns which have an intercalary +Xn+ in oblique cases as indicating that there was an oblique stem beside an accusative. This is possible but not certain.

In Uygur it often happens that nominals with 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) or 3\(^{\text{rd}}\) person possessive suffix are in the nominative and not the accusative form when governed by postpositions, but in Manichæan texts these instances are a tiny minority: kälän käyik muyuzï täg ‘like the unicorn’s horn’ (T I 105); tôpösi üzä ‘with his head’ (U II), tâñri elig kutï birlâ (Ht VIII 25) ‘with his divine majesty the king’, bo montag üküš âdgülärniñ kapïği üçïn (Ht VIII 46) ‘because it is the gate to this much good’, oglï üçïn (KP 8,5) ‘for his son’, yîjnçü tizïgi täg (TT X 450) ‘like a row of pearls’. taşïg özi üzä tutsar ‘if one keeps the stone on oneself’ even appears in a runiform ms., BlattRun 17. In E32 I Vasil’ev’s text can be read as âr ärädämi üçïn (as done by Doerfer 1992: 99) and this is also what Thomsen and Wulff have.\(^{592}\) The Manichæan ms. M III nr.15 has two instances of this type: yarlikamişi üçïn ‘because he ordained’ in r 2 and eligimiz kutï üzä ‘over his majesty our king’ in v 23;\(^{593}\) the phrases buyan tüši üzä and tiliniz üzä appear in a late Manichæan text, in Pothi 376 and Pothi 108 respectively. âtözâñ tâgrä ‘concerning your body’ appears in TT I 219, a late text.\(^{594}\) In Suv 18,21 tâgrä appears to govern the nominative of a pronoun: ol nom ârdini bo tâgrä adîn yertä yok ‘That valuable book is not found anywhere else around here’.

Nouns with 1\(^{\text{st}}\) person possessive suffixes do not have the accusative suffix; e.g. olortokum üçïn (BQ E 36) ‘as I reigned’, yavašïm birlä (M II 8,16) ‘with my gentle one’, öz kazgançiüm üzä (KP 12,2) ‘with my own earnings’ or yüzümüz utru (TT II,1 6) ‘before our face’.

When a genitive of any nominal gets nominalised, it stays in the genitive form when getting governed by a postposition, e.g.: âgïr ayïg kîlïnçïlarïm olarnïñ täg arîzun alînznun (Suv 139,13) ‘May my grave

\(^{591}\) This form presumably came about because täg was in the process of becoming a case suffix since the Orkhon inscriptions; cf. antag, montag, bintägi etc.

\(^{592}\) Kormuşin 1997: 115 (l.5) was unable to see this.

\(^{593}\) In both cases the possessive suffix is spelled with two yods, but this is a text in Manichean writing, where alef and yod are not at all similar.

\(^{594}\) küvrügüni täg (TT VIII G70) does not have an aberrant accusative of the possessive suffix but should be read as küvrüg ûni täg ‘like the sound of a drum’.
sins get purified and annihilated like theirs (i.e. the bodhisattvas’). This is not to be confused with the genitive replacing the accusative of pronominal forms without semantic justification.

Few postpositions govern the accusative of nouns. Gabain 1974 § 278 lists käčä ‘(in) crossing’, which governs the names of rivers in the accusative in KT and BQ, among the postpositions; there is no reason to take this converb to be petrified, however, and its use and meaning in no way differs from what a converb of käč- should have. tuta ‘concerning’ does, however, appear to differ in meaning from what would be a converb of tut- ‘to hold’ and may therefore have become a postposition: munda kirligig tuta sözlämiš ol, kirsizig tuta ärmäz (Abhi A 30a7) ‘This has here been said concerning the polluted, not concerning the pure’; näčä adîn oronta yarlıkasar ymä ... vaynikılıg tinlîgîrîg tuta äṝur; bo yörügîg tuta ärmäz (Abhi B 98b7) ‘Even if one preaches elsewhere, this is (done) with respect to converted creatures, not with respect to the present interpretation’. Abhi being a very late text, the emergence of a postposition governing the accusative may be a late development.

tägi ‘till, all the way to’ governs the dative; it is often spelled together with the word preceding it, as in täyri yeriňatägi ‘all the way to the land of the gods’. It does not necessarily imply physical movement: sinırı tamırî şünükînä tägi közümüp ärtinü turuk bolup ... ‘his muscles and veins were visible right down to his bones and (he) had become exceedingly lean’ (U III 35,20). ogştî ‘similar to’, a petrified converb derived from ogša- ‘to resemble’ which is common in Buddhist texts, could also be a postposition: In täyridäm yaña[nîng] tumşükîña ogştî ... sâvîlig körtlä iki kolin bâk tutup (U III 24,9) ‘holding fast his two ... lovely and beautiful arms, which resemble the trunk of the divine elephant’, e.g., it would be a synonym of täg or osoglül. yaraşî, e.g. iginâ yaraşî nom örintâg (MaitrH Y 268) ‘a religious medicine suitable to their illness’ or könjûkä yaraşî oron (BT VII A361) ‘a place suitable for the soul’, can also be considered a postposition. Similarly tägîmlîg ‘worthy of’, which also governs the dative: Its first part is a semantically not very transparent -(X)m derivate from täg- ‘to reach’. eyin governs the dative beside the nominative; examples are given above.

utru governs the nominative beside being commonly used as an adverb. In elig bägkä utru yorîyu kälti (U III 63,6-7) ‘He came walking towards the king’ it may be governing the dative; elig bägkä is less likely to have been governed by kâl-.
The local and temporal postpositions üzä ‘over; by’, öňrä ‘before’ and ičrä ‘in, into’ can govern both the nominative and the locative: e.g. in muntada öňrä ‘before this’ (U IV A 263) and ävi on kön öňrä ürküp barmiš ‘Their households are said to have fled ten days earlier’; kişi oglinda üzä (Orkhon Turkic); barčada üzäräk (BT V 171, with the comparative suffix) ‘higher than everything (else)’ and on uygur ... üzä ... olorup ‘ruling over the O.U. ...’. The phrase suv ičrä appears both in M I 17,14 and 35,17 but signifies ‘in’ in the first and ‘into’ in the second passage: balak suv ičrä yüzäräcä ‘as (a) fish swim(s) in the water’ vs. kuyk[a]sín ... suv ičrä kämišmišlär ‘they threw its skin into the water’.595 In iki yarok ordo ičrä olorugma ‘residing in the two palaces of light’ (Xw 52) it is the former, in sâqr ičrä ähnlich keyik kirmiş (IrbQ 63) ‘a roe deer entered the ring of beaters’ the latter. Then we have ičrä governing the locative, in anta ičrä (M III nr.4 v16) ‘inside that’. asra, another +rika form, is not attested with the locative; with the nominative we have it in what appears to be a lexicalised phrase: We have adak asra kil- ‘to subdue’ and adak asra bol- ‘to be subdued’ (see both in UW 235a, § B of the entry for asra). See section 4.1107 for other syntactic functions of +rika forms. Some +dXn forms govern either the locative, e.g. kuvragta taštän ‘outside the congregation’ (Ht III 802), iki yaşda altän ‘under two years of age’ (U I 10, Magier), käyrädä öndün ‘east of Käyrä’, or the nominative: sâlänä kedin ‘west of the Selenga (river)’ (inscriptional), balik taštän ‘outside the town’ (KP 1,2), öni öni sögüt altän (Udayana 30) ‘under different trees’.

Taşra and taštän, both ‘outside’, kesrä and basa, both ‘after’, and körö ‘compared to, with respect to’ are attested with the locative case: kop ädgiidä ičrä, kamag avıgda taşra ärzünlär (MaitrH Y 33) ‘May they partake of all good and be free of all evil’; bir braman [ol] kuvragta taštän turup ... (Ht III 801) ‘a brahman was standing outside (that) company and ...’... kesrä appears not to have been used outside the runiform inscriptions, e.g. anta kesrä in Tuñ 6, KT, ŠU N 10-12, and (rarely) the Manichæan sources, e.g. anta kesrä ‘after that’ in Xw 138. basa, which became a postposition only in Uygur, appears in the very common phrase anta ~ antada basa ‘thereupon’ and in munta basa ‘hereupon’ (BT II 154 and 914, once in Suv) or montag tep yałııkamišda basa (Suv 463,11) ‘after having preached with these words’ olar burxan kuţın bulup ěrtmiştä basa anta ken (BT II 1330)

595 The locative case is used for motion towards a goal beside denoting lack of movement when this motion results in the moving object staying in its destination; similarly, the use of ičrä with movement may have been licensed when the result was a static situation.
‘after they will have reached Budhahood, afterwards, ...’. körö appears in proverbs: *altun sarîgîta körö esîc karasî yeg; yürü*596 kümüšdä körö ayak tolosî yeg* (HamTouHou 16,13-14) ‘Better than yellow gold is that the pot should be black; better than white silver is that the bowl should be full’ and *ašidiştä körö körmiš yeg* (ThS III a3) ‘To have seen (something) is better than to have heard (about it)’; it is also attested in the DLT. The (petrified converb and) adverb ašnu ‘previous(ly)’ also governs the locative when used as postposition, e.g. *üküš ažunta ašnu* (HamTouHou 1,13) ‘many existences earlier’; further examples of this are mentioned in UW 243b under ašnu § C.

Normally, postpositions which govern the locative in ablative or separative meaning are also (at least occasionally) attested with the ablative. The reason that this does not happen with the three postpositions mentioned last is that kesră appears only in texts where the ablative is exceedingly rare, öjră is normally an adverb and is hardly ever attested as postposition and basa (beside its adverbial functions) normally appears with the pronouns anta or munta.

One of the postpositions governing both the locative and the ablative is adîn ‘other than’, which is documented in its ablatival function in UW 50a (lower half) for Uygur. It is often used together with öni ‘distinct, different from; except’, e.g. in *muntada adîn takî öni aš içgü yok* (Suv 610,16) ‘There is no other or different food than this’. For öni cf. further *küntsä ayda öni* (Xw 64) ‘other than sun and moon’; *isig özlärintä öni üdürdüm* ‘I separated them from their lives’ and *nomta öni* ‘except the doctrine’. The ablative itself can also get governed by öni, e.g. in *isig özlärintin öni adîrtïm* (Suv 135,17).597 With these instances we should raise the question as to whether öni is not phraseologically related to the verb in such a way that the +dln forms are not governed by öni by itself but rather by the verb phrases öni üdür- and öni adîr-; the answer is probably negative. öni governs numerals (discussed in section 3.14) in the nominative. ötgürü ‘because of’ has the same government pattern (except the feature of öni mentioned last): övkälärintä ötgürü (U IV A 34) ‘because of their anger’ or *nägûdä ötgürü* (U II 5,14) ‘for what reasons?’. With the ablative: *kïertgûncïntin ötgürü* (Pothi 374) ‘because of their faith’; *bo

---

596 Spelled as YWRWK, as a spelling characteristic; not very likely to have been pronounced as yürig although the loss of the pronominal *n in sarîg+i+ta* (spelled SRXYT’) does make that a possibility.

597 The phrase in *antîn öni yolça* in (U I 9,7) could perhaps also be read as adîn öni, a common binome to be read also on 1.14 of the same page in reference to the same circumstances, also with T for /d/ under voice confusion.
Most postpositions which (at least in part determined by dialect and historical development) can govern either the locative or the ablative have temporal meaning: Of bärü ‘since; from ... on’ we have the locative in antada bärü, antadat a bärü and ančada bärü ‘since then’ or e.g. in üküš üdtä bärü (M I 11,17-18) but the ablative in bolmïşdîn bärü (ms. U 130a v6 in WilkKatMan nr. 557); -mlsdA bärü is attested very well; cf. section 4.633. The sentence baštîn bärü atakka tâgi otkîm (thus instead of adakka and otkîm) ‘I have read it from beginning to end’ is a very late reader’s addition to a Manichaean text in M I 30,24.

ötrö ‘after, following’ mostly governs the locative: utterstock ötrö ‘after having understood’ (MaitrH XV 5v21) or anda ötrö ‘thereupon’ (Tuñ 16); nädä ötrö (M III nr.6 II v 13) signifies ‘why?’. It is also attested with the ablative, however, in beš törlüg savdan ötrö ‘as a result of five types of things’ (M III nr.8 V r7-8). We have found ablatical instances even for ken ‘after’, which is practically always (and very often) attested with the locative: There is andîn ken ‘thereupon’ in TT VII 28,47, tîdmaktîn ken tugdalîh nomlarîh ‘after restraining the principles which will emerge’ in Abhi 3597 and 3598. Examples with the locative are mintä ken (M I 29,16; 30,17) ‘after me’, anta ken (TT II,1 30 and elsewhere) ‘thereafter’, tör[t] burxanlarta ken (Pothi 66) ‘after the four prophets’ or yîgîlmîsta ken (MaitrH XX 1r10) ‘after having assembled’. înarî is attested with the locative e.g. in muntada înarî ‘from now on’ (M III nr.9 II r9), bo kündä înarî ‘from this day on’ (U III 65,2-3 and a number of times elsewhere) but with the ablative in sâkizînê oronîn înarî burxan kutîn bulgînê tâgi (Suv 237,18) ‘from the eighth position on till one reaches buddhahood’.

The only local postposition which is used both with the locative and the ablative forms (with no apparent semantic difference between the two) appears to be kudî ‘down (from)’: We have it with the locative in kôk tâyrîdî kudî (M III nr.15 r10) ‘down from the blue sky’ but with the ablative in kalîktan kudî (M III nr.8 VIII v6-7) ‘down from heavens’, üstîntîn kudî (M III nr.8 v10) ‘down from above’ and oronlukdîn kudî ‘down from the throne’ (KP 61,5-6). Above we quoted inscriptional examples for kudî governing the nominative.

ulaîê ‘others in addition to; etc.; including’ governs the locative or the nominative. The head for postpositional phrases formed with this element is the name of a set; what it governs are one or more members of this set. When the governed phrase(s) is / are in the locative, they are
members of the phrase as it is conceived but not as it is named; here an example to clarify what I mean: *bir kişi ölüt ölürmäktä ulatî tokuz karmaputlarîg ... ärtsär* (text quoted in the n. to TT IV A 11) ‘If a person commits murder and the other nine sins’; if the phrase had been in the nominative we would have found the number ten and not the number nine, as the first one would have been presented as being included in the referent of the head: In Buddhism there are ten sins. Cf. further *tilkü börîtä ulatî yavîz tînjîlgar butarlayu tartîp ...* (U III 79,1) ‘fox, wolf and other evil creatures tear it to shreds’. *üztä buzta ulatî ükiš tâlim nizvanîlar* (Pothi 33) ‘hate and the other numerous passions’ and *azta ulatî nizvanî* (TT IX 22) ‘greed and the other passions’ are Manichaean examples for this construction. *ulatî* can also govern the nominative, e.g. in *az ulatî nizvanîlig ayîglar* (U III 88,4) ‘lust and the other evils of passion’. This is practically identical in content to the last example mentioned with a locative, but there is a difference: In runiform *atî öz apa totok ulatî kamîg atlîg yüzlüg otuz är* ‘thirty (of us), all men of renown, the (ruler’s) nephew Ö. A. totok and the others’ (4th Stein ms., l.6), the overall number of men was 30, the head referring to the whole group including the set member(s) mentioned. Other such examples are *bars irpiš börî ulatî yavâlak tînjîlgar alku tâzârlär* (TT VI 116) ‘Evil creatures such as tiger, panther and wolf will all flee’, *buşî ulatî altî paramît* (HamTouHou 1,5) ‘the six virtues including almsgiving’ or *ötrö yay kıš ulatî tört üd adrîlur* (TT VI 324 Var.) ‘Then the four seasons including summer and winter separate’; one could also write ‘the four seasons, i.e. summer, winter etc.’. Functionally, *ulatî* is a marker serving the configuration of noun phrases (cf. section 4.12).

*bašlap*, originally a converb of *bašla-* ‘to head’, is in Suv (e.g. 5,8 and 6,12 quoted elsewhere) used in similar adnominal fashion. *siñar* ‘side’ signifies ‘in the direction of’ when it serves as postposition. It appears to govern the directional +dXn form or, less likely, the ablative. We find it throughout Old Turkic: *beridin siñar* ‘in the south’ ŠU E 3 (runiform inscription) and BT V 193, *künbatsıkîn siñar* (BT V 195); *küntugsukdan siñar* (BT V 195); *kün ortod(u)n siñar*; *ırdîn siñar*; *yîrd(î)n siñarkî yel*; *kün ortodun siñar*; *bîrgarudun siñar* ‘from the west; to the east; from the south; to the north; the northern wind; to the south; in the south’ M III 9,4-0,15 (Manichaean),

---

598 See Moerlose 1986 for a good account of the meanings and functions of *ulatî*.

599 *siñar* is used in BQ E 2 in a sentence where the EDPT translates it as ‘wing (of an army)’. It can later refer to ‘one of a pair’, and also signify ‘half’. This and the uses as postposition can be considered to belong to the same lexeme. In South Siberian Turkic *siñar* went through a process of grammaticalization and became a case suffix.
koptin sīnār ‘in all directions’ Pothi 60 and U III 29,2; kayutin sīnār ... antin sīnār U II 29,19-21 (Buddhist), ontun sīnār ‘in ten directions’ in Ht VI 1528 etc. We also find it with iĉ+tin (TT VII and X) and taš+ďin (TT IX 90 and TT X), iki+ďin, tört+tin, tokuz (thus) and on+tin. It governs the locative form in kūn ortoda sīnār (M III 10,8) and the nominative in on sīnarkī burxanlar (TT VIII). yiņak ‘point of the compass, direction’ also serves as postposition governing this same form; examples for both the nominal and postpositional use are mentioned in section 4.2. The EDPT quotes examples for the expressions öntūn, tagtūn and kedūn yiņak, signifying ‘eastwards’, ‘northwards’ and ‘westwards’ respectively. In täņri burxannīy oj̄tun yiņak tūrdī ‘he stood ... on the right hand side of the divine Buddha’ (TT X 158 as completed by Zieme in his ‘Nachlese’) we see that yiņak does not get a possessive suffix even if the phrase is qualified by a genitive.

tāņlig ‘as much as’ (= Turkish kadar with nominative) governs the equative of measure; the most common instances are pronominal: nāčā tāņlig ‘how much’ (U III 73,2, TT X 345, several times in Suv etc.), munčā tāņlig ‘this much’ (Suv 419,7) and įńca tāņlig (Suv 351,16) and anča tāņlig (Suv 155,22, 176,6) ‘that much’. Further, bir padakča tāņlig nom ‘as (little as) a single verse from the doctrine’ (U III 29,16).

Postpositions can have abstract (e.g. üčūn ‘for’, tāg ‘like’, osoglug ‘similar to’) or concrete (e.g. kudi ‘down’, tapa ‘towards’) meanings. Postpositions in abstract use are found to govern not only noun phrases but also clauses (causal and final clauses üčūn, comparative clauses tāg and osoglug). When governing just nominals and not clauses, üčūn usually signifies ‘for’; not, however, in the Xw: azu muŋ üčūn, azu bušī bergāli kizgānŋ yeti türlüg bušī nomka tüktä berü umaḏimiz āršār (Xw 168) ‘if we were unable to fully give seven types of alms to religion whether because of distress (muŋ üčūn) or because we were too stingy to give’; üžā on kat kōk asrā sākiz kat yer beš täŋri üčūn turur (Xw 77) ‘The ten levels of heavens and the eight levels of earth subsist thanks to / through the Fivefold God’.

tāg is practically synonymous with some of the uses of +jcA: In TT VI 336-9 we find kişi ăt’özı̄n bulülğī antag ol kaltī türjak üzäkī tuprak tāg; iĉ yalvak yolka tüṣügli anča ol kaltī bo yertäkī tuprakča; ... kertgēnc könlīlīg tı̄nlı̄gler anča ol kaltī türjak üzäkī tuprakča ‘Those who acquire a human body are e.g. like (tāg) soil on one’s nail; those who

---

600 m[ana] tānlig kişi cannot be reconstructed in TT X 499 as tānlig does not govern the dative.
fall into the three evil ways are e.g. like (+舴A) the soil in this earth; ... creatures with faith are e.g. like (+舴A) soil on one’s nail ...’.

Some postpositions, like üzä or tägrä, have both concrete and abstract meaning: tägrä means either ‘around’ or ‘concerning’ (like English ‘about’). üzä can signify ‘over, on’ (as in the sentence just quoted or some quoted above) but also governs noun phrases referring to instruments or aspects of activities or states (e.g. öz kazgančim üzä ädgü kilînç kilayîn ‘I would like to do good deeds by my own merit’ in KP 12,3 or ün ägzig üzä yegådmiş ‘excellent through his voice’ in BT II 511) and (in Uygur) to the agent in the passive (see OTWF 692-693).

sayu ‘all’ appears only in local expressions but deletes the case suffix of the noun phrase it governs; this is explained by etymology, the form presumably coming from the vowel converb of sa- ‘to count’: In kay sayu bodun sayu ‘to every street and every tribe’ or (Ht VIII 69) bulun yînâk sayu yaddîlar ‘they spread (the teachings) to the corners of the globe’ the implicit case suffix is the dative; in kalmîş sînîjî yer sayu (Suv 626,16-17) ‘the bones remain everywhere’ or iłküş ârîş bodun sayu (Wettkampf 58) ‘among very much of the public’, the implied case is the locative: The verb governing the postpositional phrase disambiguates these contents.

There are two or perhaps three converb markers consisting of converb + postposition: There is -U birlâ, which is a well attested analytical temporal converb suffix (cf. section 4.633; -U does not have specifically temporal content by itself), and we find a few instances of a sequence -gAll üičîn, where the meaning of the converb suffix and the postposition are in mutual support (cf. section 4.636). In the first case, birlâ probably was an adverb also signifying ‘at once’, which did not govern the vowel converb; in -gAll üičîn, üičîn disambiguates, as -gAll can also signify ‘since’. turgîncâra in Höllen 21, 72 and 78 is likely to be contracted from turgînça ara and to signify ‘as long as they stay (in that hell)’; cf. turgîncâ ičîn ara biliş- ‘to be acquainted with each other’. Here the postposition would again be strengthening the meaning already found in the converb form. In Abhi 1398-99 there is a similar construction (but with ekin between the two words).

täg can govern finite verb forms; e.g. munun tüšâmiş tüllärîn koduru kololasar mân otqurarî ordog karšîg kodup taşgaru üngây täg mân (MaitrH XIII 4v7) ‘If I deeply meditate on the dreams she dreamt, it looks as if I would definitely abandon the palace and go out’, where I have translated the postposition as ‘it looks as if’. See section 3.27 for epistemic content and historical connections of this verb phrase.
4.22. Relational noun constructions

Relational nouns are a set of nouns linked to the nominal they govern through an izafet construction, i.e. what I have dealt with as ‘nominal phrase with possessive satellite’ in section 4.121. Within such phrases relational nouns serve as head with possessive suffix; typically, they are in the locative case. In earlier Uygur, nouns governed within such constructions are in the nominative and not in the genitive case, as would have been equally possible if these were normal izafet constructions; governed pronouns, on the other hand, are in the genitive case. With nouns with possessive suffixes we appear to have both possibilities. Governed nominals can also be replaced with zero reference to the context, i.e. disappear; the stable mark of the construction is the possessive suffix added to the relational noun. A number of elements are both postpositions and relational nouns; they will be dealt with further on. Nouns which also serve as postpositions but do not appear in the izafet type of structure are here not classified as relational nouns; this is the case with yîyak ‘direction’, which governs nouns in the +dXn form and does not need the possessive suffix to do so. We first give a list of relational nouns, with a few examples:

The concrete relational nouns denote relative placing or timing, used in the locative case form. Such are iĉ ‘the inside’ (e.g. äv bark iĉintä ‘in a house’ TT II,1 42), taštîn ‘the outside’ (e.g. sugcienta ManBuchFrag p.148,52 ‘outside Su-chen’), öň ‘front; face’ (e.g. siziň öntińizdä ‘before you’ M III 24,44 nr.9 II), orto ‘middle’ and üsk ‘presence’ (e.g. maytri tânri burxan üskintä ‘in the presence of the divine Buddha Maitreya’ TT IV B48 or mäniň üskümtä ‘in my presence’ TT X 203); also others, which we mention below as they are also used as postpositions. öň ‘face’ and baš ‘head’ (bašinta e.g. in Ht III 389) are examples for the use of names for body parts as relational nouns. asra ‘below’ appears to be used once, in a late text, as relational noun, in asrasïnta agnalän (USp 177,82) ‘let us writhe below him’; otherwise it is an adverb (used as a postposition in the phrase adak asra ‘subdued, subjected’). azusïnta ‘beside, on the side of’ (documented in the UW entry for it) also has the shape of a relational noun; a noun azu is attested as azu+kî and azu+ča (both listed in the UW) and with the meaning ‘from the side’ in azu+tîn tur- (MaitrH Y 376).^601

^601 The conjunction azu ‘or’ does not have quite the same meaning but a semantic bridge would be possible.
Then there are relational nouns in abstract use, as yol+ın+ta ‘concerning’: bo borluk yolınta ... akam imin yegānim tagayim ... čam čarım kilmazunlar (SUK Sa11,13) ‘May my brothers, nephews or uncles ... not raise any objections concerning this vineyard’. Similar instances of yolınta appear in other contracts, in Sa16,12, 22,8 and 23,15, WP6,2, 4, 6, 7 and 31, Mi3,12 and Mi27,4. bilir biz temiš yolınta (WP 6,31) is ‘concerning it having been said “We are responsible”’.

All other relational nouns in abstract use express different views on causality; e.g. ugur ‘time, simultaneity, sake’ which governs the object of the agent’s motive in az nizvanı ugrınta ‘for the sake of lust’ (TT II,2 20) or ogul ugrınta ‘for the sake of a son’ (MaitH XI 3v16). Sometimes, e.g. [samtso] açarî ugrınta in Ht III 463, ugrınta signifies ‘concerning’. ugrıña with dative, not locative, has still a different meaning: samtso açarî tärkin tegin swö varatmîs ugrıña sâvinç ötûg bitîg idî (Ht VII 216) ‘On the occasion of the crown prince having written a preface, the master tripiṭaka sent a letter of thanks’. Further tîltag ‘cause’, tîltagînta signifying ‘because of’ (e.g. in Ht VIII 4-5), and küč ‘force’, küčîntä signifying ‘due to’; thus in ādgū kilînîn küčîntä (TT IX 96 and 102) ‘thanks to good deeds’ or ēniş nommûn küčîntä (ETŞ 17,11) ‘due to the dharma of ascent’. tüš signifies ‘fruit’ but more often ‘consequence’; tüšîntä ‘as a result of’ appears to function as relational noun a number of times in Pothi.

How do we distinguish between relational nouns and ordinary nouns appearing in nominal phrases, as would be kišinîn ävîntä ‘in the man’s house’ or even in kögmaın irîntä ‘north of the Sayan (range)’? The simplest case, when a noun is attested only in the relational noun construction, is quite rare: üsk appears to be an example for this. In general, the border is fuzzy and there will certainly be cases where scholars might disagree. The main criteria are meaning and distribution: küč ‘force, power’, e.g., does not have the same meaning and is not attested in the same contexts as küčîntä, which expresses causality. Then there is the principle of the content of relational nouns being more general: ‘inside’, ‘outside’, ‘before’ etc. are more general than ‘north’, not to speak of ‘house’. Any object has an ‘inside’ (and in fact many non-objects as well), but being in the ‘north’ is not a relevant information for many entities, and only persons can have a ‘house’. Relational nouns express basic spatial or logical concepts and this fact reflects on their distribution and use. We do not wish to exclude the possibility that a relational noun can also be a ‘normal’ noun, as clearly happens with names for body parts or, in another way, the highly versatile lexeme ara: As Röhrborn points out in UW 170b,
ara is used as a noun in the phrase *iki kaš arasiña tuši* ‘the place between the two eyebrows’ in UigTot 668 and 679. That (quite late!) text (832) also has *arasi* appearing in the dative in *iki kaš kavışığı arasiña tāği* ‘reaching the place between the two eyebrows’ and in the ablative in *altmīšar kolti lenxwanın arasińtin suvlar kudulup* (ETŞ 20,137) ‘water pours from among 60 myriads of lotuses’: In the vast majority of Old Turkic instances I have noticed, relational nouns appear in the locative.

Several postpositions are used as relational nouns as well, e.g. both *üzä+sin+tā* and *tāgrā+sin+dā* in Höllen 35: *üzäsindā [ya]līnlayu turur yogun tuluklar tāgrāsindā tokıp anığ içindā batururlar* ‘They knock around him with the thick cudgels which keep flaming above him and they submerge him in it (i.e. in the ground with red-hot irons)’. We have explicit nominal government in *tāŋri burxan tāgrāsintā* (TT X 349) ‘around the divine Buddha’. The postposition *basā* appears as relational noun e.g. in *elīq bāg basasinda yorīyu* (U IV A141-2) ‘walking after the king’ or *tāŋri burxan basasinda* (TT X 142-3) ‘after the divine buddha’ and the postposition *utru* ‘opposite, facing’ also in *utruŋda ... kāldi* ‘came to meet you’ (TT I 113). The meaning of the adverb *udu* is close to that of *basā*; we find it used as relational noun in *mini ymā siziŋ uduŋuzta eltī barzun* (U III 49,28) ‘Let him take me along following you.’ *kenindā* is often used adverbially to signify ‘thereafter, in the end’. Numerous examples of *arasında* governing nouns (mostly in the nominative, rarely, e.g. in Suv 492,5, in the genitive) are quoted or mentioned in UW 172-173; one example is *könčīŋ atlıq bāgünın kişişi ... Ĩlgäp ... ögstiz yadıː. ögstiz Ĩrasınta laylag sōzlāp ...* (Suv 17,22) ‘The wife of a gentleman called Xiancheng was ill ... and lay unconscious. Between her unconscious phases she spoke incoherently ...’. The use of *ara* as relational noun is likely to be secondary: This use is not found at all in such an extensive early Buddhist text as the Maitr, and not in inscriptional or Manichaean sources except perhaps in the late Pothi book as *aras[ın]ta* (255).

Occasionally there is contamination between postpositions and relational nouns, as in *beš törlığ tinlıglicharın aţ’özlärin icintä* (BT V 221-2) ‘within the bodies of the five classes of creatures’, where *aţ’özlärin* is in the accusative and not in the genitive or the nominative.

---

602 This is a mere conjecture; I take this to be a derivate from *tul* ‘to strike’ from which another derivate, *tulum* ‘weapon’, is well attested in Qarakhanid Turkic (discussed in OTWF 293).
4.23. Supine constructions

Among the actionality and ability auxiliaries discussed in section 3.251 and 3.253, är-, tur-, u-, bol- and kal- can govern the -gAll form. In this function (though not in the temporal function discussed in section 4.633) it can be called ‘supine’ as its uses correspond to those of the Latin supine I (salutatum venire ‘to come to greet’) and II (horrible dictu ‘terrible to say’); this will be seen below. -gAll tur- signifies ‘to be about to (do something)’, which appears to have been the meaning of -gAll är- as well; -gAll kal- is ‘to be about to do the action but not to have done it as yet’. -gAll u- and -gAll bol- express ability and possibility respectively; these uses also have a lot to do with a future projection. In general, -gAll sequences express future orientation, as in -gAll ugra- ‘to intend to do’, while sequences with the other two converbs, e.g. -U alk- and -(X)p alk- ‘to finish doing’, -(X)p kod- and -U tükät- ‘to do something exhaustively’, describe how the subjects carry out their ongoing action. katiglan- (see next paragraph) and tur- are found with both the vowel and the -gAll converb, in the first case referring to ongoing, in the second to projected action.

The pragmatic verbs yarlıka- and ötün- (discussed in section 5.3) are, in these functions used only with the vowel converb: -U yarlıka- is ‘to deign to do, to graciously do’, -gAll yarlıka-, on the other hand, ‘to order somebody to do’; -U ötün- ‘to say respectfully’, -gAll ötün-, on the other hand, ‘to beg somebody to do’. Examples for -gAll ay- ‘to tell to do’ are given in UW 287b, §1d in the entry for ay-. Note that, in all these cases where a -gAll form is followed by a verb of utterance, the two verbs have different subjects; thus e.g. in şarirlig süşiği oklarïg täpïg täugülük yarlıkadï (SUV B17.1r8) ‘Why did he order people and gods to honour and revere his relic bones?’ Strangely enough, -U ötün- is used also when ötün- is used in its lexical meaning ‘to beg’ and not as pragmatic auxiliary in those cases in which the first verb and ötün- have the same subject; e.g. yazokda boşumu ötünir biz (Xw 101) is ‘We beg to get free of sin’: The vowel converb is here used as supine. This may be a Manichaean (or early) characteristic, however, as the use of -gAll ötün- does not necessarily imply different subjects for the two verbs: We have bargali ötün- ‘to beg to go’ in Ht VII 1883, a Buddhist text no doubt later than the Xwâştvânîft.

We now come to the supine constructions in the narrower sense. The -gAll form is, in Uygur, often the complement of verbs of attitude, intention and expression, in which cases the two verbs always have the same subject: kälgi tapla- (TT X 113) ‘to be glad to come’, bargali...
tapla- (TT X 275) ‘to be glad to go’, -gAll köñül örit- ‘to set one’s mind on doing’ (very common), tığlagalı unama- (DKPAMPb 1177) ‘not to agree to listen’, sanliği kilin- (TT X 359) ‘to set about to stab’, körkitgali kilin- ‘to set about to show’, vırxar etgalı başla- ‘to start to build a monastery’, yarmangali sakın- ‘to plan to climb’. üzgali katıghan- is ‘to exert oneself to break’, ukgalı katıghan- (MaitrH XV 5r30) ‘to strive to understand’ while tıdu katıglan- with vowel converb signifies ‘to work hard at hindering’: In the first case the breaking or the understanding has not yet taken place; in the second, the hindering is going on. tur- ‘to stand (up); to arise’ denotes the expectation of an event when governing the supine (e.g. ölgali tur- ‘to be about to die’); with -(X)p or the vowel converb it expresses continuing or repeated action (section 3.251). We have -gAll küsä- ‘to wish to do’ e.g. in Ht III 925, -gAll ugra- ‘to intend to do’, e.g. in birök ... nă năgü iš išlägali ugrasar ol ugruda ... tep sölälăvär ārdi (U III 54,15) ‘Whenever she intended to commit something, she used to say “...”’; tınliglarig ölärgali ugradi (TT X 35) ‘he intended to kill living beings’. Further examples of this type of phrase are quoted or mentioned in EDPT 91b. There are no final clauses here (as is often the case with -gAll forms discussed in section 4.636), because the two verbs cannot be said to constitute two separate clauses and because we saw that the meaning is by no means always final.

In birök yargalı korksar (Heilk II nr.3 l.4) ‘If one is afraid to break it (a wound?) open, however, ...’ and buši bergali kızganip (Xw 168) ‘to be (too) stingy to give alms’ the meaning is most clearly not final, as the second verb of the phrase does not lead to the realization of the first (and is certainly not temporal); it can most clearly be characterised as supine. There is a similar instance in Ht X 499-504: samtsa ačari pavanđın ūnıp pavan kedinki suv ögān[tā] kāçgālī adakī tabīq suhrćiip yotasī ančkaya kiršaldı ‘Master Xuanzang got out from the cell (but) was prevented from crossing the rivulet behind it when his foot slipped and the skin of his shin was scraped a bit’. In these three instances the main verb states what prevents or prevented the subject from carrying out the activity denoted by the supine; cf. English ‘be afraid to go’ and ‘be prevented from going’.

In kunčuyärka yarangali sakınčin ‘with the intention of currying favour with women’ (U III 75,10) the -gAll form also has supine function: The expression comes from the phrase -gAll sakın- attested e.g. in MaitrH XI 14r28.

The Old Turkic supine can qualify adjectives, as can its Latin counterpart; e.g.: tupulgalı učuz ‘easy to pierce’ and üzgali učuz ‘easy to break’ in Tuñ I S6 show that this function existed already in Orkhon.
Turkic, while bürtgäli yumšak (TT X 445) ‘soft to the touch’ appears in a Buddhist text. Cf. körgäli kökrülüg ‘beautiful to see’ in Wettkampf 36-7; a similar expression appears in another Manichaean text, in TT IX 14.\textsuperscript{603} Instances where a -gAlI form gets governed by tägimlig ‘worthy of’ (which otherwise governs the dative of what the head of the construction is worthy of) are of the same structure: e.g. töz töpötä tutgalï tägimlig ‘worthy of being carried on the top of one’s head’ (TT IX 16); further examples appeared in TT IX 26 (damaged), DKPAMPb 1112, Abilst 58 and MaitrH X 4v9.

In the sentence yertinçüdäki kamag užik bilir baxšïlarka baxši bolgalï sini [bi]rlä täŋäši užak bilir kiši yok (MaitrH XI 16r13) the supine is again not subordinated to a verb but to täŋäši ‘equal’; it signifies ‘There is no literate person able as well as you to become a teacher of all literate teachers on earth’.

4.3. Sentence patterns

The sections 4.31 and 4.32 deal with sentence patterns; another way to analyse sentences, namely looking at the way the speaker chose to arrange and organise what he packs into a sentence, is the topic of section 4.4.

The structure of interrogative sentences is identical to that of assertive ones. Yes / no questions are characterised by the particle mU, which is moved around in the sentence to follow the word whose applicability the speaker queries; the sentence structure thus remains unchanged by its presence. Its unmarked position is after the verb; when it appears elsewhere (e.g. ”Xagan mu kisaylä” tedim ‘I said ”Should I make him a kaghan?”’ in Tuñ 5), however, the word it follows is focussed on. The Orkhon inscriptions have an element gU which shows that the speaker expects a negative answer; see part V for its use. ärki ‘I wonder’ can follow the particle mU in Uygur. Disjunctive yes/no questions are construed as in Azeri, with yok by itself for indicating the negative alternative: burxan kutlän bulu yarlïkayok mu ol azu yok (Ht V 3b4) ‘Has he already graciously attained Buddhahood or hasn’t he?’.

Here is a barely embedded indirect question: anä bilmädi, ön[räki] ävirgiçilär užikin yöriğin tükäl kiltïlar mu ärki tep (Ht VII 870-2) ‘He did not know whether previous translators had rendered text and

\textsuperscript{603} This should be read as körgäli tugillij (or togilij), with a +lXg adjective attested also in Suv 619,22; TT IX 20 is similarly damaged, and the entry ‘туғил’ in the EDPT is a ghost.
meaning in their completeness’. Other types of questions are asked by using interrogative(-indefinite) pronouns, discussed in section 3.134. Their presence does not change the basic sentence pattern either, although they are not always in situ and can also be attracted to the sentence onset. mû is generally not used in the same sentence as interrogative pronouns.\(^{604}\) nä in “... sädiräksiz yigi kilînč[1]arîg üklitip as[ip] sarinû umadîn nä turgay mu siz” tep tedi (Alex 22-23) “‘Carrying out more and more deeds one after the other, will you be unable to be patient and stop at all?’ he said’; is an indefinite pronoun here used adverbially and signifying ‘at all’.

Classified by predicate there are two basic sentence patterns: The verbal sentence (in section 4.32) has a finite verb as its predicate (i.e. comment) or as part of its predicate. The non-verbal sentence (dealt with in section 4.31) has no such verb.

4.31. Nominal sentence patterns

The most common pattern of nominal sentences is bipartite, one part representing the topic, the other one the comment; e.g. etigi [ärti]ηü körklä (Ht III 749) ‘Its (i.e. a monastery’s) ornamentation is very beautiful’. The copula, which is needed under certain circumstances described below, is not considered to be an essential part in any type of nominal sentence. Beside bipartite nominal sentence types, Old Turkic also has tripartite nominal sentences, which have elements such as bar ‘there is’, yok ‘there isn’t’, yeg ‘better’ or kärgäk ‘necessary’ as (part of) their predicate (comment). Certain types of exclamatory sentences have no (explicit or implicit) topic – comment structure; theirs is a single-part pattern.

The copula is a normally and fully inflecting verb (see section 3.29). Copular sentences will nevertheless be discussed in this section, as the copula represents the link between topic and comment and is needed when the predicate (or comment) is a noun (phrase) and marked members of tense / aspect / mood categories are to be expressed. DLT fol. 198 states that the Öguz say tägäl (not ‘tägül’, as ‘emended’ by the editors) instead of ärmäz for negating bipartite nominal sentences.\(^{605}\) Cf. tägil ‘nonexisting’ in the Uygur document quoted on p.474 below.

---

604 The translation of näčük ol birlä [to]o waν vudi atlıg xanlar? tänjäšgäy mû olar yeg aļg üzä? (Ht VII 128-130) should, e.g., be ‘How does he (compare) with the emperors Tang-wang and Wu-di? Will they equal in quality?’ and not as translated by the editor.

605 Both tägül and tägäl can come from *täg ol, one through unrounding, the other through raising: Non-first-syllable /O/ was retained only when followed by /k/.
The following passage in U I 8 (Magier) shows a few different types of what one would consider bipartite nominal sentences: *bo taš ärtijü ağır turur. bo bir yumgak taš, nägülük ol bizijä? ‘This stone is exceedingly heavy. This (is) one lump of stone, what do we need it for (lit. what for [is] it to us)?’* The first sentence could be defined as verbal although its ‘comment’ is a fully predicative adjective, or it could be defined as nominal considering the fact that *turur* has no lexical content but aspectual content at best; the other two sentences are nominal in every sense; they are tenseless (though especially the third one does refer to the time of speaking). In the first sentence there is a demonstrative as part of the topic. In the second one the topic *bo ‘this’* points at the referent of *bo taš ‘this stone’* of the previous sentence; in the third sentence the same topic is referred back to by *ol ‘that’*; *bo* is demonstrative, *ol* anaphoric. Considering *biz ‘we’* of this third sentence also to be part of what is ‘given’ for both the speaker and the addressee leaves *nägülük ‘serving as what’* as predicate. This predicate (or rather what the addressee is asked to supply) is neither verbal nor nominal but adverbial; there is no copula in either of these sentences.

Another purely nominal bipartite sentence is *män kololadokum kamagdä ärklig yultuz ärmiš* (Dispute 1 r5-9) ‘What I have discovered (is that the) stars turn out to be the mightiest’. *ärmiš* is merely the copula of the subordinated sentence, which is the predicate of the whole; there is nothing *explicitly* linking *män kololadokum to kamagdä ärklig yultuz ärmiš*.606 This sentence is an instance of the most common type of nominal sentences, which has the structure ‘A is B’, whatever the nature of A and B and the content of ‘is’ in any particular case. The first two sentences in the passage quoted in the previous paragraph are of this type.

If the topic is in the 1st or 2nd person, the personal pronoun is made to follow the predicate, presumably becoming a clitic: Nothing else could explain this position, the natural place for the topic being initial position. E.g. *ol kïzar “kapagëči biz” tep tedi ... “kapagëči kïrkïn biz” tedilär* (KP 41,5-42,6) ‘Those maidens said “We are doorkeepers” ... “We are doorkeeper servants” they said’. Note that there is no number concord between subject and predicate; *kapagëči and kapagëči kïrkïn are

---

606 This fact made Peter Zieme, who recently reedited the text, think that these were two sentences, the first of which he translates as “This is what I have found:”. Since, however, there is no explicit “this is” to serve as predicate of the first sentence either, and since the second sentence is such a predicate, the two stretches have to be linked.
not in the plural. Sometimes pronominal subjects appear both in initial and in post-predicate position; e.g. *siz arok siz; aroklay* (KP 55,4-5) ‘You are tired; take a rest’ or "*biz az biz*" *teyin* ‘saying ”we are few”’ in the Tuñ inscription. These might, of course, also be cases of topicalization, which would make ‘As for us, we are few’ the better translation for the last-quoted example.

If the topic is unmarked for person, the sentences with both nominal and verbal predicates may end with the pronoun *ol* ‘that’. One presumable source is a topicalising structure; a sentence like *bñg Tuñ kok aññg ol* should possibly be translated ‘(As for) the counsellor T., he is wicked’. In some cases, *ol* is neither topic nor comment but seems to function like a copula (as e.g. the 3rd person pronouns in Modern Hebrew); therefore, *ol* may also have been introduced at some early stage to complete the paradigm *X män / X sän / X ol*. Cases such as *kümələr ol* (Ht I 130) or *yaratmələr ol* (l.132, both ‘they have made ...’) show that copular *ol* is not inflected for number even when the predicate is in the plural. In *ayaların kavšurup katığlamlıglar, üç ât’ozkâ tägmağ totalmente düpl ol* (l.154), this *ol* is shared by two nominalized verbal predicates: The sentence signifies ‘They fold their hands and exert themselves and make the attainment of *trikäya* their ultimate base’.

607 *täŋri baxšiä ārkli ol* (U III 46,1) signifies ‘The divine teacher is mighty’, *bo nişan män Miñ Tämürnän ol* (USp 1,10) ‘This mark is mine – Miñ Tämür’s’. If, however, the overall meaning was ‘As for X, it is Y’, these translations should be ‘As for the divine teacher, he is mighty’ and ‘As for this mark, it is mine, M.T.’s’ respectively.

In *küsišüm ol ötüngülük tolp yertindük yarotdaçika* (Suv 372,12) ‘It is my wish to pray to him who enlightens the whole world’ the phrase *küsišüm ol* could be paraphrased with *küsiyür män* since it governs the small clause around the -*gUlXk* form; *ol* is clearly needed for linking the topic *küsišüm* to its predicate. In *Kulsabadi xatınılı Vipulaçandrî teginli bolar ikigü mänİnlär ol* ‘(The god Indra said:) ”Princess Kulişavați and prince Vipulacandra, these two, they are both mine”’ (U III 27,16) *ol* serves as copula. Reference to the princess and the prince is left-dislocated (see section 4.4); *bolar ikigü* then takes up this reference and ‘mine’ is predicated on that. The second suffix in *mänİnlär* is the mark of number agreement between topic and

---

607 The composite suffix -*mA+k+lXg* is dealt with in OTWF pp. 153-155 but not its predicative use which we find in this sentence: Here the meaning appears to be a simple present.
comment, in this case added to a noun phrase consisting of a headless genitive.

Above we quoted the sentence nägülük ol bizinä? (U I 8) ‘What do we need it for?’, literally ‘For what (is) it to us?’. This sentence is not an instance of the equational pattern we have dealt with hitherto in this section. Another common way to express ‘need’ is with the modal nominal predicate kärgäk ‘(it is) necessary’; the ‘needer’ again appears in the dative case, which is an integral part of the sentence pattern: E.g. el tutdačï bâğ ärkä süli ašlı kertgüncli üçägü tân kärgäk (TT VB 106) ‘A ruling nobleman is equally in need of three things: an army, provisions and faith’. A copular verb (see section 3.29) is added if verbal categories demand it or if the sentence is to be subordinated: anar sizlär kärgäk boltunuzlar ärsär sizlärni eltgäy ärdi; män kärgäk ärdim ärki. (U III 69,25) ‘If it had turned out that he needed you (pl.), he would have fetched you; apparently it was me whom he needed’; maŋa ... bor kärgäk bolup (USp 1,2 and similarly often in other economical documents) ‘I needed wine and ...’. In TT VB 52 the needer appears in the nominative: nom boşgut boşgundaçı tüzünlär ymä nomlug tayakïg ašaguda yegüdä kertgüncli elig kärgäk ‘When şaiksas are to enjoy the support of religion, they need (to have) the hand of faith’ (an extended metaphor, ‘support’ for ‘doctrine’, ‘eat’ for ‘enjoy’, ‘hand’ for ‘faith’). To sum up, the pattern consisting of a nominative and (normally) a dative plus, usually, the predicate kärgäk generally corresponds to an (indicative) proposition stating that the entity referred to by the dative needs the entity referred to by the nominative.

The DLT proverb sogüt sölinä, kadîŋ kasîna ‘The willow for its sap, the birch for its bark’ consists of two nominal sentences whose predicative dative has a different sort of content, viz. that of purpose.

The ablative can also be predicative, e.g. in nom keŋrül mêki yânä kïš[i] yalųkðîn tetîr (Ht VII 807) ‘The spreading of the doctrine, in turn, comes from persons’.

The predicate yeg ‘better’ is bivalent, as in the proverbs altun sarığïta körö ešîkarasî yeg; yürüŋ kümüşdä körö ayak tolosî yeg (HamTouHou 16,13-14) ‘Better than yellow gold is that the pot should be black; better than white silver is that the bowl should be full’: It therefore forms tripartite nominal sentences.

We have already twice met the sentence nägülük ol bizinä? (U I 8) ‘What do we need it for?’, which shows that sentences with interrogative pronoun do not need a copula. This is so already in Orkhon Turkic elim amti kanî (KT E9) ‘Where is my realm now?’
Then consider the sentence kayu ärki beš? (MaitrH Y 143) in the following context: asag tusu kilmakî ymâ beš türülüg ogrîn bolur. kayu ärki beš tep tesär, âñ ilki ... ‘His bringing benefit (to living beings) takes place in five ways. Which five these are?’ Firstly, ...’. beš ‘five’, which takes up the reference of beš türülüg ogur, must be the topic while kayu ‘which’, left-dislocated as so often with interrogative pronouns, is comment.

Exclamatory expressions such as nâ ymâ tañ, nâ ymâ tavtrak ‘Oh how surprising, how fast (it is)!’ or ançama mâñi! ançama ädgü asîg tusu! ançama ädgü kut kîv! (MaitrH XI 3v7) ‘Such bliss! Such good favour! Such good luck and blessing!’ are bipartite only in the sense that their implicit topic wholly follows from the situation in which the conversation is couched. The sentence nâ sav ärki t(â)ŋrim (MaitrH XX 1r17), which is used with the meaning ‘What matter might (this) be, my lord?’ differs from nominal interrogative sentences presented in the previous paragraph by also lacking all reference to the topic; its exclamatory nature may explain this ellipsis. Even an address like eliglîr eligî-a ,O king of kings!’ (U IV A 103) could be considered to be implicitly bipartite in the sense that it informs the addressee of the speaker’s view of him as ‘king of kings’.

Only a proper name used as vocative, e.g. a m(a)xas(a)tvi-ya ‘Oh Mahâsattva!’ (Ht III 779), can be said to be a sentence consisting of a single member, beside of course all types of expressive exclamations: These utterances show no topic – comment structure. Vocative elements are often also interpolated into utterances, e.g. already türk bodun ‘the Turk (or ‘united’) nation’ in Orkhon Turkic (KT IE22). Vocative NPs are often linked to imperatives, as in körüûlîr ädgü tînlaglar ‘See, good creatures!’ in MaitrH XX 13v3.

Another type of non-verbal sentence is that construed with bar ‘there is’ or yok ‘there isn’t’ as predicates. With bar we find e.g. bay ymâ bar, yok çîgay ymâ bar (KP 6,1) ‘There are both rich and poor people’; with yok e.g. mini tîçün ämgântâçî kim ârsâr yok (U IV C 152) ‘There is nobody whatsoever who could suffer for me’. The domain of existence can be supplied in the locative case: azu bo savîmda igid bar gu? (KT S 10) ‘Or is there anything false in these my words?’ In Uygur the aorist of bul-tuk- ‘to be found’ serves as verbal alternative to bar and yok as in the following passage: bar mu munuj köküzintä

608 tep tesär ‘if one says’ has not been translated here: This is a very common strategy for asking rhetorical questions then answered by the author. See section 3.343 for ärki.
kutrulmaklag urug tarïg azu yok mu? bultukar mu munuñ könlintä kôkâizintä korkïnç âyïnçïlg ädïgü tîz yïltïz azu bultuknâz mu? (MaitrH Y 104-108) ‘Is there in his breast the seed of liberation or isn’t there? Is there to be found in his heart and in his breast the good root of fear (of god) or isn’t there?’\(^{609}\)

Possessive constructions have a tripartite structure: They comprise the possessor, the possessed and bar or yok. Possession is predicated by having bar (its absence by yok) follow the possessed entity with the possessive suffix referring to the possessor: özüm kutum bar ‘I myself enjoy divine favour’; ögrünciiŋ yok (IrqB) ‘You have no joy’. munjar nä ârsär yazok yok (PañcFrag II 23) ‘He does not have any sins whatsoever’\(^{610}\) shows that the construction is different when reference to the possessor is not limited to the possessive suffix: The nominal referring to the possessor is in the dative case and the possessed has no possessive suffix. The same possessive dative appears already (as bodunka) in the following Orkhon Turkic instance, showing that the construction was not copied from some foreign language: nayyerdâki xaganïlg bodunka bintägi bar ârsär nû bujï bar ârtäci ârmiš (Tuñ 56) ‘If any independent nation were to have one like me, what trouble could it ever have?’ The first instance of bar expresses possession in a rather concrete (though not economical), the second in an abstract sense.

The well-attested expression yïdï yokïña tägi (e.g. TT IV B56) ‘till the disappearance (even) of its smell’ clearly comes from a nominalisation of the sentence *yïd+ï yok ‘It’s smell is absent’, the second possessive suffix referring back to the entity whose complete disappearance is envisaged. Although they are grammatical predicates in that they alternate (as shown below) with forms of the copula, show possession and for other reasons, bar and yok are in fact nominals signifying ‘existing’ and ‘non-existing’ on the one hand, ‘existence’ and ‘non-existence’ on the other. The attributive and referential uses can be found in the passage yok ârmâz âzûk sav sözlâdimi[z], yokug bar, barag yok tep tediniz (MaitrH XX 14r3-4) ‘We have said non-existing (yok ârmâz) and mendacious (âzûk) things, have presented the non-existing as existing and the existing as non-existing;’ yok is here first used adnominally, then nominally. The binomes bay bar and yok çïgay (e.g. KP 6,1) respectively signify ‘rich’ and ‘poor’. bar and yok

\(^{609}\) Note the ellipsis of the nominative in the second part of the disjunctive construction.

\(^{610}\) ‘whatsoever’ translates nû ârsâr; see section 3.134 for this expression of generality. Cf. kim ârsâr in the U IV C152 sentence in the previous paragraph.
can even be topics, as in the proverb *bar bakır, yok altun* (DLT fol. 181) “What is present is (like) copper (one cares nought about it), what is absent is (precious like) gold”.

Sentences of existence are transferred away from the present by verbal means; e.g. *yana ymä bar ärđi sikwen atlíg nomči ačarı* (Ht VIII 76) ‘Moreover, there was the preacher and teacher named Qi Xuan’. Both *amṭika tāgi take bar ärür* (BT I A, 4) ‘It (i.e. a sūtra) still exists even till now’ and *inčip amṭi yerṭinčüdā bo užak yok ärür* (MaitrH XI 15r20) ‘However, this character does not exist on earth at present’ show the adverb *amṭi; är-ür* was apparently joined to *bar* and to *yok* to show that the present in the narrow sense is meant.

In *ādagü kilinči bar ārip ...* (BT II 1201) ‘(if) he has good deeds (to his favour) and ...’ and *ol āki kįši bar ārsār* ‘since there are those two persons’ we see that *bar* needs the copula to get subordinated. Unlike in Turkish, *bar* and *yok* are not replaced by the converb of the copula in case of subordination; the copula is added to the construction as it is: *kimniŋ birökm kūči kūnsini bar ārip tāv kūr alī altagī yok ārsār ...* (PañcFrag II 263) ‘Whoever, however, has power (*bar ārip*; but) has no tricks and guiles, ...’.

Expressions like *tolp sansar if[i]ntakī tīnl(i)glerīg nāčā āmgātgülik tolgakguluk ērintürgülik busanturguluk ēślār küdülglār ārsār,* ... (TT II,2 41-46) ‘However many matters there may be for which to cause pain and affliction to all the creatures in *samsāra*’ or *ūkiš ažunta ašnu ārinātūv atlíg balńtā ārnem atlíg elīg xan ārtī* (HamTouHou 1,13) ‘Many generations ago there was a king named Aranemi in the city named Aruṇāvati’ show that *ār-* by itself was also used for expressing existence.

In the following sentences *ār-* expresses possession: *bōgū biliğlīg burxanlarınıŋ iki törlıg ātözläri ārür* (Maitr 26A r11) ‘the wise minded Buddhas have two types of bodies’; *sözlāśgūn ārsār* (UigBrief D) ‘if you have anything to discuss’. In *kāk bīrlā katīğlīg savlār kōńümlītā ārmīskā* (BT II 991) the translation can be existential (‘because there are things mixed with hate in one’s heart’) or possessive (‘because one has ... in one’s heart’).

*ol*, primarily ‘that’ but also widely used as copula, is also found in sentences indicating existence: *ordo balńt at[in tagđīn] bulunjīnta altī bār[ā ...] bir sāŋrām ol* (Ht III 273) ‘6 miles to the north-west from the capital there is a monastery’; 611 *ol tamuta ymā ülgīșūz ēkiš čadīlīg savīn ēsīlār ol* (DKPAMPb 63) ‘Now in that hell there are countlessly numerous large pots full of potash water’.

611 Assuming that the lacuna did not contain anything relevant to this matter.
4.32. Verbal sentence patterns

Verbal sentences, especially sentences with fully or partly lexical verbs, can be analysed as hierarchical structures, in that they consist of noun phrases serving as arguments, of a central verb phrase assigning participant tasks to these arguments and sometimes of adjuncts. The sentence need not include reference to all of its arguments; this reference can very well be supplied by the context without any explicit trace of it appearing in the sentence itself. The lack of such trace is the rule when the reference-supplying context consists of language material; less so when the reference comes from the situation. The tasks carried out by noun phrases within sentences have already been accounted for in section 4.11, where we dealt with the various case functions.

One of the arguments in the verbal sentence will be the subject of the verb. The addressee can be expected to extract reference to the subject, as to any other participant, from the context. All entities retrievable by zero reference are part of (or constitute) the sentence’s topic. The subject of the second sentence in *biziň beš yüz ārān kança bardī? āsān tāgdi mü?* ‘Where have our 500 men gone? Have (they) arrived safely?’ (KP 53,4-6) is, of course, meant to be supplied from out of the first, without need to even put *tāgdi* into the plural.

When there is no explicit reference to the subject and its identity is not made clear from the context either, we speak of a variable. *öňtüň kedin satığka yulgka barsar bay bolur* (KP 13-14) signifies ‘One becomes rich if one goes to the east or to the west to trade’. The question to which this statement is an answer is also couched in terms involving a variable, and so are the other answers to the same question when presented to other addressees; the sentence itself would have been identical if there had been zero reference to some subject from the context. Another example: *ol taşiğ özi üzä tutsar kopa utgay ... ol taşiğ özintä tutsar yat kişi adartu umaz* (BlattRun 17-18, 23-24) ‘If one keeps that stone on oneself, one will prevail in everything ... If one keeps that stone on oneself, strangers will not be able to harm one’. This is not basically different (though perhaps less widespread among European languages) than when an oblique argument is neither explicit nor implicit, as the object in the sentence *nägülik ölürür sizlär* ‘Why do you kill?’; just as the speaker has no specific object in mind in this sentence, he has no specific subject in mind in the previous ones.

In other cases, deverbal noun dummies are used for filling object slots: This, I suspect, is the main reason for the appearance of *ölüt* in *ölüt ölür*- ‘to carry out a massacre’ with the verb just mentioned, and
of čašut in čašut čašur- ‘to slander’ (both documented in OTWF 310-11). yol in yol yorï- ‘to travel’ and nom in nom nomla- ‘to preach’ could have been replaced by more specific terms if the speaker / writer had deemed them necessary or had been able to supply them. The appearance of verbal abstract objects is obligatory when these are to be accompanied by their subjects; the phrases arslan silkinig in (or silkinmäkin) silkin-, arslan yatgïšïn yat- and arslan ilincüsin ilinçülä- are quoted in OTWF 204. yol yorï- shows that a real etymological connection is not necessary between the two elements, although alliteration does appear to be the general rule.

Adjuncts, which express, among other matters, when, where, how or why the event referred to by the sentence takes place, are generally not made obligatory by the grammar. They can consist of phrases or clauses. See section 3.3 for adjuncts, section 4.2 for adjunct phrases and section 4.63 for adjunct clauses.

Predication is sometimes shared between a verb and a nominal, which is unmarked for case. There are three types of this:

Firstly, some intransitive verbs are able to govern descriptive predicative adjectives, e.g. busušlug in nà üčün busušlug kältiniz? ‘Why did you come in sorrow?’ (KP 4,5). Thus also the quantity adjective alku in ädgü törö ädgü kilinç alku kalgay (TT II,1 21) ‘Good habits and good deeds will all stay’. Similarly, certain transitive verbs also govern adjectives which they predicatively apply to their direct objects, as in sakinç arığ tut (ChristManManus, Christian ms. v 12) ‘Keep (your) thoughts pure!’.

Thirdly, a transitive verb can govern two nouns or pronouns as objects; the second noun (in the nominative) here tells us what the first (in the accusative case) is made to turn into: inscriptional özümün öýrä bîna başı itti ‘Myself he sent (îd-) forward (as) captain’; Uygur äki kizin tapig berti ‘He gave his two daughters (as) tribute’ or altî azigön ... kâyiıkîkû buši berû (Ht III 259-60) ‘(the white elephant) gave his six molars to the hunter (as) alms’. A reversal in the order of topic and comment is not excluded; the topic remains evident by being marked with the accusative suffix: enç äsän kilzun mini (U II 64,9) ‘May he make me be well and in peace’. We quoted instances with the verbs îd-, ber- and kil-, yarat- ‘to create’ and ata- ‘to nominate’ are also used with two objects.
Participles are adjectives and could therefore, in principle, also be used predicatively. Some of them, the -\textit{dA}+I\textit{þ} form in inscriptions Turkic, the aorist, -\textit{yOk} and -\textit{mAyOk}, -\textit{mIš} and -\textit{mAdOk}, -(\textit{mA}-)\textit{gU} and -(\textit{mA}-)\textit{gUlxk} forms in the whole of Old Turkic, could serve both as participles and as finite verb forms. The meanings of -\textit{yOk}, -\textit{mAyOk}, -\textit{mIš} and -\textit{mAdOk} are different when they are participles and when they are not, which means that – given the context – confusion between participle and finite form was unlikely. When, however, we e.g. find an aorist form in predicative position, the predicate can \textit{in principle} be understood either as a verbal or as a nominal one: \textit{mâniñ köjüлим näñ ornanmaz} (TT II,1 40) could signify either ‘my heart hasn’t been calming down’ or ‘my heart is a quite unstable one’.\footnote{In the second case it might be necessary to end the sentence with \textit{ol} (see section 4.31), as e.g. in \textit{kök tâñri yanjiñ kîlnişlar ol} (HtsBiogr 130) ‘They have done it in the manner of heavens’} In some such instances the distinction between ‘finite’ and ‘non-finite’ may possibly disappear in main or in subordinate clauses. In the case of the aorist, finite use, which is statistically more common than participial use, will be the hearer / reader’s first (and hence only) choice.

The distinction between verbal and nominal predicates is blurred also through the existence of a well documented hybrid class: There are subordinating pronouns and conjunctions governing infinite subordinate clauses, both with participles and converbs, e.g. \textit{muntada adîn taki öni aš içgü yok kim bo ... aç barsîg tîrgûrûlûk} ‘There is here no other different food or drink with which to revive this ... hungry tigress’; \textit{tîñlıg oğlanî yok kim mâniñ ... kam kadašîm bolmadî ârsar} ‘there are no living creatures who did not become my relatives (in previous lives)’. For Old Turkic, where verb forms capable of nominal behaviour possess all verbal categories, one might want to do away with the notion of finiteness and deal only with categorial bundles in word classes.

Unlike many (but not all) languages, 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} person verb forms can also be accompanied by \textit{nominal} subjects, not only pronominal ones. Three Orkhon Turkic examples among many, with the 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} persons singular and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} person plural: \textit{ilgûrû hařîма bardîg}, \textit{kuŋığaru hařîма bardîg} (KT E23-24, BQ E20) ‘Those of you who went east departed and those of you who went west departed (as well)’; \textit{yigîrmi kûn olorup bo taşka bo tamka kop Yollug Tegin bitidim} (KT SE) ‘I (but the text contains no apposition), Y. T., wrote all of it on this
stone, on this wall, sitting (at it) for 20 days’. ölügi yurtda yolta yatu kaltacı ârtigiz (KT N9) ‘(All these, my mother the queen, my mothers, elder sisters, daughters in law and princesses, who would survive would become female slaves); the dead among you would be left lying in deserted camps and on the road’: The adjective ölüg ‘dead’ is the subject of the 2nd person plural verb phrase kaltacı ârtigiz. Here an example from the 4th (runiform) Stein ms. (l.6): aî öz apa totok ûlati kamîg atlıg yüzlıg otuz ewart ɹr kältimiz  ‘Thirty of us came, all men of renown, the (ruler’s) nephew Ö. A. totok and the others’. The best rendering of the content of this Old Turkic sentence into English included a series of appositions, but this does not correspond to its actual structure: That presents 30 men with certain attributes and mentioning one of them, as formal subject of a 1st person plural finite verb.

-mA- negates verb forms. Double negation gives positive meaning, as -mAOkXm yok, or in tînlîg oğlanı yım kim mâniy ögüm kañım ... bolmadı ârsâr ‘there are no living beings who did not become my parents’. The following negates the copula where English would negate the topic or the predicate: alko tînlîglar mâniy yatım ârmâzlâr  ‘All beings are not foreign to me (= none are my strangers)’. The negativity of a superordinated verb does not extend to a subordinated one; one example among many is takî kamag kamlar ter(i)láp nây tîrgûrmâgây  ‘Even all the magicians will, assembling, definitely not bring him back to life’. Therefore, converbs have to be additionally negated: burxan kutîlîg küsiüşintä anêkî(y)a yım tînmâtın kilguluk išinä ... arîtî armadı (U IVA 272) ‘Not leaving off a bit in his wish for Buddhadam he did not at all get tired of the task he was to carry out’.

4.4. The organization of information in the sentence

The second way to analyse a sentence (the first way being what we looked at in sections 4.31 and 4.32) is to deal with the flow and organization of information taking place in it. In Old Turkic the most salient means for this purpose is constituent order. The content of sentences in which the same information is organized differently will generally be understood in the same way as far as truth values are concerned.

The order of sentence constituents is in Old Turkic strongly topic – comment oriented in all stages of the language, all styles and text sorts and all putative dialects; other purposes served by constituent order can be iconicity (‘first noted first mentioned’), the linking of elements to previous sentences and the forward motion of the plot. When the
topic is purely deictic, the relevant pronoun is added after the predicate. Otherwise, the last constituents in a sentence normally belong to the predicate. Moving constituents around so as to arrange them in the topic – comment order is simpler with the nominal sentence than with sentences having a finite verb, which is why we will start with that. An example for a nominal sentence is ädgü+g ol ärinč (KT) which, considering the context, can have a translation like ‘That is probably the good you got from it’.614 Again translated freely, mäniş sakînčim ymä antag ok (Ht I 229) is ‘Now that is what I think’: In both of these cases, the demonstrative is predicate. In exclamative nominal sentences the topic – comment order can be reversed: ançama ädgü mäni ärür küsämiş küsüšlar kanmakï (MaitrH XV 13r6) ‘What great joy it is when what one had hoped for is fulfilled!’ Non-finite verb forms can also be either topics or comments in nominal sentences, but that will be dealt with further on, as the construction is used for making the verb of a verbal sentence unpredicative.

In the following sentence a nominal clause is made the object of a verb of thinking; stating the clause which is the object of bil- is more important to the writer than giving first position to the rather general subject of the whole sentence: tükäl bilgä täŋri burxan yarlıkamiš köni kertü nomnuñ tînlîgar bo montag yegi adrokän bilzünlär (TT X 557-559) ‘May living beings know that the rightful and true doctrine preached by the perfectly wise divine Buddha is so superior and excellent’ or ‘May the living beings know this superiority and excellence of the ...’. This object clause could by itself have been tükäl bilgä täŋri burxan yarlıkamiš köni kertü nom ärti yeg adrok ol (or ärür).

Left dislocation topicalises both in nominal and in verbal sentences. In the following nominal sentence the interrogative phrase nä törlüg kişi ‘what sort of a person’ is in its normal initial position; however, the topic pushes itself before it for prominence, not without leaving demonstrative bo as trace:615 bo montag körksüz ... yatagma nä törlüg kişi bo (ChristManManus, Manichaean ms. r 5) ‘This (person) lying there in such an ugly way, what sort of a person is he?’. Another nominal sentence showing left-dislocation is kazganč nän tarïg tarîmakda ädgü yok (KP 13,2) ‘As for profit, there is absolutely none

614 The +g is a variant of the 2nd person possessive suffix, here referring to the beneficiary of ‘the good’, i.e. the advantage.

615 In Turkish such trace demonstratives are unstressed. This must have been the case also in Old Turkic, where they are placed after the predicate instead of being in the normal topic position yat-agma is a participle representing the subject of the action of ‘lying down’.
better than in agriculture’, the undislocated place of kazganč would have been after ädgü, its attribute. What is important to note is that under such movement no government relationships are changed.

Left dislocation of the topic is rather common also in verbal sentences, where we find two types: Either topic and subject are referentially identical, or the latter is different but in some way related to the former (e.g. by being part of it); the matter has been discussed in Erdal 1998b. Here is an example for topic / subject identity under left dislocation; reference to the topic is effected by the possessive suffix on är-mäk+i: täñrikänimiz uzun özün kalın kutun turkaru adasazan tudasazan ärmäki bolzun ärti (BT V 516-8) ‘Our majesty, I wish he were to attain a long life, that he were to live full of blessing and that he were continuously free from trouble’. The type with distinct topic and subject is sometimes called ‘double subject construction’. It is found e.g. in inscriptional karlok tirigi barä türgäška kirti ‘As for the K., all among them who saved their lives joined the T.’. The sentence ”kögmän yolî bir ärmiš, tumiš” teyin äšidip ”...” tedim, yerçi tilädim. (Tuñ 23) ‘As for the Sayan (range), I heard that there was only one way across it and that it was blocked, and said ...’, finally, is another example for the phenomenon. In both examples the topic, Karlok or Kögmän, is in the basic case form, and reference to it is taken up by the possessive suffixes of tirig+i bar+i and yol+i. yolî bir is a nominal clause with copula, serving as a complex predicate (or ‘comment’), as the sentence tirigi barä türgäška kirti serves as complex predicate. The sentence with barä reminds us of tetselar üküşi körmädin äšidmätin kaltîlar (Ht VIII 74) ‘The students mostly went on not to see and not to hear’, or ‘As for the students, most of them (üküš+i) remained ...’. The most salient ‘relationship’ is the inalienability of body parts, as between the subject and his mouth in the following:
akayu kiši agïzîntïn äyrig sarsïg sav ünsär ... anta ok täñri burxanîg öp sakïnîp înça tezün (DKPAMPb 539) ‘If a person has used harsh and abusive language, let him think of divine Buddha and utter this’. kayu kiši is the subject of the main verb, for which the nominative is normal; by making it precede the conditional clause with sav as its subject, the possessive suffix of agïz+în+tîn serving as only link between the two clauses, we effectively get the situation where the person is not directly to blame for the harsh and abusive language while remaining the topic. In the following Manichæan example (M I nr. 8 VII r2-4) resumptive ol kiši

616 We know that täñrikänimiz is not a vocative standing outside the sentence, as it is preceded by the vocative täñrikänim. The sentence is followed by another two, which show a similar structure.
is topicalised because it takes up the generalising *kanyu kişi: kanyu kişi kim bo yarokun ārmâk[ig] kântû köniţîn ičrâ tarîmîş ārsâr, ol kişi bâlgûsi antag ārûr* ‘Whatever person has planted this enlightened existence in his own heart, that person – his characterisation (bâlgû-qi) is as follows:’. In a sentence in Maitr XV 10v13 kamag tînlîglîlar (thus) ‘all creatures’ is the topic while *az övkä bilîgsiz bilîgläri* ‘their ignorance of lust and anger’ is the subject.

Grammatically redundant pronouns are made to start sentences for contrast against other participants, e.g. Orkhon Türkic *biz az ārtîmîz yavîz ārtîmîz* ‘As for us, we were few and in a bad state’.

In *ol kim burxan tetir, nom ol ok ārûr* (TT VI 418), Buddha manages to become both topic and comment. The sentence says ‘That which (or ‘He who …’) is called Buddha, the teaching is nothing else but him’ (or ‘that’). I have chosen the ‘nothing else but’ construction to render focussing through the particle ok. What we have is the nominal sentence *nom ol ārûr*, with both topic and predicate, the nexus getting predicated upon the noun phrase *ol kim burxan tetir*, which consists of a demonstrative qualified by a relative clause. The meaning basically to be conveyed is that Buddha and the teaching are one and the same. The author could therefore have written *burxan nom ārûr* or *nom burxan ārûr* if he had not intended to stress the import of this identity. However, beside ok to underline the status of Buddha as predicate he chose to apply to Buddha left dislocation as well, leaving *ol* as trace in the kernel sentence.

The element ārsâr is exceedingly common as topicaliser, e.g. *tavgač eli ārsâr, märecê atîlîg uç kîdîg türk türgeš yer ol* ‘As for China, that is a Turkish, Turgeshian, distant land of the *mleccha* category’; *siz tüdîmlîg xanînîñ töz yîltîzda siz ... män ārsâr tângî yalavačî män* (Wettkampf 53) ‘You are from the root of crowned kings ... As for me, I am a messenger of God’. There is very extensive listing of such instances in §§ 29-33 of the entry ār- in the UW, pp. 406-407. An example where tesâr is used for the same purpose is quoted in chapter VI. Both words have survived in Turkic languages as topicalisers to this day.

We stated above that it is not simple to move the finite verb around in the Old Turkic sentence; the reason for this is that finite verb forms have a strong affinity with the position at the end of a sentence. Finite verb forms are, however, moved away from the end for purposes other than topic / comment structure, in the following types:

Imperatives and other verb forms signaling an unusual energy on the mind of the speaker are sometimes left-dislocated: *ögsûz kalmîş bo irînîc tînlîg âmîgîmîn âmîp bolzun mâniñ oglûm* (PañcFrag II 29) ‘(I’ll)
let this poor creature suck my teats and – well then – let it become my child!'; "tal atéi" tedim (Tuñ I N1) ‘Dive (into it) with (your) horses’ I said’. otg[urak] kertgünzün bo savag (TT X 467) ‘Let her put all her trust in these words!’ In Suv 609,11 the prince who is ready to sacrifice his body for the hungry tigress says: bulgøy ärki biz yeg adrok buyanïg ‘We will hopefully attain excellent punya’. Great emotion brings the verb to initial position: muñ ay muñ ay, yitirmiş mân isig sâvâr amrak atayïmïn ‘Oh sorrow, oh sorrow, I have lost my dear baby, whom I love warmly’ (Suv 623,10); kalmïs sünük yer sayu, içgïnmiş mân kâncimin, sâvâr amrak atayïmïn (Suv 626,16-17) ‘The bones lie around everywhere, I have lost my baby, my dear chick whom (I) love’. The sentence ašukmaz mu köjüllüg, finally, was written by an old father in a letter he sent to his son in an emotional plea to come for a visit (UigBrief C12); it signifies ‘Doesn’t your heart yearn (for us)?’ but a freer translation in the context could be ‘Aren’t you homesick?’

A causal relationship between events can bring the verbs to the fore and make them precede subjects: ymä yegädty (a)rok kün (a)rarïg tümüg aliyadurdu ... ymä anta ken [är]ksinïr elägïr xanlar k(ä)ntü öz elin içrä (M III nr.8 III v10-15) ‘And the bright day vanquished the dark night and weakened it; … and thereupon they rule and govern, the kings and rulers, within their own realms’.

Converb phrases connecting with the pre-text can precede the subject when the action is a direct reaction: munï körüp bodisatv ... ärtnü korkdï sezinti (Suv 630,10) ‘When he saw this, the bodhisattva, ... he became exceedingly frightened ... and worried’; anï körüp yäklår bägi vayşırvanï tâñrï, yašïg közin yiğlayu ... (TT X 296) ‘When he saw that, the lord of the demons the god Vaişrâvana, ... he wept with wet eyes and ...’.

S – O – V is the unmarked order, S being preceded by connectives (such as anta ötrö ‘thereupon’). Other object positions demand explanations. In the following example, e.g., the locative precedes the subject in order to stress the distance of the two goals: üstün akaništabavan altïn aviš tamu ... yer suvlarda ol yarok yaltrïk tägir ‘That bright gleam reaches all the way to the A. above and the AvciHELL ... worlds below’. Objects can also precede the subject when they are topics carried over from the preceding co-text; e.g. čik bodumug biñam sîrâ kâltï ‘The Ç. tribe was driven hither by my military unit’. The accusative is pushed to the first part of the sentence also when something else occupies focus position, e.g. elig törog agï barïm tutar (KP 9,1) ‘Money (agï barïm) is what keeps the state (el törog) going’. In the following Orkhon Turkic example, üd, the direct object, is topic; it precedes tâñrï, the subject, which is focus of the utterance: üd tâñrï
aysar kişi oğlu ölgåli törümiš ‘Since it is god who determines timing (üd), the sons of men are all born to die.’ The reason for üd ‘time’ lacking the accusative suffix might be its genericity; the sentence is uttered in consolation for death. In örgün anta yaratîtïdim, čít anta tokïtïdim (ȘU) the unmarked direct objects precede the locatives, which are in focus: ‘It was there that I had my throne (örgün) erected and a (border) fence (čít) set up’. In bo buyanag äŋ övrirä åvirär biz tæŋri bögö el bilgå arslan tæŋri uygur tärkânimiz kutũña and similar sentences in the colophon of MaitrH Y, the deflexion of punya (buyan ävir-) is topic, the person to whom it is deflected (in dative case) the relevant new information.

Personal pronouns follow nominal predicates as they follow the verb, presumably lacking stress (as in modern Turkic). This means that the topic follows the comment when this topic is a personal pronoun, instead of preceding it. Hence the placing of a personal pronoun at the end cannot be used as an indication for its being predicative. It is an indication that it is getting cliticised and turning into a grammatical personal marker without any role in the topic-comment structure. The sentence tæŋrim, bizni yarlikaglï buyançï kertü tæŋri sîz sîz (BT V 400-402) is to be translated as ‘My lord, it is you (sîz) who are the true god of good practices, who commiserate with us’ with ‘you’ as comment. This corresponds to Turkish sizsiniz: The first sîz is comment, the second the trace of the copula. If ‘you’ were a neutral topic we would have *tæŋrim bizni yarlikaglï buyançï kertü tæŋri sîz, while *tæŋrim sîz bizni yarlikaglï buyançï kertü tæŋri sîz, with sîz added in the first position, would mean that the 2nd person is being contrasted with other possible topics.

The position just before the verb serves focussing: In tæŋrîli yäkli yaroklï karalï ol üdün katîltï (Xw 7), e.g., ol üdün ‘at that time’ is in focus: ‘It was then that gods and demons, light and darkness were mingled’. When the focus position just before the verb is occupied, non-finite elements can be pushed after the verb; this may be the reason for the place of the converb in the following sentence: tegin kanjî xanka încä tep õtündi ěglayu: ‘…’ Crying, the prince spoke the following words to his father the king: ‘…’ (KP 4,7). For the purpose of focussing, predicative direct objects can be moved away from preverbal position also when they have no accusative marking: uçugma k[ušlar] kãlip tãmîrlig yîti tarmaklar[în] üzä tançu tançû ätîmîzni üz[iıp] elîrlâr (MaitrH XX 14r14) ‘Flying birds come and with their iron claws tear away our flesh piece by piece’. The unmarked place of tançu tançû would have been adjacent to the verb; the correct
formulation of the process may just be that elements get highlighted by being moved from their normal position, whatever it is.

Here are Christian examples for the postponement of the indirect object: *ol üdün Xerodes xan inêcä tep yarlikadi olarka* (U I Magier 3) ‘Then king Herod decreed the following to them’; *barip yükünäyin anjar* (U I Magier 8) ‘let me go and worship him’; *yükinç yükündilär ögmâk alkîš ötündilär elig xan m(â)šixa tâñrikä* (U I Magier 20) ‘they worshipped and expressed praises and blessings towards the divine king Messias’. *paşik sözlägüg ayu yarlikadinjç olarka* ‘you graciously admonished them to sing hymns’ (from a Manichaean text) also places the backgrounded indirect object after the verb. In Buddhist *bo ... buyan ädgü kilînçîg äŋ öğrâ ävîrîr biz ... tört ... tâñrilärkä* ‘We transfer the credit for this meritorious deed first of all to the four ... gods’, on the other hand, the postposed indirect object is predicative.

Beside these there is the phenomenon of right dislocation, where a sentence or clause with a demonstrative *in situ* is followed by an apposition to that demonstrative: In the sentence *seni inêcä sävär mân ayadakî yinçû monçôk tâg* ‘I love you as much as jewels and pearls in one’s hand’ (KP 6,8), *ayadakî yinçû monçôk tâg* stands in apposition to *inêcä*. While, in this sentence, *inêcä* points forwards, *munî* in the following sentence points backwards: *munî körûp bodisatv, montag osoglug ärtökin, ... ärtînî körkdî sezinti* (Suv 630,10) ‘He saw this, the bodhisattva, i.e. that this was the situation, and became exceedingly frightened ... and worried.’. In this second case, both the subject and the apposition giving semantic content to the anaphoric demonstrative are postposed. The reason here, again, is the strong emotional content of the passage (referring as direct object to the state of the prince sacrificing himself). In Devatä a2-3617 we read: *nâ antag äd ol [ag]uta t[â]ki katîgrak, nâ antag* äd ol yalar otta kâd örtâyür etc., signifying ‘What is such a thing that it is stronger than poison? What is such a thing that it flares up stronger than fire? ...’. Then (a10) *nâ antag äd ol bïntaduta takî yumşakrak* ‘What is such a thing that it is softer than silk?’ We here have three interrogative nominal sentences where the

---

617 We quote two among four such sentences, the other two being even more fragmentary. The editor’s reconstruction is based on parallelisms, on the answers to these questions (which are also, however, fragmentary) and on the Chinese and Sanskrit versions. The less likely analysis is to consider *nâ antag äd ol* to be a complete nominal sentence and *yalar otta kâd örtâyür* an asyndetic relative clause, similar to the analysis of the sentence *bo montag körksüz yatagma nâ törlüg kiši bo* ‘This (person) lying there in such an ugly way, what sort of a person is he?’ offered at the beginning of this section: That would only have been possible under left dislocation. *yumşakrak* in a10 is an emendation for a word which looks similar but is not understandable.
attributes of äd are right-dislocated, leaving the cataphoric demonstrative antag as trace. The first and third right-dislocated elements are adjectives with satellites while the second one is a relativized sentence with no mark of subordination (as the conjunction kim would have been). Parallel mss. instead use other means of text organization, nā antag äd bar ‘What sort of a thing is there ...’ or nā antag äd ol kim ‘What sort of a thing is it that ...’.

Now take kišig .. yinik körtäči, nomug učuzladačilar üčün, anïn burxanlar anta tugmaz; köñülläri tar, kirläri tärïn üçün kut bulmïş tüzünlär bo tīltagïn anta barmaz (Ht V 100-106) ‘Because they humiliate people and disparage teaching, that is why Buddhas are not born there; because their mind are narrow and their filth deep, for that reason äryas who have found blessing do not go there’: The anaphoric elements anïn and bo tīltagïn echo the reference on the expressed causes for further prominence. Similarly in Ht III 665: män sini nizvanï kadgu[larïn] tarkarïp arxant kutïn bulturgalï, anï üçün sürïp üntürdïm ‘To make you get rid of the passions of sorrow618 and find arhatthood – that is why I drove you away’.

Topics established as such in the text stretch preceding a sentence can be right-dislocated. Take bo montag asïg tusu kildačï üçün bo nom ärdini, anïn ol şoklarïg tükäl bititti ‘It is because this sūtra-jewel does this much good that he (i.e. the Chinese emperor) had those gāthās written out in full’ in BT I A2 19-21. The sūtra in question is mentioned (and praised) in l.4 (bo kimkoki atlıg nom ärdini), l.9 (bo nom ärdini), l.14 (bo kimkoki nom) and referred to with a zero anaphoric in l.17 (where the reader has to understand it to be the object of a verb). Then follows the sentence quoted above, where this reference is taken up with a noun phrase, placed in post-predicative position: In a sentence following upon one with zero anaphora, the author chose to take up explicit reference, but without putting the referential noun phrase into a position which establishes topicality.

In “bar ārsär mânïk azkya ārsär ymä mümïm kadağïm, ... erïnlär münänlär” tep, “ätözdäkimin ārsär ymä, tiltäkimin ārsär ymä, köñüldäkimin ārsär ymä” (BT III 543-545) ‘He said “If I have even the smallest of sins, ... criticise and chastise it, be it a sin of my body, of my tongue or of my heart.” there is right dislocation of three locative satellites to ‘my sin’ (the binome mün+üm kadag+im); these satellites take up the possessive suffix of this latter. Interestingly, the accusative

618 I do not think nizvanï kadgu[lar] is either “Leidenschaften” as translated by Röhrborn or “acılar,” as translated into Turkish by Ölmez; it is unlikely to be a binome as the meanings of the two words are too far apart.
form of the satellites echoes the function of the head as direct object, although that has nominative and not accusative form.

Question pronouns generally appear in situ; e.g. mäniŋ kizīm kanča baryok ol (U II 25,21) ‘Where has my daughter gone?’; biz ikiğūdā kanyusū kičlägrāk biz? (Wettkampf 43) ‘Who among us two is the stronger?’ In rhetorical questions, e.g. eligin törögin kām artati ṭadačī ārtī (BQ E19) ‘Who could have harmed your realm and your system?’; ellig bodun ārtīm; elim amtti kanī (KT E9) ‘I was a nation with a realm; where is my realm now?’; ārtī (BQ E19) ‘How should I manage, how can I live without grass and water?’;
muntada munjadīnçig nagū bolgay ‘What could be more wondrous than this?’ (Maitr 26A r4). In the following sentence an interrogative pronoun in indefinite use is the sentence’s subject: kim kayu küsäsär Ketumatī kāntūkī ... kutlug tūnlīlīg ara ātizū olorup aṣagālī, bīrlī olorup mānjīlāgālī, ol kišī ādgū kīfīnī kīlūn ‘Whoever wishes to enjoy sitting among the blessed creatures of Ketumatī and to make music, to sit together and be happy, that person should perform good deeds’. It can then happen, as in this example, that it attracts the verb away from clause-final position. Even more so with real interrogatives with 1st or 2nd person subjects: nākā tāzār biz (Tuñ 38) ‘What are we fleeing from?’; kāmkā elig kazganur mān (KT E9) ‘Whom am I conquering countries for?’; nā ācūn būṣlūg kāltīnjīz? (KP 4,5) ‘Why did you come (back) saddened?’; nāgūlūk ńłürūr sīzlār ‘Why do you kill?’; nā tusu bolgay ‘What use will it be?’; kanča bargalī sakīnur sīz ‘Where are you planning to go? In DKPAMPb 840 a child addresses his father with a chain of five rhetorical questions, two of them with mū after the verb, two with left dislocation of wh° forms and one (marked by ārki) with the pronoun in situ; these are: kanča bardī sānin burxan kūtīlīg ādgū sakīnčīn? kimni ucūn mini montag āmgūtīgālī būṣī hertiŋ? yarīkānčūcī köönūlūn kanta yitlinip bardī ārki? ‘Which way did your good thoughts linked to Buddhahood go? For whom have you given me as alms to cause me so much pain? Where did your pity disappear to, I wonder?’. In the following instance, finally, the nominalized topic is pushed out of initial position by an interrogative: nā tusu bolur (or: bulur) ol ādgū kūn, ol ādgū ād körmiši talulamīśī (TT VI 23) ‘Of what use will it be (to him) that he looked for and found out a suitable day and a suitable hour?’

If the verbal content is not predicative (i.e. not part of the ‘comment’), the sentence can be clefted by putting the verb into non-finite form (here āšītdökūm): In īkūš tālim nomlaŋīg āšītdökūm yok ārtī ... amtti yūgārū āšīdīm ... bo nomug (Suv 670,1) ‘There were many teachings which I had never heard; now I have listened to this
teaching (being preached) right before me’ it is the negation which is in focus; the neutral expression would have been äşidnädim. In the following sentence the subject is in focus; for this purpose the particle Ok is placed after (and the adjective yalanız before) it. The verb is made into a participle, turning the sentence into a nominal one, whereby the subject appears in the second half of the sentence: anï biltäci yalanız burxanlar ok ärür (BT I D(14)) ‘It is only the Buddhas who know that’. Take the sentence ol yäkinä üstün täyri altın yalıçukta kim ärsär küçün tütdäcï yok (TT X 104-106) ‘There is nobody, neither among gods above nor among humans below, who restrains the power of that demon’: yäk, ‘the demon’, is topic, brought to a position before the subject and thereby separated from its head. yok is shown to be the main predicate on the nominalisation of the verb, again changing a verbal to a nominal sentence pattern. In the following passage the clefting serves focussing on the identity of the subject: kim ärti ärki biçdaçaä ögükkyäm ät’özün? ... kim ärti ärki olürtäci ögükkyäm çak sini? (Suv 626,14-19) ‘Who could it have been who slashed the body of my darling? ... Who was it, I wonder, who killed you of all people?’.” sizni sävmäkimiz montag ol ‘This is how we love you’ (Ht VII 1880) figures a non-finite verb form to focus on montag: The variant with finite verb would presumably have been *sizni montag sâvür biz.

In yeg ärdöküm ol (E24,5) ‘That is how I succeeded’ and in tirig oztum. kältöküm bo (KP 61,1) ‘I survived alive. Here I am’ it is demonstrative pronouns which get the full predicative weight. A -dOk form is topic for a demonstrative also in Kapgan xagan, Türk Sir bodun yördökï bo (Tuñ II N3) ‘This is how K. k. and the Turk (or: ‘united’) Sir people fared’. The following sentences with copula are construed similarly: kaltï tül tüşäp odumïs täg tiriltöküm bo ärür (Suv 16, 15-16) ‘This is how I came back to life, as if, e.g., I had dreamt and woken up’, yerig tupulup yokaru ümmişi bo ärür (Suv 644,4) ‘This is how it pierced the earth and came up’. This construction lived on, with -dOk, in Qarakhanid: oš kädöküm bo is, in DLT fol.30 translated as ‘I have just come’: oš here makes the presentative element even more explicit. Interestingly, most of the -dOk forms are in the 1st person. In a lecture held in Frankfurt in November 2002, E. Skribnik documented this construction, with predicative bo or ol, from Tuvan and Altay Turkic.

The main clause in the following sentence was clefted to create a focus for the temporal adjunct: ärtimlig ät’özüm içgünsar män, kayu kiân bolgay mûni täg tükällig kïsi ät’özün bulgum? (U II 88-89) signifies ‘When I lose my transient body, on which day will it be that I find a perfect human body like this one?’ The unclefted version would
have been *kayu kün ... kişi ätözin bulgay mān? The writer’s hope has been transformed into the projection participle bul-gu.

Definiteness or specificity do not as such appear to be expressed by case marking. That constituents appearing earlier in the sentence tend to be more definite, i.e. better known to speaker and hearer and more within the universe of discourse, is a universal phenomenon and no doubt correct also in this language.

4.5. The structure of the participant group

For the representation of relationships between entities participating in an event the language uses a number of different and interacting means: First of all there are the verb bases, each with a typical set of participant characteristics, i.e. what set of nominals they can govern and in which cases. Those governing direct objects are called transitive, those not governing direct objects intransitive, but one would need a much richer set of terms to classify verb bases in this way: Their government of other case forms (e.g. the dative) is also of high grammatical relevance. Moreover, some verb stems are associated with more than one government pattern, sometimes as linked to different meanings; in some of these cases, it can be argued that such a verb stem in fact represents more than one verbal lexeme. Still within the lexicon (and therefore not, strictly speaking, the object of this work but described in OTWF), any intransitive verb stem can, in Old Turkic, be turned into a transitive one by adding one of the seven causative formatives or formative combinations to it.\(^{619}\) Secondly, the different diathetical suffixes added to the verb (including the causative suffixes) define distinctive grammatical sentence structures, especially if lexicalisation of these derived stems does not lead them to special meanings and away from sentence patterns characteristic for each one of them. Thirdly there are the governed nominals referring to the participants in the action, consisting at least of one word (unless we have zero anaphora pointing to some entity outside the clause as defined by the verb in question), which fall into semantic classes on one hand and, on the other hand, are characterised by case forms.

Zero slots can by the addressee be filled either from out of the context or through his world knowledge. See OTWF 785, 795-6

\(^{619}\) The various causative suffixes are in complementary distribution for some of the stem shapes as defined phonologically, but not in all cases. They should be treated as separate suffixes both for this reason, and because their grammatical characteristics by no means overlap completely.
concerning the ellipsis of direct objects because of expected addressee knowledge in the military domain, the verbs akît-, sekrit- / sekirt- and yor(î)t- taking ‘horse(s)’ as implicit object; they are thus used as intransitive verbs in spite of their causative shape. Similarly, Röhrborn 2000 states that the verbs çökît-, bôdit-, agrît-, täprât-, bâlgürt-, ürkit-, bâliqlät-, änit-, tolgat- and the DLT’s yîlît- are used with the subject’s body or a part of his body as implicit object. In a few cases this ultimately led to relexicalisation as an intransitive verb; in the corpus, the object does, however, resurface either when it has to be qualified by an adjective or for some contextual reason. The problem which we have with ellipsis is that, in the less common cases, it is not clear which lexeme should actually be the understood object: With the sentence nacükîn takî adkantacı bîlîglär ... ürkitgâli bâliqlätgâli ugay quoted by Röhrborn 2000: 270 from Ht, âtözîn ‘his body’ is unlikely to be the implicit goal, as he thinks; with verbs signifying ‘to frighten’ the object should be less physical.

Passive sentences have verbs formed with -(X)l- or, in late Buddhist texts, -(X)tUrXl-, getting the patient as grammatical subject. They usually lack an explicit agent; in later texts they are sometimes accompanied by a constituent referring to the agent, governed by the postposition üzä. See OTWF 691-93 and 699-700 for the syntax of verbs formed with these formatives. The normal earlier way of deriving passive verbs with explicit agent was to add to them the formative –(X)t- and put this agent into the dative case.

When one of the seven causative formatives is added to transitive bases, we have different constructions depending on what case forms the argument nominals governed by the verb are in; the different possibilities are discussed in OTWF 834-845. The instances involve agents or instigators, targets and, mediating between these, intermediate causees or intermediate agents, whose task may be seen as active (from the point of view of the target) or passive (from the point of view of the instigator).

-(X)š- verbs have two (groups of) participants (in plural) vying or cooperating with each other. They are often accompanied by the phrase bir ikintiškä ‘one another’, which appears as bir ikintikä in M I 9,9 and Maue 1996 44a v6; alternatively, they have one participant vying with (birlä) another, the parties being either direct or indirect objects of each other. The content of ‘vying’ is not necessarily linked to the use

---

620 This has the secondary meaning ‘to get fever’. Röhrborn 2000: 272 points out a similar development behind Turkish kızdırma ‘fever’ and the verb üsüt- ‘to catch a cold’. Another such case is Turkish sıtma ‘malaria’, which comes from ıst-i-t-ma.
of -(X)š-. cf. küçümüüz bir ikiinti birlâ sînalîm biz ‘Let us compete with each other in strength’ (Wettkampf 41-43); DreiPrinz 119-120 has no doubt also been correctly completed as [bir] ikiinti birlâ. The cooperating or vying participants in an action are either both subjects, or one party is the subject, carrying out the action with or against the other. However, even in this latter case and when the subject is singular, Old Turkic (unlike Western European languages) puts the verb in the plural; inim Köl Tegin birlâ sözlâşdimiz (KT E 26), e.g., signifies ‘I discussed the matter with my younger brother Köl Tegin’. One of the original meanings of the -(X)š- formative (retained to this day in Kïrgïz) may have been the expression of verbal plurality; thus e.g. in bešinç ay üč yegirmikä kallišdî ‘on the 13th of the 5th month they made an uprising’ in Tariat S3, referring to the Türk tribes after getting vanquished by the Uygur confederation. See OTWF 578-583 for more details.

Verbs formed with -(X)n- are reflexive or middle (in which case they can govern direct objects) or anti-transitive (intransitive derivates of transitive bases); a number of them can be semantically characterised as having an abstract metaphorical meaning distinct from the concrete meaning of their base. See OTWF 634-639 for details on the syntax and semantics of -(X)n- verbs. Verbs formed with the rare and obsolete -(X)d- formative all show middle voice while all -(X)k- and -lxn- verbs (the first discussed in OTWF 650-51, the second in OTWF 641-42) are anti-transitive. Sentences need not have any of these forms to show middle content: el[ig] bäg ... özi olorgu äv etdürti (Ht III 739), e.g. signifies ‘The king ... had a house made for himself to live in’.

-sXk- forms sentences with the patient (a creature with a will of its own) as subject (like a passive) but (in a few examples) together with the accusative of some matter by which the subject suffers; see OTWF 705-6. All -lxz- verbs (as all -sXk- verbs) have transitive bases; they represent the subject as responsible for the action he undergoes, and get the active causee in the dative case; see OTWF 709 for the use of verbs formed with this suffix.

When a subject slot is not filled and no zero anaphor is in sight either, the subject can be ‘any appropriate argument’; ‘somebody’ in the example tämirlig oligîn olîmîs osoglug (MaitrH XVNächtr 4r25) ‘as if somebody had wrung (them, i.e. foetuses in their mothers’ belly) with an iron wrench’: The verb olî- has no explicit subject. It would have been wrong to translate ‘as if wrung with a ... wrench’ as the verb was not passivized. In section 5.2 we deal with impersonal necessity, where the speaker / writer uses various means for expressing a directive he applies to anybody. The conditional does not need to fill
the subject slot either: tužit täpri yerintäki yıl sanin sanasar tükäl tört müy yıl -ärdi; yaljuk saninya bögsär älig yetli kolti altı yüz tümän yıl ärtmiš ärür (MaitrH X 1v10-12) ‘If (one) reckons it by the years of the divine tušita country 4000 years all in all went by; if (one) sums it up by human reckoning 57 kočis and 6 million years have passed’. Using tep tesär ‘if one says’ is a very common strategy for asking rhetorical questions then answered by the author himself; ‘one’ here represents a variable.

Such non-reference to subjects happens also with finite verb forms, as with tägir in the following passage: ol yolca barip aritti sansardin ozgali bolmaz; kayu üdün bo tüzün yolca barsar temin ök ugramis ürüg amal nirvan balikka tägir (MaitrH Y 328) ‘Going by that way it is quite impossible to get free from saṃsāra; when one takes this righteous way, one reaches straightway the intended eternal peaceful city of nirvāṇa’. As Zieme 2000: 67 points out, alternative readings in Chinese-Uygur bilinguals are often introduced with the words ... ymä ter ‘One also says ...’. Further instances where slots opened by finite verbs are left empty are mentioned in section 4.32.

4.6. Clause subordination

The transformation of verbal clauses to sentence constituents is mostly taken care of by morphology, i.e. through the replacement of finite and other predicative verb forms by participles and converbs. These appear to have been the only means available to the language of the inscriptions, beside the use of te-yin and te-p in the creation of causal and final clauses within a direct speech strategy. In Uygur, however, conjunctions such as kim also have important tasks, and that dialect conglomerate makes much use of pronouns such as kim ‘who’ (sometimes joined to verb forms in -sAr) in subordinating. The predication of a subordinate clause can fill the task of any of the constituents of the main clause except the verb; we shall here deal with these tasks under three headings: adnominal, nominal and adjunct.\(^{621}\)

All loose forms of juncture are dealt with in section 4.8.

4.61. Clauses in adnominal tasks

\(^{621}\) Sections 4.61, 4.62 and 4.63 thus roughly correspond to the tasks of adjectives, nouns and adverbs. The term ‘adjunct’ has a wider sense than ‘adverbial’, since adjuncts and adjunct constructions can qualify not only verbs but also whole clauses.
Old Turkic has basically three different types of attributive relative constructions: left-branching constructions built around participles, right-branching ones that are introduced by particles, and relativisation which makes use of correlative pronouns, where the head can be within the relative clause. The first type, here called synthetical, is described in section 4.611, the second, which we call analytical, in section 4.612. Correlative relativisation is described in section 4.65. The heads which relative clauses qualify refer to constituents (action participants or circumstantials) of these as well as being constituents in the matrix clause; this is why they get deleted from both syntactical and analytical relative clauses: They do not, however, get deleted from the subordinate clauses within the correlative relativisation construction. Finally we have headless relatives (dealt with in section 4.62 with subsections) themselves referring to such participants or circumstantials.

Sometimes the qualifier clause denotes the action as a whole and not one of its participants; in this case it is not a relative clause. When the head is not a participant in the action described by the subordinated verb, nothing gets deleted even though the subordination is effected by syntactical means. Two such simple examples are ölürmäk sakîncîn (TT IV A 29) ‘with the intention of killing’ and bo nom bititmiš buyan âdgu kilîncî, this meritorious deed (consisting of) having had the sûtra written down’, which show an infinitive and an action nominal in -mls. In the first of these the action is not meant to be linked to any particular subject; in the second the subject of bitit- is the person who commissioned the copyist’s work. In the first case, ‘killing’ is the content of the thought which the word ölürmäk qualifies, whereas, in the second instance quoted, the ‘having written something’ gets defined as punya (= buyan = âdgu kilîncî) or the source of punya. Such verbal nominals can also be accompanied by reference to the subject, which is in the nominative in the following instances (both with -mAk forms): boküni{kî} künkä tâgi mogoçlar ota taqınmak tiltagî bo ürür ‘this is the reason for the Magi’s worshiping of fire to this day’ (U I 9) or čınâk keginê bernâki nom ‘the text of Chandaka’s answering’ (a Manichæan book title in ChristManManus p. 1208). In the following expression, reference to the subject of the subordinated perfect participle can be found in the possessive suffix added to the head of the construction: anaka ataka yazmışnîn ayîg kilîncîrîmîznî (BT XIII 12,76) ‘our evil deeds (consisting of) having sinned towards mother and father’; unlike the other examples I have come across, the satellite is linked to the head by the genitive. For the content cf. čaxşapat sîmîş tankarîg idmîş yazoklarîm ‘my sins of having broken precepts and
having relinquished vows’ (TibBud 46). In amtī könlündäki nä busuṣuy sakınciŋ ärşär mini körmiš săvıncıŋa ĭrak targargıl (TT X 136) ‘Get rid of any sorrow or worry there is in your heart through the joy of having seen me’ the subject of mini körmiš (the satellite) is inherited from the main verb, a 2nd person imperative. In TT X 520-521 the reference is explicit in the anaphoric use of the genitive form anå which also qualifies the head: anå oğrå āzungåkì ... tみると burxan nomın aşıdmiš tıňlamısı oğrätigi üzä bo šlok nom könlüntä kältì ‘Through his experience (oğrätig) in a previous existence of ... having heard and having listened to (aşıdmiš tıňlamısı) the teaching of the divine Buddha, the following doctrinal verse came to his mind.’.

yarokİN bizınjärİ kälürdi ärşär, biz adrok adrok etip yaratıp nomka kigür-süğ törü bar ârtì (Xw 167) ‘There was the rule that, whenever he conveyed his light to us, we (in turn) were supposed to prepare and organize it each in its special way and to introduce it to religion’ is an instance where the verbal noun kigür-süğ (< kigür- ‘to introduce’) is accompanied by a nominative subject, biz. In ävirtgäli ötünmiš ötügi (BT II 114) ‘upon the request of ... to have (the punya) deflected’ the head and the qualifying verbal form happen to be etymologically related; English request is able to govern a phrase such as to have it translated but in Old Turkic ötüg had to be qualified by ötünmiš, a form less nounier than request to govern the supine in -gAlI.

In sıňır tüpintä ulug taš üz[a ğur]xan orolu yarlıkamiš ız ol (Ht III 974) ‘On a large rock at the foot of a promontory there is (ol) the mark of Buddha having sat there’, ız ‘trace’ is not a participant or a circumstantial of the action of Buddha’s sitting but its result. I am not aware that ‘result’ can be expressed as a circumstantial in Old Turkic; if that were possible, this particular -müš clause would also be a relative clause. I take this to be the criterion distinguishing between relativisation and qualification by clauses referring to the action as such, in any case holding for the instances mentioned in the previous paragraph.

Synthetical relative clauses precede their head while analytical relative clauses follow it. In the following example there is, exceptionally, a right-branching synthetical relative clause (with sözlädäki ‘pronouncing’ and tutdači ‘upholding’): kim kayu tümİglar, bo ĭdok darnı nomug sözlädäki tutdači, ögüzlärdä köllärda ulug taluy ögüz içintä sувka kirip yunsarlar, ... (DhASNj 28) ‘If any creatures reciting and upholding this holy incantation get into rivers, into lakes or into the sea and wash, ...’. This instance can also be considered an apposition. In the following sentence there is an analytical relative clause introduced by kim and following its head: bar mu ârki antag
4.611. Synthetical relative clauses

Old Turkic relative clauses are usually built around participles. However, "ärğürmiš kızıl bakır icürmäk ... tamu" (BT II 468) ‘the hell where they give (people) red-hot melted copper to drink’ is a synthetical relative construction although one would not call the -mA+k+lXg form (discussed in OTWF pp. 153-5) a participle. Relative clauses qualify nominals referring to one of the entities involved in the event being described (in the instance just quoted, e.g., the entity is ‘place’). We can thus classify them according to the task of the head nominal in this event.

1) Orkhon Turkic examples for relative clauses qualifying the relativised verb’s subject are körür közüm ‘my seeing eyes’ (KT N 10), igidmiš xaganîñ (KT S9) ‘the ruler who has taken care of you’, öltäči bodun ‘the people who were going to perish’ (KT E29). Further, Uygur tâprâmâz kamšamaz ornaglarî oronlarî (BT V 189) ‘their immobile and unshaking abode’ and sâvîr in üçgînmîş mân kânîçîmîn, sâvîr amrak atayîmîn (Suv 626, 16-17) ‘I have lost my baby, my dear loving chick!’ One would not say that seeing in English my seeing eyes is a relative clause, though which see in eyes which see would qualify as one. Our practice concerning Turkic is to call any attributive participle a relative clause, since the distinction between these and even elaborate relativizations is gradual and fuzzy. In bir bilgä nom bilîr är (KP 14,3) ‘a wise man who knew the doctrine’ the participle has the object nom but the bracketing could also be (nom bil-) -ir. With -yÖk we have e.g. övkä könjül öritmâyök tînlîg ‘a creature which never let itself get into an angry frame of mind’ (U III 42,13); cf. the common phrase könjül örit-. In üç yâk savîn sîmaglı ... tärs azag nomlaglar (M III nr.12 r3) ‘the … propounders of heretic doctrines, who do not
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622 This is how we have to translate bilîr in this sentence and öltäči in the previous one, since the main verbs are in the past tense.
contradict the words of the three demons’, the -(X)gI participle is negated. ol törötä yiğilmış nälčä kišilär ärti ärsär ‘All the people who were assembled at that ceremony ...’ (Suv 5,8-9) has a relative clause with -mlš qualifying its subject.

2) In yagï alkïnmïš yula (Maitr 103v11) ‘a beacon whose oil has been consumed’ and közi körmäz kiši (MaitrH XV 8r25) ‘a person whose eyes do not see’ the possessive suffix added to yag ‘oil’ and to köz ‘eye’, the subjects of the relativised verbs, refers to the heads, showing that they (i.e. yag and köz respectively) in some way or another ‘belong’ to these heads (yula and kiši respectively): These are examples for the bahavrihi construction with participles in the adnominal predication. The eye is, of course, an inalienable part of a person’s body, and oil was a necessary and commonly known ingredient of oil lamps.

3) Participles can also be used for relativization when heads are direct objects. In the following two clauses, the subject türk bodun is supplied both from the matrix clause and from the possessive suffixes added to the heads: türk bodun ellädök elin içginu idmiš, xaganlądok xaganïn yetürü idmiš ‘the Türk nation let their realm, which they had created, slip away, and lost their emperor, whom they had crowned’ (KT E 6).

When the relative clause is to refer to 1st and 2nd person subjects of the relativised verb, the reference is normally effected by a possessive suffix on the head, e.g. in aydok isäŋüz(i)n tiękäti ıslädämäz (M I 10,13) ‘we have fully carried out the task you told us to do’. In künkä ašadokumuz beš täņri yarokï ‘the light of the fivefold god which we absorb during the day’ (Xw 201) however, the subject appears as a possessive suffix on the verb form.

Rarely, early sources use -mlš forms also for perfect relativisation: äçümïz apamïz tutmiš yer suv (KT E19) ‘the territory which our ancestors ruled’. In Manichæan sources this happens only when there is to be no explicit reference to the subject: etmiš yaratmiš tatîlgű aš ‘a well-prepared and tasteful meal’ (runiform ms. TM 342 1 r4-5, KöktüTurf 1056); sızlärðä almiš agu xormuzta t(ä)ŋrikä atgay m[än] (M I 19,15) ‘I will shoot the poison taken from you at the god Ohrmizd’. In sızlêmäsig irincülg sůz ‘a loathsome expression not to be uttered’ (Xw 198) the head is also the direct object of the verb; here the meaning is not factive but prescriptive, since -sXg is a projection participle. The subject of sızlâ- not being retrievable from the context, we take it that the ‘utterance’ should not, according to the speaker, be
uttered by anybody. In the previous sentence, the poison could have been taken (al-) by the subject / speaker or by an assistant.

Buddhist Uygur uses -mlš for perfect relativisation also with subject. In the following example the subject marking is on the head (as in the -dOk instance quoted from M I 10,13 above): mānīn kolmīš kut-um bütməzün ‘May the blessing for which I prayed not materialize (if ...)’ (T II S 21 a = U 261 v5, a Buddhist fragment with Manichean punctuation quoted in the n. to BT V 426; there mistranslated). This is presumably in analogy to cases such as mānīn ašnukī ažunta kilmīš öz kilmīš+im (TT VI 15) ‘my own deed which I committed in a previous life’, where the deed or sin is the subject’s sin. Cf. also täŋri tavgac [eligible]nīn yaratmīš swōsin (Ht VII 18) ‘(He read out) the preface which the divine Chinese emperor had composed’; the emperor is the author, i.e. the subject of yarat-, but one could also say that the preface was ‘his’ preface. In bo ogul sutmaknīn bermiš ašīn yep aymīš isīn kilīp ... (SUK Ad3,6) ‘This son (should) eat the food which S. gives (him) and carry out the work which he tells (him to do)’, on the other hand, the food and work are Sutmak’s, in another sense the boy’s.623 When subjects are in the nominative the head does not necessarily have the possessive suffix: täŋri täŋrisi burxan yarlīkamīš ... idok darni (TT VI 02), a holy formula decreed by Buddha the god of gods. There are cases, finally, when the head has no possessive suffix even when the subject is in the genitive case: ol künkī bizīn ašda özelgücü ud koyn tonuz bašlap tınlığlar (Suv 6,13) ‘creatures, mainly bovines, sheep and pork, which we had intended to slaughter that day at our meal’; braman burxanlarnīn yarlīkamīš bir šlok nomug aça yada sözlädi (U III 36,1) ‘The brahman recited and interpreted the didactic poem which the Buddhas had decreed’.

4) In ayančaḳ könlün yüküngü ... kanīm mani burxan (Pothi 2) ‘my father the prophet Mani, to be worshipped with reverence’ the head is the indirect object of the verb yükün-.

5) n(i)gošklarnīn suyīn yazokīn ököngü xwastwan(i)vt (Xw 221, ms. B) ‘The Xw. (with) which the auditors are to repent their sins’; uzlangu äd (M I 171) ‘the material to carry out one’s craft’ or alnyadturgu sakīnč ‘meditation by which to weaken (bad influences)’ are instances of relative forms used for qualifying kernels which refer to their instrument. bo kišinīn aṭozīn yumīš suv (DhāSū 31)

623 Note that reference to the subject of the sentence is deleted from the two relative clauses, where there is zero reference to the indirect object.
signifying ‘the water (with) which this person washed his body’, the
head *suv* is the instrument of washing (*yu-*) and not its subject; the
person referred to as *bo kiši* is the subject of the superordinate clause.

6) The head is often the place where the action or event described by
the adnominal clause takes place. In inscriptional *el tutsuk yer* ‘the
place to rule the realm from’ (*KT S 4*), *Manichaean bo tugar ölür
erintcü yersuv* ‘this world in which one gets born and dies’ (*M 126 +
M 502m + M 201 quoted in the note to BT V 217*) or Buddhist *ölüg
kämişgülük... [ay]ığ oron ol* (*Ht III 721*) ‘It is a bad (?) place, (used)
for deposing corpses’ there is no explicit subject, though one might
consider the rulers of the Türk empire to be the implicit subject in the
first example. In *ötrö olormiš orontiñ örü turup...* ‘Then he stood up
from the seat he had been sitting on, and ...’ (*TT VI 011*) and *käntü
özniñ olur oron kötürü turur* (*BT VII B44*) ‘he keeps lifting the
seat on which he is himself sitting’ there is reference to the subject in
the possessive suffix added to the head. *zruš [burxan] örtöki yerdä*,’at
the place where Zarathustra stayed’ (*ManUigFr p. 401, 10*), on the
other hand, has an explicit nominal subject in the nominative; the
pronominal reference to this subject is on the verb and not on the head
(cf. the expression quoted under (3) from *Xw 201*). *[ana]nt arxant...
ötrö olormiš orontiñ turup...* (*Ht III 678*) ‘The *arhat*_ Ɩnanda ... then
got up from where he had been sitting and...’ is very similar to the *TT
VI* and *BT VII* passages just quoted, but shows no anaphoric reference
to the subject (*Ananda*) either on the -mlüş form or on the head, as
appears to be usual with local heads. In runiform inscriptions the
possessive suffix is wholly absent when the reference exists but is
made superfluous by the context: *sanđok yer* ‘the place where (we)
routed (them)’ (*ŠU W7*); with a 2nd person subject, *bardok yerdä* ,‘in
the places where (you) went’ (*KT E24 = BQ E20*); *taŋri yarlıkadı,
yaŋdimiz ... yaŋdok yolta ymä ölti kök* (*Tuũ I S9*) ‘God ordered (so,
and) we dispersed (them) ... those whom (we) dispersed died right on
the road’.

7) In *yanmas yerdä oztumuz* (*M III nr.16 v3*) , ‘We escaped the place of
no return’ the head is the source of the activity described by the verb,
the place from which no creatures come back. *tugmiš atamız* (*BT XIII
5,7-8*) ‘our real father’ literally signifies ‘the father from whom we
were born’. The father is the source of the event (unless one wants to
reduce fathers’ task at reproduction to instrumental function).
8) In *ozgu kutrulgu yol* (Pothi 63) ‘the way to salvation’, *t(ä)ŋrnyeriniä bargu ... yol* (Pothi 72) ‘the way by which to go to the land of gods’ and *boşungu yol agtìngu šatu* (M III nr.1 IV v14-15) ‘the way to freedom and the ladder for rising’ the head is the way by which one reaches a certain destination; this is in Old Turkic generally expressed by the equative.

9) The head can refer to the time of the event; with perfect participle: *ïdok elig ulušug agîr basîp oronka olormiš tokuz yegirmin yîlînta* (DKPAMPb 29-30) ‘in the 19th year of his having subdued the divine nation and country (*el ulûs*) and of having ascended the throne.’ With imperfect participle: *yîlîm yašîm adîrîlg bîlmaz üdî* (Ht VII 331) ‘at a time when my age was one in which I did not perceive matters clearly’. The necessitative -gU and -gULXk forms qualify terms referring to projected time; e.g. *yula tanturgu kûnlâr* (TT VII 40,112) ‘the days on which one is to light a torch’ or *amtî manja burxan kutîn bulguluk üd yatumîš ârîr* ‘Now the time has come near for me to attain Buddhahood’ or ‘the time when I should attain Buddhahood is near’. In *bodisavtnîng taloy ögüz ičintä ingûlûk üçûnç kûzäd üdî* ‘in the third watch, during which the *bodhisattva* is to descend into the ocean’ (MaitrH XV 6r24), the subject appears with the genitive suffix, not taken up by any 3rd person possessive suffix (the Maitr is one of the earliest Buddhist Uygur texts). In the following example in which -gULXk again qualifies üd, reference to the subject is handled in still another way: In *ol tûnlîglar kûlgûlûk üdîntä* ‘at the time when those creatures were expected to come’ (Suv 19,19) the subject is referred to both by a nominal phrase in the nominative and by the possessive suffix on the head.

In some of the examples quoted, the ‘possessive’ suffixes added to the heads may be either possessive or agentive. In *aydok isânîz ‘the task you told us to carry out’, mûnîn kolmıš kutum ‘the blessing for which I prayed’, ol tûnlîglar kûlgûlûk üdîntä ‘at the time when those creatures were expected to come’, oronka olormiš tokuz yegirminî yîlînta ‘in the 19th year of his having ascended the throne’ or *tîrîmlîs tîltagîm* (Suv 5,8) ‘the explanation for my resurrection’ reference to the subject is effected by possessive suffixes on the head. In *kûnkä ašadokumuz beš tâpri yarokî ‘the light of the fivefold god which we absorb during the day’ and zruš [burxan] ârtoki yer ‘the place where Zarathustra stayed’, on the other hand, the possessive suffix added to the -dOk forms refers back to the subject. Among the modern Turkic languages, Turkish and (in the 1st and 2nd persons) Azeri as well as Tuvan place an
agentive possessive suffix onto the end of the relative form (as in the two examples quoted last) while others join it onto the head. Still other Turkic languages (among them again Azeri, though only in the 3rd person) express pronominal subjects by independent pronouns only.

When an adnominal construction has a projection participle as kernel, it can express necessity. With -gU: *yula tamturgu künlär* (TT VII 40,112), e.g., is ‘the days on which one is to light a torch’. Similarly with the -sXk / -sXg form in *sözlämäsig irincüllüg söz* ‘a loathsome expression not to be uttered’ in Xw 198 or in *el tutsuk yer* ‘the place to govern (from)’ in KT S 4. There is no reference to any particular subject in these examples; the utterance is meant to refer to any. The attributive clauses of these constructions are relative clauses, qualifying time, direct object and place respectively.

There could possibly be nominal, i.e. verbless left-branching relative clauses. One border instance is *kunçuylar tayşila başlugücüz [u]lug kičig kam(a)ig bodun* (TT II,1 64) ‘the whole nation, both big and small, (with) princesses and princes as (their) leaders’: The -gUçI form is not a participle but a deverbinal noun, which does, however, govern direct objects (see section 3.113); to translate the relative clause as ‘led by princesses and princes’ would therefore be less correct. Still, if the nominal clause in adnominal position had had a purely nominal (i.e. not deverbinal) predicate, the bahuvrīhi construction (discussed in section 4.122) would have been used instead. The attributes bö+kün bar and yaran yok in bökün bar yaran yok bâksiz mâñjûsz u̯t’öz ‘the fickle and transient body which is here today and gone tomorrow’ (Gedank r12) are like verbless relative clauses in consisting, respectively, of the deleted subject u̯t’öz of temporal adjuncts and of the predicates bar ‘existent’ and yok ‘non-existent’.

4.6.1.2. Analytical relative clauses
Post-inscriptional Old Turkic has an additional, right-branching relativisation strategy, using the particle *kim* (rarely *kayu*).

1) In most cases the head of the relativisation serves as subject in the subordinate clause. In the following Christian instance both relative clauses are adjacent to their heads, the first instance preceding the direct object: *oxşayur sän ... ol ingäkkä kim İraktîn üntädi öz buzzagusîya kim aţiğ barmiš ärdi* (ChristManManus, Christian ms., r 12-14) ‘You resemble that cow which called from afar to her own calf, which had gone astray’. The instances *ot kim igaçdan ümûp y(e)nâ*
which emanates from wood and again burns wood ... tongs, which are themselves made of iron ... the louse of clothing which comes out of people’s skin and again itself sucks a person’s blood’ are found in one Manichæan source in M I 7-8. Further such *kim* clauses appear in ManUigFrag r1, DreiPrinz 91-2 and 111 and M III nr.7 III r11-12. In the following Manichæan sentence (M III nr. 6 II r3) both the synthetic and the analytical relative clauses appear inside the main clause: *ol aşanmiș aș kim ol aț özintä kirür ölür* ‘The eaten food which enters that body dies’. There is another such instance in M III nr. 7 I v9-10. Reference to the antecedent need not get deleted when the relative clause is nominal; the postposed *ol* here refers back to ‘place’: *alkatmiș yer kim kamag tänriלärinan bök katag täprämäz kamışamaz ornağlarî oronlarî ol* (BT V 188) ‘the blessed place which is the strong and solid, immobile and unshaking abode of all the gods’.

In the following sentence *kayu* ‘which’ is used as relative pronoun, the head consisting of a binome of participles used nominally: *kim ardi ärki bo bütön yertinčü yer suvdakî alku alparîg utmiş yegâmsî kayu bo yawîq sakîncîg yänînî pavanînta korkîncîsîz kirîp kâlti* (TT X 253) ‘Who might have been the one who overcame all the heroes in this world, who fearlessly entered the bedroom of this evil-thinking demon?’ The reason for the use of *kayu* in this sentence may possibly have been the fact that it starts with interrogative *kim*, and the writer felt that the relative particle might have been mistaken for that.

There is a construction with *yok* ‘there isn’t’ in which the verb appears in the conditional form: *tinliği oglanî yok kim mäni özim* ... *bolmadî ârsär* (MaitrH X 2r1) ‘(In the whole of *Saṃsâra*) there are no humans unless they be such as became my mother, father ...’, i.e., to put it more simply, all human beings became my mother or my father (in one of their previous existences). Similarly *bo yer üzâ nänî andag t(a)v kür válvi arviş yok kim ol umasîr* (M II 5,10) ‘There is no such trick or magic or incantation as he would not be capable of’; *anta adîn tinliği yok kim mäniün töpömdîkî saçlarîg tutgalî usar* (U IV A 184-6) ‘There is no creature other than that one which would be capable of getting hold of the hairs on my head’. Another example appears in TT IV A 23-24 and additional ones are quoted further on in this section.

In the following Manichæan example (M I 17,8), as well as in Suv 610,17 or 616,3-5, the relative clause is not adjacent to its head but follows the complete main clause; this would be impossible with participial relativisation: *ol aşıîn kim taștan așka içgûkâ katlap ârınr* ...
That lust of yours, which is mixed with external food and drink, ... gets mixed with internal lust, which is present in male and female bodies’. Similarly in TT VI 253, ötrö bo yertinçidaki uluşin balıkın etä berülär, kim ayig kilinčilig ... tünliglarig eyär basar ‘Then they (i.e. the rulers, who are in fact bodhisattvas) organize their state in this world, which suppresses evil-doing and ... persons’, and BT V 175, täŋri kirkünlarin täŋri ogulanların alkamış törütmüş ol, kim ol örgünin özün täg ortosin täg ... bolup tururlar ‘He has created the divine maidens and divine youths, who have become as the heart and center ... of that throne’.

ögi kaŋį antag ögäk sav sözläyü umagay kim ol äräŋ könlin yanotsar (M I 15,3) ‘His parents will not be able to say any such considerate words as might brighten up that man’s soul’ is another (Manichæan) example where the relative clause is not adjacent to the head. The subordinated verb is not an aorist, as in the examples quoted in the previous paragraph; it is a conditional form, as in the paragraph before that, where the main clause has the element yok: The meaning of the main clause is here similar to that, since what is here denoted is the absence of ‘loving words’. This subordinate clause can also be understood as consecutive (section 4.637), then to be translated as ‘... words so considerate that they could brighten ...’; the translation in Doerfer 1993: 34 is unacceptable.

2) In the examples discussed under 1) the kim clause is used for subject qualification. In the following example, however, the head (ädgüi) is the indirect object of the relativised verb (tägmä- ‘not to attain’): täŋri täŋrisi burxannınä ädgü ögli könülü tägmiš işi küdüği üzä yok antag ädgü kim tägmağülüük (HtsPar 14 r22) ‘Through the activity reached by the benevolence of Buddha the god of gods, there is no such good as one cannot expect to attain.’ Note that here, as in the last example mentioned, the antecedent is qualified by antag ‘such’; unlike that instance, however, this subordinate clause cannot be understood as having consecutive meaning. Thus also in the following instance, in ms. T I D 200 l.18: 624 nän antag yer yok kim lušyanta özî tolu yok ärsär ‘there is no such place that L. himself should be wholly absent (from it)’. In this case the head is the place for which the content of the relative clause is said to hold; other examples of yok + relative clauses with the -sAr form have already been mentioned.

624 Quoted in the n. to TT V A 23. This is an early text, as it has twice kanyu+garu where later texts have kayu, twice the -(X)glI participle and /z/ is in some cases spelled with two dots.
In öŋ sakïñï ol ozakï sav yörüglärin kim män sızlärkä ayu bertim (M III nr.7III, 15,11,) ‘Remember and think about those previous explanations of matters which I was so nice to tell you’ the yörüglär are direct object both of ö- sakïn- in the main clause and ay- in the relative clause. In ZiemeWind 16-18, another Manichæan source, the head also serves as direct object of the verb (tep okïyurlar) in the relative clause: yïl sayu ol ay bälğülüg årür kim i iğaçïg kamšatïgli ... yeltirär ay tep okïyurlar ‘Every year there appears that month which they call the windy month (lit. ‘the month in which the wind blows, yeltir-), which shakes and ...-es the bushes and trees’. In ZiemeWind 40-41, the head isig suvug appears in the accusative, the case form which it would have if it were part of the relative clause, and not the nominative, corresponding to its task in the matrix clause: inça kaltï isig suvug, km tumlïg suvka katsar, ötrö içïglïkä yarašï sâvïglï bolur ‘just as warm water, which one adds to cold water, becomes agreeable to the drinking (person)’. A perhaps late note on the reverse of a Sogdian ms. reads bo bitig ärsär el körmiñïñ bitig årür kim m(a)n kiz çün alt(i)mm ‘As for this text, it is the text of El Körmi which I, K. Ç., have received’; this instance also has the relative clause qualify the direct object of the relativised verb. In Qarakhanid bo söz kim sån aydïn bagïrsakïlg ol ‘The words you uttered are compassionate’ (QB 3335) the head is also the direct object while, in bo kün mä kim ädgü atansa kïsi ‘and (mä) this day (on which) a good person may be nominated’ (QB 253, again with a conditional) the head has time reference.

The head of the following instance refers to the father of the direct object (kiz+în) in the relative clause: öz kadïnï yerïnä tägdi, km kanï xan kizin ädgü ögli tegïnkä kolmïs ärtï (KP 64,3) ‘He came to the place of his own father-in-law, whose daughter his own father had asked (in marriage) for the Good-Wishing Prince’. The exact relationship between the two clauses is made clear by the possessive suffix in kizin.627

---

625 Cf. l.48 in the same text: inça kaltï tumlïg suv, kim isig suvka katsar sogïtïr ‘just as cold water which, when one adds it to warm water, cools (it)’ (translated rather freely by the editor). Alternately, km may have been introduced in analogy to other sentences in the context; without it, the clause signifies ‘just as, when one adds warm water to cold water, it becomes agreeable ...’.

626 Zieme in a review by Sundermann in BSOAS 40(1977):635, reviewing a text collection by McKenzie. Zieme says that the note is late because the second bitig appears without possessive suffix; that phenomenon is discussed in section 4.121.

627 Note that the ‘daughter’ has to precede the ‘prince’s father’ in the English translation but not in its Uygur counterpart.
In *antag bar kim ol tïnlïg örtkä örtänmäz* (TT VI 114-5) ‘There is such a thing that that creature is not burned by fire’, finally, the main clause is an instance of the existential construction. The subordinate clause qualifies the pronoun *antag* ‘such a one’ inasmuch as pronouns can get qualified by relative clauses; one could perhaps also consider the *kim* clause to be used in apposition. The similarity of the TT VI 114-5 sentence with the following two, both from other early texts, may be superficial if I understand it correctly: ...

By content, sentences like *ol täŋri urïsï ... tavranu kayutïn siñar täŋrilär eligi xormuzta täŋri ärsär, antïn siñar yakïn barïp ...* (U II 29, 19-21) ‘that divine boy hurriedly went into the direction in which the god Indra, the king of kings was’, described in section 4.65, contain relative clauses as well, but they use the correlative strategy.

Analytical causal (section 4.635) and consecutive (section 4.637) clauses also get introduced by *kim*, and there are cases (e.g. one in M I 28,21) where relative and causal or consecutive interpretations are both possible; I take causal and consecutive *kim* to come from relative *kim*, in that the implicit motive for introducing relative clauses is often that they justify the content of the main clause.

The particle *kim*, absent from Orkhon Turkic, might come from the interrogative-indefinite pronoun *käm, kimïni* etc., whose nominative has the shape *kim* in Uygur. In the following sentence, both a particle and a pronoun reading would be possible, which might show us how the word for ‘who’ might have come to be used for this purpose: *

The particle *kim*, absent from Orkhon Turkic, might come from the interrogative-indefinite pronoun *käm, kimïni* etc., whose nominative has the shape *kim* in Uygur. In the following sentence, both a particle and a pronoun reading would be possible, which might show us how the word for ‘who’ might have come to be used for this purpose: *tïn sayu ... montag sakïnç kïlsar, alku tïnlïglar bo dyan sakïnçïg kïşïg kïörïsär, bûrxanïg kïrmïş tïg sëvïr taplayur ayayur ägïrlayurlar* (TT V A 113) ‘If he meditates in this way every night, all creatures, whoever sees (or, with *kim* as relative particle, ‘all creatures who see’) this meditating person, will love, appreciate and honour (him) as if they had seen Buddha’. In the first reading the subordinate clause stands in apposition; the second reading leads us to a correlative construction of the type described in section 4.65. Note that the element *kim* is not at the beginning of the clause it serves, since the object *bo dyan sakïnçïg*.

---

628 There is a king both among the guests and among the hosts, so that an exchange of presents would be normal.
kiši+g precedes it. If this etymology is correct, *kim* might originally have been used exclusively for human antecedents. The idea that the particle *kim* comes from *kim* ‘who’ gets support from the instance in which *kayu* ‘which’ is used for relativisation (quoted under (1) above from TT X), as this is also an interrogative-indefinite pronoun. Note that the scope of English relative *which* for antecedents is also narrower that its scope as interrogative pronoun.

4.62. Complement clauses

In Uygur there are different strategies for putting clauses into participant tasks of matrix sentences. Most Old Turkic clauses serving as nominals in participant tasks are headless relative clauses. We will, in what follows, classify headless relative clauses as well as infinitive constructions by the case tasks they fill in the matrix sentence, then make a sub-classification by the function which they have with respect to the subordinated action. Rarely, interrogative-indefinite pronouns are used as heads for such clauses or as relative pronouns, resulting in structures similar to English: nā ādgū kilīnç kilmišiŋ⁶²⁹ maņa nomlan (HamTouHou 1,9) ‘Tell (deferential) me what good deeds he carried out’. This differs in content from both *kilmiš ādgū kilīnçīn maņa nomlan* ‘Tell me the good deeds that he carried out’ (the structure described below in this section) and nā ādgū kilīnç kilmiš ārsār (anī) maņa nomlan ‘Tell me whatever good deeds he carried out’ (the correlative construction expressing a generalising type of relativisation, section 4.65). The subordinate clause in the Aranemi-jātaka represents the object of *kil-* and serves as object of the main clause. In what follows the subordinate clause represents the object of *sakīn-* but serves as subject of the main clause, i.e. it refers to the objects of the thought of the person serving as subject to the main clause: nā köŋülintā sakīnmīšī allu köŋlinčā bolur (TT VI 108-9) ‘What he thought in his heart will all materialize according to his wishes’. In nācā yaš yašamīšin ōyür ‘He remembers how many years he lived’ (MaitrH XV 2r4) nācā yaš serves as object of *yaša-* and the subordinate clause as a whole serves as object in the main clause. More commonly, Old Turkic relative pronouns demand the -*sAr* form (section 4.65). Subject and object clauses are the most common types of complement clauses, dealt with in sections 4.621 and 4.622 respectively. Here we will mention a few rarer types, representing an

⁶²⁹ The editor writes *kilmiišig* but the facs. seems to be clear enough.
indirect object, an instigator (both in the dative case) and a predicate nominal (in the nominative).

Headless relative clauses serving as indirect objects are put into the dative case (of the verb *înan-* in the following sentence): *înamur biz kapiğiinta kiin tängri ornamiška* (Ht VII 1238) ‘We believe in him at whose gate the sun has installed itself’. In *tängrići män nomée män tegmäkä artizip* ... (Xw) ‘letting oneself get deceived by somebody who says “I represent God, I am a preacher”’ *te-gmā* (imperfect *(X)gmA* participle of *te- ‘to say’) serves as subject of the subordinate clause and, at the same time, as instigator for the superordinated verb *artiz-*. The instigator status, in Old Turkic also signalled by the dative case, cannot be equated either with subject or with object (see section 4.5); it should not be considered an adjunct either, as the instigator is a real participant in the event.

The status of the predicative participle should also be clearly distinguished from that of subject: In *savī yarlıği yorıgan bolur* (Schwitz 17) ‘He becomes one whose words and orders prevail’ there is zero reference to the subject, and *savī yarlıği yorıgan* is predicative. Note that the form *yorı-gan* is accompanied by its subjects, *sav+i ‘his word’ and yarlıg+i ‘his command’, which are linked to the topic by the possessive suffixes.

4.621. Subject clauses
Headless relative clauses can be subjects either of verbal sentences or of nominal ones. In the first, second, fourth and fifth examples to be quoted, e.g., they are subjects of nominal sentences, while they are the subjects of verbal sentences in the third and sixth examples.

The verb form representing the subject of the subordinate clause can be the imperfect or the perfect participle; the subject clause is left-dislocated in the first example, pushed to final position by the *wh°* form in the second one: *bo montag körksüz yatagma nä törlüg kiši bo* ‘This (person) lying there in such an ugly way, what sort of a person is he?’ (ManErz I 6); *kim ārdi ārdi bo bütün yertinčü yer suvdakī alku alplarığ utmiiş yegädmiş* (TT X 253) ‘Who might have been the one who overcame all the heroes in the whole world?’

Then a few headless relatives whose verb form represents the action itself; first an infinitive: *sizni sävmākimiz montag ol* ‘This is how we love you’ (Ht VII 1880). With projection participles: *tūn uđisikim kälmådı, küntüz olorsukum kälmådı* ‘I did not feel like sleeping at night nor like resting during the day’ (Tuñ I S5); *ötıig tılâk bulgulukû sarp* ‘It is difficult to obtain what one wishes’. With the aorist: *bir ymä ärüri yok ārip* ‘nor is there any unity, and ...’. With perfect participle
(transferred to final position by exclamatory interrogative): nā tusu bolur (or: bulur) ol ādgū kāin, ol ādgū ād körmişi talulamişi (TT VI 23) ‘Of what use will it be (to him) that he looked for and found out a suitable day and a suitable hour?’ In it ārdöki kuš üni ... āşilmāz ‘No barking of dogs and no voice of birds is heard ...’ (M III nr.32 r1) the action nominal is the subject of a passive verb.

The infinite verb forms refer to the direct object of the subordinated verb in ātāzin alku kayu kilmışlarım mandal mudur burxanlarınmış işi bolzun; tlin alku keştür sözlamişlarım ... darnı nom padakları bolzun; könlün alku sakınımsı şmişlarım sakınımsı yaruk yaşuk manı bolzun (TibBud 40-44) ‘May all and any thing which I did (kil-) with my body become māṇḍala, mudrā and the Buddhas’ business; may all I speak about (sözl-) in detail become incantations and verses of teaching; may all I think of (sakın- ö-) in my heart become untroubled bright pearls’. A further example: sayûvtak temişi sudur vinay abidaram üc aglig nomlar tetirlär (MaitrH Y 265) ‘The type they call (te-) sayûrti is considered to consist of the books of sūtra, vinaya, abhidharma and tripiṭaka’; the possessive suffix on temişi does not refer to the subject of te.-630 but to the mention of sayûvtak in the previous sentence.

Headless relatives referring to objects appear more often to have been formed for the purpose of clefting, where they serve as topics: In ançulayu ārür māniň āşitmişi (TT VI 05 and U II 28,3) ‘What I have heard is as follows’ the topic follows the comment; the non-clefted sentence would have been *ançulayu āşidim. We also have the -dok form serving as topic, here with a (rhetorical) interrogative pronoun as comment: orgī tep todokińńiz nägü ol (KP 59,5) ‘What is that which you call a thief?’ Somewhat similar to the first sentence is mān kololadokum kamagĎ ārkliģ yultuz ārmiš (Dispute 1 r5-9) ‘What I have discovered is that stars turn out to be the mightiest’. mān is added for reference to the verb’s subject as contrast to the other two persons participating in the dispute, here in the nominative as against the genitive of the first sentence in this paragraph. The comment is itself a full sentence, the object of the verb kolola- (as the text which ançulayu refers to is the object of āşit- in that sentence). All three sentences are nominal, but topic and comment are linked by copulas in the first, by ol in the second and by nothing in the runiform sentence, where the comment is itself a sentence.

The sentence ançama āğmiš alkamış törü ārür, kim āsirkānçısı köşļin ād tavar buşi bemāk (MaitrH I 12r6) is difficult to analyse though its meaning is clear: ‘What a laudable behaviour it is to give

630 That not being referred to, hence left general, is here rendered by ‘they’.
away possessions unselfishly as charity!’. We have *kim* subordinating a non-finite verb form below, in the next paragraph; infinite verb forms are also found among the right-branching relative clauses described in section 4.612. Both *kim* clauses appear to be headless relatives serving as topics to the rest of the sentence, as does the headless relative introduced by *nä* in the previous paragraph.

Analytical headless relative clauses can also serve clefting. When the child *bodhisattva* Maitreya says that all the alphabets he has been presented with are not suitable for the holy scriptures, his bewildered father asks (MaitrH XI 15r10): *bo munča törlüg bitiglär užaklar užak sanıňa kirmäz ärsärlär, kayu užak ärki kim užak sanıňa kirgüçi* ‘If all these different sorts of writings and alphabets are not to be considered as alphabets, what, then, are the alphabets which do enter into the category of alphabets?’ The structure of *kayu užak ärki kim užak sanıňa kirgüçi* is similar to *ogrï tep tedöküňüz nägü ol* just quoted, in that both are nominal sentences with an interrogative pronoun as one member and a headless relative clause as the other.

4.622. Object clauses

While subject clauses appear always to have an infinite verbal form as kernel, object clauses either have verbs or lack them. We will first deal with object clauses without verb, then with ones with verb.

With verbless object clauses either the subject or the predicate is put into the accusative case. The former happens in *Maxarit eläg ädgü ögli teginig busušlug körüp* ... (KP 4,3) ‘King M. saw that the well-meaning prince was sorrowful, and ...’ or in the second part of the following DLT proverb: *yïlan kändü âgrisin bilmäz, teve boyńin âgri ter* ‘The snake does not know how bent it itself is and calls the camel’s neck ‘bent’.’ Alternately, the predicate is in the accusative: *yer suv ärtimligin, ät’öz ürlüksüzin ukïtu* ... ‘explaining that the earth is transient and the body fickle’; *yer tarïn ukïtdï* ‘He explained that the place was (too) small’ (Ht).

The sentences in the following passage are interesting because we know from the context that they are subordinated interrogatives, whence the translation with ‘whether’ and not ‘that’: *amranmak köŋüllärîntä* [...]*ArIntA ödrülmişlärîn, övkä biligisiz köŋüllüg bolmišlärîn, övkä biligisiz biligdä öni ödrülmişlärîn alku ukar* (MaitrH XV 5v11-15) ‘He understands it all: whether they got rid of lechery, whether they acquired an angry and ignorant mentality (or) whether they got rid of anger and ignorance’. The suffix +I_domains in *köŋüllüg* in the second object clause of the following sentence can be translated with the verb ‘to have’: *nizvanîlag bolmišlärîn nizvanîda öni arîg turug*
bilgä könüllüglärin adira ukar (MaitrH XV 5v17) ‘He understands exactly whether they have been marred by passion (or) whether they have wise pure hearts free from passion’. Being or not being angry and ignorant and being or not being passionate are disjunctions (although the way they are expressed does not give immediate insight into this fact), whereby the reader may have known that these are in fact subordinated interrogatives and not statements. However, amrammak könüllärintä ... ödrülmüşlärin is not part of a disjunction; this is a matter we need more evidence for. In all these instances the subjects are referred to by possessive suffixes added to the predicate. Questions can be made objects of verbs of thinking also without incorporation by nominalization; in the following sentence the link is the forward reference of anî and the quotative element tep following the unchanged question: anî bilmädi, önh[räki] avirgüçükär uzikîn yörügün tükäl kîltîlar mu ärki tep (Ht VII 870-2) ‘He did not know whether previous translators had rendered text and meaning in their completeness’. The sentences with tep quoted below show a bit more incorporation, but see the constructions in section 4.7.

In all the verbless object clauses with predicat in the accusative case quoted above, their topics – yer suv, ät’öz and yer – were in the nominative. Topics of subordinated accusative predicates can also, however, be in the genitive form: yertinçünüŋ ürlüksüzin bîlims ukmîs k(å)rgäk (BT II 915) ‘One has to have realised that the world is fickle’; nomlarnîŋ çîn kertü tözsüzin tüpsüzin adîrtîç bilirlär (Suv 386,7) ‘They know exactly that dharmas are without a real root or base’. A further such instance can be found in TT X 555-559.

There is a wide array of constructions in use when the object clause is verbal. One of these is for the verb of the subordinate clause to be made infinite; in a second type, the subordinate verb is left unchanged but its subject is put into the accusative. The connection can, thirdly, be left implicit.

1) Action nominals and infinitives are put into the accusative to serve as objects of verbs expressing thought, speech or writing; e.g. tegin alkunî taplamadî, tâk taloy ögûzkä kirmîşig tapladî (KP 15,3) ‘The prince didn’t like any (of the other ideas presented to him), he only liked going out’ to the sea’. The reason for using the post-terminal -mIš form may be that the prince is not interested in the journey itself.

631 kir- for this meaning is a calque on a Chinese expression, as shown by Hamilton in his note.
but only in its results. In this sentence, the subject of *kir-* is identical with the subject of the main verb, *tapla-*; in the following three instances, the two subjects differ. The subject of such subordinated verbs is usually in the nominative: In *bildi őprükii tüzünlär bilmäyöküg* (Ht VIII 1919) ‘He knew what earlier āryas did not know’ the subordinate clause is a headless relative. Often the subordinate clause refers not to one of the participants but to the action / event as a whole: *ol üdün kördi Xerodes xan bo mogočlar yanip adın öni yolča barmišin* (U I 9, Magier) ‘Then king Herod saw that the Magi had returned and gone by a different road’; *bulüğ yiŋak istiūn altın bulgänmiš tālgänmišin ukup* ‘noting that the (world’s) four corners as well as (its) top and bottom are in confusion and disorder’ (MaitrH XV 1r11). Note that the -*miš* form of the last two instances also bears a possessive suffix to refer to the subject. In the following example, however, we find the subject to be in the genitive: *ecisinin kāmišin utgurak bilti* (U III 86,18) ‘he was sure that his elder brother had arrived’. When the subject is in the genitive, the possessive suffix with the verb form is, of course, normal. TT X 518-519 has been read as *tü[kāl] bilgā t(a)ŋri burxan-nīg čankramit k[i]lu yoriṃsišin kördi* ‘he saw the perfectly wise divine Buddha carrying out *cankramita*’.632 In the following object clauses the subjects of the subordinated verbs are in the accusative case: *tāŋri xatunlarī ymā kāntū bāgūrī tāŋrilārīg taymišlarīn körüp ...* (MaitrH XVNachtr 4v29) ‘The goddesses, in turn, saw that their husbands the gods had slipped, and ...’; *biz ücāgü sizni ... kurug ätözüŋüzüni ... iðalagalī kilǐmišiŋzi[n] körüp* (Ht III 451) ‘we three saw that you had made preparations for pointlessly giving up your body, ...’. *tāŋrilārīg* could, in principle, have been interpreted as a genitive, because /ŋ/ is quite often spelled as K, but *sizni* can only be the accusative.

In *nā törlūg aš ašamīšiŋ ... nāČā yaš yašamiišin öyür* ‘He remembers what sorts of food he ate, ... how many years he lived, ...’ (MaitrH XV 2r4) the subject of the object clauses is, again, the same as that of the main verb. *nā törlūg aš* and *nāČā yaš* are the verbs’ objects, *nā* and *nāČā* serving as relative pronouns. *nāgü kilmiišiŋni sân adra sæčā yora berdiŋ* (QB 797) ‘You explained to me what you did clearly and in detail’ is very similar, except that *nāgü* serves as relative pronoun by itself.

---

632 *cankramita* is a walking back and forth in meditation, whence the use of *yorī*. The editor thinks the stretch written NYX after *burxan* is an error for *iŋg*, taking this to be an accusative form; it must, however, be a genitive, the final nasal turning oral.
Subject reference can also be taken care of through possessive suffixes appended to -dOk: bo kargantokin, alkantokin, käjrästokin yöntüstokin bilmäz kişi tätig sögüsçü oyunça sakanur, käntü înça bilmäzlär ‘They consider this cursing and quarreling of theirs to be just scolding and play, like senseless people, and do not know it for what it is’ (M I 9,16-18); a letter (UigBrief A5) also has -dOk+ as object: äsänin [ä]d[gün] ärdökin eşidıp ‘hearing that he is well’. In the sentence biltimiz [z] ukdumuz özümüzün üzütümüzün üzä asra yarokda ... tünärigdä ärtöki[n] (M III nr.1 IV r9-13) ‘We have realised and understood that our selves and souls are above and below, in light and in dark’ the subject of the subordinated verb is in the accusative case; above we already met object clauses with -mİš which had accusative subjects.

In kältökümün kertgünzün[lär], siziň bägädmäkänjiz(i)n [...] ärklänmäkiñiz(i)n bilzün[lär] (DreiPrinz 65-67) ‘let them be convinced of my having come and know of your rule and authority’ the infinitive is used in a construction identical with -dOk+ and in parallelism with it. That the -dOk+ form is factive seems to follow from the context of this sentence; so do the -mAk forms, apparently, since other instances using the infinitive in object clauses also appear to refer to factual circumstances: simmakim(i)z buzulmakim(i)znizi tüktälgälä umadimiz ‘We were unable to stop our heartbreaking’ (Ht VII 1916) with affixal pronominal reference to the subject and samtso ačarınıň tavgač xan birlä käliliš barıš bitig idışmakın ukitmak ‘the account of the correspondence between Xuanzang and the Chinese emperor’ (Ht VII) with both affixal and nominal subject reference.

In the non-factive domain we have -Ar for the imperfective, the -sXk, -gU, and -gUlXk forms for projective predicates. The following is an example with the -Ar participle: bo yeti arıgzıň yetaćilärınıň azumınta tugarin körüp ‘he saw that he (the divine boy) would be born in these 7 existences of eaters of impurities’ (U II 32,57). Orkhon Turkic uses -sXk as necessitative action nominal: yanılış ölsükün ... bunta ırtum ‘I set down here (how) you will needs err and die (KT S 10); el tutsıkuňun bunta ırtum ‘How you should govern people I have recorded here’ (tut-sukuň here representing projected manner). Where Orkhon Turkic has -sXk, most of the rest of Old Turkic has -gU: mayтри bodisavtnıň yertıncünkä inip ... burxan kutın bulguşın ... ukar mu siz? ‘Do you ... understand that the bodhisattva Maitreya will come down to earth and attain Buddhadom?’; Note that nominal subjects can here appear either in the nominative or in the genitive.
2) With indirect speech, Old Turkic also has a construction corresponding to the Latin ‘accusative + infinitive’: It puts the subject of a clause which is to serve as the object of a verb expressing thinking or speaking into the accusative case but leaves the subordinate verb finite; the subordination is effected by the quoting verb te-:

dərməgəptəkə atlɨg noməcɨ açərɨ baxšəməzni kiyiltɨ tep aşidip (Ht VII 1915) ‘(we) heard that our teacher, the master preacher named Dharmaguptaka died’;
türk bodunug atɨ kuşɨ yok bolmazun teyin (KT E 26) ‘saying about the Türk nation that its name and fame should not be destroyed’;

ol tɨnɨliɡ ... yanmaksɨz ävrilməksiz äɾɨr tep bilgilülɨ ol (U II 39,100) ‘It should be known that there is no turning back for that creature’.

When verbless sentences are incorporated as object clauses, we find topic deletion: az teyin nə başɨnalɨm (Tuñ 39) ‘Why should we, thinking that (we are) few, be depressed?’. The direct speech sentence corresponding to this content would have been *(biz) az biz ‘We are few’. In section 4.7 we quote a verbless sentence serving as direct speech, also with biz as topic, where this topic is not omitted. The writer there has, however, added a reference to the topic in accusative case outside the specimen of direct speech, as we saw above with verbal object sentences.

In the following instances from an early text, the object sentence is marked as such by simply being placed between the subject and the predicate of the main clause; neither its subject nor its predicate are in the accusative but the 1st person which the woman would have used has been replaced by the 3rd person: kayu išılər kün təŋrɨ karnɨnta kirür tüşəsəɾ ... kayu išılər tüləntə ay təŋrɨ graxlar birlı karnɨnta kirır tüşə{sə} ... kayu išılər tüləntə yigət urɨ yaşı minip kɨɾɨɾɨɲɨnta kirür tıɨl tüşəsəɾ ... (MaitrH XI 3r17-25) ‘If any woman dreams (that) the sun is entering her belly, ... If any woman in her dream dreams (that) the moon together with the planets is entering her belly ... If any woman dreams a dream (that) a young male elephant is mounting (her) and entering her belly ...’. Next consider two object sentences which have no mark of subordination at all, which are not classical instances of direct speech (q.v. in section 4.7) either: küčümüz bir ikinti birlı

633 The parallel text in BQ E 20 has the stem form türk bodun instead of the accusative. Tekin 1968: 127 (and still Tekin 2003: 107) misunderstands the grammar here, giving this +Xg form as a (the only!) instance of a variant -ɨɡ of the genitive suffix.

634 This could also be an instance of haplology and not necessarily an error.
sinalim, biz ikigüdä kanyusü kücülügräk biz (Wettkampf 42-44) ‘Let us test our strength with one another (to see) which one among us two is the stronger’ has no overt marker of subordination but the question “Which one of us two is the stronger one?” must be subordinated to the proposal made to the addressee for subsequent action. In the following passage, finally, the content of the second sentence is the object of kördüm in the first: ya[rlijkanc]uç ğ könlul turgurup kördüm, irinc [yar]l(i)g umugsuz inagsiz bo tünügler montag ämsgäklig [ažun]da tü shuts tururlar (U II 4,8) ‘Evoking a compassionate state of mind I realised (that) these poor hopeless creatures had fallen into such an (existence) of suffering.’

4.63. Clauses as adjuncts

Adjunct clauses have tasks which are adverbial to a greater or lesser degree: I have classified them as comparative (describing to what the events and actions of the main clause can be compared, what they are like), as temporal, as local, as causal (expressing why or to what purpose events take place), as final (specifying the event aimed at when carrying out the content of the main clause) or as consecutive (detailing the result of the process described in the main clause). They often consist of converbs, sometimes with expansions, in which case no semantic-functional classification may apply: Such cases have been put into the section ‘clauses with contextual converbs’: The semantic relationship between main clause and verb clause may be retrievable from the context or it may remain fuzzy. Some converbs do have specific meanings and functions, however, and are dealt with in the subsections mentioned above.

Circumstantial nominal expressions can be called nominal adjunct clauses if they have their own topic. Such are közi yümüglüg ororur ärti ‘He used to sit with closed eyes’ (Ht VI 2b9) and the third noun phrase in öz ăn âmıś, öz erincülıg, atı yetiglig kälir (IqB LV) ‘He comes a famous and joyful man, his horse being led (for him)’; köz is the object of yüm-, at of yet-, the possessive suffixes of közı and atı referring to the subjects of the sentences.

Adjunct clauses can also consist of verbal nominals appearing in the dative, locative, ablative, directive, instrumental or equative cases or getting governed by various postpositions. If adjunct clauses are based on nominal verb forms, the functions of these are sometimes not different from any other nominal used in the case or with the postposition in question: Their tasks can then be inferred from what their case form or the postposition governing them does when
connected with a noun phrase; thus e.g. the \(+dIn\) form and the \(üzä\) phrase in the following example: \(bo üliüštä Samtso ačarī \ldots \) čoonanka barmişdin bašlanur, \ldots ţt'öz kodmiş özä özülür ‘this section starts with Xuanzang going \ldots to Č. and ends with his dying’\(^{635}\) Such sentence parts are not dealt with below, as they are in fact instances of adjunct phrases rather than adjunct clauses. A number of instances for \(-mA+kA\) are, e.g., quoted in Schulz 1978: 52-54 with, respectively, temporal, instrumental or final meanings; none of these meanings are explicit in any of the instances quoted, however, and some of them are outright misinterpretations: The meaning of all of them can be summed up as ‘locative of the infinitive’. Then take bulmayokka övkäläng kakîp tagka ünüp kükrädi âtnâddi (Ht IV 538-9) ‘He (the lion) got angry and cross at not having found them, went up the mountain, roared and made noises’: The suffix combination \(-mA-yOk+kA\) forms causal clauses (as discussed below). The clause around bulmayokka could here have a causal meaning; it could, however, also be the case that the dative is governed by övkälâ- (‘to be angry at something’) and that bulmayok here serves as perfect participle referring to the action: bulmayokka could, in other words, be not a causal clause but the indirect object of a verb in the main clause. Similarly the form \(-mA+yOk+kA\) in šilabdârī ačarī iđmayokiţa ayî kodî öpkâsi kâlıp \ldots (HtV 287) has been stated to give a temporal meaning as in ‘He (i.e. king Kumâra) got exceedingly furious when master Šilabhadra did not send him (i.e. Xuanzang) off’ but in fact we might as well understand ‘getting furious at master Š.’s not sending him off’ with the dative governed by the verb phrase itself. The percentage of such unclear instances is quite high; this is not a coincidence but is linked to the origin of compounded adjunct clause suffixes, whose meaning did originally consist of the sum of the meanings of their parts.

Another common uncertainty concerns the meaning actually to be assigned to adjunct clauses: \(ol udëi kâlmâyökä ävîntäki kišîlär istäyû \ldots\) (Ht IV 82-84), e.g., can be translated either as ‘When that shepherd didn’t arrive, his household looked for him …’ or ‘As that shepherd didn’t arrive, his household looked for him …’; one has to have enough unequivocal examples before one decides whether a certain clause form has one or more than one central meaning. If one determines a central meaning for a construction, then different ones can be understood as contextual variants: kišû köözâdû ačînur agrînur ärkân \ldots amrakta drîlmaq ačîg ämgâkkä tâginürlâr (Maitr 198v1-6)

\(^{635}\) Note that the subjects of the \(-mîš\) forms here used as action nominals are not referred to by possessive suffixes.
'While / Although they guard and take care of them ... they undergo the bitter suffering of getting separated from their dear ones’ was, e.g., by Schulz 1978: 97 stated to have concessive meaning. This reminds us that ‘while’ clauses can also get concessive meaning in English. For a special function of aorist + ärkän to be worked out, however, it has to be determined whether this instance is not in this context merely used for an ad hoc rhetorical effect. -Ur ärkän is here dealt with in section 4.633 on temporal clauses. The normal way for rendering concessive content is the form -sAr, especially when followed by the particle ymä (section 4.64). Concessive connotations for the sentence quoted should not, however, be excluded.

In the subsections 4.632-4.637, adjunct clauses are classified by function and meaning and not by form; 4.631 is, however, about semantically fuzzy converbs.

4.631. Clauses with contextual converbs

Contextual converbs are formed with the suffixes -(X)p, -(X)pAn and the very rare -(X)pAnXn, the vowel converb with the allomorphs -A, -I, -U and -yU and the negative counterparts of all of these: -mAIt (only Orkhon Turkic and very rare), -mAItIn and perhaps -mAksXzIn. The term ‘contextual converb’ was chosen because the hearer / reader is helped by the context to understand the semantic relationship between the clauses featuring these verb forms and the main clauses to be a causal, circumstantial or e.g. an adversative one or one of mere coupling. For the temporal use of these converbs see also p.471 below.

Real vowel converbs, i.e. such that are formed from the verbal stem by the speaker ad hoc at the time of utterance or writing (unlike lexicalisations and the like, for which see section 3.286), can show close juncture with one of a set of less lexical verbs or auxiliaries and form with them complex predicates (section 3.25) or they can be quite independent from the syntactic point of view.

sürä ünti (KP 64,7) describes the shepherd’s driving his herd out of the city gates; in this case verb and main action are simultaneous. In the following sentence (in Ht VIII 69) the verb tuta is separated from the main verb by adverbs but still describes the same action as that referred to by the superordinated verb, ‘to write’: bo üç açarlar ... äşidmiş noml[a]rın tuta önün önün bitip keş yöreğ kiltilar ‘These three teachers pinned down the teachings which (they) heard (from Xuanzang), writing (them) down one by one, and interpreted them elaborately’. The fixation of Xuanzang’s teachings by his disciples is here described in its different aspects; pinning them down, which I
have used for rendering the verb *tut-*-, is certainly no lesser ingredient than the physical writing (*biti-*). In the following two instances as in the last mentioned one, converb and superordinate verb are not even adjacent: *kičig teginig tiläyü takī tapīšmaz ārmiš* ‘They had been looking for (*tilä-*) the little prince but had not yet found him’; *kollarīn örö kötürü ulug ünin ĭglayu maytrī burxan tapa adakīnta tōpōn tīsārlär* ‘lifting up (*örö kötür-*) their arms, crying (*īgla-*) in a loud voice, they fall down head downwards at Buddha Maitreya’s feet, facing him’ (describing accompanying behaviour).

The inscriptional sentence *karlok yavlak sakīnīp tāẓa bardī* ‘The K. had evil thoughts and fled away’ shows the typical difference between -(X)p and the vowel converb: Often, the former denotes an action by itself, the latter only one aspect of what is described by the finite verb. Longer sequences are also common; here an Orkhon Turkic series of four verbs, three of them with a conjoined vowel converb: *akin binip oplayu tāgip sanča ĭdīp topulu ĭnti* (KČ E7) ‘He mounted (*bin-*) his white horse, attacked (*tāg-*) head on (*oplayu*), routed (*sanč-, them*) in a whirlwind (*īd-*), pierced (their rows, *topul-* ) and emerged (āĭn-*, on the other side)’.

In Uygur: *bodisavt tegin bo uluš bodun ayīg kilinçlar kılışın körüp ārtīnju busuşlug kadgulug bolup ĭglayu balikka kirdi* ‘The bodhisattva prince saw that this nation was committing sins, he became very sad and entered the city crying’ (KP 3-4).

No doubt because of such instances, Gabain 1974: 123 states that the most important difference between the vowel converb and the -(X)p converb is that the former expresses “ein Mittel, eine Gleichzeitigkeit”, the latter, on the other hand, “ein zeitliches Vorhergehen”. Above we had quoted the clauses *kollarīn örö kötürü ĭglayu ... ĭglayu ...*; practically the same appears with -(X)p in *nācādā temin ĭglañip ötrō āliglarīn örö köṭṭirip ulug ünin ulīdīlər* (Suv 619,18-20) ‘At some stage a short while after that they regained their senses, then raised their hands and wailed loudly’. Such converbs are semantically unspecific; the sentence just lists the three actions. The reader presumably understands that the raising of hands is a gesture accompanying the crying and wailing, thus expressing simultaneity and manner (against Gabain’s statement concerning -(X)p). Whether readers expect that all this can accompany the coming back to one’s senses or whether they think that lifting one’s arms or wailing can take place only after one is in full consciousness can differ from reader to reader depending on their experience in life and is not expressed by the text itself. The clause *karmaputug sīp tsuy kīltīmīz ārsār* (TT IV A67) ‘If we have broken the

---

precept and have sinned’, quoted in Gabain 1974: 120 as one of the examples for the view that the event referred to by the -(X)p clause precedes the other one, in fact proves exactly the opposite, as breaking precepts does not precede sinning but is simultaneous with it. There is, of course, logical sequencing in the observer’s mind, in the sense that a breach of precepts is more directly observable, a label of sinning being attached to the act by the cultural system. Similarly two parallel -(X)p clauses can refer to an act of saying and to its content: agičičarka ayıp üküš altun bertürüp (Ht IV 603) can be translated either as ‘he talked to the treasurers and had them give (him) a lot of guilders ...’ or ‘he told the treasurers to give (him) a lot of guilders ...’; the latter may be preferable if on remembers that ay- is ‘to say’ and not ‘to speak’. What is clear is that the verb forms ayıp and bertürüp differ in denotation but not in reference, referring to the same event. Some similar instances with ay- are mentioned in OTWF 803 under ertür- and UW 287b under ay-, §1d. There is, however, a statement which probably can be made concerning anteriority and posteriority in this connection: In a chain of -(X)p forms, a subsequent instance, one to the right of another -(X)p form in Latin script, is unlikely to temporally precede the content of the first-uttered or first-written -(X)p form. Rather than being a grammatical rule, this is a consequence of the iconic principle: Where grammar does not determine the order of elements, the speaker is likely to let his enumeration follow in a manner mimicking reality: Instances such as o[guz] bodun tokuz tatar birlä terilip kälti (BQ E34) ‘The Oguz people got together (teril-) with the Tokuz Tatar and came (against us)’, ol savīq ašidip tüün uđišikim kâlmâdi, kiıntüz olorsukum kâlmâdi (Tuñ 12) ‘Upon hearing (ašid-) that information I no longer felt like sleeping at night or sitting down during the day’ or ol tašīq kötürüp ol kudug içintä kâmištilär (U I 8,9-10, Christian) ‘They lifted (kötür-) that stone and threw it into the well’ show the anteriority of the event recounted in the -(X)p clause; further such examples are quoted in Schulz 1978: 139. Instances such as ınçıp ärdâmin batırüp bo yertinčü yer suvda kamag tünlîglar ara yoriyur ärtîlär (TT VI 352-3) ‘They used to live on this earth among all creatures, hiding their virtues’ are, on the other hand, to be interpreted in such a way that main and -(X)p verb refer to simultaneous events; further examples are quoted in Schulz §162 (pp.139-140). sinidin ketip năçtük ugay män (U III 48,11) can best be translated as ‘How will I manage if I leave you?’, but ‘when I leave you’ is also a possibility. ‘Leaving’ clearly has to precede here, as the question of ‘managing’ arises only as a result of that.
Vowel converbs which are syntactically independent do not differ from other converbs in getting their own objects, in not being adjacent to the superordinated verb and in referring to events which are often not simultaneous with the main event: In a runiform inscription (ŠU E4), e.g., the first verb (käc-) in the sentence bän sälänä käcä udu yoridim ‘I crossed over the Selenga and marched after (them)’\(^\text{637}\) has its own object and probably refers to an event preceding the main event. The content of the vowel converb and that of the superordinated verb can well refer to differing activities, events or processes, as in ačä suvsamak ‘to be hungry and thirsty’ (U II,1 37) with the verbs ač- ‘to be hungry’ and suvs- ‘to be thirsty’; morphosyntactic subordination is here coupled with semantic and pragmatic coordination.

Some independent vowel converbs describe the means or the way by which the main action is accomplished: bir kemi sīyokīn tuta üntüm ‘I got out holding on to a piece of the ship(wreck)’ (KP 54,6). The getting hold of the piece of wood or even the holding on to it (both of which are denoted by tut-) certainly preceded the getting out (ün-) of the sea or out of danger, led to the latter and made it possible. Note that ‘means’ is not among the contents dealt with in sections 4.632-7. In the following sentences the vowel converbs also refer to the means necessary for the main action to take place (for which Turkish often uses -(y)ArAk): bo ... tīnīglar birök burxan körkin körü kurultüg ärsärg (U II 17,26) ‘If, however, these creatures are to be saved by seeing an appearance of Buddha, ...’; tīnīglarğ üttläyû ärigläyû alp kutgarguluk üçûn anûn tänri tängrisi burxan ... tīnīglıñ kōñīlgın yavalturup [...] özkä içgârlıłîr (DPKAMPb 113-4) ‘Since it is difficult to save the creatures by giving them advice and admonishment (üttlä- äriglä-), that is why Buddha, the god of gods, softens creatures’ hearts ... and welcomes them’.\(^\text{638}\)

It even happens (rarely) that the subject of a vowel verb and of the main verb are different, if the former is not of an agentive nature; in the following sentence it is the tip of the sun: yarīn tanjda kûn burnû tuga bo ... tīnīlg ... çarīn idalagay (MaitrH XIII 1r12) ‘Tomorrow at sunrise, when the tip of the sun appears, this ... creature will give up its ... bun’; cf. the similar use of tanj ata kâli ‘at sunrise’ in MaitrH XV

---

\(^{637}\) Quoted by Schulz 1978: 157. The sentence there quoted after this one is misunderstood by him and contains no vowel verb.

\(^{638}\) In one case the suffix -mákIûA is also used with instrumental meaning (mentioned in section 4.633 because other -mákIûA clauses have temporal meaning). This may be the meaning of some -mák üzä phrases as well. We have not devoted a subsection of section 4.63 to this content, as most clauses with such meaning are constructed around contextual converbs.
Note that both subjects are in the nominative case. In the other extreme we have cases such as ävrilä ävrilmägü tág otgurak sav (MaitrH XIII 8r9), which appears to signify ‘resolute words which are both interpretable and uninterpretable’; here the -A suffix would merely signify that the suffix -gU is meant to apply for the positive base as well.

Two questions have been intensively discussed concerning the -(X)p converb, especially in Schulz 1978: 128-147 and in several publications by Johanson, e.g. Johanson 1995: One is its aspectual and taxis value, the other is the question whether it represents coordination or subordination. We have already stated that -(X)p is unmarked as to its taxis and aspect values. The second question depends on how one defines coordination and subordination. Concerning content, -(X)p clauses may be subordinated, meaning that they describe the activity referred to in the superordinated verb or verb phrase or verb phrase + dependencies, or they may be coordinated, especially when the -(X)p phrase itself refers to an independent event appearing in a chain of equivalent events. In Sanskrit or Mongolian one gets tales consisting of a long chain of converb clauses, often with alternating subjects, with one single finite verb at the end of the tale. Such unlimited coordination of -(X)p clauses is not quite possible in Old Turkic, as their subjects normally have to be identical with those of the verb to which they are subordinated; with this limitation (adhered to nearly fully), -(X)p expressions are very well capable of reflecting chains of coordinated events. Formally, however, such converbs clearly are subordinated, as they share most of their grammatical categories with some other, superordinated verb and inherit them from it; the only categories expressed by -(X)p forms themselves are diathesis and negation.

In sözlägälir ärkän bo yükünçüg sözläp bo darnig sözläzünlär (Suv 129,21-22) ‘When they are about to recite it (i.e. the spell), let them

---

639 Turkish geç-e and kal-a in beşi on geçe ‘ten past five’ and beşe on kala ‘ten to five’ are also petrified converbs having their own subject (saat ‘watch, clock; hour’).
640 The normal converb vowel of -(X)l- verbs is /U/ and not /A/. This might therefore actually be a scribe’s error (intending to write the next word and stopping after he wrongly wrote an alef). The phenomenon for which this is taken to be an example is rare at best.
641 The construction consisting of nä with -(X)p converb, sometimes followed by the particle Ok, refers to events immediately preceding the main action; it is discussed in section 4.633 above, among the temporal clauses. This is a distinct construction which has no bearing on our view of the functions of -(X)p.
(first) recite this blessing and (then) this spell’ it is clear from the meaning of -gAlIr as ‘about to be doing something’ on the one hand, from the iconic order of the -(X)p form preceding the main verb on the other hand, that the recitation of the blessing, expressed by the -(X)p verb, is to precede the recitation of the spell. The semantic relationship between the -(X)p clause and the main clause can also be made explicit by particles. In a sentence from Ht V discussed in Zieme 1992a: 352 and on p.5 of Röhrborn’s edition of Ht VIII, e.g., the relationship is adversative, as inčip yana expresses this meaning: öz užiklari ymä änätäkäkäsig ök ärip inčip yana ančakya tágšilür ‘Their own alphabet is just like the Indian (one but it) still differs (from that) a little bit.’ The meaning ‘but’ should not be assigned to the converb, which does not exclude it but does not support it either.

When the main verb is negated, the scope of the negation does not (like e.g. Khakas but unlike e.g. Turkish) usually include -(X)p converbs linked to it. There is such a sentence in KT E27; here is another one: kamag kamlar terläp näŋ türğürmägäy (M I 15,8-9) ‘All the magicians will come together (but) will be quite unable to bring him back to life’. Further examples are quoted in Schulz 1978: 128-129. In the following sentence the scope of the negation does include an -(X)pAn converb (which had been thought to be more independent than the -(X)p converb); the reason may be that te-p and te-pän are quotation particles rather than converbs: kertü ärklig kücilüg täŋri tepän kertkünmädimiz ärsär (Xw 56) ‘If we did not believe in the true, mighty and strong god, ...’.

Subjects of -(X)p converbs are normally identical to those of the superordinated verb. In the following example, the subject (hair roots) is different, but is still inalienably linked to the main subject and bears a possessive suffix referring back to that subject: ol täŋri urši ol ɯmug äşidiŋ korkup ürküp bāliŋläp tü tüpläri yokaru turup ... (U II 29, 17-18) ‘that divine son heard that voice, got frightened and panicked, his hair roots stood up upright and ...’ Similarly with köŋül ‘heart’, agazümäkä tataglar ‘the tastes in my mouth’ and köz ‘eye’ in the following examples: bo körünē körüp köŋülün yazīlt[i] mu? (Ms. Mz 708 r 29-30 quoted in UAJb 16:295) ‘Did your heart stray seeing this pageant?’; agazümäkä tataglar barça yitlinip artokrag äciŋ bolup kūn täŋri yarokī közmümä arūtī közmümäz (UIII 37,30-33) ‘The tastes in my mouth have all disappeared and have become exceedingly bitter and no sunlight appears to my eyes any more’: tü tüpläri, köŋül and köz are all inalienably linked to the main subject; ‘the sun’ is not but ‘seeing’ is. In the following example the converb and the main verb have objects in common, one being an inalienable part of the other (though not
marked with possessive suffix): munī iki köz täglärärip sançäyín (KP 57,5) ‘Let me blind this person (munī), stabbing out both his eyes (köz)’; both predicates, stabbing and blinding, apply to both the person and his eyes. Note that the converb clause is introduced inside the main clause. ig, the subject in the following sentence, also has no possessive suffix: ämtï karïdï iglädi ig tägip montag körküsüz bolup yatur ‘Now he has grown old and fallen ill, illness has befallen (him), having become ugly he lies there as you see him’ (ChristManManus, Manichæan ms. r 12); ‘illness’, of course, is inalienable as it does not exist without its victims.

Another group of -(X)p verbs which have their own subject are those referring to weather and other environmental features, as in buluŋ yiŋak kararïp körgäli bilgäli bolmadï (Suv 630,20-21) ‘The corners (of the world) got dark and it became impossible to see or recognise anything’.

özä [kä]liš süsin köl tegin agïtïp toŋra bir uguš alpagut ärig toŋa tegin yogïnta agïrip ölürütmüz (KT N7) ‘Köl Tegin roused his army, which had come in flight, we encircled a group of Toŋra knights at the funeral ceremony of prince Toŋa and killed (them)’ is interesting: There is referential – though not grammatical – identity between Köl Tegin with his army (süsi) and ‘us’, the party which the author of the inscription identifies as his own, throughout the text.642 agï barïm in KP 7,5 is not inalienable: küniŋə ayiŋa munçulayu berip aglıktäki agï barïm azkïna kaltï ‘He gave (alms away) in this way day by day and month by month and (of) the riches in the storehouse there remained just a little amount’. Riches are, of course, low on the agentivity scale. The connection between ‘giving out’ (ber- with ‘riches’ as implicit object) and the paucity of the remaining riches (agï barïm) is that the implicit object of the subordinated verb is the subject of the main one. The following sentence, finally, is the only real exception I have come across; the -(X)p verb yarlïka- has a wholly different subject from the main verb and the two subjects are fully agentive: täŋri burxan bo nom

---

642 The conjecture for the lacuna and the reading in general are supported by a similar passage in BQ E 31; see footn. 59 above for the reading alpagut. Johanson 1992: 205 misquotes and misinterprets the sentence (tegin is fully visible; agït- is spelled with t1 and not d1 and does not signify “schlug in die Flucht”). The subject of agïr- must clearly be plural (and not Köl Tegin by himself) as a single person cannot encircle anybody. A sentence from ChrManMsFr ManFr v 9, which Johanson there quotes from Schulz 1978 as a further example, does not, in fact, show subject difference between -(X)p clauses and their superordinated clause: The two converb clauses are there dependant on a temporal clause ending in -sAr; it is normal for that to have a subject differing from the main subject.
The god Buddha preached this teaching, (then) the whole numerous community … became exceedingly joyful and their hearts, breasts and wisdom shone brightly’. The scribes of two among the nine mss. extant for this passage wrote yarlïkadokta ‘when he preached’ instead of yarlïkap, apparently finding the latter verb unacceptable in this passage.

Among the few examples of -mAtI clauses appearing in the runiform inscriptions, the following do not refer to distinct actions of their own but rather to negative reformulations of what is stated in the main clause: säkiz oguz tokuq tatar kalmatï¥43 kältì (ŞU E3) ‘the eight Oguz (tribes) and the nine Tatar (tribes) did not stay away (kalmatï) but came’; tün udïmatï könntüz olormatï … esig küçüg bertim ök (Tuñ 52) ‘Not sleeping by night and not resting by day I really gave my services (to the ruler)’. The most likely translation of bunçça esig küçüg hertökgärïi sakïnmatïi türk bodun ölüräyin urugsïratayïn ter ärmïš (KT E10) is similar: ‘They (i.e. the Chinese) used to say “Let us kill and exterminate the Turk nation”, not taking into consideration (sakïnmatï) that (we i.e. the Turks) gave (them i.e. the Chinese) so much service’.644 The meaning of Orkhon Turkic -mAtIn appears to have been more of the preparative type (like Turkish -(y)ArAk): igidmiš xaganïnin savïn almatïn yer sayu bardïg (KT S9) ‘Not taking (almatïn) the advice of your ruler, who nourished you, you went everywhere’. The Turks’ migrations appear to have been perceived as the result of their intransigence towards their king.

In Uygur, negative converb clauses with contextually determined functions are construed around -mAtI: tuymatïn tuzakka ilinmiš (IrqB

---

643 If this were the past tense form it would have been spelled with d, presumably implying [ō]; kältì is spelled with t because the alveolar is there preceded by /l/; see section 2.409.

644 The subject of both sakïnmatï and ter ärmïš is the Chinese. Gabain 1974: 124-5, 180 translates the sentence as “weil sie so viel Arbeit und Kraft nicht widmen wollten, sagte er: ‘Ich will …’” and adds: Hier liegt keine zeitliche, sondern eine logische, ursächliche Aufeinanderfolge vor und dazu ein Subjektwechsel.” Schulz 1978: 179 corrects this: ‘Gemeint ist: ‘weil sie (die Türken) aber nicht daran dachten, ihre Arbeitskraft (den Chinesen) zur Verfügung zu stellen, sagte er …’’. This is an unlikely way to understand the sentence, as Orkhon Turkic had the -dOk+In üçen construction for forming causal clauses (see section 4.635) and there is no indication that -mAtI could be used in this way. Nor do the instances for -mAtIIn support Gabain’s interpretation, as the subjects of this form are also either identical with that of the main verb or linked to it in some metonymic way.
LXI) ‘he was inadvertently caught in a snare’ or ‘as he did not notice (tuy-) anything, he …’. In the following instance the converb form is quite independent both by content and syntax: kız yalgan tep kertgünätin teginkä inça tep tedi (KPfragmA 12-13) ‘The girl didn’t believe (kertgün-, him), thinking (it was) a lie, and spoke to the prince as follows:’; ol ämgäkig särü umadïn ögsüz bolurlar (Höllen 121-122) ‘Being unable to bear that suffering they lose consciousness.’ Schulz 1978: 174 lists these two (and a lot more) as instances of -mAtIn with causal ‘function’. The sentences can, indeed, be translated with causal meaning for the converb form, but they can also be translated the way I did; it was the author’s choice not to make any such meaning explicit and we cannot do it in his stead. There is, of course, an implicit causal meaning here. In yannästa oglanlarïnä bulmatïn yalanjüz älirgü tâg bolur män (BT XIII 2,47) ‘If I do not find my children when I come back, all alone I would get insane’ the meaning of the -mAtIn form is outright conditional, since the sentence refers to a mere possibility.

It does not happen very often that the subjects of -mAtIn forms differ from the main subjects and when they do differ the two nominal phrases are generally linked with the possessive suffix. We have, e.g., agïsi barïmï ... ämgämnätin ikün kirür (TT VI 101-102) ‘His wealth comes in heaps without him ... working for it’. ‘wealth’ is, of course, an entity which is very low on the agentivity scale;\(^{645}\) the growth of wealth is a process in which the owner of that wealth is certainly the central personality, whether he is an active agent in this process or whether (as described in the sentence quoted) he is inactive. The possessed is here the subject of the main clause. The same is true in the following examples: ikläyü tamuda tüştäin alku ayïg kilinççïg tïdïgïr barïça sizïp öçïp ... (BT II 374-377) ‘they will not again fall into hell and all their hindrances (consisting of) sins will (instead) all melt away and die down’. In the next example the relational entity (ät kü bulunç alïnç ‘fame and income’) does not bear any possessive suffix: yertinççïg aşıqïg tilämätin ât kü bulunç alïnç ozïn ök kâlip kamagka ayaguluč çiltägülïk bolgaylar (Suv 195,19-22) ‘Not striving (tilï-mätïn) for material matters or for profit, fame and income will come (kâl-) to them by themselves, and they will be honoured by all’. Here, finally, is an example in which the possessed inalienable entity (ün ‘voice’) is the subject of the negative subordinate clause: tilädïlïr teginig yïglayu sïgtayu busanu, ünläri idï sönmädin (Suv 637,5-7) ‘Crying, wailing and sad they searched for the prince, their voices not

\(^{645}\) Above we found that the same binome agï barïm happens also to be the object of an -(X)p converb where the main verb has a different subject.
dying down even for a moment’. Numerous further Uygur examples for -mAtIn are quoted in Schulz 1978: 171-177: In none of those instances does the -mAtIn form have its own fully agentive and personalized subject.

The suffix sequence -mAksXz+Xn, with the instrumental of the privative suffix, forms another contextual converb. The subject of this form is normally identical with that of the main clause, and it never makes use of a possessive suffix to refer to it: ilinmäksizin dyan olorguluk ol (ETŞ 8,15) ‘One must sit in meditation without attaching oneself to anything’, tünlä küntüz armaksizän sönmäksizän bşırunup ... (Suv 211,5-6) ‘exercising day and night, without getting tired and without flagging’, tınımäksizän sönmäksizän katğiğanu ... (BT II 389-390) ‘striving without resting and without flagging’ are some examples. Additional examples appear in Suv 235,10 (yermäksizän yalkmäksizän), 367,19 and 61 and BT ID160. The -mAksXz formation is dealt with in OTWF 396-400; it is verblike in freely governing noun phrases. In one instance quoted there, two -mAksXz forms have one instrumental suffix in common, as azlanmäksiz äsirkänmäksizän (ShAgon 3, p.207,10) ‘greedlessly and ungrudgingly’. This instance shows that -mAksXzXn cannot be a replacement of -mAtIn, as the three elements going into the sequence do not appear to have fused. -mAksXzXn was in use in relatively late texts only.

4.6.32. Comparative clauses
The clauses described here introduce states of affair which the writer presents as being similar to the situation referred to in the main clause. We first deal with morphological constructions used for this purpose, then turn to cases where this content is expressed by a non-finite verb form governed by a postposition, then to clauses where such content is introduced by a conjunction and finally mention an instance with what seems to be a relative pronoun.

The equative suffix is very often added to the aorist in Manichaean texts; ančulayu amrar ärti sizni tüzügü,anasän b[alasî]646 oğlanı sâvârcâ (Pothi 98-99) ‘they all loved you as children love their mother’ has the same content of manner comparison as shown by nouns with+čA. This construction with the aorist is found already in Orkhon Turkic, e.g. üzâ t[...] kövürşäi ätürçä (BQ W 3-4) ‘as when the

646 The editors Bang & Gabain and Clark propose b[abasîn] but baba ‘father’ is not attested in Old Turkic; I take the nominative bala to be parallel to oğlan. The author may have thought less of the psychological status of fathers than the editors did.
drum\textsuperscript{647} of ... resounds above’. In a relatively late Buddhist text we find 
\textit{talîm kara kuš garudî taloy otarasînta čaparča} (BT III 1000) ‘as the 
rapacious eagle Garuda beats his wings in the middle of the ocean’; a 
further example is attested in BT III 993-4.

Comparative clauses are often introduced by \textit{kaltî}, e.g. \textit{kaltî ... yarok 
ay tânri yašuyu bâlgirî yarlikarča} (M III nr. 15 v13-14) ‘as e.g. the 
bright moon graciously appears shining’; \textit{kaltî elig oglî teginig 
av(i)rtalar âligintâ igidürča} (M III nr. 7II r4-6) ‘as e.g. a king nurtures 
his son the prince through nannies’ or, in a slightly different 
construction, \textit{înča kaltî är kim yen küçînâ tolkugür ürärča} (Windgott 
22-24) ‘as e.g. a man who blows a bellows by the power of the wind’.

In Buddhist texts, \textit{kaltî burxanlarîg tapînur udunurča} (TT VI 145) ‘as 
when they e.g. worship the Buddhas’ or \textit{kaltî lenxwa sayu tütîn tütärča} 
(KP 38,5) ‘as if, e.g., smoke rose from each lotus’. Numerous 
Manichæan examples with and without \textit{kaltî} are listed in Zieme 1969: 
120-121. Zieme also mentions a few Buddhist instances in a note; cf. 
further Schulz 1978: 86.

Whereas \textit{-ArČA} compares manner, Uygur instances of \textit{-mIšČA} 
compare degree and quantity: \textit{maŋ maŋ sayu adaklarîn īrklâmîšča bo 
közünür azundaki ñut kivî asîlur} (Suv 419,11-13) ‘The more he treads 
step by step with his feet, the more his happiness in this visible world 
grows’. Further examples are quoted in Schulz 1978: 87-89. \textit{küči 
yetmišča} ‘as best he can’ and similar expressions for other persons are 
attested in Suv 387,23-388,2, TT VA 67-68, BT VIIA 435-447 and U 
III 71,5-6, \textit{-mIšČA} (and \textit{-gUČA}) forms are also found in adnominal, degree or quantity; see section 4.124.

In the proverb \textit{tünlä bulît ārtnâsâ āvlük urî kâldîrmišča bolur, ñatda 
bulît örtânsâ âvlî agora kirmišča bolur} ‘When the clouds redden at 
night it is as though one’s wife gave birth to a male son; when they 
burn in the dawn it is as though an enemy entered the house’ (DLT 
fol.131) the form appears to be related neither to degree or quantity nor 
postterminality; the meaning is possibly related to the reportive use 
of \textit{-mIš}, as this is a proverb about omens.

In the examples quoted, \textit{+ČA} was joined to a participle with explicit 
subject. We also find a construction with verbal nominals referring to 
putative situations: \textit{biz su kârmîsdâkičča ås(á)n tükäl turur biz} (UigBrief 
C6) ‘We are well as when one has seen happiness’; \textit{atalarî ôlmištâkičča}

\textsuperscript{647} This translation is tentative: ‘drum’ is \textit{kövrüg} in Old Turkic (< \textit{*kävrüg}, attested in 
this shape in 14th century Ottoman) but \textit{ke’ürge / kö’ürge} in Mongolian. If the 
proposed rendering which, of course, accords with the meaning of the verb, is chosen, 
then we would here have a variant very close to what we find in Mongolian.
sīgtašgay (BT III 1029-1030) ‘They will cry as if their fathers had died’, literally, ‘as one in a situation after his father’s death’. The construction itself does not need verb forms: *tirig+dā+ki+čā* ‘as when one is alive’ would not be called a clause.

When *+čA* is joined to a -dOk form of a verb of speech with suffix reference to its subject, it expresses accordance; both *aydokinča kertū bolur ārti* ‘it used to come true in accordance with what he said’ (M III nr.13, I v3) and *y(a)rlıkadok[u]mča* ‘according to my command’ (unpublished ms. U 311 bv4, WilkKatMan nr. 103) appear in Manichaean sources.

*kaltī alp är čārigkā tägir täg isig özümin äsirkänčsizin titip ĭdalap* (Suv 395,4-10) ‘giving up my life ungrudgingly, as, e.g., a valiant man goes to the army’ is construed with the postposition *täg* instead of with *+čA*. In the following Orkhon Turkic sentence *täg* governs two negated aorist forms: *körür közüm körmätz täg, bilir biligim bilmätz täg boltī* (KT N10) ‘My (normally) seeing eyes seemed to have lost their sight and my (otherwise) thinking mind seemed to have lost its senses’. With -mIš we have e.g. *kamgak käntirkā tayaklïgïn köntülmiš täg* (Ht VII 1975) ‘as when the kamgak plant gets upright by leaning upon hemp’; *burxanïg körmiš täg sävär taplayur ayayur ağïlrayurlar* (TT V A 113) ‘they love, appreciate and honour (him) as if they had seen Buddha’; *amtī mān yūrākimin tartmiš täg ogulumün äsirkänčsiz könlüm titip ɨdalap buši berir mān* (DKPAMPb 820) ‘I now give up my son as if I had been tearing (out) my heart (but) with ungrudging mind, and give him away as alms’. -mIš *täg* appears also in Ht III 421-3. There is an important difference between -mIšA and -mIš *täg*: -mIšA compares degree and quantity whereas -mIš *täg* compares the events themselves.

-*mAyOk* *täg* is the negative counterpart of -mIš *täg*, in *saŋa utrutačë kisılär ançulayu bolur kaltī ... iši küdügi bütâmyök *täg* ‘persons opposed to you will fare like somebody who ... and his business did not succeed’ (TT I 51) and *ancā tänlīg ärdilär kaltī laby utintā tört taloy ügüz kîdîgin bütürü körü umayok *täg* (Ht VII 531) ‘They were like persons who had not quite been able to see the shores of the four seas in the hole of a shell’.648 A bit more is said below about the correlative structures used in these sentences.

---

648 The editor, Röhrborn, points out that the Chinese source refers to the inability to scoop up the waters of all the oceans. ‘Scooping up’ is *küri-*-, but cf. *kürp* for *küri-p* in BT III 226. The copyist must have mistaken this verb for *kör-* ‘to see’ and then taken over *üt* ‘hole’ from the analogy following this one in the text, which refers to the inability to see the domains of the seven planets through a hole.
We have a projection participle in *kilmagu tāg nā någū iš* (U III 54,15) ‘some action the like of which one isn’t supposed to do’.

In *yig aš bīšag aš ornī ikin ara sīkīlīp tāmīrlig olığın olımıš osoğlug tokuz ay on kūn ämgāk körürülär* (MaitrH XVNachtr 4r25) we have the -*mIš* participle governed by the postposition *osoglug* ‘as, like, as if, in the manner of’: ‘They get squeezed between the places of raw food and digested food and suffer during nine (moon) months and ten days, as if somebody’ had wrung them with an iron wrench’. *osoglug* governs the aorist in *isig öz alımći̇lärı bırlā tırušur osoğlug turur* (Suv 18,13) ‘It seems as if he is struggling with his angels of death’ or in *üč mıň ulug mıň vertınčü yer suv tıpraýır osoğlug köüzünti* (TT X 139) ‘3000 great thousand-worlds appeared as if shaking’. The semi-predicative verbs *tur*- and *köüz*- here share their predicative status with the *osoglug* phrases.

Analogy can be expressed also by the particle *kaltı̇* or the conjunction *näčük* linked to clauses with verbs in the conditional form; e.g., with both of these together: *kaltı̇ näčük ... alku ulug bodisatlar burxan kutı̇ña katı̇glantı̇klarinya tsuy irınčü ... kilı̇nçı̇lärın kı̇santı̇ čı̇mxyul kılkıp nätı̇g arıtdı̇lər alkı̇ntı̇rlı̇rı̇lär ārsär, ančulayu māniň ymä tsuy irınčü ... kilı̇nçı̇lärın oları̇ńı̇ tāg arızun alkı̇nzun* (Suv 139,6-14) ‘Just as all the great bodhisattvas got absolution from their sins when they were striving towards buddhadom and as they cleansed and cancelled them, e.g., so may also my sins get cleansed away and disappear as theirs’. That sentence and the following both have *ančulayu* and *ymä* in the main clause: *ińca kaltı̇ kiši elı̇gi bar ārsär ārdınlılı̇g otrugka tāgsär köňül eyin ārdı̇ni āvdı̇gäli uyur, ... ančulayu ymä kiim birık kerti̇ngćı̇n bar ārsär burxanlı̇lı̇g ārdınlı̇g otrugka kırı̇p kırı̇tulmak tı̇şlı̇g ārdı̇ni algałı̇ uyur* (TT VB 90-95) ‘Just as, e.g., if somebody has hands and reaches the Jewel Island, he can collect jewels to his heart’s desire, for instance, so anybody who has faith can, in turn, get to Buddha’s Jewel Island and obtain the jewel whose fruit is freedom’. Correlative sentences with *nätı̇g* (otherwise dealt with in section 4.65) can also have comparative content: *nätı̇g ... äviräyı̇lär ārsär, ančulayu ok ... ävirä tāginür män* (Suv 171,16) ‘As they will deflect (their good deeds for the benefit of others), just in that way do I presume to deflect (my good deeds)’.

---

649 The editors unnecessarily ‘emend’ *olımıš* to *olıımıś*, giving a passive translation as “als ob sie mit einer eisernen Schnur (?) umwunden (?) wären”.
4.633. Temporal clauses

Temporal clauses give information about the time framework of the main clause by linking it to some subordinated event; they state whether the ‘main’ event is simultaneous with, preceding or following the subordinated event, whether it precedes or follows it by an interval perceived to be small or not particularly small etc.; they also give information about its flow in time.

There is a great number of forms and verbal phrases expressing various temporal relationships, which will be dealt with one by one below. Before that, we might mention the semantic relationship between contextual converbs and superordinated verbs, which often has a temporal component: As shown in section 4.631, events expressed by the former often precede those referred to in the latter. Especially with vowel converbs in close juncture, the two actions can be simultaneous: *sürä inti* in KP 64,7, e.g., describes the shepherd’s driving (*sür-*) his herd out of the city gates, going out (*ün-*) himself. Main and subordinate actions are here carried out by the same subject. Meteorological entities can appear as subjects of vowel converbs to form temporal clauses specifying time: *yarîn, taŋta, kün burnî tuga* (MaitrH XIII 1r12), e.g., signifies ‘in the morning, at dawn, when the tip of the sun appears’.

By meaning, the most unmarked way to construct a temporal clause is to add -*dÔk+dA* to the stem of its verb. This is quite common in the whole of Old Turkic and signifies ‘when’; e.g. *kaŋîm xagan ucdokda* (KT E 30, BQ E 13-14) ‘when my father the khan departed’ or *üzâ kôk tâŋri asra yâgîz yer kilîntokda* (KT E1) ‘when the sky came into existence above and the brown earth below’ with explicit nominal subject. It also (like the dative form in Orkhon Turkic) often has the possessive suffix before the case suffix, referring to the verb’s subject: e.g. in *tûtsûg yîdîn tuydokumuzda* ‘when we feel the smell of the incense’ (Suv 424,18). In DreiPrinz 54 the reconstitution *âvrîl[dÔk]ümtä* must be correct as only -*dÔk* would give a rounded possessive suffix. Both nominal and pronominal reference is found in *aēm xagan elî kamšag boltokînta … izgîl bodun bîrlâ sînûûsdûmûz* (KT N3) ‘At a time when the realm of my father the xagan had become shaky … we fought against the I. nation’. A Manichæan example is *bo yer suv on kat kôk tâŋri y(a)rat(d)okta anjar oxshayur ârti* (M I 14,14-16) ‘When he created this world (and) the ten-fold sky it was similar to that’. Here is an example for identity of subjects in the main and the subordinate clause: *yakîn tâgdöktä … tâŋri burxan adakînta bagîrîn*
suna yatıp inca tep tedilär (TT X 172-176) ‘When they had gotten close they … prostrated themselves before divine Buddha stretching forth their breasts and spoke as follows:’. The form can be joined by the particle Ok: yad ellig toyn atin äsidoktä ök ätözüm köjülm bürnü ögirip sëvinip ... (Ht I 295) ‘Just hearing the name of the foreign monk, my body and heart get full of joy and …’. Another instance of -dOkdA Ok is quoted below, among the examples for -mAzkAn. Many additional, mostly Buddhist examples for -dOk+dA constructions can be found in Eraslan 1980: 70-71 and Schulz 1978: 57-68.

The locative is temporal also when it governs the projection participle in -gUl: tünliğarığ kutgarguda, e.g., signifies ‘when one goes about saving living creatures’, ädgüli ayiğli kilinizlarınını tüslüri täggüdä (BT II 925-928) ‘when (in the future) the retribution for good and bad deeds arrives’, bo nomug okişguda (Suv 33,21-22) ‘when intending to read this sëtra’. With this construction the subjects of the main and of the subordinate clause are distinct. The -gUlA sequence does not appear ever to get a possessive suffix to refer to its subject; indeed instances with explicit subject are rare. Implicit subjects of main and subordinate clause can be identical, as happens with the instances quoted, or different.

Temporal datives (discussed in section 4.1104) are common in the Orkhon inscriptions: Nominals in the dative case serve as temporal adjuncts. In the following example, however, the adjunct includes topic and comment: köl tegin yeti otuz yasını karlok bodun ... yagi bolti (KT N1) ‘When K.T. was 27 years old the K. people turned hostile’. This, then, is a nominal clause as temporal adjunct. The sequence -dOk + possessive suffix referring to subject + dative is found only in Orkhon Turkic, possibly with the same temporal meaning: olordokuma ... türk bäglär bodun ögirip sëvinip (BQ E2) ‘when I was enthroned, the United lords and people rejoiced’ (-dOk form representing action); a similar phrase appears also in BQ N9. Another possibility is that the dative was here governed by ögir- sëvin-, giving the meaning ‘they rejoiced at my being enthroned’ or ‘seeing that I was enthroned, they rejoiced’: The BQ passage is damaged and the dative could there also have been governed by a verb or a biverb lost in the lacuna.

Uygur has a different type of temporal clause using the dative: -mAk with possessive and dative suffices in instrumental or temporal use. The infinitive phrase üc ay ärtmäkinä (U II 22,22-24) ‘after 3 months had passed’, e.g., specifies after what stretch in time the action referred to in the main clause took place. Similar clauses with ärtmäkinä are
attested in U III 82,6-10, Ht IV 620-622 and Suv 393,19-23; cf. ür keč bolmakîña ‘when a lot of time had gone bye’ in Ht IV 93-95. The Orkhon Turkic clause köl tegin yeti otuz yašïňa quoted in the previous paragraph should possibly also be understood in this sense, i.e. ‘after K.T. became 27 years old’. When -mAkIñA forms are not accompanied by time expressions, as is the case with the attested instances, they may convey the ‘means’ employed towards a goal: käntï öziniň katiglanmakîña köňülün yüräkin važir täg kiläp alku bizni barça utup yegädiip biznidä öňrä burxan kutin bultacë boltï (U IV A 265-268) ‘Through his own exertion he made his heart as (hard as) vajra, surpassed all of us and has become destined for buddhahood before us’. Such instrumental content is otherwise expressed by -(X)p converbs.

The composite suffix -mIš+dA is not attested in Orkhon Turkic but is rather common in Uygur. Clauses formed with it generally refer to events preceding the superordinated event: antada ötrö ür keč üdïrär ärtmištä pratikabut dentarnïň ät‘özün luolar luo ordosïňa eltdïlïr (Maitr 196r20-23) ‘After that, when a long time had passed, the dragons carried the body of the pratyekabuddha monk to the dragons’ castle’; ötrö ol braxmadatï elig tişi bars birlä yazïnmïštä adïn bir tinliq tişi bars karnïnta tugum ažun tutdï (U III 63,12-15) ‘Then, after the king Brahmadatta had sinned with the tigress, an aberrant creature found life in the tigress’es belly’; tïngalï olormïštä ä ulugï tegin iki inïliñïşä inça tep tedi (Suv 608,15-17) ‘When they sat down to rest, the eldest prince said to his two younger brothers:’. In the examples quoted, the subjects of the main and subordinate clauses were distinct.

min vap-xua ... kitaydïn kälmištä bo ämig iki kata okïyu tägintim (M I 29,9-14, Manichæan) ‘I V., ..., endeavoured to recite this healant twice after having gotten back from China’ shows subject identity in main and subordinate clause; in another postterminal instance in TT X 537 the subjects of the main and the subordinate clauses are also identical, and in both examples the pronoun ‘I’ is explicit in the subordinate clause as well. In the sentence kumradïn ketmišdä bermädi (NestTü 662,6-7, Christian) ‘When (I) left the monastery (he) didn’t give (me the wine either)’, , the two subjects are different and understood to be so only from the context. In MaitrH Y 202, on the other hand, we have a form with possessive suffix although there is explicit nominal reference to the subject, which is that of the main clause as well: kayu üdïn bilïqrï virutak elig bâg kapilavastu balïktakï şakïlarïg ölûrïp yok yodun kilmïşïnta ... altï kïzlarïg bulun alïp kiślantï ärtï ‘Upon650 killing

650 The editors’ translation of this as “als” instead of ‘nachdem’ is unjustified.
and annihilating šākyas in the city of Kapilavastu, the senseless king Virūḍhaka had taken six ... girls as prisoners and married them’.

In the following sentence, the -mIšdA form, itself marked for reference to its subject beside being accompanied by a pronoun, does not refer to an event preceding the main event: biz änätkäkdin kälmišimizdä sintu özüg suvîn kâčär ärkän bir yıük nom suvda kaltï ārtî (Ht VII 2045-6) ‘When we were on our way from India, while crossing the waters of the Indus river, a load of holy books had gotten lost in the water’. The ‘normal’ taxis value of -mIšdA cannot, then, be taken for granted; tense appears here to have overruled it.

The locative of the aorist gives the meaning ‘while’, i.e. an overlapping of the course of two events: ülgüşüz sansiz yüz müp tümän tünlîgîr uguşi ükǖs tâlim açï̄g tarka ämgâkîg tâginûrdä öyü sakînu konşî im bodisatvîg birök atasar önî üdrǖlîrîr adadin (BuddhGed 55-58) ‘If, however, the multitude of countless 100,000s of myriads of living beings remember the bodhisattva Guanyîn and call upon him while they experience (tâginûrdä) lots of bitter sufferîng, he will get rid of the trouble’. With subject of the temporal clause distinct from that of the main clause and expressed by a possessive suffix: män încîp ... tâñridäm vişayîlg mäñîlîrîg ... tâginûrîmtä încä tep în äsîdlîti (U II 30,28-33) ‘While I was in this way ... experiencing divine sense pleasures ..., I heard a voice saying the following:’. bo äšäk barîrtâ kâlîrtä taš t(ä)gil bolsar (SUK RH13) appears to signify ‘If this donkey gets lost while coming and going’. Further such instances are quoted in Schulz 1978: 55-56.

Nominal forms of verbs referring to the action can also get governed by postpositions, which mostly have temporal tasks. -mIšdA bärü, e.g., signifies ‘since’, e.g. in yer tâñri törômištä bärü ‘since the time when earth and sky came into existence’ (KP 5,8), -mIšdA ken ‘after’, e.g. kuvrag yiğîlmîsta ken (MaitrH XX 1r10) ‘after the community assembles’. The former phrase appears as -mIš+dİn bärü e.g. in Ht VII 619. In Orkhon Turkic we have -dOkdA kesrä in this meaning: yangru kondokda kesrä aînîg bilîg anta öyîr ârmiş (KT S5) ‘After they (i.e. the Turks) had settled near them they (the Chinese) were straightway thinking bad thoughts’. Manichaean texts have -dOkdA bärü and -dOkdA ken: sans(î)z tümän yîl bolîtî sizîntä adr(î)ltokda bärü (M I 10,5) ‘Innumerable myriads of years have passed since we got separated from you!’, on çaxşap(î)t tudokumuzda bärü ‘since we kept the ten commandments’ (Xw 148). With ken we have tâñri mani burxan tâñri yerinîrû bardokînta ken ‘after the divine prophet Manî
went to the abode of gods’ (M I 12,14). The adverb ašnu ‘earlier, before’ also has a rare use as postposition; see section 4.21. In constructions like tūnūr bōšūk boltokta ašnu ädgū kūn körürlär ‘Before they become relatives by marriage they search for an auspicious day’ (TT VI 310) it becomes the head of a temporal clause. A ms. variant of this passage has boltokta ašnuça instead of boltokta ašnu; another example for -dOktA ašnuça is quoted in UW 244a under §B. These may either be cases of ašnu+ča used as postposition, as we read in the UW, or the suffix +čA may have been added to the whole temporal clause. In kačan tapīg uΔg kilguluk tūrōsin ärdūrtökädä ötrō astup ičintā bāklädilār (Suv 627,19-20) ‘After they had at some stage finished the ceremony of doing obeisance, they fastened it (i.e. the relic) inside the stūpa’ ötrō either governs the -dOktA form or is an adverb, but there may not be any content difference between these two options of analysis. The clause is introduced by kačan, which is basically not a conjunction but an indefinite temporal pronoun signifying ‘at a certain point’; cf. ögsüz bolup vērtä kamillī. kačan öglańtökädä (DkpAmPb 131) ‘He lost his senses and fell to the ground. When, at some stage, he came back to his senses, ...’.

sayu is an unusual postposition in that it unites local or temporal content with the meaning ‘every’. Its use with a verb form gives temporal meaning in TT I 119-120, as would happen if the form were in the locative case: tāprätök sayu iš kūdkūn tapīňça; olortok sayu oron yurt ögüńčā ‘Every time (you) move, your work and your business are according to your wish; every time you settle down, the place and camp are according to your concept’; further examples appear in TT I 137-8. The construction consisting of the vowel converb followed by the postposition birlā refers to an event preceding the event of the main clause by a very short time interval: öz äriglig oronlärindīn turu birlā ‘the moment they had gotten up from where they had been sleeping’ (Maue 1996: 93); elig bāg katuń birlā ikāgū āśidū birlā bo savīg ögsirädilār (Suv 639,18) ‘the moment the king and his wife heard this matter they fainted’. Further examples appear in Suv 640,22, Ht VII 1212, VIII 40 etc. The immediacy of the subsequent event can be stressed by ök, as in ĭncīp ĭglāyū birlā ök ... ŏlūp bartin (Suv 4,17) ‘Then, a short while after he got ill he ... died away’. Then we have nā opening such clauses: nā ūnā birlā ök ... tiril- (Suv 16,13-16) ‘the moment (I) got out, I ... came back to life’ or nā bo irī bālgīlār bolu birlā ök, ötrō ... boltī (Suv 381,8) ‘Immediately after these signs appeared, there happened ...’. In the last instance, birlā ök is followed by ötrō ‘thereupon’ and it can also be followed by anta ‘then’. Cf.,
finally, anagam kutin bulmis kisi ... onlug tanri yerinta tugar. nta tuga birla ok arxant kutin bulup ...
(MairtH Y 446) ‘The person who has attained the status of anagamin ... gets born in the Divine Country of
Appearances. The moment he gets born he attains arhathood and ...’. I assume that birla does not, in this
construction, govern the converb. Rather, the converb itself is probably here in temporal use, as in the
previous paragraph, and birla is an adverb here signifying ‘at once’.

Clauses with the -(X)p converb are used in a construction with similar
meaning, where the clause starts with nati ‘what’: nati ulugi mahabali
tegin koriip incha tep tedi (Suv 609,23-610,2) ‘When the oldest prince,
Mahabala, saw this, he spoke as follows:’. With Ok: tokuz aliq shok
sozladi. nati sozluiy tukadii ok unii yoriip bardi (BT I A1 11) ‘He
recited 49 gathas. The moment he had finished reciting, he got up and
walked away’; nati koriip ok atozyarin ol syyuk uzai kamihip ...
kamiltiir (Suv 619,16-18) ‘The moment they saw that, they threw
themselves on those bones and ... collapsed’.

nati sometimes appears
also at the beginning of vowel converb + birla clauses and temporal
-sAr clauses.

The petrified participles ar-kli (runiform inscriptions) and ar-kan (the
rest of Old Turkic) can be defined as postpositive conjunctions. arkli is
joined to the aorist to form clauses describing some circumstance
within which the event in the main clause is couched: anca olorur arkli
oguzduntan kurgag kalit (Tu ambush 8) ‘While (we were) living in that manner,
there came a deserer from the side of the Oguz’; kecay batar arkli
suyusdum ‘I fought at night, when the moon had set’ (SU E1); tug
tasikar arkli yalmia ari kalit ‘The banner being out, there came a man
from the vanguard’ (SU E5); karlok bodun (bu sus) aruir barur arkli
yag bolti (KT N1 & BQ E29) ‘the K. people, while living without
worries, (unexpectedly) turned hostile’.

footnote 651: The word buysuz has been put into brackets as it does not appear in the KT but
only in the BQ inscription, which is a bit later; the passages refer to the same events.
arkur barur arkli is clearly a set expression, which is not transparent offhand: Its
interpretation has to be guessed from the context and has been understood in different
ways by different scholars. The guess ‘living without worries’ is based on the
assumption that the meaning of the expression is roughly equivalent to that of buysuz.
Tekin 1968: 270, 276 is probably wrong in taking the expression to be attributive in KT
but not in BQ and translating the passage as ‘became an enemy who began to behave
freely and fearlessly’ in the former case, as the texts are parallel and the meaning of
bysuz ‘without worries’ has to be taken into consideration.
may therefore be wrong: Those living without worries (and hence surprised by the Karlok transformation) may be the Türk; what prevents this interpretation is the position of the words karlok bodun before the ärkli clause. olor-, bat- and tašik- are initial-transformative verbs, denoting both the beginning of a state of affairs (‘sit down’, ‘set’ and ‘go out’) and the continuing situation (‘sit’, ‘be invisible – of the moon’ and ‘be out’). In these constructions denoting concomitant circumstances, it is not the initial but the intraterminal state which is selected; this is also what we have in the ärür barur ärkli clause. In KT N1/BQ E29 and Tuñ 8, the two Orkhon Turkic examples, the subordinated activity precedes the event described in the main clause and is interrupted by it; in the other two, however, the ŞU (Uygur Steppe Empire inscription) examples, there is no such interruption.

ärkän, the Uygur counterpart of ärkli, is rather rare in Manichean sources. It can govern nominal clauses, e.g. in Manichean yer tângri yok ärkän (Xw 133-4) ‘when land and sky (did) not exist’. Instances of ärkän with nominal clauses appear also in QB 1493, 2055 and 4851. The clause siz änätkäkdä ‘You are in India’ is governed in the following sentence: siz änätkäkdä ärkän bo ačarı uz[a]tı sizni birlä sözläşiıp ... (Ht VII 1815-16) ‘While you were in India, this teacher had a long conversation with you’. ärkän governs a locative also in karanta ärkän yig oglın tüşürtümüz (MaitrH XX 14r27) ‘We aborted their unripe child while (it) was in the belly (karîn)’. This sentence can show us how the passage of ärkän from being a -gän participle of the copula är- to becoming a temporal conjunction could have taken place: Interpreting är-gän as a participle we could have translated ‘We aborted their unripe child which was in the belly’; this would have been just as appropriate for the context.

Normally, however, ärkän governs the aorist (as ärkli does). In a Manichean text (Xw 159-160) we have alkanur ärkän könilüümüzni sakînêimizni tâŋrigarû tutmadîmiz ârsär ‘if, while praising God, we did not keep our heart and thoughts directed towards him’. Here is one Buddhist example: yana biz änätkäktin kalmişimizdä sindu ögüz suvîn kâčär ärkän bir yük nom suveda kaldî ârdi (Ht VII 2047) ‘Moreover while we were crossing the Indus river on our way back home from India, one load of treatises was lost in the water’. In the first sentence mentioned, the subjects of main and subordinate clause are the same, while they differ in the second sentence. In încüp iqlâyî birla ök sav söz kodup tutar kapar ärkän ölüp bardî (Suv 4,17-19) ‘Having just gotten ill he lost the power of speech and, while catching up, he suddenly died away’ ärkän governs a biverb, i.e. two near-synonymous verbs used
together for expressivity. Numerous additional Buddhist examples are quoted in Schulz 1978: 94-101; here is one introduced by kalti: kalti balik kapagda olorur ärkän xan udësi beš yüz ud sürä ünti (KP 64–65) ‘As he (the hero of the story) was, in that way, sitting by the city gate, the king’s shepherd came out driving 500 heads of cattle’.

Here is an example for the sequence -gAlIr ärkän: bo törtägü ünüp bargalir ärkän ... bitig käldi (Ht IV 1472) ‘when these four were about to leave for their journey, there came a letter ...’; another example is quoted above at the end of section 3.285.

-mAz ärkän appears to be quite rare; e.g.: män näay kilmaz ärkän, mën yazoklar idışin ... adırtılıg bilmäz üddä ärür ärkän anam xatun dın adılılp bir ažunlug busuš kadgu könlülmikä sapılılp ... (HtPar 19v26-20r11) ‘While I wasn’t doing anything, while I was at a stage when I did not clearly ... know the vessel of sins, I was separated from my lady mother, sorrow for a whole life was grafted in my heart and ...’.

The rather common construction with -mAzkAn is not, by meaning, the negative counterpart of aorist + ärkän, as it does not supply the main clause with a temporal framework during which the main action took place (as -mAz ärkän does). In most examples it appears together with the particle takî, giving the meaning ‘not yet’: sânräm takî bülmäzkän, etä bašladokta ok ... tänriddäm ordolar bälgiülüb bolti (Maitr 52r19-22) ‘When the monastery was not yet ready, when they just had begun to construct it, ... there appeared divine palaces’. -mAzkAn may have been formed with the particle kAn discussed in section 3.341 among the emphatic particles (note that it correlates with Ok in the example just quoted). The problem with this is that -mAz would only be made adverbial through the addition of kAn while the elements referred to in section 3.341 as bases of kAn are adverbial in the first place. There are further examples for takî V-mAzkAn e.g. in Ht IV 203-204 and 433-437, UigStänd 44-46 (thrice ‘as long as ... not’), U II 87,60-62, Suv 4,3-8, 6,21-7,2 and 623,1-8, HtPar 13r13-15. One example without takî appears in IrqB XXI. Here is another one, with its subject distinct from the subject of the main clause: kün tänrï tugmazkan ol ok äv içîndä olorup kara önlüb așlarîg așanzun (Suv 362,4-7) ‘Let him sit in that same house before sunrise and eat dark-coloured food’.

-gInçA has two different meanings, depending on whether the base verb is of the type which needs to have passed a critical point to be considered to have been realised, or whether it gets realised without a critical point: In the first case it signifies ‘until’, in the second case ‘as long as’, stressing the parallelism of temporal extension between main
and subordinate verb. Without a critical point we have, e.g. küčï yetginčä darnï sözlämiš kärgäk (TT V A 73-74) ‘One should recite the spell as long as one is able to’; katïg kertgïnëlïg bolmagïnčä oñargalï bolmaz (HtPar 16r5) ‘As long as one is devoid of strong faith one cannot get well’. Note that both main and subordinated clauses of the instances quoted have variables. Other instances with -mAgInčA appear in HtPar 16r2 and Suv 392,15.

With verbs which denote actions having a critical point, -gInčA signifies ‘until’; e.g. ančakatägï turmagay män täŋrïm kaltï siznidin hurxan qutïna alkiš bolmagïnča ‘I will not stand up, my lord, as long as I do not receive from you the prophesy of buddhadom’ with the subject of the subordinate clause the same as that of the main clause. inçgä sokup lalap bakïr ešiçtä sargargïnča kagurup künçit yägïnča bulgap ...

(Heilk I 172-174) ‘crush it finely, roast it in a copper pot till it gets yellow, roll it in sesame oil …’ or äšäkni berginçä bo yer(i)mni yezün (SUK RH13,14-15) ‘Till (I) give the donkey back, he (i.e. the lender) may live off this land of mine’ has an implicit subordinated subject differing from the main one, män kälginčä ävig barkïg uz tutgïl (U III 81,18) ‘Keep house well until I come’ an explicit subordinated subject (in the nominative) differing from the main subject. The meaning of yangïnča (BT XIII 2,43) ‘till I come back’ is very similar to this last instance.

-gAll (for which see also section 3.286) can have either a temporal or a final meaning (section 4.636); the final use of -gAll forms shades off into that of a supine (section 4.23). The -sAr form is another one having a temporal meaning beside its conditional one, but it is easy to see how those two meanings could have been related historically. Concerning -gAll no connection seems apparent between the different uses. In its temporal meaning, the -gAll form presents circumstances described in a main clause as taking place since the ones referred to in a converbial clause, the so-called abtemporal meaning: Türk xagan olorgalï ... taloy ögüzkä támsgiš yok ärmïš ‘It is said that nobody reached ... the ocean since a Turk xagan was enthroned’ is Orkhon Turkic (Tuñ 18). In Uygur, temporal -gAll is limited to Buddhist texts; Manichaean sources do not have it. Most instances, as the following two, have bol- in the main clause: adrïlgalï yirïlgäli ärï ãrï [ür] keç boltï (Ht VII 2064) ‘Bye and bye it has become a long time since (we) parted’; änüklägâli yeti küm bolmïš (Suv 610,2-3) ‘It turns out that she (the tigress) bore her cubs seven days ago’. More examples are discussed in Schulz 1978: 108-113. Schulz also quotes an instance from QB 5685, the only
example for temporal -gAlI he found in that text, where the main clause has käč- in one ms. but bol-, as in Uygur, in the other two mss. Temporal -gAlI appears to have been replaced at least partially by analytical converb equivalents such as -mšdA bärü and -dOkdA bärü; the fact that -gAlI forms are also found in final and supine use must have helped this process.

Clauses with -sAr with no interrogative pronouns, whose central meaning is conditional, are also sometimes purely temporal; the suffix itself can then be translated as ‘when’: ötürükyä koltguçilär kälsär agičilärığ bulmaz ärti. bergü bulmatän koltguçilär yıglayu barsar tegin ymä yıglayu kalıır ärti (KP 10,3-6) ‘When, a short while later, the beggars came, they (or rather he, the prince) wouldn’t find the treasurers; when he couldn’t find anything to give and the beggars (subordinated subject in the nominative) went away crying, the prince would stay behind, also crying’. Another example for inability in the main clause appears in U I 8: mogoçlar ol taşıg alıp öz ätözläri kötürü umatilär. yılkıka yıtürsär yılkı kötürü umat ‘The magi took that stone but weren’t themselves able to carry it. When they (implicit subject different from the subject of the main clause) loaded it on a horse the horse couldn’t carry it (either).’ The temporal meaning can be most clearly made out if the event referred to is situated in the past, as in the quoted examples. Otherwise the distinction between temporality and condition can get blurred, e.g.: öltürgüli elitsärär manrayur üntäyür (M III nr. 14 v1) ‘When / If they (subordinated subject differing from main subject) lead it (i.e. the sheep) to slaughter it bleats and calls out’; kaŋ kazgansar oglı üçün temäz mü? ‘When / If a father has earnings, doesn’t he consider it to be for his son?’ (KP 8,3). The Orkhon Turkic sentence üd täŋry ayysar kişi oglı kop ölglü törümläs can signify ‘The sons of men are all born to die when god sets the time’ but a conditional meaning like ‘Since it is god who determines timing, the sons of men are all born to die’ cannot be excluded. For the following instance a conditional interpretation seems excluded: nıpur etigen etigil adakın man[1]/ap yorıșar oyun küg arasınına aya yap[ınıp ...] yaraşı yorıyur (TT X 440) ‘When she walks treading with her feet adorned with jewels, she walks harmoniously, with dance and song, clapping her hands’. Unlike the previous examples, the subject of the subordinate clause is here identical with that of the main clause. In all the examples quoted, the subordinate verb

652 As German wenn ‘if’ is historically the same as wann ‘when’ and English when.
phrase consists of a simple -sAr form; in none of them is there an analytical phrase consisting of a verb form together with är-sär.

Indefinite temporal pronouns are often coupled with a temporal interpretation: kaçan öülüms yagi kalsär tolp äti özü iditiş sapitip ... (TT X 547) ‘When, at some stage (= kaçan), the enemy death comes, he makes her whole body stink ...’; kaçan ol mögoçlar bìdilximka tàgdilàr àrsär ol yultuz tàpràmàdin šük turdî ‘When, eventually, those Magi (subordinated subject in the nominative) reached Bethlehem, ...’ (U I 6, Magi). In DLT fol.54 we find a temporal -sA form with kalî: kîška etin653 kalsà kalî kutlug yay ‘Prepare (intransitive et-in-) for winter when blessed summer comes’. nácàdà can also be used with temporal -sAr clauses: nácàdà ölsär ‘when, at some time, he dies, ...’ (U III 43,19); with similar content and grammatical shape but much more elaborately TT X 539. The best translation for nácàdà bîrôk with -sAr verb appears to be ‘anytime when’, e.g. nácàdà bîrôk ... balîkka kalsär, ... așmuça män çigaynilîn kiyînta kalî[r] ärdî (Ht) ‘Anytime when he came to town, however, he first used to come to the alley of poor me’; nácàdà bîrôk bo tütrüm tärîn yörüglüg nom ärdini yitlinsär batar, ôtrö ançada ... köni nomlar kertû yörüglär ymä barça yîtilingâylär bağaylar (Suv 197,17). These elements are not conjunctions but add some vague temporal content. When, however, kaçan is used with a finite verb form, it obviously is the subordinating element, as in kaçan eçisini [kâ]mišin utgurak bilti, anta [ok...] kântkä bârtı (U III 86,18) ‘When he got certain news that his elder brother had arrived, he immediately went to the town (of Benares).’

On p.476 we saw temporal clauses starting with nà ‘what’ and containing either the vowel verb followed by the postposition birlà or by birlâ ök, or the -(X)p verb, sometimes also followed by Ok. Temporal -sAr clauses can also open with nà: nà ölsärli anta ok ün estilîr, ‘tirîliñlär, tirîliñlär’ tep (MaitrH XXV 3v15 + Maitr Taf 81v31) ‘The moment they die, a voice is immediately heard saying ‘Get back to life, get back to life!’ Like the other two constructions starting with nà, this one as well gives the meaning of the main action following immediately upon the subordinated one. The construction cannot get misunderstood for the ones described in section 4.65 (where the subordinate clause also starts with an interrogative-indefinite pronoun and has a -sAr form), because there the reference of the interrogative-indefinite pronoun is taken up by a demonstrative in the main clause

653 Unnecessarily changed to ‘anun’ by the editors.
(which doesn’t happen here).\textsuperscript{654} nä körsär in Ht III 776 signifies ‘When he suddenly looked up, there was ...’.

In the second Christian text (r 15) in ChristManManus, the meaning ‘when’ is expressed by näčük and a finite form: näčük ešdîti ol buzagu [...] régime inín, [târ]kin yüzgürüp kälti [ö]giyärî ‘When that calf heard its mother’s voice, it immediately came running towards its mother’. The next two instances, which appear in a different Christian text, show näčükin instead of näčük and use it with the conditional: näčükin bulsar sîzlïr ... maña iştîdîrînîlïr ... ol mogoçlar näčükin urîşîntîn ünîp bardîlîr ärçîr ol yultuz ymâ olarnî birî harî harî (U I 6,2-6) ‘When you find (him) ... tell me (about it) ... when those Magi left Jerusalem that star was still proceeding together with them’. The temporal use of näčük(in) may be limited to the Christian sources, as this element otherwise signifies ‘how’, ‘as’ or even ‘why’.

We do also find correlative pairs of pronouns with temporal meaning, but these pronouns are in adverbial case forms or appear in phrases with temporal meaning. The sentence näčâ yüzgürür ärît anča kusar yarsîyur ärît (M I 7,12-13) ‘As he was running, so was he vomiting and feeling disgust’ describes the action of running as taking place in parallel to the other two. This also is a temporal relationship, as the vomiting and disgust are not the result of the running; unless the translation should be ‘The more he ran the more he vomited and felt disgusted’ (which seems unlikely). The link between the two sentences is secured by the correlative pair näčâ ... anča. The following sentence also shows an interrogative-indefinite pronoun, kayu üdé+ün ‘in whatever time’, in the temporal clause and a demonstrative pronoun in the main clause: kayu üdîn mân beş törlü ulug tüllüg kördüm ärît, antada bûrî ... olorgalî küsâyür ärît (MaitrH XI 4v18) ‘When I had seen the 5 sorts of great dreams, since then was I wishing to sit ...’.\textsuperscript{655} Here, however, the two pronouns are not in correlation; the subordinate clause is construed so as to supply a static time frame, but the main clause takes up the time referred to in that subordinate clause as a point, the starting point of a situation existing since that previous time and the time of the story. The normal way to correlate interrogative and demonstrative pronouns is with -sAr; in MaitrH Y 286-302 we have several pairs of such temporal sentences: näčäkä tägi bo sansar ičintä tugmiš tînlîglïr ... tört

\textsuperscript{654} Beside the fact that nä cannot be the object of ölsârlär because the verb is intransitive and cannot be its subject because this latter is shown to be plural.

\textsuperscript{655} Another temporal clause starting with kayu üdîn is quoted earlier in this section, in the paragraph dealing with -mîšdA.
tugumlug kïsag taŋagta kïsilur taŋilur ärsärlar, ançaka tïgi utun tetirlär. ... kayu üdün sïkiz tïrlïg tïzïn yollug yarok yula kïközlïrïntä bïlgïsrïr, ... ol üdün temin ök tïzïn tetirlär ‘As long as creatures born in this samsïra ... are squeezed in and fettered by the tongs and fetters of the four (types of) birth, so long are they considered to be shameless. ... When the beacon of the eightfold rightous way appears in their breast, ... only at that point in time are they considered to be righteous’.

The correlative pair ançakatïgi ... naçakatïgi also appears in a temporal clause signifying ‘as long as’ e.g. in MaitrH XV 3r27-8; in MaitrH Y 316 we find kayu üdün ... temin ök.

4.634. Local clauses
While temporal clauses constitute a rich and complex system, there hardly are any local adjunct clauses. The reason may be that temporal relationships are normally linked to events whereas place is more often described with phrases not involving verbs; local relative clauses are very common.

There are rare Uygur instances of local clauses built around a correlation of interrogative-indefinite and demonstrative pronouns governed by the postpositions sïgar or yïjak: ol tïpri urïsï ... tavranu kayutïn sïgar tïŋïrlïr elïgi xormužta tïŋïrï ärsïr, antïn sïgar yakïn barïp ... adaklarïnta tïpïsï üzï yïkïnïp ... (U II 29, 19-21) ‘that divine boy hurriedly went into the direction in which the king Indra, the king of kings was, bowed to him by putting his head on the ground before his feet and ...’. The subordinated verb is conditional in the previous example but indicative in the following one: kayutïn yïjak ayagka tïgïmlïg burxan bolur ärtï, antïn yïjak ... (TT X 83-85) ‘In whatever direction the venerable Buddha happened to be, in that direction (he told him to go and do obeisance to him)’. Both of these instances describe the target of motion described in the main clause.

4.635. Causal clauses
The speaker/writer had several means at his disposal for constructing clauses supplying causes: the infinitive in the ablative, perfect participles in the instrumental or in the dative or governed by ücïn or further analytical means. ücïn signifies ‘because’ with factive verbal nominals such as -mIš and -dOk but ‘so as to, in order to’ with non-factive ones such as -gAlIr or -gU; these latter are discussed in the

656 Both spelled as one word, although tïgi is, of course, a postposition governing the dative form of these pronouns.
section on final clauses, which follows the present one. With nominal clauses it usually signifies ‘because’ but can also sometimes give final meaning. In these constructions üçün subordinates predicative relationships joining comments to (sometimes implicit) topics.

Here, then, are a few examples with factive nominal clauses: ol elig burxan kutiņa kataglanur bodisavt üçün (HamTouHou 1,14) ‘because that king was a bodhisattva striving for buddhahood’. In maxakaşy(a)p arxantag ayagka tāgillig üçün täŋri täŋrisi šakimun burxan orniņa olgurti yarlıkadî (Maitr 170r7) ‘The god of gods the Buddha Śākyamuni seated the arhat Mahākāśyapa on his (own) seat because he was worthy of honour’ the clause subordinated by üçün is the nominal clause *maxakaşyap arxant ayagka tāgillig ärür; its topic is deleted because it appears in the main clause. Further examples appear in Ht V 100-106 (twice), BT I A 19-21 (all quoted elsewhere in this book). The construction existed already in Orkhon Turkic, as in kutum ülügüm bar üçün ‘since I had fortune and good luck’ (BQ E23) and bāgläri bodunî tüszüz üçün ‘because the lords and the people were in disaccord’ (BQ E6). Laut 1986: 49 n.2 makes likely that tömgäsin üçün (Maitr 2r2) signifies ‘even though they are foolish’; here the meaning would not be causal, then, but concessive. Note that constructions with -sAr can also have concessive meaning beside the more usual conditional one. Although tömgäsin is a noun form, what is here governed by üçün is not this word by itself but the word as predicated upon ‘they’, referred to by the possessive suffix. When the topic of a clause subordinated by üçün is the 1st or 2nd person, this is also expressed by a possessive suffix, as in yavlakïŋ üçün (KT) ‘because you are bad’. In tinliĝlarig ülüyü ariglayü alp kutgarguluk üçün ‘because it is difficult to save living beings through advice and admonishment’ (DKPAMPb 115) üçün, governs a small clause (see section 3.284) under -gUlXk.

In Orkhon Turkic the -dOk + possessive suffix in the accusative + üçün construction is causal, e.g. bilmädökin üçün, bizĩņa yanıltokîn yazıntokin üçün xaganî ölti (BQ E16) ‘Their ruler died on account of their ignorance and because they erred and sinned towards us’; täŋri yarlıkadokîn üçün (KT S9) ‘by the grace of God’. In Uygur we find e.g. of[l sakînçîg] sakıntoklari üçün ayag kilinlärî üstälür (Maitr H XX Endblatt r10) ‘Their sins increase because they think that [thought]’. In the negative form e.g. körmädökin üçün ‘because he didn’t see’ (Manichæan ms. Mz 372 r6, WilkKatMan nr. 122); arig turug üçün tamuka [...] barsar ymâ ašayî artama[do]k üçün maytri burxan birlâ [tušu]p tamuluk ât ’özintin ozar (Maitr 220 r6) ‘Because he is pure he
will, even though he may go to hell, meet the Buddha Maitreya and, as his data are not deteriorated, he will be saved from his hellbound body’. Note that *artamadok* and *yarlıkadokïn* in the KT S9 example are both accompanied by explicit subjects, but that the former has a possessive suffix referring to the subject whereas *artamadok* doesn’t; this may be a dialect characteristic or it may simply be due to the fact that *āsāya* is not an individualized entity like tänrı.

In Buddhist sources the post-terminal *-mlš üčün* construction is more common than *-dOk üčün*, e.g. *kalmïš buyroklar ymä üküš ažunlarda ... öğüg kanjig tapımişiş udunmişiş üčün, burxan körkin etip virxar yerin sipirmiş üčün, nom eşi dip nom bitig bitimişiş üčün, ton ätük aš içgün buşi hermişiş üčün ... arxantlar bolurlar* (Maitr 50 r1-8) ‘And the remaining commanders become arhats because, through many existences, they honoured and obeyed mother and father, adorned the effigy of Buddha and swept the ground in chapels, listened to the teaching and wrote down doctrinal texts and gave away clothes and shoes, food and drink as alms.’ With possessive suffix referring to the subject, e.g. *öŋädmişiş üčün* ‘since he had recovered’ (Yosıpas 125).

The present participle *-dÇīl* in a causal clause: *bo montag asığ tusu kildaçë üčün bo nom ärdini, anën ol şlokariği tükâl bititti* (BT I A 20) ‘It is because this jewel of a text does this much good that he (the emperor) had those *gāthās* written out in full’. The aorist also belongs to the group of participles supplying causes (and not to the group expressing intention) although the state of affairs referred to with that form did not yet actually have to have taken place at the time of the utterance: *arkïš barïr üčün* (UigBrief B) signifies ‘because a caravan is going (there)’; i.e. the caravan is in planning or in preparation but has not left as yet. Cf. *körmişzi üčün ... at öŋ māñzig adırtlayu körü umaz* (MaitrH XV 8r26) ‘because he is blind he cannot distinguish objects and appearances’.

In Manichæan sources there are a few instances where the instrumental form added to *-dOk* with possessive suffix supplies reasons for the main clause, e.g. *azgurdokïn* ‘because he led (our senses) astray’ (Xw 19) or *üzüti ozakî özka ämgäntökin, ... kop yerdä aēğiş ämgäk körtökin ymä irine’ kişi oglî ... atayurlar* (M I 9,3-8) ‘because their soul suffered in their previous life, because they suffered bitter torments everywhere they call them … poor sons of men’. The construction corresponds to *-dOkïn üčün* in Orkhon Turkic and *-mlš üčün* in later Uygur, which were dealt with above.

The suffix combination *-mlš+kA* is used for causal constructions in Buddhist texts: *kāk birlä katığlıg savlar könülintä ärmişkä näŋ bo*
savlarīg bulgali umazlar (BT II 990-992) ‘As there are matters mingled with hate in their heart, they are quite unable to attain these things’; mān samtso ačarī birlā keč tušmiška burxan nomīn šazīnīn keɲurtū umādīm (Ht VII 1295) ‘As I met master Xuanzang at a late stage (in my life), I was not able to spread Buddha’s teaching and practice’. In all such instances the subordinate clause precedes the main clause. The content of the causal clause can be taken up by anīn and/or by some equivalent phrase in the main clause: alku nomlarīg barčanī könisinĉā ukmīška, könisinĉā tuymīška könisinĉā körmiškā anīn bo anvant tīltīgīn mān tāŋrīlār urujītu ... tep atīm tāginūr (Suv 540,17-23) ‘As I have correctly understood, correctly felt and correctly seen all dharmas, therefore, by this reason has my name been determined as “the gods’ general”’. Subjects of such forms are, where they are explicit, expressed either by nominals in the nominative, by possessive suffixes in the verb form or within a genitive construction (on account of mIš being a perfect participle), having reference to the subject both in the genitive and in the possessive suffix of the verb form; the latter e.g. tört maxarač tāŋrīlārnīŋ kīyū kōzādīi tutmišlariŋa (MaitrH XI 4v10) ‘as the four mahārāja-deities hold (him) under their protection’. Subjects of main and subordinate clauses can be either different or the same.

The negative counterpart of -mIškA is -mA-yOk+kA which, in turn, is not attested without -mA:- mān xwentsonūnī kücīm takī kāli tāginmāyökkā ... òtūg bitīg kilīp ... īdu tāgintīmīz (HtPek 89 r 5-11) ‘As my, Xuanzang’s, powers have not yet been restored, ... we endeavoured to prepare a petition and send it’. -mAyOkkA is attested either with subject in the nominative or with the subject appearing as genitive qualifier of the head (a perfect participle) together with reference to him in a possessive suffix. The subject of the form may be the same as that of the main clause, or the two may differ. There may also be a generalised subject, as in tāŋrikā yagīš ayī[k] bermāyökkā baș[īn] közin agrītūr ‘When one does not offer sacrifices or vows to (a) god, it hurts one’s head and eyes’ (TT VII 25r1). In this last example the -yOk form could, of course, also be taken to be a headless relative clause referring to the subject, giving ‘People who don’t offer ... get pains in their head and eyes’.

See further examples in Schulz 1978: 39-47; a few of the -mIškA clauses which he considers to be temporal can be interpreted as causal as well; since causal meaning is undebated for most of the clauses having this suffix, this is the meaning to be understood in all uncertain instances. See section 4.633 for the dative in temporal clauses.

This latter is the translation proposed for the sentence by Röhrborn 2000: 269.
-mA+tIn supplies reasons for matters recounted in the main clause: öŋün körkü tärpmäkiŋ bolmamaktïn ... ögï yüküniŋ yaratgaltï kim tetingöy (ET$ 160,74-77) ‘In view of the fact that you have neither appearance nor motion, who would dare to write a stotra (on you)?’. bilgä bilig paramitïŋ ögÄmakïndïn, birlä tugmüš buyan üzä bo tünilïgïlar bilgä bilig paramitïliŋ kāçiŋ üzä birtïlmâli ol küdiçïa târk tünzunlïn (ET$ 160,82-85) ‘As a result of my praise for the virtue of wisdom, may the punya which arises therewith serve to get these creatures over the ford of the virtue of wisdom quickly and once and for all to peace on the other bank (i.e. nirvâna)’. With possessive suffix referring to the subject and a negative verb form: bo kamag öçi öçi nomlärïŋ tüzülïmkïndïn, öçi bolmamakïndïn, čînţi tegmüä ârtöktïä çînkertïi tözi nāŋ idi öçi ârmäz (ET$ 160,82-85) ‘As a result of my praise for the virtue of wisdom, ... not different at all’. The following verse has a nominal ablative, two ablatives of -mA and one of -dOk all expressing ‘reasons’: adrok sâcämä sukanëçïg yeg tüzlgüntïn / âltïg külïg tetrîm târiŋ bolmakïndïn / âlp tuyenlïk oñargulïk ârdökiŋdïn / alko körmäk kör/mä/mäktïn sâcîlîr siz (ET$ 15,62-65) ‘You are special because you have a ... root ..., because you are ... deep, because feeling and comprehending you is hard (and) ... because you see everything and nothing.’ The causal meaning can be taken up by the instrumental anîn in the main clause, as in the following example, where üçün governs a verbless clause with implicit topic: bo montag üküš âdgüllîriŋ kapiği üçün, anîn ... samtso açaari tavgaç tilîncä ağırtarı (Ht VIII 46) ‘Because (it is) the gate of so many good things, therefore ... the master tripiţaka translated (it) into Chinese’. naï üçün bilmäzlär tep tesâr, kim ol ... kertü töz sölçülgülüksüz nomlagulûksuz üçün, anîn anî bilmäzlär (Suv 385-386) ‘If one asks why they do not know it, it is because the ... true root is unstatable and unteachable’, that is why they don’t know it’. With causal ablative: tugsar ymä yahụjuka kisîlärînîŋ yerînta, yeg ayaglîg bolmaktïn, anîn tâprü tep tetîlîr (Suv 550,17-21) ‘Even though they are born among humans and in people’s country, they are considered to be gods because they are eminently venerable’. The causal clause is introduced by kim in the first Suv example in the last paragraph as in the following sentence: kertü yol oruk(k)a ögüriççiŋ tâginîŋ, kim sizlär anî üçün oñitmiš boltuuzlïn (M III nr.7 III r4) ‘Experience the true road with joy, as you have been called for (or ‘because of’) that’. In this last example the causal cause has no üçün, perhaps because there already is one üçün within the clause. Thus
the whole subordinating task is borne by the conjunction *kim* in this case. Similarly in *ančama kutlug bo üd kolo ... takī kutlug bo yer oron kim bodīsavtlar bo koloda bo yer oronta ... ulag sapag nomug sakīntīlar* ‘This time and this place are (so) blessed because the *bodhisattvas* have thought about the law of causation at this time and place!’ (MaitrH XV 6r5; there is another such sentence in 6v6). The author is here linking a state (blessedness) with an event, but the direction of inference is not clear: It may be that the time and place are blessed *because* of the mental-theological achievement of the *bodhisattvas*, or the writer may be giving his *justification* for stating that they are blessed. However, consecutive clauses (section 4.637) are also introduced by *kim*; the second clause may be consecutive and not causal if the writer is stating that the *bodhisattvas* perceived the chain of cause and effect as *a result of* the blessedness of that particular time and place.

The sentence quoted above from M III nr.7 III could also have been translated with relative *kim*, as ‘Experience the true road with joy, you who have been invited for that purpose’. The following sentence is translated with a relative subordinate clause in UW 122a: *ymā yegādmāk utmak bolzun mana agdok karī petkăči mar išoyazd maxistik üzā, kim ymā ulug amranmakīn agīr küsūşün bitidim* (M I 28,21) ‘... der ich [dieses Buch] mit großer Verehrung und mit gewaltigem Eifer geschrieben habe’. The clause could, however, be causal as well: ‘May I, the worthless old scribe, prevail eternally through his holiness the maxistik I., since I have written it with great love and serious effort’.

In Orkhon Turkic direct speech subordinated by te-yin ‘saying’ can in fact introduce a causal clause: *arkīš ĭdmaz teyin sūlādīm* (BQ E25) ‘I campaigned (against them) because they were not sending (tribute) caravans’ (lit. ‘saying “he is not sending caravans’’); another such instance, also with an aorist, appears in BQ E39. Not far from this meaning is a sentence in Tuñ 24: *anpar ayītīp bir atlıg barmiş teyin ol yolun yorīsar unč tedim* ‘I asked him; since (teyin ‘saying’) a rider had gone (there) it will be possible (for us) to go by that way, I said.’ Other Orkhon Turkic clauses subordinated by teyin (which all have volitional form) are all final.

4.636. Final clauses
In section 4.633 we saw that the form in *-gAIH* has a temporal meaning, sometimes called ‘abtemporal’ (of stating that what is referred to in the main clause happened since the events of the *-gAIH* clause). The other important function of *-gAIH* converses is in final clauses, which state that
the content of the converbial clause is the aim of the action referred to in the main clause. Such clauses usually have the same subject as the main clause, e.g. in sînar süsi àvïg bïrkïg yulgï bardî, sînar süsi sünüsgâli kälique (BQ E 32) ‘Half of their army went to plunder the houses, half their army came to fight (against us)’; the phrase sünüsgâli kâl- appears also in sizlärni bïrlâ sünüsgâli kâlyök mân (U IV 82) ‘I have come to fight against you’ and yâkkâ sünüsgâli kâlique ‘he came to fight the devil(s)’ (Xw 3). Cf. further aśagalî olormïslar (M I 35,14-15) ‘They sat down to have a meal’ and olgâli yat- ‘to lie down to die’. In anandaširi aṭlîg toyînka amtlîg nömlârînüm tamgasîn oyturgâlî așa kärgâlkü yeväkin âni barça tükâlk anutup (BT XIII 45.2.11) ‘(he) prepared all implements necessary in order to commence the carving of the printing blocks of the present books by the monk named Anandašrî’ the instigator of the carving is also the person making the preparations (anut-). Main and -gAll clause agent identity holds for 20 Manichæan examples collected in Zieme 1969: 163-4 and more than 15 Buddhist ones collected in Schulz 1978: 114-115. The function of -gAll thus corresponds to that of the English infinitive; I would not (thinking, e.g., of Latin dicere) for this reason call this form an ‘infinitive’, however, as in Nevskaya 2002.

Rarely, final clauses with differing subject can appear as complements, e.g. bizni sini algâli iđdì ‘He sent us to fetch you’; in kavïšgâli iḍ- in Ht IV 968-969 and tilâgâli iḍ- in Suv 636,10-12 the subject of the -gAll verb also differs from that of iḍ-. Our interpretation of Tuñ 27 depends on whether there as well -gAll can have a subject different from the main verb: The sentence can be read either as așangâli tüştürtümüz ‘We had (them) dismount to have (their) meal’ or as sanagalî tüştürtümüz ‘We had (them) dismount to count (them)’. For the first interpretation there would be two different agents (those who tell others to dismount and the eaters), though in fact the agents wouldn’t have been wholly distinct because the commanders would also dismount and eat.

In section 4.23 I dealt with complex verbal phrases incorporating the -gAll form but showing no final or temporal content nor expressing such categories as actionality, ability, politeness etc.; those involving the verb sakîn-, also mentioned there, are border cases: With yarmangâli sakîn- ‘to plan to climb’, e.g., the climbing could be considered to be the aim of the planning, as going is the aim of the begging in bargâli ötün- ‘to beg to go’ (Ht VII 1883). If a phrase like this is nominalised we get kim kayu är kunçuylarka yarangâli sakînêin yîrlap taxşurup bitig bititsär, ... (U III 75,10) ‘Whichever man sings
and writes verses and has letters written with the intention of currying favour with women, ...’. sakînç is a verbal noun and pleasing women is described as being the objective of the thought of the putative subject being evoked here.

When üçün governs clauses with nominal predicates it usually has causal meaning. However, the example ögi kanî kultüglar üçün ûvirt-
(BT II 114 and elsewhere in that text) is in its context to be understood, I think, as ‘to have (it) translated (or: to have punya deflected) so that his parents would be blessed’, i.e. with final force.

The meaning of the sequence -gAll üçün seems to be similar to that of -gAll by itself: ançakya oglantîrgâli üçün bir ulug şöğüt üzâ agtînîp butîklarîn yalpîrgâklarîn sip alîp ol balîk üzâ ürtiçî köşîgâ kîlîp ... (Suv 601,22-602,2) ‘so as to bring them (the fish) back a bit to their senses he climbed a big tree and plucked off its branches and leaves, spread them out above the fish and created a shade (over them)’, tînlîglarîn köngüllarîn korkîtgâli üçün (Maitr 113r6) ‘in order to frighten creatures’ hearts’ or tag sângîrin yemîrgâli üçün ulug toîn ât’özîn bâlgûrtîp ... (Maitr 60 r 4-8) ‘so as to shatter the promontory he brought forth the figure of a large monk and ...’.

Both by appearance and by meaning, -gAll üçün is very similar to the equally common phrase with -gAllr üçün, in such examples as elig bâgkâ ât’özîn sâvitgâlîr üçün (U III 54,17) ‘so as to get herself (physically) loved by the king’, bramanka altûn yartmak bârgâlîr üçün ‘so as to give gold coins to the brahman’ (U III 68,29) or katîg katgî ... köngüllig tînlîglarîg yavalturgâlî üçün (Maitr fol.171r4-10) ‘in order to subdue creatures with a hard heart’. Other uses of -gAllr and its possible origin are discussed in section 3.285. In Maitr 132r13 the longer and the shorter converb alternate: tângî tângirî burxan [...] may]trînîn âdgûsîn ârdîmîn [ü]kîs tînlîglarka üdîntâ a’çgâlî [...] bâlgûrtgâlîr üçün, sansîz tîmân tînlîglarka burxan kutîn ulug küsiş turgurgâlî üçün, kôp kalin tînlîglarka (thus?) tüzûn maytrî bodisavt bîrlä sokuşturgâlî üçün ... ‘in order to put open and show ... in order to evoke a yearning towards Buddhahood ... in order to make ... meet righteous bodhisattva Maitreya’. -gAll® üçün may have been created to make the final content of the clauses explicit; -gAll is clearly not explicit, as it also has a number of other functions and meanings.

The equally non-factive -gU+kA (Uygar and Qarakhanid) signifies ‘so as to (do or obtain something)’, giving a final meaning to the clause built around it. While -gAll and the other means with final content discussed hitherto practically always have the subject of the main and subordinate clauses identical, subjects of -gU+kA mostly differ from
those of the main clause. With no subject expressed or referred to we find, e.g.: anîn ... bo stupug etâr mân ânâtkâkkâ nom urguka (Ht VII 1773) ‘Therefore I erect this temple for placing Indian books into it’.

With subject in the nominative: altun öňliq yarok yaltrikliq kopta kötrülmiş bo nom ârdînîg üzâlíksiz on küçülüq ugrayu ukitu nomlaðim sizlär kamag törtägü uzatîi kiyiî közahlîi tutguka (Suv 451,19-452,2) ‘This Suvarnâprabhasottamasûtra I, the one with the unsurpassable ten powers, have taught and preached especially so that all four of you would keep and guard it for a long time’. As -gU is a projection participle suffix, the agent of the (here negative) -gU+kA form can also be introduced through a genitive construction: arîg braman ugušíniñ arîti üzûlmâgüsiñiñ adirtliq odguurak ârzua tänri ök küič bertî (BT III 183-185) ‘It was clearly and obviously the god Brahma himself659 who gave the power so that the pure Brahmin caste would by no means be discontinued’. In the following instance the context would appear to indicate that the agent of the main clause and of -gUkA should be one and the same: abavapur âtlîg nirvanlîg balîkka kirgükä ãn baštînî yetî kîrk köňül öriştâylär (BT III 445-448) ‘So as to enter the nirvâña city called Abhavapura they will call forth the 37 very first attitudes’.

In the following passage -gUkA and -gU üčiñ are used in parallel manner: kalîsiñ nizvanîlarûg alkguka, kalîsiñ bilîgsiz bilîgîk tarkargu üçiñ nätäg ašayliq adroklarî ärsär tînlîglarka nomlayu yarlâkazun (BT VIII B 34-36) ‘In order to get the passions completely destroyed, in order to get ignorance completely removed, may he deign to preach to living beings any sorts of ašâya characteristics he possesses’. sîzi körgü üç[iñ] ‘in order to see you’ in Pothi 96 seems to be another instance of this latter construction.

Here is an instance of -gUlXk üçiñ: bo sâkiz ulug örtülíg tamûlar âqîr tsuylug yazoklug tînlîglarka kiýïiñ köżgut ... kîlguluk üçiñ bälgiülíg holfiñ ârûrlär (Maitr 81v3, MaitrH XXV 3r21) ‘These eight great fiery hells have come into existence for carrying out punishment ... to creatures with grave sins’. See p.306 for -gUlXk.

tep ‘saying’ subordinates not only direct speech and content of thought (as discussed in section 4.7) but also intentions, thus being a conjunction for final clauses: maytri burxanka tušalîm tep bir maytri suu bûzûltûnimiz ‘We have had the Maitreya prologue embellished in the hope of meeting (or ‘so as to meet’) Buddha Maitreya’. With the tep clause to the right of the main clause we have bo iki yegîrmi törlüg

---

659 Thus if we read ök. Another possibility is to read òg and translate ‘give sense and power’.
‘Those ignorant creatures observe these twelve types of untraditional texts and writings hoping to keep away from harm’ or ‘Following the word of the bright gods above they come down, so as to be for the whole people like their mother and father’. Another instance with -zUn appears in MaitrH XX 14r25. Note that the TT VI 260 sentence is more of a stretch of direct speech in that its verb is in the 1st person plural, reflecting the subjects’ speech; the 3rd person singular of TT VI 253 is merely a mark of subordination since it would have given the wrong meaning if it had been uttered by the subjects.

Very similar final clauses were already formed in Orkhon Turkic with tevin; here is one among the examples: bodumug igidiyin tevin yirigaru oguz bodun tapa, ilguri kitañ tabbi bodun tapa, birigar tabga tapa ulug sii eki yefigmi sildim ... (KT E28, BQ E23) ‘In order to feed the people I raided against the Oguz people in the north, the Kitañ and Tatbi peoples in the east and the Chinese in the south ...’. Orkhon Turkic also already has an example of tep in this function: anii anii tevin tep sildim ‘I campaigned in order to intimidate him’ (BQ E41). All the Orkhon Turkic examples for this construction (see the index of Tekin 1968) have volitional verb forms in the subordinate verb; this appears to be so also in Uygur. Orkhon Turkic tevin governing an aorist gives causal meaning.

Final clauses can also be subordinated by kim. We find two constructions here, depending on whether the content is indicative or not. If the speaker does not express the wish that the result may take place, this resultant situation is expressed with the conditional: adgii ayigig yma kertgiiis kaargak, kim ken okumnisar (TT VI 199) ‘One must also believe in good and bad, so that one is not sorry afterwards’; yma ogi kanjii antag ogak sav soziyiyi umagay kim ol arniyo konlin yarotsar660 (M I 15,3) ‘Moreover his parents will not be able to say such considerate words as would enlighten that man’s heart’. The speaker may also wish the content of one of two projected situations to materialize so that the content of the second (which he equally hopes for) may also come true. We find that this content is expressed by linking two volitional clauses: ol tilnii tutin adartlayu berinliar kim kamag yalnuklar esizzullar (MaitrH XI 3r4) ‘Please give (pl.) details on the portent of that dream so that all humans may hear (it)’. With the

660 Archaically spelled YR’WTS’R.
polite 3rd person imperative used for the 2nd person we have bo kutsuz kovı tınlıglar ucın tars biligın ayığ kılıncın ketärnäk alın càvişın yarlıkazun, täşrim, kim ukzun bilzünlar (TT VI 20-21) ‘May he, my lord, for the sake of these unhappy and wretched creatures tell us the means to remove their heresies and sins so that they may understand and know’. The following, in an address to Buddha, is similar (it also appears in the same text, TT VI), but both the main and the subordinate clauses get the preterite of the copula (presumably for politeness’ sake):

amtı, täşrim, bo montag tars tàtrù bililig tınlıglarka köni yol orok körtgürü bergäy ärti, kim köni yolça, köni biligçä yoruzunlar ärti, tars tàtrù törö kodzunlar ärti (TT VI 237-8) ‘I wish you would now, my lord, graciously show such perversely thinking creatures the right way, so that they would walk along the right road and according to the right set of mind and should give up perverse teachings’.

Afrin Çor, the Manichaean poet, used morphological instead of syntactic means to present the same content: He also linked two volitional clauses but put the 3rd person imperative form of the first into the instrumental case, using what I take to be the blends yarlıkazunın (the same verb as found in the TT VI instance just quoted) and berzünin. The passage has already been quoted and commented upon in section 3.231 above.

4.637. Consecutive clauses

Consecutive clauses, with which the speaker describes the result of the main clause or its justification, are generally construed analytically, with the conjunction kim. Orkhon Turkic does not have this conjunction; it might have had other means for forming consecutive clauses, but no such clauses happen to be attested in those sources. kim is also (among other tasks) used for introducing causal clauses; section 4.635 quoted a sentence whose subordinate clause could be interpreted either as causal or as consecutive. In nä muğ tak boltı kim antag täşri tág ärdni tág ögükünüzni öüm yerinä idür sız! (KP 24,1-4) ‘What calamity has taken place that you are sending such a jewel-like, god-like darling of yours to a place of death!’ the superordinate clause is a rhetorical question.

In the following sentence the kim clause is also consecutive and has a structure similar to the one just quoted: nä kärgäk boltı kim ança ängänip bo yerkä kältiniz? ‘What necessity arose that you went to the trouble to come to this place?’ (KP 47,3). Thus also in bo tınlıglar nà ayığ kılınc kılımışlar ärki, kim bo montag ažunta tugup ... ‘What sin are these creatures said to have committed, that they were born into such
an existence and ...?’ (MaitrH XX 1v20) and kimlär ärki bolar? nä a[yï]g kilînê kiltilar ärki, kim montag yûrâk yarîlînêg ämgâk tolgak tâginürlär? (MaitrH XXV 2v21) ‘Who might these be? What sin might they have comitted, that they experience such heart-rending suffering?’.

The main and subordinate clauses of these two Maitr examples have their subjects in common, so that one can see how they could have evolved from relative clauses with *kim*.

I have come across one instance of what I take to be a synthetic consecutive clause; its verb has the converb suffix -gAlI, which is otherwise used with final or temporal meaning or as supine: In kimni ücûn mini montag ämgâtgäli buši bertiń? (DKPAMPb 840) ‘For whom have you given me as alms to cause me so much pain?’ I take *mini* montag ämgât- to be not the aim but the result of the main action; this is what the context seems to demand.

### 4.64. Conditional and concessive sentences

The conditional construction uses the verb ending in -sAr in the subordinate clause,\(^{661}\) other sorts of causal relations being equally expressed by convertial means. It signifies ‘if’, e.g. in agî barîm alkînsar el tîrô näçûk tutar biz ‘If the treasures were used up, how would we uphold the state?’ (KP 9,2); ol altun tagka tägsär siz, kök lenxwa körgäy siz ‘If you reach that golden mountain you will see blue lotuses’ (KP 38,1). Contextual converbs can occasionally have conditional meaning, e.g. yamniştâ oglanlarîmîn bulmatîn yalaçûn âlîrgü tâg bolur mân (BT XIII 2,47) ‘If I do not find find my children when I come back, all alone I would get insane’. One could, of course, have translated as ‘Not finding my children ... I would get insane’, but the meaning remains conditional. In kim ayîg kilînêîglar bo nomug arvişîg nomlagliî nomcîg ôrlätgäli sakînê sakînsar, bo arvişîg sözlâzûn (TT VI 374) ‘If any wrongdoers have the intention of annoying the teacher preaching this teaching and spell, let him pronounce this spell’ the subject of the conditional clause is qualified by the indefinite human pronoun *kim*.

The -sAr form can also signify ‘seeing that’ (or ‘inasmuch as’), e.g. tânrî basmasar, yer tâlînmâsär, tîrk bodun, elînîn törögün kâm artâtî udaçê ârti? (KT IE22) ‘Seeing that the sky has not pressed down (upon

---

\(^{661}\) Ellipse of the main clause is possible, e.g. in sakînu tâgînsär biz ‘If we presume to think (about it)’: This comes to introduce a train of reasoning in Ht VII 231. A highly common ellipse occurs with nâ ücûn tep tesâr, literally ‘If one says “Why?”’: This is used as when one says, in English ‘Why? Because ...’ as a rhetorical figure.
you and) the earth has not opened (beneath you), oh Turk nation, who could have been able to destroy your land and your government?’ Similarly in Buddhist MaitrH XV 10r6: ayagka tägimlig maytri bodisavi ... özí t(a)řsanč(a)řiti äršār ymā yiti sikiz bilgä biligin ulag sapīg nomug tetrå körüp ... ‘In as much as he is himself a daršanacarita (one who has attained insight), the venerable bodhisattva Maitreya with his sharp wisdom also sees clearly the rule of causation and ...’. In such sentences the truth of the condition is presupposed.

Sometimes we come across concessive use, such content being made explicit only by the meaning of the lexemes used and by the pragmatic demands of the context; e.g. with bošgunsarlar tüjlasarlar in bo inmelun šastr äršār ärťiň tāriň alp tüpkärgülük ärź; yinčgä yörün gin kim bar äršār tetiglär keñ biligiliglär bošgunsarlar tüjlasarlar üküşin bili umázlar (Ht VIII 155) ‘As for this Ying ming lun šästra, it is exceedingly profound and hard to fathom; even if any of the clever and broad-minded people study it or listen to it, they cannot understand most of its subtle definitions.’ With ymä ‘also’ the meaning can be a bit different: savī az äršār ymä tözūg keñürtdäчи ärź (Ht VIII 37) ‘Although its words are few, it is an exposition of the (central) principle’. The following sentence, with u-ma in the main clause as in the previous Ht example and with an indefinite pronoun in the conditional clause, is clearly also concessive: ymä nāččā otaččī otiň birlā kâlsär ani otyu umagay (M I 15,7) ‘Even if any number of doctors come with their herbs they will be unable to cure him’. Qarakanid nāččā mā compares with ymä nāččā of the Manichæan example: nāččā mā ulîsa (QB 1371) ‘however much he howls’; nāččā mā oprak kâdök ärşā, yagmurka yarar (DLT fol.461) ‘However shabby and worn it (a cloak) may be, it is useful against rain’. Schinkewitsch 1926: 77 quotes a number of concessive clauses introduced by nāččā mā from Rabgûzî. There is no need to make ‘concessive clauses’ into a special grammatical class in Uygur, (as done e.g. by Ş. Tekin 1965: 49-50), as there are no clear-cut formal means of expression put to use for this purpose, and as ‘although’, ‘even if’, ‘seeing that’, ‘inasmuch as’ etc. are distinguished mainly by context. Still, as e.g. Ş. Tekin’s examples in the passage mentioned show, -sAr ymā is a fairly dependable sign of concessive use in Uygur, while concessive clauses appear to have often been introduced by nāččā mā in Muslim sources. What is common to all these contents is that the subordinate clause spells out a presupposition.

662 The doubts expressed by the editors in footn.39 to the translation of the text are groundless; there is no problem around this use of the conditional form.
-sAr forms can also introduce temporal clauses, as documented in section 4.633. This is often the case when the context allows only a factive interpretation. In other cases, some of them quoted in that section, both a temporal and a conditional interpretation of the clauses is possible, and the difference seems to be blurred. Here is one such sentence allowing both interpretations: turmïš törö ol: bo kunçaylarning bägi yakïn bolmasar amranmak nizvanï olarnï artokrak örlätür ‘It is an established rule: When / Whenever / If the husbands of these women are away, the passion of lechery excites them a lot’ (U III 81,25).

Conditional clauses are sometimes introduced by apam ‘now’\(^\text{663}\) (apag in Qarakhanid), kaçan ‘at some point in time’, kaltï ‘if, for instance’ or (only Uygur) birök ‘however’. Sometimes we find the elements kaltï or k(a)ltï opening conditional clauses; kaltï appears to signify ‘for one’ in kaltï birök altun tilgänilig čakravart eliglär xanlar näcäkä tägi yertincidä [ärsär{lär}, ancaka tägi] yetä ärdiniJRäri ymä yitlinmäzJïr yokadmaJïr. kaçan birök čakravart elig kaça kiyilguça ärsär, ötrö yetä ärdiniJRäri ymä özin ök yitlinJRäri yokadmaJïr (Suv 395,12-17) ‘As long as, for one, the golden wheeled čakravartin kings are on earth, their seven diamonds will not disappear; if, however, a čakravartin king should, at any time, be about to go and die, then his seven diamonds will also by themselves be annihilated’. The following passages have more than one of these particles: apam birök bo ät’özümin titsär mân, ötrö ... barčanï titmiš üdalamiš bolur män (Suv 614,15) ‘Now if I should give up this body of mine, however, I would then have given up and renounced everything’. Here is a conditional sentence with kalï from DLT fol.548: kâlsä kalï katïglïk, ârtär teyü tirângil ‘If hardships should come, say it will pass and be steadfast’.

The second sentence of the Suv passage just quoted has the construction (birök) ... -gUčA ärsär ‘if it gets to the point that ... happens’, cf. also birök tükäl [bilgü]čä ukguça ärsär (Ht VIII 156) ‘In case, however, one should reach the level of knowing (it) and understanding it fully ...’. In Suv 533,15 the Skt. Petersburg ms. has uksarlar where an (older) Berlin ms. writes uk-u u-guça ärsär{lär}. Cf. further: birök ol küsamiš kïsişi kannaguça ärsär ikilayü yana ašnikü töröçä kilsun; kaçan kïsişi kanguça ârsär ... (Suv 362,14) ‘In case his wish should not attain fulfillment, however, let him carry out the mentioned procedures again; if, at some point, it turns out that his wish does reach fulfillment ...’; bodisatvlar maxasatvlar munçulayu bilgüčä

\(^{663}\) Not as the time adverb but corresponding to the English particle which is its homophone; German nun. Nevertheless apam may come from ap+am, < *am ‘now’.
äsärərlər ... (Suv 204,2) ‘Insofar as the bodhisattvas and mahasttvas are as knowledgable as this, ...’.

In the instances mentioned above, there was either -sAR added to verbal stems or ärsär added to nominals or to the -gUçA form. -sAR is aspectually unmarked; complex forms are used for specification. If the event being referred to precedes the moment of speaking or the time of the main event, ärsär is added to a -dI form: amrak oglum əlti ärsär munuŋ yüzən ymə körməyin (KP 67,7) ‘If my dear son has died, let me not see the face of this (other) one’. The aorist followed by ärsär brings an outlook for the future: yarlıg bolmaz ärsär bo yerdağ yatayın (KP 19,7) ‘If no command should be forthcoming, let me lie down in this place’; yok ärsär instead of bolmaz ärsär would have concerned the speaker’s present. With the following instance the speaker is applying to a sort of oracle: yanturu öz uluşum[ka] barış adasız əsən təgər ärsär mən, bo xu알ıq psak bod[isatv]niŋ idok elgınə turzun (Ht I 3919) ‘If I am to return to my own country and arrive there safe and sound, may this wreath cling to the bodhisattva (statue)’s holy hand’. Numerous examples for -mIş ärsär are mentioned in UW 403b (§19e of the entry), e.g. abidarim täŋi burxan yarlıkamış ərməsär (Abhi A 84a11) ‘If the divine Buddha had not created abhidharma, ...’. The negative counterpart of -mIş is here -mAdOk: köz ərklii artamadok ärsär (Abhi B 64a12) ‘If the sense of sight has not gotten impaired, ...’.

When the condition is irreal, the main verb has to be followed by är-ti; the subordinate clause normally shows -dI ärsär (or other appropriate persons of the preterite form):665 biröök aŋər sizlər kärğək boltuŋuzlar ärsär sizlərnə eltgəy ärdə (U III 69,25) ‘If it had turned out that he needed you (pl.), he would have fetched you (but in fact it was me whom he snatched away)’. A sentence with -mAdI ärsär in the subordinate clause and -mAdI àrti in the main clause appears in MairH I 1v7-12. A further irreal sentence, with bulmadilar ärsär and bolgay ərti, is quoted in UW 405a. In the following the main clause contains a 3rd person imperative, because the speaker would have liked the proposition to come true: əlti kälmiş azəkə alkanmadı ärsär, yersuvda uzun yašadı ärsär üküš öqrünçü mənə sizni birlə körzün ərti

664 Another example for -gUçA ärsär is attested in Ht III 713. The Suv uses the construction with är- in 376,4 and 14, with əşid- in 86,13 and 99,19, with sözlə- in 537,5, with bol- in 376,8, with tug- in 374,17, 19 and 22, with ornangalı u- in 462,6, with yadlı- in 91,21 and with yolat- in 87,22. Cf. also UW 407a.

665 In Turkish -sA idi or Rabğüz’s -sA ärdi (documented by Schinkewitsch 1926: 93 § 148) irreal conditions are instead expressed by the conditional of the lexical verb and the preterite of the copula.
(M III nr.5 r9-12) ‘If the provisions which he brought along had not been used up, if he had lived a long life on earth, he would have enjoyed a lot of happiness together with you (but unfortunately he died)’.

The sentence can be irreal even if the subordinate verb is not preterite, if the then operative condition is still considered to be valid at the time of speaking: kutlug bodis(a)vtlar ärmäsär bo yerkä näŋ tägmägäy ärti (KP 45,3-5) ‘If he weren’t a blessed bodhisattva he would not have been able to reach this place at all (but in fact he did)’. Three further instances with the same sets of verb phrases are quoted in UW 404-5 (§23a of the entry). This holds already, with the forms kazganmasar, in Orkhon Turkic Tuñ 59: Elteriš xagan kazganmasar, yok ärti ärsär, bän özüm bilgä Tuñokok kazganmasar bän yok ärtim ärsär, Kapgan xagan Türk Sir bodun yerintä bod ymä bodun yemä idî yok ärtäçı ärti ‘If Elteriš kagan were not victorious, if he had perished, if I myself, the wise Tuñokok, were not victorious, if I had perished, there would not have remained any nation or tribe or person in the place of the Türk Sir nation’. The unrealised future in the past appears in the main clauses of all such sentences in Orkhon Turkic and Uygur.

If the subject of a -sAr form is evident from the context, it may not be overtly expressed at all, e.g. the second sentence in esän tükä kääggäy siz. inçip kayu kän burxan kutän bulsär, meni tïmäy (KP 40,7) ‘You will arrive safe and sound. If (you) thereupon some day attain Buddhadom, do not forsake me’. Uygur -sAr forms with no explicit subject can also have a variable as subject, ‘one’ in English: tužit täiąr yerintäki yïl sanïn sanasar ... tört mën yïl ärtä ‘if one reckons by the years of the Tusita country of the gods, 4000 years ... have passed’; tiši kišini yïlïn sanagu ärsär bisamïnnï bašlap sanagu ol (TT VII nr.12,3) ‘If one is to count the years of a female person (i.e. for astrological purposes) one must count by starting from Vaiśravana’. There is an important difference between a variable, where ‘anyone’ is meant, and general reference, which applies to ‘everyone’, as described in the next section; the first remains unexpressed while generalised reference is expressed by indefinite pronouns. In BlattRun 14-18 and 27-28 we have both gapping and käm ‘whoever’: kaltï yürüŋ taşag666 alsar, kižišig suv yünsär ol taşig özi üzä tusars kopka utgay ... taşig suvî yašîl bolsar käm özintä tusars agülüg kurt koŋuz adartu umaz ‘If one takes the white stone, for instance, and there emerges a reddish liquid and one keeps that stone on oneself, one will prevail at everything. … If the liquid of the stone should be green, whoever keeps it with himself,

666 Accusative suffix with vowel lowered by the /g/; see section 2.402.
poisonous worms and beetles will not be able to harm him’. In the second sentence a conditional clause and the correlative type of sentence described in the next section appear in parallel, making a fitting link between this and that one.

If the speaker wants the addressee to make the condition come true, he can – as in many other languages – put it into the imperative mood, thereby making a merely implicit condition: *bir aki atlig yavlakin icun kara bodumum Ultun yetdin; yana icik, olmaci yetmaci san* (ŠU E5) ‘Because of the wickedness of one or two knights you perished, o my people; submit again and (if you do that) you will neither die nor perish’. The standard conditional formulation would have been *yana iciksar (sän), olmacı yetmaci sän.*

The meaning of the following, with nacä but without the conditional form, is close to being concessive: *bo mamika kilniät ätözi ymä baksız mäjüstiz ol, nacä ymä körtilä körki mäjizi ol* (TT X 545) ‘Now the body of this girl Mamika is as weak and transient as her shape and appearance is beautiful.’ This is a way of saying that her body is transient although she is beautiful. *tömgäsin icün in Mairt 2r2 (tömgäsi icün in parallel MairtH Y 11a6) is by the context shown to signify ‘even though they are foolish’ and not ‘because they are foolish’.* If this is not an error on the part of the writer, it shows that matters which are ‘not a hindrance’ could also be represented by the causal postposition.

**4.65. Correlative relativisation**

Uygur (like many other Turkic languages) has a two-clause sentence pattern in which the subordinate clause contains or consists of an interrogative-indefinite pronoun and a verb form in -sær, to which there is explicit (demonstrative) or implicit resumptive reference in the main clause. Constructions consisting of an indefinite pronoun + ärşär with no correlate, as in özlüg olürüp kimkä ärşär ädgü kılı umaz (U IV C122-3) ‘One cannot do good to anybody by killing living beings’ are discussed in section 3.134 (on interrogative-indefinite pronouns).

The construction has two distinct uses: In what appears to have been the primary use, the pronoun serves as a variable argument, the content of the main clause being understood to apply for any value of that variable. It would be wrong to speak of a relative pronoun in such cases, as that would obscure the indefinite – variable status of this element. The resulting content is equivalent to generalising relativisation. In the second use, the variable has only one value, referred to by the demonstrative of the main clause. The adverbial use
of indefinite – demonstrative correlations, e.g. when the subordinate clause has nācā here meaning ‘in the measure that’, are again a different matter, dealt with last in this section.

A simple example for the first use mentioned above is Qaraghanid tavar kimni̇g ṭūklīsā bāglik aŋar kārgāyīr ‘Whoever acquires much wealth, being a bāg befits him’. The variable is the possessor of the subject (tavar ‘wealth’) in the subordinate clause but the dative object in the main clause; kimni̇g and aŋar are correlated. The main proposition is said to hold for whatever person’s fortune grows (ṭūklī-). The content can also be translated into a conditional construction: ‘If anybody acquires much wealth, it befits him to become a bāg’. Similarly in talkan kimni̇g bolsa aŋar bākmās katar (DLT fol. 221) ‘He who has roasted barley mixes it with syrup’. Here the main and subordinate clauses share the subject in English though not in Qaraghanid: In the sentence as it stands, aŋar refers back not to kimni̇g but to talkan. Uygur: kimni̇g tamarī yogun bolsar kanagī yeṇi̇l (TT VII 42,3) ‘If somebody has thick veins, it is easy to let his blood’ and kimdā birōk kertgūnč bar ārsār ol kīši temin cīn kīši tetir (TT V B 112-113) ‘Whoever possesses faith, however, that person is straightway called a true person’. An instance of a correlation kimni̇g ... aŋi̇ appears in TT X 273-274. kimkā is attested in a correlative sentence in U III 76,16. Interestingly, the majority of the instances with oblique indefinite pronouns in the conditional clause of this construction are construed around kim ‘who’ and not any other interrogative-indefinite pronoun, no doubt because of the saliency of humans above other entities.

In the examples quoted, the indefinite pronoun was in the genitive, the locative or the dative case. Normally, it is in the nominative case and (perhaps for that reason) often appears at the beginning of the subordinate clause; this is not surprising as this relative element of the subordinate clause is normally also the subject of the main clause: kim ölūt ölürğüči ārsār, ol ayīq kīłīnč tūšin kāntū özi ašayūr (U IV C 119-121) ‘Whoever is a murderer, he will himself suffer the result of that sin’. birōk ‘however’ is used also here, e.g. kim birōk tāŋri burxannaŋ bir p(a)dača tāŋlij nom bilir ārsār, ol kālip elig bāgkā sōzlāzūn (U III 29,16) ‘However, let anybody who knows even as little as one line of the divine Buddha’s teaching come and tell it to the king’. In kim mintā ken okišar mini atayu yalıkasunlar (M I 29,16-30,18) ‘May whoever recites it after me graciously evoke my name’ the plural form of the

---

Dissimilated from kimni̇g, the genitive form, as happens in the DLT.
main verb reflects the assumption that the text will be recited by more than one person; there is no resumptive pronoun here, this plural suffix in fact taking care of anaphoric reference. Cf. taloy ögüzka kirär sizlär. kim ölüm adaka korksar yönlülar (KP 32,3), which signifies ‘You are entering the ocean. If anyone (of you) is afraid of death or danger, you may leave’; or: ‘Any one (of you) who is afraid of death or danger may leave’.

With kayu we have e.g. kayu korkinciz yıнак ârsar ol yıнакta turkaru bizni uduzup eltdin (U IV C 83) ‘Whichever was the fearless direction, in that direction did you always lead us’; the word kayu in this example is not adnominal but the predicate of a downgraded nominal sentence whose topic is korkinciz yıнак.

In the examples quoted, the variable consisted of the interrogative-indefinite pronoun by itself; it may also be a noun phrase containing such a pronoun (nägü sakinc and nā busuš in the following two examples): nägü sakinc sakinsar sân, bütmäz (TT VII 28,4) ‘Whatever plans you are considering, they will not materialize’. In amti könlünđäki nā busušuy sakincuy ârsar … irak tarkargil (TT X 136) ‘Get rid of any sorrow or worry there is in your heart …’ we have the verb är- expressing existence. Note that there was no resumptive pronoun in the main clause in these examples. With an adnominal indefinite pronoun and a correlate in the main clause, e.g. kayu kiši ög kaŋ könlün bertsär, ol tînlîg tamuluk bolur (KP 9,5) ‘Any person who breaks the heart of his parents, that creature becomes a candidate for hell’. When the speaker assumes that more than one entity answers the description he gives, he can take up reference to them in the plural in his subsequent text (as already in two previously quoted examples for this construction): kim yerçi suvcî kâmiçi bar ârsar, ymâ kâlzün, tegîng âşan tükäl kălîrznîlîr (KP 23,4-7) ‘Whatever guides, pilots or seamen there are, let them come, then, and bring the prince back safe and sound’. This construction has been called the ‘internally headed strategy’ of relativization, as the antecedent appears within the relative and not within the main clause.

Multiple generalising indefinite-interrogative pronouns are possible: kayu näcî ulug elîglîrkâ xanlarka yazmix olümçîlîr ârsar … kayu näcî açmaq suvsamak âmîgîn alaçurmnîş kogxamîş tînlîglar ârsar … (Suv 117,4 – 118,4) ‘Whichever and as many as there are people condemned to death for having sinned towards kings and rulers, … creatures

---

668 Therefore, ol in the U IV example just quoted need not be resumptive with reference to the murderer but could also qualify the phrase ayîg kîlînî.
exhausted and weakened through the suffering of hunger and thirst ...’; *kim kayu är ... bitig bititisär, ... kenki aşunlarda tuga tâglök holur* (U III 75,10) ‘Whoever, whichever man ... gets letters written ..., he will be born blind in subsequent lives’.

In the following example (also with two indefinite pronouns but here not used adnominally, and an imperative in the main clause) the resumptive element is again not just a pronoun but the near-pronominal phrase *ol kiši: kim kayu käsäsär Ketumati känttäki ... kütlug türnîğlär ara âtizü olorup așagalî, birlâ olorup mänjilâgâli, ol kiši ädgü kïlînc kïlzun* (Maitr) ‘Whoever wishes to enjoy residing among the blessed creatures of Ketumati and to make music, to sit together and be happy, that person should perform good deeds’. In a sentence in Manichaean M III nr. 8 VII r2-4 the generalising *kanyu* (thus!) *kiši kim* is again taken up by resumptive *ol kiši*; note that *ol kiši* is, through left dislocation, kept in the nominative instead of the genitive case which it would be in by its task in the main clause: *kanyu kiši kim bo yarokun ärmäk[jig] k(a)ntü könntulîn içrä tarîmîş ârsär, ol kiši b(a)lgüsi antag ârür*: ‘Any (*kanyu*) person who (*kim*) has planted inside his own heart this existence with light, that person’s mark is as follows’. Uygur and English structures are here identical.

When the resumptive pronoun is replaced or accompanied by some word signifying ‘all’, the reference is no longer a variable as it covers the group as a whole. In such instances the pronoun of the subordinate clause is not placed in the beginning: *tolp sansar i[či]ntäki tûnl(ii)gлarîg nâçä ämgätgilîk tolgakguluk eriştirgilük bısuntrulîgul išlär kâdîgilär ârsär, barça öpkä bilîg [i]y(î)n tâtrülâkînt töröyür bâlgûrär* (TT II,2 41-46) ‘However many matters there may be for which to cause pain and affliction to all the creatures*669* in *samsâra*, all (of them) come into existence and appear as a consequence of perversion by anger’. Note that the previous sentence had *barça* instead of a resumptive pronoun; in the following sentence, the two appear together: *ani körüp kamag kaši kadaši bašlap kim ol törödä yigîlmiš nâçä kišilär ârti ârsär olar barça korkup bâliŋlîp ırák tâzdilär kaçtîlär* (Suv 5,8) ‘Seeing that, whatever persons there were, foremost among them all his family, who had assembled at that ceremony, they all got very frightened and fled far away’. *kim* ‘who’ here serves as relative pronoun in addition to *nâçä*; I consider such *kim* to be the bridge for the emergence of *kim* as relative conjunction, documented in section 4.612.

---

*669* Note that this part of the subordinate clause appears before the correlative pronoun, as in the example from U III just quoted; *nâçä* has, I think, been brought forward to stress the verbs *ämgät*- *tolgat*- etc.
There we quoted the sentence tün sayu ... montag sakînç kïlsar alku tümliglar bo dyan sakînçîk kîšig kim kôrsâr burxanîx körmiš tåg såvår taplayur ayayur âgïrlayurlar ‘If he meditates in this way every night, all creatures who see this meditating person will love, appreciate and honour (him) as if they had seen Buddha’ (TT V A 113). If this is understood to be generalising, the translation is ‘all creatures, whoever sees this meditating person, …’; the resumptive pronoun (translated as ‘him’) is implicit.

In the following example, where kayutîn sînâr ‘which direction’ and antîn sînâr ‘that direction’ are in correlation, we find the secondary use to which the construction is put (referred to in the beginning of this section): ol tânîri urîsî ... tavranu kayutîn sînâr tânîrlar eligi xormuzta tânîri ärsâr, antîn sînâr yakîn barîp ... adaklarînta tôpösi üzâ yükünüp ... înca tep sözlâdi (U II 29, 19-21) ‘that divine boy hurriedly went into the direction in which the king Indra, the king of kings was, bowed to him by putting his head on the ground before his feet and said the following:’. By content, the noun ‘direction’ is qualified by the clause ‘in which Buddha, the king of kings was’; Buddha was in a specific place and there is no variable as in other examples quoted in this section.

With nâčâ and nâtäg the subordinate clause is adverbial and no longer has any affinity with relativisation: nâčâ bo ... tânîrlar tânîri katunlarî ... üd ärtürïrlar ärsâr, nâčâ nâčâ kshan üdlar ärtsâr, ança ança ... tânîri mânjîlärî ärtär barîr (Maitr 103v4-10 = MaitrH X 1r14) ‘In the measure that these ... gods and goddesses spend time ..., and ... the moments pass, in that same measure do their ... divine pleasures gradually get lost’; kañî xan ögi katun ... oglîna nâča aytzar nän kîginç bernâdöök ‘However much his father the king and his mother the queen asked their son, he gave no answer at all’ (ChristManManus, Manichean ms. 0v11); this last has concessive content. nâtäg is about manner and not about quantity: nâtäg taplasar încâ kîlsun (U III 46,1-2) ‘Let him do as he likes’; nâtäg siz yarlîkasar siz, antag ok kilu tâginâyîn (MaitrH XXV 3r7) ‘I will venture to act in whatever way you order (me) to’. The content and form of a sentence in U III 47,11 is very similar to the last one. nâtäg clauses can also be comparative (cf. the end of section 4.632). In section 4.634 we deal with the correlative pairs nâčâkâ tâgi ... ançaka tâgi and kayu üdün ... ol üdün; these form temporal sentences which are also rather unlike relativization.

The first clause in the following sentence appears to be a correlative construction with no -sAr form: tertinçüdäki nâča ulug yanî kînlar bar, nän bo yanî kün birlâ az ülüşçâkîyä [ (ms. T III MQ 62 = U 5088
quoted in the note to BT V 438) ‘Whatever there are of great New Days in this world, by no means do they [have] even the slightest part [in common] with this New Day’. The clauses kim yerči suvči kāmiči bar ārsār (KP 23,4), kim bar ārsār terīglār keŋ biligliglār (Ht VIII 155) and kimdā birōk kertgūnč bar ārsār (TT V B 112-113) quoted above show the sequence bar ārsār; nevertheless the BT V instance with bar alone need not be an error: In the previous section I quoted a concessive sentence with nāčā also lacking the -sAr form.

4.7. Direct speech

The most wide-spread procedure for quoting speech or thought is to have the unchanged content followed by the verb te- ‘to say’, by the quotative element te-p or by both: kim “taloyka barayın” tesār kiriŋlār (KP 22,2) ‘If anybody says “I’d like to go to sea”, (then) go (pl.)!’; öz biligizsī tārs kīllīnčīn bīlmāz ukmaz kim māniŋ ašnūkī ažunta kīlmīş öz kīllīnčīn māni inčā ämgātūr tep (TT VI 15) ‘They do not know and understand their own ignorant and wrong actions so as to say ‘My own actions which I committed in a previous existence make me suffer this much’; “sān nāčūk oztųŋ” tep tesār “bir kāmī siyōkīn tuta üntūm” tep tedi (KP 54,4) ‘When he said “How did you save yourself?”’ he (i.e. the other one) said “I got out by holding on to a piece of the ship(wreck)”. qaltī in yaroklī kārālī káltī kāltīmīş ... tepān biltimiz (Xw 137) ‘We know how light and darkness were mixed’ is also an interrogative element; the passage Xw 134-138, finally, has three instances of the phrase tepān biltimiz subordinating a number of instances of the interrogatives nā ‘how’, nādā ötrō ‘for what reason’ and kim ‘who’.

The use of inscriptional te- did not differ from Uygur usage. Where Uygur has te-p, runiform inscriptions have te-yin, formed with a different converb suffix; both are used together with verbs of hearing, saying or thinking such as āšid-, bil-, sakīn- or te- itself. In the following instance from Tuñ I W2-3 the quotation is preceded by anča ‘thus’ referring to it and by the verb of saying: tāŋri anča temiš ārinč: xan bertim ... ‘The heavens presumably spoke as follows: “I gave you a king ...”’. anča refers to direct speech both anaphorically and cataphorically in Tuñ I S5: anta ötrū kaganūma ötiŋtūm; anča ötiŋtūm: “... .” anča ötiŋtūm. ‘Thereupon I addressed my king; this is how I addressed (him): “... .” This is how I addressed (him).’ In anta aŋū kaśli anča boşgurur ārmiš: “... ” tep anča boşgurur ārmiš (KT S7 = BQ N5) ‘There, evil people used to advise (them) as follows: “... .” Speaking thus they used to advise (them).’ savī antag ‘His speech (was) to this
effect’ is a cataphoric phrase used several times in the Tuñ inscription. In the following instance of direct speech the topic biz is a postclitic to the predicate: käntü özümüzni käntä ayda öni biz tedimiz ärsär (Xw) ‘If we said about ourselves “We are not related to sun and moon”’. käntü özümüzni is part of the matrix clause, put into the accusative case as done with subjects of verbal sentences dealt with as indirect speech (section 4.622).

The following Manichæan passage shows several interwoven quotation strategies: “š(ï)mnug näçülätä ölürdi” tep sezik aytysär īnca keginč bergil: “š(ë)mu öz tîlin tâgšûrûp kamag yâklärkä īnca tep tanuklayu sav berdi: ‘sizlardâ almiš agu xormuzta tâgrékä atgay mân ... ’ tedi. ...” (M I 19,10-20,2) ‘If somebody puts to you the question: “How did he (i.e. Ohrmizd) kill the Devil?” give the following answer: “Changing his own words, the devil made the following confession to all the demons: ‘I will shoot the poison which I got from you at the god Hormuzta …’ he said. ...’ In the first case tep is followed not by te- but by the verb phrase sezik ayt- also denoting speech: It signifies ‘to ask a question’. In the second case (which includes the third and is of a type we have not mentioned hitherto) the quotation is preceded by the cataphoric demonstrative īnca and another verb phrase denoting speech while, in the third, it is preceded by īnca tep and a third verb phrase denoting speech (tanuklayu sav ber- ‘to confess’) and followed by te-di. Here is another involved instance; it has three tiers of quotation one within the other: samtso açari sözlädi: “vibakida sözläyür: ‘kün tägré näğü üçün čambudvip uluşug tâgzinü yorîr’ tep tesär keginč berir: ‘karaŋku kararîğïg tarkargu üçün tâgzinü yorîr’ ‘tep. mäniŋ ‘barayîn’ tep sakînmakim ymä bo yörügkä eyin bolgu üçün sakînur mân” tep tedi (Ht I 181-189) ‘Xuanzang said: “In the Vimalakîrtinirdeşasûtra it says: «If one says ‘For what purposes does the sun circumvent the world?’ the answer is ‘It circumvents it to dispell the dark blackness’.» My upholding of my intention to go is also so as to accord with this view.”’ The following is an instance of a yes/no question incorporated both by a cataphoric demonstrative and tep: anî bîlmädi, öni[räki] ävirgiüčîlär užîkin yörügün tükläl kîltîlar mu ärki tep (Ht VII 870-2) ‘He did not know whether previous translators had rendered text and meaning in their completeness’.

Direct speech can also be used as a nominal attribute within a noun phrase, provided the head is a deverbal noun denoting thought or speech, as in tašra yorîyur teyîn kû ešidîp (KT E12) ‘Hearing the rumour that he had marched out’; the converb may here have been used adnominally. In Buddhist TT VB 3 there is a sentence in which a
complex expression subordinated by *tep* is adnominal to *yörüg* ‘interpretation’. *ätözläriña asığlıg* *likžir* *tep* *bitig* *bitiyür* (TT VI 257) signifies ‘They write that for them useful book called “calendar”’ shows *tep* in a naming function.

*teyin / tep* can be absent: “*kim kayu ... iglig agrıgılğ ämgäklig tînl(ü)glar bar ärsär olarnı ymä enè kilayïn*” *sakinçın* *oron oron sayu kâzä yörüyur ärkän* (Suv 603,5-8) ‘roaming around at all places with the intention of putting at their ease whatever sick and suffering creatures there are’. In BT VII B41-48 there is a passage in which *sakinmak* ‘imagining’ is immediately preceded by a sentence with *tînlîglar* ‘creatures’ as subject and predicates ending in *kötürü turur* ‘keep holding up’, *içgârû turur* ‘keep introducing’ and *bütürü turur* ‘keep carrying out’, as content of thought.

Rarely, we find the content of speech subordinated by the particle *kim*: *ötündîlär* *kim kalürmiš ärdîlär üç törlüg közünç* ‘They said they had brought three types of present’ (U I 6,14, Magier, a Christian text); *äšîdü* *yarlikazun eçîm-a*, *kim mâniñ bo ätözümin esirkägüm idi kâlmâz* (Suv 608,23) ‘Hear please, dear brother, that I do not wish to spare this body of mine’. In both examples, the object clauses which were the objects of the verbs *ötîn-* ‘to say respectfully’ and *äšîdü* *yarîaka-* ‘to deign to listen’ followed the main clause. Old Turkic does not appear to subordinate any other type of object clauses with *kim*.

To sum up the means for direct quotation in Uygur: *te-* and *tep* are always preceded by either the quotation itself or by a demonstrative referring to it; *te-* can be preceded by *tep*. Other verb phrases denoting oral communication have *tep* to follow it or a demonstrative pronoun or, rarely, the particle *kim* to precede it in order to govern direct speech. Another rare possibility is to have an abstract denoting ‘thought’ follow its content without any sign of subordination. The most common way to quote direct speech is by merely having it followed by the sequence *tep* *te-*.

Indirect speech, i.e. quoted speech or thought incorporated into its context, is dealt with in section 4.622 on object clauses.

In Turkic languages, the strategy of direct speech is not used only for quoting; there is no actual quoting e.g. in *yaroklî karâli kaltî katîlmîş ... tepän biltimiz* (Xw 135-6) ‘we know how light and darkness were mixed’ or, probably *kim* “*taloyka barayîn*” *tesär kiriñlär* (KP 22,2),

---

670 *sakinç+în* is in the instrumental case; that there should be the possessive before the case suffix does not seem too likely.

671 The Qarakhanid sentence *elîg aydî* *kim sen nâgû ol atîn* (QB 583) ‘The king said “Who are you, what is your name?”’ was, by the editor, wrongly taken to be another case of subordination by *kim*.
which can also be translated as ‘Anybody who would like to go to sea
is invited to do so’. Instances like yel kïlayïn tesär ‘If one wishes to
bring forth wind, ...’ in l.64 of Zième’s Wetterzauber text are common
in all sorts of Uygur manuals. We also already quoted a sentence in
which something formulated as direct speech renders the subject’s
intention: “kim kayu ... ılgig agrılgılg ämgäklig tinli(lı)gıl bar ärsăr
olarnı ymä enç kïlayïn” sakîncën (Suv 603,5-8) ‘with the intention of
putting at their ease whatever sick and suffering creatures there are’. In
section 4.636 we dealt with sentences which, as objects of teyin and
tep, have the content of final clauses; in section 4.635 we quoted an
Orkhon Turkic causal clause introduced by teyın. Uygur tep and
inscriptional teyın had such extended adjunct uses as ‘in order to’, ‘for
the purpose of’ or even ‘because’; Orkhon Turkic instances are listed in
Tekin 1968: 380-382. Especially worth noting is the sentence beriyä
cügag yii^ w^ w^ w^ w^ w^ w^ w^ w^ yazï konayïn tesär türk bodun ölsükg (KT
S7 and BQ N5) ‘If you intend to settle the Shi-hui mountain forest and the
T. plain, oh Turk people, you might die’, where I have translated te-
with ‘to intend’. It is not that the converbs tep and teyin became
conjunctions for various tasks but rather that the quotation strategy was
put to such wide use.

4.8. Coordination and text syntax

The text syntax of the Orkhon inscriptions is discussed in Subaşı Uzun
1995, to which the reader is herewith referred. We cannot deal with the
matter in any detailed or systematic manner here (especially because
our corpus is much vaster), but have selected a few topics.

Coordination is not necessarily explicit at any syntactic level: From
adjectives to paragraphs, everything can by linked by merely being
listed, the wider semantic and syntactic context serving as
concatenator: tä^n^älär tä^n^älä katunlarï ‘gods and goddesses’; ogulta kïzta
amrak ‘dearer than son and daughter’; öki ogluma yavgu šad at bertim
‘I gave my two sons the titles ‘yavgu’ and ‘shad’ (respectively); kulum
kïn^üm bodun ‘the nation (consisting of) my male and female slaves’
(ŠU S9). Implicit coordination can well be contrastive: oglum savï
ädgü yaylak hülgürgïncä (KP 63,3) is ‘till news (from) my son turn out
to be good (or) bad’; bilip bilmätin (Xw 150) ‘knowingly (or)
unknowingly’ is a disjunction. In [ka]tïg tïgrak bïrtgïlä yumšak iki
ämiglïri (TT X 445) ‘her two breasts, firm (but) soft to touch’ the
adjectives katïg and tïgrak are in obvious semantic opposition to
yumšak. Sequences are sometimes conventional, as tünün kïnïn ‘by
night and day’, or binomes such as ye’s ‘the material world’ or kama ‘my family’ (with inflexional elements repeated). Biverbs such as sāvā ‘loving’ are just as common. Finite verbs follow each other in Xw 3-4, sharing subject and circumstantials: Xormuzta tānī beš tānī birlä ... yākkā sūnjūsgali kälti enti ‘The god Zerwan descended (enti) and came (kälti) together with the Fivefold God to fight the Devil’. Whole clauses sharing only the subject can also be coordinated asyndetically, as shown in the following example: nom nomlayu ... ät’öz ürlüksüzün ukitu înca tep yarlıkar ‘preaching the doctrine, explaining the body’s transience, he says the following’. In the following passage two sentences are linked by sharing subjects and the suffix +lAr referring to them: kim yerći suvči kāmići bar ārsār, ymā kālzūn, teginig āsān tükāl kālürzënir (KP 23,4-7) ‘Whatever guides, pilots and seamen there are, let them come, then, and bring the prince back safe and sound’.

Apposition is also a kind of coordination, e.g. among four noun phrases in okyur mān sirigini kut tānrisin, kūsāmī kūsūšimin kantuṛdaç[i]g kilmis isimin būtürkâcig (U 133) ‘I call upon Šrī, the goddess of happiness, who fulfills what I hoped for and brings to completion what I do’. The attested accusatives as well as the fact that the -dAč forms are postposed and not preposed shows that these latter are headless relative clauses apposed in coordination. Pronouns and proper names can appear in apposition: bo nišan mān Mīn Tāmūrnīq ol ‘This mark is mine – Mīn Tāmūr’s’ (USp 1,10); y[arlī]kančući köŋül öritip mān iriņc tūnlī[k]a kšanti berü yarlīkazun (DKPAMPB 1271) ‘May he have pity and forgive me poor creature’. Note that group inflexion applies also here, so that the case suffixes are, in these two examples, appended only to the appositions.

Often, however, coordination is explicit. Between noun phrases we have inflexional coordination with +II (cf. section 3.123), coordination by repeated particles as in kīn ymA tüń ymA ‘both by day and by night’ or bōglāri ymA boduni ymA ‘both their aristocracy and their common people’, or by repeated conjunctions, such as ap ... ap ‘both ... and’ or azu ... azu ‘either ... or’ (section 3.33); by postposing ulati, as in koy lāgziń ulati tūnlīgårīg ‘living creatures (such as) sheep, pigs etc.’ (section 4.21). In relatively late texts collective numerals are added after enumeration: udčī buka āsān ikāgū appears, e.g., in SUK Sa11,6, 8 and 12 signifying ‘Udčī and Buka Āsān’; the text documents their collective purchase of land. Sa26 documents the sale by a father and by his two sons of their son and younger brother into slavery; the sellers are mentioned (6-7) as atasī kutlug tāmūr, akasī ār tugmıś akasī
toktamış üčägü ‘his father Kutlug Tämür, his elder brother Är Tugmïš and his elder brother Toktamış’.

In Uygur and Qarakhanid, takï can mean ‘and’ or ‘moreover’; as such it mostly joins larger units such as sentences. Conjunctions such as takï and yana precede the first sentence constituent. When sentences are coordinated with ymä, that particle is often placed after the first constituent (e.g. ol ymä nirvan mänjisi ‘that nirvana bliss, in turn, ...’), although it can also precede the whole sentences. In the following instance, the stretch starting with takï ymä sums up, as it were, all that precedes (various farmers, hunters etc., then): amarï tïnlïglar çaxrï änjïrïr yün änjïrïr kïntïr änjïrïr, böz batatu kïrs tokïyrur, takï ymä adrok uzlar kïntïr uz izïn izlïyïr (KP 2,5) ‘Many people make thread of wool or hemp,672 weave cloth of linen or wool and, (in general,) various professionals carry out each his special profession’.

One element shared by parallel syntactic structures can be the finite verb: yuyka ärkli topolgali uçuz ärmiš, yinçä ärkli üzgäli uçuz ‘that which is thin is easy to pierce, they say, that which is slim easy to break’ (Tuñ). Shared elements are often bound morphemes, e.g. the accusative form of the possessive suffix in this sentence: tamuda ... tugmïš takï ymä ... beš yol içintä ... tugmïšïn öyïr sakïnur ‘So he remembers that he was born in hell, ... that he was, moreover, born in the five walks’ (MaitrH XV 1v23-25). In the following the finite verbs share the plural marker: yer suvlar suv üzäki kemi osoglug altï törlïg täpräyïr kamšayurlar (MaitrH XX 1r2) ‘The worlds shake and rock in six ways, like a ship on water’. Sequences of clauses with the -(X)p converb can sometimes be considered to be coordinated from the functional point of view, when -(X)p has no content of itself beside its joining function, but in fact merely represents the choice to subordinate.

On the other hand, mere juxtaposition can also mean semantic subordination, as in the following instance from a quite early text: ya[rlikanç]uççi köňül turgurup kördüm, irïnc [yar]l(ï)g umugsuz inagïz bo tïnlïglar montag ämgäklig [...]dA tüïmïş tururlar (U II 4,8) ‘Evoking a compassionate state of mind I realised (that) these poor and hopeless creatures had fallen into such an (existence) of suffering’. What follows kör-dïm ‘I saw’ with no sign of subordination is in fact clearly the implicit object of this verb. The preposed sentence antag ugrï boltï in the following passage serves as an asyndetic temporal clause: antag ugrï boltï yana ymä isig özlïrintä öni üdürdüm ... antag

672 Among the three objects of änjïrïr, the first is a loan from Indo-Iranian related to Skt. cakra and denoting a ‘spinning wheel’ while the others denote types of thread.
There were also times (when) I killed them / ... drank their warm blood’ = ‘At times I ...’. The same content is expressed with an -(X)p clause in antag ugrï bolup bo üçâgûdä birisin birisin titgülük idalaguluk käzigi kälsär ...

(510) ‘If it happens that one has to give up these three one by one, ...’. Note that the subordinate clause is the second one in the U II example, but the first one in the Maitr example.

Cohesion is a universal phenomenon, presupposed by users of any language; it is cohesion that makes the reader see that the pairs of sentences in the U II and Maitr passages just quoted have subordinative content. In Old Turkic, this presupposition makes possible (and even demands) recourse to zero anaphora, clause patterns not demanding the explicit filling of argument slots either within a sentence or among sentences: İn şimmug utup isig özîn üdîp ... üç ay köni adiştii üzä tuta yarlikadokta ‘when he graciously defeated Mára, did away with his life and ... held him under control throughout three months’, e.g., ‘he’ and ‘him’ have no explicit counterpart in the Uygur clause. Demonstrative pronouns are generally not used when reference follows from the context. In TT X 520-521 we do find an example of a demonstrative referring explicitly to the subject of the previous sentence in the anaphoric use of the genitive form anîy which also qualifies the head: täåri burxannî 673 çankramit kîlu yorîmîšiin körîdi. anta ok anîy ögîrä ažuntakî ... täåri burxan nomîn âsîdiš tiñlamîš ögrâtigi üzä bo šlok nom könjîlintä kâlti ‘He saw that the divine Buddha was walking back and forth in meditation. Immediately, through his experience in a previous existence of ... having heard and having listened to the teaching of the divine Buddha, the following doctrinal verse came to his mind:’ Anaphoric demonstratives are not barred, then. käntü can also get used anaphorically: yana ol ok yâklîr içkâklîr yegâdîlîr tîltag bolurlar käntülärni üzä elânürler (TT VI 267 f.) ‘Again those same demons prevail; (they, i.e. the ignorants) are the cause and (they, i.e. the demons) rule over them (i.e. over the ignorants)’.

Anaphoricity is achieved also by the repetition of nominals: xan bertim, xanînîn kodup içiktîy (Tuñ 2-3) ‘I gave you a king (but) you abandoned your king and submitted (to the Chinese);’ türk bodun tavgaçka körtür ârti ... türk bodun xanîn bolmayîn tavgaçka adrîlît (Tuñ 1-2) ‘The Turk nation was dependent on China; being without a king, the Turk nation separated from China’.

673 The suffix is spelled as NYQ.
Cohesion can be additionally stressed by anaphoric and cataphoric elements, by taking up lexemes from the co-text and by other means: ančīp (a pro-verb), anta ötrö (e.g. in Maitr 26A r4) or anta ken ‘thereupon’, starting sentences, link them to the previous ones. īnča is a cataphoric, anča an anaphoric pro-adverb or pro-adjective: īnča sakīnč sakīnur, for instance, signifies ‘He thinks the following thoughts:’. Also for the purpose of cohesion, a segment like anī ešidīp ‘hearing that’ can be placed before mention of the subject of ešid- (i.e. cataphorically). The following is a rhetorically motivated lexical topic chain, coherence being strengthened through the particle ymā: ūrığ amil n i r v a n ta őği mānjulūg m ā ń i bultukmaz. ol ymā nirvan mānjisı n o m ta őği bulgalı boltmaz. nomuq ymā b u r x a n l a v d a őği ... nomladačı bultukmaz. mān﴿n ymā burxan kutı̄ya ... kut kolmı̄şım bar ‘There exists no eternal bliss other than peaceful nirva. That nirvana bliss, in turn, cannot be attained other than by religion. Now there are no preachers of religion other than the Buddhas. And I have been praying for buddhahood’. burxan kutı̄ is not in initial position in the last sentence because ‘I’ is the general topic (note that the genitive mān﴿n gets separated from its head) and because the chain is thereby closed.

The Orkhon inscriptions have a special method of cohesion, whereby preceding sentences are summed up in -(X)p clauses: elig anča tutmı̄ş ārınč. elig tutup ... ‘This is how they appear to have governed the country. Governing the country, they ...’; anča tep tawga tı̄ xaganka yagı bolmı̄ş. yagı bolup ... ‘With such words they opposed the Chinese emperor. Even though opposing him, ...’. Another form of summary turns up in kāyık yeyü tavišgan yeyü olorur ārtımız. ... anča olorur ărkli ... (Tuñ I S1) ‘We used to live eating venison and hares. ... While living in this way ...’. Maitr XV 13r12 has the vowel converb instead: ötrö otgurak katag könlı̄n örgüninın kudı̄ enti. enā inča tep sav sözläyür ‘Then, in a clear and resolute mood, he descended from the throne. Descending he speaks the following words:’.

In the sentence ikını̄ ažunta ok mu tăginür azu bo ažunta ymă mü tăginmăki bar? ‘Is it in the second birth that one attains it, or does attainment take place in this same birth?’ the double mU after the elements asked about and the particle ymă link the two sentences. ok after ažunta and the de-finitisation of the second verb also serve in conjunction (though by different means!) to make sure that the verb is not thought to be the predicate in either sentence.

A characteristic trait are demonstratives pointing at previous segments of the sentences themselves. Most conspicuous is anta ‘there’
taking up locative expressions of the same sentence especially in the runiform inscriptions of the Uygur steppe empire.

In Uygur the contents of a stretch of direct speech incorporated in the sentence are often again pointed at, e.g. in "..." tep munišlayu tutuzdï ‘He admonished him saying "..."’, with munišlayu ‘thus’. Cf. anča bošgurur ärmïš: "..." têp anča bošgurur ärmïš in KT S7 = BQ K5.

In what follows, the final meaning of -(g)Il is taken up by aniý üçün: män sini nizvanî kadgu ... tarkarïp arxant kutîn bulturgalî aniý üçün sürüp üntürdüm ‘I had you banished to make you get rid of the sorrows of passion and to find arhathood’. The content of converbs and converbial phrases is often taken up by aniýn, the instrumental form of the pronoun; we find e.g. basut berü y(a)rlïkïlärï üçä, aniýn ... (Ht X 256) ‘by their giving support, thereby’, bilgäli ukgalï yarayur üçün, aniýn ... (TT VI 383 var.) ‘because it helps to know and to understand, therefore’, kiïü közätü tâğıntökümëtü üçün, aniýn ... (Suv 401,9) ‘because we have undertaken to guard (this earth), therefore’, alp kutgarguluk üçün, aniýn târî târïsi burxan ... tûnlînî köñülü yavalturu ... ‘because (they are) difficult to save, that is why Buddha, the god of gods ... softens a creature’s heart ...’ (DKPAMPb 115). Another passage with such anaphorics is kişig ... yinik körtä, nomug uçuzladaçïlar üçün, aniýn burxanlar anta tugmaz; köñülü tärî türïn kut bulmïš tûzïnlïr bo tïltagïn anta barmaz (Ht V 100-106) ‘Because they humiliate people and disparage teaching, that is why Buddhas are not born there; because their minds are narrow and their filth deep, that is why āryas who have found blessing do not go there’; it clearly shows that the construction is meant to add prominence to the causal phrases preposed. The matter is dealt with in Schulz 1978: 115-117. -(X)p aniýn is found a number of times in the DLT, quoted in Johanson 1988: 146. In IrqB 35 we can read (and understand!) the text either as urupanïn or as urup aniýn. The sequence may have led to the form -(X)pAnIn, as explained in section 3.286.

One domain where sentence-internal reference is extremely common is within conditional constructions and even more in the correlative sentences also using the -(s)Ar form: Reference can there be taken up by demonstratives, by reflexives, by personal pronouns, by nominals with anaphoric possessive suffix like ükiš+in ‘most of it (acc.)’ or by phrases such as olar barça ‘all of those’, ol tašïg ‘that stone (acc.)’ or antîn siyår ‘in that direction’; see sections 4.64 and 4.65 for details. What is interesting is that there can be anaphoric reference in the main clause even to generalised arguments, as are expressed by ‘one’ in English but left unexpressed in Old Turkic; cf. the following two
instances: *yüdlamış yığış alka iççe ötkürü usar, ol tünliğ ät’özi yığpar yügmük burxan ät’özi bolur* (TT VI 172-3) ‘If one can perceive all smelled scents in this way, then that creature’s (i.e. the perceiving creature’s) body will become the body of the Buddha (named) “Concentration of Perfume”’; *turkaru köni kerti yörıgin yörışar ol temin kišika samur* (TT VI 33-4) ‘If one (Ø) continuously lives a honest and correct life, one (ol) will straightway be considered a human being’.

Cohesion can depend on a combination of subtle factors. Take the stretch *küçüz bir ikinti birlä sinalim, biz ikigüdä kanyus küçlügräk biz* (Wettkampf 41-44): This signifies ‘Let us test our strength with each other, (to see) who of us two is the stronger’, but the words ‘to see’ are just implicit. How do we know that the two sentences belong together? They share the lexeme *küç ‘strength’* in both sentences assigned to the 1st person plural, and the information that this 1st person plural consists of two individuals. The first sentence is a sort of paraphrase of the second, since the question ‘Who of us two is the stronger?’ can best be answered after the test proposed in the first question.

Cohesion may also be absent: Consider the sentence *kayu üdün män beš törlüg ulug tülüg kordüm ärti, antada bärü ... olorgal küsäyür ärtim* (MaitrH XI 4v18) ‘When I had seen the 5 sorts of great dreams, from that time on had I the wish to sit ...’. The pronominal phrases *kayu üdün* and *antada bärü* are not in correlation: The subordinate clause is construed so as supply a static time frame, but the main clause takes up the time referred to in that subordinate clause as the starting point of a state of affairs existing between that previous time and the time of the main event.

Sentence interpolations are not rare; e.g.: *yinçgä yörügin kim bar ärsär tetilgär keç biliglilgär boşgunsarlar tünlasarlar üküš ükülär umazlar* (Ht VIII 153) ‘Even if clever and broad-minded persons – whoever there is – study and listen to its subtle definitions, they cannot understand most of it’; or perhaps one should translate: ‘If any clever and broad-minded persons study …’ or ‘Even if persons who study it are clever and broad-minded – whoever there is – they won’t be able to …’. The structure of the Old Turkic sentence, at any rate, is such that *kim bar ärsär* is interpolated. There are, in fact, several interpolations already in the Orkhon inscriptions. The most normal interpolation, so to speak, is the vocative address: *täpri basmasar, yer tålínmasär, türk bodun, elinjin törogün käm artatï uđači ärti?* (KT IE22) ‘As long as the sky did not press down (upon you and) the earth did not open (beneath you), oh United nation, who could have been able to destroy your land and your government?’ Here are another two interpolations, in direct
speech, which are in fact different accounts of the same utterance: 

\[
\text{aŋaru sùlámásär kačanïŋ}^{674} \text{ ārèsär ol bizni – } [\text{xaganï alp ārmiš, ayg]}učìsi bilgā ārmiš – kačanïŋ ārèsär āölürtäči kök (Tuñ 20-21), yorìmasar bizni – xaganï alp ārmiš, aygučìsi bilgā ārmiš – kačanïŋ ārèsär bizni āölürtäči kök (Tuñ 29-30) ‘If we do not fight them / If we do not march out, they will – their ruler is said to be valiant, their advisor wise – whatever happens, they will definitely kill us’. The first passage has the expression \text{kačanïŋ ārèsär} both before and after the interpolation, while the second passsage has the object \text{bizni} both before and after it; the first passage refers to the subject of the result clause through the pronoun \text{ol} already before the interpolation. These are typical means for taking care of coherence to bridge the cut caused by the interpolation.

The interpolation of TibBud 42-43 has its parallel in English: \text{tilîn alku keŋürü sözlümüşlärîm küssüšüm ol darnî nom padaklarî bolzun} ‘May all I speak about in detail become – I hope – incantations and verses of teaching’. The enveloping sentence is here, in fact, an asyndetic object of the hope referred to in the interpolation \text{küssüšüm ol} ‘It is my hope’.

\footnote{674 See p.216 for this element.}
Pragmatics deals with speech acts and with the use to which language is put in interpersonal relationships. Normally one would not expect to find much information on pragmatics in sources from a dead language spoken in a society about which we know so little, especially when the vast majority of these sources is translated from other languages and deals with religious matters. The fact is, however, that the corpus includes many (religiously motivated) narrative texts containing numerous instances of direct speech. These show such oral characteristics as vocatives and interjections, a freer word order, situation-bound deictics, repetition, rhetorical questions and so forth; cf. körünlär körünlär ... kač yaşlıg körtlä kač yaşlıg säwiglig ärür ‘See, see ... in how many ways he is pretty, in how many ways lovely!’. Another characteristic of speech is the use of endearment in +kIñA, which can draw the noun phrases of whole passages into its tenor; it not only refers to entities ‘loved’ or ‘pitted’ by the speaker but also often signals affection for the addressee and his/her world: See section 3.111 above and OTWF section 2.1. When referring to the speaker himself, +kIñA expresses humility as a means of politeness. Private letters which are, in our corpus, mostly addressed to family members, are very interesting in this respect.

Some important speech acts have to do with the communication of the speaker’s volition to his addressees and with what he thinks the addressees should be doing without presenting himself as the motive of the projected action; we will deal with these two types of speech acts in sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Section 5.3 deals with politeness and the way the speaker positions himself in society. Getting people to do things is not, of course, the only use to which language can be put. One use is egocentric; it has to do with crying out one’s feelings. This does not mean that one does not, when shouting out, disregard other people’s hearing one’s utterances; only that one is not, at the moment, being cooperative. One speech act which is strongly addressee-oriented but still highly non-cooperative is cursing. Other language uses do involve addressees fully, e.g. trying to catch people’s attention in the first place, trying to get information out of them or arguing with them. For still
others like promising, apologizing or naming, the language may not have evolved distinctive means.

Exclamations are discussed in section 3.4. They sometimes bear phonic marks of their function, as when the DLT writes äsiz (a noun which served as base to the verb äsirkä-) as ässiz and defines it as ‘a word of sighing at a loss’. The DLT is, in general, a good source for interjections. Dankoff & Kelly 1985: 273 list, among other categories, interjections, vocative particles, calls to animals (different calls for making kids, dogs, foals, falcons or puppies come, for inciting asses to leap females, for making them walk on when they stumble or for making them stop, for inciting oxen to drink, for inciting or restraining horses or for making them stale, for making camels kneel, for inciting rams to butt etc.). Using insults and words of abuse (listed there on p.274) is a different speech act than any of these. Dankoff & Kelly 1985: 273 also list onomatopoeica and animal sounds.

Demonstrative anča ymä and its contraction ančama do the same as exclamative nā (discussed below): ančama māŋi! ančama ädgü aşıg tusu! ančama ädgü kut kïv! (MaitrH XI 3v7) ‘Such happiness! Such good favour! Such good luck and blessing!’ Further exclamatory examples with ančama ‘So ...!’ are quoted in § A,b of the UW entry for ančama.

Questions are asked by using interrogative-indefinite pronouns or the interrogative particle mU, whose functioning is discussed in sections 3.343 and 4.3; note that Old Turkic interrogative sentences do not have patterns of their own but follow those of positive sentences. In section 4.4 we ask whether interrogative pronouns appear in situ or whether they tend to initial position. Section 3.134 deals with the interrogative pronouns themselves. Questions formed with mU expect answers equivalent to English ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, though there are no such sentence answers in Old Turkic proper; the DLT mentions ävät and a few variants of that for ‘yes’. Nor are there any pro-verbs such as ‘I do’ or ‘She doesn’t’: The answer (which is, of course, a different speech act) then has to be a part-echo of the question, often the predicate by itself. In DLT fol.197 we read, e.g., that the answer to käräk mű ‘Is it necessary?’ is käräk ‘Yes it is’.

The Orkhon Turkic interrogative particle gU signals that the speaker expects or prepares a negative answer: azu bo savïmda igid bar gu (KT S10, BQ N8) signifies ‘Or is there a lie in what I said?‘; Türk matï bodun bäglär, bökä körügmä bäglär gü yanjïltääï siz (KT S11) ‘Oh
strong (?) Turk nation and lords, oh lords who have shown allegiance till now, will you fail?’

Interrogative sentences either solicit answers, or they are rhetorical questions (which are either left for the addressee to answer for and to himself or supplied with an answer by the speaker). The pronoun kanî ‘where?’ is often (though not exclusively) used in rhetorical questions; in that case it does not expect local information as an answer but elicits the realization on the part of the addressee that the entity upon which kanî is predicated is missing or absent: ellig bodun ärtim; elim amtî kanî? ... xaganîğ bodun ärtim; xaganîm amtî kanî? (KT E9) ‘I was a nation with a state; where is my state now? ... I was a nation with a ruler; where is my ruler now?’.

kanî is used in this way also in QB 1384: kanî? kim kutuldî ölîmdin kaçip? ‘Who fled death and was saved? Where is he?’ The QB has nearly 70 instances of this element; many of those are rhetorical, others do ask for answers, as a DLT example seems to do. In Ht V 4,15 (edition of Tuguşeva) the king Šlădiyta asks king Kumara: ya Kumari elig, Tavgač t[øyîn] kanî? ‘Oh king Kumara, where is the Chinese monk?’ and is then surprised to hear that the person he asked about has not come. This is not rhetorical either.

Here is a rhetorical question from a letter (UigBrief C7) written in what seems to be close to spoken language; the interpolation found in it also testifies to this: s(ää)n mini, karî atańî tesär sän – yol yer kördîn – kälîp körîşüp barsar sän n(ää)ğü bolur ‘As for me, your old father – you’ve seen roads and places – how would it be if you came for a while and we saw each other?’ The two conditional forms in this stretch do not express conditions either; one is a topicaliser and the second serves the rhetorical purpose of the sentence. The answer to the question muntada ymä munjadîncîg nägü bolgay? (Maitr 26A r3–4) ‘What could be more wondrous than this?’ is clearly ‘Nothing!’.

Now consider aniŋ savîn tînlâgu cân kišîlär barça inça tep teyürlär: “bu kutsuz tînlîınıŋ savîn nägülük kertgünîr sızlär? nägü sözlâsär barça âzügläyür” tep. (DKPAMPb 271) ‘People who listen to his words all say the following: “Why do you believe the words of this wretched creature? Whatever he says, it’s all lies!”’ Here the motive for uttering the rhetorical question is supplied straightforward. In KP 5,1, the (sad) Good Prince says (among other things): näglük tugdum män ‘Why was I born, I?’.

Here the postverbal pronoun is redundant in content and grammar but takes up reference to the topic; hence its post-predicative position. It is as if he had asked: ‘Why did I, of all people, have to live through this?’ The expected answer is ‘I shouldn’t have’. In ança ymä çoğlug yalînîğ
közümază mü? (TT X 254) ‘Doesn’t he look so very splendid?’, finally, the expected answer is ‘Yes, he does.’

The following sentence is a rhetorical question with mU in which there is an exclamatory demonstrative: ançä ymä çoglug yalınlıg közümază mü? (TT X 254) ‘Doesn’t he look so very splendid?’ Most instances quoted above with interrogatives or demonstratives have the particle ymä (or mA coming from it) following them.

The interrogative pronoun nä ‘what’ introduces exclamatory sentences as in bo nä ämgäklig yer ārmiš! ‘What a place of suffering this turns out to be!’ (KP 4,8), nä ymä taŋ, nä ymä tavrak ‘Oh how surprising, how fast!’ or nä tavrancığ ‘How wonderful!’ (Ht III 945). nä ymä of the instance just quoted becomes nä mä in the DLT: nä mä ädgü kişi ol ‘How good that person is!’; nä mä yavuz nän ol bo ‘How bad this thing is!’ (fol.539, ol clearly used as copula). The sentence körınlär körınlär ... kač yanlıg körtlä kač yanlıg sävílgä ärür ‘See, see ... in how many ways he is pretty, in how many ways lovely!’ shows how exclamatory interrogatives may have emerged from some type of analytical object clause. The exclamatory use of interrogatives should not be confused with rhetorical questions, discussed below. In neither case does the speaker expect any new information from the addressee. The rhetorical question is a question to which the speaker (thinks he) knows the answer; exclamatory interrogatives, however, consitute no question at all: Note that nä in nä ymä taŋ! is not translated as ‘what’ but as ‘how’.

To contradict a view held by the addressee, one adds ārmätz to a proposition, otherwise leaving it unchanged (here with an aorist): burun til ätöz ärkläg alir ārmätz ārktakä adkangug (AbhiB 77b13) ‘It is not correct that the senses of the nose, the tongue or the body perceive distant sense objects’. When asking the addressee to agree to a proposition he holds, the speaker adds ārmätz mü ‘isn’t it?’ to it. ançä ymä katîg kînîg sav sözlädî ārmätz mü? (DKPAMPb 362) ‘Now that really is a strong-willed thing he said, isn’t it?’ or ‘Isn’t that a ... thing he said!’ and täpränçiz boltum ārmätz mü (Suv 626,19) are rhetorical questions; ārmätz mü applies to the sentence as a whole. There are further instances of -dl ārmätz mü in Ht VII 121 and 127.

Trying to catch somebody’s attention is a different speech act from addressing by using a vocative somebody who knows he is the addressee. The interjection for calling somebody whose name one does not know is ay, as in ay, kim sân? (U I 41,5) ‘Hey, who are you?’.
one does know the name of the person whose attention one is trying to catch, one can, e.g., say a m(a)xas(a)tvï-ya (Ht III 779) ‘O Mahâsattva’. If one is addressing somebody who knows he is the addressee, one uses only postposed (y)a, as in yalñuklariñ arslaniñ eligilär bäglärniñ kut tänrisi-a (U IV A 55) ‘Oh lion of humans, god of fortune of kings and lords!’, an address to a king. Beside ay, the DLT also mentions kî (the base of kîkîr- to ‘call out to somebody’) and aç as vocative particles; kî is still used in Anatolia for calling people from afar.

Cursing is a distinct speech act: Its primary use presumably was negative influence on a person’s fate by magical verbal means, but, said in a person’s face, it might always have been used also as a simple provocation. A Manichæan passage shows us an embedded curse, using a distinctive suffix: bir äkintikä kargamurlar alkamurlar takî ... oksiurlar “yok yolun boluñur ... otkâ örtänkä töpön tüşünür ...” tep sögüśürlär (M I 9,11-14) ‘They curse each other and shout at each other, abusing each other by saying “Get destroyed! Fall into fire and flames with your head downwards!”’. This is a curse addressed to the speaker’s adversary; 3rd person imperatives were presumably used for cursing absent persons. toploka tol (DLT fol.217) also appears to curse the addressee, although Kâşgarî translates it as “May the grave be filled with him”, since tol is a 2nd person and not a 3rd person imperative.675 Cf. further süprük ‘Go as sweepings without anybody caring about them’ (DLT fol.382): This appears to be the imperative of an otherwise unattested -(X)k- derivate from süpür- ‘to sweep’.676

Kâşgarî (fol.168) shows some anthropolinguistic observation ability when suggesting that one should, when reading out the Coran among crude Turks and their women, muffle the reading of verses containing the words sikkîn, yumsik, ixtilaq or (among the Öguz) the interrogative particle am: “For”, he explains, “they do not understand the meaning but consider that the sounds of the words mean what they understand by them in their own language (i.e. sik ‘the male member’, tîlak ‘elitoris’ and am ‘vulva’ in the Öguz dialect respectively); so they commit a sin

---

675 tol- can have either the receptacle to be filled as subject, or the substance to fill the receptacle; this is unlike English, where ‘to fill’ is used both of the filling agent and of the filling substance. One can translate Kâşgarî’s sentence as ‘Get crammed into the grave’. toploka is presumably a simplification of toplok+ka, from toplok ‘cracks in the ground’ (DLT fol. 235).

676 This formation is dealt with in OTWF section 7.24; there is no justification for Dankoff & Kelly’s changing the form to ‘süprül’.
by laughing at them”. Collectively laughing at unintended obscenities is clearly a pragmatic universal.

5.1. *The communication of speaker’s volition*

In Old Turkic, the means used for expressing epistemic mood do not coincide with those used for volitional mood; we therefore separate the two topics and have dealt with epistemic mood in section 3.27; these two are, we think, semantically as well as pragmatically quite distinct matters. Volitional mood is usually conveyed with the forms of the volitional paradigm (q.v. in section 3.231) if the speaker’s wishes, orders or entreaties are to be transmitted to the addressee or to a third party. Other topics to be discussed in this section are the expressions of hope and exhortation, the asking of permission, the expression of readiness to carry out an action and the like.

The volitional content most commonly expressed is that of the speaker telling the addressee(s) to carry out (or, if the form is negative, not to carry out) some action; in the singular, this is normally expressed by the singular 2nd person imperative form consisting of the simple stem. The form is often accompanied by the synharmonous particle *gIl*, as described in section 3.344. In many Uygur texts (though not yet in Orkhon Turkic), the ‘plural’ form in -(X)ņ is used only for polite address to the singular, -(X)ņAr being used for the plural (polite or familiar): E.g., MaitrH XV 12v11f. has *tur-uy, tavran-ĩy, sakĩn-ĩy, ĩdala-ŋ ‘stand up ... hurry up ... consider ... abandon’, said in an address to a king; the same passage has *odunuŋlar ‘wake up’ said to a multitude.

Occasionally a future form is used for expressing a firm injunction: *ötrö kaŋį xan yarlıgkamadi, “barmagay sîn” tep tedi* (KP 19,3) ‘Then his father the king did not permit (it); he said “You will not go!”’.

The content of the following utterances is linked to a hope: *közîn körgay ārki biz xanîmîzniŋ xanînîŋ nomlug tilgân kûniţa muntaka ya âvîrmišîn* (Ht VII 1241) ‘We might see with our eyes that the lord of our lord right here turns the wheel of *dharma* every day’; *bulgay ārki biz yeg adrok buyanîŋ* (Suv 609,11) ‘We will maybe (or ‘hopefully’) attain excellent *punya*’. The sentences themselves need not, however, actually have expressed that hope; they could be statements about the future, meant to serve as encouragement.677 This is what Gabain might have been thinking of when she said that -gAy can be used as optative.

---

677 In Judaism (where the coming of the Messiah is traditionally always expected in the nearest future) the use of such expressions is (also) quite normal.
However, some of the instances of -gAy + ärki listed in UW 436b (§ III p of the entry ärki) express apprehension: īncā bolmażun ol ārdin bizįnā ada tuda kālgāy ärki (U III 56,3) ‘I hope no harm comes to us from that man’; bušanīp isimiz [...] bütgāy ärki tep sezinti (Ht V 6a12) ‘He was worried, saying “[How could] our matter succeed?”’. It might therefore be more correct to say that -gAy ärki expresses emotional involvement beside its epistemological content.

-gAy ārdi expresses volitive content in a rather indirect tone: amtī, tāntrim, bo montag tārs tātrū biliglig tānlīlgarka kōnī yol orok körtgūrū bergāy ārdi, kim kōnī yolča ... yorīzuńlar ārdi (TT VI 237) ‘I wish you would now, my lord, graciously show such perversely thinking creatures the right way, so that they would walk along the right road’. This is addressed by a bodhisattva to Buddha and the tone is accordingly polite, as shown, among other things, by the use of the 3rd person for the 2nd and by the addition of ārdi. Similarly in an address to the Chinese emperor: mūnlīg kadaglīg oṭtūgūmīn aśidūyarlıkap bügü kūṇūl uzu ttrāmākīmīn bīlī yarlıkagay ārdi (Ht VII 770) ‘May you deign to listen to my deficient and failing appeal and, by metaphysical spirituality, deign to know my trembling’.

Using the 1st person singular volitional form, the speaker proposes to the addressee to participate in his wish for an action he would himself like to carry out (or not to carry out if the verb is negative): The translation of barayīn (KP 19,1) as ‘Let me go!’ after all consists of an invitation to the addressee to permit the speaker to carry out the action of going. In nātāg siz yarlıkasar siz, antag ok kīlu tágināyīn (MaitrH XXV 3r7) ‘I will venture to act in whatever way you order (me) to’ the speaker’s volition can better be characterised as a readiness to act.

When the speaker happens to be Buddha, as in the following example, the purport of the volitive form becomes practically identical with that of the future tense; in the following sentence this form thus appears together with muna, which here asks for the addressee’s attention to an event which is about to take place: muna amtī mān ... magat eldāki tānlīlgārnīigung öz körkīnčālīngīn kālīsīt ṯarkarayīn (TT X 125-130 as completed by Zieme in his ‘Nachlese’ to the text), perhaps to be translated as ‘See how I intend to ... do away completely with the fear which the creatures of the land of Magadha feel concerning their life’. Another instance of muna with an -(A)yIn form appears in TT X 199-201.

As a sign of politeness, the 3rd person imperative form can be used for addressing the 2nd person: bo kutsuz kovi tānlīlglar üçün tārs biligīn ayīg kūlinčīn ketārmāk alīn čavišīn yarlıkazun, tāntrim, kim uzkun bilzūnlār
(TT VI 20-21) ‘May he, my lord, for the sake of these unhappy and wretched creatures tell us the means to remove their heresies and sins so that they may understand and know’. Further examples of this can be found in TT X 19 and 179 (both again yarlïkazun) or U III 83,18. In the sentence bodisatv tegin kaŋį kanta bo yarlïğ eṣidîp ‘yarlïğ bolzun, tïdmazun barayîn’ tep ötünti (KP 19,1) ‘When the bodhisattva prince heard this order from the king his father, he addressed (him) saying ‘May there be an order (that) he may not hold (me) back (but) let me go!’’, yarlïğ bolzun may have been broadly equivalent to ‘Please!’.

The following passage shows two different uses of the 3rd person imperative with no person reference; they are linked by implicit causality: näŋ käyikig ölıɾ[üp] äṭin yemäziïn, bizï osoglug ämgäkkä ymä tägmäziïn (MaitrH XX 13r9-13) ‘One should by no means kill wild animals and eat their meat (so that) one does not get to suffer as we do’. Only the first sentence is prescriptive on the part of the speaker; the second one should more strictly correspond to the wishes of the addressee than of the speaker, who is already in hell. The following passage is similar, but here the first sentence expresses impersonal mood (section 5.2): turkaru aš içgü ińça kolosînca așanmak kärgäk, nîzvanîlar kıcîçig bolmazun, äṭ özkä ada kılmazun (M III nr.6, 12,3-5) ‘It is necessary to have one’s meals thus, at the right times, lest the vices get strong and harm the body’.

In pronominal questions coupled with mood, it is the addressee’s wish that is solicited; e.g. kayu balîkta tugayîn? ‘In which town should I be (re)born?’ amräk ögûkîm köňlin năcük bârtïyin män? (KP 9,7) signifies ‘How should I break my darling’s heart?'; this is what the speaker expects the addressees’ demands to boil down to.\textsuperscript{678} 2nd person imperatives do not appear in questions.

Particles such as gIl and (in Kâşgarî’s language) ëU lend special urgency to imperatives; see section 3.344 for examples. gIl is very common but is rarely used with negated forms. In Ht III 673, the future form bol-gay ‘It will become’ is used as a modal particle: “sän amti bolgay az/[an] üzä agtinîp sudur [agi]likîg nomlagîl” tep tedi '(Mahâkäşyapa) said “Would you please\textsuperscript{679} now get up to the pulpit and preach the sūtra treasury?”' bolgay, which here serves as translation of

\textsuperscript{678} The context is that the prince would like the king to give everything in the state treasury away as alms, and the treasurers have been expressing their worries about the imminent bankruptcy of the state. This is thus not a rhetorical question.

\textsuperscript{679} The English particle please also, after all, comes from a modal phrase like ‘if it please you’, still used without truncation in French s’il te / vous plait. Concerning the use of bol- cf. Turkish olur expressing consent.
a Chinese particle used in imperial commands, is no doubt truncated from *yeg bolgay ‘It will be better’ (or ‘quite good’) used asyndetically: Cf. *yeg bolgay ärti [...]p yep yorilim ärti (Maitr 110v8) ‘It would have been better (if) we had lived enjoying ...!’ The use of *yorilim ärti and not *yoridimiz ärsär (as in the translation) shows that the whole sentence *yeg bolgay ärti had already become downgraded to particle status.

ärti is added to the 1st and 3rd person volitional forms to express irreal wishes: yersuvda uzun yašadı ärsär üküş ögrünçü mən噻 sizni birlä körzün ärti, üüzülüş üdügil kılıncın tüktätzün ärti, tašt(i)n şınar k(a)m(a)g tüzünlär [birlä] kut kiv bulu yorizun ärti (M III nr.5 r10-15) ‘Had he lived for a long time on earth he would have seen a lot of happiness together with you, he would have completed his spiritual good actions, in the public domain he would have lived finding happiness together with all righteous people (but suddenly he died)’. In körmäyä ärti munü täg ulug açığ ämgäkig (Suv 626,7) ‘I wish I had not seen such great and bitter suffering’ the wish is shown to be irreal by the context, the speaker having just witnessed much suffering. An instance with the 1st person plural volitional form and ärti is quoted in the previous paragraph from Maitr 110v8. QB 1539 also has -*sUn ärti expressing an irreal wish, in parallel to -*sA käräk ärdi telling the reader what, in spite of reality, would have been the more appropriate course of events: käräk ärdi bilgä tirilsä kutun / kamug ölsün ärdi biligsiz utun; ‘It would have been better to let the wise live on and be blessed; were it only that all the foolish and shameless would die!’

Compounding the 1st and 3rd persons imperative with ärti can also give real wishes a more polite expression: In the sentence täŋrikänimiz uzun özün kalın kutun turkaru adasazan tudazan ärmäki bolzun ärti (BT V 516-8) ‘Our majesty, I wish he were to attain a long life, that he were to live full of blessing and that he were continuously free from trouble’ the wish is certainly not meant to be irreal, especially since it stands in parallelism with berzünlär (515) and bolzun (519, 522); rather, the motive for ärti is clearly politeness, the added content being something like ‘if it were possible’. The reason why the construction is not used in the other three cases in the passage must be that their topics are not identical with the addressee; there the angels are asked to help him as well as the inner status of his realm in one case, its outer realm in the other. A similar sentence in a Buddhist text is maytri burxan bizni körzün ärti (MaitrH XXI 2r10) ‘If only Buddha Maitreya would see

---

This is the way the unreal condition is construed; see also section 4.64.
us!'; this hope is uttered by creatures living in hell, so that politeness and deference cannot be distinguished from the irreality of the wish as presumably felt by the speakers. Sinning creatures in MaitrH XXIII 9v4-6 express the hope that Buddha Maitreya may not see them committing their sin by using the verb phrases körmäzün ärdi and ukmazun ärdi while in XXI 3v14-16 they express the hope that they will see Buddha Maitreya with the clause maytri burxanag köralim ärti and that the community will not see them by using the form körmäzünlär ärdi. Further examples can be found in UW 405, § 24 of the entry for är-; ärti remains in the singular also when the lexical verb is plural.

The analytical form -mAk+l bolzun has optative meaning; it expresses a prayer for the person referred to in the possessive suffix: There are a number of Manichæan instances in M III nr.15 r20-24, BT V 524 or BT V 490 (yadîlmâki bolzun ‘may it spread’), burxan kutîlîg (thus!) küsüislâri kanmakî bolzun (DKPAMPb 486) ‘may their wishes in connection with Buddhahood get fulfilled’ is Buddhist, as are instances in Ht VII 757 and twice Pfahl III 26-27: Two of these have the shape -mAk+lärl bolzun. With the 2nd person plural we have mäŋikâ tägmäkinîzlär bolzun (Hochzeit 28) ‘May you attain happiness!’; with the 1st biz kamagun anta burxan kutî a alkiš bulmakîmîz bolzun (MaitrH Y 53) ‘May we all at that point obtain blessing for attaining buddhahood!’ Note that the nominal referring to the persons whom the prayer is to benefit stays in the nominative.

Giving an example for the versatile element kali, DLT fol.548 brings the sentence sän kali barsa sän and translated it as ‘If only you had come!’ By this translation, this appears to be a way in which irreal wishes are expressed in Qarakhanid. This use presumably comes from rhetorical questions of the type kaça kalî kurtulur (DLT fol.383) “How can he escape from it by fleeing?”.

When the same verb is used in the conditional and then in the imperative, the speaker signals that he does not mind or care if the action is carried out; e.g. barsar bargil (KP 30,6) ‘Go if you want to’. Rabguţi has this same construction (see Schinkewitsch 1926: 78 § 121); we also have it in a variety of modern Turkic languages.

As auxiliary, kör- ‘to see’ expresses a conscious effort to carry out the action described in the lexical verb (section 3.252). Its imperative is used with exhortative content: yelü kör ‘See to it that you ride fast!’ (Tuñ 26); saklanu körgil ‘Make sure that you take care!’ (TT X 426).
The use of yämü as defined in DLT fol.455 shows it asking the addressee for confirmation and consent concerning the action he is being asked to do: sän bargïl yämü ‘You will go, won’t you?’; according to Kâşgarî this is a particle meaning “Did you accept these words and memorize them in order to do what you were told?”.

Injunctions and entreaties can be linked with promises, which are then put into the future; the following is from a runiform inscription from the Uygur Steppe Empire: yana ithik, ölmäci yetmacœ sän (ŠU E5) ‘submit again and (if you do that) you will neither die nor perish’. Similarly in Tachi 49-53 from the Mongol period: tört iyiakdïn bo nom ärdinig keçürü yada berinlär; ogulnu kźnubit ulagï sapiği üzülmägäy: ‘Be so nice as to spread this doctrine jewel in all four directions (and) the chain of (your) offspring will not stop’.

Old Turkic mood can be subordinated; in the following instance, e.g., we find it in a postposed relative clause with consecutive content: anïn anti kamag bursaŋ kuvragdïn iki toïn ötinü täginür män, kim kïntämäk mœniŋ ãvitinit așanunlar (Maitr Taf 25v6-8) ‘Therefore I now politely invite two monks from all communities, who may come and have meals every day at my home’. This is akin to final clauses (section 4.636), which can also have sentences with -zUn forms subordinated by kim.

5.2. The communication of impersonal necessity

Analytical means are available for impersonal mood, which expresses an obligation not presented as being the speaker’s wish. Among them we find the very common verb phrase in -mIš kärgäk; e.g. bilgä yalnük oglï bo nomug ișidgïli ulug küsüs öritmiš kärgäk (MaitrH XV 6r21) ‘A wise person should have developed a strong wish to listen to this doctrine’. With a pronominal subject: sän ymä anti köñüllüœn üdmiš kärgäk ‘You should now let your heart roam’ (U III 82,21-2). Sometimes -mIš has a possessive suffix referring to such a subject: anïn män anta azun tutmišim kärgäk ‘therefore I should get born there’. And sometimes the proposition is meant to apply for any (unexpressed) subject: kïrlärin tapçalarœn yumiš arîtmäš kärgäk ‘One needs to have

---

681 I follow Atalay’s reading. Dankoff & Kelly read ‘yamü’. Kâşgarî adds: “Its root is the word yâ which is a particle meaning ‘yes’; the mîm and the wâw are the interrogative” (i.e. mü). This must be equal to Turkish emî, which has initial stress as befits a word whose second part is ml, and exactly the same meaning as defined by Kâşgarî. e ~ ye is also the first part of ăvät ~ ăwät ~ yämät ‘yes’, with an emphatic particle discussed in section 3.341.
washed away and cleaned its dirt and filth’ (Suv 142,1). While -mlš kärgäk may be describing what states one should strive to have attained the content of -gU kärgäk may be describing what one should strive for: bo iki törlig ädgülärkä tükalilig bolgu kärgäk (Suv 23,7) ‘One should be equipped with these two sorts of virtues’. The QB instead has käräk with the -sA form and subject pronoun in the nominative case (examples in Hacıeminoğlu 1996: 94).

The necessity expressed by -gU ol is anonymous in two senses: Firstly the speaker does not explicitly say that he himself wants the content of the proposition to take place (as he would with an imperative); secondly there is no explicit or implicit reference to a subject: kraša älgindä tutup munä sözlägü ol (ZweiFrag r 2) ‘One must hold the monk’s dress in one’s hand and pronounce the following:’ or turuš tütištä saklangu ol; äd yol tilämäktä ičangu ol (TT I 196-7) ‘One should be careful in strife; one should take care when pursuing possessions or luck’; further examples appear in BT I D 317-320 (one of them as körmägü ol ‘one should not divine’). In late texts -gU ol can be contracted to -gUl:682 ETŞ 20,225 has sakïngu ol, e.g., while the parallel passage in 231 writes sakïngul. The form sakïngul should be read also in Suv 27,15 as determined by Zieme in his reedition, against ‘-gIl’ in the Radloff- Malov and Kaya editions; cf. sakïngul ol in Suv 25,13. The form is common in medical texts, where it signifies ‘one should ...’, with e.g. 17 examples in Heilk II,1 alone.

-gU ärür (as in kirgü ärür ‘one must enter’ in StabUig 155,31) and -gU ärmäz (as in kakïgu ärmäz ‘one must not be angry’ in Suv 443,9) have the same meaning as -gU ol. These are, however, also used with explicit subjects, together with the same content of anonymously motivated necessity: bilgä yalşuk oglä tání mänisînä ymä artok yapišgu ärmäz (MaitrH XV 5r13) ‘Nor should a wise human being attach itself too much to divine pleasures’, e.g., has a subject in the nominative; cf. also käntü ozlärînä asîg tusu bolgu ärsär ymä (Suv 230,4) ‘although it is meant to be useful for themselves’.

är-di can be added to -mlš, -mak or -sxk forms with kärgäk or to -gU with or without kärgäk for two purposes: Either the speaker speaks of a necessity in the past without renouncing his claim as far as the present is concerned. Another possibility is of the speaker to express an irreal

682 Zieme 1969 n.267 still thought that this was a variant of the 2nd person imperative particle gIl and may actually be right concerning some very late texts: The sentence kalip köprüşi bår gul in a letter which has several Middle Turkic characteristics (UigBrief C9) is certainly very directly addressed to one person and can be translated as ‘Come, let us see each other (and then) go (back again)’.
wish concerning an event which could have taken place at his moment of speaking but hasn’t, possibly regretting that it hasn’t done so but not considering a realisation in the future as relevant. We first deal with the first possibility and come back to irreal wishes below: In the following example from a letter on the Silk Road the -gU form receives a possessive suffix to refer to the subject and the nominal subject appears in the genitive: kutsïnïŋ ... bergüsi ärti. bermädi, män ötädim. säkiz on beš [kar]s män berdim. ... bo munça kars kutsïda algu ol (HamTouHou 34,11) ‘K. should have given ... (for scissors); he didn’t give it (and) I paid it: I gave 85 (pieces of) woolen cloth. ... This much woolen cloth should be taken from K.’. Further examples appear in confessions; in the Manichean Xw with -mAk and -sXk: on čaxšap(i)tı tudokumuza bärü uč agzïn, uč köništïn, uč älgïn bir kamag özün tükäti tutmak käräk ärti (150) ‘Since we observe 10 commandments it was our obligation to observe fully three by the mouth, three by the heart, three by the hand and one by the whole person’; arïg baçag baçap täŋrikä ančolasik käräk ärti (177) ‘It was necessary to observe a pure fast and to dedicate it to god’; suyumuznï yazokumuznï bošuyu ötümärk käräk ärti (185) ‘It was necessary to pray for forgiveness for our sins’. In a Buddhist confession (-gU with and without käräk): bilingüzum uzkumuz käräk ärdi, isig amrak özümüzni idalamişmïz käräk ärti, adnagunuz isig özün üzümüzümü683 ärti, adïn tïnlïg ogłanïn örlätmügümüz ömgätmügümüz käräk ärti (UigSün 5-8) ‘We should have been aware of ourselves, given up our dear life, not have ended the lives of others and not have angered or caused pain to other living beings’. Such sentences are followed by prayers for forgiveness in case the confessant carried out such deeds. These are not, therefore irreal wishes. käräk ärdi sän män mûn uksa sän (QB 658) signifes ‘It was necessary (not ‘it would have been necessary’) for you as well to understand this’; this does not express an outdated necessity but is the QB construction -sA käräk transferred into the past.

With -gULXk är- the necessity holds for the object of the verb and not its subject: titgülük ök ärür (TT VIII D37) is ‘It definitely has to be given up’. This construction is apparently shared by the category of ‘ability’ (section 3.253) and volitive modality.

The modal content of -gU is also made irreal by preterite forms of är-, e.g. in QB 1089: mäniŋ kilkimï aydïm ärdi saŋa / köňül bamagu ärdïŋ

---
683 The editor wrote “Nach üzmägümüz scheint k(ä)rgäk zu fehlen”; in view of the variation in the modal phrases and bergüsi ärti in the letter quoted above, any such addition seems unnecessary.
ämdî mana ‘I had told you my (fickle and inconstant) nature; you should not now have fastened your heart to me’.

5.3. The reflexion of social structure

Verbal communication reflects social as well as personal and spiritual hierarchies. This is expressed by honorifics such as kut when used for addressing humans, e.g. kaŋkim kutī ‘my honoured father’ in KP 4,4; or, when a letter is addressed to pr(a)tyādivačī ačāri adakañña (Ht VII 2063) ‘to the feet of master PrajñādhvaJA’.

Another example is the expression nomlug ät’özüz ‘your (pl.) dharma body’, used for referring to the addressee in Ht VII 2080 in the same letter, which is not loan-translated from the Chinese original. tāŋrim, literally ‘my god’, happens to have received pragmatic specialisation together with the possessive suffix: It signifies ‘Your majesty!’ when used in direct address, or sometimes in deferential reference to an absent person. This is not a case of lexicalisation, however, since contexts such as māniŋ t(a)ŋrim, alpīm, bāgrākim ‘My god, my hero, my noble one!’ (M II 7,8) with the genitive of the 1st person pronoun show that the connection with the speaker was definitely kept up.

In the verbal domain deference is expressed by auxiliaries such as yarli(g)ka-, approximate translation ‘to graciously do something’. The original meaning of yarlika- was ‘to pity, commiserate’, whence metonymy leads to deferential meaning when referring to actions of subjects in high position whom one honours or just wants to be polite to. The reason for its specialisation to speech with meanings such as ‘to order’ or ‘to say’ is no doubt the fact that absolute rulers acted through their words. yarlika- is exceedingly common; here just two examples: atayu yarlikañunar (M I 29,16; 30,17-18) ‘may they please call out (my) name’ or alkiš bašik sölürägë, ... amv(a)rd(i)šn kilip yigingug ayu y(a)rilikadinüz olarka (Pothi 226-7) ‘Thou hast commanded them to say blessings and hymns, ... to concentrate their mind and meditate’.

In the following clause yarlīka- is added to a nominal predicate, as a polite replacement for the copula: tükälf bilgä tänri [tänris]i burxan bo yertinçu/dä äs/än yarlīkar aṛkän ... (Ht III 601) ‘While the perfectly wise Buddha, god of gods, graciously was in good health in this world, ...’; a further such example occurs in Ht VII 1057. Governing a place name in the dative, without a lexical verb or a predicative adjective, yarlīka- signifies ‘to come to a certain place’ (the way buyur- can be

684 Röhrborn emends this to ‘Prajñādeva’.
used in Turkish): onun‘ç ayıını lagkika yarlıkadi (Ht VII 936) ‘On the 10th month he came to Luo-yang’.

The humility counterpart of yarlıka- ‘to say’ is ötün-, literally ‘to pray, submit a petition’; its humility counterpart in the sense of ‘doing graciously’ is tägin- ‘to take the liberty to do’. ötün- and tägin- are used for marking speech and action respectively, of the individual who has an inferior status. The auxiliary ötün- appears e.g. in kältöküm bo tep ötünţi ‘He said ‘These are (the circumstances of) my coming’ (KP 61,2). In [subu]di ... ötünţi ayıtıdi [ät]özlüğ savılg könlüdä kilmamakig (BT I F 47) ‘Subhüü ... begged to ask about the non-creation of bodily matters in the heart’ both verbs are finite. tägin- appears e.g. in bo ämig iki kata okıýu tägintim (M I 29,9-14, Manichean) ‘I endeavoured to recite this healant twice’ or ötüg bitig kılıp ... īdu tägintimiz (HtPek 89r11) ‘we have humbly prepared a petition and sent it’. In kamag bursaŋ kuvragdın iki toyiın ötünü tägınür män (Maitr Taf 25v4-8) ‘I venture to invite two monks from all communities’ we find the two politeness verbs combined. Occasionally, the construction is different: [b]o kütlug künüg küsüšlüg täginür ärtimiz (M III nr.15, 34,13) ‘We have been humbly wishing for this blessed day’. See section 3.25 for similar constructions with the vowel converb.

The sentence tükäl Tämür tü-kıyä çüzìndìm koyn yıl onun‘ç ay beş otuzka şaçu balıkta (AvadShög XI b5) signifies ‘the lowly slave T. have written down all of it; the 25th of the 10th month, the year of the sheep, in the city of Sh.’: tü is a loan from Chinese, reflecting the old pronunciation of Chinese nu ‘slave’; therefore tü-kyä, with the so-called diminutive suffix, is approximately ‘lowly slave’. This is one example for self-deprecation found in Uygur texts; further examples of +k(I)yA in the service of modesty appear in OTWF 50.

Politeness is not, of course, necessarily a matter of social (or other) positioning. Another indication of deference is the use of the 3rd person for the addressee; e.g. in the following address to a brother, where it appears together with the verb yarlıka- and the vocative particle (y)a: aşiidiย yarlıkazun ečim-a, kim ... ‘Please hear, dear brother, that …’ (Suv 608,23). Similarly, among the same brothers: azkya öṣṛa yorıyu turzunlar; män una basa yetdim (Suv 615,14) ‘Please walk on a bit; I will have reached you in a moment!’’. See TT X 19 and 179 and U III 36,9 for further examples. The sentence täŋrikänìmiz uzun özín kalın kutun turkaru adasazan tudasazan ärmäki bolzun ärti (BT V 516-8) ‘Our majesty, I wish he were to attain a long life, that he were to live full of blessing and that he were continuously free from trouble’ again shows the 3rd person, beside, of course, the title täŋrikän and the irreal
form of the imperative where a very real wish is obviously being expressed (as shown by the context). With the polite 3rd person imperative used for the 2nd person we have *bo kutsuz kovï tïnlïglar üïcïn tïrs biligïn ayïg kïlïncïn ketïrmék alïn çavïsïn yarïkazun, täïrïm, kim ukzun bilzïnïlïr* (TT VI 20-21) ‘May he, my lord, for the sake of these unhappy and wretched creatures tell us the means to remove their heresies and sins so that they may understand and know’. The following, in an address to Buddha from the same text, is similar: *amtï, täïrïm, bo montag tïrs täïrü biligïlgïlkïrkâ köni yol orok körtgïrïrï bergïy ärtï, kim köni yolça, köni biligcï yorïzunlar ärtï, tïrs täïrü tïrï kodzunlar ärtï täïrïm* (TT VI 237-8) ‘I wish you would now, my Lord, graciously show such perversely thinking creatures the right way, so that they would walk along the right road, according to the right set of mind and should give up perverse teachings, my Lord’. The repeated use of *tïrïri+m* ‘my god’ as vocative, the 3rd person reference to the addressee and the addition of *är-tï* to both the main and the subordinate clauses are all for politeness’ sake. The sentence *bïgïm tïgin nätïg yarïkïsär ol yarïngïg bïttïrgïlï anïk turur mïn* (U III 47,11) ‘However my master the prince commands, I stand ready to carry out that command’ is addressed to the prince mentioned in it; we see that the 3rd person is used for the 2nd person out of politeness also in the indicative.

The most wide-spread sign of politeness is the use of the plural in the 2nd person pronoun (*siz* instead of *sän*) when referring to the addressee, and in 2nd person verb forms with the addressee as subject. Thus the father of the good-thinking prince (KP 4,6) asks his son: *amrak oglum, nää üïcïn busuïlug kïltïnïz* ‘My dear son, why have you come in sadness?’. The plural polite counterpart of this form would have been *kïltïnïzlïr*. Similarly in the imperative, *kïlïn* can be used politely for the singular, *kïlïnlïr* for the plural. In *anvamïg yutuzluk al(ï)nïn* ‘Take yourself A. as wife!’ (M III 14,4) the addressee is also, of course, singular. In rare cases honorific plurality even applies to nouns, as *kutlug bodis(a)vt+lar ärmäslïr bo yerïkä nän tïgmäsgïy ärtï* (KP 45,3-5) ‘If he weren’t a blessed *bodhisattva* he would not have been able to reach this place at all’, said of a single person.
CHAPTER SIX

NOTES ON THE LEXICON

The lexicon reflects the occupations of speakers and writers as well as their spiritual world. While the runiform inscriptions of the steppe empires have numerous horse colour terms, for instance, Uygur texts written by monks abound in religious terminology. While much of this latter terminology is borrowed, there also are numerous copy coinings: *tuyunмиš*, e.g., means ‘enlightened’ and thus corresponds to *buddha*, its Sanskrit source, and *tuyunmak* is equivalent to Sanskrit *bodhi* or ‘enlightenment’. Scholars working on Uygur sources have been much interested in religious terminology; the fact that such a great portion of extant texts is religious makes a thorough understanding of this terminology essential for understanding them. With time, other semantic domains will also have to be looked at in greater detail; Ingeborg Hauenschild’s work on animal and plant terminology (e.g. Hauenschild 2003) can here serve as model. Dankoff & Kelly 1985: 247-274 have classified all the lexemes found in the DLT into semantic domains and sub-domains. Their overall domains are nature (with sub-domains such as astronomy, weather, time, light and dark, land features and many more), animals and plants, daily life, society, spiritual life, human characteristics, activities and miscellaneous actions, the senses, abstractions and miscellaneous relationships, particles (including, among other things, a very rich collection of onomatopoeics). With this they took the first steps in research into lexical fields. Many entries in the UW constitute valuable and rich material for lexical research into Uygur, but it has as yet managed to cover only a small part of the lexicon of that largest part of Old Turkic. What we can here offer are only a few remarks on some lexicon-related matters.

When dialects differ in the lexical domain, this is by no means in all cases linked to different living conditions or to different cultures; here is one example for what I mean: *sezik* ‘doubt’ (together with *seziksiz* ‘doubtless, undoubtedly’) is highly common in Buddhist texts but not in Manichæan ones; it was also borrowed into Mongolian. Manichæan sources have *sezinč* (and *sezinčsiz*) instead (documented in OTWF 279-80). Both lexemes are, of course, derivates from *sez(i)*- ‘to have an apprehension’, but speakers of different dialects happen to have made different choices concerning the formative to use for this particular
content. Similarly, ‘beautiful’ is only körtlä in Manichæan texts but either körtlä or körklä in Buddhist ones, both forms ultimately coming from kör- ‘to see’. An example from the verbal domain is alkan-’, which is used beside its synonym alka- ‘to call out invocations (both in cursing and praying for somebody)’ in Manichæan texts, while Buddhist texts only have alka- (cf. OTWF 587-8).

One characteristic of the Old Turkic lexicon is the significant number of set expressions such as or ara kir- ‘to intercede’, which consist of a noun and a verb. We have set combinations with Turkic as well as with foreign nominalis, e.g. asıg tusu kıll- ‘to benefit somebody’ and kšanti kil- ‘to confess’. Orkhon Turkic xagan olor-, literally ‘to sit (as) king’, signifies ‘to rule’. šık tur- ‘to stay quiet’ comes from an onomatopoeia. Another phrase with an intransitive verb is tuš bol- ‘to meet’, which (unlike šık tur- and xagan olor-) governs direct objects. Such instances are all lexicalised: Free object incorporation is not found in Old Turkic.

One well-known domain for lexical phrases are the euphemisms and circumlocutions used for ‘dying’, kärgäk bol-, tāŋri bol- ‘to become divine’ or yok bol- in Orkhon Turkic or ätöz kod- ‘lay down one’s body’ in Uygur (U III 80,6); uč- ‘to fly (off)’ or uča bar- ‘to fly off’ were also used with this meaning. Orkhon Turkic kärgäk bol- is a euphemism, but Uygur apparently still has it only in its literal meaning, ‘to become needed’. The QB is particularly rich in loan-translated expressions copied from Persian.

Set expressions should be distinguished from internal object constructions such as yol yorī- ‘to travel’ (e.g. in MaitrH XX 13r16), the common nom nomla- ‘to preach’ or ant antik- ‘to swear an oath’; yol, nom and ant in these examples appear as dummy objects where no other explicit objects are to be mentioned. What is interesting about the last-mentioned phrase is that +(X)k- verbs (dealt with in OTWF section 5.44) are otherwise all intransitive, so that ant is unlikely to be filling an object slot. Though the conditioning for the appearance of such dummy objects is syntactic, their choice is phraseological. öliüt öliür- ‘to carry out a massacre’ and čaşut čašur- ‘to slander’ (OTWF 310-11) are another type of figura etymologica, as syntagms consisting of etymologically related words are called, in which the eymological connection is certain but more opaque.

On the other hand it happens that certain implied objects are left implicit, such as sekirt- ‘let (one’s horse) jump’, yügür- ‘let (one’s horse) run’ or the cases presented in Röhrborn 2000. One example is
Tuñ 35 *tañ ün-tür-ū*, which signifies ‘making (the army) get up at dawn’.

A quite conspicuous feature of the lexicon are paired lexemes in the nominal or verbal domain: Numerous lexemes are used in fixed two-word sequences to render a single notion. They are either synonyms, as inscritional *kü sorug* ‘fame’, Uygur *aš azuk* ‘food’ (examples quoted or mentioned in UW 327), *öč kāk* ‘revenge’ (and *öč kāk al-* ‘take revenge’), *tōz yīltēz* ‘root’ or, in legal language, *čam čarīm* ‘objections’; more rarely, they are determinative sequences as *isīg ōz* ‘life’, literally ‘warm core’. Thirdly, they can be complementary antonyms, as *yer suv* ‘country; the earth, the material world’.685 This last is not fused morphologically, as we find e.g. the accusative *yerīg suvug* in BT V 213. The joined spelling of the expression in TT X 371 is, nevertheless, iconic for lexical fusion. *tsuy erinčē* ‘sin’ is an example for a different matter to look out for when dealing with binomes: The first element is of foreign (Chinese), the second of Turkic origin. Examples for adjective pairs are *tıtrüm tārīn* ‘profound’ and *bay baramlīg* ‘wealthy’, while *yarok yaltriň* ‘gleam(y), bright(ness)’ is used both nominally and adjectivally. All three show the strong tendency to alliteration, found also in *aš azuk* and *čam čarīm. ārī- barī-* ‘to pass’, *sāv- amra-* ‘to like’, *oz- kutrul-* ‘to be saved’ and *ter- kuvrat-* ‘to assemble’ are examples for biverbs. The last three biverbs show the other strong tendency of placing the longer term second; this tendency can be observed also in *bay baramlīg*, *aš azuk* and *čam čarīm*. In *ka kadaš* ‘kinsmen’, *yavīz yavīlak* ‘bad’, *yul yulak* ‘springs’, *yīz yīzāgu* or *yok yodun kil-* ‘to annihilate’ the two elements are etymologically related. The last four instances as well as *yadagīn yaliņīn* ‘barefoot and naked’, *yarīl yāzok* ‘erroneous’ (< *ya- yanjīl*, where the longer element comes second), *yakīn yakug* ‘near’, *yarō- yaśu-* ‘to gleam’, *yayīl- yaykal-* ‘to shake and rock’, *yitlin- yokad-* ‘to disappear’, *yumşak yavaš* ‘gentle’, *yunčīg yavīz* ‘evil’ all show the particularly common alliteration with /y/.

Alliteration is the instrument of rote rhyme, which dominates poetic structures both in Buddhist and Manichæan verse: Words do not rhyme at the end of stanzas but at their beginning, in the manner of the alliterating couples mentioned. For rote rhyme, however, not only the consonant is important, as in binomes and biverbs, but also the vowel in the alliterating syllable; couples like *yitlin-* and *yokad-* would therefore

---

685 N. Sims-Williams has, in different publications, pointed out that this corresponds to binomes in Bactrian, Khotanese and Mongolian which signify ‘irrigated land, landed property’. Mongolic *yajar usu* appears (e.g. in the Secret History and in Ordos) to have the same sacrail meaning *yer suv* has in Turkic.
be of no use for rote rhyme. The Old Turkic rote rhyme appears to have been visual and not auditive: o can rhyme with u, ö with {o, i with ï and e and the like. Zieme 1991 is the most authoritative and exhaustive treatment of this topic.

External influences on the lexicon came mainly from Chinese, Sogdian, Sanskrit and Tokharian. Qarakhanid borrowed from Arabic, Persian and other Iranian languages. The vast majority of lexemes copied from other languages is nominal. Both the Qarakhanids and the Uygurs made great efforts to translate foreign ideas, in many respects well surpassing copy coinings in modern Turkic languages.

Loan translation is a domain which would benefit much from further exploration; it occurs, e.g., when we find kil-înc ‘deed’ translating Skt. karma because that comes from the root kr ‘to do’. There are numerous such cases, e.g. the verb süt-ûl- ‘to have faith’ which is calqued on Skt. pra-vîsad ‘to settle down’ > ‘to become limpid (because this happens after impurities settle in a liquid)’ > ‘to attain peace, faith’. äðgïn barmïš (Warnke 195) is copied from Skt. sugata consisting of su ‘well’ and the perfect participle gata from the root gam ‘to go’. Uygur has the adverbial instrumental äðgû+n and the perfect participle bar-mïš+lar ‘the ones who walked’. We also have many cases where a calque takes place in a particular context but has not been adopted by the language as a whole. Cf. the passive verb stem form yorï-l- from intransitive yorï-, which was created to translate the Skt. medio-passive caryate in Kinkashô A,d because the root car is a synonym of yorï-. Maue 1989 deals specifically with loan translations from Sanskrit in Sanskrit-Uygur bilingual Brâhmî texts, where Sanskrit has a preverb. In some cases which he mentions, such as anubadhâti = eyin ulalur ‘is joined’ or vairâgya = öîi bodolmak ‘lack of passion’ the connection seems clear. In others which he mentions, such as birgârû yïgil- ‘to gather (intr.)’, örô kötȫr- ‘to lift up’ or örô tur- ‘to stand up’ the fact of copying is not so evident. The author says that tur- is also used for the meaning ‘to stand up’, but it is a fact that Old Uygur tur- was a highly polysemic verb which was in need for specification. The question of what is copied and what is not, what is copied ad hoc and what has become a naturalised collocation in most cases needs more elaborate and detailed study before one can make such statements. The same holds for Röhrborn 1983, an important paper on this matter, and for Laut 2003, the most recent contribution in this domain: In the great

686 The numerous Sanskrit loans normally reflect the Buddhist culture of the Uygurs and were borrowed through Tokharian, Sogdian or even Chinese but Zieme 2003 has pointed out a number of loans in different semantic domains.
majority of cases, the expressions Laut mentions (divided into “Lehn-
Scherpfungen”, “Lehnbedeutungen”, “Lehnbildungen / Lehnübersetz-
ungen” and “Lehnübertragung”) are indeed clearly calques. Are we
sure, however, that the Old Turks needed a Sanskrit source to think of
ayïg kiliners as ‘sin’ or ämgäk as ‘suffering’? These and numerous other
terms were of course conceived of by Buddhists within the Buddhist
way of looking at the world, but that would be true of practically every
concept.

In Erdal 1982 and in greater elaboration in OTWF section 2.91 we
mentioned that the metaphorical use to which Uygur +lxg is put (see
section 4.122) was probably copied from Tokharian, the ultimate source
being Sanskrit. Pinault 2003: 47-53 studies this phenomenon by
comparing the Maitr passages in which the corresponding Tokharian
suffix appears with the Uygur translations of these passages. He also
points out that Khotanese also has a suffix secondarily put exactly to
this use, thus showing that the phenomenon is truly areal.

Semantic shift within Old Turkic is another domain to be explored. It
takes place e.g. in the words yaman, ayïg and yavïz which, beside
signifying ‘bad’, also got to be used to mean ‘very’ (e.g. BT V 372).
Another common phenomenon involving semantic shift is the
movement of both nominal and verbal lexemes from concrete to
abstract meaning.

The study of Old Turkic phraseology should, of course, go beyond the
lexeme collocations dealt with above. One common instance for a
whole sentence used phraseologically is the expression takï nā ayïtmiş
kärgäk + accusative, which literally signifies ‘What more is there to ask
about (obj.)’; here are two examples among many: tänri tänräsi burxan
irig yavgan könnüllik yäk içgäknä könnülin ymä tüütün yavaš kilu
yarlïkadi; takï nā ayïtmiş kärgäk kisi ažunän bulmiš yalñuklaräg (TT X
15) ‘Buddha, the god of gods, has graciously softened the hearts of
course and evil yakşas and bhûtas; the more so (or ‘not to speak of’) persons who have attained human existence’; birök yüz öngi öngi anñ täg
bäglär bolsarlar, muntada bolup utgalä yegådgåli uguluk [är]mäzlär,
takï nā ayïtmiş kärgäk yalñuz bir, kalmaşapadö eligig (U III 9,22) ‘Even
if there would be 100 separate lords like him they would not be able to
be present and manage to vanquish (me), not to speak of one king
Kalmäşapäda alone’.

What needs to be explored beyond phraseology are formulas
characterising typical forms of texts, such as fables on one end of the
spectrum, medical recipes or legal contracts on its other end; nor has
there yet been any systematic study of Uygur religious formalisms and
their degree of dependence on specific foreign models. Text linguistic methods have been applied only to the Orkhon inscriptions (but not e.g. to the inscriptions of the Uygur Steppe Empire which follow these to a large extent). Let me here only mention a single Buddhist feature, the opening sentence of each of the chapters of the Maitrisimit, a text describing the coming of the future Buddha, which runs as follows:

\[ \text{amtï bo nomlug savïg ... +dA ukmiš kërgäk} \]

‘Now this dharma matter should be imagined in (place)’; this localises the content of the chapters in particular places in the holy geography of Buddhist scripture. Practically the same formulation is found also in the beginning of the \textit{avadāna} text edited in TT X (lines 31-33): \[ \text{amtï bo savïg magat ulušta ... bilmïš ukmiš kërgäk} \]

‘Now this matter should be known and imagined (to have taken place) in the land of Magadha’.

Research on such and other pre-formulated units of Old Turkic language must be left to a different study.
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ABAW **Abhandlungen der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften**
Alex Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1080
AO **Acta Orientalia**
AoF **Altorientalische Forschungen**
AOH **Acta Orientalia Hungarica**
ATBVP Adam et al. 2000 nr. 547
BeidaFu See Yakup 2000
BSOAS **Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies**
CAJ **Central Asiatic Journal**
Candra See Zieme 2000
Devatā See Zieme 2002b
Dispute See Zieme 2001
DKPAMPb See Shōgaito et al. 1998
DLT See Dankoff & Kelly 1982-85
EDPT See Clauson 1972
AnmJen See Erdal 2002a
Erleuch See Zieme 2002a
Gedank See Laut 2002
Hymnus See Wilkens 1999/2000
JA **Journal Asiaticque**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JSFOu</td>
<td><em>Journal de la Société Finno-Ougrienne</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTS</td>
<td><em>Journal of Turkish Studies. Türklik Bilgisi Araştırmaları</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCsA</td>
<td>Körösi Csoma Archivum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kings</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSz</td>
<td>Keleti Szemle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManBeicht</td>
<td>See Wilkens 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManTraktNeu</td>
<td>See Wilkens 2001/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATK</td>
<td><em>Milletler arası (or Milletlerarasi) Türkoloji Kongresi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSOS, WS</td>
<td><em>Mitteilungen des Seminars für Orientalische Sprachen, Westasiatische Studien</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSFOu</td>
<td><em>Mémoires de la Société Finno-Ougrienne</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Materialia Turcica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myöhö</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NesGlaub</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLZ</td>
<td><em>Orientalistische Literaturzeitung</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td><em>Orientalia Suecana</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTWF</td>
<td>See Erdal 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhTFI</td>
<td>See Deny et al. 1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td><em>Sovetskaja Arxeologija</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Säri</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBAW</td>
<td><em>Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEddTF</td>
<td>See: <em>Sprachwissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der deutschen Turfan-Forschung.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIAL</td>
<td><em>Studies on the Inner Asian Languages</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td><em>Studia Orientalia, editid Societas Orientalia Fennica</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td><em>Sovetskaja Türkologija</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi</td>
<td>See Gabain 2002.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA</td>
<td><em>Türk Dilleri Araştırmaları</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDAD</td>
<td><em>Türk Dilleri Araştırmaları Dizisi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDAYB</td>
<td><em>Türk Dili Araştırmaları Yılığı Belleten</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDED</td>
<td><em>İstanbul Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi Türk Dili ve Edebiyatı Dergisi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TibBud</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td><em>Turkic Languages</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMEN</td>
<td>See Doerfer 1963-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td><em>Türkologičeskij Sbornik</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT XNachl</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAJb</td>
<td><em>Uralaltaische Jahrbücher</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAJb N.F.</td>
<td><em>Uralaltaische Jahrbücher, Neue Folge</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udayana</td>
<td>See Wilkens 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW</td>
<td>See Röhrborn 1977 ff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VdSUa</td>
<td><em>Veröffentlichungen der Societas Uralo-Altaica</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vimala</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1152 (appeared in 2000; not 1999, as expected there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VimalaNew</td>
<td>See Zieme 2003a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJa</td>
<td><em>Voprosy Jazykoznanija</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WilkKatMan</td>
<td>See Wilkens 2000 (also Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZKM</td>
<td><em>Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDMG</td>
<td><em>Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZehnGeb</td>
<td>See Laut 2002a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZiemeAra</td>
<td>See Zieme 2000a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZiemeWind</td>
<td>Adam et al. 2000 nr. 1101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel raising</td>
<td>92, 95, 192n., 197, 202, 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel reduction</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel sequences</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels</td>
<td>27, 41-42, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vying &amp; cooperation</td>
<td>228, 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wackernagel’s law</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak consonants</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weather and environment</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight units</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word formation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word order</td>
<td>306n., 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>written language</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yenisey inscriptions</td>
<td>352, 354, 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes / no questions</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero, morphological</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero anaphora</td>
<td>358, 429, 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero derivation</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero reference</td>
<td>406, 419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero slots</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zetacism</td>
<td>30, 84-85, 203, 332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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/a/ 14, 42, 50, 90, 93, 97
/a:/ 47
adïn 334, 393, 401
alku 191, 217, 225, 231, 420
alku+gu, alkugun 176, 226
amarï, amarïlari 163, 226
an+ 126, 199, 205-6
+an 156
ançä 201-3, 206, 213, 327, 505, 511
ançada bärïi, ançada ken 203
ançada 202, 213
ançadin 205
ançadin bärïi 203
ançagïnpä 202, 327
ançak 202
ançaka tâgi 202-3, 213
ançama, ançä ymä 206, 516
ançan 202
ançip 201, 206, 327, 339, 511
ançula, ançulayu 92, 198, 202-3
anîran 203; cf. antîran, antaran and antiran
andîrtîn 203
anî 200
anî tïçün 512
anî+çä 201
anîlayu 198, 201
anîn 200, 236, 314, 487, 512
anîn 381
anînda, anîndïn ken, anîndsïz 197, 205
anta 173, 205, 476, 512
antaça, andaça, antada, antadan, antadîn, antadata bärïi 203-4
antaki 205
antag 126, 133, 193-4, 201, 212, 336, 429, 445, 447; cf. antâg.
antag antag 201
antak, anta ok 125
antakï(y)a ok 106
antaran 203 cf. andiran
antâg 126; cf. antag.
antîn sîyar 216, 503
antîran, antran 203
anja, ajar 18, 178, 200
ajaru 200, 206
ap, ap ... ap 338, 509
apam, apar 341, 496
ara+kï 187
artok, artok+i 42, 169, 221
asnu 188, 205, 223, 331
asnu+ça 287
asnikï 188
asmurak 150
ayi 18, 345
azu, azu ... azu 338, 406, 509
azu+ça 287, 326
/A/ 38, 46, 59, 89-90, 99, 123 127-8
+A (part of proper names) 144
+A (variant of dative suffix with 1st and 2nd person possessives)184
+A- 90, 128, 149, 228
-A 127-8, 311, 458
+(A)d- 128, 228
AgU > A 123, 243
+(A)gU(n+) 25, 80, 127-8, 160-61, 167, 169, 176, 183, 191, 211, 225-6
+AgUr 128, 146
+Ak 145
*-A)lI 10, 237
-(A)lm 10-11, 127-9, 230, 236-7
+(A)n 60, 99, 128, 158 (plural suffix)
+An (variant of instrumental +X)n / +(I)n 177
+Aŋ 168. Variant of +(n)ŋŋ.
-(A)r 132
- Ar barïr 250
- Ar 128, 131, 229, 240-41, 264, 454; cf. -r, -Ir, -Ur, -yUr.
- Ar- 79, 128
+(A)r- 127-8, 228, 331
- Ar+ 468
+Aya, -AyI, -(A)yn 235
-(A)yIn 55, 128-130, 235, 521
/ä/ 14, 45-7, 50-51, 300
ä e /X/ 61
äki, äkin, äkin+nti, äkirär 52, 88, 161, 221-3; cf. iki etc.
äkin < äkigü+n 52, 123
älig 50, 88, 97, 163, 220
äy 151, 163, 345
äy ašnuki 223
äy mïntïn 205, 345
ärdök+in 245-6
ärdök tåg 295
är-gay 31, 120, 245, 262, 272, 277
är-igli 287
är-igmä 283
ärinc 276, 322, 328, 349
ärıp 245, 246
ärkäñ (<*ärür kän ?) 124, 252, 285, 287-8, 341, 477
ärkî 31, 78, 120, 276-7, 322, 328, 350
är-kli 78-9, 118, 120-21, 285, 287-8, 341, 477
ärkli 78, 121
ärmäsär 338
ärmatin 245-6
ärmâz 268, 290, 324, 412, 519
är-miš 245-6, 268, 274, 301, 307, 310, 322
är-sär 216, 218-9, 245-6, 303-4, 307, 320-22, 324, 349, 425, 497
är-ti 255, 266, 521, 523
ärü ärü 308-9, 322
ärür 245, 268, 272, 290, 299, 322
ät’ öz 125, 149
[b] 15, 62-3, 65-6, 99, 102, 119
b > m 199
b > v, 63
baanja / bâanja, bajaranu 130, 194, 198
bar 48, 88, 91, 99, 225, 227, 324, 412, 416
bar- 99, 101, 214, 238, 247-9, 254, 323
barça 170, 225-6, 503
barî 217, 225
bašlayu, bašlayu+ca, bašla-yu+kî 223
baš+tîn+kî 188, 223
*hâ 196
bân 10, 12, 99, 117, 123, 130, 133, 161, 191-2, 194-6, 198, 209, 234, 245, 332
bânîn 198
bârû (< *hâ+gerü ?) 101, 123, 178, 187, 195, 200, 206, 208, 296, 332, 402
ber- 51, 138, 261-2, 294, 420
bini 192, 195, 198
bintäg, bintägi 126, 133, 193, 213
bir 41, 101, 137, 139-40, 149, 155-6, 159, 161, 164, 177, 188, 223-4
bir ikinti birla 191, 198
bir ikintikä, bir ikintïskä 191, 223, 231
bir kata, birär kata 224
birâgü 225
birî, birî(s)i, birsi lsinjâ 141, 224
birlâ, bîlâ, bir(y)lâ+n 18, 111, 176, 219, 278, 287, 312, 314, 322, 325-8, 333, 475, 481
birlâki 187
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birök 176, 337, 342, 496, 501
birök + in 326, 348
biz 123, 144, 147, 160, 163, 189, 192, 195-8, 209, 218-9, 222, 234, 455; cf. miz.
bizdä, bizıgä, bizıgśiläyä, bizıgdä 197
bizıg + tä + ki + čä 169, 197
bizıg 44, 195
bizınčılıyä 92, 198
bizintä 173, 196
bizin + ýläyü 92, 198
bizändä 196
bizläür 195
bizni 167
biznida 196
biznilig 150, 196, 201
Bİn 193
* bı + 94, 205-6
bo 18, 45, 123, 126, 133, 183, 191, 193, 195, 197, 199-201, 205-6, 210, 212-13, 219-20, 222, 224, 231-2, 332, 423
bo + lar + ta + čä + g 205
bol- 229, 245, 249-50, 255-6, 271-2, 276, 294, 322, 324, 409
bol-čun, bolmačun 235
bol-gay 352
bol-or, bolmažun 235
bol-up 219
bol-zun 90
bol-gay 244, 272, 522
bol-mandači 289
bolți 272
bolu ber- 261
bol-čunı 236
bun- 94, 126, 183, 199, 205-6
bunda / bunta 173, 199
burun, burun + kši 18
büntägi 126, 193

č/ 56, 70, 83, 103, 109, 193, 207
[č] 13, 113, 115
čak 266, 343
čA 92, 128, 177, 190, 198, 202, 318-9, 322, 340, 376, 390, 468-9
čA + kyA 139
+čA + lAyU 92, 177; cf. +čIłAyU
+čA + sIg 139
+čI 129-31, 140, 148-9, 154, 177, 243, 279, 291-2
-čI 243
čI 345
+čIłAyU 180; cf. +čA + lAyU
+čU+ 177, 198
čU 345, 351, 522
-čUk 114, 152; cf. -kUč.
+čUłAyU 180, 190
[d] 62, 67-9, 100, 118, 121, 214, 315, 317
d ~ § 67-8
/d/ > /y/ 9, 19, 121-2, 316
-d+ 234, 238, 246, 265-6, 273
+dA (−tA) 13, 15, 68-9, 92, 118-9, 121, 128, 150, 173-5, 188-9, 197, 204, 291, 372
+dA + kI 188, 387
-dAči år- 290
-dAči örti 270-1
-dAči bol- 250
+dAm 91, 119, 128, 140, 146
+dAm / +dIn 13, 69, 119, 174-5, 281, 375
+dAš 140, 147
-dl / -tI 315
-dl 69, 141, 231, 239, 245, 273, 298
+dl 129; cf. +tI ~ +dl.
-dllAr 231, 239
+dIn (−dAm) 13, 174-5, 181, 281, 376, 457
+dIr / +dUr 203
+dIrIn 175
-dOk (−tOk) 27, 31-2, 69, 118-9, 129, 163, 215, 238-40, 242, 246, 281, 293-6, 298, 319, 375, 431, 440, 443, 454, 469, 484-5
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-dOk dA 318, 320, 471
-dOk A a 472
-dOk A bärü 480
-dOk +In (instrumental) 319
-dOk +In üčün 319, 486
-dOk üčün 485
-dUm, -dUmUz 15-16, 93
+dXg 197
-dXgXz 239
-dXm 68, 94, 265, 266
-dXmXz, -d+=Xm=Z 15, 93, 238
+dXŋ 14
+dXn 109, 123, 129, 174-5, 181-2, 187, 205, 331, 333, 386, 406
+dXr+ 197, 203, 330
+dXrAn, +dXrIt 84
+dXrIt 84, 182, 203, 327

[g] 67-9. 118-9, 121

/e/ 12, 26-7. 42, 45, 50-52, 91, 107, 133
[e] 88
eyin, eyen 51, 334, 395

[f] 66-7, 117

[g] 78, 121, 172
+gA 9, 171-2, 184; cf. +kA.
-gA 128, 153-4, 207, 233, 242-3
-gAk 128, 152
-gAl 128-9, 154-5, 230, 247, 249-50, 257, 259, 278-9, 281, 308, 312, 317-8, 409, 479, 489-90, 494, 512
-gAl alk- 250, 317
-gAl ay- 409
-gAl ær- 244, 250, 255, 271, 308, 317, 409
-gAl bol- 259, 275, 317, 323, 409
-gAl kal- 250, 253, 260, 409
-gAl küsä- 410
-gAl ötün- 409
-gAl sakën- 410
-gAl tätiglig 384
-gAl tur- 249-50, 254-5, 317, 409
-gAl u- 259, 409
-gAl ugra- 409, 410
-gAl üčün 308, 319, 327, 405, 490
-gAl yarlığa- 409
-gAlIr 27, 244, 252, 255, 263, 271-2, 278, 307-8, 484
-gAlIr ärkän 308, 478
-gAlIr ärti 271
-gAlIr ürti 271
-gAn r üčün 320, 490-91
-gAn 10, 15, 128, 143, 153, 155-6, 233, 252, 282, 288, 290-91, 297, 320, 332
-gAn bol- 256, 290
+gAr 178
+gAr- 79, 97, 177
+gArU 123, 128, 177-8, 200, 312, 374
-gAy 10-11, 14, 120, 153, 207, 233-4, 242-5, 263, 270, 272, 321, 520
-gAy ärdi 270, 521
-gAy ärki 521
-gAy täg 278
-gAsOk, -gAysOk, -gAšOk 128-9, 153
-gI 120, 152; cf. -kI.
+gI 186
-gIl 18, 129, 235, 351, 522; cf. gUIl.
+gIl 225
-gInčA (< -X)+(s)In+(čA) 153, 202, 317-8, 327, 479
-gIl- 248, 255
-gOk / -gUk 120, 152, 155
-gš/ < /šg/ 114
-gU 31, 349, 518
-gU 13, 18, 90, 128, 151, 260, 276-9, 281, 291, 301-5, 316, 442-3, 454, 472, 484, 526
-gU är- 305
-gÜ ärir, -gU ärmän, -gU kärğän, -gU ol 526
-gU täg 260, 276, 278, 306
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-\(g\)Ü üčün 306, 308, 320, 491
-\(g\)Ü+\(d\)A 303, 319, 472
-\(g\)Ü+\(k\)A 306, 319, 360, 491
-\(g\)Ü+s\(l\) yok 277, 303
-\(g\)Ü+s\(x\)Z 303
-\(g\)Üč 152
-\(g\)ÜA 468, 497
-\(g\)ÜčA ärşär 305, 496
-\(g\)ÜčI 14, 149, 153, 229, 282, 286, 291-3, 303, 443
-\(g\)Ül < -\(g\)Ü ol 125, 526
\(g\)Ül 18; cf. gIl.
-\(g\)Ülxk 13, 128-9, 147, 260, 301-3, 306-7, 414, 442, 454, 484
-\(g\)Ülxk är- 260, 527
-\(g\)Ülxk üčün 308, 491
-\(g\)Ülxk+\(l\) yok 277
-\(g\)ÜlxsxZ 152-3, 307
-\(g\)Ur 229, 237
-\(g\)Ur- 59
-\(g\)UsxZ 303
+\(g\)X 146
-\(g\)Xn 120, 129, 152; cf. -\(k\)Xn.

[y] 69, 77-9, 117, 120-21

/h/ 21, 30, 48, 53-4, 81-2
[h] 82
*h 101-2, 108

/i/ 46, 55-6, 61, 89
[i] 43, 88, 93, 206
[i > e] 107
i ~ Ø 107
idi 18, 122, 245, 346
ikägü / ikigü 166, 225
iki / äki 52, 88, 137, 161, 221, 330; cf. äki etc.
ikilä, iki+läyü 223, 328
ikin 221
iki+nti / äkinti 137, 207, 223, 227
ikinti ka, ikintisi 224
ikinti+läyü 223
ikinti+siz 139
ikintiškä 137
ikirär 222
iki+si 161
iki+z 163, 225
il+ki 79, 190, 223
+in (instrumental suffix variant) 61
inčäk (< in+čä ök) 59, 91, 207; cf. inčak.
iŋaru, (i)ŋärü 196, 206; cf. ńgaru, ńgaru.

/i/ 46, 59, 61, 129, 203
-I 127, 129, 311, 458
+I- 129
+(I)čAk 132, 145
+Ik 145-6, 242
+(I(m)+ (variant of possessive suffix) 162, 207
+(I)n (variant of instrumental) 14, 175-6, 183
+(I)ŋArU 185
-Ir 129, 131, 240-41; cf. -r, -Ar, -Ur, -yUr.
-(I)sA- 123
-(I)t-18, 110, 241; cf. -(X)t-/ -(I)t-.

/[i] 42, 46, 52-61, 66, 81, 91, 93, 133-4, 206-7, 216, 301, 352
[ï] 43, 91, 93, 284
\(\dot{\imath}\) > i, \(\ddot{i}\) ~ i 51, 56-7, 96
*i (nominative of demonstrative pronoun *in+) 207, 243
\(\ddot{i}\) ~ yì- 30
id- 16, 126, 248-9, 251, 257, 420
\(\ddot{i}n\) (demonstrative) 130, 162, 205-8, 340
ίna 202, 206
iŋaru 104, 204, 206-8, 332, 402; cf. naru.
ίnčä 56, 201, 206-7, 243, 332, 505, 511; cf. inčä.
ίnčak 207; cf. inčäk
ίnčama 206
ίnčip / inčip 201, 206-7, 327, 332, 339
ίŋgaru, ńgaru 200, 206, 332; cf. ńgaru, (i)ŋärü.
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- **intin** 205-8, 243, 332
- **ka+, *ka** 98, 191, 210, 212, 214-5, 340
- **kač** 212, 214-5, 218
- **kač kata** 214, 224
- kačan < ka+ča+n 215, 218, 331, 481, 496
- kačaniyu 216-7
- kačan yata 224
- kal- 249, 253, 323, 409
- kalı 215, 481, 496, 524
- kalıcı (< *ka+la+ti), k(a)liš 31, 203, 213, 215, 340, 470, 496
- kamag, kamğ, kamug 123, 225-6
- kamagu < *kamag+agu 123, 226
- kamagun 176
- kamlığu+nı 191
- kanda, kanta, kan+ta yan, kanya 214
- kand(a)n 174, 214
- kandi 214, 518
- kantar, kantıran < kan+tı+ran 203, 214
- kaňu (< *kaňo ?), kamu, kanyu 12, 15, 71-2, 126, 210, 215-6, 502; cf. kayu.
- kanyudun 181
- kat+ın kat+ın 327
- kat-a 224
- kayda 216
- kayul / kay’ ol, kayu ol 125, 215
- kayutiň siňar 216, 503
- +kA 9, 112, 128, 137, 171-3, 179, 196; cf. +gA.
- +kA+ 228
- kAn 344
- käl- 247, 249, 253, 283
- k(ä)-l- 60
- kám / kim 191-2, 210-12, 396, 499
- kántu / kându 44, 191, 208-10, 212, 218-19
- *ke+č, ke+ča, ke+din, ke+n 179
- kedın 123
- kediti 203
- ken 123, 204-5, 333
- keniňa 164
- kenki 188
- kerü (< *ke+gârû) 123, 178-9, 206
- kersrä (< *ke+sin+rä ?) 179, 296, 333, 401
- kim biz, kim m(a)n 218
- kim kayu 155
- kim+i, kim+ñä 191, 211-2
- kimkäng < kim+kä nünü 126
- -kI 120; cf. -gl.
- +klı 129, 156-7, 162, 170, 182, 186-91, 205, 223, 331, 373, 386, 393
- +klı+čA 73
- +kläňA 71, 73-4, 106, 128-9, 137, 139, 145-6, 222, 515; cf. +k(I)yA.
- +kIr- 114, 228, 241
- +k(I)yA (< +kläňA) 33, 73, 106, 139, 145-6, 529
- kil- 229, 420
- kk > k 110
- kodı 345
- kOk (< (O)k Ok) 125
- kör- 85, 99, 117, 132, 147, 163, 248, 258, 294, 524
- körö 333
- kudi 334, 396, 402, 404
- -kUč 114; cf. -eUk.
- kün+tüz 84, 203, 327
- -kXn 120; cf. -gXn.
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/l/ ~ /š/ 85
+lA 201, 213, 315, 330
+lA 276
+lA- 98, 128, 179, 223, 228, 315
+lA+tI / +lA-tI 214-5
+lAkA < +lAr+kA 111
+lAn- 228
-lAr 158, 231
+lArI 165
+lAyU 177, 179-80, 190, 198, 201, 204, 223, 312, 380
*šč > š 102
[ld] 69
+(l)dUrXk, +ldruk, +(l)dArXk, +htarak 17, 97, 111, 128-9, 146-7; cf. +trUK.
+lI 129, 161, 166-7, 191, 509
/lI/ > /l/ 202
ly < yl 281
/lv/ 106
+lXg 3, 14, 31-32, 90-92, 129, 137, 139-40, 142, 145, 149-50, 155-6, 161, 177, 180-81, 196, 325, 333, 385, 396, 452, 535
+lXgU ~ +lUgU(n) 128-9, 160, 176, 180-81, 314, 379
+lXk 129, 140, 144, 147, 306
-lXn- 97, 229, 434
/lv/ 95, 99, 103, 117, 151, 344
m < b 11, 62, 74, 117
#mº < #bº 100, 198
mA 91, 98, 107, 128, 170, 206, 219, 347-8, 517; cf. ymA.
-mA 152
-mA- 85, 98, 128, 138, 156, 229, 242-3, 278, 281, 291, 303, 314, 422, 486
-mAč 112
-mAčI 14, 18, 243, 263, 270, 272, 290
-mAdAčI 18, 243, 283, 286, 289, 291
-mA-dOk 18, 229, 239, 272-3, 276, 294, 296, 298, 321, 421, 497
-mAdOkXm 422
-mA-gIčA 318, 479
-mA-gIł 286, 291
-mA-gU 229, 421
-mA-gUčI 229, 283
-mA-gUlXk 152, 229, 303, 307, 421
-mAkk 128, 279, 280-82, 303, 454, 472, 526
-mAkk+I bolzun, -mA+lArI bolzun 524
-mAkk+IłA 319, 473
-mAkk+kA 112, 360
-mAkk+lArI bol- 281
-mAkk+lXg 281, 438
-mAkk+sXz 153, 282, 291, 303
-mAksXzIn, -mA+sXz+sXn 314, 316, 458, 467
-mAkk+tA 457
-mAkk üčün 280
-mAkk- 303
-mAkk- 281
-mAkk- 294, 421
-mAkk- 240, 319, 457, 486
-mAkk- 281
-(mA-)kk ün 280
-mAkk- 314, 316, 458, 467
-mAkk- 11
-mAkk- 320
-mAkk- 342, 344
-mAkk- 320
-mAkk- 327, 458, 465
-mAkk- 55, 128-9, 230, 246, 252, 278, 310, 314, 327, 458, 465
-mAkk- 317
-mAkk- 317
-mAkk- 317
-mAkk- 469
-mAkk- 294, 421
-mAkk- 240, 319, 457, 486
-(mA-)yU 317
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-mAz 84-5, 99, 128, 241-2, 263, 284, 291; cf. -mAš.
-mAz ärkän 478
-mAzkAn 124, 288, 342, 472, 478
män, mn 10, 12, 44, 99, 192-3, 198, 204, 209, 234, 245
män+ig 193
män+iŋ+sız 169
mänčä 198
mänčığ 15, 197
mänčığın 197
män Más mänčız mänčızsiz 169
mänşiz 196
mántā 192
mâncâ 74
mâncârü kalip 194
mîncidâ 92, 197, 204
mîn 192, 219, 231, 236
mîncidâ 196
mînic 15, 192
mînic, mintâ 192
mintâdâ, mîntidâ 204
mintin 196
mintîrdîn, mintîrtin 197, 203
mîz 234; cf. biz.
mln (clitic 1st person pronoun) 193
-mîş ârgöy 270
-mîş ârû, 268-9
-mîş bol- 272
-mîş kârgâk 525
-mîş ol 243, 269
-mîş tâg 469
-mîş tur- 250
-mîş üçîn 319, 485
-mîşkâ 468-9
-mîş+kâ da /-mîš+tA (bârü) 318, 320, 473-4, 480
-mîš+dln 474
-mîš+im bar 298
-mîš+kA 55, 240, 319, 486
+mîš / +mXîš 220
mîn+ 205
mîn+ça 94, 205
mîn+în 94
mîntida 197
mînta kên 205
mîntada adîn, mîntada kên 204
mîntada 94, 197, 204-5
mîntida in[a]rû 204
mîntida 197, 204
mîntin 206
-mîš+ka 130
mon+ tâg 193
montag 126, 133, 193-4, 201, 212, 336
mun+ 206
muna 202, 206, 355-6, 521
mun+ça+kya 139
munêda (bârü) 202-3
munçan 202
munçulayu 92, 198, 202
mundaça 204
mundîrîn 203
munî 194, 200, 205
munîlayu 198, 201
munîn 200
munînîda, munîndîn 197
munîsiz 196, 201
munta 205
mun+ta+da 94, 197, 204-5
muntadan 204
muntakî 205
muntîn 206, 208
muntîran 203
muntuda 204
munun 200
muwa, muwar 18, 200
mu 94, 99, 128, 133, 137, 245, 342, 347, 349, 411, 430, 512, 516, 518
-mXr 93, 112
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+n+  15, 161-2, 167, 180, 191, 195-6, 199, 206, 212, 330
+n# 158
+ n ~ y 74
naru 104, 206; cf. inaru.
nä +-(X)p 310
nä ärsär 125, 219; cf. närsär.
nä iš 211
nä ymä 212, 215, 218, 481
näcük, näcükın, näcüklići 213, 470, 482
nädä ötrö 505
nädä 212
nägii 211, 454
nägül < nägii (ö)k 123, 211
nägülä ötärgii 211
nägül < nägii ol 125
näkä 212
nälök, nälük 31, 60, 123, 213, 243
nämä 214
nämän 213
näncä 212
nän 99, 213, 216-7, 346
näräk, nä käräk 123, 125-6
närägyä, nä ärägyä, n(ö)rgöyä 125, 322
nätgä, nä tög 133, 212-3, 336, 471, 503-4
nätgöyin, nätäglätäi 133, 213
näzä 125, 219; cf. nä ärzsär.
[nd] 69
näcä 92; cf. näcä.
+n#n 18, 167, 170-1, 186, 191-2, 196, 205, 212, 225-6
+n#n+  (pronominal intercalary element) 196
+n#n#, +nƯ# 94, 169; cf. +(n)X#.
*/#n/ > /#n/ 81
[n#] > [në] 152
+n#n+ +A# 190
+(n)X# 61, 80, 128-9, 168-9, 195;
cf. +n#n+, +n蘧# 81
+ ny/ 13, 74, 181
+ /#n/ 14-15, 29, 44, 80-81, 110-111, 117, 162, 169, 206, 219, 453
[ # ] 80
+ /#n# /#n/ 13-14, 33-4, 62, 71-5, 80, 110, 181, 210
+ < n 16
+ > y 19, 34
+ > y# 72
[në] 95, 130
+ /o/ 42, 48-50, 88, 90-91, 129, 380
[o] 42, 88, 90-91, 129
/o/ 27
-o /-ö 90; cf. -U.
ol 18, 32, 49, 133, 190-91, 198-9, 201-2, 205-7, 212, 215-16, 218-19, 224, 228, 231-2, 234, 240, 272, 282, 298-9, 305-8, 310, 316, 321, 323-4, 357, 414
olar (< *ol+lar) 112, 202, 231
ona 202, 206
-or /-ör /-ür 90; cf. -Ur.
oş 199
/O/ 127, 129, 131, 412
Ok, (O)k 45, 91, 95, 125, 129, 133, 137, 150, 152, 154, 201, 207, 219, 242, 245, 310, 314, 342-3, 347, 425, 431, 472, 476, 512
-(O)k 99, 110, 127, 129,132, 152
/o/ 48, 81, 88, 91, 129, 380
[ö] 42, 88, 91, 106, 121
öği 169, 176, 225, 314, 328
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örti 221
öz+in+ıň+çı 169, 210
öz 144, 146, 149, 154, 169, 184, 186, 191, 208-10, 357
özğa 170, 316
özün / özün 175
/p/ 62, 65-7, 93, 95, 100-102, 116-7, 151
#p 65, 101

[r] 75
[r ~ x] 77


[r ~ /z/ 30
[r# > o# /z/ 85
-ı 85, 131, 240-42; cf. -Ar, -Ir, -U, -Ur.
+ıAr 89, 131, 168, 178-9, 182, 187, 318, 333, 373, 386
+ıAr/yAr 128
-ıAr 114, 228
+ıAk 142, 150-51
+(ı)Ar 128, 220, 222
[rö] 119
[rg] 78
/rk/ 132, 287
/r/ 111
/rp/ 132
/rs/ 85
+rU 178
*rı 179

[s] 83, 102, 116, 121, 128, 151, 162, 236, 239
[ı] 106
+s 158
să < sańa 80
să 320
sanh+ıň+ça 15, 162
sańa 80, 130, 192, 194, 218; cf.

sänä.
sanar 194
sayu 335, 405, 475
-sAr 15, 17-18, 72, 83, 112; cf. -sAr.
sAr bol- 259
-sAr käräk, -sAr käräk ārdi 523, 527
-sAr 15, 17-19, 72, 83, 112, 128, 213, 215, 219, 234, 246, 266, 276, 309, 318, 320-21, 435, 448, 494, 499; cf. -sA.
sAr ymä 496
säkiz on (>säksön) 89, 115, 220
sän, sn 44, 130, 191-4, 197, 204, 214-5, 219, 230, 357
sänä 194; cf. sańa.
sänin 198
sänındä, sänındin, sänınsız 197
sänılar 195; cf. sänılar, sızılr.
silär 195; cf. sänılar, sızılr.
sin+di+dā 92
sindirtin 197, 203
sini 192
siničüläyu 92, 198
sindidä, sindidin 196-7
sintä 192, 196
sintädä, sintidä 197
siz 54, 133, 157, 160, 163, 165, 169, 192, 195, 200, 214, 225, 228, 230
sizä, sizän, sizıñ 44, 195
sizädä, sizänärä, sizinta 192, 194, 196
sizintäg 126, 133, 194, 196
sizılar 195; cf. sänılar, sılär.
sızı 192, 194
sızınlıläyu 92, 198
sızınlıdä 196
+sIg 129, 139-40, 142, 146
+sIl 146
sI (clitic 2nd person pronoun) 193
+(s)İ(n(n)+, +(s)i(n)+ 13, 55, 128-31, 150, 162, 167, 173, 175, 178, 184-5, 207-8, 223
+(s)İn ( accusative) 130
+(s)İyA 80, 184
+(s)İyArU 80, 185
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+\(s\)InIğ 184
<sIrA- 84, 87, 128-9, 149, 228, 297
+slz 149
*sî 332
sîyâr 178, 208, 221, 332, 403, 483
sîyâru 162, 178, 208
/sk/ 198
soka / suka 331, 344
+sOk 129, 153
-sU, -sUn, -sUnl 236
-sUn ärtä 523
-sXk (~ -slk ?) / -sXg 13, 129, 163, 230, 234, 238, 242, 244, 248, 276, 279, 289, 301-2, 304, 440, 443, 454, 526
-sXk+Xy 238, 244
-sXk- (~ -(X)z-(X)k-) 116, 121, 129, 228, 248, 434
+sXz 14, 61, 84, 87, 129, 139-40, 143, 149, 156, 177, 196, 228-9, 316
+sXzXn 176
]/š/ 14, 65-7, 77-8, 83-4, 100, 102-3, 106, 109, 117, 124, 239, 296, 351
[š] 29

/t/ 67, 69, 103, 112, 114-6, 315, 317
[t] 69-70, 118
takî 150, 170, 337, 349, 478, 509
tap-a 66, 178, 333, 404
\(t\)Ag, +\(t\)Ag 133, 336; cf. \(t\)âg.
\(t\)âg 126, 133, 137, 164, 179, 189, 193, 201, 209, 212-3, 332, 340, 396, 404-5; cf. \(t\)Ag. +\(t\)Ag.
\(t\)âgâl 412
\(t\)âgî 188, 334, 399
te- 51, 209, 283, 310, 325, 455, 504-5
\(te\)-gmâ 283
tep 44, 492, 505
te-r 241
+\(t\)I ~ +\(d\)l 213, 223, 315, 330; cf. +\(d\)l.
tokuž on, tokson 89, 115, 220
tolp 225
/tv/ 97

\(^{o}trI\)- 228
+\(tr\)Ük 97; cf. +\(l\)d\(Ur\)Xk.
-\(tr\)Ü< ~ -\(Ur\)-Ü 97
\(tt > t\) 110
tur- 247, 249, 250-1, 255, 323, 325, 409
/turu/ 106
turur 250-51, 255, 305, 325-6, 413
-t\(Ur\)- (~ -d\(Ur\)-) 38, 69, 90, 116, 128, 229
-t\(Ur\)XI- 228, 433
tükâr- 249, 256-7
tüüzü, tüüzü+gü 170, 225-6
tv > vt 86
-t\(Xl\)- 97, 228, 299, 433
-t\(Xz\)- 97, 228, 434
tz > ts 116

]/u/ 42, 59, 64, 88, 91, 93, 128
[u] 90
u- 126, 228, 248, 258-60, 275, 409
u-sar, u-yur 258
ulat\(t\) 31, 169, 204, 403, 509
u-ma- 127, 230, 275, 311
una 202, 206, 266

/\(U\)/ 18, 46, 59, 61, 89-91, 93, 99, 128-9, 131, 158
[u] 90
-U 90, 128, 258, 311, 458; cf. -o / -ö
+\(U\) 228
+\(U\)- 90, 128
-U alk- 250, 409
-U är- 250-52
-U bar- 250, 253
-U bašla- 249
-U ber- 262
-U bil- 260
-U birlâ 327, 405, 475-6
-U bol- 259, 275
-U id-, -U kal-, -U kâl- 250
-U ötün- 409
-U tur- 250
-U turur 264
-U tut- 250
-U tükât- 250, 409
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-U yarlïka- 409
-U yorï- 250
-U uma-, -UmA- 127, 259
+(U)mUz / +(U)mXz 15, 93, 161
[uo, üo] 49
-Ur 90, 128, 131-2, 229, 233, 240-41, 263, 282, 284-5, 287-8; cf.
-or / -ör, -ûr, -Ir, -yUr.
-Ur 38, 72, 128, 229
-Ur ärkän 458
+(U)t 90, 132, 152, 238
-(U)t 90, 132, 152, 275, 409
-(U)t+čI 149, 154
- /u/ 88, 129
[u] 88
üçïn 141, 149, 154, 159, 161, 163, 170, 188, 278, 280, 296, 300, 302-4, 307-8, 404, 484, 487, 490
üzdä 31, 150, 179, 181-2, 280, 328, 333, 400, 405, 457

/v/ 62, 64-7, 95, 99, 102, 119, 123
[v] 63-66
/v ~ m/ 62
-vI 65, 129

/NrVr/ 124
[Vr[V] : [Vr[V] 113

/w/ 64, 67
[w] 63-5

[x] 76-8, 117
xanda, xayu 77
xw 21

/X/ 38, 46, 59-61, 88, 90-91, 99, 127, 129, 131, 158, 169, 180, 185, 203, 301

+(X)c 145
-(X)d- 229
+(X)g 18, 61, 129, 167, 170, 226
+(X)g 61, 90, 110, 132, 152-4, 317
+(X)gčI 149, 153, 323
+(X)gč bol- 256
+(X)gI 14-15, 78, 120, 129, 233, 265, 282, 285-8, 320
+(X)gI 14-15, 127-9, 233, 282-3, 291
+(X)gsA- (< -(X)g+sA-), -(X)sA- 123, 153-4, 228, 302
+(X)k- 79, 97, 129, 132, 228, 241, 532
-(X)k- 97, 129, 132, 229, 241, 434, 517
-(X)l 129, 228
-(X)l- 14, 85, 90, 97, 129, 248, 433
-(X)m 14, 129, 152-3, 227, 389
+(X)m 129, 156, 166, 318
+(X)mA (~ + (X)mkA) 178, 184
+(X)mArU 178, 185
-(X)m+čI 149, 154
+(X)mIn 185
-(X)mIXg 153, 154, 155
-(X)msIn- 228
+(X)mIXz 15, 61, 93, 225
+(X)n 14, 55, 61, 129-30, 175-6, 180, 183 (instrumental suffix)
-(X)n 142
-Xn 90, 128, 152
+Xn 169 (dissimilatory variant of + (n)Xg)
+Xn 185-6 (accusative marker after possessive suffixes)
+Xn+ (intercalary element after pronouns) 196
-(X)n- 61, 94, 142, 229, 434
-(X)n- (X)s 110, 115
-(X)nč 90, 110, 129, 152, 155
+(X)nč 220, 222
+(X)nčIg (< *(X)nč+sIg) 129, 152
+(X)nčIXz 152-3, 177, 311
+(X)nčsIXzXn 176
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-(X)nčU 113, 128-9, 148, 152
-(X)ŋ 61, 129, 237, 520
+(X)ŋ 129, 160, 165, 184, 234
+(X)ŋA 80, 184
+(X)ŋArU 80
+(X)ŋIn 185
-(X)ŋ-Ar 9, 237, 520
-(X)ŋUr 237
+(X)ŋXz 61
+(X)ŋ(Χ)zlAr 165
-(X)p alk- 250, 409
-(X)p anîn 513
-(X)p är- 250, 252, 311
-(X)p bar- 250, 253, 254
-(X)p id- 257
-(X)p kal- 250
-(X)p kod- 409
-(X)p tur- 250, 255
-(X)p An 13, 15, 128-9, 176-7, 229, 278, 308-10, 314, 327, 458
-(X)pAnIn 15, 236
-(X)pAnXn 13, 176, 310, 458
+(X)pKA- 128-9, 228
-Xš 124, 128-9, 142, 152, 155
+Xš 146
-(X)š- 137, 142, 228, 249, 433
-(X)š+čI 149
+(X)š 129, 158
-(X)t- / -(l)t- 18, 70, 97, 110, 120, 129, 131-2, 229, 232, 241, 299, 311, 315, 433; cf. -(l)t-.
+(X)šXn / -(A)šXn / -yXn 129, 316
-(X)ž 129, 152, 242
+(X)ž 129, 160, 162-3, 191, 195, 225
-(X)ž- 129, 229

/y/ 12-13, 19, 30, 34, 44, 52, 54, 62, 69-74, 81, 95, 107, 110, 121, 123, 131, 210, 243, 533
[y] 34, 75, 99